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COLLECTION

OP

VOYAGES AND TRAVELS,

FROM THE

DISCOVERY OF AMERICA

TO THE PRESENT TIME.

Continuation of mr. brucfs travels.

jyjR. BRUCE, finding that things had come to a crisis at

Sennaar, determined to leave it immediately, and visit

Adelan, who had removed with his troops to some distance.

But, being without money, he applied to Hagi Belal for assist-

ance, shewing him the letter of the EngUsh broker at Jidda,

and requesting him to advance 2,000 sequins. But this feU

low, counterfeiting surprize, pretended he had not above 20

dollars. However, being intimidated by the threats of an

officer of the court, who had conceived a friendship for Mr.

Bruce, he advanced 50 sequins ; and our traveller was com-

pelled to abandon his gold chain. In the evening, the king

sent for Mr. Bruce, and requested him to endeavour to pro-

cure Mahomet's pardon, the wretch that had attempted to

assassinate him. This he proinised, and was dismissed. He
immediately got his camels ready and departed from Sennaar,

as if to visit Adelan; but having sent a letter to this powerful

Vol. IIL A
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BRUCFS TRAVFXS.

chief, he travelled northward, in order to fly from this inhos-

pitable kingdom as quickly as {Xjssiblc.

After travelling 10 days, with gi'cat diligence, he arrived at

Herbagi, the seat of Wed Agecb, a hereditary prince of the

Arabs, but subject to Scnnaar. He spoke contemptuously of

the king, but informed Mr. Bruce, that a servant of Adelan

had arrived with a letter and messages on his account. He
also sent one of his people to protect him from the neighbour-

ing Arabs, and gave hii^ n letter to Sittir.a, his sister, wha
governed Chendi.

On the third day after leaving this place, our traveller and

his party crossed the Nile; and, having travelled 12 days,

mostly through woods and deserts, he reached Chendi, a vil-

lage containing 250 houses. After resting a few day, he waited

upon the princess, Sittina. * She received me,' says he, ' be-

hind a screen, so that it was imjxjssible either to see her figure,

or faco; I observed, however, that there were apertures so

managed in the screen that she had a perfect view of me. She

expressed herself with great politeness, talked much upon the

terms in which Adelan was with the king, and wondered

exceedingly how a white man, like me, should venture so far

in such an ill-governed country. " Allow me, madam," said

I, *^ to complain of a breach of hospitality in you, which no

Arab has been yet guilty of towards me.** *• Me r said she,

" that would be strange, indeed, to a man that bears my bro-

ther's letter. How can that be ?"" " Why, you tell me,

madam, that I am a white man, by which I know that you see

me, without ^ving me the like advantage. The queens of Sen-

naar did not use me so hardly; I had a full sight of them with-

out having used any importunity.*" On this she broke out into a

great fit of laughter ; then fell into a conversation about medi-

cines to make her hair grow, or rather to hinder it from falling

oft'. She desired me to come to her the next day ; that her

son, Idris, would be then at home from the howat (the farm

where he kept the flocks belonging to himself), and that he

very niudi wished to see me. She that day sent us plenty of

provi»ons from her own tabie. '
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* On the 13th of October, it was so excessively hot that it

was impossible to suffer the burning sun. The poisonous

simoon blew likewise as if it came from an oven. Our eyes

were dim, our lips cracked, our knees tottering, our throats

perfectly dry, and no relief was found from drinking an immo-

derate quantity of water. The people advised me to dip a

sponge in vinegar and water, and hold it before my mouth and

nose, and this greatly relieved me. In the evening I went to

Sittina. Upon entering the house, a black slave laid hold of

me by the hand, and placed me in a passage, at the end of

which were two opposite doors. I did not well know the rea-

son of this ; but had staid only a few minutes when I heard

one of the doors at the end of the passage open, and Sittina

appeared magnificently dressed, with a kind of round cap of

solid gold upon the crown of her head, all beat very thin, and

hung round with sequins ; with a variety of gold chains, soli«

taires, and necklaces of the same metal, about her neck. Her
hair was plaited in 10 or 12 small divisions like tails, which

hung down below her waist, and over her was thrown a

common cotton white garment. She had a purple silk stole,

or scarf, hung very gracefully upon her back, brought again

round her waist, without covering her shoulders or arms.

Upon her wrists she had two bracelets, like handcuffs, about

half an inch thick, and two gold manacles of the same at her

feet, fully an inch in diameter, the most disagreeable and awk-

ward part of all her dress. I expected she would have hurried

through with some affectation of surprize. On the contrary,

she stopt in the middle of the passage, saying, in a very grave

manner, " Kifhakc ?"" (how are you ?)—I thought this was

an opportunity of kissing her hand, which I did, without her

shewing any sort of reluctance. " Allow me as a physician,"

said I, " madam, to say one word."" She bowed with her

head, and said, " Go in at that door, and I will hear you.''

The slave appeared, and carried me through a door at the

bottom of the passage into a room, while her mistress vanished

in at another door at the top, and there was the screen I had

seen the day before, and the lady sitting beliind it.
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* She was a woman scarcely forty, taller than the middle

size, had a very round, plunjp f'ace^ her mouth rather

large, very red lips, the finest teeth and eyes I have seen, but

at the top of* her nose, and between her eye-brows, she had a

small speck made of cohol, or antimony, four-cornered, and

of the size of the smallest patches our women used to wear

;

another rather longer upon the top of her nose, and one on

the middle of her chin.

* SlU'ma. " Tell me what you would say to me as a physi-

cian." Yag. *' It was, madam, but in consequence of your

discourse yesterday. That heavy gold cap, with which you

press your hair, will certainly be the cause of a great part of

it falling off." Sitt. " I believe so ; but I should catch cold,

I am so accustomed to it, if 1 was to leave it off. Are you a

man of name and family in your own country Y^ Yog. " Of
both, madam."'*' Sitt. "Are the women handsome there,'*''

Yag. " The handsomest in the world, madam; but they

are so good, and so excellent in all other respects, that nobody

thinks at all of their beauty, nor do they value themselves

upon it." Sitt. " And do they allow you to kiss their hands?"

Yag. " I understand you, madam, though you have mis-

taken me. There is no familiarity in kissing hands ; it is a

mark of homage and distant respect paid in my country to our

sovereigns, and to none earthly besides." Sitt. " O yes, but

the kings." Yag. " Yes, and the queens, too, always on

the knee, madam ; I said our sovereigns, meaning both king

and queen.—On her part it is a mark of gracious condescen-

sion, in favour of rank, merit, and honourable behaviour ; it

is a reward for dangerous and difficult services, above all other

compensation." Sitt. " Bui do you know that no man ever

kissed my hand but you ?" Yag. " It is impossible I

should know that, nor is it material. Of this I am confident,

it was meant respectfully, cannot hurt you, and ought not to

offend you." Sitt. " It certainly has done neither, but I

wish very much Idris, my son, would come and see you, as

it is on his account I dressed myself to day." Yag. " I hope,

madam, when 1 do see him, he will think of some way of for-
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warding me safely to Barbar, in my way to Egypt." Sift. " Sa-

fely ! God forgive you ! you arc throwing yourself away wan-

tonly. Idris himself, king oC this country, dares not undertake

such a journey. But why viid not you go along with jVtahomct

Towash ? He set out only a few days ago for Cairo, the same

way you are going, and has, 1 believe, taken nil the hyhcers

(guides) with him. But, while you stay, let me see you every

day, and, if you want any thing, send by a servant of mine.

It is a tax, I know, improperly laid upon a man like you, to

ask for every necessary ; but Idris will be here, and he will

provide you better."'"'

* One day, sitting in my tent, musing upon the very un-

promising aspect of my affairs, an Arab of very ordinary ap-

pearance, naked, with only a cotton cloth around his middle,

came up to me, and offered to conduct me to Barbar, and

thence to Egypt. He said his house was at Daroo on the side

of the Nile, about twenty miles beyond Syene, or Assouan,

nearer Cairo. I asked him why he he had not gone with Ma-
homet Towash ? He said, he did not like the company, and

was very much mistaken if the journey ended well. Upon
pressing him further if this was really the only reason ; he then

told me, that he had been sick for some months at Chendi,

contracted debt, and had been obliged to pawn his clothes,

and that his camel was detained for what still remained unpaid.

After much conversation, repeated several days, I found ^hat

Idris (for that was his name) was a man of some substance in

his own country, and had a daughter married to the scfiour'

hatchie at Assouan. He said that this was his last journey,

for he never would cross the desert again. A bargain was

now soon made. I redeemed his camel and cloak ; he was to

shew me the way to Egypt, and he was there to be recom-

pensed according to his behaviour.

* I prepared now to leave Chendi, but first returned my
benefactress, Sittina, thanks for all her favours. She had

called for Idris, and given him very positive instructions,

mixed with threats, if he misbehaved; and hearing what I had

done for him, she too gave him an ounce of gold, and said, at

parting, that, for knowledge of the road through the desert,
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slie believed Idris to be as perfect as any Ixxly ; but, in case

wc met with the Bisharcen they would neither shew to liim nor

to me any mercy. She gave me, however, a letter to Mahc
met Abou Bertran, shekh of one of tlie tribes of Bishareen,

on the Tacazzc, near th'^ Magiran, which she made her son

write from the howat, it not being usual, she said, for her to

write herself. I begged 1 might be again allowed to testify

my gratitude by kissing her hand, which she condescended to

in the most gracious manner, laughing all the time, and say-

ing, " Well, you are an odd man ! if Idris, my son, saw me
just now, he would think me mud."

"

On the 20th of October, Mr, Bruce left Chendi. He was

still above 900 miles from the entrance into Egypt. Next

day he saw a large island in the Nile, opposite to which are

extensive rv.ins, and this, he conjectured, might be the ancient

city of Mercci. On the 26th, he and his party comrvtted

themselves to the desert: they were nine in number, ei{;ht

only of whom were effective, and were well armed, live or

six naked wretches joined them at the watering place. Here

they ])arted from the Nile, doubting if ever they would see it

again.

Having travelled three days in the desert, they were sur^

prized and terrified by a sight, surely one of the most magni^t

ficent in the world. ' In that vast expanse of desert, from

W. and to N. W. of us,' says Mr. Bruce, * we saw a number

of prodigious pillars of sand at different distances, at times

moving with great celerity, at others stalking on mih a majes--

tic slowness ; at intervals we thought they were coming in a

very few minutes to overwhelm us ; and small quantities of

sand did actually more than once reach us. Again they would

retreat so as to be almost out of sight, their tops reaching to

the very clouds. There the tops often separated from the

l)odies; and these, once disjoined, dispersed in the air, and

did not appear more. Sometimes they were broken near the

middle, as if struck with a large cannon shot. About noon

they began to advance with considerable swiftness upon us,

the wind being very strong at north. Eleven of them ranged

alongside of us about the distance of three miles. The great-

fc^#-'^ji
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est diameter of the largest appeared to me at that distance as

if it would measure 10 feet. Tliey retired from us with a wind

at S. E. leaving an impression upon my mind to which I can

give no name, though surely one ingredient in it was fear,

M'ith a considerable deal of wonder and astonishment. It was

in vain to think of flying ; the swiftest horse, or fastest sailing

ship, could be of no use to carry us out of this danger, and

the full persuasion of this rivetted me as 'f to the spot where I

stood, and let the camels gain on me so much in my state of

lameness, that it was with some diHicully 1 could overtake

them.

* The effect this stupendous sight had upon Idris was to set

him to his prayers, or indeed rather to his charms ; for he-

sides the names of God and Mahomet, all the rest of the words

were mere gibberish and nonsense. This created a violent

altercation between him and Ismael, the Turk, who abused

him for not praying in the words of the Koran, maintaining,

with apparent great wisdon) at the same time, thrt nobody

had charms to stop these moving sands but the inhabitants of

Arabia Deserta.

* We went very siowly to-day, our feet being sore and greatly

swelled. The whole of our company were much disheartened,

(except Idris) and imagined that they were advancing into

whirlwmds of moving sand, from which they should never be

able to extricate themselves; but before four o'clock in the

afternoon these phantoms of the plain had all of them fallen

to the ground and disappeared. In the evening we tame to

Waadi Dimokea, where we passed the night, much dishearten-

ed, and our fear more increased, when we found, upon awak-

ing in the morning, that one side was perfectly buried in the

sand that the wind had blown alwve us in the night. From
this day, subordination, though not entirely ceased, was fast

on the decUne; all was discontent, murmuring, and fear. Our
water was greatly diminished, and that terrible death by thirst

began to stare us in the face.

' Two days after this, the same appc?rance of moving pillars

of sand presented themselves, only they seemed to be more in

number, and less in size. They came several times in a di-

Vol. III. B
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M

rcction close upon us ; that is, I believe, within less than two

miles. They began, immediately after sun-rise, like a thick

wood, .ind almost darkened the sun : his rays shining through

them for near an hour, gave them an appearance of pillars of

fire. Our people now became desperate : the Greeks shrieked

out, and said it was the day of judgment. Ismael pronounced

it to be hell, and the Tucorories, (the name of the people

that joined us) that the world was on fire. I asked Idris if

ever he had before seen such a sight i* He said he had often

seen them as terrible, though never worse; but what he feared

most was that extreme redness in the air, which was a sure

presage of the coming of the simoon. I begged and entreated

Idris that he would not say one word of that in the hearing of

the people.'

On the following day, continues our adventurer, * while we
contemplated with great pleasure the rugged top of Chiggre,

to which v.e were fast approaching, and where we were to

solace ourselves with plenty of good water, Idris cried out,

with a loud voice, " Fall upon your faces, for here is the si-

moon !" I saw from the S. E. a haze come, in colour like the

purple part of the rainbow, but not so compressed or thick.

It did not occupy 20 yards in breadth, and was about 12 feet

high from the ground. It was a kind of blush upon the air,

and it moved very rapidly, for I scarce could turn to fall upon

the ground with my head to the northward, when I felt the

heat of its current plainly upon my face. We all lay flat on

the ground, as if dead, till Idris told us it was blown over.

The meteor, or purple haze, which I saw, was indeed passed,

but the light air that still blew was of such heat as to threaten

suffocation. For my part, I found distinctly in my breast that

I had imbibed a part of it, nor was I free of an astlimatic

sensation till I had been some months in Italy, at the baths of

Poretta, near two years afterwards.

* An universal despondency had taken possession of our

people. They ceaeed to speak to one another, and when they

did, it was in whispers, by which I easily guessed their dis-

course was not favourable to me, or else that they were increas-

ing each others^ fears, by vain suggestions calculated to sink

m

i
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each others* spirits still further, but from which no earthly

good could possibly result. I called them together, and both

reprimanded and exhorted them in the stroiigest manner I

could ; I bade them to attend to me, who had nearly lost my

voice by the simoon, and desired them to Ux)k at my face, so

swelled as scarcely to permit me to see ; my nec-k covered with

blisters, my feet swelled and inflamed, and bleeding with

many wounds. In answer to the lamentation that the water

was exhausted, and that we were upon the point of dying with

thirst, I ordered each man a gourd full of water more than he

had the preceding day, and shewed them, at no great distance,

the bare, black, and sharp point of the rock Chiggre, wherein

was the well at which we were again to fill our girbas, and

thereby banish the fear of dying with thirst in the desert. I

believe I never was at any time more eloquent, and never had

eloquence a more sudden effect. They all protested and de-

clared their concern chiefly arose from the situation thev saw

me in; that they feared not death or hardship, pro^^ded I

would submit a little to their direction in taking a proj>er care

of myself They entreated me to use one of the camels, and

throw off* the load that it carried, that it would ease me of the

wounds in my feet, by riding at least part of the day. This I

positively refused to do, but recommended to them to be

strong of heart, and to spare the camels for the last resource,

if any should be taken ill and unable to walk any longer.

* This phaenomenon of the simoon, unexpected by us, though

foreseen by Idns, caused us all to relapse into our forLier

despondency. It still continued to blow, so as to exhaut us

entirely, though the blast was so weak as scarcely would have

raised a leaf from the ground. At twenty minutes before five

the simoon ceased, and a comfortable and cooling bree/e came

by starts from the north, blowing five or six minutes at a time,

and then falling calm. We were now come to the Acaba, the

ascent before we arrived at Chiggre, where we intended to

have stopt that night.'

Here they found the water very foul, and two of the Arabs

died on their arrival^ On proceeding pn their route they were
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exposed to great hardships, and an attempt was made one

night to steal their camels, which, had it succeeded, death

would inevitably have been their fate. The poisonous wind,

and pillars of moving sand, continued to menace destruction.

One of the Arabs was seized with frenzy or madness, and was

necessarily left in the desert ; and the whole party was much

disheartened, from seeing the bodies of several men, wl .om the

Arabs had murdered, lying on the sand. Mr. Bruce also

could scarcely walk, his feet being swelled, and full of wounds

and sores ; but his distress was completed when the camels be-

came exhausted, and m the morning a)uld not be raised upon

their legs. ' This,' says he, * the Arabs all declared to be

the effects of cold; and yet Fahrenheit's thermometer, an

hour before day, stood at 42 deg. Every way we turned our-

selves death now stared us in the face. We had neither time

nor strength to waste, nor provisions to support us. We then

took the small skins that had contained our water, and filled

them as far as we thought a man could carry them with ease

;

but, after all these shifts, there was not enough to serve us

three days, at which I had estimated our jourrey to Syene,

which still however was uncertain. Finding, therefore, the

camels would not rise, we killed two of them, and took as

much flesh as might serve for the deficiency of bread, and,

from the stomach of each of the camels, got about four gallons

of water, which the Bishareen Arab managed with great dex-

terity. It is known to people conversant with natural history,

that the camel has within him reservoirs in which he can pre-

serve drink for any number of days he is used to. In those

caravans of bng course, which come from the Nigre across the

desert of Se'ima, it is said that each camel, by drinking, lays

in a store of water that will support him for 40 days. I will

by no means be a voucher of this account, which carries v;ith

it an air oC exaggeration ; but 14 or 16 days, it is well known,

an ordina/y camel will live, though he hath no fresh supply

of water. When he chews the cud, or when he eats, you

constantly see him throw, from this repository, mouthfuls of

water to dilute his food ; and nature has contrived this vessel
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with such properties, that the water within it never putrifies,

nor turns unwholesome. It was indeed vapid, and of a bluish

cast, but had neither taste nor smell.

< The small remains of our miserable stock of black bread

and dirty water, the only support we had hitherto lived on

amidst the burning sands, and our spirits likewise were ex-

hausted by an uncertainty of our journey'*s end. We were

surrounded amidst those terrible and unusual phaenomena of

nature which Providence, in mercy to the weakness of his

creatures, has concealed far from their sight, in deserts almost

inaccessible to them. Nothing but death was before our eyes;

and, in these dreadful moments of pain, suffering, and des-

pair, honour, instead of relieving me, suggested still what

was to be an augmentation to my misfortune ; the feeling this

produced fell directly upon me alone, and every other indivi-

dual of the company was unconscious of it.'

It was indeed a mortitying circumstance to abandon all his

instruments, drawings, and writings, relative to an enterprize

which, for upwards of ^,000 years, had been considered as

desperate and impracticable. This, however, he was obliged

to submit to, and proceed on his painful journey with a heavy

heart. Next morning, while pitting still, with his hands on his

eyes, he distinctly heard the noise of waters, which he was

satisfied was the cataract of the Nile. This joyful news was

received by hip.«ompanions with a cry ofjoy; and, next morn-

ing at 10 o'clock, afler being three weeks in the desert, the

whole party arrived at Syene, the frontier town of Egypt,

where they were kindly received by the aga ; and, after being

refreshed for a few days, Mr. Bruce returned to the desert,

and happily found his baggage untouched.

Thus ended one of the boldest and most interesting expedi-

tions ever undertaken in any age or country. Yet, after the

return of this spirited and intelligent traveller, many of his

ungrateful countrymen, sitting snug in their closets, questioned

the veracity of his narration, and caused him much vexation

:

but late travellers have done justice to his memory; and the

truth of all the most material parts of his adventures has been

confirmed beyond dispute.
'
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TRAVELS
IN THE

INTERIOK OF AFRICA,

BY

MUNGO PARK.

npHE travels now ' °fore us hav justly attracted the notice

of the public, and acquired 1*0 small degree of celebrity.

The indefatigable pains which this traveller has taken to

explore the interior part of Africa, and the success with

which his unparalleled exertions were crowned, render the

narrative of his route a most invaluable addition to geographi-

es science.

The noblemen and gentlemen associated for the purpose of

prosecuting discoveries in the interior of Africa, had long en-

deavoured to procure a person of eminent abilities to explore

that continent. Mr. Mungo Park having arrived from the

East Indies, was informed of the wishes of the society, and

immediately made application to be employed. He was urged

to this by a singular desire of examining a country so little

known, and of becoming acquainted, experimentally, with

the modes of life and character of the natives. No danger

incidental to such a voyage, which to other men would have

appeared insuperable, could damp the energy of his mind, or

deter him from his grand design of rendering the geography

of Africa ... ./e famihar to Enghshmen, and opening to them

new sources of wealth, and new channels of commerce. The
offers of Mr. Park were most politely accepted by the com-

mittee of the association ; and, after an examination highly

flattering to his talents, he received the most liberal encourage-

ment for prosecuting his intended journey. The secretary of

I
I
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the association (the late Henry Beaufoy, esq.) honoured him

with a recommendation to Dr. Laidley, a gentleman belonging

to an English factory on the banks of the river Gambia, and

furnished him with a letter of credit on him for 200/.

The instructions conveyed to Mr. Park were, * To pass on

to the river Niger, when arrived in Africa, either by the way

of Bambouk, or by such other route as should be found most

convenient ; that he should ascertain the course, and, if pos-

sible, the rise and termination of that river ; that he should

use his utmost exertions to visit the principal towns or cities

in its neighbourhood, particularly Tombuctoo- and Hous&a;

and that he should return to Europe either by the way of the

Gambia, or by such other route as should appear to him to be

the most adviseable.' Thus furnished with every necessary

instruction, Mr. Park took his passage in the brig Endeavour,

captain Richard Wyatt, a small vessel trading to Gambia for

bees' wax and ivory. The vessel sailed from Portsmouth May
22, 1795 : on the 4th of June it was in view of the niountains

over Mogadore, on the African coast ; and on the 21st of the

same month, after a pleasant voyage of 30 days, it anchored

at Jillifree, a town on the northern bank of the river Gambia,

opposite to James's island, where formerly the English had a

small fort.

The kingdom of Barra, in which the town of Jillifree is

situated, produces great plenty of the necessaries of life ; but

the chief trade of the inhabitants is in salt, which commodity

they carry up the river in canoes as high as Barraconda, ansl

bring in return Indian corn, cotton cloths, elephants' teeth,

small quantities of gold dust, &c. The king of Barra is more

formidable to Europeans than any other chieftain on the river;

and he has estabUshed exorbitant duties, which traders of all

nations are obliged to pay at entry, amounting to nearly 20/.

on every vessel, great and small. These duties are collected

by the aJcaid or governor of Jillifree, who, on these occasions,

has a numerous train of attendants, among whom are many
who, by their intercourse with the English, have acquired a
smattering knowledge of that language. On the 23d, the

vessel sailed from Jillifree, and proceeded to Vintain, a town
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situated about two miles up a creek, on the southern side of

the river. This place is much resorted to by Europeans, on

account of vast quantities of bees'* wax, brought there for sale.

The wax is collected in the woods by the Feloops, a wild and

unsociable race of people. Their country, which is very ex-

tensive, abounds in rice ; and the natives supply the traders

on the Gambia river with that article, as well as goats and

poultry on very reasonable terms. Their honey is of a very

intoxicating nature, similar to mead in Great Britain. The
Feloops, in their traffic, employ a factor of the Mandingo na-

tion, who speaks a little I:!nglish, and is acquainted with the

trade of the river : this broker makes bargains, and receives a

certain part only in payment, which he gives to his employers

as the whole; the remainder, which is called the cheating-

money, he pockets himself, as a reward for his trouble. The
language of the Feloops is appropriate and peculiar, and the

Europeans have no inducement to learn it.

June the 26th, Mr. Park left Vintain, and sailed up the

river, which is deep and muddy; the banks frequently covered

with thickets of mangrove, and the whole of the circumjacent

country flat and swampy. The Gambia abounds with fish,

some species of which form excellent food, but are totally un-

known in Europe. Sharks are found in great abundance, as

are alligators and the hippopotamus, or river-horse. The
latter might with great propriety be called the sea-elephant,

being of an enormous bulk, and his teeth furnishing good

ivory. This animal is amphibious, with short and thick legs,

and cloven hoofs ; it feeds on grass and such shrubs as the

banks of the river afford, seldom venturing far from the water,

in which it seeks refuge on the approach of man : it i?. of a

very timid and inoffensive disposition.

Six days after leaving Vintain the vessel reached Jonkakon-

da, a place of considerable trade, and the captain dispatched

a messenger to Dr. Laidley, to inform him of Mr. Park's ar-

rival. Tlie doctor arrived at Jonkakonda next morning, and

gave Mr. Park an invitation to his house. Being furnished

with a horse and guide, Mr. Park set out from this place on the

5th of July, and arrived at Pisania, where he was accom*
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modated with apartments in the doctor's house. Pisania is a

small village in the king of Yany's dominions, established by

British subjects as a factory for trade, and solely inhabited by

them and their black servants. It is situated on the banks of

the Gambia, 16 miles above Jonkakonda. The English gen-

tlemen resident there consisted solely of Dr. Laldloy and

two gentlemen of the name of Ainsley, but the domestics

formed a numerous corps; they, however, enjoyed perfect

security, and were highly respected by the natives; and the

greatest part of the trade, in slaves, ivory, and gold, was in

their hands. Mr. Park, while domesticated at Dr. Laidley's,

applied himself to learning of the Mandingo tongue, iu which

he was greatly assisted by his friend. To collect information

of the country he was to visit, Mr. Park consulted a certain

class of traders, called slcUees. These are free black mer-

chants of gi'eat consideration in this part of Africa, who come

down from the interior countries, chiefly with enslaved negroes

for use. Th^ slatecs so far from affording any information to

Mr. Park, gave very contradictory accounts, and earnestly

dissuaded him from prosecuting his voyage. While thus oc-

cupying himself on those important subjects, which were the

ultimate objects of ]\Ir. Park's expedition, he unfortunately

contracted an illness, by imjirudently exposing himself to the

night-dews, in observing an eclipse of the moon, with a view

to determine the longitude of the place. He was attacked

with a violent fever, attended with a delirium, which confined

him to the house during great part of the month of August.

His recovery was very lingering, and was still further retarded

by an excursion which he made, longer than usual, on a very

sultry day ; the fever once more returned, and he was confined

three weeks longer. The soothing attention of Dr. Laidley

contributed greatly to alleviate the pains of sickness ; his com-

pany and conversation beguiled the tedious hours, during that

gloomy season, when the rain falls in ton*ents, when suffocating

heats oppress by day, and when, during the ^darkness of the

night, nothing is heard but what is frighful and terrific : the

croaking of frogs, the shrill cry of the jackall, and the deep

howling of the hysena ; a dismal concert, interrupted only by

Vol. III. ' C
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such tremendous thunder as cannot possibly be conceived but

by those who have heard it.

On the 6th of October, the waters of the Gambia were at

the greatest height, being 15 feet above the high water-mark

of the tide ; after which they began to subside, at first slowly,

but afterwards very rapidly, sometimes sinking more than a

foot ill four-and-twenty hours. By the beginning of Novem-

ber, the river had sunk to its former level, and the tide ebbed

and flowed as usual. When the river had subsided, and the

atmosphere grew dry, Mr. Park began speedily to recover from

his indisposition, and arranged affairs for his departure. Dr.

Laidlcy was at this time employed in a trading voyage to Jon-

kakonda. Mr. Park dispatched a letter to him, soliciting him

to procure the protection of the first cqffle (caravan) that might

leave Gambia for the interior country; and, in the mean

time, to purchase him a horse and two asses. Soon after,

the doctor returned to Pisania, informing him, when the dry

season commenced a caravan would certainly depart, but could

not say at what time. Mr. Park resolved to wait, that he

might prosecute his journey with safety. This resolution

being formed, he took leave of his hospitable friend, and

prepared for his journey to Pisania.

The natives of the country bordering on the Gambia,

though distributed into many distinct governments, may be

divided into four great classes. The Feloops, the Jaloffs, the

Foulahs, and the Mandingocs. Among all these nations, the

religion of Mahomet has made, and continues to make, consi-

derable progress ; but the body of the people still maintmn

the blind, but inc^ensive, superstition of their ancestors, and

arc still stiled, by the Mahometans, cafiVes or infidels.

The Feloops ai'e of a gloomy disposition, and are supposed

never to forgive an injury: they are even said to transmit their

quarrelis as deadly feuds to their posterity; so that a son views

it as incumbent upon him to revenge his deceased father'*s

wrongs. If a man loses his life in one of those quarrels, which

continually happen at their feasts, his son endeavours to pro-

cure his father^s sandals, which he wears once a year, at the

anniversary of his father's death, until a fit opjjortunity occurs

I
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of revenging his fate, by sacrificing the object of his resent-

ment. This fierce nnd cruel temper is, notwithstanding,

counterbalanced by many good qualities. They possess grati-

tude and affection to their benefactors, and are singular in their

fideUty in every trust committed to them.

The Jalolfs are an active, powerful, and warlike people;

inheriting great part of the tract which lies between the river

Senegal and the Mandingo states on the Gambia : yet they

differ from the Mandingoes, not only in language, but likewise

in complexion and features. The noses of the Jaloffs are not

so much depressed, nor the lips so protuberant as among the

generality of Africans; and, although their skin is of the

deepest black, they are considered by the white traders as the

handsomest negroes in this part of the continent. They are

divided into several independent states or kingdoms, which

are frequer.tly at war, either with their neighbours or with

each other. In their manners, superstitions, and form of

government, they have a great resemblance to the Mandingoes,

but excel them in their manufactures. Their language is

copious and significant. The Foulahs (such of them as reside

near the Gambia), are chiefly of a tawny complexion, with

soft silky hair, and pleasing features. They are much attached

to a pastoral life, and have introduced themselves into all the

kingdoms on the windward coast as herdsmen and husbandmen,

paying a tribute to the sovereign of the country for the lands

which they hold. The Mandingoes constitute the bulk of the

inhabitants of most of the districts of the interior of Africa.

Their language is universally understood, and very generally

spoken. They are called Mandingoes, having originally emi-

grated from the interior state of Manding ; but, contrary to

the present constitution of their parent country, which is re-

publican, the government in all the Mandingo states, near the

Gambia, is monarchical.

The Mandingoes are of a mild, sociable, and obliging dis-

])osition. The men are commonly abo\'e the middle size, well

shaped, strong, and capable of enduring great labour; the

women are good-natured, sprightly, and agreeable. The dress

of both sexes is comprised of cotton cloth of their own manu>
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facture : that of the men is a loose frock, not unlike a surplice,

with drawers which roach down half the lejjs; they wear san-

dals on their feet, and white cotton caps on their heads. The
women's dress consists of two pieces of cloth, each of which is

about six I'cet long and three broad ; one of these they wrap

round the waist, which, hanging down to the ancles, answers

the purpose of a petticoat ; the other is thrown negligently

over the bosom and shoulders. The head dress of the African

women is diversified in different countries.

In the construction of their dwelling-houses, the Mandin-

gocs also conform to the general practice of the African nations

on this part of the continent; contentinsjf themselves with small

and incommodious hovels. A circular mud wall, about four

feet lk.»Tb, above which is placed a conical roof, composed of

the bamboo cane, and thatched with grass, forms alike the

palace of the king aiid the hovel of the slave. Their house-

hold furniture is equally simple: a hurdle of canes placed upon

upright stakes, a'jout two feet from the ground, upon which

is spread a mat or bullock's hide, constitutes their bed ; a

water-jar, some earthen pots for dressing food, a few wooden

bowls and calabashes, with one or two low stools, compose the

rest of the furniture. The Africans practise polygamy, and

to prevent matrimonial disputes, each of the ladies is accom-

modated witn a hut to herself; and all the huts belonging to

the same family are surrounded with a fence, constructed of

bamboo canes, split and formed into a sort of wicker work.

The whole inclosure is called a siwk ; a number of these in-

closures, with passages between them, form what is called a

town ; but the 'luts are generally placed without regularity,

according to the caprice of the owner ; the only rule attended

to, is placing the door towards the south-west, in order to

admit the sea-breeze. The Mandingo master cannot deprive

his slave of life, nor sell him to a stranger, without first calling

a palaver on his conduct, or bringing him to a public trial.

Captives taken in war, and those condemned to slavery for

crimes or insolvency, have no security whatever, but may be

treated and disposed of in all respects as the owner thinks

proper. It sometimes happens, when no ships are on the coast.
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that a humane and considerate master inc()r])orates his pur-

chased slaves among his servants, and their offspring becomes

entitled to all tlie privileges of nature.

On the river Gambia, iron, from its g^eat utility, is consi-

dered the medium of exchange. For instance, JJO leaves of

tobacco were considered as a bar of tobacco, and a gallon of

spirits as a bar of rum ; a bar of one commodity being reckon-

ed eijual in value to a bar of another commodity ; but, at pre-

sent, the current vaUie of a single bar of any kind, is fixed by

the whites at two shillings sterling.

On the 2d of December, 1795, Mr. Park left the hospitable

mansion of Dr. Laidley, and set of for Pisania, attended by a

Jiegro servant, named Johnson, who spoke lx)th the English

and Mandingo tongue, and a negro boy of Dr. Laidley"s,

named Demba, a sprightly youth, who, beside the Mandingo,

was acquainted with the SerawooUi nation. He was furnished

with a horse, and two asses for his interpreter and servant

;

his baggage was light, consisting chiefly of provisions for two

days, a small assortment of beads, amber, and tobacco ; a few

changes of linen, an umbrella, pocket sextant, magnetic com-

})as3, thernmmeter, two fowling-pieces, two pair of pistols,

and other small articles. A free native, named Madibou, who
was travelling to the kingdom of Bambara, and two slateeSy

or slave-merchants, of the SerawooUi nation, accompanied him

as far as their journey extended, as did likewise a negro named

Tami, a native of Kasson, who had been blacksmith to Dr.

Laidley. All these men travelled on foot, driving their asses

before them. Dr. Laidley himself, and Messrs. Ainsleys,

with a number of their domestics, determined to accompany

him the two first days. They reached Jindey the same day,

and rested at the house of a black woman, who had formerly

been the cJiere amic of a white trader, named Hewet, and who

was distinguished by the title of sen'iora. Mr. Park visited an

adjoining village belonging to a slatee, named JeraafFoo Ma-
niadoo, the richest of all the Gambia traders ; he was so much

pleased with this visit, that he presented him with a fine bul-

lock, which was immediately killed, and part of it dressed the

same evening. The negroes do not sit down to supper until
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late; and while the evening repast was preparing, a Mandingo

amused Mr. Park and liis cuinpuny, by relating the following

history :

—

* The inhabitants of Doomasjinsa were much annoyed by a

lion, that came every night, and made considerable depreda-

tions among the cattle. To put a stop to the ravages of this

fierce animal, a party resolved to go and hunt the lion ; they

proceeded in search of him, and found him concealed in a

thicket, and, firing upon him, they levelled him with the

ground, af'tei" springing iVom his place of concealment. The
animal, notwithstanding, appeared so ferocious, that no one

daretl to attack him singly, and a conference was held on the

means of seciiring him alive. An old man proposed the fol-

lowing exj)edient : l^o take the thatch from the roof of a

house, and to carry the bamboo frame (the pieces of which

are well secured together by thongs), and throw it over the

lion. If, in approaching him, he should attempt to s])ring

upon them, they had nothing to do but to let down the roof

upon themselves, and fire at the lion through the rafters.

This proposal M'as agreed to ; the thatch was taken from the

roof of a hut, and the lion-hunters, supporting the fabric,

marched courageously to meet the animal ; but the lion was

6o formidable in his appearance, that they provided ibr their

own safety by covering themselves with the roof. Unfortu-

nately ti.e lion was too nimble for them ; for while the roof

was setting down, both tlie beast and his pursuers were secured

in the same cage, and the lion devoured them at his leisure,

to the great astonishment and mortification of the inhabitants

of Doomasansa; hence nothing can enrage an inhabitant of

that town so nmch as desiring him to catch a lion alive.'

On the 3d of December, Mr. Park took leave of Dr. Laid-

ley and Messrs. Ainsleys, and rode slowly into the W(X)ds. In

the midst of a boundless forest, while reflecting on the danger

of his situation, he was stopped by a body of people, who told

him he must go with them to Peckaba, to the king of Walli,

or pay customs to them. Mr. Park thought it prudent to

comply : and presenting them with four bars of tobacco for

the king's use, he continued until he arrived at a vUlage near

I
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Kootacunda. December 4, he passed Kootacunda, the last

town of Walli, and stopped to pay Uie accustomed duties;

and, on December 5, reached Medina, the capital of the king

of Wcxilli's dominions. The kingdom of WooUi is lx>unded

by that of Walli on the west, by the Gambia on the north,

by Bondou on the north-east, and on the east by the Simbani

wilderness. The country is every where covered with extreme

woods, and the towns are situated in the intermediate vallies.

Each town is surrounded by a tract of cultivated land, the

produce of which is found sufficient to supply the wants of the

inhabitants; the chief productions are cotton, tobacco, and

esculent vegetables. The inhabitantA are Mandingoes, and

<ind are divided into two sects, the Mahometans, who are called

hushreims^ and the pag.ins, who are called caffres. The pagan

natives are by far the most numerous, and the government of

the country is in their hands.

Travellers, on going from the Gambia to the interior, pay

customs in European merchandize; on returning, they pay

in iron; these taxes are paid in every town. Medina, the

capital of the kingdom, is a place of considerable extent, and

may contain from 800 to 1,000 houses. It is fortified in the

African manner, by a surrounding high wall, built of clay, and

an outward fence of pointed stakes and prickly bushes ; but

the walls are neglected, and the fences have essentially suffer-

ed, from the active hands of busy housewives, who pluck up
tlie stakes for firewood. Mr. Park obtained a lodging at one

of the king's .elatlons, who apprised him of an introduction to

his majesty, but warned him rot to presume to shake hands

inith him. It was not usual to allow this liberty to stranger?.

Thus instructed, he went in the afternoon to pay his respects

to the sovereign, and ask permission to pass through his terri-

tories to Bondou. The king's name was Jatta. He was the

same venerable old man of whom so favourable an account was

transmitted by major Houghton. He was seated upon a mat
before the door of his hut ; a number of men and women were

arranged on each side, who were singing and clapping their

hands. Mr. Park saluted him respectfully, and informed him

of the purport of his visit ; the king graciously replied, that
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he not only gave him leave to pass through his country, but

would offer up his prayers for his safety. On this, one of his

attendants began to sing an Arabic song, at every pause of which

the king himself, and all the people present, struck their hands

against their foreheads, and exclaiminf^ with devout and affect-

ing solemnity, * Amen, amen.'' The king told Mr. Park he

should have a guide the day following, who woidd conduct

him out of the kingdom.

December 6, Mr. Park went to the king, to learn if the

guide was ready, and found his majesty sitting upon a bul-

lock's hide, warming himself before a large fire ; his majesty

entreated him to desist from continu' '^ his expedition, telling

him that major Houghton had been killed in his route, and

that if Mr. Park followed in his footsteps, he probably would

meet with his fate. Mr. Park thanked the king for his affec-

tionate solicitude, bi t told him he was resolved to proceed

through all dangers ; the king shook his head, but desisted

from further persuasions.

About two o'clock, the guide appeared. Mr. Park then

took leave of the good old monarch, and in three hours arrived

at Konjour, a small village, where he remained the night.

Here he purchased a fine sheep for a few beads, and his at-

tendants killed it with all the ceremonies prescribed by their

rehgion; part of it vas dressed for supper; after which a

dispute arose between one of the Serawoolli negroes and John-

son the interpreter, about the sheep's horns. The luiiner

claiming the horns as liis perquisite, for having acted the part

of the butcher, and Johnson opposed this claim. Mr. Park

settled th6 dispute by giN ing a horn to eaoii of them. It ap-

peared on enquiry that these horns were highly valued, as

being easily converted into portable sheaths, or cases, for con-

taining certain charms or amulets, called saphies, which the

negroes constantly wear about them. These saphies are pray-

ers or sentences from the koran, which the Mahometan priests

write on scraps of paper and sell to the natives, who suppose

them to possess extraordinary virtues. Some wear them to

guard against the attack of snakes and alligators : on such an

occasion the saphie is inclosed in a snake's or alligator's skin.

P
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and tied round the ancle; others have recourse to them in

time of waTj to protect their persons from hostile attacks ; but

the general use of these amulets is, to prevent or cure bodily

diseases, to preserve from hunger and thirst, and to conciliate

the favour of superior powers. The natives of this part of

Africa consider the art of writing as bordering on magic ; and

it is not in the doctrines of the prophet, but in the arts of

magic, their confidence is placed. On the 7th, Mr. Park left

Konjour, and slept at a village called Malla ; and on the 8th

arrived at Kolor, a considerable town, near the entrance to

which was a sort of masquerade-habit, hanging upon a tree,

made of the bark of trees, which he was told belonged to

MuMBO Jumbo.

This is a strange bugbear, common in al' the Mandingo

towns, and employed by the pagan natives in keeping the

women in subjection; for, as they are not restricted in the

number of their wives, every one marries as many as he can

<^nveniently maintain ; and it often happens tliat the ladies

disagree among themselves: family quarrels sometimes rise to

such a hdght, that the voice of the husband is disregarded in

the tumult. Then the interposition of Mumbo Jumbo is in-

voked, and is always decisive. This strange minister of jus-

tice, this sovereign arbiter of domestic strife, disguised in his

masquerade attire, and armed with the rod of public authori-

ty, announces his coming b} loud and dismal screams in the

adjacent woods. He begins, as soon as it is dark, to enter the

town, and proceeds to a place where all the inhabitants are

assembled to meet him. The appearance of Mumbo Jumbo,

it may be supposed, is unpleasing to African ladies, but they

dare not refuse to appear when summoned ; and the ceremony

commences with dancing and singing, which continues till

midnight, when Mumbo sieves on the offender. The unfor-

tunate victim, being stripped naked, is tied to a post and

severely scourged with Mumbo's rod, amidst the shouts and

derision of. the whole assembly; and it is rem?rkable that the

rest of the women are very clamorous and outrageous in their

abuse of their unfortunate sister, until day-hght puts an end

to this disgusting revelry.

Vol. III.—(42) D
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December 9, Mr. Park reached Tambrcunda, and, on tht

10th, Kooniakary; on the 11th, he arrived at Koojar, the

frontier town of Woolli. His guide, being obliged to return,

received some amber for his trouble; and, having been in-

formed there was some difficulty in procuring water in the

wilderness, Mr. Park made enquiry for men to serve both as

guides and water-carriers. Three negroes, elephant-hunters,

offered their services for that pui-pose, and were accepted, each

being paid three days in advance. The inhabitants of Koojar

beheld Mr. Park with great surprize, and in the evening in-

vited him to a wrestling match at the hentang, or town-bill.

This is an amusement common in all the Mandingo countries.

The spectators arranged themselves in a circle, leaving the

intermediate space for the wrestlers, who were strong and ac-

tive young men. Being stripped of their clothing, except a

dhort pair of drawct ., and having their skins anointed with

oil, or shea butter, the combatants approached each other ob

all fours, parrying with, and occasionally extending a hand

for some time, till at length one uf them sprang forward and

caught his rival by the knee. Great dexterity and judgment

were now displayed ; but the contest was decided by superior

strength; and few Europeans would have been able to cope

with the conqueror.

During the wrestling, the combatants were animated by the

music of a drum, by which, in some measure, their actions

were regulated. The wrestling was succeeded by a dance, in

which many performers assisted, all of whom were provided

with little bells, which were fastened to their legs and arms.

The drum also regulated the dancing ; it was beaten tviih i

crooked stick which the drummer held in his right hand, oc
casionally using the left to deaden the sound, and thus vary

the music. The drum is also applied on these occasions for

the preservation of order among the spectators, by imitating

the sound of certain Mandingo sentences. For example, when
th*^ wrestling match is about to begin, the drumr>jer strikes

what is understood to signify. Sit all dofimi ; upon which the

spectators immediately seat themselves, and when the combat-

ants are to begin, he strikes, Take hold! take hold

i
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In the course of the evening, liquor was presented by way

of refreshment, which tasted so much like English beer as to

induce Mr. Park to enquire into its composition. It is actu-

ally made from com which had been malted, much in the same

manner as barley is malted in Great Britain ; a root, yielding

a grateful bitter, was used in lieu of hops ; the corn which

yields the wort, is the holcus spicatus of botanists.

On the 12th, one of the elephant-hunters absconded with

the money he had received; in order to prevent the others

from following Iiis example, Mr. Park made them instantly

fill their calabashes, or gourds, with water. They had not

travelled f^r, before the attendants insisted upon stopping, to

prepare a saphie or charm, to ensure a good journey: this was

done by muttering a few sentences and spitting upon a stone

which was laid upon the ground. The same ceremony was

repeated three times, after which the negroes proceeded with

the greatest confidence. At 8 o^clock at night, they arrived

at a watering place, where a fire was kindled and the compa*

ny, surrounded by their cattle, lay down on the bare .fiijound,

more than a gun>shot from any bush ; the negroes agreeing

to keep watch by turns, to prevent surprize. As soon as day>

light appeared, they filled their skins and calabashes at the

pool, and set out for Tallika, the first town in Bondou ; where

Mr. Park reached on the 18th of December.

December 14, he left Tallika, and rested the same night at

a place called Ganado. The night was far advanced before

any of the company thought of retiring to sleep, being amused

by an itinerant singing-man, who told a number of diverting

stories, and played some sweet airs by blowing his breath upon

a bow-string, and striking it at the same time with a stick.

Next day, about a mile from Ganado, they crossed a consi-

derable branch of the Gamlxia, called Neriko. The banks

were steep, and covered with mimosas ; and in the mud were

a number of large muscles, but the natives do not eat them.

Thm continued their journey till the 19th, when, having

arrived at a large village, they proposed to lodge there : they

found many of the natives dressed in a thin French gauze,

which they call byquiy well calculated to display the shape of
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the females. The manners of these ladies did not, however,

correspond with their dress ; tliey were rude and troublesome

in Aie highest degree, surrounding Mr. Park in numbers,

begging for amber, beads, &c. and were so vehement in their

requests that it was impossible to resist them ; they tore his

cloak, and were proceeding to other outrages, when Mr. Park

mounted his horse and rode off, followed, for half a mile, by a

body of these harpies.

On the 21st, he passed the river Falem^, and at noon he

arrived at Fatteconda, the capital of Bondou, and received an

invitation to the house of a respectable slatee. The offer was

accepted, and soon after a messenger from the king arrived,

who desii'ed his immediate attendance on his majesty. Mr.

Park took his interpreter, and followed the messenger until he

saw a man sitting under a tree. This he >vas informed was

the king, who desired him to come and sit down by him on

the mat, and, after a short conversation, asked him if he

wished to purchase any slaves or gold ? Being answered in

the negative, he seemed surprized, but desired Mr. Park to

come in the evening, when he would give liim some provisions.

This monarch was called Almami, a Moorish name, though

he was not a Mahometan, but a pagan. In the evening, Mr.

Park waited upon the king, and took with him one cannister

of gunpowder, some amber, tobacco, and an umbrella.

All the houses belonging to the king and his family are

surrounded by a lofty mud wall, which converted the whole

into a kind of citadel. The interior is divided into different

courts. At the first place of entrance, Mr. Park observed a

man standing with a musket on his shoulder, and found the

way to the presence very intricate. His majesty was sitting

upon a mat, and two attendants with him. Mr. Park again

stated the objects of his journey i the king thought it impossi-

ble that a man in his senses would undertake so dangerous a

journey merely from motives of curiosity; he thought every

white man must of necessity be a trader. The presents were

highly acceptable, particularly the umbrella, which he re-

peatedly furled and unfurled, to the great admiration of him-

i
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self and attendants, who could not at first comprehend the

use of this wonderful machine. Being about to take his leave,

the king desired him to stop while he began a long preamble

in favour of the whites ; he next proceeded to an eulogium on

his blue coat, of which the yellow buttons seemed especially to

strike his fancy, and concluded by entreating Mr. Park to

present it to him. The request of an African prince, in his

own dominions, comes little short of a command : he therefore

immediately complied with the monarch's request, took off his

coat, and laid it at his feet. In return for this compliance the

king presented him with great plenty of provisions, and de-

sired to see him again in the morning.

He accordingly attended, and found the king sick in bed,

who desired Mr. Park to bleed him, but, when his arm was

tied up and the lancet prepared, his courage failed, and he

begged the operation might be postponed till the afternoon.

He then observed that his women were very desirous to see

the stranger; and an attendant was immediately ordered to

conduct our traveller to the court appropriated to the ladies.

The whole seraglio surrounded r«Ir. Park, some begging for

physic, some for amber ; and all of them desirous of trying

that great Afiican specific bloodletting. They were ten or

twelve in number, most of them young and handsome, wear-

ing on their heads ornaments of gold and bunches of amber.

They rallied him, with a good deal of gaiety, on different

subjects, particularly upon the whiteness of his skin, and the

prominence of his nose. They insisted that both were artifi-

cial. The first, they said, was produced when an infant, by

being dipped in milk, the latter by having his nose pmc?ied

every day, until it had acquired its present unsightly confor-

mation. Mr. Park, in return, gallantly complimented these

African ladies on the glossy jet of their skins, and the lovely

depression of their noses ; but they said that flattery (or, as

they emphatically called it, Jionei^ mouth) was not esteemed in

Bondou. In return for his compliments they presented him
with a jar of honey and some fish, which they sent to his lodg-

ings; and he was ordered again to wait upon the king before

sun-set. .1;,,. ,; ,
^
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Mr. Park carried mth him some beads and writing paper,

it being usual to present some small present on taking leave of

the king; he remved in return five drachms of gold, the

monarch iSbserving, * That it was but a trifle, and given out

of pure friendship ; but that it would be of use to hun in tra-

velling, for the purchase of provisions.'* He seconded this act

of kindness by one still greater; by politely telling him,

* That though it was customary to examine the baggage of

every traveller passing through his country, yet, in the pre>

sent instance, he would dispense with that ceremony;'* adding,

* that Mr. Park was at liberty to depart when he pleased.'*

On the 23d our traveller left Fatteconda, and about eleven

o'*clock came to a small village, where he determined to stop

the rest of the day. In the afternoon he was informed that,

RS he was at the boundary between Bondou and Kajaaga, a

place dangerous for travellers, it would be necessary to continue

his journey by night, until he should reach a more hospitable

part of the country. This proposal was agreed to, and two

people were hired for guides through the woods. The still-

ness of the air, the bright shining of the moon, the howling

of the wild beasts, and the deep solitude of the forest, made

the scene solemn and pensive. Not a word was uttered but

in a whisper; all were attentive, and every one anxious to shew

his sagacity, by pointing out the wolves and hyaenas as they

glided, like shadows, from one thicket to another. Towards

morning they arrived at a village called Kimmoo, where they

stopped to ^ve the asses com, and roast a few ground-nuts

for themselves ; in the afternoon they arrived at Joag, in the

kingdom of Kajaaga.

The air and climate of this kingdom are more salubrious

than at any of the settlements on the coast : the face of the

country is every where interspersed with a pleasing variety of

hills and vallies, and the windings of the Senegal river, which

descends from the rocky hills of the intcrkn*, make the scenery

<m its banks very interesting and beautiful. The inhabitants

are called SerawooUies : their complexion is a jet black : they

are not to be distinguished in this respect from the Jaloffs.

The government is monarchical, and the regal authority for-

!i:
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authority for-

midable. The SerawooUies are a trading people; they fcnr-

merly carried on a great commerce with the French in gold

and slaves, and still maintain some traffic in slaves with the

British factories on the Gambia. >.':;» rij rr>

December 24, Mr. Park arrived at Joag, the frontier town

of the kingdom, and took up his reiudence at the house of the

f chief man, who is called Dooty. He was a rigid Mahometan,

f but distinguished for his hospitality. This town contains

about 2,000 inhabitants. It is surrounded by a high wall, in

which are a number of portholes for musketry to fire through,

in wase of an attack. Every man''s possession is also surround-

ed by a wall ; the whole forming so many distinct citadels, and

answering the purposes of strong fortifications. To the west*

ward of the town is a small river, on the banks of which the

. natives raise great plenty of tobacco and onions.

Mr. Park was invited in the evening to see the sports of the

inhabitants, who were dancing, by the light of some large

fires, to the music of. four drums, which w^e beat with great

exactness and uniformity. The dances consisted more in wan-

ton gestures than in muscular exertion or graceful attitudes.

The ladies vied with each other in displaying the most volup*

tuous movements imaginable.

A number of horsemen came into the towu next morning,

. and having awakened the person at whose house Mr. Park

was, dismounted and came to the bed on which he lay. One

of them thinking he was asleep, attempted to steal a muskut

that lay on the mat ; but finding he could not e£Pect his pur-

pose undiscovered, he desisted. Ten other horsemen soon

after arrived, dismounted, and seated themselves with those

• who had come before, forming a circle round the astonished

European, each man holding his musket in his hand. Mr.

Park observed to his landlord that he hoped they would speak

to him in Mandingo. To this they agreed, and a short man,

loaded with a number of saphies, opened the business in a

very long harangue, telling him that * he had entered the town

without having first paid the duties, or given any account to

the king, and that, according to the laws of the country, his

people, baggage, and cattle, were forfeited.' He added that
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* they had received orders from the king to conduct him to

Maana, the place of his residence ; and^ if he refused to go

with them, they were ordered to bring him by force ;' u\wn

wliich all of them rose up and asked him whether he was ready.

Mr. Park requested them to stop a short time, while he set-

tied with his landlord, and his horf^e had a feed 'of corn. The
poor blacksmith supposed' Mr. /ParU was in earnest, and ear.

nestly entreated of him not to go to Maana, as a war wasHkely

to break out between Kasson and Kajaaga; dnd he should not

only lose his property but be sold for a slave! Madiboo, the

king^s son, being one of the party sent to apprehend Mr.

Park, of him it was requested that the blacksmith should

remain at Jong, while he accompanied him to the king. This

was objected to; it being said, that as all had acted contrary

to the laws, all were equally answerable for their conduct.

Mr. Park now took his landlord aside, and presenting him

with some gunpowder, asked- his advice on the business : he

ivas decidedly of opinion that he ought not to go to the king

;

but was fully convinced, that' if any thing valuable was found

in his possession^ the king would not be over scrupulous in the

means of obtaining it. Mr. Park now resolved fto conciliate

matters, and make friends with them if possible^ After apo-

logizing, he tendered them, asii present to the king, the five

drachms of gold which the king of Bondou had given him

;

this they accepted, but insisted on examining his baggage.

The bundles were opened, but the men were much disap-

pointed in not finding in them so much gold and amber as

they expected ; they made up the deficiency by taking what-

ever they fancied, and, afler wrangling and debating till sun-

set, they departed, having robbed him of half his goods. .

The situation of Mr. Park and his company was. very dis-

tressing, as it was impossible to procure provisions without

money. Towards the evening of the ensuing day, as he was

sitting chewing straws, an old female slave passing by, with

her basket upon her head, asked him, * if he had got his din-

ner ?' Mr. Park gave her no ianswer ; but his boy, who was

sitting by, told her the king^s people had robbed him, and ho

had no money ; on hearing this, the good old woman, with a

1
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im)k oi' beiw'voleiice, took tiic ba.skct from her head, and,

slu'uing that it contained ground nuts, asked whether he could

eal ihem; receiving an answer in the aliirniative, slie presenled

hiin with a few handfuls, and walked away before ]Mr. Turk ,

had time to thank her for so seasonabk' a supply.

The old woman had scarcely left liini, when he received

information that a nephew of Deinba Sego .Julia, the IMandin-

«>-o king of Kasson, was coining to pay liim a visit; lie sixjn

arrived, and very kindly offered his jjrotection, sayin*]^, that

he would be the guide to Kasson (provided he would set out

next mornhig), and he answerable lor his salety. This i>;ra-

cions offer was gratefully aece])ted, and the African liaveiler,

with his attendants, set off cw the .'Hth of December. This

prince, whose name was Dembo Se^o, had a mniierous retinue

with him. The company top;ether consisted of ,'JO persons and

six loaded asses. While journeying on, .Johnson the inter-

preter discovered a species of tree, for which he had made

frequent enquiry. He tied a white chicken to the tree by its

leg to one of the branches, and then said that the journey

would be prosperous. He said the ceremony was an offering

or sacrifice to the spirits of tlie woods, who were a powerful

race of beings, of a white colo»n\ with long flowing hair.

J^ecembcr 28, they arrived at Kayee, a large village, a lit-

tle above which is a considerable cataract, where the river

flows over a ledge of whin-stone rock with great force ; below

this the river is remarkably black and deep, and here it was

})roposed to make the cattle swim over. After hallooing and

firing some muskets, the people on the Kasson side brought

over a canoe to carry the baggage. It appeared scarcely pos-

sible to get the cattle down the bank, which is here more than

40 feet above the water ; but the negroes seized the horses,

and launched them one at a time down a sort of trench or sullv

that was almost perpendicular. After the terrified cattle had

been plunged in this manner to the water^'s edge, every man
got down as well as he could. The ferrymen then taking hold

of the most steady of the horses by a rope, led him into the

water, and paddled the canoe a little from the brink; upon

Vol. III. E
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which a general attack comraencecl u\x)U the other horses, who,

finding themselves kicked and pelted on all sides, unanimously

plunged into the river, and followed their companion. A few

boys swam in after them, and, by laving water upon them

when they attempted to return, urged them onwards, and in

about 15 minutes they were all safe on the other side. It was

a matter of gieater difficulty to manage the asses ; their na-

tural stubbornness of disposition made them endure a great

deal of pelting and shoving before tliey would venture into

the water; and, when in the middle of the stream, four of

them turned back, in spite of every exertion to get thcni for-

wards. Three hour's were employed in transporting the bag-

gage and cattle, and it ^as near sun-set when Demba Sego

and Mr. Park embarked on this dangerous passage. The
king's nephew thought this a proper time to have a peep into

a tin box of Mr. Park's, that stood in the fore part of the

canoe, and, in stretching out his hand for it, he unfortunately

destroyed the equilibrium, and overset the canoe. It happily

was not far from the shore, and having reached land and wrung

the water from their clothes, they took u fresh departure, and

bad a safe passage to Kasson.

As soon as Mj*. Park had arrived in Kasson, Deniba Sego

told him that he was now in his uncle's dominions, and hoped

he would be grateful for the services he had rendered him

;

upon which Mr. Park gave him seven bars of amber and some

tobacco. After a long day's journey, our travellers arrived at

Teesee, and were accommodated in Demba Scgo's hut. The
next morning he was introduced to Tiggity Sego, brother to

the king of Kasson, chief of Teesee. This old man received

Mr. Park with great earnestness ; having never, he said, be-

held but one wliite man before, who by his description appeared

to be major Houghton, He told him he must go to Kcxmia-

kary, to pay his respects to the sovereign. In the afternoon,

one of the slaves to this chieftain eloped ; a general alarm was

given ; every j)crson who had a horse rode into the woods to

apjirehend him, and Demba Sego borrowed Mr. Park's horse.

The slave was brought back, severely Hogged, and put in

1
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irons. December 31, Dembo Sego again retpiestcd the horse,

to ffo to a town in Gedumah, promising to return at the end

of three weeks. This request was complied with.

Tecsee is a large unwallcd town, having no security except

a sort of citadel, in which Tiggity and his family rcsido. The

inhabitants, though possessing cattle and corn in abundance,

are not very delicate in the choice of their food. They eat

rats, moles, squirrels, snakes, locusts, &c. Some of Mr.

Park's 'attendants weve ^fenntcd upon a large .wake. xV singu-

lar custom prevails here, that no woman is allowed to cat an

egg. This prohibition is rigidly adhered to, aiid nothing will

\ more offend a woman of Tesce than to oifer licr an egg. Tlie

'men eat eggs without any scruple.

Tiggity Sego held a palaver, which IVIr. Park attended,

and the debates on both sides displayed much ingenuity ; the

case was this: a young man, a Pagan of a)nsi(ierable wealih,

having mafricd a young and handsome wife, applied to a

Mussulman priest to procure him saphies lor his protection

during the approaching war. The priest couhcnted, and, in

order to render the saphies more efficacious, enjoined the

young man to avoid any nuptial intercourse with his bride lor

the space of six weeks. Severe as the injunction was, the hus-

band obeyed, and without telling his wife the cause, absented

himself from her company. In the mean time, it was whisper-

ed that the priest made frequent visits to his bride, who, upon

being interrogated, confessed that he had seduced her. The
husband immediately confined her, and called a palaver to

examine into the conduct of the priest. The fact was proved,

and he was sentenced to be sold into slaverv, or to find two

slaves for his redemption, according to the pleasure of the

plaintiff. The injured husband was unwilling to punish the

culprit too severely, and desired to have him publicly flogged

before Tiggity Sego's gate. This was agreed to, and the sen-

tence immediately executed. The priest was tied by the hands

to a strong stake, and, a long black rod being brought forth,

the executioner, after ilourishinff it round his head for somenng
time, applied it with such force and

make him roar until the

energy

woods resountled

to his back, as to

with his screanjs.
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The smrouudinfj niultitiulo, hy their liuoting and lauyliiu^,

manifested liow imicli tliev eiijox ed the ])iini.shinent of the old

galhint, and it wan iincomnionly siiiji»nlar that tlie numl)or of

stripes was prceiselv the same as enjoined by the law of Moses:

forty^ .save one. As Teesce was liable to Ih) exposed, during

the war, to the excursions of the Moors oi' Gadiimah, Tiggity

Se^o sent round to the neighlMnnnnj; villages, to beg or pur-

chase as much ])rovisions as would afford sustenance for the

inhabitants for one year, indcptiident of the crop on the ground.

This project was Avell received by the country-people, and they

fixed a day on which were to be brought all the provisions they

coidd spare. January 4, 1T9(), Mr. Park went in the after-

noon to meet the escort with the provisions. It consisted of

about 400 men, marching in good oriler, with corn and ground-

nuts in large calabashes, on their heads. These were preced-

ed by a strong guard of bow men, and followed by eight single

men. As soon as they approached the town, the latter l)egan

a song, every verse of which was ariswcrcd by the company,

by a few large strokes on their drums. In this manner they

proceeded till they reached the house of Tiggity Sego, where

the loads were deposited ; and in the evening they all assembled

under the Bentang-tree, and spent the night in dancing and

merriment.

January 5, an embassy of ten peoi)le froin Almami Abdul-

kader, king of Foota Torra, a country to the west of Bondou,

arrived at Teesce, and desired Tiggity Seg-o to call an assem-

bly of the inhabitants, to whom they declared, "that unless

all the people of Kasson would embrace the iviahometan religion,

and evince their conversion by saying eleven public prayers,

the king, their master, would certainly join the enemies of the

king of Kasson." After a long consultation, the inhabitants

agreed to the proposition, and publicly offered up eleven

prayers, which were considered a sufficient testimony of their

having renounced Paganism, and embraced the doctrines of

Mahomet.

Mr. Park proposing to set out for Kooniakary, Demba Sego,

with a number of people, came and informed him that they

were sent by Tiggity Sego for a present, and wished to know
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what mxxls were intended i'or the king. Mr. Park oH'cred liiui

seven bars of amber and five of tobacco. After surveying these

articles, [)enibia laid them down, and said, " It was not a lit

present I'or a prince ;''"' he added. " that if the ottering was nul

increased, he would carry all the baggage to the king, ami let

him choose for himsell'."' Demba and his atlendunts immedi.

f atelv iK'gan to open tlie bundles, and sjiread the ditt'ereiit articlcR

upon the floor. Every thing that pleased them they took

without scruple, and, amongst other things IJemba sei/i-d the

.\ tin box which had causeil the canoe to overset. ]Vlr. I'ark
If

I found himself divested oi' almost all the little he had remaining.

January 10, he left Teesee and ascended a ridge, from wlionce

he had a view of the hills round Kooniakary; soon after which

he arrived at Jumbo, the native town of the blacksmith. His

brother came out to inecl him, acc(-..ipanied by a singing-maii;

he brought a horse for the blacksmith, that he might enter the

town in a dignillcd manner, and desiud each of the iravellers

to put a good charp of powder into their gvms. The singing-

man now led the way, followed by the two brothers, and Mr.

Park and his attendants, who were received by the towirn

people with great joy, and by the most extravagant jumping

and singing. On entering the town the singing-man began an

extempore song, in praise of the blacksmith, extolling his viilour

in overcoming so many ditticuUies, and concluding with c strict

injunction to his friends to dress him })lenty of victuals. Ar-

rived at the blacksmitirs place of residence, they dismounted,

and fired their muskets. The meeting between hii:', and his

relations was very tender. The blacksmith''s aged mother w.is

leil forth, leaning upon a staff; every one .^auc -ly >o! cr,

and she stretched out her hands to bid i ^oi> we'r ,^.c

Being totally blind, she stroked his hand, jv •

,
ai--t iinA)

i with great care, and seemed deligiited tliat he- ' lor^

heard the music of his voice. During this affecting scene, J

Park had seated himself by the side of one of the huts, unob-

served. When all the f)eople present were seated, tl" black-

smith was desired by his father to give some account of his

adventures, and, silence being commanded, he began, after
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repeatedly thanking God for the success that had attended him,

and related every material occurrence. In the latter part of

his narration he frequently introduced the name of Mr. Park,

and pointing to the place where he sat, exclaimed, " See him

sitting there
!"" In a moment all eyes were turned upon him

;

he appeared like a being dropped from the clouds ; every one

was surprized they had not noticed him before, and some of

the women and children expressed symptoms of uneasiness and

fear at being placed so near him. By degrees these fearful

apprehensions vanished, and when the blacksmith assured them

he would hurt no one, some of them ventured to examine the

texture of his clothes; but still some were suspicious, and

when he rose or moved himself, the women and children would

scamper off with the greatest precipitation. January 14, Mr.

Park, accompanied by the blacksmith, arrived at Kooniakary.

January 15, 1796, Mr. Park was admitted to an audience

of the king of Kasson, Demba Sego Jalla ; but the crowd of

people assembled to see him pass was so great, that he could

scarce gain admittance. A passage being at IcHigth obtained,

he made a bow to the monarch, who was sitting upon a mat

in a large hut ; he appeared to be about sixty years of age.

He surveyed Mr. Park with great attention ; he told him he

had seen major Houghton, and presented him with a white

horse. When this audience was ended, Mr. Park returned,

and prepared a present for the !:ing, which was well received,

and the king sent a large white bullock in return. A war being

expected to break out daily, the king requested our traveller

to stop in the neighbourhood of Kooniakary for four or five

days. Mr. Park having received some money in gold dust, on

Dr. Laidley's account, it was rumoured abroad, and he received

a visit from Sambo Sego, with a party of horsemen. Sambo
insisted upon knowing the exact amount of the money he had

received, declaring that whatever the sum was, one half of it

must go to the king; besides which, he intimated, that he

expected a handsome present for himself, as being the king's

son. By tlie intervention of the person from whom the money

fcad been received, Sambo was at last prevailed upon to acxrept
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of sixteen bars of European merchandise, and some powder

and ball, as a compleat payment of evtry demand that could

be made in the kingdom of Kasson.

February 3, two guides on horseback came from Kooniakary

to ctiuduct Mr. Park to the frontiers of Kaarta ; who, having

taken his last furewel of his fellow traveller, the blacksmith,

I proceeded on his journey for nine days. On the 12th, he

amused himself as he went, by collecting such eatable fruit as

^ were in the road ; thus employed, he had insensibly wandered

Sfrom his company, and ascending a rising piece of ground to

%o<ik around him, two negro horsemen, armed with muskets,

icame galloping from among the bushes; on seeing them, he

made a full stop, as did the horsemen. As Mr. Park ap-

proached, one of them, after casting a look of horror, rode off

in full speed ; the other, in a panic of fear, put his hand over

' his eves, and continued muttering prayers until his horse con-

veyed him slowly after his companion A mile to the westward

they fell in with the company, to whom they related a frightful

^ tory ; and one of them affirmed, that when he saw Mr. Park

a cold blast of wind came pouring down upon him from the

sky, like so much cold water.

About noon, the traveller!; reached the capital of Kaarta,

situated in the middle of an open plain. Mr. Park soon re-

received a message from the king, that he would sec him in

the evening ; and in the mean time lodgings were procured for

him, and a man stationed with a stick in his hand to keep off

' the mob. Scarcely had he entered his new apartment, out the

crowd ru^ihed in, and the hut was not cleared until their cu-

riosity had been amply gratified. In the evening the king

sent for him; upon being introduced, the king was sitting

among a great multitude of attendants, with the fighting men

5 on his right hand, and the women and children on the left.

The king, whose name was Daisy Koorabarri, was not dis-

tinguished from his subjects by any splendour of dress. A
bank of earth, about two feet Irigh, upon which was spread a

leopard's skin, constituted the only badge of royalty. In his

coiiversation with Mr. Park, the king urged him to abandon

the iija of further prosecuting his journey, and return to
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Kasson ; this advice was rejct-ted, and, in spite cf every dan.

ger, our traveller r< solved to continue his route, and begged

to have a guide to conduct him to the frontiers of the kingdom.

While thus discoursing, a man, mounted on a fine Moorish

horse, which was covered with sweat and foam, entered the

court, and signified he had something important to communi-

cate , the king immediately took up his sraidals. which is the

signal for strangers to retire. Mr. Park immediately left the

royal presence ; in the evening he i eceived a fine sheep from

the king ; while at supper, evening prayers were announced,

not by the call of the priest, but by beating on drums, and

blowing through large elephants teeth, hollowed out in such a

manner as to resemble bugle horns. February 13, Mr. Park

sent his horse-pistols and holsters as a present to the king, anc:

begged the messenger to inform his majesty he waited for a

guide to c-onduct him to Jai*ra. The king immediately sent

eight horsemen ; three of the king''s sons, and about two hun-

dred horsemen also accompanied him a little way on the road.

On the evening of the day when Mr. Park left Kemmoo, ho

slept at a village called Marina, where he was robbed of some

clothes, beads, amber, and gold. He complained to his pro-

tectors, but without effect.

February 16, Mr. Park arrived at Funingkcdy. ' jout

two o'clock, as he was lying asleep upon a bull(K!v".> hide, be-

hind the door of the hut, he was awakened bv tue screams oi

woBien. and a general clamour and confusion among the inha-

bitruu ' Ho soon learnt that the Moors were come, accortVing

t\j T' t-.;c, to steal cattle, and that they were now close to the

lcv< ^''Zr. Park mounted the roof of his hut, and observed a

large i!t/(' o^ bullocks coming along, followed by five Mooi'

on horseback, who drove the cattle forward with their muskets

When they bnd reached the vails, which are close to the town,

the MiK)rs selected from the herd sixteen of the finest l)easts,

and drm-e them off at full gallop. During this Iransactioii,

the town's people, to the number of 5()0, stood collected close

I the walls of the town, and when the Moors drovt the cattle

t» ay, though tlwy passed within pistol-shot of them, the inha-

bitants scarce mode a shew oi' resistance. Only four muskets

lii-Si .
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% were fired, which being loaded with gunpowder of the negroes

• own manufacture, did no execution. Shortly after, a number

of people appeared, supporting a young man upon horseback,

who, attempting to throw his spear, had been wounded by a

shot from one of the Moors. His mother walked on before

iquite frantic with grief, clapping her hands and enumerating

ithe good qualities of her son. ' He never told a lie,"* said the

idisconsolate mother ; and as her wounded son was carried in at

ithe gate, bitterly did she exclaim, * he never told a lie; no,

jever.' All the spectators, by screaming and howling, shewed

leir sympathetic concern.. After their grief had subsided,

[r. Park was desired to examine the wound. He found that

^he ball had passed quite through his leg, having fractured

ijoth bones a little below the knee ; the poor boy was faint from

Joss of blood, and his situation so precarious, there were little

hopes of his recovery. To preserve life if possible, Mr. Park

recommended amputation ; this proposal made every one start

% with horror ; they had nev ;r heard of such a method of cure

;

they viewed him as a sort of cannibal for proposing such an

operation. The patient was therefore consigned to the care of

some old priests, who endeavoured to secure him a passage

into paradise, by whispering in his ear some Arabic sentences,

and desiring him to repeat them. After many unsuccessful

attempts, the poor heathen lad at last pronounced, * there is

; but one God^ and Mahomet is his prophet.' He died the

same evening. February 18, Mr. Park passed Simbing, the

frontier village of Ludamar; from this village, ir^ajor Hough-

ton wrote his last letter with a pencil to Dr. I^aidley. This

brave but unfortunate man, having been pillaged by the Moors

of every thing he possessed, after passing many days without

{ food, sunk at last under his distresses. Whether he actually

perished of hunger, or was murdered outright by the savage

Mahometans, is not certainly known ; his body was dragged

into the woods, and there his remains were left to perish.

About noon, Mr. Park arrived at Jarra, a large town situated

at the bottom of some rocky hills.

It is situated in the Moorish kingdom of Ludamar ; but the

major part of the inhabitants are negroes from the borders of

Vol. III. F
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the southern states, who prefer a precarious protection under

the Moors. On his arrival at Jarra, Mr. Park obtained a

lodging at the house of Danmn Jammu, a Gambia slatee.

From this man he obtained some pecuniary assistance ; he alst

appUed to him to obtain permission from Ali, the S()vei*eign ol'

Ludomar, tliat he might pass unmolested through Iiis territo.

ries into Bn^^ibara. A messenger was dispatched to Ali, who

at this time was in his camp at Uenowm, carrying a present of

five garments of cotton cloth from Mr. Park.

One of Ali's slaves arrived on the 2()th of February, who

pretended that he had orders to conduct Mr. Park in safety

as far as Goomha, and said he was to receive one garment of

Uue cotton cloth for his attendance. Things being adjusted,

Mr. Park left Jarra the next day ; and on the S9th, after a

toilsome journey over a sandy country, came to Compe, a

watering-place belonging to the Moors ; from whence he pro-

ceeded to Deena, a large town, built of stone and clay. Here

the Moors assembled round the hut of the negro, where he

lodged ; hissed, shouted, abused, and spit in Mr. Park's face,

to irritate him, that they might iind a pretext to seize his

baggage; but, finding such insults failed of produdng the

desired effect, tliey had recourse to a decisive argument

;

namely, that he was a Christian, and of course his property

was lawful plunder to the foUow^s of Mahomet. They in*

stantly opened the baggage and pillaged every thing of value.

The. attendants of Mr. Park now refused to proceed any fur-

ther; accordingly next morning he dcpai'ied alone to Deena.

It was moon-light, but the roaring ol' the wild beasts rendered

it necessary to be cautious. Upon arriving at a piece of rising

ground, Mr. Park, looking back, saw his faithful boy running

after him; he told him if he would st(^ a little while he would

bring a negro servant along with him, aud in about an hour

he returned with the negro. . .

March 4, Mr. Park arrived at Samjxika ; on the rood lead-

ing to which were immense quantities of locusts; the trees were

quite black with them. These insects destroy every vegetable

that comes in their way, and in a short time completely strip

a tree of its leaves. The noise of their excrement falling upon
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tree is shaken, it is astonishing to see what a cloud of them will

fly off. In their flight they yield to the current of the wiml,

which at this season of the year is north-east.

' Sampaka is a large town. Here Mr. Park lodged with a

ftegro who practised the art of making gunpowder. March 5,

|a the evening, our traveller arrived at Dalli. Upon the road,

Itwo large herds of camels were feeding. When the Moors

|tprn their camels to feed, they tie up one of their fore-legs to

ivent their straying. It was a feast-day at Dalli, and the

pie were dancing : when informed a white man was come

_ to the town, they left off dancing and came to Mr. Park's

Ipdging, walking two and two, with the music before them.

They play upon a sort of flute, but, instead of blowing into a

hole in the side, they blow obliquely over the end, which is

lialf shut by a thin piece of wood; they govern the holes on

;the side with their fingers, and play some simple and very

plaintive airs ; they continued to dance and sing until mid-

night March 7, while enjoying the harmless festivity of some

of the negroes, a party of Moors unexpectedly entered the hut,

and seized Mr. Park. They came, they said, by Ali's orders,

to convey him to the camp at Benowni ; if he went peaceably

he had nothing to fear, if not, they were to use force ; they

added, that Ali''s wife, Fatima, was very anxious to see him.

On arriving at Deena, Mr. Park paid a visit to one of Ali^s

sons. He was sitting in a low hut, with five or six more,

washing their hands and feet, and frequently taking water into

their mouths and spitting it out again. Mr. Park was no

sooner seated than the prince handed him a double-barrelled

gun, end told him to dye the stock of a blue colour and repair

one o;' the locks. Mr. Park found great difficulty to convince

him he knew nothing about the matter. * However,' said the

; prince, * if you cannot repair tJie gun, you shall give me some

I
knives and scissars immediately ;' and when the negro boy

I answered him his master had iK)ne, he hastily snatched up a

I musket that stood by him, cocked it, and putting the muzzle

I close to the boy's cars, would certainly have killed him, hai

i
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not the Moors 'wrested tlie musket from him, and made signs

for ]*'r. Park and the boy to retire.

Piarch 12, Mr. Park arrived at Bcnowm, the residence of

Ali. Tlie camp appeared to the eye Uke a great number of

dirty-looking tents, scattered without order over a large space

of ground, and among the tents were large herds of camels,

cattle, and goats. As soon as his arrival was known, the

people who drew water at the wells threw down their buckets;

those in the tents mounted their horses ; and men, women,

and children, came running or galloping towards him. He
was soon surrounded with so great a crowd as scarcely to be

able to move. One pulled his clothes, another took off his

hat, a third was curious in examining his <vaistcoat buttons,

and a fourth exclaimed, * there is but one God and Mahomet

is his prophet ;' and signified in a threatening manner that he

must repeat those words. At length Mr. Park reached the

king's tent. Ali was sitting upon a black leather cushion,

clipping a few hairs from his upper lip, a female attendant

holding up a looking-glass before him. He appeared to be an

old man of the Arab cast, with a long white beard and a sullen

and indiijnant countenance. He surveyed Mr. Park with at-

tention, and appeared much surprized to find he did not speak

Arabic. The Lidies were very inquisitive; they asked a thou-

sand questions, inspected every part of his apparel, searched

his pockets, and obliged him to open his waistcoat and display

the whiteness of his skin ; thev even counted his toes and fin-

gers. In a short time the priest announced evening prayers;

but before the people departed, the Moor who had acted as

interpreter, said that Ali was about to present Mr. Park with

something to eat ; and looking round, he observed some boys

bringing a wild hog, which they tied to one of the tent strings,

and Ali made signs to him to kill and dress it for supper.

—

Mr. Park told the king he never eat such food ; they then

untied the hog, in hopes it would have immediately ran at

him ; for they believe a great enmity subsists between hogs

and Christians ; but the animal no sooner regained his liberty,

than he began to attack indiscriminately every person that

Liii
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food ; they then

mediately ran at

s between hogs

lined his liberty,

ery person that

came in his way ; and at last took shelter under the couch

upon which the king was sitting.

Mr. Park was conducted to the tent of Ali's chief slave, but

was not permitted to enter or allowed to touch any thing be-

longing to it. A little boiled corn, with salt and water, was

i^nt him in a wooden bowl, and a mat spread u^xin the sand

Ifor his repose. At sun-rise, Ali paid him a visit on horseback

hf'iih a few attendants, and signified he had provided a hut lor

<^im, where he would be sheltered from the sun ; he was ac-

iioordingly conducted there, and found the hut comparatively

ijool and pleasant. It was constructed of corn-stalks, set up

hn end, in the form of a square, with a flat roof of the same

Inaterials, supported by forked sticks; to one of which was

tied the wild hog before mentioned. This animal had certainly

fbeen placed by Ali's order, out of derision to a Christian ; and

Ik proved a very disagreeable inmate, as it drew together a

inumber of boys, who amused themselves with beating it with

|sticks, until they had so irritated the hog that it ran at and

bit every one within its -each. No sooner was Mr. Park

seated in his new habitation, than the Moors assembled in

crowds to behold him ; but it was a very troublesome levee,

for he was obliged to take off one of his stockings and shew his

;>foot, and even to take off his jacket and waistcoat to shew how
his clothes were put on and off. All this was to be done for

levery visitor ; for such as had already seen insisted upon their

ffriends having their curiosity gratified; and in this manner

mas he employed, dressing and undressing, buttoning and

vUnbuttoning, from noon to night.

• In the night, the Moors kept regular watch ; frequently

looking into the hut, to see if Mr. Park was asleep; and if

I dark they would light a whisp of grass. About two in the

I
morning, a Moor entered the hut, probably to steal something,

and groping about he laid his hand on Mr. Park's shoulder.

Mr. Park immediately sprang up and laid his hand upon him,

while the Moor, in his haste to get off, stumbled over the

boy, and fell with his face upon the wild hog, who, in return

for this attack, wounded the Moor's anm. The screams of

the man alarmed the people in the king's tent, who supposed
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the white prisoner had escaped. Ali came up galloping on a

white horse, and heard an outcry, which, on the Moors ex-

plaining, Mr. Park was permitted to sleep quietly until morn-

ing.

March 13, the boys assembled again to beat the hog, and

the women to plague the Christian. Mr. Park, anxious to af-

ford the Moors no pretext for ill-usage, suffered, with unruf.

fled countenance, the insults of the rudest savages on earth.

The Moors, though indolent themselves, are very rigid task-

masters. Mr. Park's boy was sent into the woods to collect

withered grass for Ali's horses, and himself ap)X)inted barber^

and ordered to shave the head of the young prince of Luda-

mar. He accordingly was introduced to the royal presence,

seated himself upon the sand, and the prince sat down beside

him. A small razor, about three inches long, was put into

his hands; but unfortunately Mr. Park, in the operation,

made a slight incision in the boy's head, which the king ob-

serving, ordered him to resign the razor and withdraw.

. Mr. Park was now stripped of all his gold, amber, his watch,

and a pocket-compass. This latter article became an object

of superstitious curiosity. Ali was very desirous of being in-

formed why that small piece of iron, the needle, always pointed

to the Great Desert ; and Mr. Park was somewhat puzzled to

solve his query. He at length told him, * That his mother

resided far beyond the sands of Zahara, and that while she

was alive the piece of iron would always point that way, and

serve as a guard to conduct him to her, and if she was dead

it would point to her grave.' Ali now looked at the compass

with redoubled amazement, turned it round and round re-

peatedly ; but, observing that it always pointed the same way,

he took it up with great caution and returned it, signifying

he thought there was something of magic in it, and tlmt he

was afraid oi' keeping so dangerous an enchantment in his

possession.

March 20, a council of chief men was held in Ali's tent,

respecting the prisoner; their decisions were variously related

to Mr. Park. Some said they intended to put him to death

;

others, that be was only to lose his right hand ; but the most

'i-iii
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, but the most

iH'obable account was given him by AU's son, a boy about

nine years of age, who came to him in the evening, and told

biin that his uncle had persuaded his father to put out his

fycs ; his father, however, would not consent to this proposal

llntil Fatima, his queen, had seen him. March 21, Mr. Park

frent early in the morning to the king, and requested permis*-

l^on to return to Jarra ; this was refused. The next morning

|ie found himself attacked by a smart fever ; he had wrapped

i^iu)«d[f up in his cloak to promote perspiration, when some

oors entered the hut, and, with their usual rudeness, pulled

cloak from him. He made signs to them be was sick,

d wished much to sleep, but solicited in vain ; witli his mind

iich disturbed by the barbarous usage he experienced, Mr.

<l^ark left his hut, and walked to some shady trees at a dis-

fance, where he laid down; but here persecution followed liim,

ibr Alis son, with a number of horsemen, came gallopping to

ihe place, and ordered him to rise and follow him. He beg-

fied they would allow him to remain where he was, if it was

|)nly for a few hours ; but tliey paid little attrition to what

lie said, and, after a few threatening words, one of them

pulled out a pistol from his leather bag, fastened to the pum-

mel of his sadiUe, and presenting it towards him, snapped it

liwice : he cocked it a third time, and was striking the flint

lirith a piece of steeU when he begged them to desist, and re^

liumed with them to the camp. When they arrived Ali was

jnudi out of humour ; he called for the Moor's pistol, and

IKnused himself for some time with opening and shutting the

l^n ; at length taking up his powder-horn, he fresh primed

it, and turning round to Mr. Park, said something in Ai'abic,

jRrhich he did not understand. He was informed his offence

sisted in endeavouring to escape, and that, if he was evev

en without the skirta of the camp he should be shot by the

rst person who saw him.

In the afternoon the horizon was thick and hazy, and the

oors predicted a sand-wind, which accordingly commenced
the morning following, and lasted, with slight intermission,

|for two days. Tl» force of the wind was not in itself very

eat; it was what a seamaa woidd have termed a stiff breeze;
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but the quantity of sand ami tlust carried before it was sucli aj

to darken the wliole hemisphere. It swept along from east to

west in a thick and con»tunt stream, and the air was at times

so dark and full of sand tiiat it was difficult to discern the

neighbouring tents. As the Moors always dress their victuals

in the open air, the sand fell in great plenty among the kous-

kous : it readily adhered to the skin when moistened by pers-

piration, and formed a cheap and universal hair-powder. The

Moors wrap a cloth round their faces to prevent them from

inhaling the sand, and always turn their back to the wind

when they look up, to prevent the sand falling into their eyes,

On the evening of the 25th, a party of Moorish ladies paid

Mr. Park a visit in his hut ; and gave him plainly to under-

stand the object of their visit was, by actual inspection, to see

whether the right of circumcision extended to the Nazarenes

(the Christians) as well as the Mahometans. Mr. Park ob-

served, it was not customary in his country to give ocular

demonstration in such cases, before so many beautiful women:

but, that if all of them would retire, except the young lad)

to whom he pointed, he would satisfy lier curiosity. The

ladies enjoyed the jest, and went away laughing; and the

young damsel whom he had complimented was so highlv

pleased at the preference he had given her, ' as soon after to .

send him some meal and milk for supper.

March 28, Ali sent one of his slaves to inform Mr. Park

that he must be in readiness to ride out with him, as he in-

tended to shew him to some of his women. About 4 o'clock,

Ali, with six of his courtiers, came riding to his hut, and told

him to follow them. But here a difficulty arose ; the Moon

could not reconcile themselves to the appearance of ncmkeen

breeches, which Mr. Park had on, saying, * They were noi

only inelegant, but, on account of their tightness, very inde-

licate to pay a visit to the ladies.' Ali ordered him to put a -^

cloak over his clothes. Mr. Park visited the tent of four dif-

ferent ladies, where he was regaled with a bowl of milk and

water. These ladies were remarkably corpulent ; they were

very inquisitive, and examined his hair and skin with great

attention ; but affected to view themselves as much superior,

:(:.
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Iwid knitted their brows and seemed to shudder when they

looked at the whiteness of his skin. In the course of this ex-

cursion, tlie company seemed highly delighted with Mr. Park,

galloping round him as if they were baiting a wild animal

;

twirling their muskets round their heads, and exhibiting va-

fious feats oi activity and horsenjanship.

{ A child died in one of the tents, and the mother and rela-

lions immediately began the death-howl. They were joined

Jl)y a number of female visitors, who came on purpose to assist

It this melancholy concert. The burial was performed secretly

the dusk of the evening. Over the grave they plant a par-

:ular shrub, and no stranger is allowed to pluck a leaf or

fven to touch it.

t
In the evening of the 10th of April, the tabula or large

drum was beat, to announce a wedding. A great number of

|)eople, oi both sexes, assembled. A woman beat the drum,

^d the other women joined in chorus, by setting up a shrill

ngcream. Mr. Park soon retired, and having been asleep in

'|his hut, was awakened by an old woman, who said, she had

brought him a present from the bride. She had a wooden

bowl in her hand, and, before Mr. Park was recovered from

bis surprize, discharged the contents in his face. Finding it

• to be the same sort of holy water with which a hottentot piiest

is s(ud to sprinkle a new-married couple, he supposed it to be

la mischievous frolic, but was informed it was a nuptial bene-

^ diction from the bride"'s own person ; and which is always re-

ceived by the Moors as a most extraordinary Javour. Such

being the case, Mr. Park wiped his face, and sent his acknow-

ledgments to the lady. The wedding drum continued to beat,

* and the women to sing all night. About nine in the morning

v; the bride was brought in state from her raother''s tent, attended

by a number of women who carried her tent (a present from

her husband), some bearing up the poles, others holding the

strings, and marched singing until they came to the place ap-

pointed for her residence, where they pitched the tent. The
husband followed with a number of men leading a bullock,

which they tied to the tent strings, and having killed another

Vol. III.~(43) G
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and distributed the beet' among the people, the cerenionj

closed.

For two successive nights the Moors neglected to send Mr.

Park his accustomed meals, wliich occasioned him to be affected

with a deep convulsive respiration, dimness of sight, and a

tendency to faint when attempting to sit up. At day-break of

the 30th, the whole camp was in motion. The baggage was

carried ujwn bullocks; the king\s favourite concubines rotie

camels, under a canopy, to shade them from the sun.

May 3, Mr. Park arrived at the new encampment, which

was about two miles distant from a negro town, called Buba-

ker. He immediately waited ii])on Ali, to pay his respects to

queen Fatima. The sovereign shook hands with him, and

informed Fatima that Mr. Park was the Christian. She was

a woman of the Arab cast, with long black hair, and remark-

ably corpulent. She appeared at first rather shocked at the

idea of having a Christian so near her ; but, as soon as Mr.

Park had answered various questions she put to him, she

seemed more at ease, and presented him with a Ik>u I of milk.

The scarcity of water was lierc gTcaler than at Benowm, and

felt most severely by our traveller; for^ although Ali had given

him a skin for holding water, yet such was the cruel disposi-

tion of the Moors, that, when his boy attempted to fill the skin

at the wells, he conmionly received a drubbing for his pre-

sumption. One night, having solicited for water in vain at

the camp, Mr. Park resolved to go to the wells about half a

mile distant: he arrived, and found the Moors drawing water;

he requested permission to drink, but was driven away with

abuse. Passing from one well to another, he came at last to

one where there was only an old man and two boys. He made

the same request to this man, who instantly drew up a bucket

of water; but, as soon as he was about to lay hold of it, he

recollected Mr. Park was a Christian, and fearing that his

bucket might be polluted by his lips, he dashed the water into

the trough, and told him to drink from thence. Though this

trough was small, and three cows were drinking, the African

traveller, kneeling down, thrust his head between two of the
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vows, and drank, with considerable pleasure, till the water

was nearly exhausted.

All preparing for his return to Jarra, Mr. Park solicited

Fatima to accompany him. His re(}Uost was graciously grant-

ed, after having amused the (pieen with shewing her how his

boots, shoes, stockings, &c. were put on.

May 26, having taken leave of (jueen Faliuia, Mr. Park

departed from the camp, attended by Johnson, his interpret-

cr; Dchiba, his faitiiful servant; and a number of Moors on

horseback.

Early in the morning of the 28t]i, the M<M)rs saddled their

liorses, and Ali's chief slave ordered Mr. Park to make ready;

he soon after seized hold of his Iwy by the shoulder, and told

him that henceforth ha was to Ik; Ali's slave; and then, turn-

ing to Mr. Park, added, * The business is settled at last ; the

boy and every thing but vour horse goes back to Bubakar,

but you may take the old fool (meaning Johnson) with you

to Jarra.' Mr. Park immediately hastened to Ali, and re-

monstrated against such barbarous conduct. The tlespot made

no reply, but told his "Jterpreter that if Mr. Park did not

mount his horse immediately he would send him back also.

The poor boy was deeply affected, and his master wept when

he saw him led away by three of Ali's slaves to the camp.

June 1, Mr. Park arrived at Jarra. On the 14th, intelli-

gence arrived that Daisy, king of Kaarta, was preparing to

attack Jarra with a large and powei-ful army. The terror of

the town's-peoj^lc was not t(j be described. The screams of

the women and children were truly alarming. Mr. Park

mounted his horse, and taking a large bag of corn, rode until

lie had reached the foot of a hill, where he dismounted, and

having reached the sunmiit he sat down, and had a complete

view of the town and neighbouring country ; he then pursued

his journey to Bambarra. As he was travelling he was pur-

sued by a party of Moors, who insisted on his going back to

Ah; he apparently consented, and in returning with them,

one of the Moors, in passing through some thick bushes, or-

dered him to untie his bundle, and shew him the contents.

Having examined the articles, they found nothing worth tak-
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ing but his cloak, which one of them took and wroppetl round

himself. Mr. Park earnestly requested, but in vain, that lie

would return it : but he and one of his eompinions rode off

with the priz& When Mr. Park attempted to follow them,

the third, who had remained with him, struck his horse over

the head, and presenting his musket, told him he should pro-

ceed no further. Our traveller once more turned his horse's

head towards the east, and with inexpressible pleasure resumed

the path which lie had before pursued.

Mr. Park continued his route through the wilderness, di-

recting his course by compass nearly east-south-east, in order

to reach the kingdom of Bambarra. O^ ing to the burning

heat of the sun he became faint with thirst, and climbed a tree

in hopes of seeing some distant habitation ; but nothing ap-

peared all around but thick underwood and hillocks of white

sand. At length he came suddenly upon a large herd of goats,

and, pulling his horse into a bush, he perceived two Moorish

boys, and with some difficulty persuaded them to approach

him ; they shewed him thfir empty water-skins, and said they

had seen no water in the woods; having received this unwel.

come intelligence, Mr. Park pushed on as fast as possible, in

hopes of n lehing some watering place ; his thirst was now be-

come insufferable, and he began to apprehend that he should

perish : to relieve the burning pain in his mouth and throat,

he chewed the leaves of various shrubs, but/ound them of no

service. Having reached the top of a gentle rising, he climbed

a high tree, but could not discern the most distant trace of a

human dwelling: descending from the tree, he found his horse

devouring the stubble and brushwood with great avidity ; he

therefore took off his bridle and set liim at liberty ; while do.

ing this, he was affected with eiickness and giddiness, and viewed

his dissolution as near at hand ; recovering him?eif, he once

more endeavoured to proceed, his horse going oi» slowly before

him ; he now perceived some lightning in the east, an exhila-

rating sight, as being a sure prognostic of rain. This divine

shower at last began copiously to distil ; the parched traveller

spread out his clothes to receives the dro|)s, and assuaged his

thirst by wringing and sucking of them.
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In some measure refresned, Mr. Park continued hiR route

until, by the hoarse croaking of frogs, he discemetl his near

approach to sonip muddy pools of water. Here he again al-

Uyed his thirsl, jmd preceded on until he arrived at a Foulah

illag ! called Shrilla. At the door oi" one of the huts he per-

ived an old woman spinning cotton ; he made signs to her

hat he was hungry, and enquired if she had any victuals,

^he immediately laid down her distaff, and in the Arabic

desired him to enter. Seated u}X)n the floor, he re-

ived from her hospitable hands a dish of kouskous, of which

e made a tolerable meal ; in return for this kindness, he gave

er a pocket handkerchief, l)egging at the same time a little

jcorn for his horse. Overcome with joy at this unexpected de^

liverance, Mr. Park returned his grateful acknowledgments to

that great and good Being, who had so kindly spread a table

for him in the wilderness. Whilst his horse was feeding, one

of the inhabitants came up and whispered something to his

: benevolent hostess, which much excited licr surprize. Mr.

; Park soon found that some of the men wished to apprehend

him and carry liim back to All. He therefore tied up the

corn and took a northerly direction, driving his horse before

him, and followed by all the boys and girls of the town ; when

he had travelled al)out two miles, he struck into a wood, where

he found it necessary to lake repose, a bundle of twigs serving

for a bed, and his saddle for a pilloM . About three o'clock

he was awakened by three Foulahs, who, taking him for a

Moor, pointed to the sun and told him it was time to pray

;

without noticing them, he saddled his horse and continued his

journey.

July 4, Mr. Park pursued his course through the woods,

;
and observed great numbers of antelopes, wild hogs, and os-

triches : about one o'clock he came to the precincts of a water-

ing place belonging to the Foulahs. Some of the shepherds

invited him to come into a low tent, where there was room just

sufficient to sit upright. When he had crept upon his handt(

and knees into this lowly h.2bitation, he found that it contained

a woman and three children. A dish of boiled com and dates

were produced, and the master of the farailv, as the custom
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was, first tasted it himself, and then handed it round to his

guests. While the traveller was eating, the children fixed

their eyes u})on him ; and no stjoner did the shepherd pro-

iiounce the word Narmrani, than they he/^an to cry, and their

mother crept slowly towards the door, out of which she sprang

hke a greyhound, and was instantly followed by her children;

so frightened were they at the name of a Christian. Here

Mr. Park purchased son»e corn for his horse, in exchange for

some brass. Mr. Park pursued his route, until he arrived,

July 5, at a negro town, called Wawra, tributary to Man-

song, king of Banibarra. Here he enjoyed a short repose on

a bullock's hide, but was soon awakened by the curiosity of the

people.

July 6, Mr. Park reached Dingyee. When about to de-

part, his landlord requested him to give him a lock of his hair

to make a saphie, as he said he had been told it would give to

the possessor all the knowledge of xchitc men. Mr. Park in-

stantly complied, but his landlord's thirst for learning was so

gTeat, that with cutting and pulling, he cropped one side of

his head pretty closely, and would have done the same with

the other, had he not signified his disapprobation by putting

on his hat, and assuiing him ill <t he wished to reserve sonic

of this precious merchandize for future occasions. Abnut 12

o'clock he reached a town called Wassiboo. Cultivation is

carried on there on a very extensive scale, and t.s the natives

themselves express it, * hunger is never known.' In cultivat-

ing the soil, the men and women work together : they use a

large sharp paddle.

July 12, Mr. Park set out from Wassibtio and arrived in

the neighbourhood of Satilc. The inhabitants were at first so

much alarmed that they shut the gates, seeing so many horse-

men (Mr. Park having an escort w itli him), and put them-

selves under arms. A tornado approaching, a parley ensutxl,

and they were admitted. July 14, Mr. Park arrived at Moor-

ja, a large town, famous for its trade in salt, which the Moors

bring in great quantities to exchange for cloth and corn. A^

corn is plentiful, the inhabitants are very liberal to strangers.
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Julv K), he reached Datlilwo. Here a tremendous tornado

larose T the house in which he lodged, bein«r flat-roofkl, ad-

mitted the rain in streams ; the floor was soon ancle deep, the

fire extinguished, and he was left to pass the night upon some

.bundles of fire-wood that happened to lie in a corner. As Mr.

Park was walking barefoot, driving his horse, he was met by

*a coffle of slaves, about seventy in number, coming from Sego.

iThev were tied together by their necks, with thongs of a bul-

lock's hide, twisted like a rope, seven slaves upon a thong

;

md a man with a musket between every seven. Many of the

slaves were ill-conditioned, antl among them were many

I July iil, Mr. Park arrived at Sego. As he was riding

Ihrough some marshy ground, looking forwards, he saw the

long-sough t-for majestic Niger, glittering to the morning sun,

us broad as the Thames at Westminster, and flowir.-^ !owly

|lo the eastward. He hastened to the brink, and, having drank

|Df the water, offered up his fervent thanks to the great Ruler

|of all things, for having thus far crowned his endeavours with

fsuccess. The circumstance of the Niger flowing tow;ards the

-east was not surprizing to the Africa i traveller, as from his

frequent enquiries he had clear and dct i ivc assurances that its

general course was towards the rising sun.

Sego, the capital of Bambarra, consists of four distinct

itowns ; two on the northern bank of the Niger, and two on

the southern. They are all surround* d with high mud walls;

the houst are built of clay, of a square form, with flat roofs;

somi (jf them have two stories, and many of them are white-

washeil. Besides these buildings, Moorish mosques are seen

I
in every ([ larter, and the streets, though narrow, are broad

Jlenuiigh tor every useful purpose, in a country where wheel

Sego contains about 30,000 inhabit-K'arnages are unknown,

tants.

Willie Mr. Park was waiting to cross the river, information

[wa tarried to Mansong, the king, who constantly resides on

[the southern bank, that a white mar. was waiting for a pas-

fsage, and was coming to see him. W: ""ectly sent over one

M the chief men with a message, that the king could not poti-
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sibly see Iiim until he knew what brought him into the country,

and that he must no', presume to cross the river without his

majesty's privilege. He therefore advised Mr. Park to lodge

at a distant village for the night ; and said, that in the morn-

ing he would give him further instructions how to conduct

himself. The traveller immediately set off for the village,

where, to his great mortification, he was refused admittance
*

into any house ; he was obliged to sit all day under the shade

of a tree, without victuals.

About sun-set, as he was preparing to pass the night in this

manner, and had turned his horse loose, that he might graze

at liberty, a woman, returning from the labours of the field,

stopped to observe him, and perceiving that he was weary and

dejected, enquired into his situation, which being explained,

she took up the bridle and saddle, and told Mr. Park to follow

her. Having conducted him into her hut, she lighted a lamp,

spread a mat on the floor, and told him that he might remain

there for the night ; she presented him also with a very fine

fish, half broiled : having thus performed the rites of hospital-

ity, she called to the female part of her family to resume their

task of spinning cotton, in which they were employed great

part of the night. They soothed their labour by songs ; on£

of which was extempore, and Mr. Park the subject of it. The

air was sweet and plaintive, and the words literally translated

were as follow :
* The winds roared and the rains fell. The

poor white man, faint and weary, came and sat under our tree.

He has no mother to bring him milk, no wife to grind his

corn.

—

Chorus. Let us pity the white man, no mother has

he, &c.' In the morning, Mr. Park presented his benevolent

hostess with two brass waistcoat-buttons.

Mr. Park continued in the village alt day, to gratify the

curiosity of the natives, who came in crowds to see him. July

S2, a messenger arrived from the king, to know whether there

was a pi*esent for him, which question was answered in the

negative. July 23, another messenger from Mansong arrived,

with a bag in his hand. He siud it was the king's pleasure he

should immediately leave the vicinage of S^o ; but that, wish*

ing to rclitive the wants of a white man in distress, the king

1
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had sent him 5,000 kozcries (or little shells), which passed

current for money, 250 of them being equivalent to a shilling;

and that he had orders to guide him on his journey to Snn.

sanding.

July 24, Mr. Park passed a large town called Kabba, si-

tuated in the midst of a beautiful and highly-cultivated coun-

try. In the evening Mr. Park reached Sansanding, a very

large town, containing from 8 to 10,000 inhabitants.

Mr. Park was here surrounded by hundreds of ])eople, each

one addressing him in a language equally unintelligible. The

Moors now assembled in great nuMibers, and immediately or-

dered the negroes to withdraw ; they then questioned him as

to his religion ; and compelled him to ascend a high seat,

by the door of a mosque, that every body might see him.

Upon this seat he remained until sun-set ; he was then con-

ducted into a neat little hut with a small court before it, the

door of which was ordered to be shut. But this precaution

did not exclude the Moors. They climbed over the top of

the mud wall, and came- in crowds into the court, in order,

they said, to see the white man perfonu his evening devotions,

and eat eggs. Mr. Park told them, with respect to his devo-

tions, he could not comply, but that he had no objection to

oat eggs, provided they would bring him some to est. Seven

hen's eggs were brought, and it was supposed he would eat

them raw ; it being a prevalent opinion, that Europeans sub-

sist chiefly on this diet. When Mr. Park had convinced his

landlord of this mistake, he ordered a sheep to be killed, and

part of it to be dressed for supper. About midnis;ht, when

the Moors had left him, he paid him a visit, and, with much
earnestness, desired him to write a saphie. * If a Moor's sa-

phie is good, (said he) a white man's must needs be better.'

Mr. i*ark readily furnished him with one, superlatively excc?l-

lent, fo4* it contained The Lord's Prayer. The pen witii

which it M as written was made of a reed ; a little charcoal and

gum-water made a very tolerable ink, and a thin board an-

swered the purpose of paper.

July 25, Mr. Park departed from Sansanding ; and on the

Nyamee. This town is chiefly inhabited by

\ql. III. H
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Foulalis, from the kingdom of Masina. The governor wouUl

not receive him, but sent his son on horseback, to conduct liim

to Modiboo. While passing through the woods, the guide

frequently stopped and looked under the Inishes. On enquir-

ing the reason, Mr. Park was told, that lions were very nu-

merous, and frequently attacked travellers in the woods.

While he was speaking, Mr. Park's horse started, and upon

looking round, he observed a large animal of the ccimelopard

kind, standing at a little distance. Tiie neck and fore legs

were very long ; the head was furnished with two short black

horns, turning backwards; the tail, which reached down to

the ham-joint, had a tuft of hair at the end. The animal was

of a mouse colour; and it trotted away in a very sluggish

manner, moving its head from side to side, to observe if it was

pursued. Shortly after this, while crossing a large plain,

where there were a few scattered bushes, the guide wheeled

his horse round in a moment, and exclaimed, ' A very large

tion C and made signs for Mr. Park to ride away. But his

horse being much fatigued, he rode slowly by the bush, where

the animal was perceived. A few moments after, the guide

put his hand to his mouth, crying, * God preserve us ;* and

then, to his great surprize, Mr. Park perceived a large red lion

at a short distance, with his head couched between his fore

paws. The lion, however, suffered the travellers quietly to

pass.

At sun-set, Mr. Park arrived at Madiboo, a delightful vil-

lage on the banks t)f the Niger, commanding a view of the river

for many miles, both to the east and west The situation is

one of the most enchanting in the world. Here are caught

great plenty of fish, by means of long cotton nets, which the

natives make themselves. . The head of a crocodile which had

been killed was lying upon one of the houses, in a swamp near

the town. These animals are not uncommon in the Niger

;

but they are of little account to the traveller, when compared

Mith the amazing swarms of mosquitoes, which rise from the

swamps and creeks in such numbers as to harass even the most

torpid of the natives. Mr. Park usually passed the nigiii

wiiiiout shutting his eves, walking backwards ivnd forwards,
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fiinning himself with his hat; their stings raised numerous

l)listers on his legs and arms, which, together with want of

rest, made him feverish and unwell.

His landlord, observing that he was sickly, hurried him

away ; sending a servant with him as a guide to Kea. But

though he was little able to walk, his horse was still less able

to carrv him ; and in crossing some rough clayey ground, he

loll, and was unable to rise again. Mr. Park took off his bri-

dle and saddle, and placed some grass before him. He then

loft the poor animal, and followed his guide on f(X)t, until he

reached Kea, a small fishing village. He there embarked in

a canoe, and proceeded about a mile down the river, when the

fisherman paddled the canoe to the bank, and desired him to

jump out. Having tied the canoe to a stake, he stripped off

his clothes, and dived for a great length of time, when he

raised up his head astern of the canoe, and called for a rope.

With this rope he dived a second time, and then got into the

canoe, and ordered the boy to assist him in pulling. At length,

they brought up a large basket, about 10 feet in diameter,

containing two fine fish, which the fisherman immediately car-

ried on shore, and hid in the grass.

About four oVlock in the afternotm of July 29, Mr. Park

came to Moorzan, a fishing town on the northern bank, from

whence he was conveyed across the river to Silla, a large town,

where he remained until it was quite dark, under a tree, sur-

rounded by hundreds of people. Here Mr. Park made a

solemn pause; and, after maturely weighing the difficulties

that must attend him, should he still persevere in his route,

determined to go no farther. Two short days' journey to the

eastward of Silla, is the town of Jenne, which is situated on a

small island in the river, and is said to contain a greater num-

ber of inhabitants than Sego itself, or any other town in Bam-
barra. At the distance of two days more, the Niger spreads

into a considerable lake, called the Dark lake ; concerning the

extent of which, it is said, that in crossing it, from west to

east, the canoes lose sight of land one whole day. From this

lake the water issues in many different streams, which termin-

ate in two large branches; one flows to the north-^ast, the
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other to the east ; but these branches join at Kabra, which la

one (lay's journey to tlie southward of Tombuctoo, and is the

port or sljipping-j)lace of that city. From Kabra, at the dis-

tance of 11 days' journey, the river passes to the southward of

Houssa, which is two days' journey distant from the river.

Of the further j)rogress of this river the natives seem to be

entirely ignorant.

July liO, M**. Park departetl fiom Silla, and in the after-

noon again readied Kea, where a negro perceiving he was

sickly, and his clothes ragged, lent him a large cloth to cover

hin> for the night. The governor's brother going to Modiboo,

agreed U) accompany him thither. On tiie bank of the river,

H great lumiber of earthen jars, neatly formed, but not glazed,

were piled up together ; as they approached them, Mr. Park's

companion plucked up a large handful of herbage and threw

it upon them, making signs for him to do the same. He then

told Mr. Park that those jars belonged to some supernatural

power; that they were found in their present situation two

years ago, and as no person had claimed them, every traveller

as he passed, from respect to the invisible proprietor, threw

some grass, or the branch of a tree, upon the heap, to defend

them from the rain.

Thus conversing in a niost friendly jiianner, they proceeded

on until they perceived the footsteps of a lion, quite fresh in

the mud, near the river side. The governor's brother was nou

very circumspect, and insisted that Mr. Park should walk be-

fore him, which not being agreed to, he threw down the sad-

dle, which he carried, and went away ; Mr. Park, taking off

the stirrups and girth, instantly threw the saddle into the

river ; the negro no sooner observed this, than he ran from

the bushes where he had concealed himself, rushed into the

water, and by the help of his spear brought out the saddle and

ran away with it. Mr. Park proceeded on a circuitous course

through the bushes to avoid the lion. About four he arrived

at Modiboo, where he found his saddle, the negro having

brought it with him in a canoe. While conversing with this

cowardly guide, and remonstrating on his conduct, a horse

neighed; the negro asked if Mr. Park knew who was speaking
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August 7, Mr. Park reached a small village, called Nema-

doo ; departing from thence, he fell in with a Moor and his

wife, riding upjn the top of the load. When she had pro-

ceeded al)out 200 yards, the bullock sunk into a hole, and

threw both the load and herself among the reeds. The af-

trightcd husband was petrified with horror, and suffered his

wife to be almost drowned before he went to her assistance.

August 13, Mr. Park reached a small village within half a

jiiile of Sego, having experienced a very unpleasant reception

at the different villages he had passed. Here he learned that

Mansong had sent out people to apprehend him ; he therefore

resolved to avoid Sego altogether, and proceeded westward to

the Niger, until he arrived at a Foulali village called Sooboo.

He pursued his course along the bank of the river, and passed

a walled town called Kamalia. On the 15th, he passed a large

town, called Sai. It is completely surrounded with two very

deep trenches, at about 200 yards distance from the walls.

On the top of the trenches are a number of square towers, and

the whole has the appearance of a regular fortification.

Al)out noon he came to the village of Kaimoo, situated

upon the bank of the river ; in the evening he arrived at a

small village called Song, the morose inhabitants of which

would not receive him, nor so much as permit him to enter

the gate ; l>ut, as lions were very numerous in this part, Mr.

Park resolved to stop in the neighbourhood of the village

;

having collected some grass for his horse, he accordingly lay

down under a tree by the gate. About 10 o'clock, he heard

the roaring of a lion at no great distance, and attempted to

open the gate, but the people within told him he must net en-

ter ; he then begged to inform them that a lion was approach-

ing, and hoped they would allow him to come within the gate;

while waiting for an answer, the lion approached so near, that

lie heard him rustling among the grass, and climbed the tree

for safety : about midnight the people opened the gate, and

desired him to come in.
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August 16, he jiassecl u considerable town with a mosque

called Jabhee. Here the country begins to ri.sc into hills,

and he could .see the summit of high mountains to the west

;

at noon he stopped at a small village, called Yamina. This

town has, at a distaiu;e, a very fine appearance. It is a very

considerable place, and is much frequented by the Moors ; in

the evening he arrived at Farru, a small village. Next day

Mr. Park passed a considerable town, called Balaba, and the

ruins of three other towns, destroyed by Daisy, king of Kaar-

ta ; near one of these ruins he climbed a tamarind tree, but

found the fruit fjuite green and sour.

August 18, by mistake, he took the wrong road, and did

not observe his error until he found the Niger considerably to

the left. Directing his course towards it, he travelled through

long grass and bushes, with great difficulty, until he came to

a small but very rapid river, which he at first took for a creek,

or one of the streams of the Niger. Examining it with atten-

tion, he sat down upon the bank, in liopes some traveller

might pass who could afford him information; no one arriving,

he determined upon entering the river considerably above the

path-way, in order to reach the other side before the stream

had swept too far down. With this view he fastened his clothes

upon the saddle, and was standing up to the neck in water,

pulHng his horse by the bridle to Ibllow him, when a man

came accidentally to the place, calling to him with great vehe-

mence to come out. The alligators, he said, would destroy

both him and his horse. When he had left the water, the

stranger, who had never before seen an European, seemed

wonderfully surprized. He twice put his hand to his mouth,

exclaiming in a low tone of voice, * God preserve me !' but

when Mr. Park spoke in the Bambarra tongue, he promised

to assist him in crossing the river, the name of which, he said,

was Frina. He then went a little way along the bank, and

called to some person who answered. In a short time a canoe,

with two boys, came paddling along the reeds. These boys

agreed to transport Mr. Park across the river, and he arrived

in the evening at Taffara, a walled town.

^m
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On his arrival ut Taflara, owing l»> the unscttletl state of the

t4)wn, through the election of a governor, which was then agi-

tated, Mr. Park experientvil a very inhospitable recejition;

no person invited him to his house ; he was forced to sit di)wn

alone under a triv, exiKj.setl to the wind and rain c ' a tornado,

which raged with great violence until midnight.

August 20, he came to the village of Sooha, and endea^

voured to purchase some corn from the governor, who was

sitting at the gate, but Mas told he had none to spare. While

he was examining the countenance of this sullen 6ii\ man, he

called a slave who was working in a corn-field at a little dis-

tance, and ordered him to bring his paddle along with him.

The slave was then ordered to dig a hole in the ground. The
slave began with his paddle tt) dig a pit in the earth ; and the

governor kept muttering and talking to himself until the pit

was almost finished, when he repeatedly pronounced words to

this effect; ' Good for nothing;' ' A real plague;' which ex-

pressions Mr. Park applied to himself, and as the pit had very

much the appearance of a grave, he thought it prudent to

mount his horse, and was about to decamp, when the slave,

who had l)een sent to a neighbouring village, returned with the

corpse of a boy about nine or ten years of age, <]uite naked.

The negro carried the lK>y by a leg and an arm, and threw it

into the pit with a savage indifference. As be covered the

iKxly with earth, he frequently exclaimed, * Money lost ;*

whence it was probable tliat the boy was one of his slaves.

Departing from this shocking scene, Mr. Park travelled on

to Koolikorro, a considerable town, and a great market for

salt. Here he lodged at the liouse of a Bambarran, who had

turned mussulman, but was very superstitious. He wished

his tenant, being a Christian, to write him a saphie ; and for

this purpose brought out his writing-board, saying, that he

would give Mr. Park a supper of rice if he would write him a

saphie to protect him from wicked men ; he complied with the

request, and wrote the board full from top to bottom ; upon

which the Bambarran washed the writing from the board into

a calabash with a little water, and having said a i'ew prayers

over it, drank this powerlul draught ; after which, lest a sin-
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gle word should escape, he Hckcd the board until it was quite

dry. Information of this circumstance being carried to the

governor, he sent his son with half a sheet of writing-paper,

desiring him to write a sapliie to procure wealth. He brought

some meal and milk as a present ; and when the saphic was

finished, he appeared highly pleased, and promised in the

morning to bring some milk for breakfast.

August 23, Mr. Park arrived at Bammaka, which although

but a middling town, its inhabitants are very rich. From this

place he had a singing-man for his guide to Sibidooloo. A
little before sun-set, he arrived at a romantic village, called

Kooma. This village is surrounded by a high wall, and is

the sole property oi' a Mandingo merchant. August il5, he

left Kooma, and proceeded towards SibJdoolDO.

The road was very stcej) and rocky, and he was obliged to

travel very slow. As he was stopping to drink a little water

at a Fivulet, he heard a loud screaming as of people in distress;

he immediately conjectured that a lion had appeared, but pro-

ceeding on he found one of the shepherds who had set out with

him, lying on the grass as if dead ; approaching him, he

whispered Mr. Park to tell him to stop, as a party of armed

men had seized upon his companion, and shot two arrows at

himself is he was making his escape ; while considering what

coursr to pursue, he turned round and saw, at a little distance,

a man sitting upon the stump of a tree ; he distinguished also

the heads of six or seven more, sitting on the grass, with

muskets in their hands. He at last resolved to ride forward

towards them : as he approached them, he was in hopes thev

were elephant-hunters, and, by way of conversation, asked if

they had shot any thing ? Without returning any answer,

one of them desired Mr. Park to dismount ; and then, as if

recollecting himself, waved his hand for him to proceed ; he

accordingly rode past, ami had crossed a deep rivulet, when

he heard somebody call, and looking behind, saw the men

running after him, and crying out for him to turn back. He
stopped until they all came up, when they informed him that

the king of the Foulahs had sent them on ]iurpose to bring

him. his horse, and every thing he possessed, to Fouladof).

li
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Without hesitation, Mr. Park turned back and followed ihem;

coming to a dark place in the wood, one of them said, * This

place will do," and immediately snatched his hut from his head.

Mr. Park t(Ad them, that unless his hat was returned he should

proceed no further ; but before he had time to receive an an-

swer, another drew his knife, and seizing upon a metal button

which remained upon his waistcoat, cut it off and put it in his

pocket. Mr. Park now seeing their design, resolved to let

them proceed, without interruption, to search his pockets,

and examine every part of his apparel ; observing that he had

one waistcoat under another, they insisted that he should take

them both off; and at last they stripped him (juite naked

;

even his half-l)oots were minutely ins|)ected. Whilst they

were examining the plunder, he earnestly requested them to

return the ]X)cket-compass ; but when he ])ointed it out to

them on the grouijd, one of the banditti, thinking he was go-

ing to take it up, cocked his musket, and swore he Would lay

him dead upon the spot if he presumed to touch it. After this,

Nome of them went away with his horse, while the remainder

stood considering whether they should leave him naked on th6

s{)ot, or allow him something to shelter him from the sun.

Humanity at last prevailed ; they returned him the worst of

two shirts and a pair ot' trowsers ; and one of them threw back

his hat, which, in the crown, had the memorandums pre-

served. In this wretched and forlorn condition, a stranger in

a strange land, Mr. Park felt the benign consolations of reli-

gion tranquillizing his heart at this awful moment, when he

was in the midst of a vast wilderness, naked and alone, sur-

rounded by savage animals, and men still more savage, and

500 miles from the nearest European settlement ; even at that

moment he could view with deliglit the extraordinary beauty

of a small moss in fructification; and, while his eye contem-

plated, he for a time forgot his own painful situation. At
length he started up, and, disregarding hunger and fatigue,

proceeded till he came to a small village, where he overtook

the two shepherds who travelled with him from Koomar, and
at sun-set he arrived at Sibidooloo, the frontier town of the

kingdom of Manding.

Vol. III. I
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The town of Sibidooloo is situated in a fertile valley, sur-

rounded with high roc-ky hills. It is scarcely accessible for

horses. When he entered the town, the people gathered

round liim, where he was presented to the dooti/ or governor,

wlio is uere called mansa. Manding is a sort of republic, or

rather oligarch} ; every town having a particular mansa, and

the chief power of tlie state, in the last resort, being lodged

in the assembly of the whole Ixxlv.

Mr. Park told the mansa of his having been robbed, and

the story was confirmed by the two shepherds. He continued

smoking his pipe till it was finished, when, taking the pipe

irom his mouth, and Icwr.ing up the sleeve of his cloak with an

indignant look, he said. ' You shall have every thing restored

to you, I have sworn it ;"* and then turning to his attendants,

' Give the white man,' said he, * a draught of water, and with

the f?rst light of the morning go over the hills and inform the

doot^ of fiammakoo that a poor white man, the king of Bam>
barra's stranger, has been robbed by the king of Fouladoo's

people.' Mr. Purk heartily thanked the mansa for his con-

duct, and ac'v:r;>ted his invitation to remain with him till the

return of the messenger ; he was conducted into a hut, and

had some victuals gi\ en him, but the crowd of people prevent-

ed him from slee})in^- initil past midnight.

After spending- twc* days, Mr. Pai'k requested to retire to

the next village; iinding him anxious to proceed, the mansa

sjiid he n>ight go as lar as tiie tt)wn caiU'd Wanda, where he

ho{)ed he would remain until he had an account of his horse,

cscc. He deparit'd on the morning of the J28th, and on the

;U)lh arrived ;it Wanda, a small town with a mosque, and sur-

rounded by a high ;vall. The mansa, who was a Mahometan,

was both a magistrate and school-master ; he kept his school

ill an open shed, where Mr. Park lad his lodging. Here he

washed his shirt and spread it upon a bush to dry, while he

sat naked in the rJiade; as he was sitting in this manner, the

fever he had li)r some time been u^icted with returnetl, with

alarming symptoms. He remained at Wanda nine days, dur-

ing which time ho expfriejicfd tht* return ol' the fever every

day.
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The scarcity of provisions was great at this time; every

evening, five or six women came to the Mansa's house lo re-

ceive each of them a certain quantity of corn. Mr. Park en-

quired of the Mansa, whether he maintained these poor women

from pure bounty, or expected a return when the harvest

should be gathered in. * Observe that Iwy,' said he (pointing

to a fine child about five years of age), ' his mother has sold

him to me for 40 days provision for herself and the rest of the

family; I have bought another boy in the same manner."'

When the woman returned, Mr. Park desired the boy to point

out his mother ; she was much emaciated, but had nothing

cruel or savage in her countenance ; and, when she had re-

cfcl'-ed the corn, she came and talked to her son with as much

cheerfulness as if he had been still under her care.

September 6, two persons arrived from Sibiduoioo, bringing

Mr. Park''s horse and his clothes ; but he found his pocket-

compass broken to pieces. Sept. 7, as his horse was grazing

near the brink of a well, the ground gave way, and he fell in.

The well was about 10 feet in diameter, and so very deep,

that when he laid snorting in the water, it was thought impos-

sible to save him. The inhabitants of the village assembled,

andj having tied together a number of withes, they lowered a

man down into the well, who fastened those withes round the

body of the horse ; and the people, having first drawn up the

man, took hold of the withes, and pulled out the horse with

great facility. The poor animal was now reducetl to a mere

skeleton ; it was tbund, therefore, impracticable to travel with

him any further. Mr. Park, therefore, made a present iA'

him to his lancilurd ; and the saddle and bridle to the mansa

of Sibidouloo.

September 8, he departed, having been presented by his

landlord with a spear, and a leather ba>>- to contain his clothes.

He now converted his lialf-bix)ts into siuidals, and travelletl

with more ease. Sej»t. 17, he reached Mansiu, a considerable

town, where small quantities of gold are collectetl. The mansa

of this town had the character of being very inhospitable ; he,

however, sent the sick and wearied traveller a little com for

supper, but demanded something in return; and when told
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he |X)s.st'.ssotl nothing of value, lie said in jest, * that a whitr

skin shonid not defend him if he told lieis.' He then shewed

him the hut in which he was to sleep, and took away his spear

Mr. Park, suspicious of this man, privately requested one ot

the inhabitants of the j)lacc, who had a bow and quiver, to

sleep with him. About midnight, he heard somebody ap-

proach the (l<x)r, and, observing the mixni-ltght struck sud-

denly into the InU, he started up, and .saw a man treading

cautiously over tlx) threshold ; he inunediately snirtched up

the negro's bow and quiver, the rattling of which made the

man withdraw. Ho provetl to be the mansa.

Sept. 18, as s'X)n as it was light, Mr. Park sent the negro

to the house of the juans;j, who brought away his spear; he

told him the mansi was a^icep, and advised him to seize this

opportunity of pursuing his joiuney, which he immediately

did, and shortly arrived at Kamalia, a small town, situated

at the b(jttom of some rocky hills, where the inhabitants collect

gold in great quantities.

On his arrival, he was conducted to tho house of a bushreen

or priest, named Karfa Taura. He was collecting a coffle of

slaves, with a view to sell them to the Europeans (m the Gam-
bia. When xMr. Park entered, he w::8 reatliiig an Arabic

book, and, with a smile, asked if he understo«)d it. Being

answered in the negative, he desired one of his attendants to

fetch the little curious book which had been brought from the

west-country. On opening this sn»all volume, he was surprizetl

and delighted to hni it to be The Book ofCommon Prayer of

the established church of England, and Karfa expressed great

joy to find he could read it. This hospitable negro made Mr.

Park''s situation comfortable and pleasant : a hut was provided

for him with a mat to slrep on, an earthen jar for hohhng wa-

ter, and a small calab;uh to drink out of; he had two nieak

a day sent from Karfa's own dwelling,, and the slaves were or-

dered to supply hinj w itli fire-wood and water. But, alas I

these kind attentions could not stop the alarming progress of a

IJever with which Mr. Park had been sometiniea afHicted, and

his health contini'/jd very precarious for five weeks. On his

recovery, Karfa set out on his slave- trafficing expedition, and

of

n

1
».».
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left Mr. Park to the care of a good old bushreen, who acted

I as schoolmaster to the young people of Kamalia.

Mr. Park, throughout the whole of his route both in going

and returning, found the climate in most places extremely hot.

About the middle of June the tornadoes arise. These usher

in what is called the rainy season, which continues until No-

tvember. When the wind sets in from the north-east, it pro-

iduces a great change in the country ; the grass soon becomes

dry and withereil ; the rivers subside very rapidly, and many

of the tret?s shed their leaves. Alwut this period is commonly

felt the harmatton^ a dry and parching wind, blowing from

the north-east, and accompanied by a thick smoaky haze,

through which the sun appears of a dull red colour.

Whenever the grass is sufficiently dry, the negroes set it on

fire; but in Ludamar and other Mcwrish countries, this prac-

is not allowed; for it i.s on the withered stubble that the Moors

^eed their cattle until the return of the rain. In the middle

i)f the night, the plains variegated with lines of fire, and the

^iight reflected on the sky, makes the heavens ap])ear to be in

% blaze. In the day>time, pillars of smoke are seen in every

direction ; while birds of prey hover round the conflc^ration,

.and pour down upon the snakes, lizards, and other reptiles,

Which attempt to escape from the flames. This annual burn-

is followed by a fresh and sweet verdure, and tlie country

rendered more healthy and pleasant.

'f- The population of Africa is not very gTeat; the interior

iouYitries alnmnd with more inhabitants than the maritime dis-

tricts. The diflerent negro nations possess a wonderful simi**

;
jhtrity of disposition. The Mandingoes are a very gentle race;

heerful in their dispositions, inquisitive, credulous, and fond

flattery. The most prominent defect in their character is,

^hat unwarrantable propensity which they have for theft ; they

ire not, however, habitually and generally guilty of it towards

toch other. Their natural sense of justice seems neither per-

reried nor extinguished. Their disinterested charity, and

L'nder solicitude to alleviate distress, demands the highest

(raise ; and Mr. Park has attested, what his worthy predeces-

»r Mr. Ledyard had before observed, that the females are

m
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eminently distiiiguishcd for the exercise of those gentle and

amiable virtues, ^[aternal tenderness is eminently conspicuous

among the African women, and this is duly retained by tin

children; for, throughout all parts of Africa, the greatest

affront that can be offered to a negro is to reflect on her who

gave him birth. The negro women suckle their children un-

till they are able to walk themselves. Three years nursing is

not uncommon; and, during this period, the husband dc-

votes his attention to his other wives ; polygamy being gene-

rally practised. As soon as an infant is able to walk, it k

permitted to run about with great freedom ; the mother is not

over solicitous to prevent it from slight falls, and other trifling

accidents. As they advance in life, the girls are taught to

^in cotton, and to beat corn, and are instructed in other do-

mestic duties ; while the boys are employed in the labours of

the Held. Both sexes, on attaining the age of puberty, ari-

circumcised. This painful operation is nbt so much considered

by the heathen negroes a religious ceremony, as a matter ol

convenience and utility. They have an idea that it render^'

the marriage-state prolific. The operation is performed upoii|

several young people at the same tune, all of whom are cxemptpl

ed from any sort of labour for two months afterwards. Dur-j

ing this period they form a society called solimaneroQ ; thevi

visit the towns and villages in the neighbourhwxi, where thev

dance and sing, and are well treated by the inhabitants. Ir,

the course of this celebration, it frequently happens, that some

of the young women get nmrried. If a man takes a fancy to

any one of them, it is not necessary he sh{)uld make the ovtr.

ture to the girl herself; the first object is to agree with th'

parents concerning the recompence to be given to them for i\t

loss of the company and services of their daughter. If tlicl

lover is willing to give the simi demanded, he then comniiini-

cates his wishes to the ilamsei ; but her consent is by no means

necessary to the match ; for, if the parents agree tt> it, anJ

eat a few kalht nuts, whicli are presented by the suitor as an

earnest of the bargain, tho young iady must either have tlie;

man of their choice, ur continue unmarried, for she cannotl

afterwards be given to another. If the parents should attcin]:)t|

|as

^iis
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It, the lover is then authorized by the laws of the country, to

seize upon the girl as his slave. When the day for celcbrat-

; ill*' the nuptials is fixed uj)oii, a select number of people are

invited to be present at the wedding : a bullock or goat is

V killed, and great plenty of victuals dressed for the occasion.

As soon as it is dark, the bride is conducted into a hut, where
i

art'

a company of matrons assist in arranging the wedding dress,

Iwhich is always white cotton, and is put on in such a manner

as to conceal the bride from head to foot. Thus arranged, she

lis seated upon a mat, in the middle of the floor, and the old

women place themselves in a circle round her. They then

give her a series of instructions; and point out, with great

propriety, the deportment of a married life. This scene of

instruction is sometimes interrupted by girls, who amuse the

company with singing and dancing. While the bride remains

;»within the hut with the women, the bridegroom devotes his

much considere<i |attention to the guests of both sexes, who assemble without

oors ; and by disti ibuting among them small presents of koUa

uts, contributes to the hilarity of the evening. When supper

s ended, the company spend the remainder of the night in

singing and dajicing, and seldom separate until day-break.

About midnight, the bride is privately conducted by the wo-

en into the hut which is to be her future residence; and the

ridegroom, upon a given signal, retires from his company,

he new-married couple are always disturbed towards morn-

g by the women, who assemble to inspect the nuptial sheet,

nd dance round it. The negroes allow a plurality of wives

;

those who are Mahometans limit themselves to four, who arc

treated more like hired sei*vants than companions; they have

he management of household aflTairs, and each in rotation

resses the victuals.

Instances of conjugal infidelity are very rare in this country.

It is by no means ||"\Vhen ^ijg wives quarrel among themselves, the husband de-

agree to it, and JL'ides between them, and sometimes finds it necessary to admi-

the suitor as an ^j,igtgr ^ jjn)^ corporal chastisement before tranquillity can be

it either have tl>''«restored.

for she cannotj ^pj^^ Mandingoes and negroes in general, have no artificial

s should attcini^amethod of dividing time. They calculate the years by the
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number of raini/ seasons. They portion the- year into moons.

and reckon the days by so many suns. The day they divide

into morning, mid-day, and evening ; and further subdivide

it, when necessary, by pointing to tlie sun^s place in the

heavens.

On the first appearance of the new moon, they view it as

newly created, and say a short prayer. This seems to be the

only visible adoration those negroes, who are not Mahometans,

oifer to the Deity. This prayer is pronounced in a whisper,

the person holding up his hands before his face ; at the con.

elusion, they spit upon their hands, and rub them over their

hce. They think it very unlucky to begin a journey, or any

other work of consequence, in the last (juartcr of the moon.

An eclipse, whether of sun or moon, is supposed to be effected

by witchcraft. The stars are very little regarded ; and the

the whole study of astronomy they view as dealing in magic.

Their notions of geography are equally peurile : they ima-

gine that the world is an extended plane, the termination of

which no eye can discover ; it l)eing, they say, overhung witii

clouds and darkness. They describe the sea as a large river

of salt-water, on the farther shore of which is ^ituated a coun-

1

try called Tobajubodoo, ' The Land of White People.' At a

distance from Tobaulwdoo, they describe another country,

which they suppose is inhabited by cannibals of gigantic size;

this country they call * The Land where the Slaves are sold.'

But of all countries in the world, their own appears to tlieni

to be the best, and their own people the happiest.

Some of the religi«>us opinions of the negroes are not uii-

1

worthy attention. The belief of one Supreme Being, and n

future state of reward and punishment, is entire and universal

among them. But, except on the ap|K'arance of a new moon,

they do not think it necressnvy to offer up prayers and suppli

cations to the Deity. They consider it is idle to imagine the

feeble supplications of wretched mortals can reverse the decree^,

and change the purposes, of unerring wisdom. If llicy an'

asked for what reason they pray at the new nifKm, they an

swer, because their fathers did so before them. The concern-

of this world they believe are committed by flie Almighty to
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the superintendence and direction of sulmrdinate spirits, over

whom they suppose that certain magical ceremonies have great

influence.

The usual diet of the negroes is different in different dis-

tricts. In general the free people breakfast about day-break

upon gruel made of meal and water, with a little of the fruit

of the tamarind to give it an acid taste. About two o'clock in

the afternoim, a sort of hasty pudding, with a little shea-but-

ter, is the common meal ; but the supper constitutes the prin-

cipal repast, which is seldom ready l)efore midnight. This

consists almost universally of kouskous, with a small portion

of animal food or shea-butter, mixed with it. In eating they

use the right hand only. The beverage of the pagan negroes

is beer and mead, of each of which they often drink to excess.

The Mahometan converts drink nothing but water. The na-

tives, of all descriptions, take snuff and smoke tobacco : their

pipes are made of w(X)d, with an earthen bowl of curious

workmanship ; but in the interior countries, the greatest of all

luxuries is salt. It would appear strange to an European to

see a child suck a piece, of rock-salt as if it were sugar; this is

fretjuent in Africa ; but the poorer sort of inhabitants are so

rarely indulged in this precious article, that to say, ' a man
eats salt to his victuals,' is to say he is a rich man. The ne-

groes are in general very industrious ; they are employed in

the labours of the field, in fishing, or in hunting; their weapons

are bows and arrows ; they are very dextrous marksmen, and

will hit a lizard on a treb, or any other small object, at an

amazing distance.

The women spin cotton with a distaff; the thread is not fine

but well twisted, and makes a very durable cloth. The weav-

ing is performed by the men ; the loom is made exactly upon

European principles; but so small and narrow, that a web is

seldom more than four inches broad. The shuttle is of the

common construction. The women dye this cloth of a rich

and lasting blue colour, by the following simple prwess : The
leaves of the indigo, when fresh gathered, are pounded in a

wooden mortar, and mixed in a large earthen jar, M-ith a strong

ley of wood-ashes, and chamber-ley is sometimes added ; the

Vol. III.—(44) K
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cloth is steeped in tliis mixture, and allowed to reouun until it

has acquired the proper shade. The colour is very beautiful,

with a fine purple gloss, and equal to the best European or

Indian blue. This cljth is cut into various pieces, and sewed

into garments with needles of the natives own making. The
only appropriate and peculiar trades among the negroes are

the manufactures of leather and iron ; they tan and dress lea-

ther with very great expedition, by steeping the hide first in a

mixture of wood-ashes and water, until it parts with the hair

;

and afterwards, by using the {)ounded leaves of a tree, called

goo^ as an astringent. They arc at great pains to render the

bide as soft and pliant as possible, by rubbing it frequently

with their hands, and beating it upon a stone. The hides uf

bullocks are converted chiefly into sandals, and therefore re-

quire less care in dressing than the skins of sheep and goats,

which are used for covering quivers and saphies, and in mak-

ing sheaths for swords and knives, belts, pockets, &c. Their

skins are commonly dyed of a red or yellow colour ; the red

by means of millet-stalks reduced to powder ; and the yellow

by the root of a p'nnt.

Most of the African blacksmiths are acquainted with the

method of smelting gold, in which process they use an alkaline

salt, obtained from the iey of burnt corn-stalks, evaporated to

dryness. They likewise draw the gold into wire, and form it

into a variety of ornaments ; some of which are executed with

a great deal of taste and ingenuity. The natives also make

very beautiful baskets, hats, and other articles, for use and

ornament, from rushes, which they stain of di£Perent colours

;

and thev contrive also to cover their calabashes with interwoven

cane, dyed in the same manner. In all these laborious occu-

pations, the master and his slaves work together, without any

distinction of superiority.

The slaves of Africa are nearly in the proportion of three

ta one freeman. They claim no reward fat their services, ex-

cxcept food and clothing; and are treated with kindness or

severity, according to the good or bad dispositi(Hi of their

masters. Domestic slaves, or such as are born in a man''s own

house, are treated with mure lenity than those purchased with

il
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money. The authority of the master over his domestic slave

extends only to reasonable correction ; he cannot sell his do-

mesttc, without first Ininging him to a public trial liefbre the

chief men of the place. Prisoners taken in war, and slaves

purchased with money, may be treated with severity, or sold

to a stranger. There are regular miu-kets, where slaves of

this description arc bought and sold. The slaves purchased

by the Europeans are chiefly of this description. Slaves may

be divided into two classes : those who arc slaves from their

birth, having been bom of enslaved mothers, and such as were

bom free, but by some means have bec:onio slaves. Those of

the first description, are by far the most numerous. Slaves

of the second description, generally become so, either by cap-

tivity, famine, insolvency, or crimes.

Gdd is often found in considerable quantities througliout

every part ol' Manding ; it is also found in great plenty in

Jallonkadoo. The gold of Manding is never found in any

vein, but always in small grains, nearly in a pure state, from

the size of a pin's head to that of a pea, scattered through a

large body of sand or clay ; and in this state it is called by the

natives, gold-powder. When the streams and torrents of au-

tumn have subsided, the sand is dug up, and repeatedly

washed in large calabashes ; after which the sediment is care-

fully examined, and the particles of gold picked out

The gold-dust is kept in quills stopt up with cotton, and

the people employed in collecting it, are fond of displaying a

number of these quills in their hair. Part of this gold is con-

verted into ornaments for the women; they are massy and

convenient, particularly the ear-rings, which are commonly so

heavy as to pull down and lacerate the lobe of the ear, to avoid

which they are supported by a thong of red leather, which

passes over the crown of the head from one ear to the other.

When a lady of consequence is in full dress, her gold orna-

ments may be worth altogether from 50 to 80/. sterling. But

by far the greater portion of gold is exchanged to tlic Moors

for salt and other commodities.

Nothing creates a greater surprize among the negroes

than the eagerness displayed by the Europeans to procure
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the elephants'' teeth. Elephants are very numerous in the

interior of Af'riea, hut tliey api;>ear to be n distinct sptH'ies

from those found in Asia. The greater part of the ivory sold

in the Gambia anti Senejral rivers, is brought from the interior

country; scattered teeth are frequently picked up in the woods,

and travellers arc ^'ory diligent in looking for them. It is a

counnon practice with the elephant to thrust his teeth under

the rcx)t8 of such shrubs and bushes as grow in the dry and

elevated parts of the country, where the soil is shallow. These

bushes he easily overturns, and feeds on the roots, whi( h are

in general more tender ai^l juicy than the hard woody branches

of the Ibliagc; but when the teeth are partly dccavcd by age,

and the roots more firmly fixed, the greater exertions of the

animal fivcjuently causes them to break short.

The ele})hant-hunters sehlom go out singly; a party of four

or five join together, and having eacii furnished himself with

powder and ball, and a ijuantity of corn-meal in a leather bag

sufficient for five or six days provisions, they enter the most

unfrequented parts of tho wood, and examine with great care

every thing that can lead to a discovery of the elephants.

When they discover a herd of elei)hants, thev follow them at

a distance, until they perceive souje one stray from the rest,

and come into such a situation as to be fired at with advantage.

The hunters then approach with great caution, creeping

amongst the high grass until they ha\ e got near enough to bo

siu'e of their aim ; they then discharge all their pieces at once,

and throw themselves on their faces on the grass. The
wounded elephant iinmediately applies his trunk to the differ-

ent wounds, but bei»:g unable to extract the balls, and seeing

no one near him, he Inromcs quite furious and runs about

among the bushes, initil, by fatigue and loss of blood, he has

exhausted himself, and affords the hunters an opportunity of

firing at him again, by which lie is generally brought to the

jrround. The skin is now taken off and extended on the

groimd with pegs to ilry, and such parts of the flesh as are

most esteemed are cut up into thin slices and dried in the sun,

to serve for provisions on some future occasion. The teeth are

struck out with a light hatchet, which the hunters always carry
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along with them, not only for that purpose, hut also to enable

them to cut down such treus as contain honey; fi)r, bemdes

their provisions, they feed ufM>n elephant's flesh and wild

honev- The ivory is seldom brou<]jht down to the coast by the

huntiTs themselves. They dispose of it annually to the itine-

rant nierchunts, who come annually from thn coast with arms

and ammunition to purchase this valuable comnKKfity. The

(piantity of ivory collected in this part of Africa is not so ^eat,

nor are the teeth in oicneral so larf»e, as in the country nearer

the line; few of them weigh more than 80 or l()()lbs. ; and

uptm an average, a bar of Muropcau merchandi/e may be rec-

koned as thi"
I
nee of a poiuul of i\ory.

The schoolmaster with whom Mr. Park Imaged at Kamalia,

was a man of a mild disposition and gcjitle manners; al-

though a Mahometan, he was not intolerant. He s[)ent much
of his time in reading, and teaching was his pleasure as well

as employment. His school consisted of 17 l>oys and two

girls. The girls received their instructions in the day-time,

hut the boys always had their less(ms l)y night, by tlie light

of a large fire. Exclusive of the koran, the schoolmaster pos-

sessed a variety of manuseripts which ha<l been purchased

from the trading M(X)rs, and Iwrrowed from priests in the

neighbourho<Ml.

Mr. Park discovered that the negroes are in possession of

an Arabic version of the Pentateuch of Moses. This is so

highly esteemed, that it is often sold for the valueof one prime

slave. They have also a version of the IxKik of Psalms and

the b(X)k of Isaiah. It is probable in all these copies, there

are interpolations of some of the peculiar tenets of Mahomet;
from these manuscripts the negroes are well acquainted with

the account of our first parents, the death of Abel, the de-

luge, &c.

When any scholar has read through the koran, and per-

formed a certain number of public prayers, a feast is prepared

by tfie schoolmaster, and the scholar undergoes an examina-

tion. When the abilities of the pupil has been sufficiently

tried, the last page of .the koran is put into his hund, and he

is desired to read it aloud ; ai\er the boy has finished this les-
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toB, he prestes the paper against his forehead and pronounce*

the word amen^ upon which all the priests present arise and

shake him by the hand, and confer ufwn him the title of biMk-

reen. When this is completed, his parents are informed he

has finished his education, and that it is incumbent upon them

to redeem their son, by giving to the schoolmaster a slave, or

the price of a slave in exchange ; which is always done if the

parents can afford to do it ; if not, the boy remains the do-

mestic slave of the Hchoolmaster, until he can, by his own

industry, collect goods sufficient to ransom himself.

On the 24th of January, 1797, Karfa returned to Kamalia

with a number of people, and 13 prime slaves whom he had

purchased. He likewise brought with him n young girl whom
he had married as his fourth wife, anil had given her parents

three prime slaves for her. She was kindly received at the

door by the other wives, who conducted their new accjumnt-

aiice and co-partner into one of the best huts which they had

caused to be swept and white-washed on purpose to receive

her. Karfa generously presented Mr. Park with a new gar-

ment and trowsers, such as are commonly worn.

The slaves Karfa had brought with him were all prisoners

of war. Eleven of them confessed to Mr. Park that they had

been slaves from their infancy ; but the other two refused to

give any account of their former condition. They were all

very inquisitive, and first viewed the traveller with looks of

horror, and repeatedly asked if his countrymen were cannibals.

Mr. Park told them they were employed in cultivating the

Ixmd; but they would not believe him, and one of them, put>

ting his hand upon the ground, said, with great simplicity,

' Have you really got such ground as this to set your feet

upon T The slaves were secured by putting the right leg of

one and the left of the other into the same pair of fetters. By
supporting the fetters with a string, they can walk, though

very slowly. Every four slaves are fastened together by their

necks, with a strong rope of twisted thongs, and in the night

an additional pair of fetters is put on their hands, and some-

tunes a light chain passed round their necks. Such of them

as evince signs of discontent, are secured by a thick billet of
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wood, with a smooth notch made on wic side of it ; the ancle

oi' the slave is bolted to the smooth part by means of a strung

iron staple, one prong of which passes on each side of the an.

cle. In other respects the treatment of the slaves is not cruel.

April 19, Mr. l^ark departed from Kamalia with the coffle,

or caravan of stores. The number of travellers amounted to

seventy-three, among whom were six singing-men. Most of

the inhabitants of the town followed the caravan for near half

a mile, some of them crying, others shaking hands with their

relations; and wlien it had gained a rising-ground, all the

people in the caravan were ordered to sit down in one place,

with their faces towards the west ; the town's people were de-

sired to sit down in another place, with their faces towards

Kamalia. The scrhoolmaster then, with the assistance of two

others, having taken their places between the two parties, pro-

nounced a long and solemn prayer ; ailer which they walked

three times round the caravan, making an impression on the

ground with the end of their spears, and muttering something

by way of charm. When this ceremony was ended, all the

travellers rose up, and without taking a formal farewel of their

friends, proceeded forwards. As many of the slaves had re-

mained for years in irons, the sudden exercise of walking quick

occasioned spasmodic contractions of their l^s ; hence it was

found necessary to take two of them from the rope, and allow

them to walk slowly until they arrived at Maraboo; ftom

thence they continued their route to Bala, and on the ^th
proceeded to Worumbay, and on the 21st entered the Jallon-

ka wilderness. Here the caravan rested for a time, while

every one partook of some meal, and drank a Uttle water;

after which tliey went on until they arrived at the river Koko-

ra, where the caravan halted. In the afternoon they crossed

two small branches of this river. About sun-set they came in

sight of Kintyakooro, a considerable town, nearly square, sit-

uated ill the middle of a large and well-cultivated plain.

At approaching this town, great etiquette was observed;

five or six singing-men were in front ; these were followed by

the other free people; then came the slaves, fastened by a

rope round the necks, four of them to a rope, and a man with
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a i^pear Ivetween ear h four : after them came the domestic

sires; and in the r nir the women of free condition, wives of

the flatees, &c. In this manner they prm-eeded until ihey

came within KK) yar Is of the gate, wheM the singin«(-men he-

fran a loud son^, ''ell calculated to Hatter the vanity of the

inhal)itants. When they entered the town, they jiroceeded to

the henianjy or town-h«»u.se, Mhere the people gathered round

them to hear their history. This was related publicly hy two

of the singing-men. When this liistory was ended, the go-

vernor of the town gave them a small pj'esent, and each travel-

ler was accommodated with lodging and provision for tliu

night.

April Q% the caravan moved from Kentykakoo, and on the

23d, entered tlie Sallonka wilderness. On the 24th, one of

the female slaves was very sulky, and, whe i offered some

gruel, refused to drink it; she also began to lag behind, and

complain dreadfully of pains in her legs ; her load was taken

from her and given to another slave.

Al)out 11 o'clock, as they were resting by the side of a ri-

vi'tk't, some of the people discovered a hive of bees in a hollow

tree, and were proceeding to obtain the honey, when an asto-

nishing swarm issued from the hive, to attack in all directions.

Mr. Park took the alarm first, and was the only person who

escaped with impunity.

WhJJe tlu! people were busily picking out the stings they

had received, it was observed thnt the jK>or negro-woniati was

not come up; and as many of the slaves had left their bundles

behind, owing to the fright, it was necessary they should go

back and fetch tliem : to effect this, fii-e was sot to the gra.ss,

and tlie wind driving the fire furiously along, the party pushed

through the smoke, and returned with their bundles, and the

female slave. She was very much exhausted, and had crept

to the stream, in hopes to defend lierself from the bees, by

tlirowing water over her Iwdy; but this proved ineffectual, fV)r

she was stung in the most dreadfid manner. When the .stings

had been picked out, she was washed with water, and rubbed

with bruised leaves ; but the wretched voman refused to pro-

ceed any fiu'ther, declaring she woidd rather die than walk
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another step. As intreaties and threats were usetl in vain,

the whip was at icngtii applied, and after bearing patiently a

few strokes, she started up, and walked with tolerable ex|K'-

dition for four or five liours longer, when she made an attempt

to run away from the caravan, but was so weak that sUe fell

down in the grass. Though she was unable tr) rise, the whip

was a second time applied, but without effect ; upon which,

Karfa ordered her to be placed upon the ass which carried die

dry provisions, but she could nut sit erect ; and the ass being

very refractory, it was found to be impracticable to ?arry her

forward in that manner. The merchants were unwilling to

abandon her; they therefore made a sort of litter of bam-

boo canes, upon which she was placed, and tied on it with

slips of bark. This litter was carried on the heads of two

slaves, one walking before the other, and they were followed

by two others, who I'jiieved them occasionally.

The poor slave became so ill that her limbs were stiff, and

she could neither walk nor stand ; she was therefore fastened

on the ass, by having her hands tied under the ass's neck, and

her feet under his belly; but the ass was so very unruly that

he would not proceed with the load, and threw the slave off,

by which ono of her legs was much bruised. Every effort

proving ineffectual, the general cr\/ was, ' ICuti^-ti'^}^\i:ul her

throat, cut her throat). Mr. Park, willing to avoid <«> horrid

a spectacle, proceeded on, but was .s(K)n informed a more dis-

mal fate attended this poor unfortunate child of wo'j, for the

barbarians left her on tlie road, where uuiloubtetlly she siwn

perished, or was probably devoured by wild beasts.

April 28, the caravan arrived at an unwallcnl town called

Manna. Tlie chief, with a number of his peoj)le, accompanied

the travellers across the banks of the Basing^ a princiml

branch of the Senegal, over a bridge of a ^ingulur construc-

tion. The river at this place is smootli and d«jep, and ha;'

very little current. Two tall trees, when tieil together by the

tops, arc sufficiently long to reach frons one side to the other,

the roots resting upon the rocks, and the tops floating in tlie

waters. ^Vheil a few trees have been placed in this direclion,

they are covered with dry band)oos, so as to form a floating

Vol. III. L
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bridge with a sloping gangway at each end, where the trees-

rest iij)ou the rocks. This bridge is carried away every year

by the swelUng of the river in the rainy season, and is eon.

stantly rebuilt by the inhabitants of Munna, who on that ac-

count expect a small tribute from every passenger.

j\fay {}, tliey arrived at a village near JMalacotta, where the

schoolmaster's elder brother resided ; a messenger was ilis.

patched to him, and he innnediately came ; the interview was

most affecting; they had not seen eacii other for nine years

They reached Malacotta in the evening. It is an unwalled

town; the huts are made of split caues twisted into a sort oi'

wicker-work, and jjlaistered owv with mud. Here they make

very goad soap, by boiling ground mits in water, and then

ailding a layer of wood and ashes, They also manuliuture

excellent iron.

A })arty of tlic town\s people brought information concern

ing a war between Almaini Abdulkader, king of Foota Torni.

and Darnel, king of the Jjiloffs. The king of Foota Torra

had sent an embassy to nnmcl, to induce him to turn Maho-

metan. The an»bus.sador had an audience oi" Diunel, laid two

knives before liin>, and addressed him thus: ' With this knife

(said lie) Abdulkader will condescend to shavt- the head of

Daniel, if lie will embrace the Mahometan faith ; and with

this other knife Abdulkader will cut the throat of Daniel, if

he refuses to embrace it: take your choice."' Daniel ec^oilv

answered, he had no choice to make ; he neither chose the

or»e 1 .r the other. In the course of the war that ensued, the

vaiii-glorious Abdulkader was taken captive. When the royai

prisoner was brought before Daniel, that magnanimous prince

adilressed him as follows: ' Abdidkader, answer me this ques-

titm : If the chance of war had placed me in your situation,

ind you m mine, how would you lia\e acted.''Id I Mould have

thrust my spear into your heart,*' replied Abdulkader, ' and

I know that a similar late awaits me," ' Not so,"" said Daniel,

mvsjuar is, -indeed, red with the blood of your subjects killed

in battle, and I could now give it a deeper stain by dipping il,

build up my town, nor bring111 your own but tlus would not

to life the thousands who fell in the woods. I will not there
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fore kill you in cold l)loo<^, hiU, I will retain yon as ni)- slave,

until I jTcrceive that yonr presence in your kinj^doni will l>c

no lonn^er danji^erous to yonr nei*j;hl)ours, and then I will eon-

sider of the proper wav oC disj)osing of yon.' Alxlnlkader was

accordinffly rcfainetl, and worked as a slave for three months

;

at the end of which period Daniel restored him to his doml

iiions.

INlay 7, the caravrm left Malaeotta, and having ert»ss.Al the

Homif rivtT, a hranch of the Scnei»al, arrived at a walled

town called Hentygala, and two days after at Dindikoo.

May l^, thev crossed the Falenic river, and on the next day

arrived at Hanirferihe. One of the slatecs was a native of this

place. This man invited Mr. Park to his hou-;o, at the ji'atc

of which his friends met him with o-rcat exprcr,s';ons of joy

;

shakiiifjj hands, emhracinf», sinoin;;;, and <!aiv.'imr before him.

As s(M)n as he had seated himself npon a mat liy the threshold

of his door, a yonng woman (his intended bride) brought a

little water in a calabash, and kneeling down liel'ore him, de-

sired hlin to wash his hands; when he liad done this, the girl,

with a tear of joy sparkling in her eve, dnrnk tlie water; this

beinji' considered as the ijreatest m'oof <if her fidelitv and love.

INlay 1(), they reached a large town called Kirwani, near

which are several smelting fnrnaccs. Departiiig from hence,

they entere<l the Tenda wilderness, and reached a walled

town called Tamhacunda. Here a palaver was held on ac-

count of the conduct of one of the slatees in the caravan, who

had I'ormerly married a woman of this town ; she hail borne

him two children, but afterwards went to Manding, and re-

mained there eight years without sending any account of him-

self to his deserted wife; who seeing no j)rospect of his return,

had, at the end of three years, married another man, to whom
she had likewise borne two children. 'I'he slatee now claimed

his wife, but the second husband v.ould not give her u]). 'IMie

determination of the assembly was, that the wife should make

her choice, and live with which she chose. The lady was du-

bious as to making up her mind; but Mr. I*ark susjiecled

tliat ' F'u'ft Lore'' would carrv the vlav.
^'^Mi .'
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June 4, Mr. Park arrived at Medina, tlie capital of the

king of WcioUi's dominions ; and two days after at Jindey;

where the caravan stopped, and Mr. Park took an affectionate

farewell of his icilow-travtHers, and, accompanied with Karfa

and one of the Foulaiis, pnxieeded on until they arrived at

Tendacuntla in tl)e evenin^r, and were hospitably received at

the house of a black female, named seniora Camilla, a lady

who spoke the English language. She seemed much asto.

nished at Mr. Park's return, assuring him, that she had been

informed he had been murdered by the Moors. Karfa, who

had never heard people converse togetlier in English, listened

with great attention; every thing he fiiiw seemetl wonderful:

the furniture of the house, the chairs, and particularly beds

with curtains, were objects of his great admiration.

June 10, Mr. Robert Ainsley came to meet Mr. Park at

Tendacunda, politely offered him thr use of his house, and,

with Mr. Ainsley and Karfa, Mr. Park returned to Pisania.

Mr. Ainsley\s schooner was lying before the place. This was

the most surprizing object Karfa had yet seen; he could not

easily comprehend the use of the masts, sails, and rigging;

nor did he conceive it possible, by any sort of contrivance, to

make so large a Iwdy move forwards by the common force of

the wind ; and the schooner, with her cable and anchor, kept

Karfa in deep meditation the greater part of the day.

June 12, Mr. Park had an interview with Dr. Laidley, who
received him as one risen from the dead. Finding that his

wearing apparel was not sold or sent to England, Mr. Park

resumed the English dress, and had his venerable beard

shaved off. Karfa surveyed him in his British apparel with

great delight ; but regretted exceedingly the loss of his beard,

which he said had changed him from a man to a boy. Mr.

Park amply recompensed the kind attention oi' the benevolent

negro, so as to cause him to say his journey had indeed been

prosperous. Ihit observing the improved state of manufac-

tures, and i . evident superiority of Europeans in the arts of

civilized life, he would often, with a pensive look and involun-

tary si'^h, exclauu, ' Uluck men are nothing;"' at other times,
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he would ask Mr. Park what could induce him, who was no

trader, to tliink of exploring so miserable a country as Africa?

On the 15th of June, Mr. Park embarked in a slave sliip

hound to America, which was driven by stress of weather to

the West Indies; and got with great difficulty, and under

circumstances of considerable danger, into the island of An-

tigua, lie sailed from thence on the 24th of November, and

after a short, but tem|)estuous passage, arrived at Falmouth

on tlie 22d of the following month, having been absent from

England t wo years and seven months.

Immediately on his landing he hastened to London, anxious

in the greatest degree about his family and friends, of whom
he had lieard Uf thing for two years. He arrived in London

before day-light tm the morning of Christmas day, 1797; and

it being too early an hour to go to his brother-in-law Mr.

Dickson, he wandered for some time about the streets in that

(juarter of the town where the house was. Finding one of the

entrances into the gardens of the British museum accidentally

open, he went in and walked about there for some time. It

happened that Mr. J)ickson, who hatl the care of those gar-

dens, went there that morning upon some trifling business.

What must have been his emotions on beholding, at that ex-

traordinary time and place, the vision, as it must at first have

appeared, of his long-lost friend, the object of so many anxi-

ous reflections, and wliom he had long numbered with the

dead.

Previous to Mr. Park having had made up his mind to un-

dertake his second journey, he had settled in a provincial town

of his native country, married, and had a family. He was

practising surgery in the neighbourhood, with such success as

may be attained in that confined sphere. He was greatly es-

teemed by his fellow-citizens, and distinguished by some of the

most eminent literary characters of Scotland, among whom the

venerable Dr. Ferguson, the last survivor of that illustrious

school which will shine through all ages, in the names of

Hume, Smiih, Robertson, and Black. But his station, though
thus comfortable and creditable to himself, and rendered still

more honourable by the charities which he exercised towards
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the poor in the course ol' his proJesMoi), was ncverthi'less ill

suilod to tlic adventurous turn of" mind which his past hahiis

had formed. His journies to visit (hstunt patients—liis Iouk

and solitary ri(h}s over * cold and lonely heaths' and ' /gloomy

hills assailed by the wintry tempest," seem to havi' produced

in him feelings of disgust and impatience, which he had per-

haps nirely experienced in the deserts of Africa. His stronjr

sense of the irksomeness of this way of life broke out i'rom him

upon many occasions ; especially when, previously to his un-

derlaking his bccoiid African mission, one of his nearest rela-

tions expostulated with him on the ini))rndence of again expos-

ing himself to dangers which he had so very narrowly escaped,

and perhaps even to ni'w and still greater ones; he calmly re

plied, that a few inglorious winters ol" country practice ai

Peebles, was a risk as great, and would tend as efl'ectually tc

shorten life, as ilic journey which he was about to undertake.

In this frame of mind he received a summons to attend tin

secretary for Colonial aftiiirs, who made him the proposal ol

conducting the expedition then under ccmsideration. He de-

sired a short time to consult his friends; but here, as in sucli

cases almost uniformly happens, his mind was already prettv

well resolved ; and the consultation was a matter of courtesy

or form.

From the time of his interview with lord Hobart, his detci -

mination was in fact taken. His imatrination had been indub-

ing itself for some years ))ast upon the visions of discoveries

which he was destined to make in the interior of Africn ; and

the object of his ambition was now within his grasp, ife iias-

lily announced to lord Hobart his acceptance of the jnojiosal;

employed a few days in settling his affairs iMid taking leave oi

his friends; and left Scotland in December, 1S03, with the

confident expectation of embarking in a very short time for tlic

coast of Africa.

A month or two had elapsed since the proposition was made.

Upon his arrival in town after he accepted it, a postponement

of two months took place without any apparent cause; and tlic

sailing was then fixed for the end of February. Hut at that

critical moment, Mr. Addingtou and his friends were occiipicil
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uith concerns nearer and dearer to them than the geogrnpfiy

of Africa. We aihide not merely to the war then waj^inj;

a'-'ainst France, though they had lliat also upon tiieir hands

;

but tlie njore interesting conHict with Mr. I'itt, who had grown

as weary ot'opjx>sJtion as Mr. Park was of provincial surgery;

and, by means of motions rcsjKicting the navy anil army, and

other ' vital interests of the empire,' was occupied in turning

out the above characters, ii-om the places in which he had put

iliem. Every thing was ready, and in great part completed,

when the expedition was suddenly countermanded ; the earl

( amtlen ha\iMg happily succeeded to the lonl Hobarfs place

a-, his portion ol" the ciiange; anil it being, of course, necessary

that the nature and objects of the undertaking should be ex-

pounded to that noble person, anil his pleasure ascertained

u])on the practical question. Whether a scheme of -scientific

and commercial discovery ought to be pursued, notwithstand-

ing tliat it had been devised by his innnediale predecessors?

AVhen these circunistMnces an> considereil, it will not be deemed

too groat an allowance ol' time, if we adil, thu' the sailing was

})Ut ott' li'om February to September. IJul this interval was

spent very profitably by the traveller, who, at the judicious

suggestion of some person in authority, made himself a tolera-

ble master of Arabic, and acijuired some expert ness in taking

observations. He also drew up a memorial upon the objects

of the expedition, and the nieans of accomplishing them, ac-

companying his remarks with the reasons of the opinion very

confidentiv entertained by him, that the Niger, after pursuing

an easterly course turns to the southward, and falls into the

Atlantic on the coast of Guhiea, in the vast stream known by

the name of the Congo.

In order to acijuire the Arabic language^ he had retired to

Jiis native place with an Arab, who came over in the suite of

Elfi Bey. Upon his return 'o town, he found the plan was

approved of; but, before it was finally determined on, he was

desired by lord Camden, to consult major Rennell, and obtain

his opinion both witli regard to the scheme and objects of the

expedition, and Mr. l^ark's own sentiments lelativo to the

^•igcr, as stated in his mentoir. For this purpose he went to
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Brighthelmston, wlicre major Rennell then was, and remained

with him several days ; during which time, the subjects pro-

posed by lord Camden were repeatedly discussed between

them. With respect to the supposition relative to the termin.

ation of the Niger, major Rennell was unconvinced by Park's

reasonings, and declared his adherence to the opinion he hod

fomjcrly expressed with regard to the course of that river.

As to the plan of the intended expedition, he wiis so much

struck with the difficulties and dangers likely to attend its ex-

ecution, that he earnestly dissuaded Park from engaging in so

hazardous an enterprizc. His arguments, urged with all the

warmth and sincerity of friendship, appear to have made a

!

great impression upon Park ; and he took leave of major Ren-

nell with an apparent determination to relinquish the under-

taking. But this conviction was little more than momentary,

;

and ceased almost as soon as the influence and authoritv, fruui

which it proceeded, were withdrawn. On Park's return to

London, his enthusiasm revived ; and all doubts and diflicul-

1

ties were at an end.

Every thing being now fixed, and the season already far]

advanced. Park was extremely anxious to hasten his departure,

as the whole success of the exjwdition depended on its beinjil

undertaken a sufficient time Wfore the rains. He was never-

iheless detained two months for his uflicial instructions,—.tj

delay somewhat preposterous, when we consider that tliose

instructions could only be the echo of his own memorial, inl

an abridgment and general form ; and one month more elapsed. -

before he could set sail. As every thing was ready early in

October, it is deeply to be lamented, that any accident should

have prevented him from sailing in the cour.se of that muntli. ]

The delay, indeed, proved fatal to the entcrpri/c, whicli in

all probability would have had a different result, had it been.

undertaken at an adequate distance of time from the ruinvl

season.

The plan being to send Park with a detachment of soldiers.
||

an adequate store of merchandize, and a few seamen and car-j

penters to construct vessels for the navigation of the Niger—
1

the main object of the expedition, and means by which ib
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ulterior ends of discovery were to be accomplished—he received

the local rank of captain in the king's service ; and under him

were commissioned, his brother-in-law Mr. Anderson, a sur-

geon, and Mr. George Scott, a draughtsman. They were to

choose their soldiers from the garrison at Goree. Having sail-

ed on the 30th of January, 1805, they arrived, after a some-

what tedious passage, on the 8Ui of March, at Jago, one of

the cape de Verd islands, where they purchasetl the asses re-

quisite for their caravan; and (m the 28th, they reached Goree

in safety. His prospects at this time seem to have been at the

brightest ; and we shall extract a few p.is8ages of his letters*

—

rendered the more touching, from the contrast between their

tenderness and the inflexible steadiness of his nature—if indeed

we can, with any propriety, speak of contrasting qualities so

much in harmony us real ImUIness and the kindly aifections o{

the heart. The first passage is from a leUer to his wife.

* I have hopes, almost to certmnty, that Providence will so

i
dispose the tempers and passions of the inhabitants of this

[quarter of the world, that we shall be enabled to nlide throufrii

much more smootiily than you expe(;t.

' I need not tell you how often I think about you; your

I own feelings will enable you to judge of that. The hopes of

spending the remainder of my life with my wife and children,

will make every thing seem easy ; and you may be sure J will

I

not rashly risk my life, when I know, that your happiness,

[and the welfare of uiy young ones, depend so much upon it.

I hope my mother does not torment hersell' with unnecessary

tears about me. I sometimes fancy how you and she will be

meeting misfortune half-way, and placing me in many dis-

|tressing situations. I have as yet experienced nothing but

i success ; and I hope that six months more will end the whole

i:is I wish."

The next which we shall select is from a letter to Mr.

Dicksim, dated the 26th of April, the day before he left the

Gambia.

' Every thing, at present, looks as favour/tbU; as I could

'vish; and if all things go well, tins day six weeks I ex|Mx;t to

flrink all your healths in the water of the Niger. The soldiers

Vol. III. M
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^

are in good health and Rpirits. They are the mo9t dashing

men I ever saw ; and if they preserve their health, we may

keep ourselves peiiectly secure from any hostile attempt on the

part of the natives. I have little douht hut that I shall he

able, with presents and fair words, to pass through the coun-

try to the Niger; ami if once we are fairly afloat, the day

is tvon Give my kind regards to Sir Joseph and Mr.

Greville ; and if they should think that I have paid too little

attention to natural objects, you may mention that I had 44

men and iH asses to look ufler, besides the constant troid)le of

packing and weighing bundles, palavering with the negroes,

and laying plans for our future success. I never was so busy

in my life.'

He had selected the 35 soldiers and a lieutenant who were

to attend him, from the garrison of Goree, the whole having

volunteered. Nevertheless, it appears that their habits or

constituti(ms were not peculiarly well adapted to the service,

and the rains destroyed them with a fatal rapidity. He found

himself at the wished-for point, ready to embark on the Niger;

but after losing his whole companions, except lieutenant Mar-

tyn and three soldiers, of whom one was in a state of mental

derangement, the death of his friend and brother-in-law, Mr.

Anderson, appears to have affected him most deeply. * No

event,' says he, * ever throw the smallest gloom over my mind

till I laid Mr. Anderson in the grave : I then felt myself as if

left a second time lonely and fi iendless amidst the wilds of

Africa.'

In this perilous situation, indeed, he might well have been
|

excused for shutting his heart against every sentiment not

immediately connected with self-preservation. He was about

to embark <m a vast and unknown river, which might possi.

biy terminate in some great lake or inland sea, at an immense
^

distance from the coast; but which he hoped and believed m
woidd conduct him to the shores of the Atlantic, ai'ter a course

of considerably more than 13,000 miles, through the midst ct

savage nations, and probably also after a long succession of

rapids, lakes, and catar'<rts. This voyage, one of the most

formidable ever attempted, «vas to be undertaken in a crozy
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ami ill^p|M)iiile<l vessel, manned by a i'vw negrm^s and four

Europeans

!

At this intereatinpf, but most trying moment, bis bubitual

constancv did not forsake him ; nav, strance to tell, and in

credible, were it not known that great men |x;rtbrm things

next to impossible by dint of a certain self-deception which

ne\er leaves in their minds any doubt of success, and which

they always extend even to desperate circumstances where all

chance of succeeding is gone; in the situation just now des-

cribed, we find this extraordinary jK-rson not only cheerful,

but almost sanguine. Before end)nrking in the cra/y vessel,

which, principally by his own labour, he had constructed of

two old patched and worn out canoes, he coin|)leted his jour-

nal up to that date, such as it is here given ; and occupied a

few hours in writing letters to sir Joseph Hanks, the Colonial

department, and his wife. For inserting the two last of these

singular pieces, we shall offer no apohigv to the reader. He
will perceive a material difference in the colouring given to his

situation, where he is speaking to his wife. From the letter

to lord Camden, it is plain, that he was well aware of its ex-

treme difficulties and peiils ; but that he, who had been

full of confidence, where others would have despaired, was

very far from despairing, where success appeared beyond all

calculation.

' 2'o the Earl Camden, one of his MaJe.\h/',\- Principal Secretaries

of' State, t^r. t^jc. Sfc,

* On biK-ird of II. M. Schooner Joliba, at anchor off Siinsandinp;,

November 1 7th, 1805.

My lord,

* I hnve herewith sent you an account of each day's

proceedings since we left Kai/ec. Many of the incidents related

are in themselves extremely trifling ; but are intended to recal to

my recollection (if it pleases God to restore me again to my dear

native land) other particulars illustrative of the manners and cus-

toms of the natives, which would have swelled this bulky commu-
nication to a most unreasonable size.

' Yoiur lordship will recollect, that I always spoke of the rainy

iwason with horror, as being extremely fatal to Europeans; and our
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journey from the Gambia to the Niger will furnish a melancholy

proof of it.

* We had no contest whatever with the natives, wor was any one

of us killed by wild animals, or any other accitients; and yet I

am sorry to say, that of 44 Europeans who left the Gambia in

perfect health, five only are at present alive, viz. three soldiers

(one deranged in his mind), lieutenant Martyn, and myself.

' From this account I am afraid that your lordship will be apt

to consider matters as in a very hopeless state ; but I assure you I

am far from desponding. Witli the assistance of one of the sol-

diers, I have changed a large canoe into a tolerable good schooner,

on l>oard of which I this day hoisted the British flag, and shall sot

sail to the east, with the fixed resolution to discover the termination

of the Niger, or perish in the attempt. I have heard nothing that

I can depend on respecting the remote course of this miglity

stream; but I am more and more inclined to think, that it can end

no where but in the sea.

* My dear friend Mr. Anderson, and likewise Mr. Scott, are both

dead ; but though all the Europeans who are with me should die,

and though I were myself half dead, I would still persevere ; and

if I could not succeed in the object of my journey, I would at last

die on the Niger.

' If I succeed in the object of my journey, I expect to be in Eng-

land in the month of May or June, by way of the West Indies.

* I request that your lordship will have the goodness to permit

my frfend sir Joseph Banks to peruse the abridged account of ray

proceedings, and that it may be preserved, in case I should las(

ray papers. I have the honour to be,' &c.

* To Mrs Park.

• Sansanding, 19th November, ISOt.

' It grieves me to tlie heart to write any thing that may give

you uneasiness ; but such is the will of him who doe{h ail things

well! Your brother Alexander, my dear friend, is no more ! He
died of the fever at Sansanding, on the morning of the 98th of

October ; for particulars ' must refer you to your father.

* I am afraid that, impt^essed with a woman's fears and the anx-

ieties of a wife, you may be led to consider my situation as a great

deal worse than it really is. It is true, my dear friends Mr. Ander-
«on and George Scott, have both bid adieu to the things of this

work
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world; and the greater part of the soldiers have died on the march

during the rainy season ; but you may believe me, I am in good

health. The rains are completely over, and the healthy season has

commenced, so that there is no danger of sickness; and i have

still a sufficient force to protect me from any insult in sailing down

the river, to the sea.

' We have already embarked all our things, and shall sail the

moment I have finished this letter. I do iiOt intend to stop or land

any where, till we reach the coast : which I suppose will be some

time in the end of January. We shall then embark in the first

vessel for England. If we have to go round by the West Indies,

the voyage will occupy three months longer ; so that we expect to

be in England on the first of May. The reason of our delay since

we left the coast was the rainy season, which came on us-dunng

the journey ; and almost all the soldiers became affected with the

fever.

' I think it not finlikely but I shall be in England before you

receive this.—You may be sure that I feel happy at turning my
face towards home. We this morning have done with all inter-

course with the natives; and tlie sails are now hoisting for our

departure for the coast.'

It is probable that he set sail immediately after writing

these letters ; and every thing that has since been learnt of

him rests upon evidence of an imperfect and indirect kind

;

sufficient, we fear, to justify the inference, that he has perished;

but extremely unsatisfactory with respect to the details. One

Isaaco, a Mahometan, went as a guide as far as Sansanding,

and on his return was sent back to obtain information respect-

ing our traveller. At the end of 22 months he returned, and

presented to the English officer that employed him, a journal,

in which the transactions of the journey as related by one

Amadi, is inserted. The following is the account of his death,

as reported by these men

:

* Next day (Saturday) Mr. Park departed, and I (Almadi)

slept in the village (Yaour). Next morning, I went to the

king to pay my respects to him. On entering the house I

found two men rho came on horseback ; they were sent by

the chief of Yaour. They said to the king, ** we are sent by

the chief of Yaour to let you know that the white men went
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away, without giving you or him (the chief) any thing ; they

have a great many things with iheni, and we have received

nothing from them ; and this Amadou Fatouma now before

you is a bad man, and has likewise made a fool of you both.''

The king inunediatcly ordered me to be put in irons; which

was accordingly done, and every thi»:g I had tiiken from me

;

some were for killing me, and some for preserving ray life.

The next morning early, the king sent an army to a village

called Boussa near the river side There is before this village

a rock across the whole breadth of the river. One part of the

rock is very high ; there is a large opening in that rock in the

form of a door, >vhich is the only passage for the water to pass

through ; the tide current is here very strong. This army

went and took possession of the top of this opening. Mr. Park

came there after tlie army had posted itself; he nevertheless

attempted to pass. The people began to attack him, throwing

lances, pikes, arrows, and stones. Mr. Park defended him-

self for a long time ; two of his slaves at the head of the canoe

wer# killed ; they threw every thing they had in the canoe

into the river, and kept firing; but being overpowered by

numbers and fatigue, and unable to keep up the canoe against

the current, and no probability of escaping, Mr. Park took

hold of one of the white men, and jumped into the water;

Martyn did the same, and they were drowned in the stream in

attempting to escape. The only slave remaining in the boat,

seeing the natives persist in throwing weapons at the canoe

without ceasing, stood up and said to them, " Stop throwing

now ; you see nothing in the canoe, and nobody but myself;

therefore cease. Take me and the canoe ; but doi 't kill me.""

They took possession of the canoe and the man, and carried

them to the king.

* I was kept in irons three months ; the king released me
and gave me a slave (woman). I immediately went to the

slave taken in the canoe, who told me in what manner Mr.

Park and all of them had died, and what I have related above.

I asked him if he was sure nothing had been found in the ca-

noe after its capture ; he said that nothing remained in the ca-

noe but himself and a sword-belt. I asked him where the
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The whole of the relation furnished by Isaaco is, however,

very obscure and contradictory ; and some suspicion is enter-

tained that this man has had a share in Mr. Park's death.

Mr. Park's journal only goes as far as Sansanding, which is

considerably short of Silla ; but the route is materially differ-

ent, and much shorter, coinciding for a considi^rable way with

the homeward journey in 1796, and crossing the Fooladoo

country to the northward of the Jallouka desert, and of his

former return route. How far that route and the new jour-

ney coincide, and how far they differ, may be roughly esti-

mated, by stating that the homeward route of 1796, passing

through about 15 degrees of longitude from Silla to Pisania,

the new journey, as far as we have its authentic details, that

is, from Pisania to Sansanding, passes through about 14 de-

grees, for above nine of which it coincides exactly with the

former return route,—that is, from Pisania to near Toombo
in the Ronkodoo country, and from Koomikoomi to the Niger,

and so along to Sansanding.

There are in this journal several new and interesting sub-

jects handled. The information respecting Sansanding and its

commerce is well worthy of attention : but unquestionably,

the most important result of the journey, is the proof it has

afforded, of the practicability oi' conducting a caravan of Eu-
ropeans across that difficult country, which lies between the

Gambia and the Niger, provided the proper season be chosen;

and the utter impossibility of succeeding in that attempt dur-

ing the rains. Every thing in the narrative bears witness to

the fatal effects of the wet season, and equally proves the pos-

sibility of leading to the Niger, a force apparently inconsider-

able, but large enough to prevent insult from small bodies of

the natives, and to protect a trading caravan against all ordi-

dinary risks.

The failure of the late expedition into Africa, under major

Peddie and captain Campbell, has been principally owing to

an inattention to the seasons, and an improper selection of

persons to accompany the travellers, in this unhealthy and

inhos;^' table region.
M



TRAVKLS
IN

SOUTHERN AFRICA,
In the Years 1797 and 1798,

BY

MR. JOHN BARROW

JJAVING already conducted our readers through various

parts of the African continent, and recited the most in-

teresting adventures of Bruce and Park, we flatter ourselves

that a concise abridgujent of Barrow, whose destructive powers

enchiun attention, and extort applause, will prove instructive

to ma/nyy and acceptable to all.

By his residence at the Cape of Good Hope, Mr. Barrow

has been enabled to enrich the British libraries with a descrip-

tion of that settlement, far superior to any which has hitherto

been mingled with the writings of other travellers ; and by hi.s

personal researclies in the surrounding districts, the geogra-

phy, state, produce, and population, of that extensive colony,

with those of the circumjacent countrifs, are transmitted to

Buropeans, in the energetic language ol' truth, which must

indisputably flourish, when romantic opinions and fabulous

discoveries shall fall, exploded, to the ground.

According to a thart. which was executed in the years 1797

and 179B, by order (»f the carl of Macartney, the colony of

the Cape of Grood Hope was found to include an area of

1^8,150 square miles, computing the length, from west to

east at 560; and the breadth, from south to north, at S3fi

Rnglish miles.
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This extensive country, exclusive of Cape Town, contains

about 15,000 white inhabitants, each of whom might, on h.

s'nple calculation, be supposed to possess eight and a half

square miles of land : this, however, is not the case, as a very

considerable portion of this territory consists of thirsty plains,

that are doomed by nature to perpetual sterility, and chains

of stupendous mountains, which are either wholly destitute of

vegetation, or scantily furnished with plants of a poisonous

quality.

The mountainous chains are described by our author under

the three following names : the Irregular Belt, which encloses

a fertile tract of land, from 20 to 60 miles in width, pleasantly

intersected with a variety of streams, luxuriant in fruit and

forest trees, i*Qfreshed with frequont showers, and blest with

an equable temperature.

The Zevarte Berg, or Black mountain, which is superior

in height to the first, and frequently consists of double ranges;

the district enclosed between this and the first chain is about

40 miles in width, presenting to the spectator a varied scene

of barren acchvities, fruitful meads, and naked plains. Its

general surface is considerably higher than that of the Irregu-

lar Belt, its temperament more uncertain, and its intrinsic

value, much inferior.

The third mountainous range is called the Nieuwveldt's

Gebergte, which together with the second, encloses the Great

KaiToo, or Parched desert, which is utterly destitute of any

human habitation.

The territory known by the name of the Cape, is divided

into four districts, in each of which a landrost, or civil magis-

trate, is established, who, with the approbation of six hem-

Q-aaderif or country burghers, usually adjusts Utigations,

determines petty causes, and superintends the affairs of go-

vernment.

The Cape district is chiefly composed of that mountainous

peninsula, whose southern extremity is called the Cape of

Good Hope; and the northern is the Table mountain, flanked

by the Devifs hill on the east, and the Lion's i eac! on the

west. This peninsula, about 63 miles in lengtii, and eight

Vol. III.—(45) N
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in breadth, is connected with the continent by a low nedc of

land, and may be properly described as one broken mountain;

the different masses of which are of various formations, that

alternately pierce the clouds with rocky fragments, and cheer

the country with a smHing vegetation.

Table bay and False bay, one of which laves the northern

and the other the southern shore of the isthmus, are usuallv

resorted to by trading vessels. From September till May,

while the south-east winds are predominant, the former afFoniU

the best shelter ; but, during the rest of the year, when the

north and north>-westerly winds ai'e strongest, the preference

is generally given by mariners to a cove or indent, called St-

mon^s bay, on the western shore of the latter.

Though the Dutch were ea^ly forced to abandon them, our

author afHrms that all these bays, mountainous passes, and in

^hort, every part of the colony might, if properly garrisoned,

resist the most powerful attack that could, in all prob^ility,

he ever made against them. The batteries, lines, and works

in general, have been lately repaired, and improved by the

British engineers ; and the pass at the foot of mount MUiseon-

•berg, which is the only path of communication between the

Cape and Simon''s bay, is so charmingly secured by the recent

constructions on the heights, that it may now be deemed un-

pregnable.

The capital, ealled Cape Town, is erected on a pkasant

<{eclivity, in the vicinage of the Table mountain, the DevU-s

hill, and the Lion's Head. Its foot is washed by the waves

of Table bay, and the town itself commands a complete view

«f the anchocage. The streets, comprising about 1,100 houses,

are regular, neat, and airy ; many of them are planted mth
oaks, and supplied with running streams ; the tovm is likewise

embellished with four spaciuus^ squares, a Calvinist and a Lu-

theran church; a castle, that affords barracks for 1,000 men;
and a regular, well-designed building, originally intended for

an hos^tal, but now appropriated to the accommodation of

the military. There is also a regiiliar guard-house, at which

the burgher senate transacts all business rela^ve to the police

of the town ,. a spacious building, appointed for the rec ption
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of government slaves; aod a court ofjueUcature, where a final

decision is passed on all civil and criminal cases.

The weeskammer, or chamber for adoainistering the afTairs

of orphans, is within the walls of the castl , as is i\\e Lombard

bank) whose capital is about 600,000 rix-dollars, lent by th^

old government, in paper money, to the subjects, on mort-

gages of their property, at an interest of five per cent

Among a number of handsome houses, with which the plaia

is spotted, between Table mountain and the town, the Go-

vernment-house attracts the attention of the traveller. It is

erected on a fertile soil, and surrounded by about 40 acres of

excellent land, which are divided into a variety of squares by

oak hedges ; the public walk runs up the middle, between twf^

charming rows of myrtles, and is eftectually shaded by the

;.n avenue of spreading oaks.

Having already mentioned the mountainous chains which

frequently rise from the vales of southern Africa, we appre>

hend that a description of the Table mountain, whicli, with

little variation, may answer to all the others, may merit the

attention of our readers, while it exempts ourselves from nu-

merous repetitions, and by avoiding these, enables us to enrich

the following pages with subjects more important and inter-

esting to the public.

This stupendous mass of nakec^ rock, which imposes an

involuntary attention upon the mo.'t indifferent observer of

nature, and whicli, more peculiarly, engages the contempla-

tion of the mineralogist, received its name from mariners, who
usually affix the epithet of Tc^le Land, to ev«ry considerable

ac(:livity, whose summit appears to the spectator in a parallel

iine with the horizon.

The northern front of the Table mounttdn is a horizontal

line, about two miles in length, which directly faces the town.

The Ixold front, that rises at right angles to meet this Une, is

sustained by several projecting buttresses, which, rising from

the plain, close in with the front a little higher than midway

from the base. These, with the division of the front into three

parts, a curtain, flanked by two bastions, the first retiring and

the others projecting, render its appearance similar to the ruin-

it
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cd walls of some stupendous fortress. The height of these

walls is 3,582 feet above the level of Table bay ; the eastern

side is still bolder, and has one point considerably higher ; to

the west the rock is rent into various deep chasms, and worn

away into numerous pointed masses; and about four miles

towards the south, the mountain descends in successive ter-

races to the chain which extends completely along the penin-

sula.

The wings of the front, denominated the Lion's Head, and

the Devil's mountain, are, in fact, but disunited fragments of

the Table mountain. The height of the lormer is 2,160 feet,

and that of the latter 3,315. The upper part of the Lion's

Head is a circular mass of stone, which, from some points of

view, exactly resembles the dome of St. Paul's cathedral, erect-

ed upon a lofty, cone-f^hapcd eminence ; but the Devil's hill is

broken into a variety of irregular points.

The exact horizontal position of these three mountains, which

are composed of multitudinous tabular masses, clearly demon-

strate their origin to be neptunian, and that no convulsion of

the earth has ever happened in this part of Africa, since their

formation, sufficient to disturb the nice arrangement of their

parts.

The ascent to the summit of the Table mountain lies through

a deep chasm, about three quarters of a mile in length, that

divides the curtain from the left bastion. The perpendicular

cheeks at the foot are above 1,000 feet high, and the angle of

ascent is equal to 45 degrees.

After quitting the romantic scenery of the chasm, and pass-

ing the portal, which forms two lines of natural perspective

upon the summit, the adventurer feels a momentary disgust at

the tame and insipid plain that spreads its dreary extent before

his eyes; this, however, must infallibly subside, when he reflects

on the great command obtained by the elevation over surround-

ing objects. On approaching the edge of the mountain

—

* The weak brain turns, while down the craggy height

The wond'ring trav'Uer bends his aching sight

;

The seaman's lessen'd form astonish'd views.

Or o'er the main some fleeting bark pursues
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Though far beneath the sullen billows roar,

Impetuous tbam, and lash the sounding shore,

Tlie vast ascent their thuiid'ring noise repels.

And on its head eternal silence dwells.'

Smith.

All the objects on the adjacent plain are in fact diminished

to insignificance in the eye of the spectator; the houses of

Cape Town appear like childish fabrics composed of cards;

the shrubbery on the sandy isthmus is merely xmible ; and the

farms, with their enclosures, resemble a small picture held up

at a distance.

The M'ooded clifts of the mountains, on the ;)cninsula of the

Cape, still afford a shelter to wolves and hyjenas, which, of

late years, were exceedingly troublesome to the town. Their

nimii)ers are, however, greatly diminished, and the latter ge-

nerally avoid the habitations of men, though the wolves are

frequently enticed, in their nocturnal rambles, to the verge of

the town, by dead cattle and the oflals from slaughter-houses,

that are usually exposed on the sides of the public road, to

the disgrace of the inhabitants.

On the summit of the Table mountain, the air is consider-

ably lower in the clear weather of winter, than in Cape Town;
and in the summer, the difference is still greater, when the

head of the mountain is enveloped by a fleecy cloud, not in-

aptly termed, * the table cloth.'

The south-east and north-west are the two most powerful

winds ; the former of which blows with extreme violence, when

the cloud rests upon the mountain, and generally predomi-

nates from the end of August till the middle of May. The
other commences about the end of May and blows occasionally

till the termination of August.

The nights are always cool, though the mornings are some-

times close ; a south-east breeze generally rises about the mid-

dle of the day, and gradually dies away in the evening. The
gene»'al standard of the temperature in Cape Town, during

the winter months, is from 50 degrees at sun rise, to 60 deg.

at noon ; and in the midst of summer, the variation of the ther-

mometer is from 70 to 90 degrees. In the clear days of win-
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ter, th2 mercury of the barometer varies from S9'46 to dO'd^

inches, one poinfe denoting settled fair weatlier, and the other

indicating a storm, with thunder, lightning, and rain.

Timber of all kinds for building is very rare at the Cape,

yet Uttle pains have been taken to cultivate it near the town.

In jiarts of the country not far distant, plantations of oak trees,

of the white poplar, and of the stone pine, arc to be found,

and thrive rapidly : but their timber is generally unsound.

The article of fuel is so scarce at Cape Town, that a small cart

load composed of the branches of the silver tree, of the larger

heaths, he. sells from twenty to cight-and-twenty shillings.

A slave is usually kept in families for the sole purpose of col-

lecting fre-wood ; and tlie annual expence in a moderate

family, for faggots for the kitchen-fire, (tlie only one in the

house) is nearly 50/. To remedy, this evil, lord Macartney

ordered a search to be made for fossil-coal ; and the operation

of boring was begun on a tongue of land projeoting from the

Table mountain : but it was soon discontinued, on the disco-

very of actual coal coming out to day, along the banks of a

deep rivulet flowing out of the Tygerberg hill. The coal

already found is at the depth of two feet: but, when Mr.

Barrow wrote his account, the borer had been put down in

several places in hopes of meeting with the main bed, witliout

success.

Though the inhabitants of the Cape Town suffer the incon-

venience of scarcity of fuel, they enjoy several natural advan-

tages, and their market is supplied witli abundaqce of sea fish,

with fruit, and with vegetables. Some of their vineyards are

of sufficient extent to produce, besides the supply of the market

with grapes and prepared raisins, about 100,000 gallons of

wine annually.

The botanist may find an ample field of investigation in the

Cape district. Its vegetable productions are more numerous,

varied, and elegant, than on any other spot of equal extent in

the whole world; and of the frutescent or shrubby plants,

there is likewise great abundance. To zoologists, the ammals

of the Cape afibrd a more contracted scope.

Insects of ?yery description abQUpd during the summer
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months : musquitoes are less troublesome than in most warm

climates : but a small sand Hy, almost invisible, is the cause

of ereat torment.—Almost all tlie snakes of the country are

vencmous.—The fatal diseases, which prevail among the na-

tives, Mr. Barrow attributes to their habits of life, rather than

to the climate ; in support of which opinion, he remarks that

the English troops enjoy uncommonly good health in this

colony.

Of the inhabitants of the Cape, and of their situation under

the English governments, Mr. Barrow thus writes:

The education of youth has hitherto been very much ne-

glected. The government never hit upon any successful plan

for the establishment of public schools; and the individual had

no other ambition but that of qualifying his sons, by writing

and accounts, to become servants V the company. This body

of merchants had a number of pei*: ^ns in their employ who
were very ill paid. Their salaries indeed were insufficient to

afford them a bare subsistence ; but it tacitly allowed them to

negooiate for themselves. The consequence of such a conduct

was, that eacl? became a kind of petty dealer. Each had his

little private shop in some corner of his house. The most

paltry articles were in the list of their commodities for sale

;

and those who ranked high in the government, and assumed

a string of full-sounding epithets to their namefc, felt no sort of

indignity in retailing the produce of their gardens; not in-

deed avowedly, but through the medium of their slaves. In

fact, the minds of every class, the governor, the clergy, the

fiscal, and the secretary of state excepted, were wholly bent

on trade. Koopman or merchant was a title that conferred

rank at the Capej to which the mihtary even aspired. On this

subject the ideas of the Dutch differ widely from those of the

Chinese, who have degraded the merchant into die very k>west

order of their society.

That portion of the day, not employed in the ccMicems of

trade, is usually devoted to the gratification of the sensual

appetites. Few have any taste for reading, and none for the

cultivation of the fine arts. They have no kind of public

amusements except occasional balls ; nor is there much social

iv
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intercourse but by family parties, which usually consist of

card-playing or dancing. Money-matters and merchandize

engross their whole conversation; yet none are opulent, though

many are in easy circumstances. There are no beggars in

the whole colony ; and but a few who are the objects of public

charity. The subsistence of these is deriveil from the interest

of a fund established out of the church superfluities, from alms,

donations, and from collections made after divine service, and

not from any tax laid upon the public. Except, indeed, a

few colonial assessments for the repairs of the streets and

public works, the inhabitants of the Cape have little drawback

on their profits or the produce of their labour.

It has been the remark of most travellers that the ladies of

the Cape arc pretty, lively, and good-humoured ; possessing

little of that phlegmatic temper which is a principal trait in the

national character of the Dutch. The difference in the man.

ners and ap])earance of the young men and the young women,

in the same family, is inconceivably great. The former arc

clumsy in their shape, aukward in their carriage, and of an

unsociable disposition; whilst the latter are generally of n

.small delicate form, below the middle size, of easy and unaf-

fected manners, well dressed, and fond of social intercourse,

an indulgence in which they arc seldom restrained by their

parents, and which they as seldom turn to abuse. They are

here indeed less dependant on, and less subject to, the caprice

of parents than elsewhere. Primogeniture entitles to no ad-

vantages ; but all the children, male and female, share alike

in the family property. No parent can disinherit a child with-

out assigning, on proof, one at least of the 14 reasons enu-

merated in the Justinian code. By the law of the colony, a

community of all property, both real and personal, is supposed

to take place on the marriage of two persons, unless the con-

trary should be particularly provided against by solenm con-

tract made before marriage. Where no such contract exists.

the children, on the death of either parent, are entitled to thui

half of the joint property which was supposed to belong to

the deceased, and whicli cannot be withheld on a))plication after

they are come of age.
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It is but justice to tlie young females of the Cape to re-

mark, that many of tliem liave profited much more than could

be expected from Jthe limited means of education that the place

affords. In the better families, most of tliem are taught mu-

sic, and some have ac(iuired a tolerable degree of execution.

Many understand the French language, and some have made

great proficiency in the English. They are expert at the nee-

dle, at all kinds of lace, knotting, and tambour work, and in

general make up their own dresses, following the prevailing

fashions of England brought from time to time by the female

passengers bound to India, from whom they may be siiid to
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* Catch the manners living as they rise.'

Neither are the other sex, while boys, deficient in vivacity

or talent ; but for want of the means of a proper education, to

open their minds and excite in them a desire of knowledge,

they soon degenerate into the common routine of eating, smoak>

ing, and sleeping. Few of the male inhabitants associate with

the English, except such as hold em})loyn)ents under the go-

vernment. This backwardness may be owing in part to the

different habits of the two nations, and partly, perhaps, to

the reluctance that a vanquished people must always feel in

mixing with the conquerors. No real cause, however, of

complaint or disaffection could possibly be alledged against the

English government at the Cape. No new taxes have been

imposed since the conquest ; but, on the contrary, some of the

old ones have heen diminished, and others modified. The
demand and value of every production of the colony have very

considerably increased, while the articles of import have fallen,

in their prices. More than 200,000 rix-dollars of arrears in

rent of land have been remitted to the inhabitants by the Bri-

tish government, as well as 180,000 rix-dollars of dubious

debts. They have preserved their laws and their religion,

both of which continue to be administcrtHl by their own piniple.

They enjoy as great a share of rational liberty as men, bound

to each other, and to the whole, by the ties that a state of

society necessarily imposes, could possibly expect, and much

Vol. III. A
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greater than under their former government. Property has

been secure in every insta»icc, and has been raised to double

its former value : and none has the loss of life of any friend or

relation to lament at the time of, or since, the capture. Their

paper currency, fabricated by the government in order to get

get over a temporary distress, but which it had ne\'cr been

able to take out of circulation, bore a depreciation of 40 per

cent, and a silver dollar was scarcely to be seen. The former

is now at par with specie, and not less than 2,000,000 of the

latter have been sent from England and thrown into circula-

tion. Every person enjoys his share of the general prosperity.

The proprietor of houses in town has more than doubled his

rent ; and the farmer in the country, where formerly he re-

ceived a rix-dollar for each of his sheep, now receives three.

Four years of increasing prosperity, of uninterrupted peace

and domestic tranquillity, have been the happy lot of the in-

habitants of the Cape of Good Hope.

The Malay slaves are said to be active and docile, faithful

and honest, but dangerous on account of their impetuosity and

revengeful temper. Mr. Harrow relates an instance of refine-

ment of revenge in one of these people, which we can scarcely

credit : perhaps the story has lost much of its original truth,

and has gained some false embellishments. It is thus told

:

* A Malay conceiving that he not only had served his master

sufficiently long, and with great fidelity, but had also paid

him several sums of money, he was tempted to demand his

liberty, and met with a refusal. The following morning the

Malay murdered his fellow-slave. On being taken and

brought up for examination before a commission of the court

of justice, he acknowledged that the boy he had murdered was

his friend ; but he had considered that the most effectual way

to be revenged of his master was, not by takin^r away his life,

but by robbing him of the value of 1,000 rix-iioUars, by the

loss of the boy, and another 1,000 by bringing himself, in so

doing, to the gallows ; the recollection of which would prey

upon his avaricious mind for the remainder of his life."

The carriages of pleasure, which are here maintained at a

very trifling expence, are open, and capable of containing four
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er six persons ; these, however, are only used for short excur-

sions, as journics are usually performed in a light machine,

similar to a waggon, that is sufHciently spacious to accommo.

date a whole family with provisions, apparel, &c. and are shel.

tered from the weather, by a covering of sail-cloth. The
drivers, who are usually of a mixed breed, between a Hotten-

tot and a European, or a female Hottentot and a slave, are

extremely dexterotis in their avocation, and will either turn

abruptly, or gallop through the most dangerous avenues, with

eight in hand, with the greatest facility imaginable.

Mr. Barrow''s departure from Cape Town was appointed

for the 1st of July, 1797, and the preceding month was passed

in making the necessary preparations, fitting up three spanSj

or teams ; and providing a sufficient number of draught oxen,

which, after the recent drought, were ill conditioned, and ex-

tremely scarce; these, however, were procured, with drivers

and Hottentots to lead the relays, and on the evening of the

above-mentioned day, all things were in readiness, and the

waggons quitted the town.

Though the rainy season usually sets in about the beginning

of May, the entire month of June was one series ci fine wea-

ther in this year, by which the husbandmen were materially

injured, and the cattle so debilitated, that two of them dropped

under the yokes, before our traveller had proceeded tliree miles,

and were consequently obliged to be left behind.

After a tedious progress of seven hours, in which they had

merely travelled 13 miles, they came to a place, called Strick-

land, which is considered a very important station, in case of

a powerful attack, and is therefore supplied with extensive

stabling for dragoons, and suitable accommodations for the

officers and soldiers.

Strickland is situated on the south point of the Tiger moun-

tain, terminating on this side the Sandy isthmus. A variety

of gardens, fruUeries, vineyards, and corn fields, dotted with

several pleasant farms, wind round the feet of the mountain,

and enrich tlie circumjacent vallies.

Tlu3 plain, tliat extends to the eastward from this spot, is

more frequently clothed witii plants and shrubs, than the istK

|i
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mus ; the soil is also less sandy, refreshed with cooling rills,

and lightly sprinkled with the abodes of rustic industry. This

plain, at the distance of 12 miles from Strickland, is termin-

ated by two mountains, between which a road leads to a po-

pulous and fertile valley. To the right, the lofty Simonsberg

rears its Parnassian summit, which is usually encrusted with

snow in the winter, and enveloped with clouds in the summer.

A murmuring spnng, Uke a second Helicon, runs trickling

down its sides, though the muses have not yet visited this

African eminence ; and a story is related of a man, who, hav-

ing melted down a quantity of Spanish dollars, presented the

mass to the governor, whose name is perpetuated by the moun-

tain, as a specimen of silver which he had discovered in this

place. The stratagem succeeded to the wish of the impostor,

a sum of money was granted to the adventurer for the purpose

of working the mine; and the mass of silver was manufactured

into a chain, to which the koys of the castle might be sus-

pended : this chain is still in preservation, as a memorial of

matchless effrontery and laughable credulity.

On the left of the pass into the valley, is a hill, denominated

the Paarlberg, from a chain of large, round stones, that en-

circle its summit, like the pearls of a necklace. Two of these

are placed near the central and highest point of the range, and

are called, * the pearl and the diamond C the former of which

is about 400 feet above the summit of the mountain, with a

sloping declivity on the northern side, of 1,000 feet in length,

covered with a species of verdant lichen ; the other sides, which

are totally inaccessible, are distinguished by immense rifts, as

if the rock had fallen asunder with its own extreme weight.

Near the top it is quadrisected by two clifts, that a^re well

supplied with beautiful aloes, and several cryptogamous plants;

and the circumference of its base is a full mile.

The plants on the mountain are equally beautiful ai J lux-

uriant, comprizing an elegant tribe of heaths, that nearly ap-

proximate in size to trees. The melUfera, or sugar tree, whose

vase-shaped flowers abound with a sacharine juice, that is often

used by the natives for the purpose of preserving fruit ; and

the wild olive of tlie Cape, whose dark green foliage is uiter.
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woven with the surrounding flowerets, form a charming con-

trast, and greatly adds to the beauty of the romantic scene,

which is rendered still moi*e delightful, by several species of

the Certhia, or creeper, whose brilliant plumage, fluttering

among the painted blossoms, inevitably attracts the notice of

the passenger, who, for a time, forgets every object, while

contemplating these charming birds, as they sit perched on

the edge of the corollas, to extract, with their sickle-shaped

bills, the sweet juice from the mellifera, or warble the most

dehghtful notes, amidst the ambrosial shubberv.

The mountains, that bound the valley on the east, are ex-

ceedingly grand, but totally destitute of vegetation ; they

compose a part of that stupendous chain, which stretches to

the northwa-d from False bay. This immense range of moun-

tains excluues, from the Cape, the countries that lie beyond

it so completely, that a few gallant soldiers, in possession of

the passes, might always prevent any communication between

the sea-coast and the interior.

Notwithstanding the wild appearance and natural sterility of

the mountains, the vale which they enclose is extremely beau-

tiful and well cultivated. This vale, which is refreshed by
several arms of the Berg river, that glides through it, with a

smooth unruffled current, contains the divisions of Fransche

Hoek, or French Corner, Great and Little Drakensteen, and

the Paarl, the last of which is an assemblage of aliout thirty

houses, erected in two parallel lines, at such distances, as to

form a street about a mile long; in the centre stands a church,

which, like the houses, is neatly thatched with straw. Plan-

tations of oaks, that commonly run from 10 to 15 feet in cir-

cumference, surround the habitations; and by their tops, which

are neither bent nor shaken, the traveller is convinced that the

winds are less violent than in the vicinity of Cape Town.

At the time of our author"'s visit, the peopk. were busied in

pruning their vines, which constitute the chief produce of the

valley. Unlike the vines that are reared in Europe, and per-

mitted to depend upon standards or frames, they are here

planted in the same manner as gooseberry bushes in England,
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and repay the labour of the husbandman much better than any

other kind of produce.

To convince our readers of the veracity of this assertion, it

is only requisite to observe, that one acre of land will bear

5,000 stocks of vine«. which will generally yield a pipe of 154

gallons of wine. The retail price of such a quantity at the

Cape, is from 10/. to 30/. sterling. That sort which is deno-

minated, * Cape Madeira,"" sells at IS/, a pipe, as does likewise,

a tart, pleasant wine, called the Steen wine. A great variety

of sweet, rich wines are also produced in the colony, from

several sorts of grapes, as the Haenapod, or cock''s foot, the

Muscadel, and others, of which the \vines retain the strongest

flavour.

Some few persons, wiio have carefully attended to the dis-

tillation of spirits, have produced brandy, of an excellent

quality. This article is, however, in general, extremely bad,

as the materials, which are commonly thrown into the still, are

of the coarsest kind, the apparatus is indifferent, and the pro-

cess is usually committed to the hands of a slave who, either

through carelessness or drowsiness, suflfers the fire to go out,

and then contaminates the flavour of the spirit, by a rapid

blaze, which is used to supply the loss of time. There is,

however, a peculiar taste in all the liquors of the Cape, not-

withstanding every precaution, that probably arises from the

circumstance of the grapes hanging so near the earth.

The uncultivated parts of the valley are covered with thick

shrubberies, and abound in game; among which are, the Cape

snipes, partridges, widgeons, dominican ducks, common teals,

and korhaens, which, on the approach of a sportsman, take

wing, and raise a violent scream, as if to warn the feathered

tribe of impending danger.

At the approach of evening, our author observed a number

of land tortoises, crawling gently towards the bushes, from the

ofjen road, on which they had lain, to bask in the beams of

the sun ; and as the darkness began to increase, the travellers

were much annoyed by the hideous cries of the jackals and the

dismal howl of wolves, which attended them till midnight,
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when they reached a solitary habitation, in a wild, extensive

country, on the borders of a lake, denominated the Vogel

valley.

From hence Mr. Barrow proceeded to the entrance of Roode

Sand Kloef, or the red sandy pass over the great chain of

mountains. Whilst the waggons were ascending the pass, a

number of baboons uttered the most horrible noises from their

concealed dens ; the summits of the mountains were totally co-

vered with snow, and at the sun-rise the thermometer stood,

on the plain, at the freezing point.

From this division, our traveller proceeded across a wild

and desolate country, where the eye was wearied by a long

succession of naked tracts, sandy roads, swamps, bogs, and

stagnant pools, to the eastern mountains already mentioned.

This branch of the great chain consists of immense masses of

sand stone, tinged with red, uneven and corroded tops, like

the frowning battlements of some dilapidated tower, lean

from their bases, and apparently depend on each other for

.their (mly support ; while the strata, which incline to the east-

ward in an angle of about 40 dt grees, seem ready to slide

down over each other.

Another range of hills stand on the opposite side of the dale,

whose origin was apparently volcanic ; some were truncated at

the summit, in the manner of those where craters are usually

found, and others were perfectly conical : they were found to

be composed of quartz, iron, and sand stone, but not stratified

like the great chains ; every hill stood upon its own base, and

was frequently rent into large fragments.

After a minute examination of ^hese hills, our author des-

cended to a pleasant valley, about three miles long and two

broad, the surface of which was extremely level, and the soil

admirable adapted for rice grounds, as it is completely tra-

versed by a strong stream, that might easily be caused to in-

undate the valley. This stream, which was supplied by some

springs at the foot of an adjacent mountain, was sufficient to

turn the largest mill, the water was smoking hot, and perfectly

clear, and its channel was composed of a whitish sand, mixed

with numerous small crystals of quartz. Its purity is such,
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r

that linen and coloured clothes may he washed in it without

injury, and a family, who reside in its vicinity, usually em-

ploy it in cooking their victuals.

As the travellers were now to commence a tedious passage,

of at least 16 days, over the Great Karroo, or Arid desert,

they continued two days in the Hex river valley, in making

suitable provision for their journey, and waiting tor some per-

sons who were to meet by appointment at this place, as auxiU

iaries, in case of an attack from the Bosjesmans, a savage tribe

of Hottentots, who are said to shoot their poisoned arrows,

from the cover of the shrubbery, against the unwary passen-

ger.

To oppose these Bosjesmans the farmers generally cross the

desert in parties, and strongly armed. The poor savage,

driven by imperious want to carry off an ox or sheep to his

starving family, who have no other abode than the caverns of

the mountains, often pays in the attempt the forfeit of his life;

but it rarely happens that any of the colonists fall by his

hands. Yet the name of Bosjesman is held in horror and de-

testation; and a farmer thinks he cannot proclaim a more

meritorious action than the murder of one of these people. A
boor from Graaff Reynet being asked in the secretary's office,

a few days before our traveller left the town, if the savages

were numerous or troublesome on the road, replied, he had

only shot four, with as much composure and indifierence as if

he had been speaking of four partridges. Mr. Barrow himself

heard one of the humane colonists boast of having destroyed

with his own hands near 300 of these unfortunate wretches.

A true Dutch peasant, or boor as he styles himself, has not

the smallest idea of what an English farmer means by the word

comfort. Placed in a country where not only the necessaries,

but almost every luxury of life might by industry be procured,

he has the enjoyment of none of them. Though he has cattle

in abundance, he makes very little use of milk or of butter.

In the midst of a soil and climate most favourable for the cul-

tivation of the vine, he drinks no wine. He makes use of few

or no vegetables nor roots. Three times a-day his table is

loaded with masses of mutton, swimming in the grease of the
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sheep's tail. His house is either open to the roof, or covered

only with rough poles and turf, affording a favourable shelter

for scorpions and spiders ; and the earthy floors are covered

with dust and dirt, and swarm with insects, particularly with

a species of the termes^ which, though not so destructive as

some others of this genus, is nevertheless a very troublesome

and disagreeable animal. His apartments, if he happens to

have more than one, which is not always the case among the

grazing farmers, are nearly destitute of furniture. A great

chest that contains all his nioveabies, and two smaller ones that

are fitted to his waggon; are the most striking articles. The
bottoms of his chairs consist of thongs cut from a bullock's hide.

The windows are without glass ; or if there should happen to

be any remains of this article, it is so patched and daubed as

nearly to exclude the light it was intended to admit. The
boor notwithstanding has his enjoyments : he is absolute mas-

ter of a domain of several miles in extent; and he lords it over

a few miserable slaves or Hottentots without controul. His

pipe scarcely ever quits hrs mouth, from the moment he rises

till he retires to rest, except to give him time to swallow his

scypie, or his glass of strong ardent spirits, to eat his meals,

and to take his nap after dinner. T'^nwilling to work, and

unable to think ; with a mind disengaged from every sort of

care and reflection, indulging to excess in the gratification of

every sensual appetite, the African peasant grows to an un-

wieldy size, and is carried off the stage by the first inflamma-

tory disease that attacks him.

How different is the lot of the' labouring poor of England,

who six days in the week are doomed to toil for IS hours in

every day, in order to gain a morsel of bread for their family,

and the luxury of a little animal food for the seventh day i'

On the arrival of the people that were to join Mr. Bar-

row, with several children, Hottentots and Caffres, in two

waggons, the party proceeded, July the 12th, in a north-

easterly direction, and after four hours, gained the summit of

the mountains, by which the valley is inclosed; the ascent,

which was of successive terraces, might be nearly 1,500 feet.

Vol. III. P

m
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in the distance of six miles ; but from the top towards the east,

the descent was sensiblv diminished.

An entire change of scenery now took place, the stupen-

dous chains of hills began to sink into the horizon ; the lofty

trees, the odoriferous shrubs, and pointed flowers were no

longer seen ; no verdant acclivities, romantic views, nor culti-

vated plains now charmed the spectator's eye ; but a rugged

and broken surface, scarcely affording one mark of vegetation,

without a bird or beast to enliven the dreary waste, presented

a confined and wretched prospect to the disgusted travellers.

After a progress of about 15 miles, they entered a narrow

pass, between two perjiendicular hills, that opened upon a

level plain ; and the following day they reached a place, called

Constaaple, after a Hottentot, who formerly took up his resi-

dence by a spring of excellent water, which he curiously en-

vironed with a plantation of trees; he was soon, however,

compelled to quit his retreat, and two venerable oaks are the

only remaining vestiges of his habitation.

Having travelled over a barren desert, our traveller reached

Buffalo river, which he passed, and then again entered on a

sterile, flat, sandy marsh. On these great deserts ostriches are

commonly seen, whose black and white plumes, moving in

the wind, serve to direct the Hottentots to the adjacent nests.

This animal, which seems to form a link of union between the

birds and quadrupeds, in the great chain of nature, differs

materially in its economy from the rest of the feathered tribe.

Its camel-shaped neck is clothed with hair, its cloven hoofs

and strong-jointed legs are admirably adapted for defence and

speed ; its voice resembles a mournful lowing, and it usually

grazes, on the plain, with the zebra.

Several females commonly lay their eggs in the same nest,

which they hatch altogether, with the assistance of a male,

who regularly takes his turn of sitting among the rest. Each
female usually lays 10 or 12 eggs, and the time of incubation

is six weeks. These eggs are considered as a choice delicacy,

and consequently prepared in various ways, according to the

taste or humour of their possessprs ; the Hottentots, however.
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Minply enclose them with hot embers, and, through a small

perforation in thj upper part of the shell, stir the contents

continually, till they acquire the consistence of an omelet.

It was now judged expedient to supply the Hottentot drivers

with fire-arms, as the company had been much annoyed by

several parties of Bosjesmen. They accordingly went out in

search of the enemy, and soon returned with six strangers un-

der their guard, three of whom were runaway slaves, and the

Others were Hottentots, who had subsisted for a considerable

time upon the desert, by nocturnal depredations on the Hocks

that were occasionally driven thither, by butchers, farmers, or

other persons, in their passage home. They were, however,

now disgusted with this wretched mode of life, and gladly

consented to join the attendants of the travellers.

Our travellers now turned off towards Zwarteberg, which

was distant about 1.^ miles from the spot of encampment,

where they experienced a friendly reception, and obtained

such refreshments as were no less charming, after a tedious

passage over a barren desert, than the discovery of land to

the exhausted mariner, after a long and perilous voyage.

From this place may be discerned, to the northward, that

chain of mountains, which forms the highest terrace that has

been ascended by European travellers. From attending to

the general slope of the country, which rises in a fine percep-

tible swell towards the north, and the sudden elevations of

the successive terraces, our author is inclined to suppose, that

the summits of the Nieuwveldt mountains must be 10,000 feet

above the level of the sea. They are generally buried in snow

for about six months, and are apparently composed of the

same materials as those already mentioned, except the detached

hills, near the base, which consist entirely of a species of rock

that bears a near resemblance to the toad-stone of Derbyshire.

Having rested three days with the inhabitants of Zwarte-

berg, from whom a loan of 60 stout bullocks was procured,

the travellers recommenced their journey over the desert, and

proceeded on the 2<Jd, for about 30 miles, to a spring deno-

minated the Sheutel Fonteyn, and shortly after encamped on

the banks of the Traka, or Maiden river, where the water
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was extremely thick, iinil iniprcj^iiated with salt, and the sand

on its banks was covered with a thin pellicle of nitre.

On tlie 25th they proceeded 10 miles along the side of the

Tarka, passed Ghowka, or Hoor's river, which was |)erfect!y

dry, and arrived in the evening at the great Loory Fonteyn,

which was scarcely covered with water, that was disgusting to

the eye and ungrateful to the palate. As this place was to-

tally destitute of vegetation, it was thought expedient to con-

tinue the joiirney, though in the dark, till some refreshment

might be found for the cattle. They accordingly proceeded

till midnight, when they arrived at the Little Loory Fonteyn,

where a rill of water had formerly flowed, and which still

produced a few patches of salfola, uiiuiosas, and other succu-

lent plants, that were devoured by the oxen and horses with

great avidity.

On the subsequent day tliey travelled near SO miles, over a

bed of compact clay ; and in the evening pitched their tents

upon a meadow that was completely covered with a rich arU

luxuriant herbage.

This spot, which is called De Beer's valley, is a very ex-

tensive plain, stretching along the I'oet of the Black mountains,

and apparently Ibrming a reservoir for several periodical

streams, that take their rise in the mountains of Nieuwveldt,

Camdeboo, and Winterberg. The surface of the -'alley was

clothed with several species of rushy gra. s, and the streams

were pleasantly skirted with tall mimosas that spread out into

a forest of evergreens.

In this delightful spot, which afforded shelter, food, and

water, in the midst of u barren desert, our author observed a

great vai*iety of game, particularly of the antelope tribe, in

which he particulaily noticed three sorts, that he had never

seen before.

From this place Mr. Barrow proceeded to examine the divi-

sion of Graaflt' Reynet, which occupies about 10 miles on each

side of the village. Its boundaries are the Sneuwberg, or

Snowy mountains, <m the north and east, and the division of

Camdeboo on the south and west. It is merely inhabited by

26 families. 12 of whom reside in the village, and the re-
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ijiaindor are scattered over a desolate country, that is little

superior to the Karroo desert.

Tlie Sunday river, in its descent from the Sneuwberg,

winds round, and fertilizes the plain on which the Drosdy is

erected ; the utmost extent of this plain is two square miles,

and its situation is extremely unpleasant, from its proximity

to the stupendous mountains, which, during the summer, re-

flect vn intolerable heat, and in the winter admit the northerly

winds through the kloof, with astonishing- violence. The vil-

lage of Graaff Heynet is about 500 miles distant from Cape

Town, in latitude 32 deg. 11 min. south, and longitude 26

(leg. east. The huts are i'ormed of mud, and are placed in

two lines at some distance from each other, in manner of a

street; the house of the lani. -ost stands at the upper end,

which is hkewise built of mud ; and several miserable hovels

were observed by our author, that were originally designed

for public offices, but arc now deserted, and tumblhig to

decay.

The prison is constructed of the same materials as the

houses, and is thatched with straw, but its strength is so con-

lenij)tible, that an English deserter, who was shut up in it

for an improper conversation with the peasants, contrived to

escape through the thatch, on the first evening of his confine-

ment.

Wretched as the habitations, in such a place, must be of

themselves, they are still rendered more uncomfortable by a

species of white ant, that excavates the walls, imdermines the

floors, and frequently destroys every j)art of the building.

Another inconvenience also arises from the bats, Avhich come

from the thatch as night advances, and commonly flutter about

the rooms till every light is extinguished.

The inhabitants of the village are chiefly mechanics, and

petty officers under the landrost. Neither milk,^ butter, cheese,

nor vegetables, can be procured upon any terms; butchers,

grocers, chandlers, and bakers, are utterly unknown, and

each individual is obliged to provide himself with the necessa-

ries of life in the best manner he is able. The natives are

strangers to the taste of wine or beer, and usually content

**;

if
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themselves with the water of the Sunday river, though, dur-

ing tlie hot months, it is strongly impregnated with salt.

When the landrost, who accompanied Mr. Barrow, came

to the drosdy (or residence), a long list of grievances was pre-

sented, relative to the incursions of the tribe of people called

Caffres. Previously to the arrival of tlie landrost, the farmers,

actuated chiefly by the hope of plunder, had prepared to carry,

war into the country of the Caffres ; but, very humanely and

politically, these preparations were stopped ; and ' it was re-

solved to inquire into the affairs of the Caffres upon the spot

where they had posted themselves in the greatest numbers

;

and, should it be foiuid necessary, to proceed from thence to

the residence of their king ; at the same time to pass through

and examine as many parts of the country, under the juris-

diction of Graaff Reynet, as could be done without too great

an expenditure of time ; and particularly to visit the bay that

was said to be formed where the Zwart-kops river falls into

the sea."*

This journey commenced on the 11th of August; and, on

the evening of the 17th, the party encamped on the verdant

bank of a salt water lake, to which the inhabitants resort in

order to procure salt. It is situated on a plain of considerable

extent, elevated above the level of the sea ; and the greatest

part of the bottom of the lake is covered with one continued

body of salt, like a sheet of ice, the chrystals of which were so

united as to form a solid mass, hard as rock.

On the evening of the 18th, Mr. Barrow arrived at Zwart-

kops, or Algoa bay, situated in latitude 33 deg. 56 min. south,

longitude 26 deg. 53 min. cast of Greenwich, and distant from

the Cape in a direct Une 500 miles. He is of opinion that,

from the vicinity of this place to the salt pans, from the ease

of procuring bullocks in good condition, and from the abun

dance of excellent fish on the coast, great benefits would accrue

to the East India company, if an estabhshment were fornicil

for the preparation of salted beef and fish.

Quitting Graaff Reynet, on the 11th of August, Mr. Bar-

row, with his companions, proceeded in a southerly direction

through' a parched and sterilr country, that scarcely afforded
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cither water or vegetation ; and on the 13th they encamped

on the arid plain, in the district of Zwart Ruggens, or black

rido-cb, at some distance from the Sunday river, which they

had already crossed nine times, to the manifest peril of the

waggons, that were frequently expected to overturn.

In this district, which extended about 40 miles, there were

scarcely a hundred yards of level ground ; the roads were al-

ternately carried over firm rocks, and covered with large frag-

ments of loose stone, which, together with their constant risings

and declivities, exhausted the patience of our authoi', and in-

duced him to pronounce them * execrable^

On the subsequent day, they passed a narrow opening,

through a long x^.nge of hills, extending towards the east and

west, beyond the limitation of sight. The approach to this

chasm was perhaps the most beautiful that can be formed by

a vigorous imagination. For the space of three miles, on the

northern side, a serpentine road pursued its charming windings

through a tall and elegant shrubbery, where all the choicest

plants of southern Africa unfolded their beauties to the eye of

the passenger, and impregnated the passing gales with their

ambrosial odours.

After passing a plain of six miles in width, and encamping

on the Wolga Fonteyn, at the feet of a mountainous range

opposite the Rietberg, the travellers proceeded for about three

days over a country that was finely diversified with romantic

h'lls, fertile plains, gradual swells, and excavations, the whole

of Avhich was completely covered with a luxuriant shrubbery.

During the day, our passengers were greatly delighted with

the magnificent appearance of this extensive forest, but on the

approach of night, its inconvenience was st 'erely felt, when

there was no space for the tents, waggons, or ox«?n ; and, what

was still worse, no water to allay the thirst of either man or

beast.

Uncomfortable as this situation must naturally have been, it

« as still rendered more terrific, when the prints of a lion's foot

were clearly discovered, and a dismal concert, composed of the

Ijon's dismal roar, the jackalPs shrill cry, the howl of wolves,

and the deep bellowing of buffaloes, assaUed the ears of per-

1

1
a 1
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sons who were encamped in the midst of an extensive forest

to which they were total strangers.

The habitations of the graziers, in the midst of these exten-

sive forests, are indeed the pictures of extreme wretchedness.

A miserable hovel, composed of four mud walls, with a door

of wicker work, a slovenly thatch of rushes, and a couple ol"

holes to admit the light, is the usual residence of a peasant,

who possesses several thousand sheep, and an equal number

of cattle.

* Twenty years ago,' says Mr. Barrow, * if we may credit the

travellers of the day, the countries beyond the Camtoos river,

which was then the eastern limit of the colony, abounded witli

Jcraals, or villages, of Hottentots, out of which the inhabitants

came to meet them by hundreds in a group. Some of these vil-

lages might still have been expected to remain in this remote and

not very populous part of the colony. Not one, however, was

to be found. There is not in the whole extensive district of

Graaff Reynet a single horde of independent Hottentots ; and

perhaps not a score of individuals who are not actually in the

service of the Dutch. These weak people, the most helpless,

and in their present condition perhaps the most wretched, of

the human race, duped out of their possessions, their country,

and finally out of their liberty, have entailed upon their mise-

rable offspring a state of existence to which that of slavery

might bear the comparison of happiness. It is a condition.
I

however, not likely to continue to a very remote posterity

The name of Hottentot will be forgotten, or remembered onlv

as that of a deceased person of little note. Their numbers ol
|

late years have rapidly declined. It has generally been observwi

that wherever Europeans have colonized, the less civilized

natives have always dwindled away, and at length totally dis

appeared. Various causes have contributed to the depopulation
|

of the Hottentots. The impolitic custom of hording together

in families, and of not marrying out of their own kraals, ha>

no doubt tended to ener',a,te this race of nicn, and reduced!

them to their present degenerated condition, which is that of I

a languid, listless, phelgmatic people, in whom the prolilicl

powers of nature seem to be almost exhausted. To this may[
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be added their extrtnie poverty, scantiness of food, and con-

tinual dejection of mind, arising from the cruel treatment they

receive from an inhuman and unfeeling peasantry, who having

discovered themselves to be removed to too great a distance

from (he seat of their former government to be awed by its

autiiority, have exercised, in the most wanton and barbarous

manner, an absolute power over these poor wretches, reduced

to the necessity of depending upon them for a morsel of bread.

There is scarcely an instance of cruelty said to have been com-

mitted against the slaves in the West India islands, that could

not find a parallel from the Dutch far iiers of the remote parts

of the colony towards the Hottentots in their service. Beating

and cutting them with thongs of the hide of the sea-cow or

rhinosceros, is a gentle punishment, though these sort of whips

whiclj they call shambos are most horrid instruments, tough,

pliant, and heavy almost as lead. Firing small shot into the

legs and thighs of a Hottentc*^ is a punishment not unknown

to some of the monsters who inhabit the neighbourhood of

Camtoos river. Instant death is not unfrequently the conse-

quence of punishing these poor wretches in a moment of rage.

This is of little consequence to the farmer ; for though they

are to all intents and purposes his slaves, yet they are not

transferable property. It is this circumstance which, in his

mind, makes their lives less valuable and their treatment more

inhuman.

* In offences of too small moment to stir up the phlegm of a

Dutch peasant, the coolness and tranquillity displayed at the

punishment of his slave or Hottentot is highly ridiculous, and

at the same time indicative of a savage disposition to unfeeling

cruelty lurking in his heart. He flogs them, not by any given

number of lashes, but by time ; and as they have no clocks

nor substitutes for them capable of marking the smaller divi-

sions of time, he has invented an excuse for the indulgence of

one of his most favourite sensualities, by flogging them till he

has smoked as many pipes of tobacco as he may judge the

magnitude of the crime to deserve. The government of Ma-

lacca, according to the manuscript journal of an intelligent

officer in the expedition against that settlement, has adopted

Vol. III.—(46) Q

m
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the same custom of ^flogging hj pipes ; and theJiscal or chief

magistrate, or some of his deputies, are the smokers on such

occasions.

* By a resolution of the old government, as unjust as it

was inhuman, a peasant was allowed to claim as his property,

till the age of five-and-twenty, all the children of the Hot.

tentots in his service to whom he had given in their infancy

a morsel of meat. At the expiration of this period the

odds are ten to one that the slave is not emancipated. A
Hottentot knows nothing of his age ; " he takes no note of

time."" And though the spirit that dictated this humane law

expanded its beneficence in favour of the Hottentot by direct-

ing the farmer to register the birth of such children as he may

intend to mako his slaves, yet it seldom happens, removed as

many of them are to the distance of 10 or 12 days' journey

from the drosdy, that the Hottentot has an opportunity of

inquiring when his servitude will expire ; and indeed it is a

chance if he thinks upon or even knows the existence of such

a resource. Should he be fortunate enough to es<:;Q|)e at the

end of the period, the best part of his life has been spent in a

profitless servitude, and he is turned adrift in the decline of

hfe (for a Hottentot begins to grow old at thirty) without any

earthly thing he can call his own, except the sheep's skin upon

his back.

* The condition of those who engage themselves from year to

year is little better than that of the other. If they have already

families, they erect for them little straw-huts near the farm*

house. Their children are encouraged to run about the house

of the peasant, where they receive their morsel of food. This

is deemed sufficient to establish their claim to the young Hot-

tentots ; and should the parents, at the end of the term for

which they engaged, express a desire to quit the service, the

farmer will suffer them to go, perhaps turn them away, and

detahi their children.

* Those who are unmarried and free are somewhat better in

their situation than the others, though not much. The pitiful

wages they agree for are stopped upon every frivolous occasion.

If an ox or a sheep be missing, the Hottentot must replace

i'!!

A'
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them ; n'or would he be suft'ered to quit his service till he has

earned the value of them. An ox, or a couple of cows, or a

dozen sheep, worth 40 or 50s. are tiie usual wages of a whole

year; and it frequ'^ntly happens tliat a hill for tobacco or brandy

is brought against them to the full amount.

^ In such a situation, and under such circumstances, it may
easily be supposed that the Hottentot has little inducement to

engage in marriage. Those who do so have seldom more than

two or three children ; and many of the ^omen are barren.

This, however, is not the case when a Hottentot woman is

connected with a white man. The fruit of such an alliance is

not only in general numerous, but are beings of a very different

nature from the Hottentot, men of six feet high and stout in

proportion, and women well made, not ill-featured, smart,

and active. These people, called bastaards, generally marry

with each other, or with persons of colour, but seldom with

Hottentots, so that it is probable this mixed breed in a short

time will supplant that from which they are descended in the

female hne. The Hottentot girls in the service of the colonists

are in situations too dependent to dare to reject the proffered

embraces of the young peasantry.

* It has frequently been observed that a savage who dances

and sings must be happy. With him these operations are the

effects of pleasurable sensations floating in the mind: in a civil-

ized state, they are arts acquired by study, and practised at

appointed times, without having any reference to the passions.

If dancing and singing were the tests by which the happiness

of a Hottentot was to be tried, he would be found among the

most miserable of all human beings ; I mean those Hottentots

living with the farmers of Graaff Reynct in a state of bondage.

It is rare to observe the muscles of his face relaxed into a smile.

A depressed melancholy and deep gloom constantly overspreads

his countenance. «

* Of the very few Hottentots in the district of GraafF Rey-

net, who, besides our interpreter, had preserved a sort of

independence, and supported themselves, partly by the chace,

I

and partly from the labours of their children who were in ser-

I
vitude, was a small party of four or five old men who paid us
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a visit near the woods of Bruyntjes Hoogie. Tliese men car-

ried the ancient weapons of their nation, bows and quivers

charged with poisoned arrows.

* The ancient manners and primitive character of this extra-

ordinary race of men are, no doubt, much changed since their

connection with the colonists ; and the nearer they are found

to the capital and the parts most inhabited by Europeans, the

less they retain of them. If at any timr they composed

societies governed by laws, swayed by customs, and observant

of religious ceremonies, many of which, as related among the

fables of ancient voyagers and revived by some modern tra-

vellers, were so absurd and extremely ridiculous as to create

strong doubts of their existence, they have now so completely

lost thera that no one trace remains behind. The name even

that has been given to this people is a fabrication. Hottentot

is a word that has no place nor meaning in their language

;

and thev take to themselves the name under the idea of its

being a Dutch word.

* Low as they are sunk in the scale of humanity, their

character seems to have been very much traduced and mis-

represented. It is true there is nothing prepossessing in the

appearance of a Hottentot, but infinitely less so in the many

ridiculous and false relations by which the public have been

abused. They are a mild, quiet, and timid people ; perfectly

harmless, honest, faithful; and, though extremely phlegma-

tic, they are kind and affectionate to each other, and not

incapable of strong attachments. A Hottentot would share

his last morsel with his companions. They have little of that

kind of art or cunning that savages generally possess. If

accused of crimes of which they have been guilty, they gene-

rally divulge the truth. They seldom quarrel among them-

selves or make use of provoking language. Though naturally

of a fearful and cowardly disposition, they will run into the

face of danger if led on by their superiors ; and they suffer

pain with great patience. They are by no means deficient in

talent, but they possess little exertion to call it into action

:

the want of this was the principal cause of their ruin. The

indolence of a Hottentot is a red disease, whose only remedy
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seems to be that of terror. Hunger is insufficient to effect the

cure. Rather than to have the trouble of procuring food by

the chace, or of digging the ground for roots, they will will-

ingly fast the whole day provided they may be allowed to sleep.

Instances frequently occurred in the course of our joumies,

when our Hottentots have passed the day without a morsel of

food in preference of having the trouble to walk half a mile for

a sheep. Yet, though they arc so exceedingly patient of

hunger, they are at the same time the greatest gluttons upon

the face of the earth. Ten of our Hottentots ate a middling-

sized ox, all but the two hind legs, in three days ; but they

had very little sleeping during the time, and had fasted the

two preceding days. With them the word is to eat or to sleep.

When they cannot indulge in the gratification of the one, they

generally find immediate relief in flying to the other.

* Their manner of eating marks the voracity of their appetite.

Having cut from the animal a large steak, they enter one edge

with the knife, and passing it round in a spiral manner till they

come to the middle, they produce a string of meat two or three

yards in length. The whole animal is presently cut into such

strings ; and while some are employed in this business, and in

suspending them on the branches of the shrubbery, others are

broiling the strings coiled round and laid upon the ashes.

When the meat is just warmed through they grasp it in both

hands, and applying one end of the string to the mouth, soon

get through a yard of flesh. The ashes of the green wood that

adhere to the meat serve as a substitute for salt. As soon as a

string of meat has passed through their hands, they are cleaned

by rubbing over different parts of their body. Grease thus

applied from time to time, and accumulating perhaps for a

whole year, sometimes melting by the side of a large fire and

catching up dust and dirt, covers at length the surface of the

body with a thick black coating that entirely conceals the real

natural colour of the skin. This is only discoverable on the

face and hands, which they keep somewhat cleaner than the

other parts of the body by rubbing them with the dung of

cattle. This takes up the grease, upon which water would

have no effect.
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* The dress of a II .ntot is very simple. It consists of a

belt made of a tlioiig cut from the skin of some animal. From
this belt is suspended Ix'fore a kind of case made out of the

skin of the jackal. The shape is that of half a nine-pin cut

longitudinally, and the convex and hairy side is outermost.

The intention of this case is to receive those parts of the body

for which most nations have adopted some sort of covering;

but few, who are not entirely naked, have hit upon a less

effectual one for such a pur|X)se than that of the Hottentot.

If the real intent of it was the promotion of decency, it should

seem that he has widely mi^ssed his aim, as it is certainly one

of the most immodest objects, in such a situation as he places

it, that could have been contrived. From the back part of

the belt or girdle hangs a piece of stiff" dried skin, reaching

scarcely to the middle of the thigh, cut into the shape of an

acute isosceles triangle with the point uppermost. Some wear

a couple of .such pieces. This contrivance is no better cover-

ing than the other; for when he walks quickly or musters up

a running pace, it flies from one side to the other, and flaps

backwards and forwards in such a manner as to conceal no

particular part. This indeed does not seem to have been the

purpose exactly for which it has been contrived. Nature hav-

ing given to most animals a tail to fan themselves in hot weather

and to lash away troublesome insects, and having left the

Hottentot without one, he has adopted an artificial one to

answer the same end. These constitute the whole of their

summer dress. A great beau will probably fasten a bracelet

of beads or a ring of copper round his wrist : but such are

more properly ornaments belonging to the other sex.

* The Hottentot women, fond of finery like those of most

nations, by their immoderate rage for dress, accelerated the

ruin of their husbands, which they themselves had brought on

by as strong a rage for ardent spirits and tobacco. These two

articles and glass beads were exchanged for their cattle—things

useless, worthless, and even pernicious, for what was their only

support, the soul of their existence. The thongs of dried skins

that had encircled their legs from the ankle to the knee, as a

protection against the bite of poisonous animals, were now
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despised and thrown away, and beads were substituted in their

place. Thus what had been adopted as a matter of necessity

and prudence passed into an affair of fashion. Their necks,

arms, and legs, were loaded with glass beads : but the largest

and most splendid of these ornaments were bestowed upon the

little apron, about seven or eight inches wide, that hangs from

the waist and reaches barely to the middle of the thigh. Great

pains seem to be taken by the women to attract notice towards

this part of their persons. Large metal buttons, shells of the

cypraia genus with the apertures outwards, or any thing that

makes a great shew, are fastened to the borders of this apron.

Those who either cannot afford to wear glass beads, or have no

taste for the fashion, wear an apron of a different sort, which

has a very odd appearance : it is the skin of an animal cut into

threads that hang in a bunch between the thighs, reaching

about half-way to the knee ; the exterior and anterior parts of

the thigh arc entirely bare. The threads of such an apron are

frequently too thin and few to answer the purpose of conceal-

ment. Instead of the tail \vorn by the men, the women have a

sheep's skin that entirely covers the posterior parts of the body

from the waist to the calf of the leg, and just wide enough to

strike the exterior part of the thigh. The rattling of this hard

and dry skin announces the approach of a Hottentot lady long

before she makes her appearance. The rest of the body is

naked. Some, however, wear skin-caps on their heads made
up into different shapes, and ornamented as caprice may direct.

In the winter months both sexes cover themselves with cloaks

made of skins.

* The custom of greasing the body and wrapping it in skins

has been the constant theme of abuse against this race of people

by those who have written on the subject. There are always

two ways of representing things, and unfortunately for the poor

Hottentot his character has been painted in the worst hght.

To cover the body with some unctuous matter in a hot climate

where water is extremely scarce, was a very natural resource

to prevent the skin from being shrivelled and parched by the

scorching rays of the sun, and has been adopted by most nations

bituated in or near the torrid zone. The oil that ran so pro-
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in

fusely down *' AuroifH beard even to the skirts of his gdr.

ment,'" was in all probability animal fat ; for during the 40

years that he and Moses occupied the children of Israel in the

desert with a promised land, it is not very likely they had a

supply of vegetable oil ; and though some late celebrated his-

torical painters have clothed these leaders of the children of

Israel in high-coloured garments trimmed with fringe and lace,

it may be doubted if they had any other clothing than such as

the skins of their sheep, and calves, and goats, supplied them

with. If the practice of smearing the body with fat were

adopted in South America, there would not probably be such

numbers of objects in the streets of Rio de Janeiro labouring

under that most disgusting and dreadful disorder the elephan.

tiasis. The Hottentots know nothing of such a complaint;

nor did I perceive that any kind of cutaneous disease was pre-

valent among them.

* The person of a Hottentot while young is by no means

void of symmetry. They are clean-limbed, well-proportioned,

and erect. Their joints, hands, and feet, are remarkably small.

No protuberance of muscle to indicate strength ; but a body

delicately formed as that of a woman marks the inactive and

efTeminate mind of a Hottentot. The face is generally ex-

tremely ugly; but this differs very materially in different

families, particularly in the nose, some of which are remark-

ably flat and others considerably raised. The colour of the

eye is a deep chesnut: they are very long and narrow, re-

moved to a great distance from each other ; and the eyelids at

the extremity next the nose, instead of forming an angle, as

in Europeans, are rounded into each other exactly like those

of the Chinese, to whom indeed in many other points they

bear a physical Resemblance that is sufficiently striking. The

cheek-bones are high and prominent, and with the narrow-

pointed chin form nearly a triangle. Their teeth are beautifully

white. The colour of the skin is that of a yellowish brown or

a faded leaf, but very different from the sickly hue of a person

in the jaundice, which it has been described to resemble. The

hair is of a very singular nature : it does not cover the whole

surface of the scalp, but grows in small tufts at certain dis-
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it is curled and twisted into small round lumps about the size

of a marrowfat-pea. When suffered to grow, it hangs in the

neck in hard twisted tassels like fringe.

< Some of the women when young, and pretious to child-

beaiing, might serve as models of perfection in the human

figure. Every joint and limb is rounded and well turned, and

their whole body is without an angle or disproportionate pro-

tuberance. Their breasts are round, firm, and distant ; but

the nipple is tmusally large and surrounded by an areola that

is much elevated above the general surface of the breast. Their

hands and feet are remarkably small and deUcately turned;

and in their gait they are not altogether devoid of grace.

Their charms, however, are very fleeting. At an early period

of life, and immediately after the first child, theiv breasts be-

gin to grow loose and flaccid, and, as old age approaches,

become distended to an enormous size ; the belly protrudes

;

and the posteriors, swelling* out to incredible dimensions, give

to the spine a degree of curvature inwards that makes it ap-

pear as if the os coccygis, or bone at the lower extremity of

the spine, was elongated and bent outwards, which is not the

case. The mass that covers the posteriors has been found to

be pure fat. Some other striking peculiarities in the conform-

ation of Hottentot women will be noticed when speaking of

the Bojesmans, who seem to be the true abori^nes of the

country, unmixed with any other tribes of people.

* Except in the preparation of poisons, making bows and

arrows, musical instruments, coarse earthen ware, and sewing

together the skins of sheep for their winter garments with

anews or the intestines of animals, the Hottentots may be said

to be entirely ignorant of arts and manufkctures. The great

point in which their invention appears to have been exercised

is in the construction of their language. Of all the methods

that have been adopted in language by different nations for the

purpose of expressing objects, and conveying ideas in a clear

and unequivocal manner, that which has been hit upon by the

Hottentots is certainly the most extraordinary. Almost all

Vol.111. R
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their monosyllables, and the leading syllable of compound

words, are thrown out of the mouth with a sudden retraction

of the tongue from the teeth or the palate against one of which

it has been pressed, according to the signification of the word

about to be uttered ; for the same sound, with the dental, will

have a very difiercnt meaning with the palatial retraction of

the tongue. The noise made by the dental is not unlike the

clucking of a hen that has young chickens. In the first for.

mation of the language of the Hottentot, nature seems to have

been his guide. The croaking of a frog is readily recognized

in kraak or Tcraaie ; the lowing of an ox in ''mnoo ; the mew-

ling of a cat in meau ; the neighing of a horse in Iiahct ; the

breaking of the sea upon the shore in hurroo; all of which are

corres^)ondent words in the language of this people.

' On the morning of the 29th of August we left the Zwart-

kop's river, and, proceeding to the eastward about 20 miles,

crossed a ford of the Sunday river, and encamped upon its

bank. On the banks of this river we we^vj disturbed in the

nigjit, for the first time, by a troop of elephants that had in-

tended to quench their thirst near the place where we were

encamped; but, finding the ground already occupied, they

turned quietly away without molesting us.

* The following day we travelled near 30 miles over a wild

uninhabited part of the country, covered chiefly with shrubby

plants. It was in fact an arm of the same forest, through

which a road had been cut just wide enough to adrait the

waggons. Beyond the forest the face of the country was

beautifully marked with knolls and dells, finely chequered

with clumps of evergreen trees and patches of shrubbery.

* On the Hassagai-bosch river stood the second habitation

that had occurred in tlie last three day'*s journey, and we were

here infon^ied that there was no other to the eastward. We
had not travelled many miles beyond this river till the disco.

very of the whole surface of the country in flames indicated

our approach to some of the stations of the Kaflers. We
pitched our tents in fact at night on the banks of the Kareeka^

amidst several hundreds of these people, who. on our approacl],

came swarming out of the thick shrubbery tliat skirte4.*.he

TT
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river. A party of women were the first who advanced to

salute us, laughing and dancing round the waggons, and put-

ting on all the coaxing manners they could invent, in order to

procure from us tobacco and brass buttons. Gixxl temper,

animation, and a cheerful turn of mind, lx>amed in all their

countenances. We found them to be modest without reserve;

extremely curious without being troublesome ; lively but not

impudent ; and sportive withotit the least shadow of being las-

civious. Their personal charms were not of a very captivating

nature, though, getting over the prejudice of colour, which

was that of a dark glossy brown verging on black, several of

them might have been accounted handsome. The rapid move-

ment of their dark sparkling eyes gave animation to their

countenances: their teeth were beautifully white and regular;

they had neither the thick hps nor flat noses of Africans in

general; and the whole contour of the face and head was

equally well formed as those of Europeans; but the most

striking feature in their character was a degree of sprightliness,

activity, and vivacity, that distinguished them from the women
of most nations but little civihzed, who are generally reserved

to strangers. Bordering upon the country of the Hottentots,

their manners, their persons, and their whole character, seemed

to be as widely removed from this phlegmatic race as the equa-

tor from the pole. The >Tottentot young women had rr."ch

the advantage, however, of the Kaffers in point of figure.

The latter were mostly of low stature, very strong-limbed, and

particularly muscular in the leg ; but the good humour that

constantly beamed upon their countenances made ample amends

for any defect in their persons.

* The men, on the contrary, were the finest figures I ever

beheld : they were tall, robust, and muscular ; their habits of

life had induced a firmness of carriage, and an open, manly

manner, which, added to the good nature that overspread

their features, shewed them at once to be equally unconscious

of fear, suspicion, and treachery. A young man about twen-

ty, of six feet ten inches high, was one of the finest figures

that perhaps was ever created. He was a perfect Hercu^s

;

and a cast from his body ^ould not have disgraced the pedes-
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tal of that deity in the Farnese palace. Many of them had

indeed very much the appearance of bronze figures. Their

skins, which were nearly black, and their short curling hair,

were rubbed over with a solution of red ochre, and the tint it

produced on the dark ground wrs very far from having any

disagreeable effect. Some few v.ere covered with skin-cloaks,

but the greater part were entirely naked. The women wore

long cloaks that extended below the calf of the leg ; and their

heads were covered with leather-caps ornamented with beads,

with shells, and with pieces of polished copper and iron, that

were disposed in a variety of forms; but the fashion of the cap

was nearly the same in all.

* We distributed a quantity of tobacco among the women,

who carried it to their fathers and husbands. These had not

proved such successful pleaders as the females. In the evening

they sent us in return .some baskets of milk. These baskets

were made from a species of cyperus^ a strong reedy grass that

grows in the springs of Zuure Veld. The workmanship was

exceedingly clever and neat, and the texture so close that they

were capable of containing the thinnest fluid. The women

informed us that the making of these baskets was one part of

their employment ; and they seemed to feel a pleasure in our

admiiation of them. They were all nearly made after one

model, which in shape was that of a common bee-hive. As

they are never washed nor cleaned, the milk thrown into them

almost immediately coagulates, in which state it is always used

by this people, and never sweet from the animal. Having no

bread, nor vegetables, nor roots, but such as grow sponta-

neously in the country, and as they seldom kill any of their

cattle for the sake of the flesh, the necessity of taking something

solid into the stomach led theui, perhtps, to adopt this manner

of drinking their milk ; and the best proof of its nutritious

quality, in such a state, was the general healthy appearance

and vigour of their persons.

* Towards the setting of the sun the whole plain was covered

with cattle, whjch in vast herds were brought in from every

quarter at the signal of command, which was a particular kind

of whistling noise made with the mouth ; at another whistle
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the cows separated from the herd, and came fcn'ward to have

their milk drawn from them. This, and the management of

the dairy, form a part of the employment of the men. In the

morning a third signal sent them out to graze. The Kaffers

and their cattle seem perfectly to understand each other.

< Though at this place there could not be fewer than 300

men and women, exclusive of a numerous troop of young boys

and girls who were obliged to keep at a distan:;e ; yet not a

hut of any kind was to be seen. These were all concealed in

the midst of the shrubbery : they consisted only of a few liv-

ing twigs, whose tops were bent ard interwoven into each

other, forming a frame, of the shape of a parabola, about five

feet high and eight in diameter. These frames were rudely

covered over with branches of trees and long grass, and were

evidently intended only as temporary abodes.

< A chief of the name of Tooley paid us a visit, drank a few

glasses of wine which he seemed very much to relish, and

received a small present of beads and tobacco ; but the object

that seemed most to engage his attention was the wish to

procure for himself a pair of breeches. Among oui party were

a few tolerably stout and tall men, yet none of their breeches

would suffer Tooley's thighs to enter into them. He was a

strong muscular man, of six feet in height, and well made.

He was good-humoured and cheerful, but did not appear to

be possessed of much intellect. He declined entering into any

conversation that led to the purport of our journey, and said

that his brother Malloo, who was one of the first of the Kaffer

chiefs, would talk to u.s on that subject. An express was

therefore sent for Malloo, who was at a little distance on tiie

upper part of the river. It was not long before he made hia

appearance, followed by a third chief of the name of Etonie.

* In a conversation, with these chiefs, they were asked whether

they were not acquainted with the treaty that had been made

a long time ago between the Christians and Kaffers, and;

renewed at the conclusion of the late hostilities, which treaty

had fixed the Great Fish river as the line of demarcation

between the two natiQnsF M«jloQk who spoke (oi thp re^i.

1 -ii'

:
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-
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i

I

replied, that they knew it very well. If so, it was demanded

why they had infringed that treaty by passing the said river

and taking possession of the country belonging to the coloriiits,

to the great injury of the latter, who had been obliged to quit

their habitations? Malloo replied in a manner that shewed he

was prepared to answer—that there were no habitations in that

part of the- country where they had fixed themselves ; and as

to their motive for passing the boundary, he could only say,

for his own part, that he had come over for one of the reasons

that had carried the colonists first after the treaty into the

Kaffer country, which was that of hunting for game.

' The chiefs were told, that if some few of the colonists had

been so imprudent as to trangress the treaty, they had done it

contrary to the express orders, and without the knowledge,

of government : that the colony was now in the possession of

a great and powerful sovereign, the king of England: that one

of his first cliiefs had deputed us to say, thf»i the established

boundary should be observed on the pt r '^\ colonists ; but

he expected also that all those chiefs, wiio nad spread them-

selves over the country of the colonists, with their families,

and dependents, and cattle, would, without any further delay,

quietly and peaceably return into their own country ; and, as

a proof of the good intentions and friendship of the English

government towards the Kaffer nation, we were now on our

journey to their great chief, or king Gaika, carrying for him

a present from the English governor at the Cape.

* On hearing this, the Kaffer chiefs were apparently uneasy;

and it was soon d-scovered that they not only were on bad

terms with the king, but that they had been ob^ vxi '6 fly

their country in order to avoid the effects of hi?* rf iivi'^ure.

They now began to change their former tone, and tc» e itr 'at

that an intercession should be made for them with their king,

and gave a promise, on condition of a messenger (^' peace be-

ing sent to them, immediately to return into their own country

Being assured that every attempt to bring about an amicable

adjustment between the king and the fugitive chiefs would be

tried, and that from the apparent willingness, i their part,

the SI
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bottom, where we passed along it narrow defile, hemmed in on

either side, sometimes by woods of tall trees creeping up the

steep faces of the mountains, and at others between two walls

of naked rock. The difficulty of the descent had conidderably

ex'hausted the oKen ; but to rise the opposite hill, " hie Uhor^

hoc opus fkMiy In vain the aninmls strove ; the drivers

shouted and stamped, and flogged with their enormous whips,

and the Dutchmen swore. The first waggon got about a hu;

dred yards up the ascent, which was near a mile in length, but

was unable to be moved a step higher. After an houfs trial,

bruising and fatiguing the oxen to no purpose, they had re-

course to the method that ought in the flrst instance to have

been adopted. The reserved oxen were yoked befcMre the

others, and thus, by double teams, the waggons were at last

drawn out of this horrible chasm ; not, however, without pro-

dudng an instance of brutality and cruelty that will scarcely

be supposed to exist in a civilized country. While the poor

animals were struggling and tearing on their knees, and exerting

their strength to the utmost to draw up the waggons, the owner

of one of the teams, enraged at their want of success, drew out

of its case a large crooked knife with a sharp point, and fixing

on one of the oxen for the object on which he might give vent

to his fury, cut him with several gashes across the ribs, in the

flank, and in the fleshy part of the thigh, some of them from

six to seven inches long, and so deep that when the animal

wfdked they opened two inches in width. The size of the

wounds is not raenticmed loosely for the sake of exaggeration,

but is given from actual measurem^t. The ribs were literally

laid bare, and the blood ran down in streams ; yet in this ccm-

dition the poor beast was obliged to draw in the waggon for the

space ofthree hours, after having received such brutal treatment.

By two of the gashes a large piece of flesh was very nearly

taken out of the thick part of the thigh ; and had it not beoi

for the irritable state of mind into which the savage conduct

of the fellow had thrown me, but more particularly lest it

should seem to give a kind of countenance to his brutality, I

should have asked him to have cut it entirely out, as it could

not materially have encreosed the pain to tbe beast ; not f<H>
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quivering with life, but to have observed the progress of the

wound. In three or four days the gashes were skinned over,

and appeared to give the animal fittle uneasiness, but the

cicatrices would always remain ; and from these sort of scars

on the bodies of many of the oxen, it is to be feared that cut-

ting is a practice but too common among them, notwithstand-

ing that most f)f the peasantry of the party seemed to be

shocked at it. This was the second instance of the kind that

I had occasion to witness in the course of this tour ; the other

was perhaps the more cruel, as it was exercised on parts of lie

body more susceptible of pain, the nose and the tongue. In

this instance the animal bellowed most hideously, burst from

the yoke, and plunging into the thickets, made his escape.

Even In the neighbourhood of the Cape, where, from a more

extended civilization, one would expect a greater degree of

humanity, several atrocious acts of the kind are notorious.

One of the inhabitants, better known from his wealth and his

vulgarity than from any good quality he possesses, boasts that

he can at any time start his team on a full gallop by whetting

his knife only on the side of the waggon. In exhibiting this

masterly experiment, the effect of a long and constant perse-

verance in brutality, to some of his friends, the waggon was

overturned, and one of the company, unluckily not the pro-

prietor, had his leg broken. Hottentot Holland's kloof, a steep

pass over the first range of mountains beyond the promontory

of the Cape, has been the scene of many an instance of this

sort of cruelty. I have heard a fellow boast that, after cutting

and slashing one of his oxen in this kloof, till an entire piece

j

of a foot square did not remain in the whole hide, he stc obed

liim to the heart; and the same person is said, at another time,

to have kindled a lire under the belly of an ox, because it could

not draw the waggon up the same kloof.'

Our travellers proceeded forward, and crossed the Great

I Fish river, which is GOO miles distant from the Cape. On
larriving at the residence of the Kaffer monarch, ' we found,'

Isays Mr. Barrow, ' that he had gone to his grazing village

llO or 1^ miles to the northward, in consequence of some in-

VoL. III. S
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tcHigenco lie had received of the wolves having committed great

depredations among his young cattle on the preceding night,

A messenger was therefore immediately dispatched a* tor him;

and in the meantime the king's mother, a well-looking woman,

apparently about five-and-thirty, and his queen, a very pretty

Kaftbr girl, about fitlteen, with their female attendants, to the

number of 50 or 60, formed a circle round us, and endea-

voured to entertain us with their good-humoured and lively

conversation. It was not long before Gaika, the king, made

his appearance riding on an ox in full gallop, attended by five

or six of his people. Our business commenced with litilt

ceremony under the shade of a spreading mimosa. He re

(juested that wo might be all seated in a circle on the ground,

not as a mark of civility, but that it might the more distinctlv

be heard what each j)arty had to say. The manner, however,

in which he received us, sufficiently marked the pleasure he

derived from the visit : of the nature of this he was already

aware, and entered immediately upon the subject, by express-

ing the satisfaction he felt in having an opportunity of explain-

ing to us that none of the Kaffers who had passed the boundary

established between the two nations were to be considered as

his subjects : he said they were chiefs as well as himself, and

entirely independent of him ; but that his ancestors had always

held the first rank, and their supremacy had been acknow-

ledged on all (xicasions by the coloniris : that all those KafFcrs

and their chiefs, who had at any time been desirous to enter

under the protection of his family, had been kindly received;

and that those who chose rather to remain independent had

been permitted to do so, without being considered in the light

of enemies. He then informed us, that his father died, and

left him, when very young, under the guardianship of Zamhie,

one of his first chiefs and own brother, who had acted as regent

during his minority ; but that having refused to resign to him

!

his right on coming at years of discretion, his father's friend>|

had shewed themselves in his favour, and that by their assist-

ance he had obliged his uncle to fly: that this man had then!

joined Khouta, a powerful chief to the northward, and withl

their united forces had made war against him : that he had|
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l)ecn victorious, and had taken Zauibie prisoner : that he hu(i

never been at war with, nor to his knowledge had ever given

the slightest offence to, the cliiefs of the other side of the

Keiskamma, but, on the contrary, had always endeavoured to

conciliate their good-will : that since his friendt* and subjects

had supported him in the assumption and maintenance of his

right, he had observed a disposition in those ciiicfs to withdraw

themselves from his friendship: that the people of* Malloo and

Tooley particularly had committed great depredations on the

cattle of his subjects ; and that, when he sent to tliem a civil

message to enquire if any had by chance strayed into their

territories, to his great surprize he was informed they had

quitted the country : that he had more than once, since that

period, sent to them his proffers of friendship, but that they

hud detained, and, as he supposed, put to death his messen-

gers : that still to avoid giving them any pretext for commenc-

ing hostilities, he had strictly forbid any of his subjects to

molest their habitations, or even to pass the Keiskamma.
' Astonished to find so niuch good sense and prudence in a

very young man and a KafTer, we explained the nature of our

visit to him, and submitted for his consideration a short treaty,

to which lie agreed.

* It is a common idea, industriously kept up in the colony,

tliat the Kaft'ers are a savage, treacherous, and cruel people

;

a character as false as it is unmerited. Titeir moderation to-

wards the colonists, and all white people, has shewn itself on

many occasions ; and if the inhabitants of the bordering ports

of the colony had any sense of honour or feeling of gratitude,

instead of assisting to propagate, they would endeavour to

o"^ I suppress, such an idea. They know very well that in the

height of a war into which this people was iniquitously driven,

the lives of all their women and children that fell into the hands

of the Kaffers were spared by them, whilst their own fell pro-

miscuously by the hands of the colonists.

' Having arranged the business that brought us into Kaffer-

land with the king, we made him a present consisting of sheets

of copper, brass -wire, glass-beads, knives for skinning aniuials,

looking-glasses, flints, steels, and tinder-boxes, and a quantity
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of tobacco. His mother also received a present of tlie same

nature. Except this lady, all the other women kept in the

back-ground during tlic conversation, as did also Zambie, the

uncle and usurper, who was then a prisoner at large in the

village. The young king's treatment of this man did him

great honour. All his former attendants, his cattle, and his

six wives, were restored to him, with as much liberty as the

rest of his subjects, except that he was always obliged to be

in the same village with the king.

* Gaika was a young man, at this time under 20 years of age,

of an elegant form, and a graceful and manly deportment ; his

height about five feet ten inches ; his face of a deep bronze

colour, approaching nearly to black ; his skin soft and smooth

;

his eyes dark brown, and full of animation ; his teeth regular,

well-set, and white as the purest ivory : his countenance open,

but more marked with the habit of reflection than is usually

observed in that of a Kaffer : he had the appearance, indeed,

of possessing in an eminent degree a solid understanding and a

clear head : to every question that related to their manners,

customs, laws, and various other points, he gave, without

embarrassment or reserve, direct and unequivocal answers;

his understanding was not more strong than his disposition

appeared to be amiable : he seemed to be the adored object of

his subjects; the name of Gaika was in every mouth, and it

was seldom pronounced without symptoms of joy. He had

one wife only, very young, and, setting aside the prejudice

against colour, very pretty, by whom he had a little girl called

Jasa. Like the chiefs in the colony he wore a brass chain

suspended, on the left side, from a wreath of copper-beads that

encircled his head : on his arm he had five large rings cut out

of the solid tusks of elephants, and round his neck was a chain

of beads : his cloak was faced with skins of leopards ; but he

threw this dress aside, and, like the rest of his people, ap

peared entirely naked.

•• The queen had nothing to distinguish her from the other

women, except that her cloak seemed to have had more pains i

bestowed upon it in the dressing, and had three rows behind

of brass-buttons extending from the hood to the bottom of the
|
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skirts, and so close that they touched each other. The rest of

the women were contented with a few of these straggling oven*

diftereiit parts of the cloak. This weighty covering is never

laid aside in the hottest weather ; but they wear nothing what-

soever under it, except the little apron that the Hottentot

women take such pains to decorate. The Kaffer ladies are not

less anxious to appear smart about the head. Their skin-caps

were ornamented with buttons, buckles, beads, or shells, ac-

cording as fancy might suggest or their wardrobe could supply.

' Every Kaffer is a soldier and a tradesman. The first is

not a profession, but taken up occasionally as the state, oi'

which he is a member, may demand his services. War is not

made by them for extension of territory or individual aggran-

dizement, but for some direct insult or act of injustice against

the whole, or some member, of the community. His habits

and way of life is better suited for the herdsman than for the

warrior. From the nature of his food, wliich is chiefly milk,

his manners are mild and gentle, at the same time that the

exercise of the chace, which from pleasure he follows as well

as for profit, gives him an erect deportment, and a boldness

and openness of ex})ression that indicate nothing like fear.

This in fact is a passion of the mind which can hardly be said

to exist in that of a Kaffer. In time of peace he leads the

true pastoral life : his cattle is his only care : he rarely kills

one for his own consumption, except on some particular occa-

sion. When a stranger of distinction visits a Kaffer chief, he

selects from his herd the fattest ox, and divides it with his

visitors. The evening that we departed from the village of

the king, curiosity had brought together about a thousand

people to see the strangers. Before they returned to their

houses the king ordered four oxen to be slain, and the flesh

to be distributed among them. For our party he intended a

present of three oxen ; but these he observed must be selected

from his herd with his own hands. The whole management

of the cattle is left to the men, and they easily render them

uncommonly expert in comprehending their meaning. The

horns of their greatest favourites are twisted in their nascent

state into very whimsical forms. These are eftected by grasp-

if!

sm
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I

ing the young horn with hot irons till it becomes soft, in wliich

state the direction wished for is jjiven to it. Those of the ox

on which the king rode were laid along each side of the neck

with the points just touching the shoulders.

* While the men are employed in rearing and attending the

cattle, the women are engaged in the affairs of the house, and

in cultivating the ground. These, with the manufacture of

baskets with the cyperus grass, and of earthen pots for boiling

their meat or corn, which are the chief part of their household

utensils, the making their skin-cloaks, and nursing their chil-

dren, furnish sufficient employment for the women. They

are said to be exceedingly prolific; that twins are almost as

frequent as single births, and that it is no uncommon thing for

a woman to have three at a time. Their children, soon after

birth, are suffered to crawl about perfectly naked; and al

six or seven months they are able to run. A cripple or de-

formed person is never seen. The Dutch have an idea that if

a Kafier child should he born imperfect, the parents immedi-

ately strangle it. Guaika's mother seemed shocked at such a

question being put to her; and assured me that a woman who

could suffer such an unnatural crime to be committed, would

be chared out of society. A high degree of civilization may

indeed dull the feelings of nature, and policy may sometimes

silently approve of crimes committed against it ; but a savage

feels the full force of parental affection.'

Our travellers having finished the business that brought

them to the Kaffer king, they departed to examine the Kels-

Jcamma river, which is much larger than the Great Fish river,

it being as large at its mouth as the Thames at Woolwich.

Having re-crossed the Great Fish river they directed their

course across a plain towards Graaflf' Reynet, at which place

they arrived on the 30th of September, having made their

long circuitous journey in less tlian two months. * Three

weeks had scarcely elapsed,"' says Mr. Barrow, * after our re-

turn from the Kaffer country, till we were ready for another

expedition to the northward, across the Sneuwlierg or Snow\

mountains. In these mountains, <:nd in the country innnc-

diately behind them, dwells a rat^e of men. that by their

g
opposite

and the

those in
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iiabits and manner of life, are Justly entitled to the name of

sava«'e

;

a name, however, of which, it is greatly to be fear-

ed, tlu'V have been rendered more worthy by the conduct of

the European settierf?. They are known in the colony by the

name of Bosjesnians, or men of the bushes, from the concealed

manner in which they make their approaches tc kill and to

plunder. 'J'hey neither cultivate the ground nor breed cattle,

but subsist, in part, on the natural produce of their country,

and make up the rest by depredations on the colonists on one

side, and the neighbouring tribes of people that are more civil-

ized than themselves, on the other. Twenty years ago, it

seems, they were less numerous and less ferocious than at the

present day ; and their l)oldness and numbers are said of late

to have very much increased. At one time they were pretty

well kept inider by regular expeditions of the peasantry against

them. Each division had its commandant, who was author,

ized to raise a certain numl)er oi' men, and these were furnished

by government with powder and ball. It was a service at all

times taken with reluctance, especially by such as were least

exposed to the attacks of the savages ; and had not the people

of Sneuwljerg conducted themselves with great fortitude, per-

severance, and address, that valuable part of the colony, the

nursery of cattle, had now been abandoned. The government

of the Cape, which seemed to have been as little acquainted

with the temper and disposition of its distant subjects as with

the geography of the country, formed all its resolutions, re-

specting the Bosjesmans, on representations made to it by the

persons immediately concerned. In consequence of these re-

presentations, it decreed that such of the Bosjesmans as should

be taken alive in these expeditions made against them, were

to be distributed by lot among the commandant and his party,

with whom they were to remain in a state of servitude during

their lives. Such as have been taken very young and well

treated, have turned out most excellent servants; they have

shewn great talent, great activity, and great fidelity. An
opposite treatment has been productive of a contrary eflPect

;

and the brutal conduct of most of the Dutch farmers towards

those in their employ has already been noticed. The poor

I
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Hottentot bears it with patience, or sinks under it; but on

the temper and the turn of mind of the Bosjcsman it has a wry
different effect. He takes the first opportunity that offers of

escaping to his countrymen, and contrives frequently to carry

off' with him a musket, and powder and ball. With talcs ot'

cruelty he excites them to revenge ; he assists them in their

plans of attack ; tells them the strength of the whole, and of

individuals; the number of their cattle, and the advantages

and the dangers that will occur in the attempt to carry them

off*; the manner in which expeditions are conducted against

them ; and, in short, every thing he knows respecting the

colonists. Armed with muskets and poisoned arrows, a party

of these people was bold enough, a few days before we com-

menced our journey, to approach within four or five miles of

the drosdy, from whence they carried off' several hundred

sheep. They were followed into a kloof of one of the moun-

tains of Sneuwberg, where they remained in possession of their

plunder, laughing at their pursuers, and inviting them to ap-

proach and taste a little of their own mutton. One of them

ffred a musket, and the ball grazing the hat of a peasant,

caused the pursuing party to make a preci*^ :e retreat.

' In order thejefore to bring about a coi .lion with some

of the chiefs of this people; to try if, by presents and a lenient

conduct, they could be prevailed upon to quit their present

wild and marauding way of life ; at the same time to see the

state of the colony, and the situation of the inhabitants ; to

inspect the boundaries, and to examine the nature of the

country, a journey to the northward appeared indispensably

necessary.

' On the 28th of October we departed from the drosdy,

crossed the Sunday and its accompanying Karroo, and at the

distance of 10 miles north-westerly reached the foot of the

mountains, within which a narrow defile of five miles in

length, and a steep ascent of three miles at the farther extrem-

ity, led upon the extensive plains, and among the scattered

mountains that compose the Sneuwberg.

* The following day brought us to Waay Hoek^ or Windy
Corner, the habitation of the late provisional landrost of
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i^raaff Reynet, who had signified an inclination to accompany

us on tlie intended expedition. Having prc))ared himself for

the journey, we remained with hhn only for the night; and

on the following morning sent forward the waggons, while we

made an excursion into the mountains on our lefl in search of

Bosjesmans. A large party of these })eople had carrietl off a

number of cattle but two days before, and another was sup-

posed to be still hovering about in these mountains. The

places of their usual haunts are easily discoverable, but gene-

rally very difficult of access, and not safe to approach.

* In one of these retreats were discovered their recent traces.

The fires were scarcely extinguished, and the grass on which

they had slept was not yet withered. On the sm(X)th sides of

the cavern were drawings of several animals that had been

made from time to time by these savages. Many of them

were caricatures; but others were too well executed not to

arrest attention.

' In the course of the day we arrived at the house of Kriigcr,

the commandant of Sncuwberp:, who kindly offered his services

to be of our party, though Ik had but just returned from an

expedition against the Bosjesmans. He had at this time with

him in the house one of these wild men, with his two wives

and a little child, which had come to him by lot, out of forty

that had been taken prisoners. The man was only four feet

five inches high, and his wives were still of a shorter stature,

one being four feet two, and the other four feet three inches.

He represented to us the condition of his countrymen as truly

deplorable. That for several months in the year, when the

frost and snow prevented them from making their excursions

against the farmers, their sufferings from cold and want of food

were indescribable: that they frequently beheld their wives

and children perishing with hunger, without being able to give

them any relief. The good season even brought little allevia-

tion to their misery. They knew themselves to be hated by

all mankind, and that every nation around them was an enemy

planning their destruction. Not a breath of wind rustled

through the leaves, not a bird screamed, that were not sup-

VoL.. Ill—(47) T
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posed to Hitiioiince dHnger. Hunted thus like boasts of prey,

nnd ill-treated in the service of the fanners, ho said that thov

oonsi<lcrc<i tliemselves th'lven to desperation. TJie bunion c4'

their s(mi^ was von«i;eancc aga.iist the Dutch. This Httle iiia.j

wiifi intended to have nccoinpnnied us ; but ns he seeiniHl nion;

indin(*d to abide by liis wives, he wj:'< permitted to follow his

iixorioMs inclinations.

* Proceedinp^ to the northward, a curious but truly deplora-

ble spectacle jM'osented itself. It was a troop of KkusIs resting

upon tiK* grounti. '^^rhey covere<l a space of alwut oiie square

mile in extent, so completely tlwt the surf;jce apf>eared to tho

eye, at a little distance, to have been burnt and strewed over

with b'-own ashes. Nol a shrub nor blade of grass was visible.

The w;»;^»<)ns ])jissed directly through thoni, before which they

rose u{) in a i lo'.!;! 'luil darkened the air on each side. DiVu'ous

of Si'eintf the whole tr(M)p on the winjj, the Hottentots ran

amongst them, and the horses were made to gallop tlu'ough

them, but without success; none but such as were immediately

under the feet of the men and horses rose up. The peasantry

affirm that they arc not to be driven away indess the signal tor

departure should 1k» given from their commander-in-chief, one

of which is supposed to accompany every troop.

* On the evening of the ilik\^ we encamped at the f(x>t of u

large mountain, renuu'kable lor its pointed peak, and also from

its detached situation. It was separated from all the circumja-

cent mountains, on four sides, by as many large Icn el nieadowsi

abundant in springs of water. It forms one of the highest

[.x)ints ot' south Africa. The waters i\ow from the surround-

ing meadows in every direction ; a circumstance from which

colonel Gordon prol)ably was induced to give it tlie name of

the Compans mountain.

' The termination of the Snowy mountains is about 1J2 miles

to dii; north-eastward of ('ompassberg; and here a port or pas.-

through them opens upon a plain extending to the northward,

without a swell, fartlier than tlie eye could command. Eight

miles beyond this pass we encamped for the night, when the

weather was more raw and oold than we haci hitherto expcri-
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dissipated by the sun, the ('ompassbtTg sluwcd itself while

near the summit with snow.

On the Si5th \\v pnK'eedi d about J20 miles to the northwar<'

and liaving understood that beyond this place it would no

longer be side to proceed without an armed force, the inijabit-

anls of the Sneuwlwrg and its several divisions had Ix-cu sum-

moned to meet us here, in order tliat the comiuaudaut might

select as many as should be deemed sufficient to enal)le us to

march through the country. Ih' took 10 fanners and eight

armed Hottenlols, which, with oiu- own ))arty atul the other

Hottentots emj>loyed as Irivers and lenders, amounted all to-

gether to about 50 per ons. There were seven waggons, about

100 oxen, and 50 horsev<^ In'sidcs a tnM)p of .50 or (JO slia(»p

for consumption on the journey. The people whoju the eon»-

inandant made choice of, wtM'e all young men, who, reluctantly

as at all times times they take the service of the regular ( \hi-

bitions, seemed delighted on the present occasion, wjjich they

considered in the light only as a party of ])lcasure.

* On the evening of the Jifith we collected our forces at the

commeneement of tiie Sea-am river, which was al)out six miles

to the northward of the last liabitation. The following day we

passed over plains that swarmed with game, and J2() niiles far-

ther to the northward brought us to that part of the river

where governor Van Plettenberg ended his travels towards this

quarter.

' Hunting was daily made on the plains, at a distance from

die river, where game of all sorts were in the greatest abun-

dance. In the course of our long excursions, several kraals,

or dwelling-places oi" Uosjesmans, hatl l)een seen, but all of

them deserted ; and from many circumstances it was evident

that most of them had recently b<'r^n evacuated. Their inhu-

i)itants, no doul>t, had fled at the ijipearance of so large a party

of Europeans, which thev could consider in no other light than

that of an enemy. The commandant now aimounced to his

people, that i'ov a time all hunting parties nnist be suspended,

lind that the same regular order and obe<honce to commands

slioidd be observed as in their usual expeditions. He assured
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us that unless this plan was adopted we might pass through

the heart of the Bosjesmans' country without seeing a human

creature^ as there was little doubt of their being already well

apprised of our approach. This in fact was the principal object

of our present journey, ;hat we might be eye-witnesses of the

manner in which the t'armers conducted their expeditions

against these miserable set of beings. I thought it, however,

a nvcosyary step to make a previous stipulation with the com-

mandant, that the extent of hostilities against these savages

should be that of surrounding one of their kraals; that after

this had been done we should act only on the defensive ; and

he was enjoined to deliver to his people a niost serious charge

not to fire a single shot unless it should be found absolutely

necessary for their own personal security ; for that the sole object

of our journey was to bring al)out, if possible, a conversation

with some of the chiefs of this people. On these conditions, a

party, consisting of six farmers and as many Hottentots, were

ordered out after sun-set to reconnoitre, with instructions to

examine well if any fires should appear on any of the hills by

night ; to watch well, from some concealed spot, the plains by

day ; and to make a circuit from east to north, not exceeding

?)0 miles from the present encampment. If nothing should

njipear before the expiration of the third day, they were then

to join us again at a certain spot upon the banks of the river,

to the northward.

• The following morning, at day-break, one of the scouting

party, attended by a Hottentot, returncvi with intelligence that

tiiev had discovered from a hisjh hill several fires at the bottom

of a narrow defile about 20 miles to the eastward. In conse-

quence of this information we remained still at our encamp-

ment the whole day, and at night proceeded towards the place

where the fires had l>een seen. Previous to this movement the

colonists prepared themselves for the enterprize by singing three

or four hymns out of William Sluiter, and drinking each a

glass of brandy.

' Travelling slowly along, and without noise, till about one

o'clock, we halted the waggons, and, taking the other hymn

and glass of brandy, mounted horse and advanced towards the
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hill where the rest of the reconnoitring part}' lay concealed,

in order to observe the motions of the Bosjesmans. In a coun-

try where there is little variety of suH'ace, where no beaten roads

exist and hill after hill occurs nearly alike, it would be no easy

matter for a stranger to return upon the same track for a con-

tinuance of 20 or 30 miles which lie had but once before gone

over, and that in the night. A Dutch peasant, though suffi-

ciently expert at this sort of service, always depends more upon

his Hottentot than himself. The hill, however, that the re-

connoitring party had chosen was so very remarkable that it

could not easily be mistaken. It stood quite alone on the

middle of a plain ; was visible for more than 20 miles from

every point of the compass ; presented the lorm of a truncated

cone from whatsoever situation it was seen ; and a third tier

o{ sand-stone strata that capped its summit appeared as a mass

of masonry, a fortification on an eminence that could not be

less than 1,000 feet high.

* About two o'clock in the morning we joined this scouting

party at the base of this mountain. They and their horses

had been exposed the whole of the preceding day to the scorch-

ing rays of the sun, not having dared to move from the spot

lest they should be discovered and cut oft' by the Bosjesmans

;

and they had I'jt just returned from giving their horses a little

water, near 15 miles oft", in the .Sea-cow river. They gave

intbrmatioii, that during the <lay vast numbers of the savages

had appeared upon the plain .'inn- up roots: that they canw-

from different quarters, and in so m.!' v groupes that ihey

concluded there must be several hordes in the neigli ourhood

of this spot: that the nearest, which it was the ititeiition to

surprize, was within two or three miles.

* Having halted here a couple of hours, in ord< ' to arrive at

the mouth of the defile, in which the kraal was situated, just

at the first dawn of day, the march was continued in olemn

silence. As we entered the defile it was perceived t> t at the

opposite extremity a hill stretched across, admitting a pass on

either side ; the party therefore divided into three companies

in order to possess all the passes ; and they again closed toge-

ther slowly towards the hill, at the foot of which the horde
!.ii

il
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was supposed to lie. A Hotteutut^ having ascended one of

the heights, waved his hat as a signal of discovery, and then

pointed to the spot where the horde was situated. We in.

standy set off on iiiU gallop, and in a moment found ourselves

in the middle of the kraal. Day was but just lieginning to

break; and by the faint light I eould discover only a few straw.

mats, bent each between two slicks, into a semicircular form;

but our cars were stunned with a horrid scream like the war.

hoop of savages; the shrieking of women and the cries of

children proceeded from every side. I rode up with tl»e com-

mandant and another farmer, both of whom fired upon the

kraal. I immediately expressed to the former my very great

surprize tiiat he, of all others, should have been the lirst to

break a condition which he had solemnly promised to observe,

and that I had expected '""om him a very different kind of

conduct. " Good God !"" he exclaimed, " have you not seen

a shower of arrow s falling among us .'*'" I certainly had seen

neitlier arrows nor people, but had heard enough to pierce the

hardest heart ; and I peremptorily insisted that neither he nor

any of his party should fire anodier shot. In justification of

their conduct they began to search on tlie ground for the

arrows, a search in which they were encouraged to continue,

in order to give the poor wretches a little time to scramble

away among the detached fragments of rocks and t)ie shrub-

bery that siuKJKt v/ii iiiu alue of the heights. On their promises

I could place no sort of dependence, knowing that, like true

sportsmen when game was sprung, diey coukl not withhold

their fire. Of this I was presently convinced by the report of

a musket on the o})posite side of the liill; and, on riding

round the point, I perceived a Bosjesman lying dead upon the

ground. Ir appetircd that as one of oin* party, who could speak

their language, was endeavouring to prevail upon tlie savages

to come down from the heights, this Bosjesman had stuleo

close to him behind a rock, and was taking deliberate aim

with his drawn baw, which, another of the colonists perceiving,

levelled liis musket and shot him dead. It had Inien hoped

the afiair would iiappily ha\e liHien uccompUshed witlmut the

shedding of human hiouiU and that the views of the espeiUtion

won
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-would have met with no interruption from an accident of such

a nature. They soon perceived, however, that there was no

attempt to pursue them u]) the heights, which could easily have

been done ; but tliat on Uie contrary tlic iKU'ty had laid down

their arms and turned their horses out to grass. Upon this,

in a short space oi' time, several little children came down upon

the plain. Among these we distributed some biscuits and other

trifles, and then suffered them to retui'n : presently afterwards

the women and young girls, to the number of thirty or forty,

came towards us, not without symptoms of fear. These being

treated in die same manner, were sent Inck to desire their hus-

bands woukl also come down in order to receive a present of

tobacco. Tlie men, however, had less confidence in the

Christians than the women. They hovered a long time round

the summit of the hill, doubting what step tlicy should take

;

and the women had gone and returned at least a dozen times,

before tliey were able to prevail upon one ir.an to descend

;

and wiien at last he ventured to come down, he approached

us half-laughing, half-crying, trembled and acted just like a

frightened child. A large piece of tobacco was immediately

given to him, and he nvos sent liack to his companions to let

tbem know there was also a present for each of them. Three

odiers mustered resolution to come down to meet us, but no

more chose to venture themselves. The manner, indeed, in

which their village was attacked, was certainly not calculated

to inspire them with much confidence. On the contrary, it

vas so directly hostile as perfectly to justify their shooting a

volley of arrows among us, which was afterwards found to be

the case, as tlie commandant had asserted. The cancluinGn

of the business, however, must have appeared to them verj

different from what, on former occasions, they had always

experienced, when those who escaped from immediate death

were incessantly pursued and fired upon, and their wives and

diildren seized and carried away into slavery. In this instance

they were well treated, and left at full liberty to remain with

us or to depart. The women all staid behind ; but three^
I

the men accompanied us to the waggons, where they continued

tor several days. We liad wished to speak with the oajfrtaia
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or chief of the horde, but they assured us there was no such

person; that every one was master of his own family, and acted

entirely without controul, being at liberty to remun with, or

quit, the society as it might best suit thera.

* Littic satisfactory could be obtained from those who re-

turned with us to the waggons. They insisted on their iiino-

cence, by asserting that their horde, so long as they had com.

posed a part of'itj had never committed depredations on the

colonists, but had always remained about the spot we found

them, where they subsisted by the chace, and upon the roots

of the €arth. Having remained with us very contentedly for

a few days, they returned to their kraal highly pleased with

the treatment they had met with, and with the presents thev

had received.

* The horde or kratd consisted of five-and-twenty huts, eacli

made of a small grass-mat bent into a semicircle, and fastened

down between two sticks ; open before, but closed behind with

a second mat. They were about three feet high and four feet

wide^ and the ground in the middle was dug out Uke the nest

of an ostrich ; a little grass strewed in this hollow served as

their bed, in which they seemed to have lain coiled round in I

the manner of some quadrupeds. It appeared that it was

customary for the elderly men to have two wives, one old and I

past child-bearing, and the other young ; that no degree ot'

consanguinity prevented a matrimonial connection, except be*

tween brothers and sisters, parents and children. One of tbese

miseraUe huts served for a whole family. The population of

the horde was calculated to amount to about 150 persons.

They possessed no sort of animals except dogs^ which, unlike I

those of the Kaffers, were remarkably fat.

' The men were entirely naked, and most of the women I

nearly so. Their only covering was a belt of springbok''s skin,

with the part that was intended to hang before cut into long I

threads like those before mentioned to be worn by some of thel

Hottentot women ; but the filaments were so small and thini ^"' "^<^\

that they answered no sort of use as a covering; nor indeedl '"^"

did the females, either old or young, seem to feel any sense ofl ^ '^''Pj

shame in appearing before us naked. Whether in the conJ '^^ ''^^

Vol. II
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fusion and hurry they had scrambled among the rocks before

thev liad time to adjust tliis their only dress, or whether they

were indifferent about concealing any particular part of their

bodies, their aprons happened to be very carelessly put on.

The fringed part of some was hanging behind ; of others, on

the exterior part of the thigh ; and some had fallen down as

low as the knee. Yet they were not entirely without some

notions of finery. A few had caps made of the skins of asses,

in form not unlike helmets ; and bits of copper, or shells, or

beads, were hanging in the neck, suspended from their little

curling tufts of hair. All the men had the cartilege of the

nose bored, through which they wore a piece of wood or a

porcupine's quill.

* Whether considered as to their persons, turn of mind, or

way of life, the Bosjesmans are certainly a most extraordinary

race of people. In their persons they are extremely diminu-

tive. The tallest of the men measured only four feet nine

inches, and the tallest women four feet four inches. About

four feet six inches is said .to be the middle size of the men,

and four feet that of the women. One of these that had seve-

ral children measured only tliree feet four inches. Their

colour, their hair, and the general turn of their features, evi-

dently denote a common origin with the Hottentots, though

the latter, in point of personal appearance, has the advantage

by many degrees. The Bosjesmans, indeed, are amongst the

ugliest of all human beings. The flat nose, high cheek-bones,

prominent chin, and concave visage, partake much of the apeish

character, which their keen eye, always in motion, tends not

to diminish. The upper lid of this organ, as in that of the

Chinese, is rounded into the lower on the side next the nose,

and forms not an angle, as is the case in the eye of an Euro-

pean. It is perhaps from this circumstance that they are

known in the colony under the name of Cineeze, or Chinese

Hottentots. Their bellies are uncommonly protuberant, and

their backs hollow; but their limbs seems to be in general well

turned and proportioned. Their activity is incredibly great.

[The k lip-springing antelope can scarcely excel them in leaping

from rock to ruck; and they are said to be so swift, that, on

Vol. III. U ' ill
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sough ground, or up the sides oi' mountains, horsemen have

no rhance with them. And, as the means of increasing their

^eed in the chace, or when pursued by the enemy, the men

had adopted a custom, which was sufli::iently remarkable, of

pushing the testicles to the upper part of the root of the penis,

where they seemed to remain as iirmly and conveniently as if

placed there by nature. It is unnecessary to add, tiiat such

an operation must necessarily be performed at an early perioi

of life.

* Curious as this custom appeared to be, it was less a suh.

ject of remark than nn extraordinary character that distin-

guished the other sex from the women of most nations. The

well-known story of the Hottentot women possessing an unusal

appendage to those parts that are seldom exposed to view,

which belonged not to tlie sex in general, is perfectly true with

regard to the Bo.sjesmans. The horde we had met with pos-

sessed it to a woman ; and, without the least oflTcnce to modes,

ty, there was no difficulty in satisfying curiosity. It appeared

on examination to be an elongation of the nymphae, or interior

labia, more or less extended according to the age or habit of

the person. Their colour is that of livid blue, inclining to a

reddish tint, not unlike the excrescence on the beak of a tur-

key, which indeed may serve to convey a tolerable idea of the

whole appearance both as to colour shape, and size.

* Nature seems to have studied how to make this pigmy

race disgusting; though a certain French traveller has thought

fit to exculpate Nature on this point, by asserting the above-

mentioned conformation to be entirely the effect of art. The

testimony of die people themselves, who have no other idea

but that the whole human race is so formed, is sufficient to

contradict such a supposition; but many other proofs might be

adduced to shew that the assertion is without any foundation

in truth.

' The great curvature of the spine inwards, and extended

posteriors, arc characteristics of the whofe Hottentot race ; but

in some of the small Bosjesmans they are carried to a most

extravagant degree. If the letter S be considered as one ex-

pression of the hne of beauty to which degrees of approxima-
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tion are admissible, these women arc entitled to the firat rank

in point of form. A section of the botly, from the breast to

the knee, forms really the shape of the above letter. The
projection of the posterior part of the body, in oae subject,

measured five inches and a half from a line touching the spine.

This protuberance consisted of fat, and, when the womwi

walked, had the most ridiculous appearance imaginable, every

step being accompanied with a quivering and tremulous motion

as if two masses of jelly were attached behind.

* The Bosjesman, though in every respect a Hottentot, yet

in his turn cf mind differs very widely from those who live in

the colony. In his disposition he is lively and chearful ; in

his person active. His talents are far above mediocrity ; and,

averse to idleness, they are seldom without employment.

—

Confined generally to their hovels by day, for I'ear of being

surprized and taken by the farmers, they sometimes dance on

moon-light nights from the setting to the rising of the sun.

They are said to be particularly joyful at the approach of the

first thunder-storm after .the winter, which they consider as so

infallible a token of the summer having conmienced, tliat they

tear in pieces their skin-coverings, throw tlicm in the air, and

dance for several successive nights. The small circular trod-

den placer^ around their huts indicated their fondness for this

amusement. His chearfulness is the more extraordinary, as

the morsel he procures to support existence is earned with

danger and fatigue. He neither cultivates the ground nor

breeds cattle ; and his country yields few natural productions

that serve for food. The bulbs of the iris, and a few grami-

neous roots of a bitter and pungent taste, are all that the

vegetable kingdom affords him. By the search of these the

whole surface of the plains near the horde was scratched.

* When all these means of subsistence fail them, and they

are certainly very precarious, they are driven to the necessity

of hazarding a toilsome and dangerous expedition of plunder

into tlie colony. Such a mode of life naturally leads to habits

of cruelty.

'When a horde is surrounded by the farmers, and little

chance is perceived by them of effecting an esca] .', they will

\

U'

m
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fight it out furiously so long ns a man shall be left alive. It,

frequently happens on such occasions that a party will volun-

teer the for/orn hopc^ by throwing themselves into the midst

of the colonists in order to create confusion, and to give to their

countrymen, concealed among the rocks or in the long grass,

at the expence ol' their own lives, an opportunity of exercising

more effectually their mortal weapons up)n their enemies,

and at the same time to facilitate the cscajMJ of their wives and

children.

* On the evening of the {3()th we joined the waggons that

had proceeded along the bank of the Sea-cow river to that

part where it passed through an opening in a cluster of hills,

which opening was called X\\o Jinst poorf. The ibllowing day

we reached the second p(M)rt or pass, through which also the

Sea-cow river bent its course.

* T'hc kloof we found to be in general so verv narrow, and

the river serpentized so much from side to side, j)assing close

under the steep rocky points, that we were obliged to pass it a

hundred tinies, and had almost abandoned the hope of making

much progress, when we fell into a large beaten track made by

the hippopotami or sea-cows. This carried us, without fur-

ther interruption, through reeds and shrubbery, and shallow

parts of the river, to the very end of the kloof, which we

computed to be about 15 miles from the entrance, Avhere we

had left our waijffons. Here also was the termination of the

Sea-cow river; its trancjuil waters formed a confluence with

another river of prodigious size, whose rapid stream rolled

over the rocky bed a vast volume of muddy water. The pea-

santry had no name for it but that of the Groot^ or Great

river; but from the magnitude and direction of its current,

there could be no doubt of its being the same which empties

itself on the western coast between the two tribes of people

called the Great and the Little Namaquas, and to which colo-

nel Grordon there gave the name of the Orange river. In point

of size, and bulk of water, all the rivers of the colony, taken

collectively, would not be equal to it.""

Our travellers rounded the mountains, and followed the

course of the Orange river four days; but, finding no ford
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which might be passed by the waggons, they struck off to-

wards the Kaffer country. On tiie 5tli oi' December, they

tiinu'd <)([' to tlio soutliwanl, in wliicii lirection they intended

to skirt the colony. On thi' lf2th they encanjpod on the Fish

river, and the next day coiUinucd (heir route, over a rough,

niouTitHimms country : they halted on the fJOth near the source

of tjie Hahoon's river. On tlic ^i4th of the following month

thev reached GraafI' Rtynet. ' On out arrival."' says Mr.

Barro>v, ' the thermometer, when exposed to the wind in the

shade, rose to 108 deg. : whilst in the iiouse it was cool and

pleasant at 8'! i\vff. It was one of those hot winds, such as

we had once before experienced on the l)anks of the Great

Fish river. They hap|x<n most frequently upon the Karroo

plains, where they are sometimes attended with tournados that

are really dreadful. Waggons are overturned, men and horses

thnjwn down, and the shrubs torn out of the ground. The
dust and sand are whirled into the air in columns of several

hundred feet in height, which, at a distance, look like the

water-sprHits seen sometimes at sea; and with those they arc

equally, if possible, avoided,—all that falls in their way being

snatched up in their vortex. Sometimes dust and small peb-

bles are hurled into the air with the noise and violence of a

sky-rocket. Rain and thunder geneially succeed those heated

winds, and gradually bring about a (]ecrease of temperature

to the common standard, which, in the summer season at

Graaff Reynet, appears to be about 80 deg. to 84 deg. in the

middle of the day. The mornings and the evenings are gene-

rally cool and pleasant.'

December 9th, they departed from GraafF Reynet ; and

after travelling some time, over an arid and barren desert,

their water failed, the rivers were found to be dried up, the

cattle expressed their sufferings by hollow lowings, and the

sheep by perpetual bleating. After much pain and fatigue,

the party, on the 15th, and after having been four days with-

I

out water, came to a clear limpid stream called the Keurfonu

I

i(\jn^ or Choice spring ; and never certainly did any stream of

water appear to be more truly valuable and delightful. It

was with the greatest difficulty that both cattle and Hottentots,

i«
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who are equally void with the former of thouj^ht or reflection,

were restrained from drinking to excess after so long an abstu

ncnce.

After this, our travellers passed the Langc kloof, which,

though difficult to pass, abounds with streams of good water

and pasturage. They next reached Zwart kops bay, which

is 3^0 miles distant from the Cape. From this place they re-

turned to the westward, crossing many deep and dangerous

rivers. On the 12th they entered the district of Stellenbosch,

* Proceeding up the valley,' says Mr. Barrow, ' through whicii

the Endless river meanders, we hiilted, late in the evening, at

a place called the Bavian's kloof, where there is a small esta-

blishment of Moravian missionaries, or Hernhuters, so called

from a village in Saxony where an asylum was offered to them

after their expulsion from Moravia. These people have been

several years in this colony, for the express purpose of in-

structing the Hottentots in the doctrines of Christianity, but

had met with little encouragement, in the object of their mis-

sion, under the Dutch government. The number of their

proselytes have encrcased of late to such a degree, that thc}

have found it necessary to send to Europe for uiovn teacher*

of the gospel.

* Early in the morning I was awakened by the noise of some

of the finest voices I had ever heard, and, on looking out.

saw a group of female Hottentots sitting on the ground. It

was Sunday, and they had assembled thus early to chaunt the

morning hymn. They were all neatly dressed in printed cot-

ton gowns. A sight so very different to what we had hitherto

been in the habit of observing, with regard to this unhappy

class of beings, could not fail of being grateful ; and, at the

same time, it excited a degree of curiosity as to the nature of

the establishment. The good fathers, who were three in

number, were well disposed to satisfy every question put to
j

them. They were men of the middle age, plain and decent

in their dress, cleanly in their persons, of modest manners,

moek and humble in their deportment, but intelligent and lively I

in conversation, zealous in the cause of their mission, but free I

firom bigotry or enthudasm. Every thmg about the place!
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imrtook of that neatness and simplicity which were the strong-

est features in the outline of their character. The church they

had constructed was a plain neat building; their mill for

grinding corn was superior to any in the colony ; their garden

was in high order, and produced abundance of vegetables for

the use of the table. Almost every thing that had been done

was by the labour of their own hands. Agreeably to the rules

of the society, of which they were members, each had learned

some useful profession. One was well skilled in every branch

uf smith's work, the second was a shoemaker, and the third a

tailor.

' These missionaries have succeeded in bringing together

into one society, more than 600 Hottentots, and their numbers

are daily increasing. These live in small huts dispersed over

the valley, to each of which was a patch of ground for raising

vegetables. Those who had first joined the society had the

choicest situations at the upper end of the valley, near the

church, and their houses and gardens were very neat and

comfortable ; numbers of the poor in England not so good, and

few better. Those Hottentots who chose to learn their respect-

ive trades, were paid for their labour as soon as they could earn

w.iges. Some hired themselves out by the week, month, or

year, to the neighbouring peasantry ; others made mats and

brooms for sale: some breed poultry, and others found means to

subsist by their cattle, sheep, and horses. Many of the women

and children of soldiers, belonging to the Hottentot corps, reside

at Bavian's kloof, where they are much more likely to acquire

industrious habits than by remaining in the camp.

' On Sundays they all regularly attend the performance of

divine service, and it is astonishing how ambitious they are to

appear at church neat and clean. Of the three hundred, or

thereabouts, that composed the congregation, about half were

dressed in coarse printed cottons, and the other half in the an-

j

cient sheep-skin dresses ; and it appeared, on enquiry, that the

j

former were the first who had been brought within the pale of

I

the church ; a proof that their circumstances at least had suf-

fered nothing for their change of life. Persuasion and example

liad convinced them, that cleanliness in their persons, not only

I! Iff

I m^^:
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added much to the comiurts of life, but was one of the greatest

preservatives of healtii; and tliat the liule trifle of money they

had to spare, was nuuh better appHed in procurin<;- decent co-

vering for the Iwdy, than in tlie purchase of spirits and tobac-

co, articles so tiir from being necessaries, that they mljiht

justly be considered as th'^ most pernicious eviis.

' The deportment of the Hottentot congregation, during

divine service, was truly devout. Tlu' dis(;ourse delivered by

one of tl«e fathers was short, but replete with gmul sense, pa-

flietic, and well suited to the occasion: tears flowed abundantly

from the eyes of those to whori it was particularly iddressed.

The females sung in a style that was piainlive and aflectijifr

;

and the voices were in general sweet and harmonious. Not

more than fifty had been admitted as members of the Christian

faith, by the ceremony of baptism. There appeared to be no

violent zeal on the part of the fathers, which i = the case with

most other missionaries, to swell the catalogue of converts to

Christianity, being more solicitous to teach their trades to such

as might chuse to learn them. Adoptinj; the idea of th*^ hu-

mane and ingenious couiil Humford, thi'ir first great otjott

seemed to be that of nmking men happy, that they might a!'-

terwards become virtuous, which is certainly nuich sounder

philt.sophy, than the reverse of the proposition.

' It would be supposed, that men like these, so truly ros-

peclnble in their misJonary character, and irreprojn luible in

their conduct, would be well received and encouraged in any

country; yet such is the brutality and grons depravity of the

peasantry of this colony, that a party, consisting of alK)iit

thirty, had entered into a confederacy to murtler the throe

teachers, and to seize and fo\x^ into their service all the youiij;

Hot'.jntots that might be found at the place. These horrid

wretches had actua' y assembled at a neighbouring house, on

the Saturday evening, intending on the following day, in the

middle of divine service, to carry their murderous purptj^"-

into execution. Luckily for the missionaries, tliey had intima-

tion of what was going on through a Hottentot, who deserted

*hc service of one of t! t inteniled assassins for that purpose.

They had laid their apprehensions beibrc sir John Craig, >n ho,.
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in consequence, issued his injunctions, in a letter to the over-

seer of the jKJSt of Zocte Melk valley, that no inhabitant should

in any shafMJ molest the Hernhiiters, on pain of incurring the

heaviest displejisure of the government. The letter arrived on

the very day they were assembled, and the poltroons, on hear-

in*' it read, sneaked off each to his own home, and the mis-

sionaries since that time have continued to exercise their func-

tions unmolested* The cause of the farmers' hatred to these

people, is their having taught the Hottentots the use of their

liberty, and the value of their labour, of which they had long

i)een kept in ignorance.^

On the 17th our travellers descended the Hottentot's Hol-

land's kloof, a difficult pass across the great north and south

chain of mountains ; and, on the 18th of .J;nuuil*y, they reach-

ed Cape Town, after a difficult and dangerous tour of seven

months.

Mr. Barrow's trarels did not t .'rminate heroj for It was

thought ex}>edient to commence a journey to the northern

parts of the colony, along ' the western coast, at the very rao-

jiient when the breaking up of the sunmier monsoon was ex-

pected. ' It was the lOth of April,' says ho, * when I set

forward from Cape Town, with a covered waggon, and twelve

st(Hit oxen, in gtxxl condition, a single horse, a slave, a wag-

goner, and leader^ who luid accom{»anied me on the other

juurnies, and an additional Hottentot to attend the oxen for

relays: i'or it must not be supposed, that the same team of

oxen should be able to draw daily for a length ol' time. I'hc

linmers, who live only at the distance of ten days' journey

tioin the Cape, seldom come up with less than a couple ol'

teuiiis of bullocks to use alternately. They also travel at

nij^lus, for tlu' sake of coolness, and that their cattle may

i,'raze or browse during the ilay.

• None of my Hottentots being ac(juainted with one step of

tlie northern tour I was alM)ut to tuidertako, we had to (It'j)cnd

entirely on the iiilorniation of the lUrmers as to the road and

most convenient lialliog })laces. The first da^ brought us to

h\olH'rg\ alK)ut 18 nulis from the C'ajx;; and the second to

Groene klo<)t\ alx)ut 1() nules farther of deep sandy road, a

Vol. hi. X
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hard day's drag for a dozen oxen. The 7Va Jbnteyn^ is tlie

next usual stage beyond Groene kloof.

* From thence we crossed the country to Saldanha liay,

which, as a spacious, secure, and cunuuodious sheet of inland

sea water, for the reception of shipping, can scarcely perhaps

be equalled in any part of the world. It extends in length

near 15 miles, in the direction of the coust, which is about

north by east, and south by west ; and the entrance into it is

near the northern end, through a ridge of granite hills, mode-

rately high.'

After describing this bay minutely, our author sets forward,

and travels over an extensive and deep sandy ridge of hills,

which occupied three days.

Having crossed OUfanU or Elephant's ri^er, Mr. Barrow

proceeded over the great chain of mountains, with 16 fresh

oxen, in about eight hours. On the upjjer part of the moun.

tains, the weather became suddenly boisterous, when our

author took shelter in a small cottage. * Solitary and wretch-

ed,' says he, * as the hovel appeared to be, it was crowded

with jjersons of both sexes, in the height of gaiety. Tlie

owner of the place had just returned from the Cape, and had

brought witli him a suf)ply of brandy, with which they were

making merry. The poorest peasant, on his annual visit to

the Cape, never fails to lay in, among other articles of pur-

chase, a cask of sopie^ and this has little rest day or night ti^l

it be exhausted. Friends and strangers arc equally welcome

to it as long as it will run. Among the present company were

two men whom, from their countenances, I could perceive to

lie Europeans. They had been long enough in the country

to forget their own language, but not to have learned that of

the Dutch, so that in fact they scarcely had the means of

making themselves mtelligible to any one. The one was an

Irishman, the other Engliah, and both were probably deserters

from the army or the navy. The first had taken up the pro-

fession of a "water-wyzei' or discoverer of water, and had shewn

sagacity enough to establish a sort of reputation in the country-

By speaking little, looking wise, and frequent application to

the eye of a double convex lens, which happened to have au
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air-bubble with it, he had practised witli ji,Teat success on the

creduhty and ignorance of the Dutch farmers, and had ob-

tained from them, by this and other means, a pair of horses,

and several hundred rix-doJiars of paper-money. Lighting

their pipes at the sun by means of his glass, and the persuasion

that the air-bubble within it was a drop of water that possessed

the sympathetic quality of always turning towards its kindred

element, had such an irresistible effect on the rude minds of the

African boors, that the Irishman, like a true quack, appreciated

his consequence so highly, that he never deigned to pay a visit

to any farmwr, in order to examine the state of his water,

without a previous fee. Observing me laugh at the credulity

of the people gaping at his mountebank tricks, he took occa-

sion to speak to me apart, begging, for God's sake, I would

not detect the imposture, as he was now in such good practice

that he was able to keep an assistant. Surprize ceases at the

credulity of men born and educated in the wilds of Africa, on

reflecting to what extent the impostors of Europe have suc-

ceeded, in living upon tlje folly of those who have been weak

enough to listen to them.'

After travelling for some time northward, Mr. Barrow ap-

proached the skirts of the colony, when it became necessary

to increase his company, as a protectiim against the Bosjes-

mans. Having passed the Karroo desert he entered the

Namaaqua country, and, after proceeding some distance, en-

cam{X}d at the house of a Dutch peasant, situated at the en-^

trance of a narrow defile between two ranges of mountains.

* The figure that presented itself,' says he, ' at the door, truly

represented a being of a different country from that which we

had left behind. It was a tall old man, with a thin sallow

visage, and a beard of dingy black, that extending to the eyes

where it met the straggling hair of the forehead, obscured

the face like a vizor. Never was a finer figure for the inha-

bitant of u black tower or enchanted costle, in the f)age of a

romance. Not accustomed to receive strangers, he seemed,

on our arrival, to be somewhat agitated. In one comer of the

chimney of his hovel, which consisted of one apartment, sat an

I

wld Hottentot, woman, over whose head had passed at least a

1 1'

it,*W
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century of years. To her natural sallow ooniplcxion was su-

peradded no small quantity ol" s(K)t, so that she was at least as

black as her bearded master. A t'euialo slave noxt made her

appearance, of a piece with the two former. Tlic faggot pre-

sently crackled on the hearth ; a quarter of a sheep was laid

on the coals to broil ; and the repast was speedily served up

on the lid of an old chest, for want of a table, and covered

with the remnant of the sjune piece of cloth worn as a })etticoat

by the female slave, which, it seemed not unlikely, had also

once been employed in the same sort of service.

* It turned out in conversation, that the old gentleman had

long resided in this sequestered spot far removed from all so-

ciety ; without wife or child, relation or friend, or any human

being to converse with or confide in, except the old Hottentot

and the slave, who were his only inmates, and a tribe of Hot-

tentots in straw huts witliout. With the a])pearance of wretch-

edness and extreme poverty, he |)ossessed imminise herds of

sheep and cattle, and had several large sums of money placed

out at interest. He was literally what the world has profierly

called a miser. In justice, however, to the old man, he waji

one of the civilest creatures imaginable. On our return we

we were much indebted to him for the assistance of his cattle,

which he very obligingly sent forward to la! I in with our wag-

gons im the midst of the Karroo desert.

* It is singular enough, that a brother and sister of this

man, both old, and both unmarried, shoiJd each have their

habitations in separate and distant corners of those mountains,

and Uve, Hke him, entirely in the society of J^iottentots; thtv

are nearly related to one of the richest men in the Cape.'

Proceeding to the northward our traveller crossed a chain

of mountains, calle<l the Khamies berg. The plains between

tliis and the Orange river are now desolate and uninhabited

' All those numerous tribes of Namaacpias,' says Mr. Hm-row,

^ possessed of vast herds of cattle, are, in the course of less

than a century, dwindled awav to tijin- hordes, which are not

very numerous, and in a great measure are subservient to the

Dutch peasantry, who dwell among them. The latter, who

bj*ve .seized lUpon the choicA^sr part ol' their country, allow them
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to erx't their huts in the neighbourhood of tlieir farms, on

condition of their furnishing a certain number of people to

protect tlu'ir cattle against the attacks of Bosjesmans, or wild

l)e.'ists of prey. xV dozen years more, and probably a shorter

period, will see ibe remains of the Namaaqiia nation in a state

of entire servitude. Such are the effects of an encroaching

peasantry, sanctioned by the low policy of a government that

could descend to employ agents to effect the purchase of whole

herds of cattle for a cask of brandy !

' Though the Namaaqua Hottentots vary but very little in

tlieir persons from the other tribes of this nation, their lan-

guage is widely different. It is obviously, however, of the

same nature, and abounds with the clapping of the tongue

peculiar to the Hottentot. They are of a taller stature in ge-

neral than the eastern tribes, and less robust. Some of the

women were very elegant figures, and possessed a considerable

share of vivacity and activity ; and they had the same con-

formation of certain parts of the Ixxly as the Bosjesmans wo-

men, and other Hottentots; in a less degree, however, than

is usual in the former, and more so than in those of the latter.

' The huts of the Xamaaqua differ very materially from

those erected by the Hottentots of the colony, or by the Bos-

jesmans, or by the Kaffeis. They are }X)rfect hemispheres,

OTvered with matting made of seuges ; and the frame-work,

or skeletons, are semicircular sticks, half of them diminishing

I'rom the centre or upper part, and the other half crossing these

at right angles; foiming thus a true representation of the paral-

lels of latitude and meridians on an artificial globe. They are

in general from 10 to lil feet in diameter; and so commodious,

I that many of the peasantry of the Khami(;s berg have adopted

them.

' An old Namaaqua Hottentot woman is a figure that the

I

most serious could not behold without laughter, and an old

Dutch woman of this part of the country without pity, the

first being remarkable for the prominences of the botly, the

latter from its want of |)oints and uninternipted rotundity.

The breasts of the former are disgustingly large and }M*ndant;

Ilhe usual way of giving suck, when the child is carried on the
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back, is by throwing the breast over the shoulder. In thi.^

formation of their persons, they agree with the Latin satirist's

description of Ethiopian women on the borders .' Egypt :

* In Meroc crnsso majorcm vifante mamillam.

* In the women of ancient I'^gypt, enormous protulierancet

of the body were very common, and have been attempted to

be accounted for, by various authors, from a variety of causes,

Though one of these may exist in the impurities of the water,

yet the essential difference in the effect produced on a Hotten-

tot and Dutch woman, shews different predispositions to exist

inherent in the persons of each.

' A few days before our arrival at the foot of the mountain,

a Uon had occasioned some little stir in the country, which had

not yet entirely subsided. A Hottentot belonging to one ot
|

the farmers had endeavoured for some time, in vain, to drive i

his master^s cattle into a pool of water enclosed between two

ridges of rock, when at length he espied a huge lion couching

in the midst of the pool ; temiied at the unexpected sight of

such a beast, that seemed to have his eyes fixed upon him, he

instantly took to his heels, leaving the cattle to shift for them-

1

selves. In doing this he had presence of mind enough to run

through the herd, concluding that if the lion should pursue,

he might take up with the first beast that presented itself In

this, however, he was mistaken. The lion broke through tiie

herd, making directly after the Hottentot, who, on tuiming

round, and perceiving that the monster had singled him out

for a meal, bnsathless and half dead with terror, scrambled up

one of the tree aloes, in the trunk of which had luckily been

cut out a few steps^ the more readily to come at some bird's

nests that the branches contained. At the same moment the

lion made a spring at him, but, missing his aim, fell upon the

ground. In surly silence he walked round the tree, casting

every now and then a dreadful look towards the poor Hotten-

tot, who had crept behind some finches'' nests tiiat happciiedl

to have been built in the tree.

* Having remained silent and motionless, for a length ofj

time, he ventured to {Kx;p over the side of the nest, lio|)ir
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that the lion had taken his departure ; when, to his great ter-

ror and astonishment, his eye met those of the animal, to use

his own expression, ''flashing fire at him."" In short, the lion

laid himself down at the foot of the tree, and stirred not from

the place for four-and-twenty hours. He then returned to the

iiuring to quench his thirst, and, in the mean time, the Hot-

tentot descended the tree, and scampered to his home which

was not more than a mile distant, as fast as his feet could carry

bim. The persevcrence of the lion was such, that it appeared

afterwards he had returned to the tree, and from thence had

bunted tiie Hottentot by the scent within 300 paces of the

house.

' It seems to be a fact well established, that the lion prefers

the flesh of a Hottentot to that of any other creature. He has

frequently been singled out from a party of Dutch. The lat-

ter being disguised in clothing, and the former going generally

naked, may perhaps account for it. The horse, next to the

Hottentot, seems to he his favourite food ; but, on the sheep,

|)erhaps on account of his wuoliy covering, which he is too in-

dolent to uncase, he seldom deigns to fix his paw.

* In our descent of the mountain, we were driven to seek

shelter from the violence of the rain in a mixed horde of Baft>

taards and Namaaquas. The chief was of the former descrip-

tion. In his younger days he had been a great lover of the

cfaace, and his matted hut within still displayed a variety of

the skins of animals that had fallen before his piece. He
ixiasted that, in one excursion, he had killed seven camelopar-

I

dales and three white rhinoceroses. The latter is not uncom-

mon on the skirts of the colony behind the Hantam mountain,

and seems to be a variety only of the African two-horned rhi-

noceros. These people seemed to live very happily together.

They had horses, and cattle, and sheep, and gardens of no

iQconsideral)le extent, well stocked with pumpkins, onions,

land tobacco.

< We met also, at this kraal, one of the nation above men-

boned under the name of Damaras. From his appearance I

»k him to be a Kaff'er, and he was unquestionably of that

:e of people. He represented the Damaras as a very poor
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tribe ; that their country along the sea-cnust prodriccd nothing

for the support of cattle ; and that their whole existence de.

pended on exchanging copper rings and beads, which they

theniselvcK manufactured, with the Briquas to the east, and

the Naniaaquas to the south.

* Having dried our clothes, we took lea^^c of the kraal, and

continued our de&cent of tlie mountain. It waij night before

we gained the plain, where we once more enjoyed a clear sky

and a brilHant moon. The following morning the thermometer

was down to the fi'eezing pointy and the whole surface of the

country was covered with a hoar frost.

' From this place wc made the best of our way to the Hok-

kcveid, returning nearly by the same route that had brought

US' to it. At the edge of the desert the Bosjcsnians'' captain

paid us a second visit, with the people of his kraal, and u

whole string ofNamaaqua Hottentots, generally women, whose

husbands and children were in the service of the Dutch iami.

ers; One of these appeared to be the oldest woman I had

ever beheld. Much more than a century of years had cer-

tainly passed over her head. She produced her eldest daugh-

ter, who headed five generations. On being asked if her

memory could carry her back to the time when the Christians

^rst came among them, she replied, with a shake of the head,

that she had very strong reasons to remember it, for that be-

fore she had ever heard of the Christians,' she knew not the

want of a bellyful, whereas it was now a difficult matter to get

a mouthful. The condition of the whole horde certainly ap-

peared to be very deplorable; but I feel a happiness in adding,

that, by means of this captain and two or three well-disposed

farmers, several hordes oIl the outcast Bosjcsmans have since

been brought in, and obtained by public subscription a consi-

derable quantity of sheep and horned cattle, of which, it is to

be hoped, they will speedily see their advantage in encreasing

the numbers ; and one of that worthy and very useful frater-

nity of men, the Ilemhiiters, has voluntarily offered his ser-

vices to go among the liosjesman hordes, and endeavour to

promote among them that sense of comfort, which has so ef-

fectually crowned their exertions in another part of the colou}
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among the poor Hottentots, as has been before noticed. On

the morning of the 5th of May, after (h'opping the command-

ant at his own house, I proceeded inland to the eastward,

and, passing over a rough stony country, reached in two day*

the foot of the Hantam mountain. The inhabitants at this

time were in a state of alaiTii, on account of the Bosjesmans.

A party of these people had carried oft' into the kloofs of the

mountain, several sheep and oxen, after severely wound-

ing two Hottentots with poisoned arrows, one through the

upper part of the arm, and the other in the ankle joint. The
former seemed likely to do well, but the latter was in a dan-

gerous way.

* The Bosjesnmns have been generally represented as a peo-

ple so savage and blood-thirsty in their nature, that they never

spare the life of any living creature which may fall into their

hands. To their own countrymen, who have been taken pri-

soners by, and continued to Uve with the Dutch farmers, they

have certainly shewn instances of the most atrocious cruelty.

These poor wretches, if retaken by their countrymen, seldom

escape being put to the most excruciating tortures. The party

above-mentioned, having fallen in with a Hottentot at some

distance from any habitation, set him up to the neck in a deep

trench, and wedged hun in so fast with stones and earth that

he was incapable of moving. In this situation he remained a

whole night, and the greater part of the following day ; when,

luckily, some of his companions passed the place and released

him. The poor fellow stated that he had been under the ne-

cessity of keeping his eyes and mouth in perpetual motion the

whole day, to prevent the crows from devouring him.

' As in the Sneuwberg, they are here also very much infest-

ed with locusts. One troop of these insects, in their last stage

of existence, passed on the wing along the eastern side of the

mountain when we were encamped there. For several hours

they continued to hover in the air as they passed along, at such

a height as not be individually distinguished ; but their im-

mense numbers formed a kind of fleecy cloud, that completely

took off' the radiated beams of the sun, and made it appear as

when seen through a mist. Like a thin cloud also, they cast

Vol. III.—(48) Y
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a confused shadow on the ground. In the Bokkeveld and the

Khamies berg, for the two last years, these insects have been

particularly troublesome. After repeated experiments to get

rid of them, they at last hit upon one that at least saved their

com. This they effected by making fires of sour acrid plants,

by the smoke of which they were driven away ; having, how-

ever, repeatedly extinguished the fires by the myriads that flew

into them.

* Leaving the Hantam, and proceeding south-easterly, I

ascended the heights of Roggeveld, that are separated only

from the former by a narrow chasm or opening. The misera-

ble bad roads, the nakedness of the country, and the very few

animals that are found in a state of nature, upon the Rogge.

veld mountain, makes it a disagreeable, uninteresting, and

tedious route for one who travels with no other view than that

of gratifying curiosity. Crows, kites, and vultures, are al-

most the only kinds of birds that are met with. Of the last, I

broke the wing of one of that species called by ornithologists,

the condor, of amazing large size. The spread of its wings

was 10 feet and one inch. It kept three dogs for some time

completely at bay, and having at length seized one of them

with his claws, and torn away a large piece of flesh from its

thigh, they all immediately retreated.

* Having proceeded for 12 days along the summit of the

Roggeveld, till I fell in nearly with the track that had carried

me on a former journey to Graafl" Reynet, I descended to the

Karroo plains, which, in this part, employed me three day;

in crossing. These plains arc every where of the same nature,

presenting to the traveller " a scene of dreadful uniformity;

where a barren level is bounded only by the horizon ; where

no change of prospect, or variety of images, relieves the tra-

veller from a sense of toil and danger ; of whirlwinds, which,

in a moment, may bury him in the sand ; and of thirst, which

the wealthy have given half their possessions to allay.""
""

From this place Mr. Barrow proceeded southward towards

the Cape, where he arrived on the Sd of June, without hav-

ing experienced any of those inconveniences which the season
|

of the year seemed to threaten.
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BARBARY.

TTAVING described the southern extremity of the African

continent, we will now return to the northern, and survey

the states of Barbary^ a country which has now become aii

object of considerable attention.

Thomas Shaw, D. D. was a native of Kendal, in West-

moreland, and resided in. the character of chaplain about 18

years, in the English factory at Algiers. During this time

he travelled through various parts of Barbary, Egypt, and

Syria, and published his remarks on these countries in 1738.

His travels have been universally esteemed, not only for their

accuracy and fidelity, but on account of the illustrations they

contain of natural history, of the classic authors, and espe-

cially of the Scriptures.

In the inland towns and villages of Barbary, our author

frequently met with difficulties and disappointments, where

there was no house set apart for the reception of strangers.

i ' For,' says he, ' as there were no inns or public houses to

entertain us, and private families (contrary to the charitable

custom recorded in Job xxxi. 32. and Matt. xxv. 35.) would

never admit us, we had now and then occasion enough to me-

Iditate upon the same distress with the Levitc and his company,

|(Judges xix. 15.) when there was no mam that would take

mem into his houseJbr lodging; and of the propriety there

»as to place (1 Tim. v. 10. Heb. xiii. 2.) the lodging and en-

[ertaining of strangers among good works.^
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The caravan with which our author travelled had no tents,

being apprehensive of inciting the avarice of the wandering

Arabs, for these have ail tlie like inclinations (whenever a

proper opportunity or temptation ofi'ors itself) of rubbing,

stripping, and murdering, not strangers only, but also ihh

another. * In proof of this,' says Dr. Shaw, * I need only

mention the many heaps of stones that we meet with in several

places in Barbary, in the Holy Land, and in Arabia, which

have been gradually erected (as so many signs, Ezek. xxxix.

15.) over travellers thus barbarously murdered ; the Arabs,

according to a superstitious custom among them, contributing

each of them a stone whenever they pass by them. We road

of something like this. Josh. vii. 26. and viii. 29. and 2 Snni.

xviii. 17. where great heaps of stones are said to be raised over

Achan, over the king of Ai, and over Absalom.

* In our journies betwixt Kairo and mount Sinai, the heap

vens were every night our covering ; the sand, with a carpel

spread over it, was our bed ; and a change of raiment, made

up into a bundle, was our pillow. And in this situation we

were every night wet to the skin, by the copious dew that

dropt upon us, though without the least danger (such is the

excellency of this climate) of catching cold. The continued

heat of the day afterwards, made us often wish that these re-

frigeratbns could have be^n hourly repeated. Our camels (for

horses or mules require too much water to be employed in

these deserts), were made to kneel down (Gen. xxiv. 11.) in a

circle round about us, with their faces looking from us, and

their respective loads and saddles placed behind them. In this

situation, as they are very watchful animals, and awake with

the least noise, they served us instead of a guard.

* When we were either to boil or to bake, the camels dung I

that we found left by some preceding caravan (for wood is
I

very scarce) was our usual fuel ; which, after being left a day

or two in the sun, quickly catches fire, and burns like chaN

coal. No sooner was our food prepared, whether it was pot-

ted flesh, boiled with rice, a lentile soup (the redpottage Gen.l

XXV, 80.) or unleavened cakes served up with oil or honey,

than one of the Arabs (not to eat his morsel alone, Job xxxi-
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17.) after having placed himself upon the highest spot of

ground i» tl'*^ neighbourhood, calls out thrice, with a loud

voice, to all his brethren, tfw wm of the faithjid, to wme
and partake of it, though none of them were in view, or per-

haps within a hundred miles of us.

' But travelling in Barbary is of a quite different nature.

Here we always endeavour to find out the dmiwars of tlie

Arabs (not being fond of visiting the Kabyles, who are a set

of sturdy fellows not so easily managed), where we are enter-

tained at free cost, as in the towns and villages above men-

tioned, and as we read of the wayifarin^ many Jcr. xiv. 8.

tor the space of one night.

' During the excessive heats of summer, and especially

when we were apprehensive of being intercepted by the free-

hooting Arabs, we then travelled in the night, which ?tavinff

no eyesy according to their proverb, few of them dare venture

out, as not knowing the unforeseen and unexpected dangers

and ambuscades which they might possibly fall into. At this

tinie, we have frequent opportunities of calling to remembrance

the beautiful words of the Psalmists, Psal. civ. 20. " Thou
makest darkness that it may be night; wherein all the bersts

of the forest do move." The lions roaring after their prey,

the leopards, the hya?nas, the jackalls, and a variety of ot ler

ravenous creatures crying out to their fellows, Isa. xiii. 22.

and xxxiv. 14. (the different sexes perhaps finding out and

corresponding in this manner with their mates), break in very

awfully upon the solitude, and the safety likewise, that we
might otherwise promise to ourselves at this season.

* Our horses and camels keep generally a constant pace; the

latter at the rate of two miles and a half, the other of three

g«)graphical miles an hour ; 60 of which miles, according to

my calculation, constitute one degree of a great circle. The
space we travelled over was first of all computetl by hours,

and then reduced into miles.'

Having premised these remarks on the usual mode of travel-

ling in this country. Dr. Shaw proceeds to treat of the geogra-

phy of the kingdom of Algiers in general. Its length he

S

h.

' I
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estimates at 480 miles, and the breadth at less than 150 miles

where narrowest, and 240 miles where broadest.

That part of the Mauritania Ctesariensis, which is inhabited

by the western Moors, extends as far as the river Malva> the

most considerable river in Barbary, and which lies opposite t.

Almeria in Spain. The south of this district is inhabited by

a numerous and warlike people. That part of the sea coast

which is now called the western provinces, is a fertile, popu-

lous, and beautiful country. It contains that chain of mode-

rately high mountains called mount Atlas. Si-nan, one of the

brooks wi;ich falls into the Wed el Mailah, or the Salt river,

glides in a variety of beautiful windings through this fruitful

district, and is known, as most of the rivers of this country

are, by several names, according to the remai-kable places

tliLt are visited by tliem. It was near the banks of this rivw,

which might be occasionally swelled, where the elder Barba>

rossa strewed about his treasure, when he was pursued by the

victorious Spaniards; his last, though ineffectual effort to

retard the pursuit of his enemies.

This country exhibits many signs of the greatness and in.

dustry of its former inhabitants. A considerable part of the

Mers"' el Kebeer, or the Great Port of the Romans, has been

hewn out of the natural rock,

Oran is a fortified city of al)out a mile in circumference. It

is built upon the declivity, and near the foot o a high moun-

tain, which overlooks it from the north and norih-we^rt, and,

upon the ridge of this mountain, there are two castles, that

command the city on the one side ; and the Mers' el Kebeer,

on the oUier, it being distant about five miles. To the south

and south-east there are two castles, erected upon the same

level with the lower part of the city, but are separated from

it by a dv'?ep winding valley, which serves it as a natural

trench on ii\e south side ; where likewise, at a little distance,

there is a very plentiful spring of excellent water. The rivu-

let formed by this fountain, conforms its course to the several

windings of the valley ; and passing afterwards under ths walls

of the city, liberally supplies it with water. We see, at every
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opening of the valley, such a pleasingly confused view of rocky

precipices, plantations of orange trees, and rills of water trick-

ling down from them, that nature rarely displays herself in a

greater variety of prospects and cool retreats. Near the foun-

tain, there is also another castle, which not only guards the

mattamores (pits under grcuind, wherein the Arabs deposit

their corn), that are dug under the walls of it, but is, at the

same time, an important defence to the city. From all these

circumstances, Oran must undoubtedly be a place of great

strength, as well by nature as art, much more tenable than

Algiers; neither could it have been so easily taken, if an un-

accountable panic had not seized upon the bey, oihcrwise a

very valiant man, in abandoning it, u|X)n the first landing of

the Spaniards, without hutting the gates, or shewing the least

preparation to oppose them.

The Spaniards, when they were first masters of the place,

built several beautiful churches, and other edifices, in the

manner and style of t!ie Roman architecture, though of less

strength and soliditv. They have imitated the Romans fur-

ther, in carving upon the frizes, and other convenient places

of them, several inscriptions, in large characters, and in their

own language.

Our author discovered several interesting Roman remains

111 this district. * The country beliind Arzew,' says he, * for

some miles, is made up of rich champain ground : but towards

the sea we have a range of steep rocks and precipices, which

inu.st have been always a natural safegusi'd to it, in that direc-

iiion. The water which the inhabitants use at present, lies

lower than the sea ; a circumstance that may account for the

brockishness of it. However, to supply it, as we may well

imagine, with wholesome water, the whole city was formerly

built upon cisterns, of which several still remaim and serve the

inhabitants to dwell in. A great many capitals, bases, shafts

of pillars, and other ancient materials, lie scattered all over the

ruins. A well finished Corinthian capital of Parian marble

supports the sniith's anvil ; and in the Kaide's house, I acci-

Identally discovered a beautiful mosaic pavement, through the

Itents of a ragged carpet that was spread over it.

'k
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a sit'"v ; not to mention the constant use of it at all otlier

times, in |)rcsorving a tjuantity of water suHicient to refresh

the l)eautiful gardens and plantations that lie helow it. Edrisi

takes notice of a structure of this kind, where the fountain of

Oin-lahia discharged itself.

' Most of the walls of Trcmesen have l>een built, or rather

moulded in frames, a method of building which Plin^^ informs

US, was used by the Africans and S|xmiar<ls in his time. The

mortar of which they consist is made up of sand, lime, and

gravel ; which, by l)eing at first well tempered and wrought

together, has attained a strength and solidity not inferior to

stone. The several stages and removes of tliese frames are

still observable, some of wiiich are at least 100 yards in lengtii,

and two yards in height and thickness; whereby may be esti-

mated the immense tjuantity of this conij)ost that was made

use of at one time. About the year 1()70, Ibissan, then dey

of Algiers, laiti most of this city in ruins, as a punishment for

the disaffecticm of the inhabitimts ; so that there is not remain-

ing above one-sixth part of the old Tremesen, which, when

entire, might have been ti)ur miles in circuit."'

The country around mount Atlas is rich and beautiful.

Here are several villages whose inhabitants are employed in

manufacturing carpets and Bumot)ses. That part of mount

Atlas near the river Minah, is celebrated for the plenty, as

well as delicacy of its figs: such as those might be which Cato

tlirew down before the lloman senctte, and were admired for

their largeness and beauty. This country, through a great

extent, is covered with the remains of U(jman buildings and

Arabic architecture; but the modern Arabs pull down and

deface whatever was beautiful and magnificent in the erections

of their predecessors.

' The southern province,' says our traveller, ' is much in-

ferior to the western in extent ; being, exclusive of the Sahara,

scarce GO miles either in length or breadth. Neither is it, in

general, so mountainous; for the sea coast, to the breadth of

five or six leagiu^s, is made up chiefly of rich champaign

ground ; behind which indeed we have a range of rugged

mountains, the continuation of mount Atlas, that run, alntost

Vol. hi Z
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in a direct line, in u parallclisni with the sea coast. But

beyond tlieui, we have other extensive plains ; tliough none of

them equal to those of the Mcttijiuh. Such is the general

plan of' this province, which has the city of Algiers, the metro-

polis of the whole kingdom, for its capital. This port is called

by tile Turk* iVl Jezeire el gazie, i. c. Algiers the warlike.

* This place, which ti)r several age<i has braved the greatest

(M)wers of Christendom, is not above a mile and a half in cir.

cuit, though it is computed to contain about 2,000 Christian

slaves, 15,000 Jews, and 100,000 Mahometans, of which 30,

at mo»t, may be rencgadocs. It is situated upon tlie dechvity

of a hill, that faces the north and north-east, whereby the

houses rise so gradually aljove each other, that tliere is scarce

one but what, in <?ne or otlier of those directions, has a full

prospect of the sea. The walls are weak and of little defence,

unlets where they are further secured, which is chiefly at tlie

gates, by some additional fortification. The catmaubah^ or

citadel, built upon the highest part of the city towards the

south-west, is of an octogonal figure, each of the sides in view

having port-holes, or embrasures^ defended with caimon. A
ditch formerly sui-rounded the whole city to the landward,

whicli, at present, is almost entirely filled up, except at the

west and soutli gates, calltxl Bab el wed, the gctte ofthe river,

and Bab A/.oona ; where it is still of little consequenoe or de-

fence. But towai'ds the sea, it is better fortified, and ci43abk

of making a more strenuous defence. For the embrasures, in

this direction, are ail employed ; the guns are of brass, and

their auriages and other utensils in good order. The battery

of the mole-gate, upon the east angle of the city, is mounted

with several long pieces of ordnance, one of which has seven

cylinders, each of them three inches in diameter. Half a fur-

long to the west-south-weftt of the habour, is the battery of

Fifih(tr''s gate, or tft^ gate qf the seu, which consisting of a

double row of cannon, cijuunaods tlie entrance into i ;•• port,

gnd the road before it.

' The port itself is of an oblong figure, ISO ^'thorns i-ong,

and 80 broad. The ai^crn mound of it, whicn w^s formerly

the island ttiot gave nanio to tho city, U well secured by seve-
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ral fortifications. The Round castle^ built by the Sj)aniards

whilst they were masters of the island, an<l the two remote

batteries erected within this century, are said to Iw IxMYib-proof,

and have each of them their lower embrasures nniunted with

36-pounder8. But the middle battery, which appears to l)c

the oldest, is of the least defence. Yet none of these Ibrtifica-

tions are assisted either with mines or advanced works ; and

as the soldiers, who are to guard and defend them, cannot be

kept up to any regular course of duty and attendance, a few

resolute l)aitalionsi, protected by a small squadron of ships,

wouid find little difficulty to take them.^

* There is very little within the city that merits the atten-

tion of the curious. The public buildings are not distinguished

by any peculiar grandeur or elegance, and the inhabitants

have been deeicribed by various authors.

< The hills and vallies round about Algiers are all over

beautified with gardens and coimtry-seats, whither the inha-

bitants of better fashion retire, during the heats of the sum-

mer season. They arte Uttlc white houses, shaded with a
variety of fruit>trees and ever-greens ; which liesides the shade

and retirement, aftbrd a gay and delightful prospect towards

the sea. The gardens arc all of them well stocked mth melons,

fruit, and pot-herbs of all kinds ; and, what is chiefly regarded

in these hot climates, each of them enjoys a great command of

water, from the many rivulets and fountains which every where

abound in this situation. The fountain water made use of at

Algiers, universally esteemed for it? excellency, is likewise

brought through a long course of pipes and conduits, from

the same sources.

* Bleeda and Medina, the only inland cities of this province

(Titterie), are each of them alxHit a mile in circuit ; but their

• The ilefennes of this city have been much improved and strengthened ince our

.iutlior wrote, as lord ICxmouth has found by i-xpcrience. Nerer was a l.:t'A;r ap«

ptuntcd s(^i(adron, nor one conducted witli more bkill than that under tiis lordship,

employed on any SLT\'Jc.e, yet the destruction of the fortifications was but partly

v-fftTtcd. Nothins; hut a permanent conquest of this coimfry will prewni. the inha-

WtfiDU from conunitting acts of piracy.

Wi
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walls, which are chiefly ot' mud, perforated all over by hnnieis,

cannot much contribute to their strength and security. Sonu'

of their houses are flat-roofed, others tiled, like those of Mali-

ana ; with which they also agree, in being well watered, and

in having all around them very fruitful gardens and planta-

tions. A branch of an ndjacent rivulet may ])e conducted

through every house and garden at lilecda; and at Medea,

the several conduits and acjueducts that supply it with water,

some of which appear to he of Roman workmanship, are capa-

ble of being made equally commodious. Both these cities lie

over against the mouth of the Masaflran, under the shade of

mount Atlas.

* TJiat part of mount Atlas, which lies betwixt these cities,

and reaches as far as mount Jurjura, is inhabited by numerous

clans of K'»byles, few of which, from their rugged situation,

have been made tributary to the Algerines. This mountain

is at least eight leagues long ; and, if we except a pool of good

water, bordered round with arable ground, that lies near the

middle of it, the whole, from one end to another, is a conti-

nued range of naked rocks and precipices. In the winter sea-

son, the ridge of this mountain is always covered with snow

;

and it is further remarkable, that whilst the inhabitants of the

one side of it carry on an hereditary and implacable animosity

with those of the otlier, yet, by consent, this border of snow

puts a full stop to all hostilities during that inclement season,

which, like those of the cranes and pigmies, as related by the

poet, are renewed with fresh vigour in the spring.

* The southern part of this province is a rugged and moun-

tainous country, which extends into the Sahara, or desert.

It is inhabited by various tribes, wlio have preserved their

customs from time immemorial.

' The eastern province is nearly equal to the other two in

extent, and the tribute it yields is proportionably great. The

sea coast almost to Bona is rocky and mountainous. There

are a few small towns on the coast.

Bugia is built upon the luins of a large city. Besides the

castle, upon the summit of a hill, which commands the whole

city, there are two others at the bottom of it, for the security 10
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of the port, where several breaches still remain in the walls,

made bv the cannon-balls that were fired ajjainst them by sir

Edward Spragi(, (A. 1). 1671), in his memorable expedition

against this place.

* A large river runs a little to the eastward of Bugia, which

may he the Nasava of Ptolomy. It is of a very great extent

;

and, if we except the plains of Hamza and Scteef, the whole

country, which is watered by several branches of it, is very

rocky and mountainous ; thereby occasioning such a number

and variety of torrents, particularly in the winter season, that

inHuite losses and calamities are daily sustained by the inha-

bitants,

' The Mansoureah, or Sisaris, another large river at a small

distance from the Navasa, separates the districts of the Beni

Isah and the Beni Maad. The greatest part of the oaken

plank and timber that is made use of in the docks of Algiers,

is shipped off from the Man-sou-reah.

' Bona is known to the Moors by the name of Blaid cl

Ancb, or the Tow7i of Jujeb.s, from the plenty of fruit which

is gathered in its neighbourhocHl. Besides its capacious har-

bour to the east, it had formerly a convenient little port under

the very walls of it to the southward ; but by the constant dis-

charge of ballast into the one, and neglecting to cleanse the

other, both of them are every day rendered less safe and coni-

iiiodious. However, a great quantity of corn, v.ooi, hides,

and wax, are every year permitted to be shipped off from tliis

|j)lace, which, by proper care and encouragement, might be-

Icome the most flourishing city in Barbary ; as, by removing

the rubbish, repairing the old ruins, and introducing a supply

of fresh water, which is much wanting, it would be one of the

niost convenient and delightful.

Doubling cape Rosa, five leagues from the Mafragg to tfhe

Inorth-east, we turn into the Bastion, where there is a small

creek, and the ruins of a fort, that give occasion to the name.

The factory of the French African company had formerly their

jsettlertient at this place ; but the unwholesomeness of the situ-

ition, occasioned by the neighbouring ponds and marshes,

obliged them to remove to I.a Calle, another inlet, three leagues
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farther to tlie east, >vherc thoue gentlemen have a magnificent

liouse and garden, 300 coral fishers, a company of soldiers,

several pieces of ordnance, and a place of arms. Besides the

advantage of the coral fishery, and of the whole trade of the

drcumjacent country, they hod nlso at Bona, Tuckush, Sgj.

gala, and Cull, the monopoly of corn, wool, hides, and wax

;

for which they pny yearly to tlic government of Algiers, to

tlie Kaide of Bona, and to the chiefs of the neighbourinj;

AralM, B0,000 dollars, i. e. aliout 5,000 guineas of our money;

a trifling sum for such great pnvileges.''

The coast of this province is mostly inhabited by mischiev.

ous, plundering clans, who arc perpetually at variance with

each other. The inland tract is, for the most part, a conti.

nued chain of exceedingly high niountwns ; few of whose in.

habitants, from the rtiggedness of thtnr situation, pay any

tribute to the Algerines. Dr. Shaw mentions the ruins of

several of the ancient cities of Numidia which he discovered.

Our Icai'ncd traveller next proceeds to give a descriptive

sketch of the kingdom of Titnls, which is bounded to the

north and eatit witli the Mediterranean sea, to the west with

the kingdom of Algiers, and to the south with that of Tripoly.

It is S^ miles in breadth, and 170 in length.

It may be observed, tliat this kingdom is not divided into

provinces, and governed by provincial l)eys or viceroys, like

timt of Algiers, but the whole is under the immediate inspec-

tion of the bey himself, who collects the tribute in person,

For which purpotie he visits, with a flying camp, once every

year, the principal parts of it; traversing, in the summer

season, the fertile country in the ncig4ilK>urhood of Keff and

Baijah, and in the winter, the several districts betwixt Kairwan

and the Jereed.

The Zeugitania, or the summer circmt^ as it is bounded by

the river Zain, or Tusca, will answer to the R^o Carthagi-

niensium of Strabo. It is better inhabited, partioulai'ly the

Frigeah, as they still call those parts of it which lie near KeiTI

and Baijah, than any portion of the neighbouring kingdom <><

the like bigness, luwing a greater number aS oiiies,. villugt^*

and dowars.
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Cape Blanco is supposed, by Dr. Sliaw, to be the place

wiiere Scipio landed in his first African expedition. Eight

miles tu the southward of this cape, at the bottom of a large

gulf, i» tlie city of BizerU. pleasantly situated upon a canal,

betwixt an extensive lake and the seu. It is about a mile in

circuit, defended by several castles and batteries, the principal

(A' whidi arc towards the sea.

The lake upon which Bizerta is situated, has an open com-

munication with the sea ; and, according to an observation of

the younger Pliny, is either continually receiving a brisk stream

(torn tlic sea, (ir else discharging one into it.

Tlie cliannel of coiumunicatiaii betwixt the lake and the sea,

is the iM)rt oi' Hippo Diarrhytus, which still receives small

vessels ; tliough it must have been foniierly the safest, as well

the uKMt beautiful haven of this part of Africa. There are

still remaining the traces of a large pier that was carried out

into the .-iea, to break off the north-east winds, the wantf^

whereof, together witli the great aversion of tlie Turks to re-

pair it, will in a short time make this haven useless, which,

in any other country, would be inestimable.

The gulf of Bizcrta, the Sinus Hipponensis of the ancients,

IS a beautiful sandy inlet, near four leagues in breadth. The
|bottom oi' it being low, gives us a delightful prospect through

ariety of groves and plantations of olive trees, a great way

ito the country. But, to the eastward, the eye is bounded

ly a high rocky shore, which readies as far as cape Zibeeb; a

ilace so called, from the great quantity of zibeeb, or raisins,

t are made upon it.

Cape Zibeeb, the Promontorium ApoUinis of the ancients,

lakes the western point of tlie gulf of Tunis, * and seems to

says the doctor, ' the very port whither the Cartha^oian

bounded by B^et retired, the night before they engaged with Scipio, near

o Carthagi- Itica. Livy tell us, Uiat the Africans called it Rusdnona, a

ord doubtless of Phoenician extraction ; and, as the first part

it, Rti^ or RaSf i. e. the cape, well answers to the situation,

the latter (armona) may, I presume, be of the like impart

the present name, and denoting the great quantity of

and provisions that were shipped off, as they continue to
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l)c, from this place. This port, especially the votlon^ or m

vrnrd part of it, is safe in oil accidents of weather, and o|)cih,

into tt large navigable pond, formed by the Mo-jerdah, wliid)

at present discharges itself through it, in its way to the s«.>a.

* The Me-jerdtth, so famous in history, continues winding:,

during its whole course, through a rich and fertile coiiiitrv:

and becomes thereby so well saturated with soil, that it is oi

the same complexion with the Nile, and has the same propert\

likewise of making encroachments upon the sea.

* All agree that Utica was a maritime city, situated betuir

Carthage and the promontory of Apollo, so of course it vnu
I

be searched for upon the interjacent sea coast. But here on i

no ruins at all to be met with in this situation ; there is nv

eminence, under which Utica is said to have been built ; there

is no promontory, which lay at a small distance to the east or I

north-east, and l()rmcd the harbour. On the contrary, tbt

whole extent of the sea shore, from Carthage to the Mc-jerl

dab, lies in a semicircular form, and the land, for some milt?

behind it, very smooth and level. Utica therefore cannot Ix

found upon the sen coast, according to the present shape aiiiil

fashion oi' it, by any of those tokens and characteristics tk|

are left us of it by the ancients.

* But upon the supposition that the ground, to the breadt!i|

of three or four miles from the sea shore, should appear totxl

an acquisition to the continent, occasioned as above bytti(|

easterly winds, and the copious addition of mud that is left all

every inundation by the Me-jerdah ; if this river, by frequentljl

shifting its channel, took at last the advantage of the lake thati

lay betwixt Utica and the Castra Corneliana, and forced itiielll

by that way, into the sea; then Utica may be very justly lixe

at a place called at present Boo-shatter, where, besides the emij

nence taken notice of by Livy, we'have a great variety of old

walls, a large aqueduct, cisterns to receive the water, and otliej

traces of buildings of great extent and magnificence.

* The united encroachments of the north-east wind, and th

Me-jerdah, have likewise stopped up the ancient harbour i

Carthage, and made it almost as far from the sea as Ubc

However, the place itself still continues to be called £1 Mer
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i. e. tfie port, lying to the north and north-west, and forms,

with the lake of Tunis, the peninsula upon which Cartha^

was built. But, upon the other side of the peninsula, towards

tlie south-east, Carthage has been a loser to the sea; in as

much as in that direction, for the space of near three furlongs

in length, and half a furlong or more in breadth, it lies en-

tirely under water. A little to the northward of these ruins,

but to the south-east of El Mersa, are the traces of a cothon,

scarce 100 yards square. This was probably the new jx)rt,

mentioned by Livy, which the Carthaginians built, after Scipio

had blocked up the old.

' Carthage was built upon three hills or eminences, inferior

indeed to those upon which its rival city Rome was erected.

Upon that which overlooks the south-east shore, there is the

area of a spacious room, with other smaller ones hard by it,

some of which have tessellated pavements, though neither the

design nor the niaterials of them are worthy of our notice.

The byrsa probably had this situation.

' In rowing along the ^ea shore, the common sewers are fre-

quently discovered ; which, being well built and cemented

together, length of time has not been able to impair. The
cisterns are other structures, which have very little suffered

;

for besides those appertaining to particular houses, which are

very numerous, there were two sets of them belonging to the

public; the greater whereof, which was the grand reservoir

tor the famous aqueduct, (a great part whereof is still stand-

ing, lay near the western wall of the city, and consisted of

more than 20 contiguous cisterns, each of at least 100 feet

long, and 30 broad. The lesser is in a higher situation, near

the cothon and the byrsa ; being contrived to collect the rain

water which fell as well upon the top of it as upon some adja-

cent pavements made fof that purpose. This reservoir might

be repaired with little expence ; the small earthen pi})es,

through which the rain water was ctmducted from the roof,

wanting only to be cleansed and opened.

' Oi'sides these, there are no other tokens left us of the gran-

deur a id magnificence of this famous place. We n>eet with

Ibi' triumphal arches, or sumptuous pieces of architecture;

Vol. III. S A
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here are no granite pillars, or curious entablatures, but the

broken walls and structures that remain are either built in the

Gothic taste, or according to that of the later inhabitants."'

Livy makes the ancient Carthage 23 miles in circuit, but

Dr. Shaw thinks that 15 miles will be sufficient to crrcumscribe

it. The remains of the celebrated aqueduct above iiientioned,

may be traced all along, from the greater set of cif^terns, as

fiir as Zow-wan ; and from thence to Zung-gar, which is at

the distance of at least 50 miles from them. The whole has

been, a work of exti'aordinary labour and expence ; and that

portion of it in particular, which runs along the ^'^ninsula, was

all of it elegantly built with hewn stone. At Arri-anna, a

little villag-e, two leagues to the northward of Tunis, is to be

seen a long range of its aarches, all of them entire, 70 feet high,

supported by columns 16 feet square. The channel that cor-

veyed the water lies upon these arches, being high and broad

enough for a person of ordinary size to walk in. It is vaulted

above, and plastered in the inside with a strong cwnent; which,

by the stream running through it, is discoloured to the height

of about three feet. This will sufficiently shew the capacity

of the ehannel ; but as there are several breaches in the aque-

duct, sometimes for three or four miles together, Dr. Shaw

bad no mehod to determine the velocity or angle of descent,

so as to ascertain Uie quantity of water that might be daily

conveyed through it to Cartht^e.

* Both at Zow-wan and Zung-gar,' continues our learned

traveller, ' there was a temjjle ei'ected over the fountains which

supplied this aqueduct with water. That at Zung-gar appears,

by the remaining ornaments, to have been of the Corinthian

order, wliere there is a beautiful dome, adorned with three

niches, placed immediately over the fountain. These might

probably receive so many statues of the deities presiding over

water. Such as were Hercules, Minerva, and Diana.

* Leaving Carthage, and passing over the Sahnse, or nft

pitSy that were occasionally mentioned, we come .o Guletta; as

the Italian geographers have translated Ha'ck el Wed, or The

throat qftfie river. This is the channel of communication, as

we may call it, betwixt the lake of Tunis and the sea, where I
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there i»r on each side^ a tolerably strong and well built castle,

intended as' well foe the security of this narrow passage, as of

the harhtMir and anchoring ground that lies before it. This^

like yyaa formerly, as Procopius informs us, a deep and ex-

tensive port, capacious enough to take in the largest navy; but

at present, by receiving all the common sewers from Tunis,

the deepest part of it does not exceed six or seven feet, while

the rest, for the space of a mile or more within the bank s^ is

generally dry and niuseous. However, the prospect of this

large piece of water receives no small beauty from the many
flocks of the Flamant, or Phoeni-copteruSj that sometimes'

frequent it; and from the castle Shickley, which is built within

iti and frequently visited by the Tuniseens, and Christian

merchants, as a place of pleasure and recreation. Neither is

this lake less famous for the numlier and largeness of its mul-

let?, which are accounted the sweetest upon the coast of Bar-

bary ; the roes whereof, after they are pressed and dried, are

accounted a great delicacy, and known by the name of Bo^'

targo.

* Tunis, or Tunes of the ancients, and the capital of this
•

kingdom, is situated upon a rising ground, along the western

banks of this lake. The many lakes and marshes that surround

it, might probably render the situation less healthy, were not

these inconveniences in a great measure corrected by the great

quantity of mastic, myrtle, rosemary, and other gummy and

aromatic plants, which frequently communicate a sensible

fragrancy to the air, whilst they are heating their ovens and:

bagnios with them. The want of water is another complaint

of the Tuniseens, who, from the brackishness of their well

>v«iter, and the scarcity of cisterns, are obliged to fetch the

greatest part of what they drink from Bardo, Beer el Kelp,

and other places at a mile's distance. If we except this incon-

venience, no place enjoys a greater plenty of the necessaries of

[life

' The Tuniseens are the most civilized nation of Barbary.

They have very little of that insolent and haughty behaviour

I which is too ccHnmon at Algiers. All affairs likewise with the

regency are transacted in such a friendly complaisant marnier,

'%:

;• 1

H %' V

il
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that it was no small pleasure to attend Mr. consul Lawrence

at his audiences. This nation, which for many years has boen

more intent upon trade, and the improvement of its manufac-

tures, than upon plunder and cruizing, ha& always had the

character and reputation of living, not like their neighbours,

in open war or perpetual disputes with the Christian princes,

but of cultivating their friendship, and coming readily into

their alliances.

* If the suburbs are taken in, Tunis may be three miles or

more in circuit. However, it is not, for the bigness of it, so

populous as Algiers, though they boast of more than 300,000

inhabitants. Neither are the houses, in general, which are

computed to be 12,000, so lofty and magnificent. Neither

have the Tuniseens the like number and variety of country,

scats ; a few villas at Manoubah, on one side, and El Mersa,

on the other, being their chief places of diversion and retire-

ment. The vine is less cultivated here than at Algiers ; and

lately the making of wine has been absolutely prohibited, which

has increased the revenue that arises from tiie duty upon for-

eign wines, to the sum of 50,000 dollars, it being computed

that the merchants import every year upwards of 4,000 hogs-

heads ; a quantity very surprizing indeed, were we not at tl.e

same time to consider the great number of Turks and Moors

who drink here to excess, beyond the practice perhaps of any

other nation.

* The country to the southward contains the ruins of many

places mentioned by ancient authors. In the interior of this

circuit, and not far from the Algerine frontiers, is the city of

Beja, a place of trade, and the chief mart indeed of the whole

kingdoni, particularly for corn, from which all other commodities

are estimated ; and in the plains of Busdera, which 1 3 below

it along the banks of the Mejerdah, there is kept every sum-

mer a public fair, frequented hy the most distant Arabian

tribes, who resort hither with their flocks, their manufactories,

and families. The present city is built upon the declivity of

a hill, with the conveniency of being well watered ; and upon

the highest part of it is the citadel, which is of no great

strength.
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« KefF, the Sicca Veneria of the ancients, is 72 miles from

Tunis. It is a frontier town, and the third for riches and

strength in the whole kingdom. In the late civil wars, the

greatest part of the citadel was blown up, which has since been

rebuilt with greater strength and beauty. In levelling an ad-

jacent mount, to find materials for this building, they found

an entire statue of Venus : which was no sooner found than it

was broken to pieces by these Iconoclastics. This statue may

not a 111 tie authorize and illustrate the appellation of Veneria

that was attributed to Sicca.

' Many parts of the xvinter circuit fall vastly short in fertility

of the character which has been attributed to them by the an-

cients. For such as are adjacent to the sea coast, are generally

of a dry sandy nature, with no great deptl. of soil in the very

best portion of them. This is called the Sahul, and is planted

for the most part with olive trees, which flourish here in the

greatest perfection. Neither is the inland country in a much

Ixjtter condition.

' Bey<md the mountains of Casareen, till we arrive at the

skirts of the Sahara, we travel a great many miles over a bar-

ren plain, with a ridge of eminences, at some distance on each

side of us. The country continues in the same lonesome and

barren condition from thence to Capsa, and so forward to the

Jereed, our prospect on each hand being all the way bounded

with high mountains.

' Adrumetum, one of the most noted places in this province,

was built on a hemispherical promontory, and appears to have

been little more than a mile in circuit. This is supposed to

be the port to which Caesar followed Varus. To the south-

ward are the ruins of several places which Caesar chose for

military stations.'' The learned doctor mentions many other

, cities, spoken of by the ancients, some remains of which are

i

still distinguishable, but their enumeration would not be en-

[tertaining to the general reader.

' The Tell, or cultivated parts of these kingdoms,^ says

iDr. Shaw, ' lying betwixt 34 deg. and 37 degrees north lati-

Itude, enjoy a very wholesome and temperate air, neither too

llwt and sCiltry in summer, nor too sharp and cold in winter.

Pli

i
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During the space of 12 years that I attended the factory uf

Algiers, 1. found the thermometer twice only contracted to the

freezing p)oint, and then the whole country, which was very

unusual, was covered with snow ; nor ever knew it rise to sul-

try weather, unless the winds blew from the Sahara. The

iseasons of the year Insensibly fall into one another ; and the

great equability in the temperature of this climate appears

further from this circumstance, that the barometer shews us

all the revolutions of the weatlier in the space of 1 inch and

3-lOths, or from 29 inches and 1-lOth to 30 inches aod

4.10ths.

* The o?xlinary quantity of rain which falls yearly at Algiers

is, at a medium, 27 or 28 inches. Little or no rain falls in

this climate during the summer season ; and in most parts of

the Sahara, particularly in the Jereede, they have seldom any

rain at all. It was likewise the same in the Holy Land, Prov.

xxvi. 1. where rain is accounted an unusual thing in harvest.

2 Sam. xxi. 10. where it is also mentioned, " from harvest, till

rain dropped on them f i. e. their rainy season fell out, as in

Ba<rbai*y, in the autumnal and winter months ; the latter end

of the ninth month, which answers to our January, being de^

scribed psurticularly. (Ezra x. 9i 13.) to be a time of much rain.

* When I was at Tozer in December, A. D. 1727, we liad

a small drizzling shower that continued for the space of two

hours ; and so little provision was made against accidents of

this kind, that several of tlie houses, which are built only with

palm branches, mud, cvnd tiles baked in the sun, correspond-

ing perhaps to, and explanatory of, the untempered mortar,

Ezek. xiii. 11. fell down by imbibing the moisture of the shower.

Nay, provided tlK? drops had been either larger, or the shower

of a longer continuance, or overfimoing^ in the prophet's ex-

pression, the whole city wx)uld have undoubtedly dissolved,

and dropt to pieces. The like alsgi^ to compare great things

with small, might have happened, upon the same occasion,

even to such of the Egyptian pyramids; as are made of brick;

the coisposition whereof, being only a> mixture of clay, mud,

and straw (Exod. vw 7«), slightly blended and kneaded toge>

thee, and aiterwfirdsh hdked in the sun^ would have made as
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little resistance. The straw Miiich keeps these bricks together,

and still preserves its original colour, seems to be a proof that

these bricks were never burnt, or made in kilns.

* The first rains fall here some 3rears in September, in othe -s

a month later; after which, the Arabs ttreak up their ground,

in order to sow wheat and plant beans. If the latter rains Ml
as usual in the middle of April, (in the Holy Land we find

they were a month sooner, Joel ii. 2S.) the crop is reckoned

secure ; the harvest coming on in the latter end of May, or in

the beginning of June, according to the heat and quality of

the preceding seasons.

' I could never learn that Barbary i^rded yearly move

than one crfip ; one bushel yielding ordinarily from eight to

twelve, though some districts may perhaps afford « much

greater increase, fbr it is conrmon to see one grain produce 10

or 15 stalks. It likewise happens, that one of the stalks will

sometimes liear two ears, whilst each of these ears will as often

shoot out into a number of leaser ones, thereby affording a

most plentiful increa. \ And may not these large prolific

ears, when seven ai*e sai 1 to come up upon one stalk, Gren.

xli. 6. explain what is further mentioned, ver. 47. of the seven

fruitful years in Egypt, viz. that *' the earth brought tJtem

forth by handfulls ?'"'

' All along the Me-jerdah, where there is a great command

of water during the whole summer, the inhabitants cultivate

rice, Indian corn, and particularly a whiter sort of millet called

drah, which they prefer to barley in fattening their cattle.

The sparrows, which in the open country build upon trees

I

only, the Imnets, goldfinches, and other little birds, are so -fortd

[of this grain, that, when it grows ripe they are obliged to

watch it, and hinder them from settling upon it, by making

all the day long a perpetual screaming and noise. The tem-

porary booths which they make with branches of trees, reeds,

land bulrushes, to shelter themselves, at these times, from the

violent heat of the sun, and are entirely neglected and forsaken

in the other seasons, may be the same, and for the Kke pur-

Ipose, wiih the cottage in a vineyard^ mvAwith the lodge wu
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gwrden of cucumbers^ mentioned, Isa. i. 8. as emblems of the

disconsolate state of Jeruralem.

* Oats are not cultivated at all by the Arabs, the horses of

this country feeding altogether upon barley and straw, tlie

latter of which, as their grass is never made into hay, is the

usual fodder in the Holy Land. This we learn from 1 Kings

iv. 28. where it is said, they brought barley and strawfor tk

Jtorses and dromedaries.—Like an ox that eateth hay, Psal,

cxi. should be, like a beeve that eateth grass.

' These nations continue to tread out their corn after thi

primitive custom of the east. Instead of beeves, they fre.

quently make use of mules and horses, by tying in like man.

ner by the neck three or four of them together, and whipping

them afterwards round about the nedders, as they call the

treading floors, where the sheaves lie open and expanded, in

the same manner as they are placed and prepared with us lor

threshing. This indeed is a much quicker way than curs,

though less cleanly. For as it is performed in the open air,

Hos. xiii. 3. upon any round level plat of ground, daubd

over with cow''s dung, to prevent, as much as possible, the

earth, sand, or gravel from rising ; a great quantity of them

all, notwithstanding this precaution, must unavoidably k

taken up with the grain. At the same time, the straw, which

has been taken notice of as their chief and only fodder, i:>

hereby shattered to pieces; a circumstance very pertinently

alluded to, 2 Kings xiii. 7. where the king of Syria is said to

liave made the Israelites like the dust by threshing.

* After the grain is trodden out, they winnow it by throwuig

it up against the wind with a shovel ; which in Matt. iii. 12,

and Luke iii. 17. is rendered aJim : whereas, the text should

rather run, whose shovel^ or Jbrk, which is a portable instru-

ment, is in his Jtandf agreeable to the practice that it record-

ed, Isa. xxxi. 24. where both the shovel and the fan are men-

tioned, as the chctff that is thereby carried away before th

wi/ndf is oftener alluded to. Job xxi. 18, Psal. i. 4. Isa. xxlx.

5. and xxxv. 5. Hos. xiii. 3. The broken pieces of Nebuchaxl-

nezzar's image particularly are very beautifully compared,
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' After the grain is winnowed, they lodge it in mattamores,

or subterraneous magazines, as the custom was formerly of

other nations, 200 or 300 of which are sometimes together,

the smallest holding 400 bushels.

< Beans, lentils, kidney beans, and garvancos, are the chief-

est of their pulse kind. Pease, which till of late were known

in the gardens only of tlie Cliristian merchants, are sown with

the first rains, and blossom in tlie latter end of February, or

in the beginning of March. Beans are usually full podded at

that time, and continue during the whole spring ; which, after

they are boiled and stewed with oil and garlic, are the princi-

pal food of persons of all distinctions. After them, leucils,

kidney beans, and garvancos, begin to be gathered ; the first

of which are dressed in the same manner, with beans, dis-

solving easily into a mass, and making a pottage of a chocolate

colour. This we find was the red ix)ttage which Esau, from

thence called Edom, exchanged for his birth-right.

* They have likewise great plenty and variety of roots, pot

herbs, and fruit. The palm is a tall, knotless, beautiful tree.

To be exalted, Ecclc. xxi. 14. or, to flourish like the jmlm

tree, are as just and proper expressions, suitable to the nature

of this plant, as to spread abroad like a cedar, Psal. xcii. 11.

Except the Lotus, most of the other fruit trees of this country

are common in Europe. The early fig, or . black and white

bxcores, drop as soon as they are ripe, and, according to

the beautiful allusion of the prophet Nahum, (iii. \9..) Jail

into the mouth ofthe eater upon being sliaken. They are pre-

served, and made up into cakes.^

This country contains many grand and inexhaustible funds

1 of salt. Also many hot springs and mineral waters. Earth-

quakes are very common; and our author mentions one that

happened in the mountainous districts, ^ which literally an-

Iswered,"" says he, * in some degree at least, to the expression

lof the Psalmist, that the tnountains skipped like rams, and the

mtlle hills like young sheep ; or that the earth shall ; / to and

fro like a drunkard, and shall be removed like a cottage, Isa.

Vol. Iir.~(49) B
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xxiv. 20. The mineralogy of lliis country has not been pro-

perly explored. Lead and iron are almost the only metalh

that have been discovered.

' The principal riches of the Bedoween Arabs, no less than

of the eastern patriarchs and princes of old, continue to bt

valued according to the number and quality of their cattle.

The horse, formerly the glory and distinguishing badge ot

Numidia, has of late years very much degenerated. The ass

and the m^ule are the most hardy and useful creatures, requir.

ing little or no attendance. The first is not so generally trained

up for the saddle at Algiers as at Tunis, where they are frc-.

quently of a much larger size; but the mule is in general de-

mand at both places, and preferred to the horse for common

use and fatigue. To the mule we may join the kumrah, as tlu

Algerines call a little serviceable beast of burden, begot be-

twixt an ass and a cow. Yet all these species are vastly inte-

rior to the camel for labour and fatigue.

' That species of the camel kind, which is known to us by

the name of the drovms^ or dromedary, is much rarer in Bar-

bary than in Arabia. It is chiefly remarkable for its prodi-

gious swiftness, (the swift dromerary^ as the prophets calls it,

Jer. ii. 23.) the Arabs affirming, that it will run over as niucli

groui one day, as one of their best horses will perform in

.^ighl » -n; for which reason, those messages which require

haste, are, in Gaetulia, and the more southern parts, dis-

.patched upon dromedaries, as in Esth. viii. 10. This species

is governed by a bridle, which being usually fastened to a

ring, fixed in its nostrils, may very well illustrate that expres-

sion, 2 Kings xix. 28. of putting a hook in its nose* as it is

recorded of Sennacherib, and may be further applicable to his

swift retreat.

' The cows in Barbary give very little milk, but the sheep I

and the goats contribute also to the dairies, particularly in

the making of cheese. Instead of runnet, especially in tliel

summer season, they turn the milk with the flowers of the

great headed thistle, or wild artichoke ; and putting the curds

afterwards into small baskets made with rushes, or with the

dwai'f palm, they bind them up close, and press them. Thefti
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vid (1 Sam. xvii. 18.) carried to the camp of Saul.

( The goat is the same with that of other countries. But

there is a species of sheep not known in Euro|)e : it h common

all over the Levant, as well as the kingdom of Tunis, and is

distinguished by a broad tail, that ends sometimes in a point,

sometimes continues broad to the bottom. The flesh tastes

generally of the wool ; neither has it the tender fibres of the

smaller tailed sheep. Yet the tail itself, which is greatly es-

teemed in their cuscasowes and pilloes, consists of a Iiard solid

fat, not inferior in taste to marrow.

' The deeb, rendered the /ru' in several places of Sci'ipture,

feeds upon fruit and dead carcases, from which we may see

the propriety of Psal. Ixiii. 10. where thci/ that nhallfiill by the

sword are said to be (to become) a portion (or provision) for

the ihaalim (or foxes) ; and of Cant. ii. 15. where the little

shaalini are described to spoil the vines, and, as we may fur-

ther sup|x)se, to eat the tender grapes."

There are several other curious beasts and birds in this

country, which it would be tedious to enumerate; but tlie lo-

cust is an insect which frequently darkens the sun, and proves

a severe scourge in the districts where they appear.

' The art wherein the Moors particularly are the most con-

versant at present is architecture ; though, as space and con-

venience are the only points regarded in theij* plans, the mal-

liims (as they call those persons who are skilled in the designing

and executing of them) are to be considered rather as masters

of a craft or trade, than of a science or liberal profession.

However, the plaster and cement, which they make use of,

particularly where any extraordinary compactness or ^r.^ngth

is required, appear, upon comparison, to be of the very same

consistence and composition with what we meet with in the

most anqient fabrics. The cisterns that were built by sulta^

Ben Eghb in several parts of Cue kingdom of Tunis, (and the

^ like may be said of a variety of structures at this time), are of

e^.-^l solidity with the celebrated ones at Carthage; and con-

tinue to this day, unless where they have been designedly
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the street, all the other windows open into their respective

courts or quadrangles. It is during the celebration only of

some neenah (as they call a public festival), that these houses

and their latticed windows or balconies are left open. For this

being a time of great liberty, revelling, and extravagance,

each family is ambitious of adorning both the inside and the

outside of their houses with their richest furniture; whilst

crowds of both sexes, dressed out in their best apparel, and

laying aside all modesty and restraint, go in and out where

they please. The account we have, 2 Kings ix. 30. of Jeze-

befs painting her fuce^ and tiring her head, and looking out

at a wimloxv, upon Jehu''s public entrance into Jezreel, gives

us a lively idea of an eastern lady at one of these zeenahs or

solemnities.

* The streets of these cities, the better to shade them fi om

the sun, are usually narrow, with sometimes a range of shops

on each side. If from these we enter into one of the princij)a)

hou.'^es, we shall first pass through a porch or gate-way, with

benches on each side, where the master of the family receives

visits and dispatches business ; few persons, not even the near-

est relations, iiaving further admission, except upon extraor-

dinary occasions. From hence we are received into the court,

or quadrangle, which lying open to the weather, is, according

to the ability of the owner, paved with marble, or such mate-

rials as will immediately carry oft' the water into the common
sewers.

* When many people are to be admitted, as upon the cele-

bration of a marriage, the circumcising of a child, or occasions

of the like nature, the company i^ rarely or never received into

one of the chambers. The court is the usual place of their

reception, which is strewed accordingly with mats and cftrpets

for their more commodious entertainment; and as this is called

ell woorst, or the middle of' the house, Luke v. 19- it is j)ro-

bable that the place where our Saviour and apostles were fre-

quently accustomed to give their instructions, might have been

in the like situation ; i. e. in the area or quadrangle of one of

these houses. In the summer season, and upon all occasions,

when a large company is to be received, this court is commonly

:
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lihh

sholtvivt) iVoui the hoat or iiu'.lcuioiu y of lI»o wcfttlior, by a

velluin, umbrella or w/V; whifli, Ikmiiu; cxpumlcii uj)on ropes

i'lXiUJi luie 6ido ol' the parujKM wall to tiic oilier, uiuy l)e toldcti

or unfbldiHl at pleiisure. The rsuhuist invms lo <Jhuie cither

to tiic tents of lf\e Hotloweens, or to some covering o( this kiiul,

in that Ik'tuitit'ul expression ol* apnadlu^- out the hiaivnji Hk(

a %ril or curfain.

' The iH>url isS tor the most pait surroiuuiiHl with u eloisior.

o\er which, when the house has one or nioiv .stories, (audi

have sivn thein with two or three), there is a gallery ereelctl,

ol'tlie sinue diniensions with the eloister, having a ballustrade,

or else a piete ol'earveil i»r l.iltieeJ work gouig rouuil ulHml ii,

to pre> ent people falling from it into the court. From tlio

rioisters and galleries, we are eojulueted into spacious ehai.i.

Ikus, oi' the sanje length with the court, but seldom or novoi

ciuunuuiicating with one another. t)ne of them frequentlv

serves a whole I'amily, particularly when a lather indulges his

married children to live with him, or mIicu several |)crsons join

in the rent of the sanu* house.

' A mixture oi' I'amilies of this kind seems lo Ik* spoken oi

hy Maimonides, as he is tpioted by Dr. l.ighttix)! upt»n 1 Cor

\. U). In houses ol' better liushion, these ehanibers, from tin-

miildle of the wall dtjwnwoi'tls, are covereil and adornt<d wilii

> eivet or thimask hanging, of :chitt\ hhu\ rtd, j,'v<<v/, or otlui

colom's, I'.sth. i. (i. suspended upon hooks, or Uiken down a\

pleasure; but the upj>er part is enibellished with more periua-

nent ornaments, being adorneil with the most ingenious wreath

ings atid tlevices in stuico and fret-work. The cieling is gi>.

Morally ol' wainscot, either very iUtfully painted, or else thn)\vn

into .'I variety of pumels, witli gilded nundding-s and scrolls oi

their koron intermixed. The prophet Jeremiah (\\ii. 14.)

exclaims against tlu> eastern houses, that zc'trv ciihJ with «r-

</<*;•, and puinUd icith vainilion. U'he IKkm's are laid with

puint'xi tiles, oi* plaster of terrace. A pavement like this is

is meiJtiotiotl, Ksih. i. (», 7. *' The Ixxls were of golil ami

s'Uver, u{ion u (lavement of nnl tuid blue mid white and black

umrblc/'
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Alo«pr t^>t^ si^^^^s <>^ t'>»J wall or tl<x>r, a rnii|»o of narrow

Ikx^s or u»attressos is otlcn placed ujkhi these carpi>t8 ; and, for

their furtlier ease and ronvenienee, several velvet or danmsk

bolsters are placed u|H>n tliese earjwts or mattresses—indul-

jriMHO-s that siYin to Ih' alluded to by tttf stretching tfuinsrhcn

iiiHvi iVfivfu'.t, and hi/ the Myrcinff of jnilDWS to omts-hoh\t^ as

we have it expresswl, Amos vi. 4. Ezek. xiii. 18. ^iO. At one

en<l of eaeli ehaniher, there is a little gallery, raise*! thivi\

tinu', or five tivt alxive the fhK>r, with a Imllustrade in tiie front

of if. with a few str|>s likewise lendinsj up to it. Here they

place their IkxIs. a situation fretpiently alludtni to in the Ht)ly

Scriptures, " Thou wcntest up to thy father's IhhI-—to mv
couch." licn. \lix. 4. ** Thou shalt not come down from that

IuhI on which thou art gone up/' Ji Kings i. (>. Mi. " I will

not go up intu niy 1^," l*sal. cxxxii. i\. which may also illus-

trate the circiunstance of Hc/ekiah's tttrniu^ hh fiut\ xcht'n

he prm/t'tl^ t(niHir<i,s the «7i//, (i. e. from his attendants), !i

Kings XX. ^. that the fervency of his devotion might be the

less taken notice t>f and observwl. The like is relatetl oC Ahab,

1 Kings xxi. 4. though probably not ujion a religious ai\nnu\t,

but in order to conceal from his attendants the anguish he was

m for his late disapjHnntnuMit.

* The stairs are sometimes placetl in the |>oix*h, s«anetimes

at the entrance into the |H>rch. The top oC the house, which

is always flat, is covered with a strong plaster of terrace: from

whence, in the Frank lans:ua}n\ it has altaintHi the name of

ifie temiee. This is usually surroundtnl by two walls, the

outermost wher<\>f is partly built t)vcr the strtn^t, pjutlv maketi

the |>artition with the adjoining houses; Iving frtMpiently so

low, that one may easily climb over it. The other, which 1

shall call the jmntiHt Wiill^ hangs imniediately over the ctnirt,

being always b»vast high, and answers to the fortea, IVut.

\xii. 8. which we rt^nder the battlemetit.w Iuste;itl of this pa-

rapet wall, some terrace^ are guanled, like the galleries, with

IwUustrades only, or latticed work : in which fashion ]>robably,

as the name seems to imi^ort, was the mt, or hittice, as we

ivwder it, that Aha/iah (9 Kings i. J2.) might bi» carelessly

Wning over, when !\e fell down from thence into tl»e court.
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For upon these terraces, several offices of the family are per-

formed ; such as the drying of linen and flax, Josh. ii. 6. the

preparing of figs and raisins ; where likewise they enjoy the

cool refreshing breezes of the evening, ** And it came to pass

in an evening tide, that David rose from off his bed, and

walked upon the roof of the king's house," 2 Sara. xi. 2. " So

they spread Absolem a tent upon the top of the house,*" ibid

xvi. 22. " Samud communed with Saul upon the top of the

house,'' 1 Sam. ix. 25. " Samuel called Saul to the top of the

house," ver. 26. converse with one another, and offer up their

devotions :
" They that worship the host of heaven upon the

house top," Zeph. i. 5. " On the tops of the houses of Moab

shall be howling," Isa. xv. 3. " Peter went up upon the

house top to pray," Acts x. 9, &c. In the feast of tabernacles,

booths were erected upon them, Nehemiah viii. 16. As these

terraces are thus frequently used and trampled upon, not to

mention the solidity of the materials wherewith they are made,

they will not easily permit any vegetable substances to take

root or thrive upon them ; which perhaps may illustrate the

comparison, Isaiah xxxvii. 27. of the Assyrians, and Psahn

cxxix. 6. of the "vicked, to tJie grass upon tlie house-tops^ zehich

•withereth before it is grown up.

' When any of these cities is built ujwn level ground, one

may pass along the tops of the houses from one end of it to

the other, without coming down into the street. Sucli in ge-

neral is the manner and contrivance of these houses. If then

it may be presumed that our Saviour, at the healing of the

paralytic, was preaching in a house of this fashion, we may,

by attending only to the structure of it, give no small light to

one circumstance of that history, which has lately given great

offence to some unbelievers. For, according to this explica-

tion, therefore, the context may run thus : Wlwn they could nd

come a* Jesusfor the press, iliey got upon the roofofthe house

and drew back tfw veil where lie wa^ ; or they laid open and

uncovered that part of it especially which was spread over the

place zcJiere he was sitting, and having removed, and plucked

anioaiy (according to St. Jerome), whatever might incommode

them in their intended good office, or having tied (according
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to the Persian version) the four corners of the bed or bed-stead

with cords, zohere the sick of the jpalsy lay^ they let it down

before Jems.

< To most of these houses there is a smaller one annexed,

which sometimes rises one story higher than the house ; at

other times it consists of one or two rooms only and a terrace

;

whilst others that are built, as they frequently are, over the

porch or gate-way, have, if we except the ground floor, which

they have not, all the conveniences that belong to the house,

properly so called.

* The httle chamber consequently that was built by the

Shunamite for Elisha, whither, as the text instructs us, he

retired at his pleasure, without breaking in upon the private

affairs of the family, or being in his turn interrupted by them

in his devotion :
" Let us make a little chamber, I pray thee,

on the wall ; and let us set for him there a bed, and a table,

and a 3tool, and a candlestick : and it shall be, when he com>

eth to us, that he shall turn in thither,*" 2 Kings iv. 10. the

summer chamber of Eglon, which, in the same manner with

these, seems to have had privy stairs belonging to it, through

which Ehud escaped after lie had revenged Israel upon that

king of Moab :
'* And Ehud came unto him (Eglon), and

iwas sitting in a summer parlour, which he had for himself

[alone—then Ehud went forth through the porch,"" Jud. iii.

I,—23. the chamber over the gate, whither, for the greater

[privacy, David withdrew himself to weep for Absalom: "And
the king was much moved, and went up to the chamber over

the gate, and wept," 2 Sam. xviii. 33. the upper chamber,

upon whose terrace Ahaz, for the same reason, erected his

laltai's :
" And the altars that were upon the top of the upper

this explica.

UieycovUnd

'of the
house

lid open and

kad over the

[

and plu€ked

incommode

Ichamber of Ahaz, which the kings of Judah had made,"" 2
Kings xxiii. 12. the inner chambei" likewise, or, as it is better

expressed in the original, a chamber within a cJiamber, where

jthe young man, the prophet, anointed Jehu (2 Kings ix. 12.)

—seem to have been all of them structures of the like nature

land contrivance with these olees.

' When a funeral is solemnized, it is usual to bring the

^according fr*"?^^*
^^ ^'^^ afternoon prayers, to one or other of the mosques:

^
Vol. III. 2 C

mm.
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from whence it is accompanied by the greatest part of the con.

gregation to the grave.

* If we except a few persons, who are buried within the

precincts of the sanctuaries of their marabbutts, the rest are

carried out at a small distance from their cities and villages,

where a great extent of ground is alloted for that purpose.

Each family has a proper portion of it, walled in like a garden,

where the bones of their ancestors have remained undisturbed

for many generations. For in these inclosures, the graves are

all distinct and separate ; each of them having a stone placed

upright, both at the head and feet, inscribed with the name

or title (2 Kings xxiii. 17.) of the deceased ; whilst the inter.

mediate space is cither planted with flowers, bordered round

with stone, or paved with tiles. The graves of the principal

citizens are further distinguished, by having cupolas, or vault.

ed chambers, of three, four, or more yards square, built over

them ; and as these very frequently lie open, and occasiona

shelter us from the inclemency of the weather, the demoniac
I

(Mark v. 3.) might with propriety enough have had his dwell

irtg among the tombs; as others are said, Isa. Ixv. 4, to r^TOm«

among the graves^ and to lodge in the monuments. And \

all these different sorts of tombs and sepulchres, with the very I

walls likewise of their respective cu]X)las and inclosures, are

constantly kept clean, white-washed, and beautified, they

continue to illustrate those expressions of our Saviour, where

he mentions the garnishing of the sepulchres, Matt, xxiii. 29.

and (ver. 27.) where he compares the scribes, pharisees, and

hypocrites, to zahited sepulchres^ xchlch indeed appear beanti-

Jul outward, but are xcitJiin Jull of dead meiCs bones and il\

uiicleanness. After the funeral is over, the female relations,

during the space of two or three months, go once a week to

weep over the grave and perform their parentalia.

' The Bedoweens, as their great ancestors, the Arabians,!

did before them, Isa. xiii. 20. live in tents called hhymas, froraj

the shelter which they afford the inhabitants ; and beet ell

shaar, i. e. houses ofhair, from the materials or webs of goatsj

hair, whereof they are made. They are the very same which

the ancients called mapalia ; and being then, as they are
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alas, or vault.

this day, secured from the weather by a covering only of such

hair-cloth as our coal sacks are made of, might very justly be

described by Virgil to have, rara tecta, thin roofs. The co-

lour of them is beautifully alluded to. Cant. i. 5. " I am black,

but comely, like the tents of Kedar." Fw nothing certainly

can afford a more delightful prospect, than a large extensive

plain, whether in its verdure, or even scorched up by sun-

beams, than those moveable habitations pitched in circles upon

them. These tents are kept firm and steady, by bracing, or

stretching down their eves with cords, tied to hooked wood

pina, well pointed, which they drive into the ground with a

mallet ; one of these pins answering to the nail, as the mallet

does to the hammer, which Jacl used m fastening to theground

the temples ofSisera, i>^.dg. iv. 21.

' At Algiers and Tunis the chief branch of manufactories is,

the making oi' hi/Jces, or blankets, as we should call them.

The women alone are employed in this work, (as Andromache

and Penelope were of old), who do not use the shuttle, but

conduct every thread of the woof with their lingers. The
hykes are of different sizes, and of different qualities and fine-

ness. The usual size of them is six yards long, and five or

six feet broad, serving the Kabyle and Arab for a complete

dress in the day, and, as they sleep in their raiment, as the

Israelites did of old, Deut. xxiv. 13. it serves likewise for his

bed and covering by night. It is a loose, but troublesome

garment, being frequently disconcerted and falling upon the

ground; so that the person who wears it, is every moment

obliged to tuck it up, and fold it anew about his body. This

shews the great use there is of a girdle, whenever they are

concerned in any active employment; and in consequence

thereof, the force of the Scripture injunction, alluding there-

unto, o^ having our loins girded, in order to set about it.

The method oi wearing these garments, with the use they are

at other times put to, in serving for coverlids to their beds,

should induce us to take the finer sorts of them at least, such

as was worn by the ladies and persons of distinction, to be the

peplus of the ancients. Ruth's veil, which held six measures
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of barley, (Ruth iii. 15.) might be of* the like fashion, and

have served extraordinarily for the same use ; as were also the

clothes of the Israelites, Exod. xii. 13. wherein they folded up

their kneading troughs; as the Moors, Arabs, and Kaybies,

do to this day things of the like burden and incumbrance in

their hykes.

* Instead of the fibula, that was used by the Romans, the

Arabs join together with thread or with a wooden bodkin, the

two upper comers of this garment ; and after having placed

them first over one of their shoulders, they then fold the rest

of it about their bodies. The outer fold serves them frequently

instead of an apron ; wherein they carry herbs, loaves, com.

&c. and may illustrate several allusions made thereunto in

Scripture ; as gathering tJie lapfull of wild gourds, 2 Kings

iv. 39- rendering seven fold, giving good measure into th

bosom, Psal. Ixxix. 12. Luke vi. 38. shaking the lap, Neh. v.

13. &c.

* The burnoose, which answers to our cloak, is often, for

warmth^ worn over these hykes. This too is another great

branch of their woollen manufactory. It is wove in one piece,

and shaped exactly like the garment of the little god Teles.

phorus ; viz. strait about the neck, with a cape or Hipprocra-

tes' sleeve, for a cover to the head, and wide below like a

cloak.

* Under the hyke, some wear a close-bodied frock or tunic

(a jillebba they call it), with or without sleeves, which differs

little from the Roman tunica, or habit in which the constella-

tion Bootes is usually painted. The coat of our Saviour,

which uns woven without seamfrom top throughout, John xix.

23. might be of the like fashion. Of this kind probably was

the habit wherewith our Saviour might still be clothed, when

he is said to lay aside his garments, (or burnoose and hyke,

John xiii. 4.) and to take a tool and gird himself; as was like-

wise the Jis7ier''s coat (John xxi. 7.) which St. Peter girded

about him, when he is said to be naked ; or what the same per-

son, at the command of the angel, (Acts xii. 8.) miglit have

girded upon him, before he is enjoined to cast his garment

about him.
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* The girdles, which have been occasionally mentioned b»
tore, are usually of worsted, very artfully woven into a variety

of figures, such as the rich girdles of the virtitous virgins

may be supposed to have been, Prov. xxxi. 24. They are

made to fold several times about the body ; one end of which

being doubled back, and sewn along the edges, serves them

for a purse. The Turks make a further use of these girdles,

by fixing therein their knives and poinards ; whilst the hojias,

i. e. th£ vxriters and secretaries, suspend in the same their

inkhorns; a custom as old as the prophet Ezekiel, (ix. 2.)

who mentions a person clothed in white linen, with cm inkhom

upon his loins.

* It is customary for the Turks and Moors to wear shirts of

linen, or cotton, or gauze, underneath the tunic; but the

Arabs wear nothing but woollen. There is a ceremony indeed

in some douwars, which obliges the bridegroom and the bride

to wear each of them a shirt at the celebration of their nup>

tials ; but then, out of a strange kind of superstition, they are

not afterwards to wash them, or put them off, whilst one piece

hangs to another. The sleeves of these shirts are wide and

open, without folds at the neck or wrist, as ours have ; thereby

preventing the flea and the louse from being commodiously

lodged: those, particularly of the women, are oflentimes of

the richest gauze, adorned with different coloured ribbands,

interchangeably sewed to each other.

' Neither are the Bedoweens accustomed to wear drawers

;

a habit notwithstanding which the citizens of both sexes con*

stantly appear in, especially when they go abroad or receive

visits. The virgins are distinguished from the matrons, in

having their drawers made of needle-work, striped silk or linen,

just as Tamar's garment is described, 2 Sam. xiii. 18. But

when the women are at home and in private, then their hykes

are laid aside, and sometimes their tunics ; and instead of

drawers, they bind only a towel about their loins, A Bar-

bary matron, in her undress, appears like Silanus in the

Admiranda.

* When these ladies appear in public, they always fold

tliemselves up so closely in these hykes, that even without their

( I

Ilii

I!
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vals, we could diaoover very little of their faces. But, in the

tttmaaer months, when they retire to their country seats, they

walk dimwd with less cautioti ; though, even then, upon the

approach of a stronger, they aJwavM flrop their veils, as Re.

bekah did upon the sight of Isaac, Gen. xxiv. 65. They all

affect to have their hair, the in»trument qftlmr pfide^ (Isa.

xxii. 12.) hang down to the ground, which, after they have

oolkcted into one lock, they bind and plait it with ribbands;

a piece <^ finery dis^proved of by the apostle, 1 Pet. iii. 3.

Where nature has been less liberal in this ornament, there the

defect is supplied by art, and foreign hair is procured to be

interwoven with the natural. Absalom's hair, which was sold

(2 Sam. xiv. 26.) ^^ two hundred shckles^ might have been

applied to this use.'

The doctor next notices the ancient custom of tinging the

eye lids with the powder of lead ore, which is still retained by

the Barbary ladies. In this country provisions arc very c\\qqj^\

and the old mode of cooking, frequently alluded to in the

Scriptures, is universally observed. The life of the Arab is

one continued round of idleness and diversion. He is outward.

ly humble and courteous, but inwardly false, thievish, and

treacherous. They are very superstitious, and pay great re-

spect to those who pretend to be prophets.

The Arabs have, during many ages, been under the domi-

nion of the Turks ; but they are not oppressed, and may live

peaceably by paying the produce of the eightli part of thcir

iands, and a small poll tax. They are governed by their own

shekh, lord or elder, and princes, though few of these great

men know how to write thdr own names. The priiice, who

at Algiers is called the dey^ and at Tunis the hey^ is chosen out

of the army ; but, if he be unfortunate, or becomes unpopular,

he is sure to be cut off, so that few have the fortune to die in

tlieir beds. The punishment for criminal offences are very

cruel and severe. The politics of the court at Algiers are

mostly swayed by the interests of "an insoloit soldiery; and

the consuls of the European nations are compelled to use both

gold and policy to preserve their countrymen from tlieir pira-

tioai attacks.



Having now reviewed the natural and moral peculiarities of

Africa, we Rhali proceed to relate the adventures and obser-

vations of European travellers in Asia, the grandest divi-

sion of our globe, and the acknowledged parent of nations

and of civilization. The Asiatics, indeed, h&xn ceased

to exercise that important influence upon the deslitiies of

Europe and Africa which they formerly possessed; yet they

still constitute alwve two-thirds of the human race. Thk
prodigious p^/pulation, if once aroused from the moral stu-

por into which the wliole mass has fallen, would present a

most sublime and interesting spectacle, and give an incon-

ceivable im})etus to the progress of civilization.

In examining this interesting portion of the earth, we will

commence with the description of the north-eastern part,

which was rcK;ently explored by an intelligent traveller.

The progress of discovery, and the introduction of the arms

and power of Europe into this continent, will be detmled in

uur account of the first voyages of the Portugueze and

other enterprizing navigators.

:

!



LESSEPS'S TRAVELS

IN

KAMTSCHATKA.

]yj^ DE LESSEPS, consul of France, was engaged as in-

terpreter to the count de la Perouse, in the voyage round

the world, which ended so unfortunately. He was landed on

the extremity of the Asiatic coast ; and, in journeying across

that vast continent, he encountered difficulties and observed

novelties that have rendered his journal extremely amusing

and instructive. The style is lively, and his descriptions pic-

turesque ; while the faithfulness of his narrative has been

acknowledged by the best judges. He thus begins :

—

* I HAVE scarcely completed my 25th year, and am arrived

at the most memorable aera of my life. However long, or

however happy may be my future career, I doubt whether it

will ever be my fate to be employed in so glorious an expedi-

dition as that in which two French fri;;';ates, the Boussole and

the Astrolabe, are at this moment engaged ; the first com-

manded by count de la Perouse, chief of the expedition, and

the second by viscount de Langle.

* The report of this voyage, round the world, created too

general and lively an interest, for direct news of these illus-

trious navigators, reclaimed by their country and by all Europ«

from the seas they traverse, not to be expected with as much

impaUence as curiosity.
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« How flatterinfr is it to my heart, after having obtained

from count de la Pt-roiise the advantage of accompanying him

for more than two years, to be farther indebted to him for the

honour of conveying his dispaches over land to France ! The
more I reflect upon this additional proof of his confidence, the

more I feel what such an embassy requires, and how far I am
deficient ; and I can only attribute his preference to the ne-

cessity of choosing for this journey, a person who had resided

in Russia, and could speak its language.

*0n the 6th of September, 1787, the king^s frigates entered

the port of Avatscha, or Saint Peter and Saint Paul, at the

southern extremity of the peninsula r'' Kamtschatka. The
29th, I was ordered to quit the Astrolabe ; and the same day

count de la Perouse gave me his dispatches and instructions.

His regard for me would not permit him to confine his cares

to the most satisfactory arrangements for the safety and con-

venience of my journey ; he went farther, and gave me the

affectionate counsels of a father, which will never be obiiterated

from my heart. Viscount de Langle had the goodness to join

his also, which proved equally beneficial to me.

Let me be permitted in this place to pay my just tribute

i

of gratitude to the faithful companion of the dangers and the

I

glory of couht de la Perouse, and his rival in every other

1 court, as well as that of France, for having acted towards me,

upon all occasions, as a counsellor, a friend, and a father.

' In the evening I was io take my leave of the commander

land his worthy colleague. Judge what I suffered, when I

Iconducted them back to the Ixjats that waited for them. I

jvas incapable of speaking, or of quitting them ; they embraced

Ime in turns, and my tears t(K) plainly told them the situation

of my mind. The officers who were on shore, received also

my adieu : they were affected, offered prayers to heaven for

iy safety, and gave me every consolation and succour that

kheir friendship could dictate. My regret at leaving them

cannot be descrilied ; I was torn from their arms, and found

uyself in tliose of colonel Kasloff-Ougrenin, governor general

f>f Okotsk and Kamtschatka, to whom count dc la Perouse

Vol. III. 2 D
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ha4 recommended me, more as his son, than an officer charged

with his dispatches.

< At this moment cmnmenced my obligations to the Russian

governor. I knew not then all the sweetness of his character,

incessantly disposed to acts of kindness, and which I have since

had so many reasons to admire. He treated my feelings with

the utmost address. I saw the tear of sympathy in his eye

upon the departure of the boats, which we followed as far as

our sight would permit ; and in conducting me to his house,

he spared no pains to divert me from my melancholy reflec-

tions. To conceive the frightful void which my mind experi-

enced at this moment, it is necessary to be in my situation, and

left alone in these scarcely discovered regions, 4,000 leagues

from uiy native land : without calculating this enormous dis-

tance, the dreary aspect of the country sufficiently prognosti.

cated what I should have to suffer during my long and perilous

route ; but the reception which I met with from the inhabit-

ants, and the civilities of M. Easloff and the other Russian I

officers, made me by degrees less sensible to the departure of
|

my countrymen.

,
* Count de la Perouse had recommended dihgence to me,

but enjoined me, at the same time, upon no pretext to quit

M. Kaslof; an injunction that was perfectly agreeable tonij

inclinations. The governor had promiised to conduct mea^

far as Okotsk, which was the place of his residence, and to|

which it was necessary that he should rep£ur immediately.

* The port of St. Peter and St. 1/aul, is known to be situ.

ated at the north of the entrance of tiie bay, and closed in at I

the south by a very narrow neck of land, upon which thtj

mtrog, or village, of Kamtschatka is built. Upon an en)i<

nence to the east, at the interior point of the bay, is the \iom\

of the governor, with whom M. Kusloff resided during liisl

stay. Near this house, almost in the same hne, is that of il

c(M'poral of the garrison, and a little higher to the north, thiti

of the Serjeant, who, next to the governor, . » the only ptf{

sons at all distinguished in this settlement, if indeed it deser^al

the name of settlement. Opposite to the entrance of the port,[
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on the declivity of the eminence, from which a lake of consi-

derable extent is seen, are the ruins of the hospital mentioned

in captain Cook's voyage. Below these, and nearer the shore,

is a building which serves as a magazine to the garrison, and

which is constantly guarded by a cent.nel. Such was the state

in which we found the port of St. Peter and St. Paul.

< By the proposed augmentation, it will evidently become

an interesting place. The entrance was to be closed, or at

least flanked by fortifications, which were to serve at the same

time as a defence, on this side, to the projected town, which

was chieAy to be built upon the site of the old hospital, th9t

is, between the port and the lake. A battery was also to ht

erected upon the neck of land which separates the bay fromt

the lake, in order to protect the other part of the town. Iflr

short, by this plan, the entrance of the bay would be defended

by a sufficiently stron^ l-attery upon the least elevated point

of the left coast; and vessels entering the bay could not escape

the cannon, because of the breakers on the right. 'I'here is

at present upon the point of a rock, a battery of six or ei^t

cannon, lately erected to salute our frigates.

' I need not add, that the augmentation of the garrisoii

forms a part of the plan, which consists only at present of lO
soldiers, or Cossacks. Their mode of living and their dress

are similar to the Kamtschadales, except that in time of ser^r

vice they have a sabre, firelock, and cartouch box ; in other

respects they are not distinguishable from the indigenes, but

by their features and idiom.

* With respect to the Kamtschadale village, which forms a

conaderable part of th place, and is situated, as I have already

said, upon the narrow projection of hnd which clos(;s in the

entrance of the port, is at present composed of from 30^ to 40

habitations, including winter and summer ones, called isbels

and balagam ; and the number of inhabitants, taking in the

garrison, does not exceed 100, men, women, and children.

The intention is to increase them to upwards of 400.

* The,banks of the bay of Avatscha are rendered difficult

of access by the high mountains, of which some are covered

with wood, and others have volcanoes. The vallies present ft

•I
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vegetation that astonished me. The grass was nearly of the

height of a man ; and the rural flowers, such as the wild roses

and others that are interspersed with them, difi'use far and

wide a most grateful smell.

* The rains are in general heavy during spring and autumn,

and blasts of wind are frequent in autumn and winter. The

latter is sometimes rainy; but notwithstanding its length, they

assured me that its severity is not very extreme, at least in

this southern part of Kamtschatka. The snov/ begins to ap-

pear on the ground in October, and the thaw does not take

place till April or May ; but even in July it is seen to fall

upon the summit of high mountains, and particularly volc^i-

noes. The summer is tolerably fine ; the strongest heats

scarcely last beyond the solstice. Thunder is seldom heard,

and is never productive of injury. Such is the temperature of

almost all this part of the peninsula.

* Two rivers pour their waters into the pay of Avatscha;

that from which the bay is named, and the Paratounka. They

both abound with fish, and every species of water fowl, but

these are so wild, that it is not possible to approach within 50

yards of them. The navigation of these rivers is impracticable

after the 26th November, because they are always frozen at this

time ; and in the depth of winter the bay itself is covered with

sheets of ice, which are kept there by the wind blowing from

the sea ; but they are completely dispelled as soon as it blowsi

from tfie land. The port of St. Peter and St. Paul is com-

monly shut up by the ice in the month of January.**

Our traveller departed from the port of St. Peter and St.

Paul on the 7th of November, in company with M. Schmaleff,

the inspector general, the governo/s secretary, M. Kasloff, and

M. Ivasch^in, the unfortunate gentleman mentioned in Gierke's

voyage, and whose story is thus related by our author

:

* The mere recital of his misfortunes,'' says he, ' is sufficient

to excite the compassion of every reader ; but it is necessary

to have seen and observed him, toJudge of the extreme inte-

rest which his unhappy lot is calculated to inspire.

* He was not 20 years of age, when the empress Elizabeth

Ijo^de him serjeant of her guard of Preobrajenskoi. He akeady
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cnioyed a certain credit at court, and the free access to tlie

sovereign, which his office gave him, opened the most brilhant

car< <" to his ambition ; when all at once he saw himself not

merely disgraced and deprived all his flattering hopes, but

treated as the greatest criminal ; he was knozoted, which is the

severest and most degrading punishment in Russia, had his

nose slit, and was banished for life to Kamtschatka.

' The English have told us what he suffered for more than

20 years, from the rigour with which he was treated ; he was

denied even the first necessaries of life, and nuist infallibly

have perished of hunger and misery, or fallen a prey to des-

pair, if the force of his mind and the strength of his constitu-

tion had not supported him. The necessity of providing for

his own subsistence, compelled him, not without disgust, to

naturalize himself with the Kamtchadales, and to adopt en-

tirely their mode of living ; he is clothed like them, and by

means of hunting and fishing is enabled to procure, not merely

a sufficiency for his wants, but a superfluity, from the sale of

which he obtains some, little conveniences that seem to sweeten

bis miserable existence. He resides at Verck-nei-Kamtschat-

ka, or Upper Kamtschatka. The Russians are ignorant of

the cause of so severe a punishment ; they are disposed to at-

tribute it to a misunderstanding, or some indiscreet words, for

they know not how to suppose him capable of a crime. It

seems as if a change of sentiment had taken place respecting

the pretended enormity of his offence, a proposal having been

lately made of changing the place of his banishment, and re-

moving him to Yakoutsk, a town that offers a variety of

resources, both for profit and pleasure. But this unfortunate

being, who is from 60 to 65 years of age, has refused to avail

himself of this permission, not wishing, as he said, to make a

show of the hideous marks of his dishonour, and to blush a

second time at the dreadful punishment he has undergone.

He preferred the continuing to live with the Kamtschadales,

having but one desire left, that of passing the few remaining

(lays of4ife with those who knew his integrity, and of carrying

^vith him to his grave the general friendship and esteem, to

vhich he is so justly intitled.'

f'ti
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The governor'*s suite, that accompanied our autlxur^s party,

consisted of four Serjeants, an equal number of privates, and

the commanding officer. Having embarked upon baiders, a

kind of boats, they arrived in about six hours at a village, or

ostrog, where the priest of the district resides. * The summer

houses, or balagans,'' says M. Lesseps, ' are elevated above

the ground upon a number of posts, placed at equal distances,

and about 12 or 1^ feet high. This rough sort of coUonadc

supports in the air a {^tform made of rafters, joined to one

another, and overspread with clay : this platform serves as a

floor to the whole building, which consists of a roof in the

shape of a cone, covered with a kind of thatch, or dried grass,

placed upon long poles fastened together at the top, and bear-

ing upon the rafters. This is at once the first and last story;

it ibrms the whole apartment, or rather chamber : an opening

in the roof serves instead of a chimney to let out the smoke,

when a fire is lighted to dress their victuals ; this cookery is

performed in the middle of the room, where they eat and sleep

pell-mell together without the least disgust or scruple. In

these apartments, windows are out of the question; there is

merely a door, so low and narrow, that it will scarcely suffice

to admit the Ught. The stair-case is worthy of the rest of tlie

building ; it consists of a beam, or rather a tree jagged in a

slovenly manner, one end of which rests on the ground, and

the other is raised to the height of the floor. It is placed at

the angle of the door, upon a level, with a khid of open gal*

lery that is erected before it. This tree retains its roundness,
|

and presents on one side something like steps, but they are so

incommodious that I was more than once in danger of breaking

my neck. In reality, whenever this vile ladder turns under

the feet of those who are not accustomed to it, it is impossible

to preserve an equilibrium ; a fall must be the consequence,

more or less dangerous, in proportion to the height. When|

they wish persons to be informed that there is nobody at home,!

they merely turn the stair-case, w'i$h the steps inward.

* Motives of convenience may have suggested to these peo-j

pie the idea of building such strange dwellings, which theirl

mode of living renders accessary and commodious. Their|
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principal food being dried fish, which is also the nourishment

of their dogs, it is necessary, in order to dry their fish and

other provisions, that they should have a place sheltered from

the heat of the sun, and at the same time perfectly exposed to

the air. Under the collonades or rustic porticos, whic*^: form

the lower part of their balagans, they find this convenience

;

and there they hang their fish, either to the ceiling or to the

sides, that it may be out of the reach of the voraciousness of

their dogs. The Kamtschadales make use of dogs to draw

their sledges ; the best, that is the most vicious, have no other

kennel than what the portico of the balagans affords them, to

the posts of which they are tied. Such are the advantages

resulting from the singular mode of constructing the balagans,

or summer habitations of the Kamtschadales.

' Those of winter are less singular ; and if equally large,

would exactly resemble the habitations of the Russian peasants.

These have been so often described, that it is universally

known how they are constructed and arranged. The isbas are

built of wood ; that is to say, the walls are formed by placing

long trees horizontally upon one another, and filling up the

interstices with clay. The roof slants lik^ our thatched houses,

and is covered with coarse grass, or riches, and frequently

with planks. The interior part is divided into two rooms, witJi

a stove placed so as to warm them both, and which serves at

the same time as a fire place for their cookery. On two ^des

of the largest room, wide benches are fixed, and sometimes a

sorry couch made of planks, and covered with bears* skin.

This is the bed of the chief of the family : and the women,

who in this country are the slaves of their husbands, and per-

form all the most laborious offices, think themselves happy to

be allowed to sleep in it.

' Beiudes these benches and the bed, there is also a table,

and a great number of images of different saints, with which

the Kamtschadales are as emulous of furnishing their cham-

bers, as the majority of our celebrated connoisseurs are of dis-

playing then* magnificent paintings.

* The windows, as may be supposed, are neither large nor

ingh. The panes are made of the skins of salmon, or the

jirt

,
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bladders of various animals, or the giillci., .,i sea wolves pre-

pared, and sometimes of leaves of talc; but tliis is rare, and

implies a sort of opulence. The fish skins ai'e so scraped and

dressed that they l)ecome transparent and admit a feeble light

to the room, somewhat similar to the oiled paj)er in the win-

dows of manufactorien ; but objects cannot be seen through

them. The leaves of talc are more clear, and approach nearer

to glass ; in the mean time they are not sufficiently transparent

for persons without to see what is going on within: this is

manifestly no inconvenience to such low houses.

* Every ostrog is presided by a chief, called toyon. This

kind of magistrate is chosen from among the natives of the

country, by a plurality of voices. The Russians have pre-

served to them this privilege, but the election must be ap.

proved by the jurisdiction of the province. This toyon is

merely a peasant, like those whom he judges and governs;

he has no mark of distinction, and performs the same labours

as his subordinates. His office is chiefly to watch over the

police, and insj)ect the execution of the orders of government.

Under him is another Kamtschadalc, chosen by the toyon

himself, to assist him in the exercise of his functions, or sup.

ply his place. This vice-toyon is called yesaoul^ a Cossack

title adopted by the Kamtschadales since the arrival of the

Cossacks in their peninsula, and which signifies second chief

of their bund or clan. It is necessary to add, that when the

conduct of their chiefs is considered as corrupt, or excites the

complaints of their inferiors, the Russian officers presiding

over them, or the otlier tribunals established by government,

dismiss them immediately from their functions, and nominate

others more agreeable to the Kamtschadales, with whom the

right of election still remains.

* The rain continuing, we were unable to proceed on our

journey ; but my curiosity led me to embrace a short interval

that offered in the course of the day, to walk out into the

ostrog, and visit its environs.

' I went first to the church, which I found to be built of

wood, and ornamented in the taste of those of the Russian

villages. I observed the arms of captain Clerke, painted by
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it of

Islan

by

Mr. Webber, and tlie EiigUsli inscription upon tlie death of

this worthy successor oK captain C(M)k; it |iointed out the place

of his burial at Saint Peter and Saint Paurs.'

Our traveller now proceeded on his journey, and, after tra-

velling two days in the midst of heavy rains and snow, he

arrived at Natehikin, in the neis<hlx)urhood of which are hot

jjprings, that are constructed into baths. AA'hile residing here

' M. KasloJf rcnvnked,'' says oi r author, * a numerous flight

of ravens, who all hovered ovti' the same spot, skinnning con-

tinually along the ground. The regular direction of their

flight led us to suspect that some prey attracted them. These

birds were in reality pinvsuing a sable. We jierceived it upon

ahirch tree, surrounded l)y another flight of ravens, and we

had innnediatcly a similar desire of taking it. The (juickest

and surest way would doubtless have been to have shot it;

but our guns were at the village, and it was impossible to

Iwrrow one of the persons who aceorn])anied us, or indeed in

the whole neighboiU'hot)d. A Kamtschadale ha})pily drew us

from our eud)arrassment, by undertaking to catch the sable.

He adopted the following method. He asked us for a cord

;

we had none to give him but that which fastened our horses.

While he was making a running knot, some dogs, trained to

ilie chace, had surrounded the tree : the animal, intent upon

watching them, either from fear, or natural stupidity, did not

stir; and contented himself with stretching out his neck, when

die cord was presented to him. His head was twice in the

noose, but the knot slipj)ed. At length, the sable having

thrown himself upon the gTound, the dogs flew to seize him

;

but he presently freed hamself, and with his claws and teeth

kid hold of the nose of one of the dogs, who had no reason to

lie pleased with his reception. As we were desirous of taking

the animal alive, we kept back the dogs ; the sable quitted

immediately his hold, and ran up a tree, where, for the tliird

|tirae, the nt)ose, which hail been tied anew, was presented to

rim ; it was not till the fourth attempt that the Kamtschadale

ucceeded. I could not have imagined that an animal, who

as so much the appearance of cimning, would have permitted

self to be caught in so stupid a manner, and would him-

VoL. III.—(50) 2 E
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self have placed his head in the snare that was held up to hint.

This easy nKxle of catching sables is a considerable resource

to the Kanitschadales, who are obliged to pay their tribute in

skins of these animals.'

The departure of our author's party was fixed for the 17tli

of November, and the preceding day was taken up with mak-

ing preparations for it. The next division of their route beinfj

l)y water, * ten boats/ says M. Lesseps, ' which })roperl)

.speaking, a|)peared to be merely trees scooped out in the

shape of canoes, two and two lashed together, served as five

floats for the conveyance of ourselves and part t)f our effects.

AVe were obliged to leave the greater part at Natchikin, on

.iccount of the impossibility of loading these floats with the

whole, and there were no means of increasing them. We

had already collected all the canoes that were in the village,

and even some of our ten had been brought from the ostrog

of A})atchin, to which we were going.

' The 17th, at break of day, we embarked upon these floats,

Four Kamtschadales, by means of long poles, conducted our

rafts. But they were frequently obliged to place themselves

in the water, in order to haul them along ; the depth of the

river in some places being no more than one or two feet, and

in others less than six inches. Presently one of our floats re-

ceived an injury ; it was precisely that which was freighted

with our baggage, and we were obliged to unlade every thing

upon the bank, in order to refit it. We waited not, but

preferred leaving it behind, in order to proceed on our

route. At noon another accident, much more deplorable

for men whose appetites began to be clamorous, occasioned us

a further delay. The float in which our cookery was embark-

ed, sunk all at once before our eyes. It will be supposed we

did not see the loss which threatened us, with indifference;

we were eager to save the wreck of our provisions ; and forB P'tabJy entertain

fear of a greater niisfortune, we wisely resolved to dine before! 'he above river I:

we proceeded any farther. Our dinner tended gradually toi We to ships of 1^

dispel our fears, and giave us courage to discharge the water! «nelter,

which over-loaded our boats, and to resume our voyage. WJ The populatio

had not advanced a werst, before we met two boats coming tJt'niidren, amount
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our assistance from Apatchin. We sent them to tlie succour

of the damaged float, and U) supply the place of the boats

which were unfit for service. As we continued to advance at

tlie head of our embarkations, we at last entirely lost sight of

them ; but we met with nothing disastrous till the evening/

The river is described as being full of small islands, and

having trees growing in its very middle. Tracts of the bear

were every where seen, and fish half devoured which the^o

animals had left. Different species of water fowl diverted

themselves in the water; but game does not appear to be com-

mon.

' Upon the approach of night/ continues our author, ' M,
Kasloff' rightly judged that it would be more prudent to stop,

than to continue our route, with the apprehension of encoun-

tering obstacles similar to what had already impeded our navi-

gation. How were we to surmount them ? we were unac-

quainted with, the river; and in the obscurity of the night,

the least accident might prove fatal to us. These considera-

tions determined us to leave our bouts, and to pass the night

on the right hand bank -of the river, at the entrance of a wood,

and near the place where captain Kiiig and his party halted.

A good fire warmed and dried our whole company. M. Kas-

loif had taken the precaution to place in his float the accoutre-

ments of a tent; and while we were pitching it, which was

done in a moment, we had the satisfaction to see two of our

floats arrive, which had not been able to keep up with us.

The pleasure which this reunion afibrded us, the fatigue of the

day, the convenience of the tent, and our beds, which we had

fortunately brought with us, all contributed to make us pass a

most comfortable night.''

Our traveller in this manner proceeded up the Bolchaia-

icka, until he arrived at Bolcheretsk, where he was most hos-

pitably entertained at the governor's house. The entrance of

the above river he describes as very dangerous, and impractica-

ble to ships of 150 tons burthen ; nor does the port afford any

shelter.

The population of this village, including men, women, and

children, amounts to between 2 and 300. Among these in-

fctfi
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habitants, reckonin^ij the petty officers, there are 60 or 70

Coswickii, or soldier.?, who uro ein])l(iyetl in »11 lal/ourn that

relate to the servioe of governniciit. Kiu h in his turn mounts

guard; they clear the way.-*; rf|»air the bridges; unlade the

provisions sent Irom Okotsk, andionvey them from the mouth

of tlie Holchuia-reka to Molcheretsk. 1'he rest of the inhabit-

ants are comjJostHl of merchants and saihu's.

* These ])eopie,' oays Le.sMcpM, * llussians and Cossackn,

together with a mixed breed found anu)ng them, cnrry on a

clandestine conmierte, sometinieb in one article, and bomctinieji

in another; it varies as often an they see any reason for «|iang.

ing it; but it is never with a view of enriching themsel*. ^ i)f

honest means. Their industry is a continual knn vishne^^^ ; it

is solely employetl in cheatinii; the poor Kaintschaduies, uhost

credidity and insuperable propensity to drunkenness, kavi'

them entirely at the mercy of these dangerous plunderers.

Like our mountebanks, and otlier knaves of this kind, they

go from village to village to inveigle the tov) silly natives : tht'j

propose to sell them brandy, which they artfidly present n\

them to taste. It is almost impossible for a Kamtschadale.

male or female, to refuse this offer. The first essay is followed

by many others ; presently their heads become aflfected, tliev

are intoxicated, and the craft of the tempters succeed. No

sooner ai-e they airived to a state of inebriety, than these pil-

ferers know how to obtain from them tl>e barter of their most

valuable effects, that is, their whole stock of fiirs, frequently

the fruit of the labour of a whole season, which was to enable

them to }iay their tribute to the crown, and prrjcure perhaps

Ptibsistence for a whole family. But no consideration can stop

a Kamtschadale drunkai'd, every thing is forgotten, every

thing is sacrificed to the gratificfstion of his appetite, and the

momentary pleasure of swallowing a few glasses of brandy, re-

duces him to the utmost \vretchedness. Nor is it possible for

the most painful experience to put them on their guard against

their own weakness, or the cunning pei^y erf these traders,

who in their turn drink, in like nianner, all the profits of their|

knavery.
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« This practice is well known to hv the ruling; fiassion of all

the people of the north; but I have had nioro than one occasion

to observe, that the Kaint8chadale» are in this respect inferior

to none of them. The following story, among others, was told

me, that I might l)e able to judge of the rapacity of these va-

gabond traders, and the stupid prodigality of their dupe».

A KamtKchailaie had given a sable for a glass of brandy.

Inflamed with a desire of drinking another, he invited the

neller into his house. The merchant thanked him, but said

he was in a hurry. The Kamtschadale renewed his solicita-

tions, and proposed a second bargain : he prevailed.—" Come,

another glass for this sable, it is a finer one than the first.'*

" No ; I must keep the rest of my brandy ; I have promised

to «ell it at such a place, and I nmst be gone." " Stay a mo-

ment ; here are two sables." " It is all in vain." " Well,

come, I will add another." " Agreed, drink." Meanwhile

thfc three sables are seized, and the hypocrite makes a fresh

pretence to come away : his host redoubles his importunities

to retain him, and demands a third glass : further ivfusals and

further offers: the higher the chapman raises his price, the

more the Kamtschadale is prodigal of his furs. Who would

have supposed that it would have ended in the sacrifice of seven

most beautiful sables for this last glass ! they were all he had.

' I shall terminate the article of commerce by adding, that

the persons who deal most in wholesale, are merely agents of

the merchants of Totma, Vologda, Grand Ustiug, and differ-

ent towns of Siberia, or the factors of other opulent traders,

who extend even to this distant country their commercial spe-

culations.

' All the wares and provisions, which necessity obliges them

to purchase from the magazines, are sold excessively dear,

and at about 10 times the current price at Moscow.
' The rest of the merchandize consists of nankins and other

gainstIChina stuffs, together with various commodities of Russian

aderSilRnd foreign manufacture, as ribl)ons, handkerchief, stockings,

theiilaps, shoes, boots, and other articles of European dress, which

ay be regarded as luxuries, compared with the extreme sim*

iicity of apparel of the Kamtschadales. Among the provision

pil-

moii

entij

nabk

':M
?'"^^

I r
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imported, tliere are sugar, toa, a small quantity of cofFce, somr

wine, but very little, biscuits, confections, or dried fruits, as

prunes, raisins, &c. and lastly, candles, both wax and tallow

powder, shot, &c.

' The scarcity of all these articles in so distant a country,

and the need, whether natural or artificial, which thrre is for

them, enable the merchants to sell them at whatever exorbitant

price their voracity may affix. In common, they are disposed

of almost immediately upon their arrival. The merchants keep

shops, each of them occupying one of the huts opposite tlic

guard house; these shops are open every day, except feast

days.

' The inhabitants of Bolcheretsk differ not from the Kamt-

schadales in their mode of living ; they are less satisfied, how.

ever, with balagans, and their houses are a little cleaner.

' Their clothing is the same. The outer garment, which is

callec' parqiie, is like a waggoner''s frock, and is made of the

skins of deer, or other animals, tanned on one side. Thev

wear under this long breeches of similar leather, and next the

skin a very short and tight shirt, either of nankin or cotton

stuff; the women's are of silk, which is a luxury among them.

Both sexes wear b(K)ts; in summer, of goats' or dogs' skiiin

tanned ; and in winter, of the skins of sea wolves, or the legs

of rein deer. The men constantly wear fur caps ; in the mild

season they put on longer shirts of nankin, or of skin without

hair ; they are made like the parque, and answer the same

purpose, that is, to be worn over their other garments. Tlitir

gala dress, is a parque trimmed with otter skins and velvet.

or other stuffs and furs equally d jar. The excessive scarcity

of every species of stuff's at Kamtschatka, renders the toilet oi

the women an object of very ct)nsiderable expence : they some-

times adopt the dress of the men.

' The principal food of these people consists in dried fish.

The fish are p.'ocured by the men, while the w<jmen are em-

ployed in domestic occupations, or in gatheiing fruits and

other veg..tables, which, next to dried fish, are tlie favourite

provisions of ih.e Kamtschadales and Russians of this country.
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consumption, it is liigh lioliday with them, and the anniversary

is celehrated hy a riotous and inttMuperate joy, tliat frequently

gives rise to the most extravagant and indecent scenes. They

disperse in crowds througli the country, singing and giving

themselves up to all the absurdities which tiieir imagination

suggests ; no consideration of fear or modesty restrains them.

I cannot better describe their licentious frenzy than by com-

pai'ing it with the bacchanals of the pagans. Ill betide the

man whom chance conducts and delivers into their hands

!

however resolute or however active he may be, it is impossible

to evade the late that awaits him ; and it is seldom that hf

escapes, witliout receiving a severe flagellation.

' Their provisions are prepared nearly in the following

manner ; it will appear, from the recital, that they cannot be

accused of nuich delicacy. Thev are ])articularly careful to

waste no part of the fish. As s(K)n as it is caught they tear

out the jiilis, which thev innnediatelv suck with extreme ffra-

tilication. \iy another refinement of sensuality or gluttony,

thev cut off also at the same time souie slices of the fish, which

they devour with equal avidity, covered as they ai*e with clots

of blood. The fish is then gutted, and the entrails reserved

for their dogs. The rest is prepared and dried ; when they

eat it either boiled, roasted, or broileil, but most coDunonly

raw.

' The fotxl which the epicures esteem most, and which ap-

peared to me to be singularly disgusting, is a s|)ecies of salmon,

called tcJiajuHchu. As soon as it is caught, they bury it in a

hole; and in this kind of larder they 'jave it till it has had

time to sour, or, propeiiy speaking, become perfectly putrified.

It is only in thi? state of corruption that it attains the flavour

most pleasing to the delicate palates of these people. In my
opinion the infectious odour that exhales from this fish, would

suffice to repulse the most hungry being ; and yet a Kamt-

scliadale feeds voluptuously upon this rotten flesh. How for-

tunate does he consider himself when the head falls to his lot

!

this is deemed the most delicious morsel, and is connnonly

distributed into many parts. I frequently wished to overcome

uiy aversion, and taste this so iiigldy valued food ; but my
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resolution was unequal to it ; and I was not only unable to

taste it, but even to bring it near my mouth ; every time I

attempted, the fcetid exhalation which it emitted gave me a

nausea, and disgusted me insuperably.

* There are three sorts of inhabitants, the natives or Kamt-

schadales, the Russians, and Cossack i, and the descendants

from intermarriages.

' The indigenes, that is, thcae whose blood is unmixed, are

few in number ; the siuall poj. has carried oil' three fourths of

them, and the few that ar<^ left are dispersed through the dif-

fercnt ostrogs of the peninsula; in Bolcheretsk it would be

dih'icuit U; find more than one or two.

* The true Kamlschadales are in general below the common

height; their shape is round and squat, their eyes small and

sunk, their cheeks prominent, thtir nose flat, their hair black,

they have scarcely any l)eard, and their complexion it? a little

tawny. The complexion and features of the women are wj-y

nearly the same; from this reprcsentalion, it will be suppose^'

they are not very seducing objects.

* The character of the Kamtschadales is mild and hospita-

ble ; they are neither knaves, nor robbers ; they have indeed

so little penetration, that nothing is more easy than to deceive

them, as we have seen in the advantage that is taken of their

propensity to intoxication. They live together in the utmost

harmony, and the more so, it would seem, on account of tlie

smallness ui' their number. This unanimity disposes them to

assist one another in their lalxmrs, which is no small proof of I

their zeal to oblige, if we consider the natural and extreme

slothfulness of their disposition. An active life wo.idd be in-

supportable to them ; ami the greatest happiness, in their esti-

mation, next to that of getting drunk, is to have nothing to I

do, and to live for ever in trancjuil indolence. This is carried

so far with the.*e people, ^f frecpjently to make them neglect

the means of providing the necessaries of life; anfl whole

families are often reduced to all the severities of famine, be-

cause they would not take the pains of providing in summer

;

reserve of fish, without which they are unable to live. If theyl

neglect in this manner the preservation >f their existence, it iJ
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tiot to be supposed that they are nM»-e ^tentive to the article

of cleanliness; it displays itself neither in their per^ns, nor

their habitats *os ; and they may justly be reproached for being

addicted to ine contrary cxtreiue.'*

M. Lesseps observes, that tlie natives, or true Kamtscha*

daleS) have preserved almost universally their ignorant simpli-

city and uncultivated manners ; and that a part (^ the rest of

the inhabitants, Russians and mixed breed, w.^io have settled

themselves in the ostrogs where the governors seside, stili re.

tain indeed a faint shade of Europeau manners, but not of

such as are most pure. The women, he continues, in their

(iispositkm, are extremely cheerful; a little, perhaps, at the

expellee of decency. They endeavour to amuse the ccxnpany

by every thing which their gaiety and play^ness can furnish.

They are fond of singing, and their voice is pleasant and

agreeable ; it is only to be wished that their music had less.

reHembUnce to their soil, and approached nearer to our own.
' The enterfainments and assemblies of the native Eamt-

rc.iadales,'' says our author, * at which I was present, offered

a spectacle entitled to notice for its singularity. I know not

which struck me most, the song or the dance. The dance

appeared to me to be that of savages. It consisted in making

i-^ular movements, or rather unpleasant and difficult dbtor-

tions, and in uttering at the same time a forced and gutteral

sound, like a continued hiccough, to mark the time of the air

sung by the assembly, the words of which are frequently void

d* sense, even in Kamtschadale.

* In their dances they are fond of imitating the different

animals '-h^ pursue, such as the partridge and others, but

principj; . i\<^^ bear. They represent its sluggish and stupid

gait, itb uii)" r iAt feelings and situations ; as the young ones

about their daai ; the amorous sports of the male with the

female ; and lastly, its agitation when pursued. They must

have a perfect kno lodge of this animal, and have made it

their particular study, for they represent all its motions as

exactly, I believe, as it is ]X)ssible. I asked the Russians,

who were greater connoisseurs tlian myself, having been oftener

prec." '. sX tlie taking of these auimals, whether their panto*

Vol .11. 2 F
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mime ballets were well executed ; and they assured me that

the dancers were the best in the country, and that the cries,

gait, and various attitudes of the bear, were as accurate an

life. Meanwhile, without offence to the amateurs, thete

dances are, in my opinion, not less fatiguing to the spectators

than to the performers. It is a real pain to see them distort

their hips, dislocate every limb, and wear out thdir lungs, to

express the excess of pleasure which they take in these strange

balls, which, I repeat it, resemble the absurd diversions of

savages: the Kamtschadales may indeed, in many respects,

be cmisidered as of that rank.

' Having given an account of the address with which these

people counterfeit the postures and motions of the bear, who

may be called their dancing master, it may not be unpleasing

to relate in w'lat manner they hunt this animal. There is a

mode, very nij lopted in this country, to which equal

strength and cou:; je are necessary. A Kamtschadale goes

out, either alone or in company, to jRnd' a bear. He has no

other arms than bis gun, a kind of carabine, whose but-end

is very small ; a lance or spear ; and his knife. His stock of

provision is made up in a bundle containing about 20 fish.

Thus lightly equipped, he penetrates into the thickest part of

the woods, and every place that is likely to be the haunt of

this animal. It is commonly in the briars, or among the

rushes on the borders of lakes and rivers, that the Kamtsciia-

dale posts himself, and waits the approach of his adversary

witli patience and intrepidity ; if it be necessary, he will re-

main thus in ambuscade for a whole week together, till the

bear makes hip appearance. The moment it comes within hi*

reach, he fixes in the ground a forked stick belonging to his

gun, by means of which he takes a truer aim, and shoots with

more certainty. It is seldom that, with the smallest ball, he

does not strike the bear in the head, or near the shoulder,

which is the tenderest part. But he is obliged to charge again

instantly, liecause the bear, if tho' first shot has not disabled

him, runs at the hunter, who has not always time for a second

shot. He has then recourse to his lance, with whidi he

quickly arms himself to contend ^itb the beast, who attacks

him in his ti
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faim in his turn. His life is in danger if he does not give the

bear a mortal thrust ; and in such combats, it may be supposed

the man is not always the conqueror; but this does not prevent

the inhabitants of this country from daily exposing their lives

;

the irequent examples of the death of their countrymen has no

effect upon them : indeed they never go out, without consider-

ing before hand that it is cither to conquer or to die ; and this

severe alternative neither stops nor terrifies them.

* They hunt other animals nearly in the same manner, such

as rein deer, argali, or wild sheep, called in Kussia diki-bara'

niy foxes, otters, beavers, sables, hares, &c. but they have

no* the same dangers to encounter ; sometimes they make use

of snares, constructed of wood or iron, resembling in their

simplicity our pitfalls; no other attention is necessary than that

of visiting them from time to time. The Kamtschadales some-

times lie in ambush, armed in the manner I have described

;

and the only hardship they experience results irom their pro-

vision being exhausted in consequence of the long duration of

their chace. They frequently submit to suffer hunger for

many days together, rather than quit their stations till they

have obtained the end of their pursuit ; but they atnply repay

themselves for their fasting, by immediately devouring the flesh

of the animals, and by the pleasure with which they count

over the skins they obtain from them.

* The Kamtschadales have different seasons for fishing.

Their salmon and trout season is in June, thdr herring season

in May, and that of the sea wolf in spring and summer, but

principally in autumn,

' Horses are very scarce in Kaintschatka. I saw some at

Bolcheretsk belonging to government, and intrusted to the

care of the Cossacks. They merely serve during summer for

the carriage of merchandize and other effects of the crown, and

for the convenience of travellers.

* Dogs however abound in this country, and are so servicei^

ble tb the Kamtschadales, as to render the privation of the

other domestic animals less felt by them. They serve all the

I

purposes of carriage, and are fed without difficulty or expence,

their food consisting entirely of the offals, or such decayed fisb

'^*iu'!j
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as are rejected by their masters; and even these are not allow.

ed, unless when it is necessary. In summer, which is their

season of rest, little care is taken of them ; the dogs well know

how to provide for themselves, by ranging over the country

2md alopg the sides of lakes and rivers; and the punctuality

with which they return, is one of the most striking proofs of

the fidelity of these animals. When winter arrives, they

dearly pay for the Uberty and temporary repose they have en-

joyed. Their labour and slavery begin anew, and thece dogs

must have extreme vigour to be able to support them. Mean.

whHe they are not remarkably large, and resemble pretty ex-

actly our mountain dogs, or such as are commonly used by

shepherds. There is not an individual inhabitant, Russian or

native, that has less than five. They make use of them when

they travel, when they go to the forests to cut wood, and fur

the conveyance of their effects and provisions, as well as their

persons. In short, these dogs conduct travellers from place

to f^ace, and horses could not in reality be more serviceable.

They are harnessed to a sledge two and two together, , with a

angle one before as a leader. This honour is bestowed on

the most intelligent, or tlie best trained dug, and he under,

stands wonderfully the terms used by the conductor to direct

his courpB. The cry of " tagtag, tagtag,^ turns him to the

right, and *' kougha, kougha,*^ to the left ; the intelligent

animal understands it immediately, and gives to the rest the

example of obedience :
*' ah, ah,"" stops them, and ** ha,'

makes them set off. The number of dogs that it is necessary

to harness, depends upon the load ; when it is little more than

the weight of the person who mounts the sledge, it is consi-

dered as a common sledge, or saunJca, and the team consists

of four or five dogs : the sledges for baggage are called nark, I

and are drawn by 10 dogs. The harness is made of leather,

It passes under the neck, that is, upon the breast of these

steeds, and is joined to the sledge by a strap three fe^t long,!

in the manner of a trace : the dogs are also fastoned to^thcarl

by couples passed through their collars; these collars are fr^|

quently cov^d iiit^ beards skin, hy way of ornament.

• i *-(.''. .^-
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< The dogs are castrated like horses, but the mode of per-

forming the (^ration is different. The Kamtschadales do not

extirpate the testicleSi but bruise them, and the instrument

they make use of is their teeth. Some of them do not survive,

^nd others are crippled and unfit for service. In the mean

time it is imagined that equal advantage could not hi derived

from these animals, if they were pennitted to remain in their

naturfd state; it would not be practicable to harness them with

females. All the males, liowever, are not mutilated ; a suffi-

cient number is reserved for the preservation of the species,

and these are frequently used for hunting.

* The form of the sledge is like that of an oblong basket,

the two extremities of which are elevated in a curve. Its length

is about three feet, and its breadth scarcely exceeds a foot.

This kind of basket, which composes the body of the sledge,

is of a very thin wood ; the sides are of open work, and omop

mented with straps of different colours. Tlie seat of the cha-

rioteer is covered with bear's skin, and elevated three feet

from the ground, upon - four legs, which diverge towards the

lower extremity, and are fastened to two parallel planks, three

or four inches lM*oad. These planks are not so thick, but so

long as to extend beyond the body of the sledge, to which they

serve as supports and as skates. For this purpose they are

furnished underneath, in time of thaw, with three or four long

pieces of whale-bone, all of them of the same breadth, and

fastened to the skates with leathern thongs. In front these

planks bend upward, and so meet the poles of the sledge,

which gr£Klually lower for that purpose, and are adapted to

receive a part of the baggage. The front of the sledge is far-

ther adOTned with floating reins or shreds of leather, which are

')f no use. The charioteer has nothing in his hand but a

curved stick, which serves him both for rudder and whip.

Iron rings are suspended at one end of the stkk, as much for

I

ornament, as to encourage the dogs by the fioise which these

I
kind of bells make, and which arc frequently jingled for that

purpose;* the other end is sometimes pointed with iron, to

make an easier impression on the ice, and serves at the same

time to guide the ardour of these animals. Dogs, that are

ill
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well trained, have no need so hear the voice of the conductor,

if he strike the ice with his Htick, they will go to the left ; if

he strike the legs of the sledge, they will go to the right ; and

when he wishes them to stop, he has only to place the stick

between the snow and the front of the sledge. When they

slacken their pace, and become careless and inattentive to the

signals, or to his voicfe, he throws his stick at them ; but then

the utmost address is necessary to regain it, as he proceeds

rapidly along ; and this is cme of the strongest tests of the skill

of the conductor. The Kamtschadales are singularly expert

in this exercise. I was in general astonished at the dexterity

they displayed in driving their sledges, and as I was soon to

have the happiness of travelling in this vehicle, I conceiyctl

that 1 ought to practice, not so much to reconcile myself to it,

as to learn to be my own guide. It was in vain they repre-

sented to me the risks I should run, by exposing myself alono

in a sledge, before I had sufficient skill to know liow to con-

duct it ; at my age we are all confident, and I listened not to

their cautions. The lightness of my carriage, which scarcely

exceeded 10 pounds, its elevation, which rendered it more,

liable to be overturned, the difficulty of preserving an eqiiili-

btium, and, in short, the consequences that might attend a

fall, if I lost my hold of tho sledge ; all these considerations,

which were exposed to my vif»w, could neither intimidate nor]

dissuade me from so dangerous &n apprenticeship. I mounted!

one day my new car, consenting however to be followed, and V''''>'ig inl

a multitude of sledges attended me. It was not long before •''•'ch wer

the company saw their predictions realized; I had advanced"^ side,

a very little way, when I exhibited a complete fall. ScarcclvP"^tain ol

remounted, I repeated the scene, and occasioned a new burstv'^ular fo^

of laughter: in spite of this, I did not lose my courage, biitl> their gi

quickly recovered myself to be overturned as quickly. I hadPcm thonJ

sufficient reason to be inured to these accidents, for in everw'<^^ and f|

attempt I paid the tribute of my inexperience. Seven timev^es, anc

did I fall in taking my first lesson, but without receiving anf^ or reij

injury ; and I only with more eagerness returned to take a sePitinucd

cond, then a third, then a fourth; in short, a dav scarcelw^if to

passed, without my making some progress. The number olQ oiy ^q1
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I mounted

bUowed, and

my fall)) diminished, in proportion as I acquired more know-

ledge ai)d skill, und my success rendered mc such an amateur

. of this exercise, that in a short time I acquired a degree of

reputation ; it cost nic, however, considerable pains to habitu-

ate myself to the observance of the necessary equihbrium. The

body is, as it were, in continual motion. Here we must lean

to the right, because the sledge inclines to the left ; there we

must suddenly change to the left, because it leans to the right:

the next minute, perliaps our posture must be erect ; and if

we fail in quickness or attention, it is seldom that an immediate

overthrow is not the consequence. In falling, it is still nece»*

sary not to quit the vehicle, but to hold it as firm as possible,

in order to create a sufficient weight to impede the dc^s, who

will otherwise advance full speed. The common mode of sit-

ting in a sledge is side ways, as a lady rides on horseback ; we

may also sit astride ; but the point of main difficulty, the Tie

vlits ultra of address and of grace, is to be able to stand upon

one leg : it is excellent to see an adept in this striking attitude.

'For myself, I was no sooner able to drive thsm I abandoned

oery other mode of conveyance. Always accompanied, be-

cause of the roads, I sometimes took a ride, and sometimes

went a hunting. The tracks of hares and partridges were

Iperoeptible on the snow, and to such a degree, that it appeared

liull of holes like a sieve. The snow was frequently so deep in

e woods, that it was impossible to proceed a step without

king in ; our resource in that case was to quit our sledges,

>t
1

fQ^vhich were no longer serviceable to us, and turn them upon
leir side. Having taken this precaution, which was sufficient

retain our dogs, who immediately laid themselves down in a

rcular form upon the snow, and patiently waited the return

their guides ; we fastened to the soles of our feet, with leo-

lera thongs, rackets, made of thin board, six or eight inches

ide and four feet long, the front of which turned up like

es, and the bottom was covered with the skin of the sea

)lf or rein deer. Furnished with these kind of shoes, we
itinucd our chace; I had at first some difficulty to accustom

A scarcelly^^^ tliem, and I fell more than once both upon my back
*

' ^j»ber m^ ^^Y ^'^^^ « ^^^ ^^^ pleasure of a good chace made me soon
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forget theMt accidents. Though it wbh difficult to perceive tlic

hares and partridges, whose whiteness equalled that ol' the

snow, I did not fail, aflcr a little practice, and some instruc*

tions, to bring home a tolerable number."

The Kamtschadales pay an annual tribute to the Russians

;

but are not much oppressed by their conquerors. Lessepx

adduces several particulars to shew tlie mildness of the govern.

ment.

When the weather became settled, our traveller and hi$

party prepared to proceed. * We furnished ourselves," sa^rs

he, * in the best manner wc could with brandy, beef, rye,

flour, and oat-meal. A considerable quantity of loaves were

prepared for us, of which we reserved some to supply us dur.

ing the first few days of our journey, and the rest were cut into

thin slices and baked in an oven like biscuits : what was left

of our flour, we put into sacks as a resource in time of need.

* M. Kasloff hacl ordered that as many dogs as possible

should be collected. Multitudes were presently brought from

all the neighbouring ostrogs ; we had also provision for them in

abundance, the only difficulty was how we should carry it. Wc

had resolved to set off early in the morning of 27th January;

but when we came to load our sledges, we found our baggagi

so considerable, that, in spite of the number of hands employ-

ed, it was not completed till the evening.* We were out oi

humour ; no day in my life ever appeared so tedious. Vexed

at the delay, we would not defer our departure till the next

day, and were no sooner infonned that every thing was ready,

than we ran to our sledges and were out of Bolcheretsk in a

moment.
< Wc started at seven o^clock. It was moonlight, and the!

snow added to its brightness. Our departure merits a (le<

scription. Conceive of our numerous cavalcade amounting

S5 sledges. In the first was a sergeant of the name of Kal

dioff, who was appointed to superintend and direct our pi

cession. He gave the signal, %nd instantly all these si

sot off in file. They were drawn by 300 dogs of equal cou

iuid speed ; 45 of which were harnessed to M. Kask>ff"s sledj

and 37 to mine. Presently the line was broken, the oi
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(liriiui-bcxi, 011(1 ull ivas cmifuMoii. A spirited emulation ani-

iiMUtl tlit> r<uid(ict( rs, and it became as it were a chariot race.

It f/an wikt HJiouk' drive fittest; no otie was willing to be out*-

.strippt'd ; t(ie (ior ;s themselves oould not boar tlus affiront

;

tiiey [tortuok the rivalsltip of tiieir masters, finigiit with one

another to obtain *he precedence, and the sledges were over-

turned, frequently at the risk of being dashed to jucces. The
claaiour of tlMse who were overturned, the yelping of the

struggling dogs, the mixed cry of those that proceeded, and

the confused and continual chattering of ihe guides, completed

the disorder, aiid prevented us both from knowing and hear-

ing one another.

* To enjoy this tumult the more at my case, I quitted my
sledge wliero I was imprisoned, and placed myself in a smaller

one, in whidi, beside tire pleasure of dnvii^ myself, I could

see what was passing around me. Fortunately no accident

happened, and I had no reafton to repent of my curiosity.

This enibarrassment was dneily occasiloned by the concourse of

the inhabitants oi' Bolcberetsk, who, from attachment as well

gs respect, were desirous of accompanying M. Kasloff to Apat-

chin, where we arrived about midn^t : tlw distance of Bol-

heretsk from this ostrog h 44 wersts.

^ A few moments afler our arrival a tempestuous wind arose,

which would greatly have incommoded us, if it hod happened

during our route. It continued the rest of the night and all

the next day, which we were obliged therefore to spend at

Apatchin.

' Here we received tlie last adieu of the inhabitants of Bol-

cheretsk. I was struck with their gratitude and attachment

to M. Kasloif, and the regvet tliey expressed at leaving him,

as well as their concern for aie, and the interest they took in

the success of my journey. I was the more pleased with their

attentions, as 1 had observed while at Bolcheretsk, that the

French nation was not held in any high esteem by them ; they

had even so bad an opinion of us, that it was with difficulty

they were brought to believe what had been told them of the

politeness and cordiality of the crews of the French frigates to

the inha^tants of Saint Peter and Saint Paul. In proportion
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however as tlity heard their countrymen extol our conduct,

tlieir prejudice grew weaker. I endeavoured by my conver-

sation and behaviour to destroy it entirely. T dare not flatter

myself to have succeeded ; but it appeared to me that a com-

plete change at last took place in their sentiments respecting ua,

' The disadvantageous impression which they had imbibed

of the character and genius of our nation, originated in the

perfidy and cruelty exhibited in the person of the famous Be-

niowsky in this part of the peninsula. This slave called hint*

self a Frenchman, and acted like a true Vandal.

' His history is known. During the troubles of 1769 he

served in Poland under the colours of the confederates. His

intrepidity induced them to niake choice of him to command a

medley troop of foreigners, or rather robbers, like himself,

whom they kept in pay, ncc from choice but necessity. With

Beniowsky at thoir heai), they ransacked the country, mas-

sacreing every one they met. He harassed the Russians, to

whom he was as formidable as to his own countrymen. They

soon felt the necessity of getting rid of so dangerous an enemy:

he was taken prisoner, and it may be supposed they adopted

no very lenient measures respecting him. Bani$:lied to Siberia,

and afterwards to Kamtschatka, his fiery and vindictive genius

accompanied him. Escaped from the mountains of snovr,

under which the Russians supposed him to be buried, he

Suddenly made his appearance at Bolcheretsk with a troop of

exiles, to whom he had imparted a spark of his own audacity.

He surprized the garrison and took possession of the arras;

tlie governor, M. Nilloff, was killed by his own hand. There

was a vessel in this port ; he seized it : every one trembled at

his aspect', all submitted to his will. He compelled the poor

Kamtschadales to furnish him with the provii^ns he demand-

ed ; and not content v.ith the saaifices obtained, he gave up

their habitations to the iiiiHridled licentiousness of his banditti,

to whom he set the ^xamiile of villaiii y and ferocity. He em-

barked at length with his compaiiidhs, and sailed, k was said,

towurdn China, carrying with him the execrations of the peo-

ple of Kamtschatka. This suppositious Frenchman was the

only oiie tiiey had yet seen in the penilisula; «ud from such a

specimen oi

sufficient rej
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speciinnr. of our nation, they certainly could not love, and had

sufficient reason to fear us."

At the close of the first day's journey, our travellers were

kindly entertained at the ostrog of Maikin ; but uur author

states, that his repose was terribly interrupted by tliC noise of

their steeds, to which he was not yet accustomed. ' The
shrill and incessant bowlings of these cursed aiiinmls,'' says he,

< seemed close at my ears, and prevented me from sleeping

during the whole night. It is necessary to have heard this

nocturnal music, the most disagreeable I ever experienced, to

judge of what I suffered in habituatin<.T myself to it ; for in

the course of my jouriiey I was obliged to leain to rest in do-

tiance of it. After a few bad nights, sleep at las*^ overjjowered

me, and I was insensible to all noise. By degrees I liecame so

inured to the cries of these animals, that I could re])ose in the

midst of them in perfect tranquillity. ' I shall mention in this

place, that the dogs are only fed once a day, at the end «f

their journey ; their repast consists commonly of a dried sal-

fflon distributed to each of them."'

After travelling for some days through the suow, and over

very bad roads, our traveller separated from M. Kasloff, that

lie might travel with the more expedition, so as to be able to

spend a day with the baron de Steinheil. ' The cold,"* says

he, * was so severe, that notwithstanding the precaution I

took of covering my face with a handkerchief, my cheeks were

frozen in less than half an hour. I had recourse to the nsuui

remedy, that of rubbing my face with snow, and was relieved

at the expence of an acute pain that continued tor several days.

Though my lace was thus frozen, the rest of my Ixxly expe-

rienced the contrary effect. I conducted my own sledge ; and

the continual motion which this exercise requires, added to

the weight of my Kamtschadale dress, threw me into a violent

erspiration, and fatigued me extremely.

' My dress merits a particular description ; by wljicli it will

e seen that it gave me no very alert appearance. Commonly

wore merely a simple parque of deers' skin, and a fur cap.

Inch uj)bn occasion would cover my cars and part of my
hecks. When the cold was more piercing, I added to my

"
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dress two kcnddanki, a kind of parquo lltat was turgor and made

of thicker skin ; one of them liad the hair on the insidu, and

the other on the outnde. In the severeBt weather, I put on

over all this, another kouklai;ki, still thicker, made of argali,

OF d(^^ skin, the h^iry side of whi«h is alwajr> inidevniost, and

the leather or external surface of the skin painted red. T(>

these kouklanki a small bih is fixed boftjre, so as to guard the

face against the wind: they have »h(> hoods liehind, whicli

fell upon the shoulders. Sometimes these three hoods, one

upon another, composed my head dress, by being drawn over

my common cap. My neck was defended by a caravat colled

ncJieinikj made of sable, or the tail of a fox, and my chin with

a chin-cloth made in like manner of sable, and fastened upon

my head. As the forehead is very susceptible of coM, it wa?

covered with an otter or sable fillet, and this was cofvered again

by my cap. My fur breeches gave me more warmtb than all

the rest of my dress, complicated as it was. I had double

doers'* skin spatterdashes, with hair on IxHh sifks, ami whioh

are called in Kamtschatka tchigl. I then put u»y legs into

boots made of doers'" skins, the feet having an interior sole of

tounchitcha^ a very soft grass, which ha« the quality t)f prt-

serving heat. Notwithstanding these precautions, my Heat.

after travelling two or three hours, were very wet, either from

perspiration or the gradual penetration of the snow ; and if I

i>tood still for a moment in my sledge, they became immedi.

ately frozen. At niglit I took oif these Sfpatterdashes, and pwl

on a large pair of fur stockings made of deer or argali skin.

and called ounfi?

Having arrived at Machoure, the residence of the baron,

he spent the tlay very agreeably, and in the evening wa^ joined

by M. Kask)|f. * All the Kamtschadales of this village,' \tt

olwcrves, * men and women, are ehamans, or believeri* in the

witchcraft of these pretended sorcerers. They dread to an ex-

cess the p<^.s or Russian priests, for whom they entertain the

most inveterate hatred. They do. all they can to avoid meet-

1

itig them. This k sometimes impossible, and in tliat case,

when they find than at liand they act the hypocrite, and make

their escape the first c^jjxii'tunity that offers. I attribute thin
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skin.

h
mthe

in ex-

m the

meet-

case

make

te thi'

fear to the ardent /esl which thetw priedtg have (louI>t]eB6 shown

tor the extirpation uf idolatry, and which the Kamtschadaleft

confer an [Hirsecutioii. They accordingly look upon them

09 their greatext enemies. Perhaps they have reason to he*

iieve, that in wishing to convert them, the overtlirow of their

idoiN wa» not the only thing these missionarieK had in view.

These popes (probably set them no example (if the virtues upon

whidi they declaim. It is suspected that their object is the

acquinition of wealth, rather than of proselytes, and the grati-

Hoation (4\ their inordinate pro|)ensity to drunkenness. It is

not therefore to be wondered at that the inhabitants retain

their ancient errors. They pay a secret homage to their god

Koutka^ and place in him so entire a confidence, that they

address their pniyers exclusively to him when they are desir-

ous of ol)taining any boon, or of engaging in any enterpriac.

When they go to the rhnw, they abstain from washing them-

selves, and are eai-eful not to make the sign of the cross : they

invoke their Koutka, ami the first animal they catch is irame*

diately sacrificed to him. After this act of devotion they con-

ceive that their chace will be sufcessful ; on the contrary, if

they were to cross themselves, they would despair of catching

any thing. It is also a part of tlieir superstition to consecrate

to Koutka their new-born children, who, the moment they

have left their crtHlle, an> destined to become chamans. I'he

veneration of the inhabitants of their village for sorcereTs can

.scarcely be conceived ; it approaches to insanity, ai reiUly

to be pitied ; for the extravagant and wild absurdities by which

these magicians keep alive the credulity of their ccmipatriali,

exc'tes our indignation rather than our laughter. At present

they do not profess their art openly, or give the same splem

dour they once did to their necromancy. They no longer

decorate their garments with mystic rings and other symbolic

figures of metal, that jingled together upon the slightest mo-

tion of their body. In like manner they have abandoned the

kind of kettle, which they used to strike with a sort of muisieal

intonatioQ in their pretended enchantments, and with which

they announced their approach. In short, they have forsaken

all their magic instruments. The following are the e«remonies
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they observe in their assemblies, which they are careful to hold

in secret, though not the less frequently on that account.

Conceive of a circle of spectators, stupidly rapt in attention

and ranged round the magician, male or female, for as I have

before observed, the women are equally initiated into the mys.

teries. All at oilce he begins to sing, or to utter shrill sounds

without either measure or signification. The docile assembly

strike in with him, and the concert becomes a medley of llarsh

and insupportable discords. By degrees the chaman is warm,

ed, and he begins to dance to the confused accents of his

auditory, who become hoarse and exhausted from the violence

of their exertions. As the prophetic spirit is excited in the

minister of their Koutka, the animation of the dance increases.

Like the Pythian on the tripos, he rolls his ghastly and hag-

gard eyes ; all his motions are convulsive ; his mouth is drawn

awry, his limbs stiffened, and every distortion a::d grimace is

put in practice by him, to the great admiration of his disciples.

Having acted these buffooneries for some time, he suddenly

stops, as if inspired, and l)ecomes now as composed as he was

before agitated. It is the sacred collectedness o^' a man full

of the god that governs him, and who is about to speak by his

voice. Siu'prized and trembling, the assembly is instantly

mute, in expectation of the marvels that are to be revealed.

The selfU;reated prophet then utters at different intervals,

broken sentences, words without meaning, and whatever

nonsense comes into the head of luc iuijmsnui ; and this is in-

variably considered as the effect of inspiration. His jargon is

accompanied either with a torrent of tears or loud bursts of

laughter, according to the complexion of the tidings.he has to

announce ; and the expression and gesture of the orator vary

in conformity to his feelings. I was furnished with this ao

count by persons entitled to credit, and who had contrived to

be present at these absurd revelations."'

* There seems to be,' our author adds, * some analogy be-

tween these chamans, and the sect called quakers. The

quakers pretend equally to inspiraticra, and there are indivi-

duals among them, who, guided by its supposed impulse, hold

forth in their silent meetings, and break out in piteous lanien-

tation.s, or s
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be-
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Idivi-

Ihoia

Imen-

tations, or sudden st»:ts of extravagant joy. The difference

is this : these prompt orators harangue extempore upon the

subject of morality, whose fundamental principles they endea-

vour to recommend; whereas the Kamtschadale declaimerg

understand not a word of what they utter, and. only make use

of their mysterious and hypocritical jargon to increase the idol-

atry of their stupid admirers."*

Next day our traveller proceeded on the Kamtschatka, the

ice of which was firm and perfectly smooth ; and our author

discovered three volcanoes in his route. Having passed over

many long dreary heaths and dangerous defiles, he at last had

the pleasure to reach Nijenei, the capital of Kamtschatka.

' It presents to our view,' says Lesseps, * merely a cluster

of houses, with the steeples rising above them, and is situ-

ated upon the borders of the Kamtschatka, in a bason formed

by a chain of mountiuns that raise their lofty heads around it,

but which are however at*« considerable distance. Such is the

position of the town of Nijenei, of which I had a higher opi-

nion before I saw it. The houses, amounting to about 150,

are of wood, built in a very bad taste, small, and buried be-

tide under the snow, which the hurricanes collect there. These

hurricanes prevail almost continually in this quarter, and have

only ceased within a few days. There are two churches at

Nijeini, one is in the town, and has two steeples ; the other

belongs to, and is in the circuit of the fort. These two build-

ings are wretchedly constructed. The fort is almost in the

middle of the town, and is a large palisaded enclosure of a

square form. Beside the church, the enclosure contains also

the magazines, the arsenal, and the guai'd-house : a sentinel

k stationed at the entrance both day and night. The house of

lie governor, majtn: Orleankofl', is near the fortress, and, its

(i/e excepted, is similar to the rest of the houses; it is neither

fiigher, nor built in a better taste.

* I alighted at the house of an unfortunate exile, named

Snafidofl', who had suflered the same punishment as Ivasch-

tin, nearly at the same time, but for different causes: hke

(vaschkin, he had been banished to Kamtschatka ever since

le year 1741'.
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* I had scarcely entered, wlien an officer f'rum M. Orleankoff

come to congratulate me upon my happy arrivtd. He waa foi.

lowed by many oi' the principid officers of the town, who canit

one after another m the most oUiging manner to offer nie their

services. I expressed a becoming sense of tlieir civilities, but

was mortified at their having taken me by surprize. As soon

as I was dressed, I hastened to return my thanks to each of

them separately. I began with major Orkankoft', whom I

found hu«ly preparing for an entertainment tiiut he was to

give the next day, up(Mi the marriage of a Pole in the Russian

aerriee, ivith the niece of the pratapope, or chief priest. He

had not only the poUtM)es» to hivitc me to the wedding, but

came to me in the uMNming, and conducted me to his house,

that I mi^it kse no part of this spectacle, which he rightly

judgcd was calculated to interest nie.

* In the mean time what struck me UMWt was the strictness

of the ceremomal. The distinctioa«>f rank seemed to be ob-

served witlv the most scrupidous delicacy. The fofmaHty,

eumptiments^ and cold civihties, which opened the entertain.

metit, gave it a atarched air, tlmt promised more dulness tiian

gaiety. The repast was the moHt sumptuous the country oouki

furnish. Among other dishes there was a variety of soups,

accompanied with cold meats, upon which we fed \eartilj.

Tbtf second service consisted of roasted dislies and pastry.

The dinner had less the appearance of sensuality than pn^u-

sion. The liquors were the produce of the different fruits of

the country, boiled up and mixed with French brandy. But

a profusion of the brandy of the country, made from the skt.

ka3a>trava, or sweet herb, w;is ahnost continually served round

in (Mreference. This liquor has no disagreeable taste, and i»

even aromatic ; they use it the more readily, as it is less un-
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The festival ended with a splendid firework, that had been

prepared by M. Orleankoff, and which he himself let off. It

was only a trifling one, but it had a good effect, and left no-

thing to be desired. I enjoyed the astonishment and extasy

of the spectators, who were little accustomed to exhibitions of

this nature : it was a subject for a painter. Rapt in admira-

tion, they exclaimed in full chorus at every squib. The regret

they expressed at its short duration afforded me equal amuse-

ment. It was necessary to attend to extravagant encomiums

that were unanimously bestowed upon them ; and on depart-

ing, every individual sighed over the remembrance of all the

pleasures of the day.

* The next day I was invited to the house of the protapopc,

uncle to the bride, where the entertainment was similar to that

of the preceding one, except the firework. T'he protapopc

is chief of all the churches in Kamtschatka. The clergy

throughout the peninsula are sulK}rdinate to him, and ho has

the decision of all ecclesiastical affairs. His residence is at

Nijenei. He is an old man, not entirely deprived of his

vigour, with a long white beard which flows down upon his

breast and gives him a truly venerable appearance. His con-

versation is sensible, sprightly, and calculated to gain him the

respect and aflection of the people.

' But what most interested me at Nijenei. and what I can-

not pass over in silence, was my finding, there nine Japanese,

who had been brought thither in the preceding summer, from
Ills ol

(jjg Aleutienne islands, by a Russian vessel employed in the

^^B trade of otter skins.'

le^ Having spent three days at Nijenei our author departed,

rounoBan(j jj^ three days reached Yelofki, where he again joined M.
and ^BKasloff, who was astonished at his expedition. Here he was

[e» WJ^'ldetained five days longer ; but, on the 19th of February, he
guestsljg^

^^ff jjj company with his friend.

headsi * \Yg travelled 54 wersts gently enough ;* says he, ' but in

:, awlhe afternoon we were suddenly overtaken by a terrible teni-

|Totni*)est from the west and north-west. We were in an open

iduttc*ountry, and the whirlwinds became so violent, that it was

|amuse<lnpo8sible to proceed. The snow, which they raised in the

Idanccsl Vol. Ill—(51) 2 H
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air at every blast, formed a thick fog, and our guides, nut-

withstanding their knowledge of tlie roads, could no longer be

answerable for not misleading us. We could not prevail on

them tu conduct us any farther : and yet it was dreadful t(>

lie to at the mercy of so impetuous a hurricane. As to my.

self, I confess that I began to suifer extremely, when our

guides proposed to lead us to a wood that was not far off, and

where we should at least find some kind of shelter. We hesi-

tated not a moment to avail ourselves of their civility ; but

before we quitted the road, it was necessary to wait till our

sledges could be assembled, or we should otherwise run the

risk of being separated from one another, and entirely lost.

Having eifected this, we gained the wood, which was happily

at the distance that we had been informed. Our halt took

place about two o''clock in the afternoon.

' The first care of our Kamtschadales was to dig a hole in

the snow, which was in this place at least six feet deep ; others

fetched wood, and a fire being quickly lighted, the kettle wan

jnet on. A light repast, and a small dram of brandy, soon

recovered all our company. As the night approached, we

were employed upon the means of passing it in the leaiit un.

comfortable manner. Each prepared his own bed : mine was

my vezock, where I could lie down at my ease ; but except

M. KaslofP, there was no other person who had so convenient

a carriage. How, said I to myself, will these poor creuiures

contrive to sleep ? I was soon relieved from my anxiety on

their account. The manner in which they prepared their beds,

deserves to be mentioned, though they did not observe much

ceremony on the occasion. Having dug a hole in the snow,

they covered it with the branches of trees, the smallest they

could get ; then wrapping themselves up in a koukkmki^ with

the Hood drawn over their heads, they lay down on their bed

as if it were the best in the world. As to our dogs, they were

unharnessed, and tied to the trees that were near us, where

they passed the night in their usuaj manner.'*

Before it was light our travellers proceeded on their jour-

ney, but were obliged to halt at the next ostrog, the dog>i

being almost exhausted with fatigue. Having again set oil'
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mow,
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niiH travelled two days, they once more approached the sea,

which was covered with ice 90 wersts from the land. They

travelled along the coast two days and then reached an ostrog

on the river Karaga, which forms the limits of Kamtscliatka.

Here they were compelled to wait for a stock of dried fish,

before they attempted to pass the desert ; during which our

author describes the yourts used in this country.

* These strange houses,'' says he, * are sunk in the earth,

as I before observed, and the top, i^.^hich appears above ground,

is like a truncated core. To form a just idea of them, we

must conceive of a large square holv? about 1^ or 14 yards in

diameter, and eight feet deep ; the four sides are lined with

jdsts or boards, and the interstices of these wt\lls are filled up

with earth, straw, or dried grass, and stones. In the bottom

of this hole various posts are fixed, that support the cross

beams upon which the roof rests. The roof l)egins upon a

level with the ground, and rises four feet above it ; it is two

feet thick, has a very gradual slope, and is made of the same

materials as the walls. Towards the top is a square opening,

about four feet long aiid three wide, which serves as a passage

for the smoke and an entrance to the yourt, where the women

as well as the men go in and out by means of a ladder, or

notched beam, that is raised to a level with this opening.

There is another very low entrance in one side of the yourt,

Imt it is considered as a kind of disgrace to make use of it. I

shall terminate the description of the exterior part of these

habitations by adding, that they are surrounded with tolerably

high palisades, doubtless as a protection against the gales of

wind, or falls of snryw ; it is said, however, that these en-

closures formerly seived as ramparts to defend these people

against their enemies.

' We have no sooner descended these savage abodes, than

we wish ourselves out again ; the view and the smell are

equally offensive. The interior part consists of one entire

room, about 10 feet high. A bench, five feet wide, and

covered with various skins, half worn out, extends all round
«

it. This bench is only a foot from the ground, and commonly

serves as a bed for a number pf families. I have counted io
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one yourt more than 20 persons, men, women, and children.

They eat, drink, and sleep, pell mell together, satisfy all the

calls of nature without restraint or modesty, and never com-

plain of the noxious air that prevails in these places. It is

true there is a fire almost incessantly. The fire-place is com-

monly either in the middle of the yourt or against one of the

sides. In the evening they rake the coals in a heap, and shut

the entrance of the yourt, where the smoke should evaporate

;

and thus the heat is concentrated, and kept up during the

whole night. By means of a dismal lamp, the form and dis.

agreeable smell of which I have before described, we discover

in one corner of the apartment a wretched image of some saint,

shining with grease and blackened with smoke. It is before

these images thnt the Kamtschadales bow themselves, and

offer their praye ... The rest of the furniture consists of seats

and some vessels, made either of wood, or the bark of trees.

Their cookery utensils are of copper or iron ; but they are all

disgustingly filthy. The remains of their dried fish is scattered

about the room, and the women or the children are continually

broiling pieces of salmon skin, which is one of their favourite

meats.

* The singularity of the children's dress particularly attracted

my attention ; it is said exactly to resemble that of the Koriacs.

It consists of only one gannent, that is, of a single deer skin,

that covers and sits close to every part of the body, so that the

children seem to be entirely sewed up. An opening at the

t uttom, before and behind, affords an opportunity of cleaning

them. This opening is covered with another piece of skin,

which may be fastened and lifted up at pleasure ; it supports

a tuft of moss, placed like a clout between the legs of the child,

and which is renewed as often as it becomes necessary. Be-

sides the common sleeves, there are two others hanging to the

garment to place the arms of the child in when it is cold ; the

extremities are sewed up, and the sleeves lined on the inside

with moss. There is also a hood fittjpd to it, made of the same

materials as the rest of the dress ; but in yourts the heads of

the children are always bare, and the hood hangs therefore

upon their shoulders. Besides all this, they have a deer skin
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oirt, which serves as a sash. The women carry their children

on their back by means of a string, which passes round the

forehead of tlie mother and under the buttocks of the child/

The manners of the inhabitants of this place are very similar

to those of the neighbouring Koriacs. Both sexes smoke and

chew tobacco. ' By a refinement/ observes Lesscps, * that I

cannot account for, they mix ashes with the tobacco to make

it iitronger. We gave them some snuff, and they applied it

not to their nose, but to their mouth. I examined their pipes:

thev are of the same shape as those of the Chinese, made of

Iwnc, and very small. When they make use of them, they

do not emit the smoke from their mouth, but swallow it with

•jreat gratification
."'

All the chiefs of the difTereiit tjstrogs which our travellers

had passed, out of respect to I\I. Kasloff, had escorted them

;

and now took a most affectionate leave ; but not without soli-

citing M. Lesscps to receive something from them. Their

civility and hospitality were indeed uniform and sincere. On
the 29th of February, the long cxjx^cted provisions arrived

;

but a severe hurricane of wind, accompanied with snow, ren-

dered travelling impossible. Our author continues

:

' To divert our attention, it was proposed to us to try the

abilities of a celebrated female dancer, who was a Kamtscha-

dale, and lived in this ostrog. The encomiums bestowed upon

her excited our curiosity, and we sent for her; but either from

caprice or ill humour she refused to dance, and paid no regard

to our invitation. It was in vain they represented that her

refusal was disrespectful to the governor general ; no consider-

ation could induce her to comply. Fortunately we had some

brandy by us, and a bumper or two seemed to effect a change

ill her inclinations. At the same time a Kamtschadale, at our

rquest, began to dance before her, challenging her by his

voice and gestures. Gradually her eyes sparkled, her coun-

Itenance became convulsive, and her whole frame sh(X)k upon

Itlie bench where she sat. To the enticements and shrill song

|itt' the dancer, she answered in similar accents, beating time

lith her head, which turned in every direction. The move-

|i!i?Qt$ became at last so rapid, that, no longer able to contain
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herself, she darted from her Keat, and in turn defied her man
by cries and distortions still more extravagant. It is not easv

to exfiress the absurdity of the dance. All her limbs seemed

to be disjointed; she moved them with equal strength and

agility ; she tore her clothes, and fixed her hands to her bosom

with a kind of rage as if she would tear it also. These singu-

lar transports were accompanied with still more singular pos.

tures ; antl in short, it was no longer a woman, but a fury.

In her blind frenzy she would liave rushed into the fire that

was kindled in the middle of the room, if her husband had

not taken the precaution of placing a bench before it to prevent

her ; during the whole dance indeed lie took care to keep him-

self close to her. When he saw that her head was perfectly

gone, that she staggered on all sides, and could no longer

support herself without laying hold of her fellow dancer, he

took her up in his arms and placed her upon a bench, where

she fell, like an inanimate clod, without consciousness, and

out of breatli. She continued five minutes in this situation.

Meanwhile the Kamtschsdale, proud of his triumph, continued

to dance and to sing. Recovering from her swoon, the woman

heard him, and suddenly, in spite of her weakness, she raised

herself up, uttered some inarticulate sounds, and would have

begun again this laborious contest. Her husband kept her

bock, and interceded for her; but the conqueror, believing

himself to he mdefatigable, continued his jeers and bantering.

and were obliged to exert our authority to quiet them. In

spite of the praises that were lavished upon the talentst)f these

actors, the scene, I confess, afforded me no amusement, but

on the contrary, considerable disgust.'*

At one o'clock in the morning of the 2d of March, the

weather became calm, and our travellers set off. * Upon tlie

approach of night,' says our narrator, * we stopped in the open

country and erected our tents. Under the largest, belonging

to M. Kasioff, were placed his vezock and mine, the door of
|

the one against the door of the other, so that by letting down

the windows, we were able to converse together. The other

sledges were ranged two abreast round our tents, and the|

spaces between, being covered with Hnen or skins, served our

guides and

themselves,
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guides and our suite as places where they might sheher

themselves, and prepare their beds. Such was the disposition

of our halt.

< As soon Of) our kettle boiled wo took tea, and then pre-

pared for our supper, which was our only meal every day. A
corporal presided as maitre d'hote and as cook. The meats

which were pre])ared by him were neither numerous nor deli>

cate, but his quickness and our appetites rendered us indul-

gent. He commonly served us up a kind of soup made up of

a biscuit of black bread, and mixed with rice and oatmeal. It

was prepared in half an hour, and in the following manner.

He took a piece of beef, or flesh of rein deer, and put it into

ixiiliiig water, having first cut it into very thin slices, which

were ready in an instant.**

Our travellers proceeded on their journey early in the

momi/ig, and after travelling nearly two days, arrived at a

wretched village, called Gavenki, where the following incident

ucourred.

* We had not been an hour at Gavenki, when a dispute

arose between a sergeant of our company, and two peasants of

the village, to whom he had applied for wood. They answered

bluntly that they would not give him any. From one thing

to another the quarrel became violent. The Kamtschadales,

little intimidated by the threats of the sergeant, drew their

knives, which they wear in their ^dles, and fell upon him

;

but they were immediately disarmed by two of our soldiers.

As soon as M. Kasloff was informed of this violence, he or-

dered that the guilty should be punished as an example. The^r

were brought before the yourt in which we were, and in order

to awe the rest of the inhabitants, M. Kasloff went out himself

to hasten the punishment. I was left with the toyon, who
began to complain to me of the rigour with whic4i his two

countrymen were treated. The family surrounded me and

murmured still louder. I was alone ; meanwhile I was endea-

vouring to pacify them, when I perceived that the governor

had left bis arms behind him. I hastily caught up our sabres,

upon a motion which the toyon made to go out, and followed

liim. He had already joined M. Kasloff, and stirring up all

Uii-
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his neighbours, he demanded in a high tone that the dolin

quents should be released. He was himself, he said, their

sole judge, and it belonged to hini only to punish them. To
these seditious clamours M. Kasloff answered by a stern look,

which disconcerted the effrontery both of the peasants and their

chiefs, 'file toyon still muttered some words, but he was

seized and forced to assist in the chastisement that he had bee!\

so desirous of preventing. One of the culprits was a younj;

man about 18 years of age, and the other trom 28 to 30.

They were stripped and laid prostrate on the ground ; t\vt)

soldiers held theii' hands and their i'eet, while four others he

stowed upon 'heir shoulders a copious distribution of lasln

They were whipped in this manner one after another will

rods of dried fir, till their bodies were covered with blood.

At the entreaties of the women, whom the weakness of the sex

renders every where compassionate, the intended punishment

was lessened, and the young man given up to them. They

immediately gave him a fine lecture on the folly of his conduct,

which they might have spared, as he was scarcely in a situatiori

to attend to it, and still less to think of repeating his crime."'

^ In this place,^ our author continues, ' m spite of all our

importunities, we could get no provision for our dogs. They

coldly informed us that they had none ; but their equivocal

answer's betrayed them, and our people soon satisfied them-

selves of its falsehood. By medns of oit dogs, whose nose

and hunger were infi[iUible guides, they quickly discovered the

subterraneous reservoirs, where the inhabitants had, upon our

approach, buried their provisions, though the utmost care had

been taken to conceal all vestiges of thf<m, by artfully covering

them with earth and snow. At the sight of these caves, and

Uie fish that were drawn from thern, these peasants began to

piledge the most paltry reasons to just fy their conduct, and

which only tended to inc. ease our indignation. We had some

sentimeift.. of hun)anity, or we should have taken their whole

stock ; we contented ourselves wi^ji a small part. From the

nature of the provisions it appeared that these coasts afforded

them salmon, herring, cod, moi^e, aiid «}*her amphibious

animals.''
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When our travellers left this inhospitable place thej' jour-

nied above five days, in bad weather, witli little water or wood,

and with a scanty supply of provisions. Many of the dogs

died of hiuiger and fati^e ; and, at last, they were obliged

to leavo th«r equipage with a guard, and proceed with such

dogs as seemed most able to travel. For upwards of 150 miles

they were more on t(x>t than in their sledges, as the dogs were

continually dropping down dead. * Our conductors,"* says

Lesseps, ' could not make them go on without harnessing

themselves in like manner to the sledge, and thus assist them

to draw us along; we encouraged them also by showing them

a handkerchief folded up in the shape of a fish. They followed

this bait, which disappeared the moment they approached

near enough to lay hold of it.

' It was by these c*ontrivances that we were able to pass the

mountain that loatls to Poustarctsk. From the civil manner

it) which the women received us, I considered myself as safe

tiie moment I set foot in this hamU't. Six of them came to

meet us, er-iibiting the most absurd demonstrations of joy.

We i!riderst(KKl, from some words ihcy s|X)ke, that their hus-

liands were gone to viie ostrog of Potkagomoi in pursuit of

wlijilcs. They cowdueted us to their habitations, singing and

^kipping about ns like so jutfiny maniacs. One ol' them took

1)11' her })av(jue, iiiade of tlic skin oj' a young deer, and put it

iipoM M. Kasloff; the rest by loud bursts ot' laughter expressed

llieir satisfaction at our arvvval, which they said was unexpect-

ed. This was scarcely pr(ki)able, but we pretended to believe

them, in hopes of meeting with the bi-tter i'are.

' We entered J'oustaretsk on the Dth of March, at three

oVlock in the afternoon. Our lirst precaution was to visit the

reservoirs of fish. How great was our nutrtiHcation to find

them em})tv ! We innnediatelv suspei'ted that the inhabitants

had acted in tiie same manner u^i those of (ravenki; and we

questioned the women, and ran^ax-ked every probable place,

persuaded that thev had concealed their })rovisions. The more

they denied it, the farther we pursuc^d our researches. They

were however fruitless, and we could fin<l nothing.

Vol. III. « I
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* During this interval our dogs had been unharnessed in

order to be tied up in troops as usual. They were no sooner

fastened to the posts, than they fell upon their strings and

their harnesses, and devoured them in a moment. It was in

vain that we attempted to retain them ; the majority escaped

into the country, and wandered about consuming whatever

their teeth could penetrate. Some died, and became immedi.

ately the prey of the rest. They rushed with eagerness upon

the dead carcases, and tore them to pieces. Every limb that

any individual seized upon was contested by a troop of compe-

titors, who attacked it with equal avidity : if he fell under

their numbers, he became in turn the object of a new combat.

To the horror of seeing them devour one another, succeeded

the melancholy spectacle of those that beset our yourt. The

leanness of these poor beasts was truly affecting : they could

scarcely stand upon their legs. By their plaintive and inces-

sant cries, they seemed to address themselves to our compas.

sion, and to reproach our incapacity to relieve them. Many

of them, who suffered as much from cold as from hunger, laid

themselves down by Uie openuig made in the roof of the yourt

to let out the smoke. The more they felt the benefit of the

heat, the neai'er they approached ; and, at last, either from

faintness, or inability to preserve an equilibrium, they fell into

the fire before our eves.

* Shortly after our arrival the guide returned, who had ac-

companied the soldier sent out six days before to Kaminoi to

procure us succour. He infornied us that our messenger was

reduced to the last extremity, and considered himself as for-

tunate in having found, V2 wersts to the north of Pousteretsk,

a miserable deserted yourt, where he had sheltered himself

from the tempests, whicii had misled him no less than 10 times.

The provision we had given him for himself and his dogs was

all consumed, and he waited impatiently till he should be re-

lieved from his eml>arra9sment, without which it was impossi-

ble for him to come out oi' his asylum, either for the purpose

of executing his commission, or of returning back to us.

* M. Kasloff, far from being cast down by this new disap-

pointment, animated our courage by communicating t(» us the
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last expedients he had resolved to employ. He had already,

upon the intelligence of a whale being driven on shore near

Potkagomoj, dispatched an express to that village. The ut-

most expedition was recommended, and he was to bring as

much of the flesh and fat of the whale as he could. This re-

soiurce however being uncertain, M. KasloiF proposed that we
should sacrifice the small quantity of provision which each of

us had intended to reserve for the support of his own dogs.

This contribution was for sergeant KabechofF, who had offered

to go to Kaminoi. In the distress in which we were, the most

feeble ray of hope was sufficient to induce us to risk our all.

We embraced therefore the proposal with transport, confiding

in the zeal and ability of this sergeant.

* He departed on the 10th, minutely instructed upon the

subject of his journey, and carrying with him the whole of our

provisions. In his way he was to take up our poor soldier,

and from thence to proceed to fulfil the commission in which

he had failed. Having taken all these precautions, we ex-

horted one another to patience, and endeavoured to divert our

anxiety by waiting till it should please providence to deliver

us.'

This village was situated on the sea coast. The inhabitants

spend the summer in fishing and hunting. The women are

much employed in dressing and sewing deer skins. Their

thread is made of the sinews of the deer stripped very slender.

They are very fond of smoking. Their pipes will scarcely

contain more than a pinch of tobaccp, which they renew till

they have satiated theriselves ; and this is effected in the fol-

lowing manner. By swallowing the smoke, instead of blowing

it out, they gradually become so intoxicated that they would,

if they were near it, fall into the fire. Experience has happily

taught them to attend to the progress of this species of trance,

and they have the precaution to sit down or to lay hold of the

first object within their reach. The fit lasts them at least for

a quarter of an hour, during which time their situation is the

most paanful that can be conceived. Their bodies are covered

iN'ith a cold perspiration, the saliva distils from their lips, their

i!]
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breathing is short, and attended with a constant inclination to

cough. It is only when they have brought themselves inUi

this situation, that they conceive themselves to have enjoyed

the true pleasure of smoking.

Here our travellers were detained by a terrible storm, which

increased their difficulties and prolonged their misery; nur

were their painful reflections lessened by being inlbrmcd that

no succour was to be expected from Kaminoi. This melaii-

choly news deprived them of all hope ; and M. Kusloff of any

pleasure from the news which he received here of being iul

vanced to the government of Yakoutsk. In this state of cruel

suspense our author thus expresses himself:

^ In a moment thus critical, I can only ascribe to the in-

spiration of heaven, the idea that suddenly occurred to me of

sepai'ating myself from M. Kasloff. In reflecting upon it, I

perceived every thing there was in it disobliging to him, ami

mortifying to me. I endeavoured to drive tlie idea from my

mind, but it was in vain. It returned, it fixed itself there in

spite of me. I thought of my country, of my family, of njy

duty. Their power over me was invincible, and I disclosed

myself to the governor. Upon the first view it appeared to

him to be a wild project, and he failed not to oppose it. 'J'hc

desire of executing it, furnished me with a ready answer to all

his objections. I proved to him, that by continuing tugctlicr.

we deprived each other of the means of pursuing his journey.

We could not set off together without a strong reinibrcemeiit

of dogs. We had scarcely more than 27 that were at all toler-

able, the rest having died or being unfit for service. By giv-

ing up these 27 dogs, one of us would be able to proceed, and

his departure would relieve the other froiu the difficulty oi'

maintaining this small number of famished steeds. But, said

M. Kasloff, you must still luive provision fur them, and what

means are there of procuring it
.'''

At this juncture tlie party received a ibrtuuatc supply of

the flesh and fat of the whnlu ; and M. Les^neps was enabled to

set oft' ua tlie 18th. He was furnished by \\i^ friendly Rus-

sian with letterb, a soldier for on escort, and a chosen \f,\\)Att

from the Koriacs.
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of

to

[US'

la ti-avcUing aluiig the sea coast our author was frequently

\i\ danger of being dashed to pieces, by the piles of ice which

every way presented themselves. On the second day tlic way

appeJired stiJl more teiTible, and ' in a few hours," siiys he, ' I

tVJt myself so fatigued that I was going to mount my sledge,

when a sudden jolt instantly turned it upon its side, and effec-

lually cooled my desire. 1 had no resource but to drag myself

on as well as I could. My legs bent under me, I was in a

profuse perspiration, and a burning thirst still added to my
weariness. The snow was a poor relief, and I had nothing

(1^ with which to quench my thirst. Unfortunately I per-

ceived a river ; absolute necessity conducted my steps to it,

and, without reflecting upon the consequences of my impni-

deuce, I instantly broke the ice, and put a piece into my
mouth. This precipitation was purely mechanical, and I soon

ft'peuted it. My thirst was relieved ; but from the excessive

heat of which I before complained, I passed to the contrary

extreme; a universal chill seized me, and all my limbs

trembled.

' The sharpness of the night increased my agueish feelin«]f,

ind my weakness at last was so extreme, that I was unable k>

proceed a step farther. I entreated my companions to halt in

Jie midst of this desert. They complied out of pure civility

to me, tor the difliculty of procuring wtKxl was otherwise a

suiiieient reason to determine them to proceed. Scarcely could

they collect enough to place under a kettle; it consisted of a

j

k'w little shrubs, so green that it was impossible tv make them

I
hum. How happy were we to succee<l so far as to be able to

1
make tea !

*

' After drinking a few cups, J retired to my tent, where I

I

iuy down upon a small mattress spread upon the snow, and

twered myself widi a number of t'urs, in order to revive pers-

piration. It was in vain ; I did not close my eyes during the

wliolo night. To the anguish of a dry and burnirg fi;vcr,

jwere added a ccmtinual t)])pivssion, and all the restlessness jio-

jculiar to the first 8ymj)toms of a dinorder. I conceived myself,

II acknowledge, to be dangerously ill, particularly when I

|l<>und, upon getting up, tliat I could not articulate a single

' ''J-

*'f vl Si
tl!
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sound. I suffered infinitely both in my breast and throat;

the fever was not abated ; nevertheless the idea that a longer

halt in this place would be of no benefit to me, and that I

could only hope for succour by proceeding, determined me to

conceal my extreme illness from M. Schmaleff. I was the

first to propose going on, but in this I consulted my courage

more than my strength.

* I had advanced but a few wersts, when my sufferings be-

came insupportable. I was obliged to drive myself, and con-

sequently to be in continual motion; frequently also I was

compelled from the badness of roads, either to run by the side

of my sledge, or call to the dogs to make them proceed. My

hoarseness prevented their hearing me ; and it was only by

efforts that exhausted my strength, and tortured my lungs,

that I at last succeeded. This exercise however, painful as it

was, proved salutary to me ; by degrees it created a perspira.

tion; in the evening I could breathe more freely; the fever leB

me; I had no complaint but a violent cold, which was removed

in a few days. Fatiguing exercise was the only remedy I used.

I took particular care to continue the perspiration it occasion-

ed, and to this I am persuaded I owe the rapidity of my cure.

My breast however was so sore, that I felt the effects of it

for a considerable time.

* During this interval I had nothing to suffer from the rigour

of tempests ; the air was calm, and the weather clear. We

were blessed with the finest days of winter, or I should per-

haps never again have seen uiy native country. Heaven

seemed to favour my journey, that I might forget my suffer-

» *

Our traveller in pursuing his route had to climb a chain of

steep mountains, after which he had to cross a wide river, and

to hoist his dogs and sledges over large heaps of ice that covered

it. Shortly after he reached Kaminoi, where the chief of the

Koriacs resides. On the following day he was obliged by a

dreadful hurricane to pitch his tent, and await its termination,Iand leaves the wa
during which he was agreeably consoled by the arrival of sevenlniay easilybe im
Tchoukchi^. These people li^pearlKt very inquisitive, and,lbe of divesting th
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inot

and

Ivered

If the

their reception. Next day he reached an encampment of this

tribe, who received him with transports and huzzas. ' The

csxa[ i>ay8 our author, ' contained about a dozen tents rang-

ed in a line along the bank of a river. They were of a square

form, and made of rein deer skin, suspended by leathern

straps to four poles erected at the four corners. Bundles of

spears and arrows, fixed in the snow before every tent, seem

to guard the entrance, which is very low, and shuts hermeti-

cally. The tents are extremely hot. The partitions and the

covering being made of deer skin, the air cannot penetrate,

and there is beside a stove in the middle of each of them.

The bed resembles that of the KamtschadaJes when they halt,

and consists of sinall branches of trees spread on the snow like

litter, and covered with deer skins. Here a whole family will

fe down and sleep together without distinction of age or sex.

The space is so narrow that it is astonishing how so many

people can crowd into it. The air and filthiness occasioned

by it are insupportable ; let it suffice to say, that they feel no

disgust at seeing their food and their drink close to the most

offensive objects, for no words can describe the exces^s of their

indolence.

' Among these Tchoukchis, whose number amounted to

about 40, there were 15 or 16 women, and nearly as many

children, who are employed in preparing the tents and provi-

sions. Every principal person has valets in his service to take

care of the deer, and guard them during the night from the

wolves with which these coasts abound.

' The dress of the women is very remarkable. It consi.sts

oi a single deer skin that is fastened round the neck, where it

has an opening both before and behind, and which descends

in the shape of large breeches below the knee. This garment

is put on by means of the opening at the neck, and there is no

other way of taking it off but by loosening the strings which

l)yaltie it under the chin, when it instantly falls from the body,

lationJiiud leaves the woman naked. The inconvenience of this habit

sevenlniay ea8ily*be imagined, from the frequent necessity there must

andjl^ of divesting themselves of it. When they travel, they wear

withP kmklanki over their common dress, and their feet have no

,.!(•
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other covering than hootn made of the legs of rein deer. Their

hair is of a deep black. Sometimes it iH turned up in tuftn

behind, but it is oftcner separated ujwn the forehead, and

hangs in long braids on each side. Their ears and their neck

are loaded with ornaments of glass beads of different colours

;

and when they are cold, the head of their parque serves them

for a head-dress.

' Their countenance is by no means agreeable ; the features

are coarse, though their nose is not flat, nor their eyes sunk

in their head like the Kamtschadalcs. They resemble them

in these respects less than do the Koriac women. They are

also taller, but not slender. The thickness and bulk of their

dress give them an appearance the very opposite to alert. In

the mean time they perforin the most laborious offices, such

as lighting fire, cutting wood, fetching water, and other things

re(|uired in their domestic economy. These cares devohe

principally u|xjn the oldest.

* The Tchoukcliis at present go every year to Ingiga. Tlie

merchandize they take consists chiefly of sable and fox-skin

parques, and morse teeth, which afibrd a very fine ivory.

They receive in exciiange kettles, tobacco, lances, muskets,

knives,- and other iron instruments. As yet they are Httlc ac-

customed to the musket, and scarcely make any use of it; hut

they are very expert in shooting an arrow, and managing a

lance, which are therefore their principal arms.

* Like all the northern })eople, they have an astonishing

propensity to drunkenness. Their love of brandy is so ex-

treme, that if you once let them taste it, you must repeat your

kindness till they are perfectly intoxicated, or they would con-

sider themselves as insulted, and probably have recourse to

menaces and violence, to obtain their ends. As incessant

smokers sua the Koriacs, they have the same pipes and tlie

same method of using them.'*

Early in the morning our traveller pursued his journey.

Near the sea coast, about mid-day, he reached an ostrog,

called Parein^, where the chief, a notorious bad character,

evinced a hostile dispositk>n, which it required all the couragei

of Lesseps to oppose. However, afler speaking with Autho-
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rity, and demanding leave to depart, he accepted an invitation

to dine with this chief; * but to sjieak the truth," says he, * I

was not without trouble, when, upon coming to his yourt, I

found it necessary to descend 40 feet under ground. The
extraordinary depth of this retreat delivered me entirely to the

mercy of my host. My companions could neither have heard

nor assisted me. I shuddered at my own imprudence, but it

was too late to draw back. I was well armed, and I prepared

tu defend myself as well as I could in case of an insult.

* The first care of Youltitka (the name of the chief) was to

seat Die in the place of honour, that is, in a kind of alcove

reserved for the chief of the family. His was a very numerous

one, nearly 80 persons living with him in this yourt. They
had all deserted it ujjon the report of my arrival^ and were

still alxjut my people, so that I was alone to contend with

three or four companions or relations of Youltitka, who sur-

rounded me, thrusting their noses almost in my face. Sup-

posing themselves to be adepts in the Russian language, because

they were able to murder a few words, they asked me, in turn,

a variety of questions, each more absurd than the preceding.

My situation dictated politeness, and I answered them with

mildness and precision. I thus passed an hour in the midst

of these savage figures, truly calculated to inspire dread, par-

ticularly that of their chief It is difficult to conceive of a

iiicon more completely ugly. Large and squat, his whole face

seamed with the small pox, and various other scars, a sullen

countenance, black hair, that joined enormous eye-brows, un-

der which there was only one eye, and that sunk in his head,

haggard and fierce ; the other he had lost by accident : such

is the exact picture of this Koriac prince.

* My soldier did not make his appearance, and I began to

be uneasy. U{X)n a motion I made to come out, these Ko-

riacs placed themselves before me. One of them caught hold

of my arm to make me sit down, asking me if I wanted to

escape. I endeavoured to look as stoutly as I could, but I

confess my heart palpitated. I again took my seat ; and m
apite of tfie alteration which they might perceive in my face, I

replied, that I did not imagine I had any reason to fear them.

Vol. III. 2 K
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Youltitka then endeavoured to excite my confidence. He
Kwore that he had the highest esteem for nie, and that I wa^^

in perfect safety. His past conduct, he added, might have

given me rcoKon to suspect his character, but he considered it

as a point of honour to set me right. Proud of having been

received among tliu judges of the tribunal of Ingaga, he va-

lued his reputation too mucli to suflcr any one to treat nic ill

in his presence.

* I knew my man too 'well to place any faith in these asse-

verations, and I considered myself as happy that he dared nut

do what was in his power, and probably what was in his heart

I hastened therefore to quit the yourt, upon pretext of seeking

for my people, and giving them orders for dinner. I could

not rid myself of this treacherous Koriac. He persisted in

accompanying me. Every word I uttered seemed to alarm

him. Not understanding the Russian language, he immedi-

ately asked the meaning of what I said, and watched all my

motions with singular attention.

* I found my people occupied in bartering the bad dogs they

had left, for furs, and articles of drcs.^ .nade of rein deer-skin.

Their avarice had made them forgetful of what I had recom«

mended to them, and the danger in which they had left me

;

but I concealed my displeasure on account of my witnesses,

I again descended the yourt, accompanied by Youltitka and

my two soldiers, who began immediately to prepare our din-

ner. The women assisted them in cleaning the dishes ; and

with the help of brandy, good humour gradually succeeded

to fears and distrust. Our repast was very jovial, and I fre-

quently endeavoured to imitate my guests in their loud peals

of laughter, outrageous expression of sentiment being the

only thing that pleases them. The dinner being finished, I

sent one of my soldiers to order the dogs to be harnessed, a

part of which was a fresh supply. My provisions were also

ready, and in 10 minutes I was prepared to take leave of my

Koriacs. They appeared to be sa^sfied with me ; I know not

whether they were really so, but I acknowledge as to myself I

that I was glad to escape from them, and I set off therefore
|

as quick as possible.''
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After travelling three days longer, our author perceived the

indications of an approaching storm, but as his guides wore

confident that the weather would continue fine, he adjusted

his compass, and took the proper direction of their route.

When the hurricane came on his com()anions were surprized

and terrified ; but he now took the lead, and conducted them

safely to Ingiga, which feat his astonished followers concluded

was performed by magic. Here he Wiis kindly welcf>med by

the commander, major Gageiui.

' This town,' says lie, ' is the largest and most populous I

have yet seen. It is situated upon a river of the same name,

30 wersts from its mouth, and is defended by a stjuare inclosuru

of palisades, the height and thickness of which surprized me,

and by wooden bastions, erected on piles, at the four angles.

These bastions are provided with cannon, and contain a vari-

ety of warlike stores. They are guarded day and night by

centinels, as are also the three gates of the town, of which one

only is open.. There is a small square, l)dbrc the house of

the governor, and a guard, staticmed on one side of this s<]uai'e,

defends it from attack. I was equally struck with the houses.

They are of wood, and very low, but have all a regular front,

and are evidently built upon one plan. M. Gaguen intends

by degrees to give this uniformity to the whole town. The
isbas that have been constructed since his arrival, besides a

pleasant appearance, have all the conveniences that such places

will admit of. He has it in contemplation also to rebuild the

church, which is a wretched edifice, and also in ruins.

* The population amounts to about 5 or 600 inhabitants,

who are either merchants, or in the service of government.

The latter are most numerous, and form the garrison of the

place. They are kept under the severest discipline, which is

indispensible, from tlic frequent occasion there is to defend

themselves. The circumspection and zeal of tiu; governor in

this respect cannot be surpassed. Tlioir tribunals are the

same with those of Nijenei Kamtschatka."

Our author embraces the opportunity his leisure now afibrd-

ed him to describe the manners of the Korincs, who inhabit a

vas^ extent of country. Thev are divided into fixed and warn

s. m
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dering Koriacs ; but tlieir number is very siiiail. * The man-

ners of the former/ H&yn he, * are the reverse of eHtimable,

and ore u mixture uf duplicity, mistrust, and avarice. They
have all the vires of the northern nations of Asia, without the

virtues, llobbers by nature, they are suspicious, cruel, inca-

pable either of benevolence or pity. To procuie the leant

service from them, it is first necessary to offer, and even to

give them some recompence. Nothing but presents can excite

their attention, or rouse their activity.

* From this perHdious and savage disposition, it woidd not

be easy for them to live in peace, or form any durable ties with

their neighbours. So unsociable a spirit must also give them

an abhorrence of all foreign dominion. Hence their continual

insurrection against the Hussions, their atrm^ous robberies,

their daily incursions un the |>eople who surround them ; hence

the respective animosities and revenge that incessantly spring

up.

* This state of war foments in every individual a ferocious

spirit. The practice of attacking, and of defending themselvcM,

creates in them an inflexible courage that delights iii per])ctual

combats, and glories in a contempt of life. Superstition lends

its aid to ennoble in their eyes this thirst of blood, by imposing

a law that they must either conquer or die. The more im-

portant is the cause that calls them to arms, the more greedy

are they of death. Neither the bravery, nor the number of

their adversaries, can intimidate them ; it is then they swear

to destroy the sun. They discharge this terrible oath by cut.

ting the throats of their wives and children, burning all their

possessions, and rushing madly into the midst of their enemies.

The combat can only terminate by the total destruction of

one of the parties. The vanquished never seek their safety in

flight ; honour forbids it ; and not a Koriac will survive the

slaughter of his countrymen.

' The vicinity of the Russian settlements has hitherto pro>

duccd no change in the mode of lif^ of the resident Koriacs.

Their commercial intercourse with the Russians only renders

them susceptible to the attraction of wealth, and desirous of

plunder. Insensible to the advantages of a more polished life.
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they seem to feel a repugnance to civilization, and to consider

their own manners and custumH as absolutely perfect.

* Among their strange customs I shall mention the probation

to which a young man subjects himself when he is desirous oil'

marrying. As soon as he has fixed his choice, he waits upon

the relutionK of his mistress, and offers to drudge^fbr tftentf as

the phrase is. The young lady is immediately enveloped in a

multiplicity of garments, which conceal her to such a degree,

that the face itself is scarcely visible. She is not lefl alone for

a single instant ; her mother, and a number of old matnnis

accompany her wherever she gix>H, sleep with her, and do not

lose her from their sight upon any pretext whatever. The
aim of the lover, the point of happiness to which all hi«> cares

tend, is to touch her naked IxKly, the only way by which he

can attain her. In the mean time he executes with zeal and

submission all the functions that the relations impose on him.

His eye is invariably fixed on the idol of his heart, he watohes

her motions, follows her steps, and intrudes himself incessantly

in her way. But how deceive the Argus eyes of the duennas

that surrounded her ! It is a continual contest of vigilance

against cunning ; each perscm acts with equal zeal and perse-

verance. From such assiduities, from the agitation of the

lover, and the precautions that are taken to counteract his

manoeuvres, one would suppose tliat he was about to carry off

some extraordinary beauty. Who would imagine that the

object of the thoughts and desires of this whining Koriac, was

ugliness itself, and that he aspired to no other reward for so

many exertions, than to touch a callous, yellow, and greasy

skin ? In his leisure moments, at liberty to see and approach

his mistress, he endeavours to merit her affection by some sly

attempt to obtain a touch ; but the number and thickness of

her garments are an invincible barrier. Enraged at so many
obstacles, he tears and pulls off this teazing dress. Woe be-

tide him if he be surprized in his rash attack ! The relations,

the inexorable spies, dart upon him, and force him to reUn*

quish his prize. It is commonly by the eloquence of the foot,

or a stick, that they entreat him to withdraw, and find some

better opportunity. If he resist, he is dragged by the hmr.

"'N
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or the nails of these old Imgs are imprinted in his face. If lie

be disheartened, or murmurs at the cruel treatment, he h
instantly dismissed, and forfeits for ever all claim to the alii.

ance, which is considered as the most signal disgrace that cun

be inflicted on a Koriac lover. But difficulties only render his

desires more vehement. He rejoices, he glories in all the tri-

bulations he experiences during his amorous and painful servi.

tude. It is frequently not till after the expiration of two or

three years, more or less, that he obtains his end. Elate with

his victory, he flies to inform the relations of his success.

The witnesses are suirmoned, and the young lady intcrro-

gated. Ker confession h necessary, as well as some j^roof

that she was taken by surprize, and made fruitless eflbrts to

defend herseF. Her hand is then bestowed on the conqucior,

but he is oblige^^ still to wait till it is seen whether she can re-

concile herself ') living with him. From this moment, freed

from his labours, he makes his court to his future wife, who

is not perhaps sorry to find herself delivered from her cumber-

some attire. The second stage of courtship is seldom very

long ; the damsel, in the presence of the family, soon accords

her assent, and nothing more is recjuisite to give him all ilie

claims of a husband. The nuptial ceremony and feast consist

merely ir. assembling the relations of the parties, who are eager

to get di-unk in imitation of the new married coupic.

* When a Koriac dit*, his relations and neighbours assem-

ble to pay him th iir last respects. They erect a funeral pile,

upon which they place a portion of the wealth of the deceased,

and a stock of provisions, consisting of rein deer, fish, brandy,

in short whatever they conceive he will want for. his great

journey, and to keep him from starving in the other world.

If it be a wandering Koriac, his deer conduct him to the pile;

if a resident Koriac, he is drawn by his dogs, or carried In

his relations. The Ixidy is exhibited, clothed in his litst attire.

and lying in a kind of coffin. There it receives the adieu of

the attendants, who, with torches in tl)eir hands, consider it

as an honour speedily to reduce their relation or friend to

ashes. Tliey feel ouly the regret of a short absence, and not

of an eternal separation. They wear no mourning, and the I
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fmieral pomp terminates in a scene of intemperance, where the

1 limes of their Hqii )r and tobacco <rraclually efface the remem-

brance of death/

On the 6tli of ^\})ril, our traveller dcjiarted from Ingiga,

accompanied by t..o soldiers, u young merchant, and a Koriac

prince, of the name of Eviava, as his guide. * We travelletl,*

says Lesseps, ' very slowly till the evening. The only incon-

venience I felt was the not Iwing able, ior want of an inter-

preter, to enjoy the conversation of my princely guide. It

doubtless deprived roe of a fund of information which it was

in his power to have furnisheil, and our mutual taciturnity did

not render my journey the more pleasimt.

* We stopped at seven oVlock. It wan necessary to gain a

mountain well known to our Koriacs, and which had been

marked in our itinerary as our first stage. 1 should in vain

have wished to seek shelter in a wood, as had been my custom

when drawn by dogs. The convenience of the traveller is left

out of the account in the choice of a resting place ; that of the

rein deer only is consulted, and the spot that most abounds

mtii moss is invariably preferred. Half v av up the mountain

our stetHls were unharnessed, and no other care taken of them

than that of tying them with leathern thongs. I saw them in-

stantly scrape away the snow, under which they well knew

how to come at their food. At a short distance we made a

fire, a! id set on our kettle, antl the length of our supjxjr an-

swered *o its frugality. I axlmitted my Koriac prince to my
mess, who appeared highly flattered with the honour. I then

laid myself down <m the snow, and was f>ermittccl to sleep a

few hours; but when the time was expired, they awoke me
without compunction to proceed on our journey.

* It is necessary to observe that the Koilacs will travel four,

Hve, or six days incessantly without taking scarcely any re|)ose.

The rein deer are habituated to run day and night. In every

two or three hours they are Mubarncsscd, and allowed the

iiiter\'al of an hour to feed, after which they set off again with

equot ardour; and this mode is repeated till they arrive at the

end of \he journey. It may l)e suppo xl from this account,

that I considered myself as fortunate, when the night, cume,
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to be indulj^d with two hours iininterruptetl sleep. The fa.

vour however was not long accorded to iiie, and by degrees I

was obliged to accustom myself to the practice of my inflexible

conductors, though it was not without extr^Miic difficulty.

* Before I remounted, Eviava informed me that he was un-

der the necessity of lightening our vehicle, the weight of two

persons being for a continuance tcx) niucli for our steetls, and

that if I wished to make the experiment of being my own

charioteer, he would take one of the empty sledges, with which

we were furnished as a resource in case of accident, or tlie loss

of any of our deer. The projwsal coincided too well with niy

inclination for me to hesitate a moment in accepting it, and I

instantly seized the reins, and began my new apprenticeship,

' I found it equally arduous with that to which I subjected

luyself at lk)lcherntsk, with this differ'.«nce., that I was then the

first to laugh at the frequency of my falls; whereas in tin

present case, I obtained the conviction of their danger at the

risk of my life. The trace ot the deer on the left, btnng fast-

ened to the supporter of the sledge on the corresponding side,

nearly touches the left foot of the conductor, who must U

continually on his guard to keep clear of it. Eroni forgetful-

ness, or inexperience, I failed in this precaution, and my log

became entangled. The violence of my fall, or njore probably

the sudden and acute pain in my leg, led me imprudently to

rehnquish my hold of the reins, in order to aj)ply my hand to

it. By what means could I disengage niyself? The deer,

finding no lon^^r the sanie restraint, atlvauced with greater

speed, and ev.»ry effort 1 made to get free encouraginl and

iiTitatcd them. Dragged along in this nmnner, my he;id

sweeping the snow and striking continually against the skati

of the sledge, and feeling every moment as if my leg would

be shivere<l in pieces, it is scarcely cjncei\ able what I suffered

I was no 1 )nger able to cry out; 1 ''ad lost all consciousness;

when, by a motion purely mechanical, I extended my left

hand exa^-tly upju the reins that floated by chance. A new

jolt of the sledge mailo me draw back my hand, and this in-

voluntary cluck stopjH'd my deer. Some of my people came

up at the saiue time, expecting to find me either dangerously
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wmmded, or already deprived of life. Mcanv^ile al'ter a

swoon of a few minutes, my senses returned, and 1 recovered

my strength. The only injury I received was a violent contu-

sion on my leg, and a head ac^he, which were attended with

no very material consequences. The joy of having escaped

from this danger, gave me additional courage, and I ascended

my sledge, and pursued my journey as if notliing had hap-

pened.

* Become more circumspect, I took care in future whenever

I was overturned, to check immediately my deer, for I ought

to consider myself as fortunate that, in their impetuosity, they

did not proceed with me to the mountains. In that case how
could they have been stopped .? Three or four days are fre-

quently spent in this pursuit, and sometimes without success.

Tiiis intelligence, which I received from my Koriucs, made

!iie tremble for my dispatches, which were in a box fastened

(0 my sledge, and were thus liable to be taken from me every

moment.*

Our traveller continued with his friendly guide two days

longer, when, havi'.ig arrived at the Korit'tt-'s yourt, he was

hospitably received by his noble host, whose exertions in fa-

vour of the liberty oi'his country merited applause. * On the

evening of my arrival,"' says t)ur author, ' I had an opportu-

nity of seeing a multitude of deer. They had l)een assembled

i- der to select what were necessary for my use, which re-

(j>* »ed only a quarter of an hour. I'^pon a particular cry of

their keepers, the tame deer came towards us. The young

ones, and those wiiicli are accustomed to, or exempt from,

labours, go off in a different direction. The slow and the

restive ones were next sepai'ated from the rest, and those that

were wanted were easily caught by means of a running noose

whiih they threw over them with singular dexterity. The

choice being made, they separated those destined for my use,

and which if they had not been detained by force, would

spcL'ilily have gone to rejoin the rest.

' They do not ordinarily employ in labour the female deer,

whicii are reserveil for the propagation of the species. Tlicy

re coupled in autumn, and foal in the spring. The youn^
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males designed for draught, are castrated nearly in the same

manner as the dogs of Kamtschatka.

* There are almost always three or four deer in a flock that

arc trained for the chace. The instinct of these animals is

inconceivable ; they hunt even while they arc feeding. If a

tame deer perceives a wild one, he innnediately, without show.

Ing any sign either of joy or surpnze, imitates in browsing the

gait and manner of the other, who sometimes approaches him

without suspecting a snare. Presently one sees them play

together ; their horns Ix'come entangled, they part, they join

each other again, thoy fly and pursue each other by turns.

In these sportive amusements the tame deer gradually draws

his prey within musket shot of the hunter. With a well ma-

naged deer, one is able to seize his companion alive ; a cord is

bung upon the horns of tin* former, which, in their play, he

entangles in the horns of his adversary. From that time the

greater the efforts made by the wild deer to escape, the closer

the running knot is drawn, and the more strongly the tame

deer pulls at the cord, in order to give his master time to come

up. It frequently happens however that the wild deer suspects

the trick, and escapes the danger by flight.

* When a Koriac comes out of his yourt in the morning, the

deer flock about him in expectation of a drink, which is the

highest treat to them; this is nothing more than human urine,

which is carefully preserved in vessels, or hampers made of

straw, and of so nice a contexture that the liquor cannot pene-

trate through them. The flock are so extremely fond of this

beverage, that whatever quantity you give then), it is all swal-

lowed in an instant.'

Next morning, our traveller again set oft', with the brother

of his former guide lor a conductor : but had nearly perished

by leaving his company to visit a hot spring. He had also

great difficulty in passing a iiig!i chain of mountains. The next

day the snow was more than three feet deep; the deer sunk to

their necks, and were unable to proceed. During two days

be was detained by the storm, while he used every effort to

obtain a supply of dogs. On the third day, having taken

Jvave of his guide, he proceeded in five sledges, each drawn
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by eight or ten dogs. But, after travelling for some distance

along the sea coast, the storm became so terrible, that he was

c»)nipelled to return, and to lie in a deserted slinking yourt

for three clays. The intensity of the cold was inconceivable.

The danipness became equally insupportable with the cold

;

for the fire, by melting the wc that surrounded them, caused

a thousand dribblings over their heads, and a stream of water

under their feet. Some .sea wolves also which were found in

the yourt began to thaw, and diffuse a noxious odour ; while

the exhalations which arose from seven filthv Kj)riacs, and two

others, who accompanied our traveller, niade their asylum a

true sink. Our author became very ill, and had a long swoon.

At length, on the 21st, he was enabled to proceed; and at

the end of three days passed the river Yamsk, and reached

the ostrog of that name. Here he obtained a supply of provi-

sions; and, as the force of the sun announced an approaching

thaw, he resolved to travel in the night. At 11 o'clock at

night, he left Yamsk, with nine large sledges. At daybreak,

he passed a dangerous mountain ; and, next day, reached the

last ostrog in the Koriac territory, where he was obliged t(j

fasten whalebone under the skates of his sledges, in conse-

quence of the melting of the snow. Next day, he reached

Ola, a Toungouse ostrog ; and found that the yourls of this

people were of a superior construction to those of the Kamt-

schadales and Koriacs.

' The instant of my arrival at Ola,"" says Lesseps, ' I was

visited by a numl)er of women, some dressed in the Russian,

and others in the Toungouse mode. Expressing my surprize

at seeing them so fine, I was informed that it was the village

feast ; it was also, I understood, a part of their coquetry to

appear in their best attire before strangers. Of their most

esteemed ornaments, embroideries of glass beads seem to have

the preferc -^e. Some of them are wrought with tolerable

taste ; among others, I observed one on the boot of a young

girl that had ci admirable air of lightness ; it concealed in no

resp« t he beauty of the leg, that was covered with a kind of

pap*^uloon of skin, nicely fitted, over which hung a small pet-

ticoat.
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* There is a striking resemblance between the Russians and

Toungouses; they have similar features and the same lan-

guage. The men are strong and well made ; some of the

women have an Asiatic appearance, but not the flat nose and

broad face of the Kamtschadales and the majority of the Ko-

riacs. Mildness and hospitality seem to be the characteristic

qualities of these people. It was not from a defect of zeal, on

their part, that I did not procure the succour I wanted ; but

their ability was so small, that they could only change a part

of my dogs.'

Next morning, our traveller found great difficulty in sur-

mounting a steep promontory. At the foot of the mountain

the danger increased, the sea was broken up, and his guidcb

advised him to abandon the baggage and cross a bay by leaping

from one sheet of ice to another. Lesseps knew not wliat plan

to follow; but the danger of his situation will be best described

in his own words.

' A chain of rocks,' says he, * which, through its whole

extent, presents to the sea a flat perpendicular surface, and

consequently without the least appearance of strand, was the

description of the shore I visited. The sea, in carrying off

the mountains of ice which had concealed its surface, had left

a horizontal crust suspended to the side of this enormous wall,

which was not more than two feet wide, frequently not more

than one, and scarcely one foot in thickness. Eight feet below

this sort of cornice, you saw the waves beating against the

rock, and innumerable shelves that the eye discovered in the

sea, and that seemed about 10 feet below its surface.

* I did not suffer these observations to discourage me, but

immediately committed myself to this perilous cornice. Em-

boldened by its solidity, I advanced softly in a sidelong direc-

tion, my face turned towards the rock. It offered no hold to

the hands, but only now and then a narrow cavity, into which

I threw myself to recover breath; after having passed the gaps

of the crust, which continually presented themselves to my

steps, tlie ice being in certain places completely washed away,

and a breach lefl of two or three feet in length. At first I

must confess I felt myself intimidated, and did not leap them
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vrithout trembling: the least error in position, the most trifling

accident would have destroyed me. My companions could not

have relieved, nor even so much as have seen me. This pro.

gress continued for three quarters of an hour, at the end of

which I reached the other extremity of the rock, and no sooner

had I arrived than I forgot the dangers of the way to think

only of my dispatches. I had left them under the care of my
soldiers, but I alone could undertake to save them. The ex-

periment I had made encouraged me, and proud of my disco-

very, I did not hesitate to return upon my steps.

' My people condemned my conduct, which they considered

as rashness, and expresseil their astonishment at seeing me
again. I concealed not from them that the way was hazardous;

"but as no accident had happened to me, why,"" I asked,

" should you be deterred from Ibllowing me ? I will once

more make the attemp% and I hope upon my return to find

you free from apprehension, and disposed to imitate my ex-

ample.'"

< I immediately took up my port-folio, and the box that

contained my dispatches. My two soldiers, Golikoff and Ne-

darezoff, whose dexterity I had already experienced, consented

to accompany me. Without their assistance it would, I be-

lieve, have been impossible to save this precious deposit ; we

carried it in turn, exchanging it from one to another. He
that had last received it, for instance, who always m.<^rched

foremost upon this narrow parapet, threw it suddenly into a

hollow place of the rock, advancing at the same time a few

steps ; the others came after him, took up his burthen, and

relieved themselves from it by the same manoeuvre. I cannot

express what I felt during this operation ; at every stride of

the bearer over the gaps of the path, I imagined I saw my box

ready to fall into the sea. Twenty times it was upon the point

of escaping from our hands, and I felt my very blinxl curdle

as if I had seen death itself gaping under my steps. Indeed

I am not able to say what would have been the effect of my
despair, if I had had the misfortune to lose it. I knew not a

monient''s ease til) I had deposited this solemn charge in a

;#
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place of safety ; my joy was then as vehement as had lx?cn niv

anxiety.

* This second success inspired mc with so much conHdoncc,

that I no lonjijor doubted of the }X)ssibiHty of transporting our

sknlges in the sunie manner. I communicated my ideas to niy

soldiers; animated by my example, and by the event of their

^irst experiment, they cheerfully returned with me for this new

undertaking. Uy my order they had unharnessed a part of

the dogs ; they now fastened to the four corners of the sledges

long thongs of leather, mIucIi I directed to be held by those

who were before and behind the vehicle. We presently found

the utility of this precaution ; our sledges were sometimes

wider than the parapet, and of consequence only rested on one

skate, so that the load must have overturned them into tiic

water if they had not l)een strongly supported ; at other times

the ice, as I have said, was entirely gone, when it was neces-

sary to give them a sudden elevation in order to preserve tiieir

equilibrium. The muscular arms of my guides were scarcely

equal to the weight, and it was sometimes as much as all of

us could do to keep one another from falling. It was to no

purpose for us to grapple the rock ; it was perpetually to he

leared that one of us should draw in the other, or that the ice

should suddenly fail under our feet. We however suffered

nothing but the apprehension.

* We returned once more to fetch the rest of our dogs. It

seemed as if these poor animals judged better than our.sclves

of the extent of the danger, so much did they bark and draw

back, particularly at the difficult passages. It was to no pur-

pose to cheer them with our voice, it was necessary to strike

them, or to pull them rapidly after us. There were four of

them, who from aukwardness or terror, could not leap like!

the rest. The first perished in our sight without the possibi-

lity of Qur assisting him, the second remained suspended by I

his fore feet; ^me of my guides, supported by his comrade

and leanmg forward, was fortunate enough to save him ; the|

otiaer two wore supported by their traces, and were easily e»

tncated from the peril.

These
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lieutenant Hall, and M. Allcgretti, the garrison surgeon, sig.

nified their wiMh to accompany him. Horses were also pro-

vided ; but the want of food had rendered these poor animals

very unfit for the service.

^ At sight of the horse I was to mount/ says Lesseps, <
I

drew luick with horror and compassion. I had never seen so

wretched an animal. His sides were lank and hollow, his

buttocks narrow and peaked, so that you might count every

bone they contmned, his neck unsupported, his head between

his legs, his haunches nerveless and weak. Such is the exact

description of my steed. You may judge of the figure of the

other horses, among which mine passed for one of the least

despicable. The saddle had a considerable resemblance to

our own. Those which were provided for our baggage were

smaller, made of wood, and perforated with holes ; upon the

top there were two sticks fastened cross-wise on which the load

was suspended, taking care however to make the weight equal

on botli sides, as the smallest disproportion would infallibi)

have prevented the beasts from maintaining their equilibrium,

' It was in this pitiful plight that our caravan set out. To

console ourselves for the slow pace we travelled, each was

merry at the expence of his steed. Twelve wersts from

Okotsk, a tolerably large salt work was pointed out to me un

the sea coast ; the men employed in it were all malefactors or

convicts. Beyond this house we left the sea at our left, and

travelled for some time on the banks of the Okhota.

* If the breaking up of this river occasion such alarm to tlic

inhabitants of the to\vn, its overflowings are not less fatal to

the environs. Rising above the banks, the water not only

floods the adjacent country, but becomes a torrent, that swells

as it extends itself. It has been said to rise two feet above the

tops of the highest trees. From this account one may suppose

its ravages to be dreadful, and certain it is that I saw in the

forests gulfs of an astonishing depth, said to be the work oi

these floods.

* Within a short distance from Medvejegolova, my horsc|

fell under me, and it was imposable to make him get u]

agun ; I had fortunately time to quit the saddle, and receiv
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therefore no injury. We left the Wast on the spot, where it

doubtless expired a few hours after. We had sitill 1 1 horses

remaining ; I was therefore remounted in an instant, and

reached the village without meeting with any otlier Accident.

* We proceeded the next day, at nine oVlock in the morn-

ing, and forded the river Okhota, the course of which we were

no longer to pursue. I perceived iiere and there some Yakout

yourts at a considerable distance from each other : seldom are

any number of them .seen together.

' The disposition of these families to live in this isolated

manner, results from a motive of interest that is of the first

importance. Horses lieing their chief source of wealth, if the

proprietors (some of whom |M>ssesM more than a thousand)

built their habitations nearer to each other, how would they

be able to procure nourishment for their numerous studs?

The neighbouring pastures nmst so(m be exhausted, and it

would be neces.sary to send multitudes of them to a consider-

able distance ; but how many inconveniences would result in

consequence of the negligence or dishonesty of the keepers.'

Having arrived at a village, named Moundoukann, our

author was obliged to stop a day to refresh the horses. He
here parted with Messrs. Hall and Loftsoff, and set off at

break of day. The weakness of the horses again rendered a

halt necessary, in a place where many voracious l)ears were

{H'owling about. The following description explains the nature

of these halts.
,

* Having fixed upon the spot, the horses were eased of their

burthens and permitted to graze at liberty. Fires were then

kindled at equal distances round our little camp, and at the

entrance of my tent I repeatedly discharged my v sket, l)eing

assured that the report and smell of the powder would terrify

and drive away the bears. At break of day our horses are

assembled ; if any of them were dispersed they came at the

cry of my Yakouts, who possess the same talent in this respect

i\i the Koriacs with their rein deer."

The principal food of Uw Vakouts who attended our travel-

ler, be Siiys, was * a kind of tlr;ck frumenty, made of rye meal

and water, into which, at>.cr it is taken off tlie fire, they pour

.Vol. III. :i M
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fish oil : the quantity they eat of it astonished and shocked

me. I was told that in general they were not very great eaters

;

it was however added, that they now and then, as a treat,

roast a horse, which is demolished in a iew hours by a very

small number of guests, and the intestines of the animal art

by no means the least precious morsel. Who would suppose

that men of such voracious appetites, practice at other times

a frugality that seems scarcely sufficient to support life, and

frequently continue a number of days together without footl P

Lesseps had several dangerous rivers to piiss. In one the

current carried him away on horseback; but he was saved hy

the skill and intrepidity of a soklicr that escorted him. 'The

horses had now become so weak, that a Yakout was obliged to

alight and whip them behind. At last, he arrived at the river

Yadoma, which he intended to descend. After much difli-

culty, an old crazy boat was repaired : our traveller took leave

of M. Allegretti, and set sail with two soldiers, who had been

appointed to attend him, and two others whom he engaged to

row. * The rapidity of the current,' »ays he, * carried us on

with such violence, that we could easily dispense with the oars.

At the rate we sailed my soldiers had no doubt that we should

reach the famous cataract before night, which was more than

80 wersts from the plai;e i>f ray departure. Their conversation

turned wholly on the dangers we should have to encounter.

Though I was already prepossessed with the idea of their in-

experience, by continually hearing these discourses, dictated

by fear, I began at last to be alarmed myself, and resolved to

act with all possiUe prudence, that I might have no reason to

reproach myself. I frequently went on shore, and valked

along the river to see how far the navigation was safe. To-

wards the evening a north-west wind brought on rain. Rather

than run any risk in such bad weather I halted, and ordered

my tent vo ^x {Mtched over the boat.

' The next day, after four hours navigation, interrupted

by frequent landing to observe the app oach of the cataract,

wc at last perceived it. Accompanied by my two pilots, I

went to examine the spot. At a short distance from it I saw

a little stony island, which is only perceptible when the waters
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iract,

mters

be<rin to iall. My soldiers advised me to pass, if the waters

were sufficiently high, by the way of a canal which we should

find at the right ; though the descent was very rapid, tliey

assured me that it was nothing in comparison with that of the

cataract. This advice engrossed my whole attention, and

having convinced myself of its utility, I returned to the boat,

resolved to put it in practice. I e^icouraged my people in the

best manner I could, and then took the helm. Nedarezoff sat

by me, and Golikoff assisted one of the rowers, for we had

only two oars. We proceeded in this manner till we redched

the conflux of the two streams, one of which led to the canal,

and the other lost itself in the cataract The impetuosity of

the latter would have drawn us into the abyss, but for the skill

and strength of my rowers. The instant the signal is given,

their nervous arms are stretched to strike the oar, and to

struggle against the waves; the waters rage and foam, and

the violent shocks they give to our boat, my unceasing exhort-

ations, and more than all the fear of hemg destroyed, redouble

the ardour of my soldiers. We are at length extricated from

the treacherous current, and enter into the canal. How smooth

did its waters appear after this terrifying passage ! To give

my pecple rest, I abandoned myself to the gentle declivity of

the stream : the helm was sufficient to direct the boat

* When we were at the foot of the cataract, curiosity led

me to turn my liead. I trembled at its dreadful aspect, and

thanked heaven for having afforded me a different way. Nine

boats out of ten that should attempt this passage, would infal-

libly be wrecked.

* We had still a difficrJt pass to make, that terrified my
people ; it is called the Podporojenei, or the ebb of the cata-

ract, which is about the distance of a werst from it. They
were still talking of it when we arriver?, and I had scarcely

time to explain to them the manceuvre which I thought it

ritfct;S.sdry to practise. Our object was lo <^oose the ueepest

side ; the blackness of the water senned to point H out, and I

steered towards it. The multiplicity and bulk of the waves

tossed us about with more violence than if we had been in the

' opeD sea. AH at once our boat was pitched upw a rock that

^ '^tti
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was on a level with the water, and which none of iw had per-

ceived. We were thrown down by the force of the shock;

my companions imagined themselves to be lost, and had not

the courage to raise themselves ; it was in vain I called upon

them to row on ; they paid no attention to my cries. I caught

hold of the helm, and perceiving that the boat had s.'btained

no injury, I animated their drooping spirits, and prevailed on

them to take their stations. We owed our safety to the mos»

with which the rock was covered ; the boat touched it in its

passage, and glided along without suffering any damage.

* I felt myself indisposed by the attack of a fever, but I paid

no great attention to it; I merely laid myself down in the

boat, and observed no other regimen than that of drinking

cold water. We did not halt during the night, as our navi-

gation was become ])erfectly easy.

' I entered the INFaya on the 22d, at two o'clock in the

morning, and proceeded in a direction nearly north, but

inclining now and then to the east. The banks of this river

are less steep, less dreary than those of the preceding, though

at intervals there are mountains and even rocks. The differ-

ence of the current was still more perceptible, as we only sailed

four wersts an hour.

* In the afternoon of the 23d, I quitted the river Maya for

another, larger and more rapid, called the Aldann; but I

merely crossed it, in brder to gain a habitation on the other

side, opposite to the mouth of the Maya.'

Here our traveller agreed to leave the boat, and cross the

country with a party of Yakouts. He travelled for a long

time over a moving swamp, in which the horses sunk so deej)

that they could not be extricated without assistance. On tht

second day there was no rain, and he was mut h annoyed with

flics. On the third day he reached the habitation of a Yakout

prince, where he was kindly received. The prince spoke the

Russian language tolerably well, and from him our author

obtained the following particulars respecting his countrymen.

' When summer commences, they leave their winter habit-

ations, and mth their families, and a small number of horses,

go to make their harvests of fodder for consumption during
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the frosty season. They repair to a considerable distance fronai

their yourt, and to the most fertile cantons. In their absence,

the horses are left to the care of the servants, and the neigh-

bouring pastures serve for the maintenance of all their herds.

' I very much regret the not having been present at their

festival in the month of May, in celebration of the return of

ipring. They assemble in the open country, where they roast

oxen and horses ; and being supplied \vith an abundance of

fermented koumouiss, they eat and drink to satiety, dancing

and singing at intervals, and concluding at last with necro-

mancies. Their chamans preside in these festivals, and deal

out their extravagant predicjtions.

' These sorcerers are more at liberty and more revered than

in Kamtschatka. Regarded as interpreters of the gods, thej

grant their mediation to the stupid Yakout, who implores it

with trembling, but always pays for it. I have seen these

dupes give their finest horse to conduct a chaman to his village.

Nothing can be more frightful than the magic exhibitions of

these impostors. I shall content myself with describing the

chaman that exhibited before me.

' Dressed in a habit that was ornamented with bells and

plates of iron, which made a deafening noise, he beat besides

on a bouben, or tabor, with a degree of force that was terrify-

ing. He then ran about like a maniac, with his mouth open,

and his head turned in everv direction. His black dishevelled

hair concealed his face, and beneath it proceeded at one mo-

ment real groans, the next tears and sobs, and then loud peals

of laughter, the usual preludes of these revelations.

* Remains of old tombs of the Yakouts were frequently

pointed out to me in the woods. They were coffins clumsily

made, and suspended on the branches of trees. I know not

from what motive they have renounced this custom of exposing

their dead in the open air, and at a distance from their habit-

ations ; but at present their mode of interment is similar to

that of Christians.

* The funerals are attended with a kind of pomp more or

less magnificent, in proportion to the rank and wealth of the

*defunct. If a {nrinc«, lie is arrajed in his finest haUts, and
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most splendid arms. The Ixwiy, placed in a cottin, i$ carried

by the family to the tomb ; deep groans announce the solom»

procession, His favourite horse, and another the best of his

stud, both richly caparisoned, and led by a valet, or near

relation, walk by the side of the corpse. When arrived at

the burying nlace, they are tied to two stakes fixed near the

grave, and while the master is interred, their throats arc cut

over the corpse. This bloody libation is the homage paid to

his attachment to these animals, who are supposed to follow

him into the other world, where it is imagined that he will

again be able to enjoy them. They are then flayed ; the head

and hide, in one entire piece, are fixed horizontally upon the

braiiches of trees at a small distance from the grave: such

is the memorial that is erected. A fire is then kindled, and

the last proof of friendship for the deceased consists in roasting

and eating upon the spot these favoured animals. The feast

being concluded the company disperses. The same ceremonial

is observed for a woman, except that instead of a horse, they

sacrifice her favourite cow.

* The Vakouts are robust, and in general large. They

resemble the Tartars in the cast of their features, and there i^

said also to be a great similarity in the idioms of these two

people ; I can 6nly affirm that the Yakouts are very abrupt

in their manner of speaking, and do not connect their words.

^ They pretend to ride better than any other nation in the

world, and their vanity in this respect is carried so far, that

they avoid from a sentiment of disdain, giving to travellers

their most mettlesome steeds. The stirrups which they use

are very short.

* Polygamy fonns a part of the political code of those peo-

ple. Obliged to make frequent journies, a Yakout has a wife

in every place where he stops, but he never assembles them

together. Notwithstanding this licence, they ai'e jealous to

excess, and the sworn enemies of whoever shall dare to violate

the rights of hospitality
.''

On the S7th, at an early hour, our traveller lefl his friendly

host ; and, in the eyemng, alighted at the house of another
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Lena, which he was four hours in crosning in a diagonal

direction. He supposed that the river was at least six miles

wide. When landed he was conducted to the governor of

Yakoutsk, by whom he was introduced to M. Billing s.

Yakoutsk is built on the western side of the Lena, and is a

tolerably pleasant and populous town. After staying five days

in this place, our traveller embarked in a boat, to sail up the

Lena, on the 5th of July. The boats are dragged by con-

victs and malefactors, and these miserable beings are only

allowed a small quantity of flour for performing this painful

service. At the end of nine days he reached Olekma, the

firfit town he had seen iince his departure from Yakoutsk.

Continuing his voyage up the Lena until the 4th of August,

when his boat lost both keel and rudder, he found it necessary

to take horses and travel by land to Irkoutsk, which he reach-

ed in two days. Here he was most hospitably entertained by

the governor, and received many marks of civility from the

other officers.

This town, fhe capital of the government of Irkoutsk and

Kolivania, is sili ated ort the border of the Angara, and near

the mouth of the Irkout, from which it takes its name. Within

its vast circumference many stone edifices are seen, and churches

built with bricks ; the wooden houses are large and commodi-

ously distributed ; its jjopulation is numerous, and its society

brilliant ; the multitude of officers and magistrates who reside

tliere, have introduced the modes and customs of Petersburg!!.

Every person in office has an equipage; rank and quality

regulate the number of horses that draw their carriages, which

are similar to ours.

All the tribunals of the neighbouring provinces are under

the jurisdiction of this town; it is also the see of an archbishop,

a venerable prelate, who exercises the functions of that office

through the whole extent of this part of the Russian empire.

But it is to commerce that this capital is chiefly indebted fof

Its splendour. By its situation, it is the entrep6t of that whiclt

is carried on between Russia and China.

' I hud BO preparation to make for my departure," says

{JLessepe, ' but that of purchasing a kibitk. I no longer trou-

m
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bled myself about provisions, as I was sure of finding where-

with to subsist myself at every stage. The governor gave me
K poradojenei, or a pass|K>rt, as far as Petersburgh. It was

resolved that I should be escorted by a soldier of the garrison

whose courage and fidelity were known, and that one of the

couriers of the governor general, who had particularly recom-

mended him, should accompany me to assist me by his services

and experience.

' I took leave of M. Arsenieff; his son and M. DolgopolofF

insisted upon conducting me to the first stage, in spite of all

my remonstrances. We were seated in the carriiige, when

my honest Golikoff canie with tears in his eyes, conjuring nic

to permit him to accompany me as far as these gentlemen ; it

was, he said, the sweetest recompencc I could bestow on him.

This last instance of attachment affected me, and I felt that in

complying with his request, my pleasure was not less than his.

* Having crossed in a ferry boat the river Angava, we soon

arrived to the place of our separation. While I repeated my

thanks, and took leave of my two friends, GolikofF, concealed

behind my carriage, endeavoured to hide his tears, and recom.

mend me to the care of the soldier who succeeded him. His

despair burst forth when my horses were harnessed ; he em-

braced my knees, and exclaimed that he would never quit me.

It was to no purpose I repeated that, as he well knew, I had

no right to take him; ray reasonings, my caresses, nothing

could prevail on him to leave his hold ; it was necessary to

force him from my feet, then from the carriage, which he

seized on being torn from me. Never, I believe, had mj

sensibility experienced a more violent shock ; I departed with

a wounded heart. The regret of not having been able to fol-

low the dictates of my gratitude still tonneits me, and I can

only hope that he may be informed of it, for I cannot flatter

myself that I shall ever see him again.

< I am obliged at present to discontinue my practice of

making notes every da}'. My journey to Petersburgh was so

rapid, that is, from the 10th of August to the 22d of Septem-

ber, that it was impossible to observe the same accuracy ; fur

this reason also the reader will pardon the brevity of my oh-

Vol. in.
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servations. The cimntry through whicli I passed has beside

been described by so many accurate and intelligent pens, and

these travellers have given so much attraction and interest to

their recitals, that I should only be accused of presumptior.

,

or plagiarism, if I attempted to enlarge on a subject, which

they profoundly studied, while I had scarcely time to skim

the surface.'

While travelling beyond the Wolga, with great rapidity,

M. Lesseps, on thrusting his head out of his kibitk, received

a violent blow on the head, from part of the wheel that was

broken. He fell back in his carriai^e, and, conceiving the

skull was injured, considered himself a dead man. Thus to die

at the close of a ])erilous journey filled him with inconceivable

despair. Some strong brandy was poured into the wound, a

good compress placed on it, and, shortly after, a drunken

surgeon's mate probed the wound with a pin, and assured him

the skull was not fractured. He then pursued his journey

with pleasure.

On the 26th of September, our ingenious and indefatigable

traveller left St. Petersburgh ; and, on the 17th of October,

arrived at Versailles. On the same day he was presented to

his majesty ; who, on the folk>wing day, rewarded him for his

zeal and serviced, by appointing him consul at Cronstadt.
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TRAVELS
IN

CHINA,
iir

JOHN BARROW, ESQ.

T'HE stability of llie Chinese government, the permanence

of its civil institutions, the vast extent of empire, and

immense population, offer the grandest collective object that

can be presented for human contemplation or research. The
cr i, habits, and manners ; the events and resources ; the

la. ^ ge, sentiments, and religious notions of the most ancient

iociety ; and the most populous empire existing amongst men,

are without doubt objects interesting to every description of

readers.

The splendid embassy sent from the IJritish court to China,

under the earl of Macartney, in 1793, was the means of dis-

covering and illustrating many important particulars respecting

this extraordinary empire. The late sir George Staunton,

secretary to the embassy, published a very learned work on

the subject, which was followed by a production from the pen

of Mr. Barrow, private secretary to the ambassador, contain-

ing much popular and interesting intormation. From this

curious and valuable work, we have selected those parts which

seem best calculated to amuse and inform the general reader.

On the 3d of May, 1792, lord Macartney was nominated

ambassador from the king oi Great Britain to the emperor of
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of

China. He was atlmitted, that same day, to the lioiioms and

trust of a privy-counsellor. On tlie ilHth of tlie same month,

he was farther graced by his sovereign by a patent advancini;

him to the dignity of viscount Dervm-k, in the county of An-

trim in Ireland. He proceefled without delay on liis einlnissy.

Sir George Staunton, his friend and former secretary, wjis

again in this embassy his secretary and companion. A suit-

able train of servants and followers were appointed to attend

him. A ship of war, under the command of .sir Erasnnis

Gower, was, with certain smaller ves.sel^, assigned for his

voyage. Many rich presents were sent by the ambassador

from the British to the Chinese sovereign. He arrived in

safety in the Indian seas. Wlien his approach was notified at

the Chinese court, the emperor and his minister agreed, though

not without hesitation, to receive the ambassadors and presents

of a monarch so great and so remote. To approach Pekin,

the northern capital of the Chinese empire, his lordship was

obliged happily to direct his voyage round the south-east coast

of China, by a tract hitherto unknown to I'Airopean naviga-

tion. The advantage even alone of exploring that tract might

have been enough to comjiensate for all the difficulties and

expense of the erabass}-.

Having reached the Chu-san Archipelago, at the entrance

of the Yellow sea, our navigators found the sea studded with

a cluster of nearly 400 islands. The squadron drop})ed an-

chor near one of the largest. ' At the sight of our ships,'' says

Mr. Barrow, * so different in their apjiearance from any of

those belonging to the Chinese, a vast number of boats, issu-

ing from every creek and cove, presently crowded together,

in such a manner, and with so little management, as to render

it difficult to pass through without danger of oversetting or sink*,

ing some of them ; a danger, however, to which they seemed

quite insensible. Vessels of a larger description, and various

in the shape of their hulls and rigging, from 20 tons burden

and upwards, to almut J^OO tons, were observed in consider-

able numbers, sailing along the coast of the continent, laden

generally with small timber, which was piled to such a height
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u|X)n their clicks, that no extraordinary force of wind would

seem to be renuired to overturn then). lk'ani!s of wood, and

other pieces that were too long to be received upon the deck

of a single ship, were laid across the decks of two vessels lafii-

ed together. We saw at least a hundred couple thus laden in

one Heet, keeping close in with the coast, in order to be ready,

in case of bad weather, to put into the nearest port, being 111

calculated to resist a storm at sea. 'i'lie ships indeed that are

destined for longer voyages appear, I'roin their singular con-

struction, to be very unlit to contend with the leiii|)estuou!<

seas of China. The general f«)rni of the hull, vr body of tlir

ship, above water, is that of the moon wijen about foiir days

old. The bow, or forepart, is not rounded as in ships of Eu.

rope, but is a scjuare flat siu'face, the same as the stern ; viih-

out any projecting })iece of wixjd, usually kkiown by the name

of cutwater, and without any keel. On each side of the buw

a large circular eye is painted, in imitation, I su})}xwe, of tlmf

of a fish. The two ends of the ship rise to a prodigious height

above the deck. Some carry two, some three, and others

four masts. Each of these consists of a single piece of wood,

and consequently not capable of being occasionally reduced in

length, as those of the European ships. The diameter of the

mainmast of one of the larger kind of Chinese vessels, such as

trade to Batavia, is not less than that of an English man of

war of 64 guns. And it is fixed in a bed of massive timber

laid across the deck. On each mast is a single sail of matting,

made from the fibres of the band)(K>, and stretched by means

of poles of that reed, running across, at the distance of about

two feet from each other. These sails ai'e frequently niade to

furl and unfurl like a fan. When well hoisted up and braced

almost fore and aft, or parallel with the sitlcs of the ship, a

Chinese vessel will sail within three and a half, or four points

of the wind ; but they lose all this advantage over ships of

Europe by their drifting to leeward, in consequence of the

round and clumsy shape of the bottom, and their want of

keel. The rudder is so placed, in a laj-ge opening of the

stern, that it can occasionally-" be taken up, which is generally

done on approaching sands and shallows.
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'The ('tiint'sc, in fact, ml' ffjimlly iinskillfd in naval arthi-

ta'turc, as in tho art of navinrntion. Tliev kt'cp no reckv^ning

at sea, nor posst'ss llic least idea of drawing iuiapnary lines

ujM)U the surface of th( «r|ohe, by the lielp ol' whieh the pofti-

tion of any partienlur spot may Ik' assi^ne<l ; in i)ther words,

tiiey have no moans \vlmts<K'\ er of ascertaining the latitude or

the longitude of any place, either by estimation from the dis.

tance sailed, or by observation of the heavenly bodies, with

lUbtruments for that purpose.

' The present system of Chinese navigation is to keep as

near the shore as jiossible ; and never to lose si^ht of land,

unless in voyages that absolutely require it ; such as t*) 'Japan,

Batavia, and Cochin-China. Knowing the IxMrino;, or direc-

tion of the ])ort intended to be made, let the wind be lair or

foul, they endeavour, as nearly as possible, to keej; t'le head

of the ship always pointing towards the port by means of the

compass. This instrument, as used in CMtina, has every ap*

pcarance of originality.

' Yet even with the assistance of the compass, it is surpriz-

ing how the chnnsy and ill-constructed vessels of the Chinese

can perform so long and dangerous a voyage as that to ])ata-

via. For, iK'sides being thrown out of their course by every

contrary wind, their whole constructi(m, and particularly the

va.st height of their upper works above the water, seems little

adapted to oppose those violent tempests that prevail on the

China seas, known by ihe name of Ta-/'u)ig. These hiu'ri-

cancs sometimes blow with sucIj strength that, according to the

.is!5ertion of an experienced and intelligent comniander of one

of the East India company's ships, " Were it possible to blow

10,000 trumpets, and beat as many drums, on the forecastle

of an Indiaman, in the height of a Ta-fung, neither the sound

of the one nor the other would be heard by a person on the

quarter-deck of the same ship.*" In fact, vast numbers rf

Chinese vessels are lost in these heavy gales of wind ; and 10

or 12,000 subjects from the port of Canton alone are reckoned

to perish annually by shipwreck.

* When a ship leaves this port on a foreign voyage, it is

considered as an equal chance that she will never return ; and
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when the event proves favourable, a general rejoicing taken

place among the friends of all those who had embarked in the

hazardous enterprize. Some of these ships are not less than

1,000 to^is burden, and contain half that numl)er of souls, be-

Bides the passengers that leave their country, in the hope of

making their fortunes in Batavia and Manilla. A ship is

seldom the concern of one man. Sometimes 40 or 50, or even

100 different merchatits jmrchase a vessel, and divide her into

as many compartments as there are partners, so that each

knows his own particular place in the ship, which he is at

liberty to fit up and to secure as he pleases. He ships his

goods, and accompanies them in person, or sends his son, or

a near relation, for it rarely hap}iens that they will trust each

other with property, where no family connexion exists. Each

sleeping-place is just the length and breadth of a man, and

contains only a small mat, spread on the floor, and a pillow.

Behind the compass is generally placed a small temple, with

an altar, on which is continually kept burning a spiral taper,

composed of w^ax, tallow, and sandal-wood dust. This hoh-

flame answers a double purpose ; for while the burning of it

fulfils an act of piety, its 1 2 equal divisions serve to measure

the 12 portions of time, which make up a complete day."*

One of the small brigs, attending the expedition, was dis-

patched without loss of time to the port of Chu-san, to take

on board the pilots that, agreeable to the order contained in

the imperial edict, were expected to be found in readiness to

embark. The brig was met by a large Chinese vessel, which

had some officers on board destined to conduct the English to

Chu-san. * With a pleasant breeze,"" says Barrow, * we sailed

in company with the clumsy-looking 'junk., which, however,

to the surprize of our seamen, sailed quite as well as the smart-

looking Clarence.'' Having arrived befi^re the town, they were

told that the military governor would be ready next day to

receive them. Our author continues

:

* Accordingly, at an early hour in the morning, the gentle-

men of the embassy, who had been sent on this business, went

on shore, and were received by the governor with great polite-

ness, and abundant ceremony, in his hall of public audiencis

which, as

usual mini
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lentle-

went

jUte-

which, as a building, had httle to attract our notice. The
usual minute inquiries being gone through, which, it seems,

Chinese good-breeding cannot dispense with, such as the health

of his visitors, of their parents and relations, and particularly

the name and age of each person, the object of our visit was

explained to him ; and at the same time a hope expressed that

there would be no delay in getting the pilots on board. The
old gentleman appeared to be much surprized at such violent

haste, and talked of plays, feasts, and entertainments, that he

meant to give us. Pilots, however, he said, were ready to

take charge of the ships, and to carry them along the coast to

tlie next province, where others would be found to conduct

them still fartlier. On being told that such a mode of naviga-

tion was utterly impracticable for the large EngUsh ships, and

that such pilots would be of no use to us, he begged to be

allowed the remainder of the day to enquire for others. We
little expected to have met with any difficulties with regard to

pilots, in one of the best and most frequented ports in China,

where, at that time several hundred vessels were lying at anchor.

The remainder of the day was spenL in a visit to the city of

Ti^-hai ; but the crowd became so numerous, and the day

was so excessively hot, that before we had passed the length

of a street, we were glad to take refuge in a temple, where

the priests very civilly entertained us with tea, fruit, and cakes.

The officer who attended us advised us to return in sedan

chairs, an oiTer which we accepted ; but the bearers were

itopped every moment by the crowd, in order that every one

might satisfy his curiosity by thrusting his head in at the

window, and exclaiming, with a grin, Hung-mau ! English'

man, or, literally, Redpate ! Rather disappointed than gra-

tified, we were glad, after a fatiguing day, to throw ourselves

into our cots on lx)ard the Clarence.'

A number of soldiers were employed to impress every one

suspected of having been at sea ; and presently a set of miser-

able>looking wretches were thrust into a hull, and, dropping

on their knees, were examined in that attitude, as to their

(yialiiications. At last two poor fellows, who had quitted the

*eft for m«ny years, and were comfortably settled in trade,

ii
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were brought in ; and, notwithstanding their supplications,

were ordered to be ready to embark in the (bourse of an hour.

From tliis circumstance, however, it appeared that long voy-

ages are seldom undertaken, and that the commerce of the

Yellow sea is carried on from port to port.

It presently appeared that the Chinese pilots were of little

use. They were surprised and terrified at all they saw, and

had no idea of the depth of water required by the English

vessels. In a shallow sea, and amidst rocky islands, safety

depended more upon the skill and vigilance of the crews, than

upon the knowledge of these }X)or men, who soon lost all idea

of the course they were sailing. At last, the lowness of the

sea, in the gulf of Pe-tche4ee, compelled the ships to cast an-

chor, about 15 miles from the shore; and * one of the tenders,'

ays Mr. Barrow, * was dispatched to the mouth 'if the Peiho

to report our arrival.

* Here two officers from the court had already embarked to

wait on the ambassador, carrying with them a present of re-

freshments, consisting of bullocks, hogs, sheep, poultry, wine,

fruit, and vegetables, in such quantities, as to be more than

tufficient for a week'^s consumption of the whole squadlon,

amounting nearly to 600 men. It consisted in SO small bul.

locks, 100 hogs, 100 sheep, 1,000 fowls, ^,000 pumpkins, as

many melons, apples, pears, plumbs, apricots, and other fruits,

with an abundance of culinary vegetables. The wine was

ocNitained in large earthen jars whose covers were closely luted.

Numbers cX the hogs and the fowls had been bruised to death

on the passage, which were thrown overboard from the Lion

with disdain, but the Chinese eagerly picked them up, washed

them clean, and laid them in salt.

* The number of vessels they had dispatclied to take on

s jore the presents and baggage was between 30 and 40, the

capacity of each not being less, and many of them more, than

200 tons ; so imperfect a judgment had tjiese people formed

of tbe quantity of articles to be transhipped. These were the

Teasels whose hold were divided into 13 distinct compartments,

•eparated by partitions of two *nch plank, the seams of which i

iftre caulked with a furepentkion of fine luue made iirom shells,!
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and fibres of bamboo, in order to render them water-tight.

Their sails, cables, rigging, and cordage, were all made of

bamboo ; and neither pitch nor tar was used on these or any

part of the wood-work.

' We detained about 15 of these vessels to take on shore

the ambassador's suite, :he presents for the emperor, and the

baggage ; after which the British ships returned to Chu-san

without the assistance of the Chinese pilots, whose skill in

navigation was held very cheap, by the lowest seamen on

board.

' On entering tlie Pei-ho we observed a number of buildings

erected on the right, bank, with roofs of matting, but decorated

in the most fantastical manner, with different coloured ribbons

and vai'iegated silks ; and about 300 soldiers in their uniforms

(which appeared to our eye not much adapted to military

purposes) were drawn out, with a band of music, near a tem-

porary landing-place constructed of wood ; all of which we
understood had been hastily prepared for the reception of the

ambassador; but as his excellency was desirous of reaching

the capital without dday, he declined going on shore, prefer-

ring to step into the accommodation yachts at once, that were

ready to receive him, a little higher up the river, the moment

that the presents should be transhipped into the river-craft.

The officers who were deputed to conduct him to the capital

observed, that so much haste was not at all necessary, as the

emperor's birth-day was yet distant ; these people having no

other idea of an embassy, as it seemed, than that of its being

a mere compliment to their sovereign. The yellow flags dis-

played at the mast-heads of the river fleet, laden with the pre-

sents, and consisting of 17 sail, gave, indeed, a more extended

meaning of such a mission. These flags, in broad black cha-

racters, bore the following inscription ; The English AmbaS"

sador carrying Tribute to the Emperor of China.

' We found the yachts that were destined to convey us

exceedingly convenient, more so indeed than any I have seen

on our canals of England. Thev are flat bottomed, and draw

only about 15 inches of water. Their upper works are high,

appearing indeed like a floating house. They have three

Vol. III.—(63) 2 O
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a^rtments for the accommodation of passengers ; the first an

antichamber for the servants and baggage ; the middle a com-

modious sitting and dining room, about 15 feet square ; and

the third divided into two or three sleeping rooms. Behind

these is a kitchen ; and still farther aft, small places like dog.

kennels for the boatmen. Sometimes there is a kind of second

story, upon the apartments, divided into little cells, that are

just the length and breadth of a man.

* The two officers that were sent from the court, to conduct

the ambassador to the capital, paid a visit to every yacht, and

shewed the most earnest desire to please and to make us com-

fortable. Their names were Va7i and Chou, to which they

annexed the title of Ta-gin, or great man. Van had the rank

of lieutenant-general in the army, and Chou was the governor

of a district in Pc-tche-lee. We observed in their manners no

indication of that stiff and ceremonious conduct, which custom

obliges thetn to put on in public. On the contrary, they sat

down to table with us, endeavouring to kam the use of the

knife and fork, and made themselves extremely agreeable;

lamented they were not able to hold conversation with us in

our own language ; and on going away, shook hands with us

like Englishmen.

* Provisions, fruit, and wines, (such as the country affords),

were sent on board in such profusion, that I really believe the

Chinese boatmen, in the course of the passage up this river,

were enabled to lay by their winter's stock from the surplu;;.

In truth, as sir George Staunton has observed, the hospitality,

attention, and respect we hitherto experienced, were such as

strangers meet with only in the eastern parts of the world.

* Nothing that could convey the idea of extraordinary wealth

or comfort among the inhabitants, or of extraordinary abun-

dance and fertility in the country, (unless in the copious

supplies of our pro\isions) had yet occurred, either at Chu-san

or in the first three ^api' sail up the Pei-ho towards the capital.

The land on botli sides was low and flat, and instead of hedge-

rows, trenches were dug to mark the boundaries of property.

A small proportion only was under cukivation. The greater

part appeared to be sour swampy ground, covered with coarse

grass, wit)
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grass, with rushes, and the common reccl. There were few

trees, except near the villages, ivhich were of mean appearance,

the houses generally consisting of mud walls, one story iri

height, and thatched with straw or rushes. Here and there a

solitary cottage intervened, but nothing that bore any resem-

blance to the residence of a gentleman, or that could even be

called a comfortable farm-house. And although villages were

numerous, no assemblage of houses were perceived, that pro-

perly could be classed under the name of a town, except that

of See-koo, near the mouth of the river, and Ta-koo a few

miles higher, until w^e proceeded to the distance of about 90

miles, when we entered the suburbs of the large city of Tien-

sitiff, stretching, 'ke London o i the Thames, for several miles

abng each bank of the river Pei-ho. But neither the build-

ings nor the river would bear any comparison, even with those

parts about Redriffe and Wapping. Every thing, in fact,

that we had hitherto seen wore an air of poverty and meanness.

After a long confinement on boaid a ship, to those at least

who are not accustomed to it, almost any country appears to

possess the charms of a Paradise ; yet on our first landing in

this celebrated empire to the present place, which is no great

distance from the capital, I am persuaded, that every indivi-

dual of the embassy felt himself rather disappointed in i»ie

expectations he had formed. If any thing excited admiration,

it was the vast multitudes of people that, from our first arrival^

had daily flocked down to the banks of the river, of both sexes

and of all ages. Their general appearance, however, was not

such as to indicate any extraordinary degree of happiness or

comfort. The best dressed men wore a sort of velvet cap on

then* heads; a short jacket, buttoned close round the neck,

and folded across the breast, the sleeves remarkably wide;

the raj fc^-ials cotton cloth, black, blue, or brown silk, or Eu-

ropean camblet ; they wore quilted petticoats, and black sattin

boots. The common people were dressed in large straw hats,

blue or black cotton frocks, wide cotton trowsers, and thick

clumsy ^hoes, sometimes made of straw. Some had coarse

^stoclungs of cotton cloth ; the legs of others were naked. A
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single pair of drawers constituted indeed the whole clothing of

a great portion of the crowd.

* Never were poor women fitted out in a style so disadvan.

tagcous for setting off their charms as those who made their

appearance on the banks of the Pei-ho; and we afterwards

found that the dress of these, with some slight variations, was

the common mode of the country. Bunches of large artificial

flowers, generally resembling asters^ whose colours were red,

blue, or yellow, were stuck in their jet-black hair, which,

without any pretensions to taste or freedom, was screwed up

close behind, and folded into a ridge or knot across the crown

of the head, not very unlike (except in the want of taste) to

the present mode in which the young ladies of England braid

their locks. Two bof'kins of silver, brass, or iron, were con-

spicuously placed behind the head, in the form of an oblique

cross, which is the common mode of Malay women. Their

faces and necks were daubed with white paint, the eyebrows

blackened, and on the centre of the lower lip, and at the point

of the chin, were two spots, about the size of a small wafer,

of a deep vermilion colour. A blue cotton frock, like that of

the men, reaching in some to the middle of the thigh, in others

to the knee, was almost universal. A pair of wide trowsers,

of different colours, but commonly either red, green, or yel-

low, extended a little below the calf of the leg, where they

were drawn close, in order the better to display an ankle and

a foot, which for singularity at least, may challenge the whole

world. This distorted and disproportionate member consists

of a foot that has been cramped in its growth, to the length of

four or five inches, and an ankle that is generally swollen in

the same proportion that the foot is diminished. The little

shoe is as fine as tinsel and tawdry can make it, and the ankle

is bandaged round with party-coloured clothes, ornamented

with fringe and tassels ; and such a leg and foot, thus dressed

out, are considered in China as superlatively beautiful.

* The constant pain and uneasiness that female children

must necessarily suffer^ in the act of compressing, by means

of bandages, the toes under the sole of the foot, and retaining

them in tli
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them in that position until they hterally grow into and become

a part of it; and by forcing the heel forward, until it is entirely

obliterated, make it the more wonderful how a custom, so

unnatural and inhuman, should have continued for so many
ages, at least such is the opinion, that its origin is entirely

unknown, or explained by such fabulous absurdities as are too

ridiculous to assign for its adoption.

* The interior wrappers of the ladies' feet are said to be Sel-

dom changed, remaining, sometimes, until they can no longer

hold together ; a custom that conveys no very favourable idea

of Chinese cleanliness. This, indeed, forms no part of their

character ; on the contrary they are what Swift would call a

frowzy people. The comfort of clean linen, or frequent

change of under-garments, is equally unknown to the sovereign

and to the peasant. A sort of thin coarse silk supplies the

place of cotton or linen next the skin, among the upper ranks;

but the common people wear a coarse kind of open cotton

cloth. These vestments are more rarely removed for the pur-

pose of washing than for that of being replaced with ne ones;

and the consequence of such neglect or economy is, as might

naturally be supposed, an abundant increase of those vermin

to whose productions filthiness is found to be most favourable.

The highest officers of state made no hesitation of calling their

attendants in public to seek in their necks for those trouble-

some animals, which, when caught, they very composedly

put between their teeth. They carry no pocket handkerchiets,

but generally blow their noses into small square pieces o.^ paper

which some of their attendants have ready prepared for the

purpose. Many are not so cleanly, but spit about the rooms,

or against the walls like the French, and they wipe their dirty

hands in the sleeves of their gowns. They sleep at night in

the same clothes they wear by day. Their bodies are as seldom

washed as their articles of dress. They never make use of the

bath, neither warm nor cold. Notwithstanding the vast num-
ber of rivers and canals, with which every part of the country

is intersected, I do not remember to have seen a single group

of'boys bathing. The men, in the hottest day of summer,

make use of >varm water for washing the hands and face.
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They are unacquainted witli the use of soap. We procured,

in Pekin, a sort of barilla with which and apricot oil we ma.

nufacturcd a sufficient quantity of this article to wash our linen,

which, however, we were under the necessity of getting done

by our own servants.

' On approaching the town of Tien-sing we observed a pro.

digious niunbcr of large stacks of salt,' piled up in sacks of

matting. The quantity thus stored was found, on rough cal.

culation, to be sufficient for the consumption of 30,000,000 of

people, for a whole year. Such a surprizing aggregate of one

of the useful and almost necessary, articles of life, was a pre.

parative, in some measure, for the vast multitudes of people

which appeared on our passing this northern emporium of

China. The gabelle, or duty on salt, which the government

here, as well as elsewhere, had found convenient to impose on

one of the indispensable articles of life, partly accounted for

such an extraordinary accumulation. The collector of the salt

duties of Tien-sing held one of the most lucrative appointments

in the gift of the crown.

' The crowds of large vessels lying close together along the

sides of the river ; the various kinds of craft passing and re-

passing; the town and manufactories and warehouses extending

on each bank as far as the eye coidd reach, indicated a spirit

of commerce far beyond any thing we had hitherto met with.

The large vessels, the small craft, the boats, the shores, the

walls surrounding the houses, the roofs, were all covered with

spectators. Our barges, being retarded in the narrow pas-

sages among the shipping, were at least two hours in reaching

the head of the town. During the whole time the populace

stood in the water, the front rank up to the middle, to get a

peep at the strangers. Hitherto among the spectators there

had generally appeared full as many of the fair sex as of the

other ; and the elderly dames, in particular, had been so

curious as to dip their little stumps into the water in order to

have a peep into the barges as they glided slowly along ; but

here, among the crowd, not a single female was /isible. AU
though the day was extremely sultry, the theniiometer of

Fahrenheit being 88 degrees in the shade, as a mutual acco-
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modation iheir heads were all uncovered, and their bald pates

exposed tt> the scorching rays of the sun. It was an uncom-

mon spectacle to see so many bronze-like heads stuck as close

together, tier above tier, as Hogarth's group, intended to

display the difference between character and caricature, but it

lacked the variety of countenance which this artist has, in an

inimitable manner, displayed in his picture.

* The deep sounding gong^ a sort of brazen kettle struck

with a mallet, and used in the barges to direct the motions of

the trackers on shore, the kettledrums and the trumpets in

the military band, the shrill music and squalling vedtativc in

the theatre, which was entirely open in front, and facing the

river in full view of the crowd; the number of temporary

booths and buildings erected for the use of the viceroy,

governor, judges, and other officers of government, and gaily

decorated with ribbons and silken streamers; the buzz and

merriment of the crowd, had, altogether, so striking an affinity

to the usual entertainments of Bartholomew fair, that no

extraordinary stretch of the ima^nation was required to

suppose ourselves for the moment to have been transported

into Smithfield. We instantly acquitted the Chinese of any

want of curiosity. The arrival of Elfi Bey in London drew

not half the crowd; and yet the Chinese account us much
greater barbarians than we pretend to consider the mamelukes.

The old viceroy of the province, a Tartar of mild and winning

manners, had prepared for us a most magnificent entertainment,

with wine, fruits, and great variety of pastry and sweetmeats,

together with presents of tea, silk, and nankins, not only to

the ambassador and his suite, but also to the servants,

musicians, and soldiers.

* The cheerful and good-natured countenances of the

multitude were extremely prepossessing; not less so their

accommodating behaviour to one another. There was an

innocence and simplicity in their features, that seemed to

indicate a happy and contented turn of mind. This, however,

I

being a sort of gala day, we might, on account of the

Uxtraordinary occasion, perhaps have viewed them to the best

advantage; yet the same cheerful and willing mind had

I > \^\\'~
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constantly shewn itself on all occasions, by all those who were

employed in the service of the embassy. On board the yachts

constant mirth and good humour prevailed among the seamen.

When the weather was calm, the vessels were generally pushed

on by means of two large sculls, or oars turning upon pivots

that were placed in projecting pieces of wood near the how of

the vessel, and not the stern, as is the practice of most other

nations. From six to ten men are required to work one of

these oars, which, instead of being taken out of the water, as

in the act of rowing, are moved backwards and forwards

under the surface, in a similar manner to what in England is

understood by sculling. To Ughten their labour, and assist

in keeping time with the strokes, a rude air was generally sung

by the master, which the whole crew used to join in chorus.

* Of their honesty, sobriety, and carefulness, we had already

received convincing proofs. Of the number of packages,

amounting to more than 600, of various sizes and descriptions,

not a single article was missed or injured, on their arrival at

the capital, notwithstanding they had been moved about, and

carried by land, and transhipped several times. Of the three

state-officers, who had been deputed from court to attend the

embassy, two of them were the most obliging and attentive

creatures imaginable. The third, a Tartar, who first made

his appearance at Tien-sing, was distant, proud, and imperious.

The Chinese indeed were invariably more affable than the

Tartars. In short, had we returned to Europe, without

proceeding farther in the country than Tien-sing, a most lively

impression would always have remained on my mind in favour

of the Chinese.

* Leaving Tien-sing on the 11th of August, we found the

river considerably contracted in its dimensions, and the stream

more powerful. The surface of the country, in fact, began to

assume a less uniform appearance, being now partly broken

into hill and dale; but nothing approaching to a mountain

was yet visible in any direction. We saw no gardens nor

pleasure-grounds, but considerable tracts of pasture or meadow-

land intervened between the villages, on which however were

few cattle, and those few remarkably small. Those vre
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procured for the use ot' the ships along the coast of the gulf of

IV'-tchc'-iee, seldom exceeded the weight of 200 |K)unds. The
few sheep we saw were of the broad-tailed species. The cot-

tages of the peasantry were very mean, without any appearance

of comfort, and thinly scattered ; seldom standing alone, but

generally collected into small villages.

* If, however, cities, towns, villages, and farm-houses,

were less abundant so near the capital, than from the relations

of travellers we had expected to find them, the multitudes of

inhabitants whose ccmstant dwelling was on the water, amply

made up the apparent deficiency on shore. We passed, in

one day, upon this river, more than 600 large vessels, having

each a range of 10 or 12 distinct apartments buiu upon the

deck, and each apartment contained a whole family. The
number of persons in one of these vessels, we reckoned, on

an average, to be about 50, and we actually counted above

1,000 vessels of this description, that were floating on that

part of the river, between Tien-sing and Tong-tchoo. The
different kinds of crat\, " besides these, that were perpetually

passing or re-passing, or lying chained to the banks of the

river, all of which were crowded with men, women, and

children, contained full as mr.ny as the large vessels above

mentlnned ; so that, in the distance of 90 miles, on this small

branch of a river, there were floating on tlie water not fewer

than 100,000 souls.

' Among the different cargoes of cotton wool, copper money,

rice, silk, salt, tea, and other commodities, for the supply of

the capital, we observed an article of commerce, in several of

the large open craft, that puzzled us not a little to find out for

what it was intended. It consisted of dry brown cakes, not

much larger but thicker than those we call crumpets. A close

examination, however, soon discovered the nature of their

composition, which, it seemed, was a mixture of every kind

of filth and excrementitious substances, moulded into their

present shape, and dried in the sun. In this form they are

carried to the capital as articles of merchandize, where they

meet with a ready market from the gardeners in the vicinity

;

who, after dissolving them in urine, use them for manure.

Vol. III. 2 P
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* The ithold distance, from the entrance of the Pei-ho to

the city of Tong-tchoo is about 170 miles. Here we found

two buildings, that had been erected iii the space of two days,

for the temporary purpose of receiving the presents and

baggage : and they were constructed of such large dimensions,

that tli.y were capable of containing at least 10 times the

quantity. The materials were wooden poles and mats, and a

^nce of wooden paling surrounded the whole.

* W& took up our lod§^ng in a spacious temple in the

siiburbs, from whence the priests were turned out without the

least ceremony, to make room for us, consisting in the whole

of 100 persons nearly. And here it was settled we should

remain until every article was landed, and coolies or porters

procured sufficient to caiTy the whole at once to Pekin, which

was computed to be about 19, miles to the westward from this

place. And although near 3^000 men were required for this

pur|x)se, they were supplied the instant the goods were all on

i^oTe, nor did it appear that any difficulty would have been

found in raising double that numbef, as there seemed to be

10 times the number of idle spectators as of persons employed.

The plain between the landing-place and the temple was like

a fair, and cakes, rice, tea, and fruit upon masses of ice, and

many other refreshments were exposed for sale, under large

square umbrellas, that served instead of booths. A slice of

water-melon, cooled on ice, was sold for one ichen^ a piece of

base co{^per coin, of the value of about 3-lOths of a farthing.

Not a single woman appeared among the many thousand

spectators that were assembled on the plain.^

The Chinese pewters, whose expedition, strength, and

activity, were unparalleled^ iixed their bamboo poles to eacii

package, and awaited the order to proceed, which took place

as follows

:

' According to the arrangement, on Slst of August, about

three o^clock in the morning, we were prepared to set out, but

could scarcely be said to be fairly in motion till five, and before

vre had cleared the city of Tong-tchoo, it was past six o'clock.

From this tity to the capital, I may venture to say, the road

never before exhibited so motley a group. In front marched
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ahout 3,000 porters, fiarrying GOO p^ckage^ ; sonj^ of wh\ck

were so large and heavy, 9» to require 3£ beariers : with tl^ps^

were mixed a prc^ortionate number of inierkn: officers, eaich

hftving the charge and su|)erintendence of « div,i$i<M). Next
followed 85 waggons, and 39 hand-cai^j ^ch wijth ppe wl^ed,

loaded with wine, porter, ami oithcr European prpy^^ions,

ammunition, and such heavy articles qs were not li^ible to hfi

broken. Eight hght field pieces, which were amojag tljue

presents for the emperor, closed this part of the procession.

After these paraded the Tartar legate, and several ol^ery

from court, with their numerous "tendants ; sofne on horse-

back, some in chairs, and others on foot. Then followed the

ambassador's guard in waggons, the s^vant^, itiusiciaus, ai^d

mechanics, al^o in waggons; the gentle«nen of the suite on

horseback, the ambassador, the minister plenipotentiary, his

son, and the interpreter, in four orj^amented chairs ; tiie rest

of the suit in small covered carriages on two whee s, aot Ain|iji#

in appearance to our funeral hearses, biAt only about half the

length ; and last of all Van and Chou, witli their ^ktu^d^ot^,

dosed this motley procession.

^ Though the distance was onby 12 miles, it was tl^ugl;^

adviseab!'? by our conductors to halt for breakfast about ;h^
way ; for, as 'heavy bodies move slowly, what w^th the delay

and confusion in iirst getting in order, and tli^e frequeiU

stoppages on the road, we found it was eight o''clotik b^fqre

the whole of the cavalcade reached the half way .house. Here

we had a most sumpluous breakfast of roast pork and veni«ori>

arice and made dishes, eggs, tea, milk, and z variety qf iruitjf

served up on masses of ice.

* The iporters and the heavy baggage moved forwards

without halting; and having ended our comfortable xepast,

we followed without loss of time. We had scarcely proceeded

three miles till we found the sides of the road Uned with

spectators on horseback, on foot, in small carriages similar to

those we rode in, in carts, waggons, and oliairs. Xn the last

were Chinese ladies, but, (having gauze curtains at the sides

imd front, we could see little of them. Several weV*lopkii^

women in long silken robes, with a great nuipber of children,

m'
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were in the small carriages. These we understood to be

Tartars. A file of soldiers now moved along with the

procession on each side of the road, armed with whips, which

they continually exercised in order to keep oif the crowd that

increased as we approached the capital, and, at length, was

so great as to obstruct the road. We observed, however,

that though the soldiers were very active and noisy in

brandishing their whips, they only struck them against the

ground, and never let them fall upon the people. Indeed a

Chinese crowd is not so tumultuous and unruly as it generally

is elsewhere.'

Our author proceeds :
' The excessive heat of the weather,

the dustiness of the road, the closeness of the carriages, and

the slow manner in which we moved along, would have made

this short journey almost insupportable, but from the novelty

of the scene, the smiles, the grins, the gestures of the multitude,

and above all, the momentary exi)ectation of entering the

greatest city on the surface of the globe. Those also who had

been so unlucky as to make choice of the little covered

carriages, found themselves extremely imcomfortable, not-

withstanding they are the best that the country affords.

Being fixed on the wheels without springs, and having no

seats in the inside, they are to an European, who nuist sit on

his haunches in the bottom, the most uneasy vehicles that can

be imagined.

* The great road to the capital lay across an open country,

sandy and ill cultivated, and the few houses on each side were

of mean appearance, generally built with mud, or half burnt

bricks, to the very gates of Pekin. The middle part of the

road, for the width of 18 or 20 feet, was paved with stones of

gra"'te from 6 to 16 feet in length and broad in proportion.

Every one of these enormous flag stones must have been

brought at least 60 miles, the nearest mountains where quar-

ries of granite are found, being those that G: ide China from

Mantchoo Tartary, near the great wall.

' A temple on the right of the road and a bridge of white

marble having the ballustrade ornamented with figures, meant
j

to represent lions and other animals cut out of the samel

material,
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material, were the only objects that attracted any notice, until

the walls and the lofty gates of the capital appeared in view.

None of the buildings within, on this side of the city, over-

topped the walls, though these did not appear to exceed 25

or at most ^JO feet in height ; they were flanked with square

towers, and surrounded by a moat or ditch. These towers

projected about 40 ieet from the line of the wall, and were

placed at regular intervals of about 70 yards, being considered

as a bow-shot distance from each other. Each had a small

guard-house upon its summit. The thickness of the base of

the wall was about 25 feet, and the width across the top

within the parapets 12 feet ; so that the sides of the wall have

a very considerable slope, much more however within than

without. The middle part was composed of the earth that

had been dug out of the ditch ; and was kept together by two

retaining walls, part of which were of brick and y.^rt of stone.

The famous barrier on the borders of Tartary, and the

ramparts of all die cities in the country, are built in the same

manner.

* No cannon were mounted on the walls nor on the bastions

;

but in the high building which surrounded the gate, and which

was several stories one above the other, the portholes were

closed with red doors, on the outside of which were painted

the representations of cannon, not unlike at a distance the

sham ports in a ship of war. The gates of a Chinese city are

generally double, and placed in the Hanks of a square or

semicircular bastion. The first opens into a large space,

surrounded with buildings, which are approjiriated entirely

ibr military uses, being the depot of provisions and ammunition,

place d'armes, and barracks. Out of this place, in one of the

flanks, the second gate, having a similar high building erected

over it as the first, opens into the city.

' The first appearance of this celebrated capital is not much
calculated to raise high expectations, nor does it in the least

improve ujx)n a more intimate acquaintance. In approacliing

an European city it generally happens that a great variety of

* objects catch the eye, as the towers and spires of churches,

domes, obehsks, and other buildings for public purposes

ii M'
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towering above die rest; tind the mind is amused in conjecturing

the form and magnitude of their several constructions, and the

usee to which they may be ap][^ted. In Pekin not even a

chimney is seen rising above the roofs of the houses, which,

being all nearly of the same height, and the streets laid out in

straight lines, have the appearance and the regularity of a

large encampment. The roofs would only require to be

painted white, instead of being red, green, or blue, to make

the resemblance complete. Few houses exceed the height of

one story, and none but the great shops have either M'indows

or openings in the wall in front, but roost of them have a sort

of terrace, with a railed balcony or par£^)et wall in front, on

which are placed pots of flowers, or shrubs, or stunted trees.

* Tiiis city is an oblong square. The area about 12 square

miles, independent of the extensive suburbs at every gate.

In the south wall are three gates, and in each of the other

sides two, from whence it is sometimes called The city ofnine

gutter; but its usual name is Peeking, or the Nwthern Court.

The middle gate, on the south side, opens into the imperial

city, which is a ^ace of ground within the general inclosure,

.in the shape of a parallelogram, about a mile in length from

north to south, and 3-4ths of a mile from east to west. A
wall built of large red polished bricks, and 20 feet -high,

covered with a roof of tiles painted yellow and varnished,

surrounds this space, in which are contained not only the

imperial palace and gardens, but also all the tribunals, or

public ofiiees of government, lodgings for the <ministcs*s, the

eunuclis, artificers, and tradesmen, belonging to the court.

A great variety of «urface, as well as of indifferent objects,

Appear within this inclosure. A rivulet winding through it

not only affords a plentiful supply of wato*, 'but adds largely

to the beauties of the grounds, by being formed into canals

and basons, and lakes, which, with the artificial mounts, and

rooks, and groves, exihilwt the -happiest imitation of nature.

^ Between the other two gates, in the south wall, and the

corresponding and opposite ones on the ncn*th side of the city,

jtun two streets perfectly stra^ht, each being four English

milec in lengUi, and fdbout 1^ feet in width. One street also
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of the same width runs from one of the eastern to the opposite

western gate, but the other is interrupted by the north wall of

the imperial city, round which it is carried. The cross streets

can be considered only as lanes branching from these main

streets at right angles ; are very narrow ; but the houses in

them are generally of the same construction as those in the

great streets. The large houses of the state officers are in these

lanes.

' Although the approach to Pekin afforded little that was

interesting, we had no sooner passed the gate and opened out

the broad street, than a very singular and novel appearance

was exhibited. We saw before us a line of buildings on each

side of a wide street, consisting entirely of shops and ware-

houses, the particular goods of which were brought out and

displayed in groups in front of the houses. Before these were

generally erected large wooden pillars, whose tops were much
higher than the eves of the houses, bearing inscriptions in gilt

characters setting forth the nature of the wares to be sold, and

the honest reputation of the seller ; and; to attract the more

notice, ^ey were generally hung with various coloured flags

and streamers and ribbons from top to bottom, exhibiting the

appearance of a line of shipping dressed, as we sometimes see

them, in the colours of all the different nations in Europe.

The sides of the houses were not less brilliant in the several

colours with which they were painted, consisting generally of

^y blue or green mixed witli gold : and what appeared to us

singular enough, the articles for sale that made the greatest

show were colKns for die dead.

< At the four points where the great streets intersect one

another were orected those singular buildings, sometimea of

stone, but generally of wood, which have been called triumphal

lurches, but which, in fact, are monuments to the memory of

those who had deserved well of the community, or who liad

attained an unusual longevity. They consist invariably of a

large central gateway, with a smaller one on each side, all

covered with narrow roofs; and, like ^e houses, they are

I

'painted, varnished, and gilt, in the moat i^enchd manaw.
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' The multitude of moveable worksheps of tinkers and bar-

bers, coblers and blacksmiths ; the tents and booths where tea

and fruit, rice and other eatables were exposed for sale, with

the wares and merchandize arrayed before the doors, had

contracted this spacious street to a narrow road in the middle,

just wide enongh for two of our little vehicles to pass each other.

The cavalcade of officers and soldiers that preceded the

embassy, the processions of men in office attended by their

numerous retinues, bearing umbrellas and fla^s, painted lan-

terns, and a variety of strange insignia o their rank and

station, different trains that were accompanying, with lament-

able cries, corpses to their graves, and, with squalling music,

brides to their husbands, the troops of dromedaries laden with

coals from Tartary, the wheel-barrows and hand-carts stuffed

with vegetables, occupied nearly the whole of this middle

space in one continued line, leaving very little room for the

cavalcade of the embassy to pass. All was in motion. The

sides of the street were filled with an immense concourse of

people, buying and selling and bartering their diflPerent

commodities. The buz and confused noises of this mixed

multitude, proceeding from the loud bawling of those who

were crying their wares, the wrangling of others, with every

now and then a strange twanging noise like the jarring of a

cracked Jew's harp, the barber's signal made with his tweezers,

the mirth and the laughter that prevailed in every group,

could scarcely be exceeded by the brokers in the Bank

rotund, or by the Jews and old women in Rosemary-Laiic.

Pedlars with their packs, and jugglers, and conjurers, and

fortune-tellers, mountebanks and quack-doctors, comedians and

musicians, left no space unoccupied. The Tartar soldiers,

with their whips, kept with difficulty a clear passage for the

embassy to move slowly forwards; so slow, indeed, tl at

although we entered the eastern gate at half past nine, it was

near twelve before we arrived at the western.

* Although an extraordinary crowd might be expected to

assemble on such a particular occasion, on the same principal

of curiosity as could not foil to attract a crowd of spectators
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IN CHINA 305

In London, yet there was a most remarkable and a striking

difference observable between a liOndori and a Pekin populace.

In the former the whole attention and soul of the multitude

would have been wrapt up in the novel spectacle ; all would

have been idlers. In Pekin, the shew was but an accessary

;

every one pursued his business, at the same time that he

gratified his curiosity. In fact, it appeared that, on every

day througliout the whole year, there was the same noise and

bustle and crowd in the capital of China.

* Women in Pekin were commonly seen among the crowd,

or walking in the narrow streets, or riding on horseback,

which they crossed in the same manner as the men, but they

were all Tartars. They wore long silken robes, reaching

down to their feet ; their shoes appeared to be as much above

the common size, as those of the Cliineise are under it ; the

upper part Was generally of embroidered satin, the sole

consisted of folds of cloth or paper, about an inch thick ; they

were square in front, and a little turned up. The hair

smoothed up on all sides, not v^-ry different from that of the

Chinese ; and though their faces were painted with white lead

and vermilion, it was evident their skins were much fairer

than those of the former. The Chinese women are more

scrupulously confified to the house in the capital than else-

where. Young girls were sometimes seen smoking their pipes

in the doors of their houses, but they always retired on the

approaclf of men.""

All the streets were covered with sand and dust : none had

the least pavement The city is well supplied with water;

but has no common sewers. The streets, however, are kept

very clean., each family having a large earthen jar into which

all filth is thrown, and preserved fof manure. The police is

well regulated ; being assisted by the 10th inhabitant of every

loth bouse, who in turn becomes responsible for the conduct

of his nine neighbour:^.

The embassy passed through the city, and about eight

miles beyond Pekin were put in possession of apartments,

, which were so wretched that his lordship insisted on being

temo\ od to the capital. This was complied with, * and we
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Si\6 HAUttOW'S THAVELS

fuund our new lodging," suys Barrow, ' sufficiently large, but

the apartments were shamefully dirty, having lieen uninhabited

for some time; very much out of repair, and totally unfur-

nislied.

* This houije was built by the late ho-pooy or collector of

the customs at Canton, from which situation lie wu.s preferred

to the coUcctorship of salt duties at Tien-sing ; where, it

seems, he was detected in embezzhiig the public revenues,

thn)wn into jail, and his immense property confiscated to the

crown. Tiie officers appointed to attend the embassy told us,

that when it wan proposed to the emperor for the Englisi)

ambassador to occupy this buuse^ he iiimiediately replied,

" Most certainly, you cannot refuse the tem|x>rary occupation

of a house to the ambassador of that nation which contributed

so v"rv amply towards the expense of building it." The

inference to be drawn from such a remark, is, that the court

of Fekin is well aware of the extortions conuuitted against

foreigners at Canton.

* The emperor being at this time in Tartary, where he meant

to celebrate the festival of the anniversary of his birth-day,

had given orders that the ])ublic introduction of the British

ambassador should be fixed for that day, and should take

place at Gehol, a small town 136 miles from Pekin, where he

had a large palace, park, gardens, and a magnificent Poo-ta-la

or temple of Budha. Accordingly a selection was made oH

such presents as were the most portable, to bo sent forwards

into Tartary; and the ambassador, with part of his suite,

several officers of the court, and their retjnu;?, set out from

Pekin on the 8d of September. Some of the gentlemen, with

port of the guard and of the servants, renniined in Pekin, and

Pr. D^uwiddie and niyself, with two mechanics, had apart-

ments allotte(| to MS in the palace of Yuen-viin^yuen, where

the largest and most valuable of the present were to be fitted

up for the inspection of the old emperojr pn his return from

Tartary.

* Havijig already acquired some little knowledge of the

l^mguage on the piisa^e from ]E)pgland» i?y the assistance of

two Chine^ )»-ifsts wh9 hfu} Wen sentt by th«r superiors to
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Naples, for the purpose oF being instructed in the Christian

religion, I hoped to find this temporary banisliment less

irksome, particularly as I had previously stipulated with the

officers belonging to that palace for an unconditional leave to

visit the capital whenever I should find it necessary or [)roper,

during the absence of the ambassadoi' ; and, it is but fair to

say, they kept faith to their engagement in the strictest sense.

A horse and one of the little 'jovered carts were always at my

* The gentlemen left in the city uere less agreeably situated.

At the outer gate of their lodgings a guard was stationed with

orders to allow none of them to pass, and all their proceedings

and movements were closely watched. Sometimes they were

a little relieved by (x:ca.sional visits from the Eurojiean

missionaries; but so suspicious were the officers of government

of any communication with these gentlemen that they were

invariably accompanied by some of them to act as spies,

notwithstanding they could not comprehend one single word

that was exchanged in.tlie conversations they held together.^

On arriving at Yuen-min-yuen, Mr. Barrow began to

unpack and arrange the presents, in which he was ably assisted

by Deodato, a Neapolitan missionary. The president and

other members of the tribunal of mathematics were among the

numerous visitors who came to view the curiosities ; but these

gentlemen were unable to comprehend the principles upon,

which the planetarium was constructed. ^ The grandsons of

the emperor,^ says our author, ' were almost daily visitors.

It seems there is a kind of college in the palace for their

education. Though young men from the ages of 15 to 25,

the old eunuch used frequently to push them by the shoulders

out of the hall of audience ; and, on expressing my surprize

to Deodato at such insolence, he informed me that he was their

u^a, the governor

!

* We had also a great number of Tartar generals and

military officers who had heard of sword-blades that would cut

iron bars witliout injuri.ig the edge ; and so great was their

. astonishment oa fNroving the fact, that they could scarcely

credit the evidence o( their own eyes. We could not confer a
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508 BARROW'S TRAVELS

more acceptable present on a military oHicer than one of Gill's

sword-blades ; and from the eaj^r applications made for them,

as we passed through the country, the introduction of them

through Canton, in the regular course of trade, would, I

should suppose, be no difficult task.

* But the two elegant carriages made by Hatchett puzzled

the Chinese more tluui any of the other presents. Nothing of

the kind had ever been seen at the cai)ital ; and the disputes

among themselves as to the part which \\as intended for the

seat of the emperor were whimsical enough. The hanmier-

cloth that covered the box of the winter carriage had a smart

edging, and was ornamented with festoons of roses. Its

splendid appearance and elevated situation determined it at

once, in the opinion of the majority, to be the emperor's seat;

but a difficulty arose how to appropriate the inside of the

carriage. They examined the windows, the blinds, and the

skreens, and at last concluded, that it could be for nobody

but his ladies. The old eunuch came to me for information,

and when he learned that the fine elevated box was to be the

seat of the man who managed the horses, and that the

emperor's place was within, he asked me, with a sneer, if I

supposed the Ta-whang-tee would suffer any man to sit higher

than himself, and to turn his back towards him ? and he

wished to know if we could not contrive to have the coach-box

removed and placed somewhere behind the body of the

carriage.'

> Among the presents carried into Tartary,' continues our

author, ' was a cc^ection of prints, chiefly portraits of English

nobility and distinguished persons ; and to make the present

more acceptable, they were bound up in three volumes in

yellow Morocco. Tlie emperor was so pleased with this

collection, that he sent it express to Yuen-min-yuen to have

the name, rank, and office, of each portrait, translated into

the Mantchoo and Chinese languages. The Tartar writer

got on pretty well, but the Chinese secretary was not a HttJe

puzzled with the B, the D, and the B, that so frequently

recurred in the English names. The Duke of M&rlborough

ivas ToO'ke Ma-ul-fCh-loo^ and Bedford was transforined to
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Pe-te^b-ul-te. But here a more serious difficulty occured than

that of writing the name. The rank was also to be written

down, and on coming to the portrait of this nobleman, (which

was a proof impression of the print, engraved from a picture

by sir Joshua Reynolds, when the late duke of Bedford was a

youth,) I told the Chinese to write him down a ta^hif or great

man of the second order. He instantly observed that I surely

meant his father was a tchgin. I then explained to him that,

according to our laws, the son succeeded to the rank of the

father, and that with us it was by no means necessary, in

order to obtain the first rank in the country, that a man should

l)e of a certain age, be possessed of superior talents, or suitable

qualifications. That these were sometimes conducive to high

honours, yet that a great part of the legislative body of the

nation were entitled to their rank and situation by birth. They
laughed heartily at the idea of a man being born a legislator,

when it required so many years of close application to enable

one of their countrymen to pass his examination for the very

lowest order of state officers. As, however, the descendants

of Confucius continue to enjoy a sort of nominal rani:, and as

their emperor can also confer a hereditary dignity, without

entitling to office, emolument, or exclusive privilege, they

considered his grace might be one of this description, and

wrote down his rank accordingly ; but they positively refused

to give him the title of ta-gin, or great man, asking me, if I

thought their emperor was so stupid as not to know the

impossibility of a little boy having attained the rank of a

great mem.

* On the 17th of September, being the emperor's birth-day,

all the princes and officers about the palace assembled in their

robes of ceremony, to make their obeisance to the throne in

the great hall of audience. On this occasion were placed on

the floor before the throne, on three small tripods, a cup of

tea, of oil, and of rice, perhaps as an acknowledgment of the

emperor being the proprietary of the soil, of which these are

three material products. The old eunuch told me that I

«»i^t remain in the hall during the ceremony, if I would

15:
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consent to perform it with ihcni, niid offered to instruct mc in

it. He said that all the officers of ^>vernment, in every part

of the empire, made their jn'ontrationH to the niuae of the

emperor inscrihed on yellow nilk on that day.

* Two day afler this, on going as usual in the morning to

the hall of audience, I found the doors shut, and the old

eimuch, who kept the keys, walking alxiut in so sullen a mood

that I could not get frcHn him u »ingle word. Different groups

of officers were assembled in tlie court-yard, all looking as if

something very dreadful either had occurred, or was about to

happen. Nobody would speak to me, nor could I get the

least explanation of this extraordinary conduct, till at length

our friend ])eodufo appeaivd with a countenance no less woeful

than those of the officers of jjt)verninent, and the old eunuch.

I asked him what was the matter ? His answer was. We are

all lost, ruined, and uiidouu ! He then informed me that

intelligence had arrived from Gehol, stating, that lord Macart.

ney had refused to comply with the ceremony of prostrating

himself, like the ambassadors of tributary princes, nine times

before the emperor, unless one of equal rank with himself

should go through the same ceremony before the portrait of

his Britannic majesty: that rather than do this they had

accepted his offer to perform the same ceremony of respect to

the emperor as to his own sovereign. That although little

was thought of this affair at Gehol, the great officers of state

in the tribunal or department of ceremonies in Pekin were

mortified, and perplexed, and alarmed; and that, in short,

it was impossible to say what might be the consequence of an

event unprecedented in the annals of the empire. That the

emperor, when he began to think more seriously on the

subject, might possibly im[>each those before the criminal

tribunal who had advised hiua to accede to such a pro]X)sal,

on reflecting how nuich his dignity had suffiened by the

ecmpliance ; and that the records of the country might hand

it down to posteiity, as an event thai had tarnisked tfie lu^rw

of his reign, being nothing short of breakijig through an

ancient custom, and adopting one of a. barbarous^ nation in iu

place. Di
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an

the

the

unal

place. Duudato thought even that its Hi effects might extend

to tiieni, us Europeans, und might injure the cause which wan

the first object of their miHsion/

Mr. iJarrow's table had been pleatifully supplied with u

variety of excellent made dishes, served in porcelain bowls

;

but now both the number and quality of the dishes were

altered. On the 26th, the ambassador returned from Tartary

;

and, on the 30th, at four in the morning, he and his suit

were mounted in order to meet the emperor, who had to

enter Tekiu oo that day. * We arrived oii our ground,* says

Barrow, * at six o'clock. The whole road had been newly

made, rolled as level as a bowling-green, watered to keep

down the dust, and, on eacli side, at the distance of ab<iut

50 yards from each other, were small triangular poles erected,

from which were susj)ended painted lanterns.

^ They brouglit us into a kind of guard-house, where tea

and other refreshments were prepared, after which we took

our station on a high bank to the left of the road. On each

ude, as fiu' as the eye could reach, were several thousands of

the great ofHoers of state in their habits of ceremony ; Tartar

troops in their holiday dresses ; standard-liearcrs without

number, military music, and officers of the household, lining

the two sides of the road. The approach of the emperor was

announced by a blast of the trumpet, follovedi by softer music,

" and at that time when all the people heard the sound of the

cornet, flutes, harp, sackbut, psaltery, and all kinds of music,

then the princes, the governors, and captains, the judges, the

treasurers, the counselbrs, the sheriffs, and all the rulers of

the provinces, that were gathered together, fell down and

worshipped,*" except certain strangers, who, being obstinately

nesolved to do no greater homage to any sovereign than what

Ik required by their own sovereign, bent one knee only to the

ground.

* The emperor was canned by eight men in a kind of sedan

chair, which was followed by a clumsy state chariot upon two

wheels, and without springs. He bowed v«ry graciously to

.the ambassador as he passed, and smt a message to him to say

that, uudentanding ha wa9 not well, he advised him to r«tum
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immediately to Pekin, and not to stop at Yuen-min-yuen, a?

was intended.

' Tlie morning l^jing very cold, we were desirous to get

home as fast as we could; and accordingly galloped along witli

some of the Tartar cavalry. When we arrived under the

walls of Pekin, we turned our horses towards a .iitPerent gate

to that through which we w«»re accustomed to pass, in order

to see a little more of the city. But one of our conductors,

who had thought it his duty not to lose sight of us, in

perceiving us making a wrong turn, hallooed out with all his

might. We pushed forward, however, and got through the

gate, but we were pursued with such a hue and cry, that we

were glad to escape through one of the cross streets leading to

our hotel, where we arrived with at least 100 soldiers at our

hfeels.

* On the 1st of October the emperor, attended by a Tartar,

inspected tlie presents in the hall of audience and examined

them with minute attention. He desired the Tartar prince to

tell us, through Deodato, that the accounts he had received of

our good conduct at Yuen-min-yuen gave him great pleasure,

and that he had ordered a present to be made to each of us, as

ft proof of his entire satisfaction. This present was brought,

after his departure from the hall, by the old eunuch, who took

care to tell us that before we received it we must make nine

prostrations according to the Chinese custom. I made him

no answer, but requested Deodato to explain to the Tartar

prince, who was still present, that being under the orders of

the ambassador we did not thir.k ourselves authorized to do

what he had found good to refuse, but that we had not the

least objection to go through the same ceremony that he had

done ai Gehol. The Tartar prince immediately answered

that nothing furtlier was required. We accordingly placed

one knee on the lowest step leading to the throne. The

present consisted of roWs of silk and several pieces of silver

cast in tne form of a Tartar shoe, without any mark or

inscription on them, and each about the weight of an ounce.

'^ The presents being now all delivered, and the ambassador

informed by the missionaries that preparations were making

for bur
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For bur departure, the usual time beint; nearly expired, hh
<!xcellency was desirous of having the day fixed, and for this

purpose dispatched a note to the first minister, who sent an

answer by the Tartar legate to inform him that, to prevent

any likelihood of being surprized by the approaching ba(i

weather, the emperor had named the 7th instant for the

beginning of our journey ; and had given orders that every

honour and distinction should be paid to the embassy on the

road.'

The grandeur and beauty of the* imperial gardens have

been much celebrated ; and, according to our author, not

unjustly. * The grounds of Vuen-min-yuen,' saye he, ' are

calculated to comprehend an extent of at least 10 English

miles in diameter, or about 60,000 acres, a great part of which,

however, is wastes and woodland. The gent^ral appearance

of those parts near where we lodged, as to the natural surface

of the country, broken into hill and dale, and diversified with

wood and lawn, may be compared with llichmond park, to

which, however, thev add the very great ad\antage of abun-

dance of canals, rivers, and large sheets of water, whose

banks, although artificial, are neither trimmed, nor shorn,

nor sloped, like the glacis of a fortification, but have been

thrown up with immense labour in an irregular, and, as it

were, fortuitous manner, so as to represent the free hand of

nature. Bold rocky proniontories are seen jutting into a lake,

and vallies retiring, some choked with wood, others in a high

state of high cultivatio)- . In particular s|X)ts where pleasure-

houses, or places of rest or retirement, were erected, the views

appeared to have been studied. The trees were not only placed

according to their magnitudes, but the tints of their foliage

seemed also to have been considered in the composition of the

picture, which some of the landscapes might be called with

great propriety.

* Thirty distintl places of residence for the emperor, with

all the necessary appendages of building to each, for lodging

the several officers of state, who are required to be present on

•court days and particular occasions, for the eunuchs, servants,

and artific<irs, each composing a village of no inconsiderable

Vol, in.—(54) 'I H
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inagniiiido, arc said to be contained within the inclosure of

theac gardens. Those assemblages of buildings, which they

dignify with the name of palaces, are, however, of such a

nature as to be more remarkable for their numl)er than for

their splendour or magnificence. A great proportion of th«*

buildings consists in mean cottages. The very dwelling ot

the emperor and the grand hall in which he gives audience,

when divested of the gilding and the gaudy colours with which

they are daubed, are little superior, and much less solid, than

the barns of u substantial English fanner. Their apartments

are as deficient in proportion, as their construction is vmd of

every rule and principle, which we are apt to consider as

essential to aivhitecture. The principal hall of audience at

Yuen-min-yuen sto(xl upon a platform of granite, rai;^ about

four feet above the level of the court. A row of large wo>'xlfcn

columns surrounding the building supported the pirjecting

roof; and a secnmd row within the first, and a^/rrespondi- /

with it (the interstices between the columns beiftg filled i^

with brick-work to the height of about four feet) served for

the walls of the room. The upper part of these walls was a

kind of lattice work, covered over with large sheets of oiled

paper, and was capable of being tlirown entirely open uii

public occasions. The wooden columns had no capitals, and

(he only architrave was the horizontal beam that supported

the rafters of the rotf. This, in direct contradiction to

the established mode of Europeaii> architecture, was the

uppci'most member of what might be called the entablature or

frize, whi'"!! was a broad skreen of Wkicd, fastened between

the upper part of the columns, painted with the most vivid

colours of the blue, red, and green, and interlarded with

gilding; . nd the whole had net-work of wire stretched over

it, to prevent its being defiled by swallows, and other birds

frequenting human dwellings. The length of this room within

wus 110 feet, breadth 4!2, and height SO: the ceiling painted

ivitb circles, squares, and polygons, Avhimsically disposed, and

loaded with a great variety of colours. The floor was pavod

with grey marble flag stones laid ulie(juer-wise. The throne^

placed in a recess, was supported by rows of pillars paint«(l
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red like those without. It consisted entirely of wood, not

unlike mahogany, the carving- of which was exquisitely fine.

The ony furniture .; -xs a pair of brass kettledrums, two large

paintings, two pair of ancient blue porcelain vase's, a few

volumes of manuscripts, and a table at one end oi* the ro<jni,

on which was placed an old English chiming clock, made
in the 17th century by one Clarke of Leadenhall-street, anil

which our old friend the eunuch had the impudence to tell us

was the wcH'kmanship of a Chinese. A pair of circular funs

made of the wing feathers of the Argus pheasant, and mounted

on long pohshed ebony poles stood, one on each side of tlie

throne, over which was written in four characters, "true,

great, refulgent, splendour;*" and under these, in a lozenge,

the character of Happiness. In the different courts were

several miserable attempts at sculpture, and some bronze

figures, but all the objects were fanciful, distorted, and

entiiely of.t of nature. The only specimen of workmanship

about the palace, that would bear close examination, besides

tlie carving of the throne, was a brick wall enclosing the fIo>ver

garden, which, })erhaps, in no respect is exceeded by any

thing of the sort in England.'*

Lord Macaitney, who possessed great skill and taste in

landscape gardening, has inserted in his journal a description

of the grand park at Gehol, which seems to be almost uniival-

led for its features of beauty, sublimity, i'.iid amenity. * Tlie

emperor,"* says his lordship, * having been informed that, iiii.'

tlie course of our travels in China, we had shewn a stron(j^

desi' .

'" seeing every thing curious and interesting, was pleased

to / ^< J rcctions to the first minister to shew us his park or

gi '<; . !l jrehoL It is called in Chinese Va:i-s1wchyiien^ or

Paradis^^ o^' \x.w tlu>usaml (or innumerable) trees. In order to

have this gratification (which is considered as an instance of

uncommon favour) we rose this morning at three oY'lock and

went to the the palace where we waited, mixed with all the

j^reat officers of state, tor three hours (such is the etiquette of

the place) till the emperor's appearance. At last he came

i ^h, borue in the usual manner by 16 persons on a high

<; V - pnlanquiu, attended by guards, music, standards, and

»i ^ r
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umbrellas without nuniljcr ; and observing us, as we stornl iti

tlie front line, graciously iK'ckoncil us to approach, having

ordered his people to stop ; he entered into conversation with

us ; and, with great affability of manner, told us that he wa*

on his way to his pagcxia, where he usually paid his morning

devotions ; that as wc professed a different religion from his

he would not ask us to accompany him, but that he hud

ordered his first minister and chief Colaos to conduct us

tlirough his garden, and shew us whatever we were desirous

o£ seeing there.

* Having expressed my sense of this mark of his condescen-

sion in the proper manner, and my increasing admiration of

every thing I had yet observed at Gehol, I retired, and,

whilst he pm<*eeded to his adorations at the pagoda, I accom-

panicd the mi ' and other great Colaos of the court to a

pavilion prepare . r us, from whence, after a short collation,

we set out on horseback to view this wonderful garden. Wc
rode about three miles through a very l)eautiful park kept in

the highest order and much resembling the approach to Ltiton

in Bedfordshire;. the grounds gently undulated and chequered

with various groups of well contrasted trees in the offskip. As

we moved onward an extensive lake appeared before us, the

extremities of which seemed to lose themselves in distance and

obscurity. Here was a large and magnificent yacht ready to

receive us, and a number of smaller ones for the attendants,

elegantly fitted up and adorned with numberless vanes,

pendants, and streamers. The shores of the lake have all the

varieties of shape, which the fancy of a painter can delineate,

and are so indented with bays, or broken with projections,

that almost every stroke of the oar brought a new and

unexpected object to our view. Nor are islnnils wanting, but

they are situated only where they should be, each in its proper

place and having its proper character: one marked by a

pagoda, or other building ; one -quite destitute of ornament

;

some smooth and level ; some steep and imeven ; and others

frowning with wood, or smiling with culture. Where any

things particularly interesting were to be seen we disembarked,

from time to time, to visit them, and J dare say that, in the

course of
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course of our voyage, wo stopped at 40 or 50 clifTerent palates

or pavilions. These are all lurnished in the richest nianiicr

with pictures of tlie einix-ror's huntings and progresses, witli

stupendous vases ofjasper and agate; with the finest p^)rcelaiil

and Japan, and with every kind of European toys and dng--

mtiffs i with spheres, orreries, clocks, and inu.sicaJ automatons

of such exo'iisite workmanship, and in such profusion, that

<Mr presents must shrink from the comparison, and hide their

diminished heads \ and yet I am told, that the fine things we

have seen are far exceeded by others of the same kind in the

apartments of the ladies, and in the European repository atl

Yuen-min-yuen. In every one of the pavilions was a throne,

or imperial state, and a Eitjmi, or symbol of peace and

prosperity, placed at one side resembling that which the-

emperor delivered to me yesterday for the king.

' It would be an endless task were I to attempt a detail of

all the wonders of this charming place. There is no beauty

of distribution, no feature of amenity, no reach of fancy, which

embellishes our pleasure, grounds in England, that is not to

be found here. Had China been accessible to Mr. Browne or

Mr. Hamilton, I should have swoin thev had drawn their

happiest ideas from the rich sources, which I have tastetl this

day; tor in the course of a few hours I have enjoyed such

vicissitudes of rural delight, as I did not conceive could be

felt out of England, being at different moments enchanted by

scenes perfectly similar to those I had known there, to the

the magnificence of Stowe, the softer beauties of Woodburn,

and the fairv-land of Paine's Hill.

' There was pointed out to us by the minister a vast enclosure

below, which, he said, was not more accessible to him than

to us, being never entered but by the emperor, his women,

or his eunuchs. It includes witliin its bounds, though on a

smaller scale, most of the beauties which distinguish the eastern

and the western gardens which we have already seen; but from

every thing I can learn it falls very sort of the fanciful descrip-

tions which fether Attiret and sir William Chambers have

intruded upon us as realities. That within these private

retreats, various entertainments of the most novel and expen-

:i':.%Xa
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sive nature prepared and exhibited by the eunuchs, who are

very numerous (perhaps some thousands) to amuse the emperor

and his ladies, I have no doubt ; but that they are carried to

all the lengths of extravagance and improbability those gentle-

men have menti(Mied, I very much question, as fron) every

inquiry I have made (and I have not been sparing to make

them) I have by no means sufficient reason to warrant me in

acceding to, or confirming, the accounts which they have

given us/

Mr. Barrow in givmg a sketch of the state of society in

China, commences with some pertinent remarks on the condi.

tion of women in various countries. * But the Chinese," he

observes, * not only deprive their women of the use of their

limbs, but they also make it a moral crime for a woman to be

seen abroad. If they should have occasion to visit a friend or

relation, they must be can-ied in a close sedan chair : to

walk would be the height of vulgarity. Even the countiy

ladies, who may not possess the luxury of a chair, rather than

walk, suffer themselves to be sometimes rolled about in a sort

of covered wheelbarrow. The wives and daughtCTs, however,

of the lower class, are neither confined to the house, nor

exempt from hafd and slavish labour, many being obliged to

work with an infant upon the back, while the husband, in all

probability, is gaming, or otherwise idling away his time. I

have frequently seen women assisting to drag a sort of light

plough, and the harrow.

* The advantages which those women possess in a higher

sphere of life, if any, are not much to be envied. Even at

home, in her own family, a woman must neitlier eat at the

same table, nor sit in the same room with her husband. And

the male children, at the age of 9 and 10, are entirely separated

from their sisters. Thus the feelings of affection, which are

not the instinctive products of nature, but tlie offspring of

firequent intercourse, and of a mutual coinmuiucation of their

little wants and pleasures, are nipped in the very bud of

daMmiog sentiment. A cold and cereinonioas conduict muat

be deserved on all nccasLuiis between the members of tiie same

family ; and a Chinese youth of the higher class iii inaoMnate,
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formal, and inactive, constantly endeavouring to assume tiiu

grav \.y of years.

» To beguile tlie many tedious and heavy hours, that must

unavoidably occur to the secluded females totiilly unqualified

for mental pursuits, the tobacco-pipe is the usual expedient.

Every female from the age of eight or nine years wears, as an

appendage to hy/* dress, a small silken purse or pocket to hold

tobacco and a pipe, with the use of which numy of them are

not unaccjuainted at this tender age. Some indeed are con-'

itantly employed in working embroidery on silks, or in painting

birds, insects, and flowers on thin gauze. In the ladies^

iipartments of the great house in which we lived at Pekin, wo

observed some very beautiful specimens of l)oth kinds in the

pannels of the partitions, and I brought home a few articles

which I understand have been much admired; but the women
who employ their time in this manner are generally the wives

aud daughters of tradesmen and artificers, who are usually

the weavers both of cottons and silks. I remember asking

one of the great officers of the court, who wore a silken vest

beautifullv embroidered, if it was the work of his lady, but

the supposition that his wife should condescend to use her

needle seemed to give him offence."'

In China our author conceives filial piety exists more in the

maxims of government than in the minds of the people. The
first lesson taught is an entire submission to the will of their

parents ; and the father lias the power of selling his son for a

slave. Daughters may be said to be invariably sold. The
bridegroom must always make his bargain with tlie parents of

his intended bride. The latter has no choice. She is a lot in

the market to be disposed of to the highest bidder. The man,

indeed, in this respect, has no great advantage on liis side, as

lie is not allowed to see his intended wife until she arrives in

tbrmal procession at his gate. If, however, on opening the

^r of the chair, in which the lady is shut up, and of which

the key has been sent before, he should disUke the bargain,

he can return her to her piarents; in which o^e the articles

af^ f<»rfQited that constituted her price ; and a sut^i of money,
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in addition to them, may he demanded, not exceeding, howw

ever, the value of these articles.

Polygamy is allowed hy law, but 9-lOths of the community

find it difficult to rear the offspring of one woman by the labour

of their hands. In other respects the general practice would

be impossible, as many female infants are ex[K)sed, and tlie

laws or custom oblige every man to marry. The husband in

cases of adultery can divorce and sell his wife ibr a slave. A
woman can inherit no property, but it may be lefl to her by

will. Pu!)lic women are numerous in every great city ; yet

the men are addicted to an odious and unnatural crime.

The Chinese are remarkably sober, and have no incitements

like Europeans to jovial pleasures and vulgar ebriety. They

liave no social meetings or friendly societies; nor is congre-

gational worship inculcated by any sect of religion. No
particular day is dedicated to devotion. A Chinese goes to a

temple only when it suits him ; and, whenever a few men

meet together, it is generally for the purpose of gaming, or

to eat a kettle of boiled rice, or drink a pot of tea, or smoke

a pipe of tobacco. The upper ranks indulge at home in the

use of opium: but it is too expensive to be used by the

common people.

The first of the new year in China, and a few succeeding

days, are the only holiilays, properly speaking, that are

obs(»-ved by the working part of the community. On these

days the poore&t peasant makes a point of procuring new

clotliing for himself and his family ; they pay their visits to

friends and relations, interchange civilities and compliments,

make and receive presents; and the officers of government

and the higher rank« give feasts and entertainments. But

even in those feasts there is nothing that bears the resemblance

of conviviality. The guests never partake together of the

same service of dishes^ but each has frequently his separate

table ; sometimes two, but never more than four, sit at Uie

same table ; and their eyes must constantly be kept upon the

master of the feast, to watch all his motions, and to observe

^very morsel he puts into Ui» mouth.» and every time he lifts

the cup
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the cup to his lips; for a Chinese ol' good-breeding can neither

eat nor drink without a particular ceremony, to whicli the

guests must pay attention. If a person invited should, frmn

sickness or any accident, be prevented from fulfilling his

engagement, the portion of the dinner that was intended to be

placed on his table is sent in procession to his own house ; a

custom that strongly points out the very little notion they

entertain of the social pleasure of the table. It is customary

to send after each giiest the remains even of his dinner.

The Chinese also, hke the ancient Egyptians as exemplified

in the enormous mess which Joseph gave to little Benjamin

above the rest of his brothers, testify, on all occasions, that

they consider tlic measure oi' a man^s stomach to depend more

upon the rank of its owner than either his bulk or appetite.

The ambassador''s allowance was at least five times as great as

that of any person in his suite. In this particular, however,

these nations are not singular, neither in ancient nor in modern

times. The kings of Sparta, and indeed every Grecian hero,

were always supposed to eat twice the quantity of a common
soldier ; and the only difference with regard to our heroes of

the present day consists in their being enabled to convert

quantity into quality, an advantage for which they ore not a

little indebted to the invention of money, into which all other

articles can be commuted.

The spirit of gaming is so universal in most of the towns

and cities, that in almost every by-corner, groups are to be

found playing at cards or throwing dice. They are accused

even of frequently staking their wives and children on the

hazard of a die. One of their most favourite sports is cock-

fighting, and this cruel and unmanly amusement, as they are

pleased to consider it, is full as eagerly pursued by the upper

classes in China as, to their shame and degrace be it spoken,

it continues to be by those in a similar situation in some parts

of Europe. The training of quails for the same cruel purpose

of butchering each other furnishes abundance of employment

for the idle and dissipated. They have even extended their

inquiries after fighting animals into the insect tribe, in which

they have discovered a species of gryllus, or locust, that will

Vol. III.
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attack cacli other with sucli ferocity as seldom to quit thuir

hold without hringing away at the same time a limb oi' their

antagonist.

• The practice of flogging with the bamboo in universally

practised, and none escape punishment from the first minister

tlownwards, whenever it pleases a superior. ' Several instances

however,' says Barrow, ' occurred in the course of our journey

through the country, which seemed to mark the same unfeeling

and hard-hearted disposition to exist between persons of equal

condition of life, as in men in office over their inferiors. One

of these afforded an extraordinary trait of inhumanity. A
poor fellow at Macao, in the employ of the British factory

there, fell by accident from a wall and pitched on his skull.

His companions took him up with very httle appearance of

life, and, in this state, were carrying him away towards the

skirts of the town, where they were met by one of the medical

gentlemen belonging to tlie embassy. He interrogated them

what they meant to do with the unfortunate man, and was

very coolly answered, they were going to bury him. Having

expressed his astonishment that they should think of putting

a man into the grave before the breath was out of his body,

they replied that they were of opinion lie never could recover,

and that if they carried him home he would only be a trouble

and cxpence to his friends so long as he remained in a situation

which rendered him unable to assist himself. The man,

however, by the humanity and attenticm of Dr. Scott, was

restored again to his family and to those friends who knew so

well to appreciate the value of his hfe.

' The doctor, however, was not aware of tlie risk he "ran in

thus exercising his humanity, as by a law of the country, which

appears to us extraordinary, if a wounded man be taken into

the protection and charge of any person with a view to effect

his recovery, and he should happen to die under his hands,

the person into whose care he was last taken is liable to be

punished with death, unless he can produce undeniable

evidence to prove how the wound was made, or t'mt he

survived it 40 days. The consequence of such a law is, that

if a person should happen to be mortally wounded in an affray.
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lie is suffered to die in the streets, from tho Ibnr (should auy

one take charge of him) of beinir umde rt'S)H)nsJl)lo lor his life.

' A striking instance of the fatal efl'oets of such a law hap-

pened at Canton lately. A fire broke out in the suburbs,

and three Chinese, in assisting to extinguish it, had their limbs

fractured and were otherwise dreadfully wounded by the falling

of a wall. The surgeon of the English factory, with all the

alacrity to administer relief to suffering humanity, which

characterizes the profession in Britain, directed them to be

carried to the factory, and was preparing to perform amputa-

tion, as the only {possible way o>f saving their lives, when one

of the Hong merchants having heard >vhat was <joinfj on ran

with great haste to the place, and entreated the surgeon by no

means to think of performing any operation upon them, but

rather to suffer them to be taken away fi"om the factory an

speedily as possible ; adding that, however good his intentions

might be, if any one of the patients should die under his hands,

he would inevitably be tried /or murder, and the most miti-

gated punishment would be tVuit of banishment for life into the

wilds of Tartary. The wounded Chinese were accordingly

removed privately, and, no doubt, abandoned to their fate.

' The operation of such a barbarous law (for so it appears

to us) will serve to explain the conduct of the Chinese in the

following instance. In the course of our journey down the

grand canal we had occasion to witness a scene, which was

considered as a remarkable example of a want of fellow-feeling.

Of the number of persons who had crowded down to the banks

of the canal several had ])ostod themselves upon the high

projecting stern of an old vessel, which, unfortunately, break-

ing down with the weight, the whole group tumbled with the

wreck into the canal, just at the moment when the yachts of

the embassy were passing. Although numbers of boats were

sailing about the plact?, none were perceived to go to the

assistance of those that were struggling in the water. They
even seemed not to know that such an accident had happened,

nor could the shrieks of the boys, floating on pieces of the

wreck, attract their attention. One fellow was observed very

busily employed in picking up, with his l)oat-hook, the hat uf
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a drowning man. It was in vain we endeavoured to prevail

on the people of our vessel to heave to and send the boat to

their assistance. It is triic, we were then going at the rate of

seven miles an hour, which was the plea they made for not

Htopping. I have no doubt that several of these unfortunate

people must inevitably have perished.

* iluif if further proofs were wanting to establish the

insensible and incompassionate character of the Chinese, the

horrid practice of infanticide, tolerated by custom, con leave

no doubt on this subject.

Mt is tacitly considered as a part of the duty of the police

of Pekin to employ certain })ers(>ns to go their rounds, at an

early hour iu the morning, with carts, in order to pick up

such bodies of infants as may have been thrown out into the

streets in the course of the night. No inquiries are made, but

tin; bodies are carried to a common pit without the city walls,

into which ull those that may be living, as well us those that

are dead, arc said to be thrown promiscuously. At this

horrible pit of destruction the Iloman Catholic missionaries,

established in Pekin, attend by turns as a part of the duties

of their office, in or'^er, as one of theni expressed himself to

me on this subject, to chuse among them those that are the

most livelyf to make future proselytes, and by the administra-

tion of bu})tisin to such of the rest as might be still alive, pour

leur sauver rame. The Maliometans, who, at the time that

theii' services were useful in assisting to prepare the national

calender, had a powerful influence at court, did much better

:

these zealous bigots to religion, whose least distinguishing

feature is that of humauity, were, however, on these occasions,

the means of saving the Hve/} of all the little innocents they

possibly could save from this maw of death, which was a

humane act, although it might be ibr the purpose of bringing

them up in the principles of their own faith. I was assured

by one of the Christian missiunories, with whom I liad daily

conversation during a residence of five weeks within the wa}ls

of the emperor's palace at Yuen-min-yuen, and who took his

turn in attending, pour leur sauver Vame^ that such scenes

were sometimes exlubited ou these occasioas m to make the
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fut'lin/g; mind shudder with horror. When I mention that

dog^ and i^winr are lut loose in uU thu narrow struetu of the

capital, the reader may cuneeive what will sonietinies necessarily

hapiK'U to the exposed infants, before the ixilice-eai'ts can pick

then) up.

' The number of children thus unnaturally and inhumanly

slaughtered, or interred alive, in the course of a year, is

diiferently stated by different authors, 8ome making it about

10 and others «30,000 in the whole empire. The truth, as

generally hap{Kns, may probably lie about the middle : taking

the Hieun, as given by those with whom we conversed on the

subject, I should conclude that about il4i infants were, on an

avenige, in Pekin, daily carrieil to the pit of death, where

the little innocents that have not vet breathed their last are

condemned without remorse. This calculation gives 9)000

nearly tor the capital alone, where it is supposed about an

etjual number are exposed to that of all the other parts of thp

empire.'

Misery and want are no doubt the motives that induce

people to connnit this unnatural crime; but, it is right to

mention that, the great expence oi' funerals may be the means

of causing parents to lay in baskets still-born children, or

infants who may die the first month, knowing that they will

be taken up by the ijolice. ' These unfavourable features,^

our author continues, * in the character of a people, whose

natural disposition is neither ferocious nor morose; but, on

the contrary, mild, obliging, and cheerful, can be attributed

only to the habits in which they have been trained, and to the

heavy hand of jjower perpetually hanging over them. That
tliis is actually the case may be inferred from the general

conduct and character of those vast multitudes who, from

time to time, have emigrated to the Phillipine islands, Batavia,

Pulo Pinang, and other parts of our East Indian settlements.

In those places they are not less remarkable for their honesty,

tlii^n fbr their peaceable and industrious habits. To the

Dutch in Batavia they are masons, carpenters, tailors, shoe-

mailers, shopkeepers, bankers, and, in short, every thing.

Indolence and luxury are there arrived to such a ight, that.
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without tlie assistance of tlie Chinese, the Dutch would Hterally

1)6 in danger of starving. Yet the infamous ^cjovemment of

that place, in the year 1741, caused to be massacred, in cold

blood, many thousands of these harniless people, who offered

no resistance ; neither women nor children escaped the fury

of these blood-hounds.

' In the.se places it appears also, that their quickness at

invention is not surpassed by accuracy of imitation, for which

they have always been accounted remarkably expert in their

own country. Man is, by nature, a hoarding animal; and

his endeavours to accumulate property will be proportioned to

the security and stability which the laws afford for the posses-

sion and enjoyment of that property. In China, the laws

regarding property are insuiiicient to give it that security:

hence the talent of invention is there seldom exercised beyond

suggesting the means of providing for the first necessities and

the most pressing wants. A man, indeed, is afraid here to

be considered as wealthy, well knowing that some of the

rapacious officers of the state would find legal reasons to extort

his riches from him.

' The exterior deportment of every class in China is

uncommonly decent, and all their manners mild and engaging;

but even these among persons of any rank are considered as

objects worthy the interference of the legislature; hence it

follows that they are ceremonious without sincerity, studious

of the forms only of politeness without either the ease or

elegance of gotxl-breeding. An inferior makes a sham attempt

to fall on his knees before his superior, and the latter affects a

slight motion to raise him. A common salutation has its mode

prescribed by tue court of ceremonies; and any neglect or

default in a nlebeinn towards his superior is punishable by

corporal chastisemynt, ai/J in men in office by degradation or

suspension. In making thus the extci) jr and public manricrs

of the people a concern of the legislature, society in many

respects is considerably benefited. Between equals, and

among the lower orders of the people, abusive language is

very unusual, and they seldom proceed to blows. If a quarrel

should be carried tx) this extremity, the contest is rarely
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attended with more serious conseiiuences than the loss of the

long lock, oi' hair growing from the crown of the head, or the

rent of thei'" clothca. The act of drawing a .swor*', or present-

ing a pistol, is sulilcient to fiighten a common Chinese into

convulsions; and their warriors shew but few symptoms of

bravery. The Chinese may certainly be considcretl among
the most timid people on the ace of the earth ; they tseem to

jxjssess neither personal courage, nor the least presence of

mind in dangers or difficulties ; consequences that are derived

probably from the influence of the moral over the physical

character. Yet there is perhaps no countr} where acts of

suicide occur more frequently than in China, among the

women as well as the men : such acts being max ked with no

disgrace, are not held in any abhorrence.'

Traders being degraded in public opinion, a Chinese

merchant will cheat whenever an opportunity offers him ,thc

means ; but the Houff or greiit merchants, who trade with

Europeans at Canton, are remarkable for their accuracy and

liberality.

" The nalmal colour both of the Chinese and Tartars,'

observes Mr. Barrow, * seems to be that tint between a fair

and dark coni[)lexion, which we distinguish by the word

brunet or bnmctte ; and the shades of this complexion are

deeper, or lightei*, according as they have been more or less

exposed to the influence of tiie climate. The wcmien of the

lower class, who lalx)ur in the fields or who dwell in vessels,

arc almost invariably coarse, ill-featured, and of a deep brown

complexion, like that of the Hottentot, l^ut this we find to

lie tile case among the poor of almost every nation. Hard

labour, scanty fare, and early and frequent parturition, soon

wither the delicate buds of beauty. The sprightliiK - aod

expression of the features, as well as the colour of t!-e skin,

^^hich distinguish the higher ranks from the vulgar, are the

oH'ects of ease and education. VVe saw women in China,

though very few, that might j)ass for beauties even in Europe.

n»" jMaliiy features however prevail in most; a small black

l»r uurk brown eye, a short rounded nose, generally a little
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flcattcned, lips considerably thicker than in Europeans, and

black hair, arc universal.

* The ease, politeness, and digniHed carriage of the old

viceroy of Pe-tche-iee, who was a Man-tchoo 'J'artar, could

not be exceeded l)y the most practised courtiev in nuKlern

Europe: the attention he shewed to everything that concerned

the embassy, the unaffected manner in which he received anrl

entertained us at Tien-sing; the- kindness and condescension

with which he gave his orders to the inferior officers and to his

domestics, placed him in a very amiable point trf view. He
was a very fine old man of 78 years of age, of low stature,

mth small sparkling eyes, a benign aspect, a long silver beard,

and the whole of his appearance calm, venerable, and dignified.

The manners of Sun-tn-g^h, a relation of the emperor and

one of the six ministers of state, were no less dignified, easy,

and engaging ; and Chung-ta-g'in^ the new vicemy of Canton,

was a plain, unassuming, and good-natured man. The prinit

minister, Ho-cJiavg-tong, the little Tartar legate, and the

ex-viceroy of Canton, were the only persons of rank among

the many we had occasion to converse with that discovered

the least ill-humour, distant hauteur, and want of complaisance.

All the rest with whom we had any concern, whether Tartju's

or Chinese, when in our private society, were easy, affable,

and familiar, extremely good-humoured, loquacious, and

communicative. It was in public only, and towards each other,

that they assumed their ceremonious gravity, and practised

all the tricks of demeanour which custom requires of them.

* The general character, however, of the nation, is a strange

compound of pride and meanness, of affected gravity and real

frivolousness, of refined civility and gross indelicacy. With

an appearance o^ great simplicity and openness in conversation.

they practise a degree of art and cunning against which aii

European is but ill prepared. The vanity of an usurjxHl

national superiority and a high noticm of self-importance never I

forsake them on any occasion. Those advantages in other^

which they cannot avoid feeling, they will affect not to ac

And although they are reduced to the necessity of cmployingi
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(orc'ifj^cni \(f regulate their calender and keep their clucks in

order, although they are in the habit of receiving yearly

various specimens of art and ingenuity from Europe, yet they

pertinaciously affect to consider all the nations of the earth as

barbarians in comparison of themselves."

The Chinese are so ceremonious among themselves, and

30 punctilious with regard to etiquette, that the omission of

the most minute point established by the court of ceremonies

is considered as a criminal offence. Visiting by tickets, which

with us is a fashion of modern refinement, has been a common
practice in China some thousand years; but the rank of a

Chinese visitor is immediately ascertained by the size, colour,

and ornaments of his ticket, which also varies in all these

points according to the rank of the person visited. The old

viceroy of Pe-tche-lee's ticket to the ambassador contained as

much crimson-coloured paper as would be sufficient to cover

the walls of a moderate-sized room.

It seenis that the Chinese courtiers sometimes relax from

the stiff and fbrmal deportment observed towards each other

in public. * Our two worthy ccmductors, Van-ta-gin and

Chou-ta-gin,'' says our author, * met at Canton an yld

acquaintance, who was governor of a city in Fokien. He
gave them an evening entertainment on the river in a splendid

yacht, to which I was privatelv invited. On entering the

great cabin, I found the three gentlemen with ea i a young

girl by his side very richly dressed, the cheeks, lips, uud chin,

highly rougedy the rest of the face and nec;k whitened with a

preparation of cerate. 1 was welcomed by a cup of hot wine

horn each of the ladies, who first sippetl by way of pledging

me. During supper, which for number and variety of dishes

exceeded any thing I had hitherto met with in the country,

the girls played on the flute and sung several airs, but there

was nothing very captivating either in the vocal or instrumental

part of the music. We passed a most convivial evening, free

from any reserve or lestraint ; but, on going away, I M'as

particularly desired by Van not to take any notice of what I

had seen, appreliensive, I suppose, thai their brother officer.^

might condenui their want of prudence in admitting &barbarian

Vol. III. 2 T
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to witness their relaxation from good morals. The yacht and

the ladies it seemed were hired lor the occasion/

The incalculable numbers of the great officers of state and

their attendants, all robed in the richest silks, embroidered

with the most brilliant colours, and tissued with gold and

silver; the order, silence, and solemnity, with which they

arrange and conduct themselves on public court-days, are the

most commanding features on such. <x:casions.

This solxT pomp of Asiatic grandeur is exhibited only at

certain fixed festivals; of which the principal is the anniversarT

oi' the emperor's birth-day, the commencement of a new year,

the ceremonial of holding tlie jilough, and the reception of

foreign ambassadors, most of whom they contrive to be present

at one or other of these festivals. The birth-day is ^^onsidered

to be the most splendid ; when all the Tartar princes and

tributaries, and all the princijial officers of government, both

civil and military, are expected to be present.

I'or reasons of state, the emperor rarely shews himself in

public amcmg the Chinese part of his subjects, except on such

occasions ; and even then the exhibition is cronfined within the

precincts of the palace, from which the populace are entirely

excluded. Consistent with their system of sumptuary laws,

there is little external ap})eaiance of pomp and magnificence

in the establishment of the emperor The buildings that

compose the palace and the furniture within them, if we

except the paint, the gilding, and the varnish, that appear

onthe houses even of plebeians, are ecjually void of unnecessary

and expensive ornaments. These buildings, like the common

habitations of the country, are all modelletl after the forni of

a tent, and are magnificent only bv a comparison with tlie

others and by their number, which is sutllcient, indeed, to

form a town of themselves. Their walls are higher than those

of ordinary houses, their wooden colunms of greater diameter,

their roofs are innnense, and a greater variety of painting and

gilding may be bestowed on the different parts ; but none of

them exceeds tme story in height, and they are jumbled and

surrounded with mean and insignificant hovels. The stone or

clay flours are indeed sometimes covered with a carpet of
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English broad-cloth, and the walls papered; but they have

no glass in the wir^dows, no stoves, fire-places, or fire-grates,

in the rooms ; no sofas, bureaux, chandeliers, nor looking-

glasses; no book-cases, prints, nor paintings. They have

neither curtains nor sheets to their beds ; a bench of wood, or

a platform of brick-work, is raised in an alcove, on which are

mats or stufRed mattresses, hard pillows, or cushions, according

to the season of the year ; instead of doors they have usually

skreens, made of the fibres of bamboo.

When attending the court, on public occasions, each

courtier takes his meal alone in his solitary cell on a small

square table crowded with bowls of rice and various stews

;

without table-linen or napkins, witliout knife, fork, or spoon

;

a pair of small sticks, or the quills of a porcupine, are the

only substitutes for these convenient articles ; placing the

bowl under his chin, with these he throws the rice into his

mouth and takes up the pieces of meat in his soup or stews.

Having finished this lonely meal, he generally lies down to

sleep. In a government so suspicious as that of China, if

parties were known to meet together, the object of them might

be supposed something beyond that of conviviuHty, which

however mutual jealousy and distrust have prevented from

growing into common use.

Tlie following extract from the earl of Macartney's journal

describes his introduction, and the birth-day solemnities, which

will serve to convey a tolerable exact idea of the state, pleasures,

and amusements, of the great monarch of China.

' On the 1 4th of September,' observes his lordship, * at four

o'clock in tlie morning, we set out for the court, under the

convoy of Van-ta-gin and Chou-ta-gin, and reacrhed it in little

more than an hour, the distance being about three miles from

our hotel. We alighted at the park-gate, from whence we

walked to the imperial encampment, and were conducted to a

large handsome tent prepared for us, on one side of the

oinperor\s. After waiting there alwut an hour, his approach

was announced by drums and music, on which we quitted our

lent a;id came foi'ward upon the green carpet. He was seated

M« an open jialanquin, carrietl by 16 bearers, attended by
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numbers of officers of state l)C'aniig flagi», stanclunlti, iuul

umbrellas ; and us he passed we paid bini our uoinpiiincnts,

by kneeling on one knee, whilst oil the Ci^ine^se u^ule their

usual prostrations. As soon as he had ascended the throne I

came to the entrance of his tent, and holding in both uiy

hands a large gold box, enriched with diamonds, iu whicli

was inclosed the king's letter, I walked deliberately up, and,

ascending the steps of the throne, delivered it into the

emperor^'s own hands, who, having rea'ived it, passed it to

the minister, by whom it was pli^ed ou the cushion. lie then

gav? me, as the first present fron^ him to his majesty, the

Eit^hee, or symbol of peace and prosjxirity, and expressed his

hopes that my sovereign and he should always live in grK)d

correspondence and amity. It is a whitish agatv-hipking stuue,

perhaps serpentine, about a foot and a half long, curioiislv

carved, and highly jjrized by the Chinese ; but to me it doef

not appear in itself to he of any great value.

* The emj)cror then presented me with an En-shee of a

greenish>coloured ser{)entine stone, and of the same emblematic

character ; at the same time he very graciously received IVoiii

me a pair of l)eautiful enamelled watches, set with diamond.s,

which, having l(K>ked at, he, passed to the minister.

* Sir George Staunton (whom, as he had been appointed

minister plenipotentiary, to act in case of my death or depar-

ture, I introduced to him as such) now came forward, and,

after kneeling on one knee, in the same manner as I had done,

presented to liim two elegant air-guns, and received from iiiui

aa Eu^hee oi greMiish stone nearly similar to mine. Other

presents were sent, at the same time, to all the gentlemen of

my train. We then descended from the steps of the throne,

and sat down upon cushions at one of tlie tables on the

emperors left hand. And at the otlier tables, according to

their different ranks, the Tartar princes and the mandarins oi

the court at die sa^ne time took their places ; all dressed in

the proper robes of their res|)ective ranks. These tables were

tlien uncoye««d and exhibited a sumptuous banquet. The

emperor sent us several dislies from his own table, togetlier

with some liquors, which the Chinese call wine ; not however
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expressed IVom the grajK*, but dislilk'd or t'Xti'at't*;U I'roni rice,

herbs, a»d hulk*}.

' lu about half au hour )ic sent tor sir George Stauuto»

aud inc to come to liim, and gave to each of us, with his uwa

hands, a cup oi' warm wine, which we immediately drank in

his presence, and ti)und it very pleasant and comfortable, the

morning being cold and raw. Among otlier things he asked;

me the age of my sovereign, and, being informed of it, he

hoped he raiglu live as many years as himself, which were then

eighty-three. His planner was dignified, but afiablc ai^dt

condescending ; and his reception of us was very gracious and

satisfactory.

' The order and regularity in serving and removing the

dinner was wonderfully exact, and every function of the

ceremony performed with such silence and solemnity as in

some measure to resemble the celebration of a reliffious

mystery.

^ There was present on this occasion three arabassadcr^ fmni

Ta-tze or Pegu, and six Mahometan ambassadors from the

Kalmucs of the south-west, but their appcaraiice was not very

splendid. During the ceremony, which lasted five hours,

various entertainments of wrestling, tumblings wire-dancing,

together with dramatic representations, were exhibited opposite

the emperor's tent, but at a (considerable distance from it.

' The 17th of September, being the emperor^s birthdiuyv

we set out for the coiu't at three o'clock in the raorniog,

conducted by Van-ta-gin, Chou-ta-gin, and our usual attencU

ants. We rejiosed ourselves alMHit two hours in a IfU'ge saloon

at the entrance of the palace enclosure, where fruit* tea,, w«nn
milk, and other refreshments, were brought to us» At last

notice was given that the festival was going to begin, and we
immediately descended into the garden, where we found all

the great men and mandarins in their robes of state, drawn

up before the imperial pavilion. The emperor did not shew

himself, but remained concealed behind a screen, from whence

I presume he could see and enjoy the ceremonies without

inconvenience or interruption. All eyes were turned to the

place where his majesty was imagined -to be enthroned, and
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seemed to express an impatience to begin the ceremonies ol'

the day. Slow, solemn music, uiufflcd drums, and decp-toned

bells, were heard at a distance; on a sudden the sounds ceased,

and all was still—again they were renewed, and then inter-

mitted with short pauses ; during which scverni ])ersons passed

backwards and forwards, in the proscenium or ioreground of

the tent, as if engaged in preparing some ffrand coup-de-

theaire,

* At length the great band, both vocal and instrumental,

struck up with all their powers of harmony, and instantly the

whole court fell flat upon their faces before this invisible

Nebuchadnezzar, whilst

* " He in his cloudy tabernacle shrined

Sojourned the while."

The music might be consideretl as a sort of birthday ode, or

state anthem, the burden of which was, " Bow down your

heads all yc dwellers of the earth, bow dmcn your heads before

the great Kien-long, the great K'len-long.'''' And then all the

dwellers upon China earth there present, except ourselves,

bowed down their heads and prostrated themselves upon the

ground at every renewal of the chorus. Indeed, in no religion

cither ancient or modern has the divinity ever been addressto,

I believe, with stronger exterior marks of worship and adoration

than were this morning paid to the phantom of his Chinese

majesty. Such is the mode of celebrating the emperor's

anniversary festival, according to the court ritual. We saw

nothing of him the whole day, nor did any of his ministers, I

imagine, approach him, ibr they seemed to retire at the

same moment that we did.

* In the course of a tour we made in the gardens with the

prime minister and other great officers of state, whom the

emperor had directed to attend us, we were entertained at one

of the palaces with a collation of petitpatis, salt relishes, and

other savoury dishes, with fruits and sweetmeats, milk and

ice^water; and as soon as we rose from table, a nunil)er of

yellow boxes, or drawers, were carri<;d in procession lu^fore

us, containii
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U8, containing several pieces of silk and porcelain, v/liich wc

were told were presents to us from the emperor, and we

consequently made our Iwws as they passed. We were also

amused with a Chinese puppet-shew, wliich differs but little

from an English one. There are a distressed princess

confined in a castle, and a knight-erraut, who, afler fighting

wild beasts and dragons, sets her at rri)crty and marries her

;

wedding-feasts, justs, and tournaments. Besides these, there

was also a comic drama, in which some persimages not

unlike punch and his wife, Bandemeer and Scaramouch

performed capital parts. This puppet-shew, we were told,

properly belongs to the ladies' apartments, but was sent out

as a particular compliment to entertain us ; one of the

performances was exhibited with great applause from our

conductors, and I understand it is a favourite piece at court.

' On the morning of the 18th of September, we again went

to court, in consequence of an invitation from the emperor,

to see the Chinese comedy and other diversions given on

occasion of his birthday. The comedy began at eight o'clock

and lasted till noon. The emjieror was seated on a throne,

opposite the stage, which projected a good deal into the pit.

The boxes were on each side without seats or divisions. The
women were placed above, behind the lattices, so that they

might enjoy the amusements of the theatre without being

observed.

' Soon after we came in, the emperor sent for siv George

Staunton and me to attend him, and told us, with great

condescension of manner, that we ought not to be surprized

*o see a man of his age at the theatre, for that he seldom

came there except upon a very particular occasion like the

present, for that, considering the extent of his dominions and

the number his subjects, he could spare but Httle time for

such amusements. I endeavoured, in the turn of my answer,

to lead him towards the subject of my embassy, but he

seemed not disposed to (?nter into it farther than by delivering

me a little box of old japan, in the bottofn of which were

some pieces of agate and other stones much valued bv the

Chinese and Tartars ; and at the top a small box written and
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pttinted by hift own hand, which he Hesirpfl mc to present to

the king my maNter as a token of* his friendship, Maying, that

t)ic old box had been 800 years in his family. He, at tht-

same time, gave mc a btM>k for myself also written and painted

by him, together with several purses for Areca nut. Hr
likewise gave a purse of the same sort to sir George Staunton,

and sent some small presents to the other gentlemen of the

embassy. After this several pieces of silk or prrcelain, but

seemingly of no great value, were distributed among the

Tartar princes and chief courtiers, who appeared to" receive

them witii every possible demonstration of humility and

gratitude.

* Tiic theatrical «" tertainments consisted of great variety,

both tragical and comical ; several distinct pieces were acted

in succes8i(m, though without any apparent connexion with

one another. Some of them were historical, and others of

pure fancy, j)arlly in redtativOf |>artly in singing, and purely

in plain speaking, without any accompaniment of instrumental

music, but aliounding in battles, murders, and most of the

usual incidents of the drama. Last of all was the grand

pantomime, which, from the approbation it met with, is, I

presume, considered as a first-rate effort of invention and

ingenuity. It seemed to me, as far as I could comprehend it,

to represent the marriage of the ocean and the earth. The

latter exhibited her various riches and productions, dragons,

and elephants, and tigers, and eagles, and ostriches, oaks

and pines, and other trees of different kinds. The ocean was

not behind hand, but poured forth on the stage the wealtii of

his dominions, under the figures of whales and dolphins,

porpesses. and leviathans, and other sea monsters, besides

ships, r(x;ks, shells, spunges, and corals, all performed by

concealed actors, who were quite perfect in their parts, and

performed their characters to admiration. These two marine

and land regiments, after separately parading in a circular

procession for a considerable time, at last joined together.

and, forming one body, come to the front of the stage, when,

After a few evolutions, they opened to the right and left, to

give room for the whale, who seemed to be the commanding

o/ficer,
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officer, to waxltlU; forward ; aud who, taking his stalion

exactly ()])poute the emperor's box, spouted out of his mouth

into the pit several tons of water, which quickly disappeared

through the perforations of the floor. This ejaculation was

received with the highest applause, and two or three of tlic

great uien at my elbow desired me to take particular notice of

it ; repeating, at the same time, " //iao, kunff liao .'""

—

" Charming, delightful ^
* A little before one oV'lock in the afternoon we retired, and

at four we returned to court to sec the evening's entertain-

ments, which were exhibited on the lawn, in front of the

great tent or pavilion, where we h,ad been first presented to the

emperor. He arrived very soon after us, mounted his throne,

and gave the signal to begin. We had now wrestling and

dancing, and tumbling, and posture making, which appeared

to us particularly awkward and clumsy, fn)m the performers

being mostly dressed according to the Chinese costume, one

inseparable pait of which is a .pair of heavy quilted boots with

the soles of an inch thick. The wrestlers, however, seemed

to be pretty expert and afforded much diversion to such as

were admirers of the PcUcestra.

* A boy climbed up a pole or bamboo 30 or 40 feet high,

played several gambols, and balanced himself on the top of it

in various attitudes, but his performance fell far short of what

I have oflen met with in India of the same kind.

* A fellow lay down on his back, and then raised his feet,

legs, and thighs from his middle, perpendicularly, so as to

form a right angle with his body. On the soles of his feet

was placed a large round empty jnr, about four feet long and

from two and a half to three feet diameter. This he balanced

for some time, turning it round and round horizontally, till

one of the spectators put a little boy into it, who after throw-

ing himself into various postures at the mouth of it, came out

and sat on the top. He then stood up, then fell flat upon his

back, then shifted to his belly, and, after shewing a hundred

tricks of that sort, jumped down upon the ground and relieved

his coadjittor.
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' A inuii then came forward, and, after fastening llirtT

slender sticks to each of his 1m)oI», t(K)k six ix)rcelain dishes oi

alxmt 18 inches in diameter, and holanchig them separately

at the end of a little ivory rml, wirich he hchi in his hand,

and twirling thtiii alnnit fr)r scune time, \nit them one after

the other Mjxni the points ol' the six l)ootst»cks above mentioned,

they continuing to turn rmmd all the while. He then look

two hnuill sticks in his left hand, and put dishes ujMin them in

the same mnnner as up<m the other, and also had n'me dishes*

annexed to him at once, all twirling together, which in a few

minutes he took off one by one mid placed them regularly on

the ground, without tlie slightest interruplit)n or miscarriage.

* There were many other things of the same kind, bnt 1

saw none at all comparable to the tund)ling, rope-dancing,

wire-walking, and straw-balancing of Sadler's-^Vell*; neither

did I observe any feats of equitation in the style of Hughes's

and AshLVs amphitheatres, although I had been always told

that the Tartars were remarkably skilful in the instruction

and discipline of their horses. Last of all were the fireworks,

which, in some particulars, exceeded any thing of the kind I

had ever seen. In grandeur, magnificence, and variety, they

were, I o\n n, inferior to the C/hinese fireworks we had seen at

Batavia, but infinitely superior in point of novelty, neatness,

and ingenuity of contrivance. One piece of machinery I

greatly admired ; a green chest of five feet square was lioistod

up by a pulley to the height of 50 or 60 feet from the ground;

the Iwttom was so constructed as then suddenly to fall out,

and make way for 20 or 30 strings of lanterns inclosctl in the.

box to descend from it, unfolding themselves from one another

by degrees so as at last to form a collection of at least 500.

each having a light of a beautifully coloured fitimc burning

brightly within it. This devolution and developement of

lanterns (which ap])eared to me to be composed of gauze and

paper) were several times repeated, and every time exhibited

a difference of colour and figure. On each side was a

corresjxmdence of smaller boxes, which ojiened in like manner

as the others, and let down an immense network of fire, with

effect that
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tliviHions and copartinciits uC various furnis uuil (liincnsions,

round and square, licxagons, octagons, lo/cn^cs, which slionc

like the brightCKt burnished copper, and fluslied liki> prisnuitic

lightning, with every impulse of the wind. The divi-rsity of

colours indeed with which the Chinese have the secret of

clothing fire seems one of the chief na-rits of their pyrotichny.

The whole concluded with a volcano, or general ex[)lo>ion and

discharge of suns and stars, squihs, bouncers, crackers,

rockets, and grenadoes, which involved the gardens for above

an hour after in a cloud of intolerable smoke. Whilst these

entertainments were going forward the emperor sent us a variety

of refreshments, all which, as coming from him, the etiquette

of the court required us to partake of, although we had dined

hut a short time before.

* However meanly we nuist think of the taste and delicacy

«f the court of China, whose most relined amusements seem

to be chiefly such as I have now described, together with the

wretched dramas of the n)orning, yet it nnist be confessed,

that there was something grand and imposing in the general

effect that resulted from the whole sju'ctack. The emperor

himself bein^ seated in front upon his throne, and all his great

men and w.'rAitrs attending in their robes of ceremony, and

stationed on each side of him, some standing, pome sitting,

some kneeling, and the guards and standard-bearers behind

them in incalculable nunkbers. A dead silence was rigidly

observed, not a syllable articulated, nor a laugh exploded,

during the whole performance.*

Such was the reception and the entertainment of the British

ambassador at the court of Gehol, in Man-tchoo Tartary, during

die days of the festival of the emperor''s anniversary.

As the Dutch conceived that lord Macartney had failed in

the objecrt of his mission, in consequence of his refusal to

perform the ceremonies retjuired, their ambassador and suite

were instructed not to object to the customs of the Chinese

court ; yet, afler knocking their heads nine times against the

ground, at loast on HO diflerent occasions, they were dismissed

without being permitted to mention their business, and without
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receiving any thing beyond a compliment from the em[)eror,

tfiat they went thfonffh their prostrations to admirnf'ton i

The Chinese drama according to Mr. Barrow is in a very

low slate. The pieces usually performed are historical. Thev
have no change of scene, and a single drama will sometimes

includ? the transactions of a whole century. The Orphan of

China, like many others, is a tissue of improbable and triflin«

events. Our author further remarks:

* Tliis drama with 99 others, piiblishetl together in one

work, are considered a- the classical stock-pieccs of the Chinese

stage; but like oursel es, they "omplain that a depraved

taste prevails for modern productions very inferior to those

of nncient date. It is certainly true, tlint every sort of

ribaldry and obscenity are encouraged on the Chinese stage

at the present day. A set of players of a superior kiiul

travel (X'casionally from Nankin to Canton; at the latter

of which cities, it seems, they meet with a considcrahio

encouragement from the Hong merchants, and other wealthy

inhabitants. At these exhibitions the English are sometimes

present. The subject and the conduct of one of their stotk

pieces, which being a great favourite is freijuently repeated.

are so remarknble, that I -jannot forbear taking some notice ot

it. A woman being tempted to murder her husband i^rforrn^

the act while he is asleep, by striking a small hatchet into his

forehead. He appears on the stage wit!i a large gash just

above the eyes, out of which issue n prodigious effusion of

blood, reels about for some time, bemoaning his lamentabK

fate in a song, till exhafisttJ by loss of blood, he fails, and

dies. The woman is seized, brought bcfjrc a magi.strato,

and cond'^mned to be flayed alive. The sentence is put in

execution; and, in the following act, she appears iij)on the

stage not only 5;i»ked, but completely excoriated. The thin

wra])per with which the creature (an eunuch) is covered, who

sustains the part, is stretched so tight about the body, and so
I

well pfunted, as to represent the disgusting olyeci of p human

,

being deprived of its skin ; and in this condition the chriracte. I

flings or, more properly speaking, whines nearly half an hour
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equally detested and feared by the princes of the blood who
reside in the palace, by the coui t officers, and by the missionaries

in the employ of government. Tlie latter find it necessary to

make frequent, and sometimes ex})ensi\ e, presents to tiiose in

particular about the person of his inq)erial majesty.

' The Chinese eunuchs,'' observes our author, * are addicted

to all the vices that distinguish tliese creatures in other countries.

There is scarcely one about tbo ])alace, whether of the class of

porters and sweepers, or of that which is qualified for the

inner apartments, but have women in their lodgings, who are

generally the daughters of yHwr people, from whom tliey are

purchased, and are consequently ct>nsidered as their slaves.

It is difficult to conceive a condition of life more humihating,

or more deplorable, than that of a female slave to an eunuch

;

but happily for such females, in this country the mental |)owers

are not very active. Several of the missionaries assured n.c

of the truth of tiiis fact, which indeed I have strong reasons

for believing even of the ra.sibu.s. The keeper of the hall of

audience once took me to his lodghigs, but on coming to tin*

door he desired me to wait till he had made some arraiigemtHits

within ; the meaning of winds was, until he had removed liis

lady out of the way ; nor was he in the least displeased at my

hinting this to him. Being one of the favourite attendants of

the ladies of the court, he was of course a blaek eunuch. He

was the most capricious creature in the world; being sometimes

extremely civil and connuuuicalive, sometimes sullen, and not

deigning to open his li))s: and whenever he took it intc his

head to be offended, he wus sure to practise some little revenge.

I fancy he wa.s clerk of the kitchen, for the quality and the

cjuantity of our dinner generally depended on the state of his

humour.
* The eunuchs and the women are the only companions of

the emjK'ror in his leisure hours : of the latter, one only has

the rank of empress^ after whom are two queens and their

numerous attendants, which constitute the second cla>»8 of the

€8tablis!nnent ; and the third consists of six queens, and their

attendants. To these three ranks of his wives are attached

1(X) ladies, who are usually calleil his concubines, though
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they are as much a legal part of his estabtishment as the

others. They would seein to be of the same description, and

»o hold the same rank as the handmaids of the ancient Israelites.

Their children are all considered as branches of the imperial

fami'y, but the preference of succession is generally given to

the male issue of the first empress, provided there should be

any. This however is entirely a matter of choice, the emperor

having an uncontrolled power of nominating his successor,

either in his family or out of it. The daughters are usually

married to Tartar princes, and other Tartars of distinction,

but rarely, if ever, to a Chinese.

* On the accession of a new emperor, men of the first rank

and situation in the empire consider themselves as highly

luMioured and extremely fortunate, if the graces of their

(laughters should prove sufficient to provide them a place in

the list of his concubines; in wliich case, like the nuns in

some a)untries of Europe, they are d(K)med ft)r ever to reside

within the walls of the palace. Such a tiite, however, being

common in China in a certain degree to all woman-kind, is

less to be deplored than the similar lot of those in Europe,

where one sex is supposed to be entitled to an equiU degree of

liberty with the other ; and as the custom of China authorizes

the sale of all young women by their p<i rents or relations 16

men they never saw, and without their consent previously

obtained, there can be no hardship in consigning them over to

the arms of the prince ; nor is any disgrace attached to the

condition of a concubine, wherr, every marriage is a legal

prostitution. At the death of the sovereign all his women are

removed to a separate building, called by a tenn, which,

divested of its metaphor, implies the Palace of' Chastity, where

they are doomed to reside during the remainder of their lives.*

Mr. Harrow thinks that the opinion of the Chinese language

being hieroglyphical is erroneous, From an imperfect mode

of teaching, a great number of years is required to attain «

fon-ect knowledge of their mother tongue. The meaning of

vords is very equivocal ; but, when the sense is doubtful, u

Chinese will draw the character, or the root of it, in the air
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with his filler or tan, hy which he makcH himself at once

understood.

The state of polite literature and the speculative sciences

are very low in China. The late emperor Kim-lMng was

considered among the best poets of modern times, and the

most celebrated of his compositions is an ode in praiite of Tea.

which was painted on all the teapots in the empire. The
following is a verbal translation, with such auxiliaries only ns

were necessary to make the sense complete.

* On a slow fire set a tripod, whose colour and texture shew

its long use ; fill it with clear snow water ; boil it us long as

would be necessary to turn fish white, and crayfish red ;

throw it upon the delicate leaves of choice tea, in a cup ul

" yoo<^^ (a particular sort of porcelain). Let it remain as lon^

as the vapour rises in a cloud, and leaves only a thiit mist

floating on the surface. At your ease, drink this precious

liquor, which will chase away the five causes of trouble

We can taste and feel, but not describe, the state of repuiic

pnxiuccd by a liquor thus prepared.**

To an European the Chiuese language appears to have few

riegaucies : it wants all the little auxiliaries that add grace and

en^gy to those of Europe. Even in speaking the language

lias few expletives. * English good, Chinese better,^—' to-day

go, to>morrow come,"

—

* sea no bound, Kiang no bottom ;

—

< well, not well T-^x-are modes of expression in which an

Eurc^an will not find much elegance.

In addition to the defects of the language, there is another

reason why po^xy is not likely ever to become a favourite

pursuit, or to be cultivated with success, among the Chinese.

The state of soci^y is such as entirely to exclude the passion

of love. A man, in this country, marries only from necessity,

or for the sake of obtaining an heir to his property, who may

sacrifioe to his manes, or because the maxima of the government

have made it disgraceful to remain in a state of celibacy. The

fine sentiments that arise from the mutual endearment of two
|

persGOB cERunoured of each other can therefore have no place I

in the breast of a Chinese : and it .is to the effuMoni of a heart
|
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thus circinnstancai, that poetry owes some of its greatest

clianns. Nor can they he considered as a nation of warriors;

juul war, next to love, Ims ever been the favourite theme of

(he muses.

Tlie lanj^ua^e is much better adapted to the concise style of

ethics, than the sublime flights of poetry. The mural precepts

of Cong-f<K)-tse, or Confucius, display an excellent mind in

the writer, and would do honour to any age and nation.

'J'here is no brancii of science which the Chinese affect to

value so much, and understand so little, as astronomy. The
necessity indeed of being able to mark, with some degree of

precision, the returns of the seasons and certain periods, in so

large a (immunity, must have directed an early attention of

the government to this subject; and accordingly we find, that

an astronomical Ixiard has formed one of the state establishments

from the earliest perioils of their history. Yet so little progress

have they made in this science, that the only part of its

functions, which can be called astronomical, has long been

committed to the care of ft)reigners, wluim they affect to hold

in ccmtempt and to consider as barbarians. The principal

objtHJt of this lK)ard is to frame and to publish a national

calendar, and to |ioint out to the government the suitable

times and seascms for its important undertakings. Even when

tlie marriage of a prince or princess of the blood is alx>ut to

take place, the commissioners of astronomy must appcint a

fortunate day for the celebration of the nuptials, which is

announced in form in the Fekin ga/ette.

When an eclipse happens the court goes into mourning,

and gongs are violently Ijcat in order to scare the dragon,

which they suppose has seized upon the planet. Indeed their

knowledge on this subject goes little further than to teach that

' the heaven is round, the earth a scpiare Hxed in the miildle

;

the other four elements placed at its tour sides : watfh to the

north; fire to the south ; wood to the cmt .• and, mki al to

the west ;' and they believe the stars to be stuck, like so many
nails, at equal distances from the earth, in the blue vault of

heaven. ,
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The gunpowder made by the Chinese is very bad, nor does

it seem that they understand the art of casting cannon ; but

they excel in all articles of lacquered and varnished ware, in

porcelain, and in the art of cutting ivory. Little can be said

in praise of their skill in painting and music. The painters

have no idea of shade and pers{3cctive, nor can their musicians

play in parts. The whole of their architecture, also, is as

unsightly as unsolid ; without elegance or convenience of

design, anil without any settled proportion ; mean in its

appearance, and clumsy in the workmanship. No branch of

natural piiilosophy is made a study, or a pursuit in China.

They have established no public schools for the study of

medicine, nor does the pursuit of it lead to honours, rank, or

fortune. Such as take up the profession are generally of an

inferior class; and the eunuchs about the palace are considered

among tJieir best physicians. The physiology of the human

body, or the docttrine which explmns the constitution of man,

is neither understood nor considered as necessary to be known

;

and their skill in pathology, or in the causes and effects of

diseases, is extremely limited, very often absurd, and generally

erroneous.

The government of China appears to have remained very

stable since 200 years before the Christian era. It appears to

rest firmly on the basis of public opmion. The emperor being

considered as the common father of his people takes the title

of the Great Father ; and, by his being tliuss placed above

any earthly controul, he is supposed to be alsc above earthly

descent, and therefore, as a natural consequence, lie sometimes

styles himself the sole ruler ofthe world and the Son ofHeaven.

But that no inconsistency might appear in the grand fabric of

iilial obedience, the emperor, with solemn ceremony at the

commencement of every new year, makes his prostrations

before the empress dowager, and on the same day he demands

a repetition of the same homage from all his great officers of

state. Conformable to this system, founded entirely oa

parental authority, the governor of a province is considered as

fhe father of that province : of a city, tlie father of that city

:
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and the head of any office or department is supposed to preside

over it ^< h the same authority, interest, and aft'ection, as the

father of a family superintends and manages the concerns of

domestic life.

The emperor of China seldom shews himself in public. A
power that acts in secret, and whose intiuence is felt near and

remote at the same moment, makes a stronger impression on

the mind, and is reganled with more dread and awful respect,

than if the agent was always visible and familiar to the eye of

every one. Considerations of this kind, rather than any dread

of his subjects, may probably have suggested the custom which

prohibits an emperor of China from making his person too

familiar to the multitude, und which requires that he should

exhibit himself only on particular occasions, arrayed in pomp
and magnificence, and at the head of his whole court, consisting

of an assemblage of many thousand officers of state, the agents

of his will, all ready, at the word of command, to prostrate

themselves at liis feet.

The power of the sovereign is absolute ; but the patriarchal

system, making it a point of indispensable duty fur a son to

bring offerings to the spirit of his deceased parent in the most

public manner, operates as some check upon the exercise of

this power. There is another, and i)erliaps a more effectual

check, to curb any disposition to licentiousness or tyranny

that might arise in the breast of the monarch. This is the

appointment of the censorate, an office filled by two persons,

who have the power of remonstrating freely against any illegal

or unconstitutional act about to be committed, or sanctioned

by the emperor. And although it may well be supposed, that

these men are extremely cautious in the exercise of the power

<^clegated to them, by virtue of their office, and in the discharge

of this disagreeable part of their duty, yet they have another

task to perform, on which their own posthumous fame is not

less involved than that of their master, anil in the execution

of which they run less risk of giving offence. They are the

historiographei's of the empire; or, more properly speaking,

the biogvaphcrs of the emperor. Their employment, in this

capacity, consists chiefly in collecting the sentiments of the
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monarch, in recording his speeches and memorable !^yin^,

and in noting down the most prominent oF his j)rivute actions,

and the remarkable occurrences of his reign. These records

are lodged in a large chest, wliich is ke])t in that part of the

palace where the tribunals of government are held, and

which is supposed not to be opened until the decease of the

em{x>ror; and, if any thing material to the injury of his

character and reputation is found to Ix^ recorded, the publication

of it is delayed, out of delicacy to his family, till two or

three generations have passed away* and sometimes till the

expiration of the dynasty ; by this indulgence they pretend,

that a more faithful relation is likely to be obtained, in which

neither fear nor flattery could have operated to disguise the

truth.

To assist the emperor in the weighty affairs of state, and

in the arduous task of governing an empire of so great an

extent, and such immense population, the constitution has

assigned him two councils, one ordinary, and the other

extraordinary ; the ordinary council is composed of his principal

ministers, under the name of coHoa^ of which there are six.

The extraordinary council consists entirely of the princes of

the blood.

In China the greatest care has been taken in constructing

the scale of crimes and ptmishments, which are far from being

sanguinary. Executions are usually performed in private.

The order that is kept in their jails is said to be excellent,

and the debtor and the felon are always confined in separate

places ; as indeed one should suppose every where to he the

case, for, as sir George Staunton has observed, ' To associate

guilt with imprudence, and confound wickedness with

misfortune, is impolitic, immoral, and cruel.'' The abominable

practice of extorting confession by the application of the torture

is the worst part of the criminal laws of China; but they

pretend to say this mode is seldom recurred to, unless in cases

where the guilt of the accu.sed lias been made to appear by

strong circumstantial evidence.

To the priiiciple of imivcrsal obedience the Chinese

government has added another, which is well calculated to
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vtisFy the public mind . the first honours and tlie Itighcst

ufKces are o})en to the very loMest of the people. It udmits of

no hereditary nobility ; at least none with exclusive privileges.

As a mark of the sovereign's favour a distindion v ill sometimes

descend in a family, but, as it confers no power nor privilege

nor emolument, it soon wears out. The influence that, in

the nations of Europe, is derived from birth, fortune, and

character, is of no weight in the Chinese government

Learning alone, by the strict maxims of state, leads to office,

and office to distinction. Property, without learning, has little

weight, and confers no distinction, except in some corrupt

provincial governments, where the external marks of office are

sold, as in Canton.

The viceroy of a province can remain in that office no

longer than three years, lest he might obtain an undue

influence. No servant of the crown can form a family alliance

in the place where he commands, nor obtain an office of

importance in the city or town wherein he was lx)rn. Yet

with these, and other precautions, there is still little security

for the subject. He has no voice whatsoever in the government,

either directly or by representation ; and the only satisfaction

he possibly can receive for injuries done to him, and that is

merely of a negative kind, is the degradation or the removal

of the man in power, who hail been his oppressor, and who
perhaps may be replaced by another equally bad.

In China the liberty of the press seems to excite no

apprehensions in the government. The summary mode of

punishing any breach of gocxl morals, without the formality

of a trial, makes a positive prohibition against printing

unnecessary, being itself sufficient to restrain the licentiousness

of the press. The printer, the vender, and reader, of any

libellous publication, are all equally liable to be flogged with

I

the bamboo.

The husbandman in China is considered as an honourable,

I

as well as useful, member of society ; he ranks next to men
of letters, or officers of state, of whom indeed he is frequently

Ithe progeilitor. The soldier in China cultivates the ground.

The priests also are agriculturists, whenever their oonvents
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850 BARROW'S TRAVELS

are endowed with land. The emperor is considered as the

sole proprietary of the soil, but the tenant is never turned out

of possession as long as he continues to pay his rent, which is

calculated at about 1-lOtli of what his fann is supfMscd capable

of yielding; and though the holder of lands can only l)e

considered as a tenant ut will, yet it is his own fault if he

•hould be dis]X)ssesscd.

There are, in tiict, no innnense estates grasping nearly the

whole of a district ; no monopolizing farniers, nor dealers in

grain. Every one can bring his produce to a free and open

market. No fisheries are let out to farm. Every subject is

equally entitled to the free and uninterrupted enjoyment of

the sea, of the coasts, and the estuaries; of the lakes and rivers.

There arc no manor lords with exclusive privileges ; no land*

set apart for feeding beasts or birds for the profit or pleasure

of particular persons; every one may kill game on his own

grounds, and on the public commons. Yet with all these

seeming adNantages, there are rarely three successive years

without a famine in one province or another.

Another great advantage enjoyed by the C'hinese subject

is, that the amount of his tuxes is ascertained. He is never

required to contribute, by any new assessment, to make up a

given sum for the extraordinary expcnces of the state, except

in cases of rebellion, when an additional tax is sometinic*

imposed on the neighbouring provinces. But in general the

executive government must adapt its wants to the ordinarv

supplies instead of calling on the |)eople for extraordinarv

oontributions. Chou-ta-gin gave to the earl of Macartney,
j

from the imperial rent-roll, a rough sketch of the sums raised

in each province, making them to amount in the whole to

about ()6,000,000/. sterling.

The army is said to consist of 1,800,000 men, 1,000,000

are infantry and 800,000 cavalry. The whole military-

establishment retjuires 49,982,933/. sterling annually, and

the civil 1,973,333/. which leaves a surplus for the emper(X

of 14,043,734/.

The employments for which the military are used differ

materially from those among European nations. Except i
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their knocs to receive the umbassatior, in which posture they

ri'tnained till their coinniaiuiiiig officer passed the word to r\ne.

Whenever wo happeuetl to take them by siirpri/c, there was

tlie ffreatest scramble to get their hoHtlay dresses out of the

guard-lu>use, which, when put on, had more the appearance

of hi'ing intended for the stage than the Held of battle. Their

({uilted {)ettic()atR, satin Ixiots, and tiieir fans, had a inixtun-

of clumsiness and effeminacy that ill accorded with the military

character.'

1'he different kinds of troops that compose the Chinesi'

army consist of

Tartar cavalry, whose only weapon is the sabre ; and a few

who carry Ikiws.

Tartar infantry, bowmen ; having also large sabres.

Chinese Infantry, carrying the same weapons.

Chinese matchlocks.

Chinese t'lg'CTS of war, l)caring large round shields of

basket-work, and long ill-made swords. On the shields oi' the

last are painted monstrous faces of some imaginary animal,

intended to frighten the enemy, or, like any another gorgon,

to petrify their beholders.

* The military dress,' our author remarks, * varies in almost

every province. Sometimes they wore blue jackets edged with

red, or brown with yellow ; some had long pantaloons ; some

breeches, with st(K.'kings of cotton cloth ; others petticoats and

boots. The bowmen had long loose gowns of blue cotton,

stuffed with a kind of felt or wadding, studded all over with

brass knobs, and bound round the middle with a girdle, fironi

which the sabre was appended behind, hanging with the point

forwards, and on the right side, not the left as in Europe.

On the head they wore a helmet of leather, or gilt pasteboard,

with flaps on eacli side that covered the cheeks and fell upon

the shoulder. The upper part was exactly like an inverted

funnel, with a long pipe terminating in a kind of spear, on

which was bound a tuft of long hair dye<l of a scarlet colour.

* The greatest number we saw at any one place might l)ej

from 2 to 3,000, which were drawn up in a single line alougj

the bank of a river; and as they sto(x) with an interval!
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between eacli equal to the width of u man, they formed a

very considerable line in length. Every fiflh man hud u small

triangular Hug, and every tenth a large one ; the stuffs that

supported them were fixed to the jucket behind the shoulders.

Some of the flogs were green, edged with red ; others blue,

edged with yellow. I never saw the Chinese troops drawn

out in any other way than in a single line in front ; not even

two deep.

* The Tartar cavalry appear to be remarkably swift, and

to charge with great impetuosity ; but the horses ure so small

and are broken into so quick and short u stroke that the eye is

deceived. Their real s))eed, in fact, is very moderate. Their

saddles are remarkably soft, and raised so high both before

and behind, that the rider cannot easily be thrown out of his

seat. The stirrups are so short that the knee is almost as high

as the chin. They have very little artillery, and that little is

as wretched as it well can be.'

Confucius was the greatest and most learned teacher of

reli^on in China. His notions were extremely just and

sublime, and not unlike that of the stoics ; but the ceremonies

in honour of his memory have led to idolatry. The Tao-tze,

or sons of immortals^ and the disciples of Fo, or BudhlitSy

are almost as numerous. The Tartar princes belong to the

latter sect.

The disputes, quarrels, persecutions, and massacres, that

have happened at various times among the different sects of

Christianity in Europe, have not been much less violent, nor

productive of less dreadful consequences, between -the sects of

immortals and that of Fo, in China, whenever the courU or

rather the intriguing eunuchs, seemed to favour the opinions

oi" one sect in preference to those of the other. Persecutions

never failed to begin whenever either party was fortunate

enough to gain over to its side the chief of the eunuchs, who
bad always sufficient influence with the reigning monarch to

prevail upon him to espouse the same cause. They were,

however, wars of priests alone, in which the people remained

neutral, or, took no active part. Whole monastries have been

levelled with the ground, and thousands of priests put to death
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354 BARROW'S TRAVELS

on both sides. Since, however, the accession of tho preseut

Tartar dynasty, they have met with no particular marks ol"

favour ur distinction; and, on that account, are apparunily

reconciled to each other; indeed, they are scarcely distin-

guishable either by their temples or by their dress.

However strictly the women may be kept at home by the

cus^cn:s of the country, they are nevertheless permitted, on

certain occasions, to consult the destiny of the altar, without

being exposed to the censure of vulgarity or impropriety.

Barren wives are even encouj\'^ed to visit these temples, not

so much for the purpose of kno\ving their destiny, as under a

firm belief that, by rubbing the bellies of certain little copper

gods, they shall cou eive and bear children. But, the women

in general who, frui.^ habit, feci little inclination to stir

abroad, except on very pressing occasions, encourage a set oi

fortune-tellers, mountebanks and jugglers, who thus pick up a

livelihood by travelling the country, and telling ibrtunes from

house to house. They are known by a wretched squaliiiii>

flute on which thoy play, and are beckoned to call where their

art is required.

Formerly it was the custom to bury slaves with em})or(H!i

and princes, an<i sometimes also their concubines, alive ; but

this cruel practice has given way, in modern times, to the

more harmless one of burning representations of their doniestit^

in tin foil, cut into the si?ape of human beingb, and of placing

their statues in wood or stone uj>on their graves; this secnb

to be the remains of a Scythian or Tartar custom, which,

according *to Herodotus, vvas commonly observed at tlic

funerals of their sovereigns, when their horses, their slaves,

and their concubines, were impaU»d alive and placed in order

round the tyrant's tomb. The last remains of a relation 'a;i

interrtd with all the honours that the family can afford.

The lamous /east of lanterns^ when the whole empire i>

lighted up from one extremity to the other, in every jwssibii

#ay that fancy can suggest, is an ancient religious usage, o\

which, at the present day, tliey oan give no plausible accouiii

It is just |K)ssihle that, among other Egyptian ceremonies, thi-

may be one derived from a common origin with an annu.ii
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illaniinalion of the same k!nd mentioned by Herodotus; which

was generally observed, from tlie cataracts of the Nile to the

borders of the Mediterrfl\ean, by hanging lamps of different

kinds to the sides of the houses. On this day the Chinese

not only illuminate their houses, but they also exercise their

ingenuity in making transparencies in the shape of different

animals, with which they run through the streets by night.

The effect when perfectly dark is whimsical enough. Birds,

beasts, fishes, and other animals, are seen darting through

the air, and contending with each other ; some with sfjuibs in

their mouths, breathing fire, and others with crackers in their

tails: some sending out skyrockets, others rising into pyramids

of party-colouretl fire, and others bursting like a mine with

violent explosions. But the most ingenious are ilK)se that,

Porteus-like, change their shape from time to time, and under

every form exhibit a different display of fireworks.

After these interesting remarks, which we have briefly

^otictxl, on the learning, language, arty, gover inient, and

religion of C'hina, our author reconnnences his account of the

journey of the emliassy through the eountry to Canton. They
embarked on the Pei-ho in yachts, on tlie 8th of October.

• In the neighbourh(M)d of this river,'' says Barrow, * a light

-mdy soil chiefly ])n' vails, with a mixture of argillaceous earth

I

and slimy mattir, intorsrjersed with shining particles of mica

:

l)ut not a stone of any magnitude, nor jxbbles, nor even

gravel, occui* in the whoh* extent of country througli which

1
the Pei-ho is navigable. The surfiace, indeed, is so flat and

iniform, that the tide, which rises only 9 or 10 ft-et in the

f;uir of Pe-tche-lee, flows to the distance of 30 miles beyond

Tien-sing, or 110 miles fiom the mouth of the river; and it

frequently submerges the whole country, notwithstanding the

great pains bestowed by the inhabitants in raising and keeping

in order artificial banks. Such inundations, ulthougli often

the causes of great fertility, are sometimes productive of

general calamity, es|)ecially if they happen at a reason when
the crop is tot) far advanced. These plains exhibit the

[appearance <5f a more \hun ordinary encroachment of the land

ipon tlie .sea. The general level of the face of the country.
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at high water, is not more elevated than two feet above the

surface of the river, of which not only the bed, but also the

substratum of the enclosing banks, are composed entirely of

fine Ksand similar to that on the shore of the sea. The deepest

part of tlio wide gulf of Pe-tche-lee exceeds not 12 fathoms,

and the prodigious number of small sandy islands, just

appearing above the surface, are said to have been created

within the records of history. A great portion of the enormous

mass of mud that is perpetually washed down the Yellow river,

and which was found by experiment to exceed 2,000,000 solid

feet in au hour, is b(;rne by a strong current from the Yellow

sea into the gulf of Pe-tchc-lee, where the stillness of the

water allows it to subside.

* This uniform plain of Ciiina afforded little interest to the

traveller. I'ew trees appeared, except now and then a clump

of firs siiiTounding a temple, or the plantations contiguous to

the dwellifig of some officer of government. In such situations

were also large elms, willows, jind a species of ash unknown

in Europe. There were no hedge-rows. Property here is

divided only by narrow ditches, serving at the same time for

drains, or by ridges of unploughed ground, as in the common Brpgular maniiaJ e
fields of England, which answer the pur}X)se of foot-paths. Hfor the first tin

None of the artificial grasses, usuallv .so called, are cultivated iiorizon to tJw.

by the Chinese. It is not an object with them to fodder their wolerablc s|/v r

cows for the sake of obtnining a greater quantity of milk, thisB.10 extraordir • ' I

nutritive article of fw d being very sparingly used either in itsBwiisiderable ext >nf

raw state or in any preparation ; and they are either ignorantBit intervals of al

of the pnKTsses of converting it into butter and cheese, or.fcrdons contifrn

for certain reasons, prefer to emj)loy the little they make UH'fcnt, wljoso Ivav ^

of in its original state. Hovses are rarely kept for luxury orBnuers of which
for labour; and the few a^inlal^i emj)loyed in agriculturcAtse colour at th • W
which are nu>stly asses, nudes, or buffaios, subsist in tlicitildics of henin A
winter season on chaff and straw; and thoir chief support InifaHcfs of this nli

the summer is dciived from the strong grasses th.tt grow inAmi of its fibr" f
the ditches and the common reed, with which, in this part ofln verted bv the fl '

the country, large tracts of swampy ground ai'e covered.' I' Having passed on
Mr. Rarrow observed several fields cultivated with a vegetahlJf T. u-.nitui- ^1
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radishes, asparagus, winter-cherry, water-melons, musk-melons,

pumpkins, })eaches, apples, pears, and cucumbers. Onions

and garlick were growing near every peasant's house. The
huts were mean and tlie lalwuring classes lx>re every indication

of poviTty. In passing Tien-sing, the crowds of shipping

were so immense, that it was four hours before the l)arges of

the embassy could get through them. After sailing eight days

through a level and open country, in which was observed

several plots of young-wheat rising in drills, with buck-wheat

in flower, and the cotton plant in the pod, they left the Eu-fu)^

and entered the grand canal, which, at its juncture with the

river, was about 100 feet wide. * Towards the evening of

tlie !28d,' says our author, * as we approached the city of

Totfff-tchang-fooy we were much amused wjth a military

jmantt'uvre, which was evidently intended to astonish us.

[Under the walls of this city, al)out 300 soldiers were drawn

pi»t in a line, which, however, the darkness of the night had

rendered invisible. Hut just as Ve were coming to anchor,

oath soldier, at the sound of fhe gong, produced from under

his cloak a splendid lantern, with which he went through a

Iregular manual exercise. The following morning we observed,

|lnr the h'rst time, a few hillocks breaking the line of the

ii(iri/on to the eastward. The country appeared to be in a

Ncrable stri < ^'cultivation; but the mode of tillage exhibited

bo cxtraordiruiy degree of skill or of labour. Villages of

[sBconsiderable extent were erected along the banks of the canal,

\\m\. intervals of about three miles from each other; and, in the

pdens coiuiguous to these, grew in abundance the tobacco

plant, whose leaves were small, hairy, and vistoiis, and the

lowers of which were of a greenish yellow passing into a faint

uso colour at the edges of the petals. We ob.served also small

fttches of hemp. A greater use is made of the seeds and

Infcflets of this plant, as a substitute for or to mix with tobacco,

lian (»f its fibres for cloth, a purpose to which it is as rarely

pnverted by the l^hinese as by the Hindoos.

' Having passed on the 26th of October the walls of thecitv

y. •r-wm^-, iVhere a multitude of small craft were lying at

lichor, we came to an extensive lake of the same name,

i
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^56 BARROW S TRAVELS

navigated by a great number of sailing boats. From the east

s^ik of this lake the canal was only seported by an immense

muund of earth. To the westward the whole country, beyond

the reach of sight, was one continued swamp or morass, upon

which were interspersed pools or ponds of water, abounding

with the nelumbium, at this time in full flower. The morass

l)eing several feet below the surface of the water in the canal

aflbrded the means of regulating the quantity; and, accordingly,

at certain distances, we observed stone arches turned in the

earthen embankment to let off the superfluous water that

might be occasioned by the swelling of the feeding rivers.

* The nature of the country admitted of such management

ior three days'" journey, or about 80 miles from Tsie-ning.

The wViole of this extensive plain consisted in lakes or

swampy ground half covered with water. C)n the former was

constantly seen moving about vessels with sails and boats of

every description, conveying an animated picture of activity,

industry, and conunerce. Almost all the lakes were studded

with islands, and these were covered with villages, that were

chiefly inhabited by fishermen. Here, for the first time, we

()bserved the leu-tze, or fi^ihing corvorant, diving after the

finny tribe, and seemingly no less anxious than its master to

take them. The usual practice is to take 10 or 12 of these

biids, in the morning when fasting, upon a raft of bamboo

|M>les lashed together, and to let one or two at most at a time

dive lor fish, which are taken from them the moment they

bring them to the surface. These birds, not much larger

than the conmuni duck, will seize and gripe fast fishes that are

not less than their own weight. When the proprietor judges

the first pair to be pretty well fatigued, they are suffered to

feed by way of encouragement on some of the fish they have

taken, and a second pair are dispatched ujx)n the w atei'. The

fish we observed them to take was a s|iecies of perch. In the

course of three days' navigation, we saw several tliousund

boats and rafts employed in this kind of fishing.

' Having passed the lakes and swamps, we entered suddenly,

on the 31st, upon a most delightful part of the country, crowded

with temples and villages anr* towns and cities, near all of
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whicli, and on every part of tlic canal, were vast numbers of

the revenue vessels, collecting the surplus taxes paid kind, in

in order to transport them to the capital. Wheat and cott^m

appeared to be the two principal articles of culture. The
surface of the country was now broken into hill and dale,

every inch appeared to be under tillage, except the summit of

the knolls, whicli were generally crowned with forest trees,

and few of the detached houses or temples were without

extensive gardens and orchards. Apples, pears, plums,

peaches, apricots, and pomgranates, were the common kinds

of fruit, and the culinary vegetables were the same as those of

Pe-tche-lee. The canal at this place is, perhaps, the grandest

inland navigation in the whole world, beinj; nearly 1,()00 i'eet

in width, and bordered on each side by stone quays, built

with massy blocks of grey nuu"ble mixed with others of granite;

and this immense aqueduct, although forced up several feet

above the surface o( the country by embankments thrown up

by the labour of man, flowed with a current of three miles an

hoOr nearly towards the Yellow river, to which we perceived

we were fast approaching, by the bustle and activity both on

shore and on the numberless canals that bran<:hed out in every

direction from the main trunk ; on whose banks, for several

miles on either side, one continued town extended to the point

of juncture with this large river, celebrated in every period

of the Chinese history.

* Before our barges launched into the stream of the Yellow

river, which rolled in a very rapid torrent, certain ceremonies

were conceived to be indispensably necessary. In the practical

|)art of religion (which indeed may be considered as nearly the

whole) a Chinese is not less solicitous to avert a possible evil,

than to procure an eventual good ; and of all evils personal

(lanser is most & \rchended. It was therefore deemed

expedient, that an oblation should be made in every vessel

oF the fleet to the geoijs of the river. The animals that were

sacrificed, o" ti is occasion, were different in diflironl yachts,

but they ge- orally consisted of a fowl or a pi^r, two animals

that were' very corimon in Grecian sacrifice^, 'j'iie blood,

with the feathers and the hair, was daubed u}H)n the principal
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parts of the vessel. On the forecastle of some were placed

cups of wine, oil, and salt; in others, tea, flour, and salt;

and in others, oil, rice, and salt. The last article appears to

be thought by the Chinese, as well as by the Hebrews, a

necessary accoinpaninient to every sacrifice. *' Every oblation

of thy meat-offering shalt thou season with salt : neither shall

thou suffer the salt of the Covenant of thy God to be lacking;

from thy meat-ofi'cring.'''' As, however, the high priest and

his friends were to feast on those parts of the meat-offering,

which were considered as unworthy the acceptance of heaven,

which parts, by the way, were always the best of the victitii,

one might, perhaps, assign a reason for the strong injunction

of offering salt, this being a scarce article in many countries

of the east, and the best preservative of meat against

putrefaction.

' The cups, the slaughtered animal, and several made-dishes,

remained on the forecastle, the captain standing over them on

one side and a man with a gong in his hand on the other. On

approaching the rapid part of the stream, at the signal given

by the gong, the captain took up the cups one by one, in

order that, like the Greeks of old, he might " perform the

rites and pour the ruddy wine;*''' which he did by throwing

their contents over the bows of the vessel into the river. The

libation performed, a quantity of crackers and squibs and gilt

tin foil were burnt, with uplifted hands, whilst the deep-

sounding gong was incessantly struck with increasing violence

as the vessels were swept along with the current. The victim

and the other dishes were then removed for the use of the

captain and crew, and the ceremony ended by three genu-

flexions and as many prostrations. T-he emperor is never

with less than nine.

* Our fleet consisted of about 30 sail, and from eacli vessel

there proceeded, on its launching into the stream, such a din

of gongs and crackers and such volumes of smoke from tin-

burnt-offerings, that the deity of the river must have been in a

very surly humour if he was not pleased with such a multitude i

of oblations. The sate arrival, on the opposite bank, of the
j

whole sijuiidron was a proof of his having accepted the homage,

and tuccordi
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and luxMirdingly he vas again addressed in a voUey of crackei^s

as a token of thanks fur his propitious and friendly aid.

* The width oi' the river at this place was full three qua^t^
of a mile; and the stream, where strongest, rah with the

rapidity of seven or eight miles an hour ; and the water was

as thick and lAuddy as if the heaviest torrents of rain had just

descended, whereas, in fact, there had not fallen a showei^ for

many months.

* The length of that part of the canal which lies between

the £u-ho and the Yellow river, and which Ave had now

sailed over, is about 200 English miles. The natural slope

of the country being from north to south, the projectoirs of

diis work seem to have fixed upon the middle point, or

nearly so, between these two rivers, for the commencement

of their operations: so that from this middle point to the

northward^ or rising part of the country, they have been

undej^ the necessity, in order to preserve their leVel, of cuttiitg

down to the depth of SO, 40, and even to 70 feet, below

die surface ; whilst from the satne point to the southward, or

descending part of the country, they have been obliged to

force up the water between immense banks of earth and stone,

for above the level of the flat surface; consisting alAiost

Entirely of lakes, swamps, and morass. The quantity of

kuman labour that must have been employed, in atAasslng

together the d^erent materials that compose thiist immense

aqtieduct, could not Iiave been supplied, in stay reasonable

kfngth of time, exceplt in a country where millions oiyuld be

set to wofk at the hod of a despot.

* On approaching the Ycmg-Ue-kiang the appearance of the

country improved, just as it had done in the vicinity of the

Yellow river. The town of Sau-poo, extending along the

quay 6f the canal, consisted of houses that were generally two

Itories high, apparently well built, white-washed with lime,

and kept in neat and clean order. The inhabitants were also

belter clothed than we had hitherto been accustomed to see

tKehi. The women were kite shy in their advances; their

oompkxions were much fairer, and their features more so^
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and hundsome, than uiiy we hud yut ubserved in the northern

provinces.

* The walls and gates of Yavg-tchoo^oo Iwrc marks of great

antiquity, being piirtly in ruins and uhnost entirely ovcryirowii

with moss and creeping plants. A thousand vessels, at least,

of different descriptions, were lying under its walls. Here we

remained for the night; and the following morning, being the

5th of Novend)er, we launched into the grand and beautiful

river called the Yung-Ue-klang^ \s Inch at this place was about

two miles in width ; but the current was so gentle, that no

oblation to the prej*iding deity was thought to be necessary.

The numerous islands rising out of the river and covered with

verdure, the multitude of ships of war, of burden, and of

pleasure, some gliding down the stream, others sailing against

it ; some moving by oars, and others lying at anchor ; the

banks on either side covered with towns and houses, as far as

the eye could reach, presented a prospect more varied and

clieerful than any that had hitlierto occurred. Nor was the

canal, on the opposite side, less lively ; for two whole days

we were continually passing among fleets of vessels of different

constructions and fliniensions, those l)elonging to the revenue

(lepartnient being the largest, each capable of can*ying, at

least, iiOO tons, ('ities, towns, and villages, were continued

along the banks without intermissiim : and vast numbers of

stone bridges were thrown across the canal, some having one,

some two, and others thrt^' arches. The face of the country

was beautifully diversified with hill and dale, and every part

of it in the highest state of cultivation. The chi^' protluce

was that particular species of cotton, of a yellowish tinge,

Wnown in Europe by the name oi' nankin.

' The sul)urbs of SoU't(ho()-^/i)o employed us full three hours

m j)assing before we reached the walls of the city, where a

multitude of vessfils were lying at anchor. The numerous

inhabitants that appeared u^khi and without the walls of this

extensive citv, were Iwtter dressed, and seemed to be more

contented and ciieerful, than we had yet observed them in

any otlier [jlace. For the most part they were clothed in silk.
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The ladies were here dressed in petticoats and not in trowsers,

as they had hitherto appeared to the northward. The superior

style of dress, and the appearance of the women in ])ublic at

this place, so different from the j^neral custom of the country,

could only be explained to us by the writings of the Christian

missionaries, who observe that the concubines of mandarins

and men of property are chiefly prociu'ed from the cities of

Yanff-tchoo and Sou-tchoo, where they are educated in the

pleasing arts of singing, music, and dancing, and every other

accomplishment suitable to women of superior rank, in order

to render them the more agreeable and fascinating.

* After sailing a great part of the day through a forest of

mulberry trees, planted with much regularity, we arrived on

the 10th, at the city of Hang'tchoo^iw^ the capital of the

province of TcJie-klang'. Here that branch of the grand

canal which communicates with the Yang-tsc-kiang terminates

in a large commodious basin, at this time crowded with

shipping. From this basin a mnnber of smaller canals,

passing through arches turned in the walls and intersecting

the city in every direction, are finally united in a lake beyond

the western wall called the See-hoo. The natural and artificial

beauties of this lake far exceeded any thing we had hitherta

had an opportunity of seeing in C'hina. The mountains

surrounding it were lofty, and broken into a variety of forms

tliat were highly picturesque; and the vallies were richly

clothed Mrith trees of different kinds, anumg which three

species were remarkably striking, not only by their intrinsic

l)eauty, but also by the contrast they formed with themselves,

and the rest of the trees of the forest.

* Our route lieing necessarily delayt^d for two days at this

place, on account of an intervening neck of land over which

all the baggage was to be transported, I j)revailed ujwn our

<j;ood-natured com))anion Van-ta-gin to make a party to the

lake Sec-hoo, to which he readily assented ; and this was the

only excursitm that we had in the course of the whole journey.

We had a splendid yacht, and another made fast to it to serve

as a kitchen ; the dinner began the instant we went on board'

find ceased only when we stepped a-shore. It consisted of at-
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least 100 (UsheM in succeubion, among which were excellent

e^ls, fresh caught in the \akc, und dressed in a variety of

ways; yet the water was as clear as crystal. Vast numbers of

b^ges were sailing to and fro, all gaily decorated with paint

fmd gilding and streaming colours; the parties within then)

apparently all in pursuit of pleasure. The margins of the

lijue were studded with light aerial buildings, ampog which

one q{ more solidity, and of greater extent than the rest, wa^

said to l)elong to the emperor. The grounds were enclosed

with brick walls, and mostly planted with vegetables and fruit

trees ; but in some there appeared to be collections of such

shrubs and flowers as are most esteemed in the country.

* The next day Iieutenant-«olonel, now general, Benson,

doctor Gillan, and myself, accompanied by a military officer

aild his orderly, rode over the neck of land to look at the

yaphts that were preparing for our future journey. As it was

rather late before we returned, I proposed tliat we should

pass through the city, as I had done the day before witli our

conductor Van, which would save us half the distance. The

officer, perceiving our intentions, endeavoured to draw us off

to the right, but, finding us persevere, he whispered the

prderly, who immediately pushed forward towai'ds the gate.

Aware that the intention of this measure was to shut the gate

ag£unst us, we spurred our horses and followed him, upon

which, the officer and his orderly set up such a hue and cry

that tlie whole suburbs were presently in a state of commotion.

The gates were instantly shut and surrounded by a crowd.

Within all was confusion. Message afVir message was

dispatched to the governor; the gongs were beat, and the

guards were drawn out in every part of the city. I assured

them there was nothing to fear; that we were only thi'ee,

and had no other design but to pass to our yachts. During

Uii£( time our mandarin of' war, in presence of the wliole

populace, was dovm on his knees in the dirt, first before one

and then another, intreating us to give up the point ; so ipean

and despicable have the maxims of the goverpment made

these people. At length our friends Van and Chou, with the

interpreter, and a numerous train of soldiers f^id attendants,
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nuule their appearance, »nd pretended to enjoy tiie joke of

three Englishmen having caused so much alnrm to one of

tlieir strongest cities, vhich at tliat time had a garrison of

3)000 men within its walls. On expressing our surprize

at such unnecessary precaution, Van observed, that our

conductor did not know us so well as he did, and, as he was

responsible for our safe return, he would rather have travelled

us all night through the country than brought us among the

crowd in the streets. When the new viceroy of Canton

(who travelled witli us from hcuce) heard of this affair, and
understood from our conductors that the English found great

pleasure in walking and looking alwut them (a pleasure of

which a Chinese can form no idea) he immediately gave

orders that the gentlemen in the train of the ambassador

should walk wlienever they pleased without any molestation.

* A few miles beyond the city we again took shipping on

die river Tclieng-ttrnff-cldang^ which might properly be called

tn estuary, the tide rising and falling six or seven feet at the

|l)j^ of embarkation, which was not very distant from the

VfijlWiir sea. After seven days of tedious navigation, if

dragging by main strength over a pebbly Iwttom on which the

boats' were constantly aground and against a rapid stream,

could be SQ called, we came to its source near the city of

Tchangscmr-shein. But its banks were not deficient in

beautiful views and picturesque scenery. The general

surface of the country was mountainous and romantic, but

well cultivated in all such places as would admit the labours

of the husbandman.
* At the city of Tchang-aan-shien we had again a neck of

l^nd to cross, iyi qtder to join the barges that were prepared

op another river falling towards the westward, by which a

oonnevion was formed with the usual route from Pekin to

Canton, from whence we had deviated at the Yang-tse*kiang

liver, on accpimt of some of the suite being intended to join

the Hindostan in the harbour o: Tc!;u*,san.''

Having finished this land j«>urnc", the eniliassy dropped

(Ipwn the Lof^i^hiartong in bargee. After sfuling three days,

a.s tliey approached the ro-ynng lake, they had an opfXH'tunity
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of seeing the various means practised by the Chinese to catch

fish : rafts and otlier floating vessels with the fishing corvorant

;

boats with moveable planks turning on hinges, and painted so

as to deceive fishes on moonlight nights, and entice them to

leap out of the water upon the planks; nets set in every form;

and wicker baskets made exactly in the same manner as those

used in Europe. Large gourds and blocks of wood were

floating on the water, in order to famiHarize the various kinds

of water-fowl to such objects, which gave the Chinese an

opportunity, by sticking their heads into gourds or earthen

pots, and keeping their bodies under water, to approach the

birds in a gentle manner sufficiently near to take them by the

legs, and draw them quietly under the water.

They sailed for four days through a flat dreary country,

extending from the above lake to the city of Kiang-see.

After passing this place the appearance of the country was

improved, and seemed well adapted for the pur})oses of

agriculture. The women seemed very robust, and well fitted

for the hard labour and drudging of the field. Here they saw

a woman actually yoked by traces to a plough, whilst the

husband or master had the lighter task of holding it by one

hand, and drilling in the seed with the other. After quitting

this river, which is 300 miles in length, the embassy had

another short land journey, over the steep and lofty mountain

Me-lin, on the south side of which commences the river

Pei-kiang-ho, that flows to the jx)rt of Canton.

* We had no sooner entered into the province of Quan-tung,

or Canton,** says Mr. Barrow, * than a very sensible diff'erence

was perceived in the conduct of the inhabitants. Hitherto

the embassy had met with the greatest respect and civility

Ifoni all classes of the natives, but now even the peasantry

ran out of their houses, as we passed, and bawled after us

" Queite^an-quei,'" which, in their language, are opprobrious

and contemptuous expressions, signifying^m^. dev'ih, mps;

epithets that are bestowed by the enlightened Chinese on all

foreigners. It was obvious, that the haughty and insolent

manner in which all Europeans residing at, or trading to, the

port of Canton are treated, had extended itself to the? northern
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tronticr of the province ; but it liad not crossed tlie mountain

Me-lin ; the natives of Kiang-see being a quiet, civil, and

inoffensive people. In Quan-tung the farther we advanced,

the more rude and insolent they became. A timely rebuke,

however, given to the governor of Nau-sheiui^/bo bv Van-ta-gin,

for applying the above-mentioned opprobrious epithets to the

British embassy, had a good effect on the Canton officers,

who were now to be our conductors through their province.

' This contempt of foreigners is not confined to the upper

ranks, or men in office, but pervades the very lowest class,

who, whilst they mawe no scruple of entering into the service

of foreign merchants residing in the country, and accepting

the most menial employments under them, performing the

duties of their several offices with diligence, punctuality, and

fidelity, affect, at the same time, to despise their employers,

and to consider them as placed, in the scale of human beings,

many degrees below them. Having one day observed my
Chinese servant busily employed in drying a quantity of

tea-leaves, that had already been used for breakfast, and of

which he had collected several poimds, I inquired what he

meant to do with tht:u : he replied, to mix them with other

tea and sell them. " And is that the way,' said I, " in which

you cheat your own countrymen ?" " No,"" replied he, " my
own couHti'ymen are too wise to be so easily cheated, but your's

arc stupid enough to let us serve you such like tricks ; and,

indeed," continued he, with the greatest sangj'roid imaginable,

"any thing you get from us is quite good enough for you."

Affecting to be angry with him, he said, " he meant for the

wond sort of Englishmen/'' which is a distinction they give to

the Americans.

' The barges in which we now embarked were \&'y small,

owing to the shallowness of the Pei-kiang-ho. The officers

Hssembled here from different parts of the country, detained

us a whole day in order to have an opportunity of laying their

several complaints before our physician, at the recouimendation

ol' Van-ta-gin, who had felt the good effects of his practice.

Here, lor once, we had an instance of ("hinese pride giving

way to self-interest, and usurped superiority condescending to

'Ifil rH
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ask adTice of barbarians. We sailed for two days in our little

barges^ through one of the most wild, mountainous, and
barren, tracts of country that 1 ever beheld, abounding more
in the sublime and horrible, than in the picturesque or

beautiful. The lofty summit of the mountains seemed to

touch each other across the river, and, at a distance, it

appeared as if we had to sail through an arched cavern.

' Within the defile of these wild mountains, we observed

several extensive collieries, which were advantageously worked

by driving levels from the river into their odes. The coals

brought out of the horizontal adits were immediately lowered

froiti a pier into vessels that were ready to receive and transport

them to the potteries of this province, and of Kiang-see.

Coal is tittle used in its raw state, but is fhrst eharred in large

pits that Bt^ dug in the ground. Coal dust, mixed widi earth,

and fol'iAed into square blcx^ks, is frequently used to heat their

Httle stoves', on which they boil their rice.

< In several places among the wild and romantic mountains^

through which we wefre carried on this river, we noticed

quairies of great extent, out of which huge stones had been

6ut for sepulchral monuments, for the arches of bridges, for

^ohiCrdves, for paving the streetsy and for various other uses.

Toi obtain these large masses, the saw is applied at the upper

sui^faee, afnd th^ work down vertically to the length required,

EAch stone is lihaped and fo^hioufed ta the sdze that may be

wanted, before it is removed frotn the parent rock, by

which m>ueb difficulty is avoided, iliid less power required

iii conveying it to its destination. Biide (ifrisshapen bk)cks,

rieqmrifng additiohafl labour fot" their removal, are never

detached from the rock in such a state.

* On the 10th we halted before st village,' V^hich was just

withiA sight of the suburbs of Canton. Heref the mnbassador

#as rOet \yy the comhiiesioneirs of the lEsl^ Indial conipatny,

whotn the Chinese h^ all0#ed to proceed thu^ far from the

factoi^y, and to which place the servants of the cdKnpatiy are I

occasionally permitted to mfake tlieir pMti^s of pleasure. In

the neighbd^rhood of this village are ext^nisive gardens for th«

supply of the city with vegetables. In some we observed |
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nurseries for propagating the rare, the beautiful, the curious,

or the useful plants of the country ; which are sent to Canton

for sale. On this account we were not sorry to be obliged to

spend the remainder of the day at this place.

* To make our entre into Canton the more splendid, a

number of superb barges were sent to meet us, carrying flags,

and streamers, and umbrellas, and other insignia of office;

and in some were bands of music. About the middle of the

day we arrived before the factories, which constitute a line of

buildings in the European style, extending along the left

bank of the river, where the ambassador was received by the

song-Ux), or viceroy, the governor, the ho-poo, or collector of

the customs, and all the principal officers of the government.

From hence we were conducted to the opposite side of the

river, where a temporary building of poles and mats had been

prepared for the occasion; within which was a screen of yellow

silk bearing the name of the emperor in gilt characters.

Before this screen the viceroy and other officers performed the

usual prostrations, in token of gratitude to his imperial

majesty, for his having vouchsafed us a prosperous journey.

' It is but doing justice to the Chinese government and to

the individuals in its employ who had any concern in the

affairs of the embassy, to observe, that as far as regarded

ourselves, their conduct was uniformly marked by liberality,

attention, and an earnest desire to please. Nor is there any

vanity in saying, that, after observing us closely in the course

of a long journey and daily intercourse, the officers of

government gradually dismissed the prejudices imbibed against

U8, as foreigners, from their earliest youth. Gained by our

frank and open manners, and by little attentions, they seemed

to fly with pleasure to our society, as a relief from the tedious

formalities they were obliged to tissume iv their official

capacity. Van and Chou constantly passed the evenings

in some of our yachts. It is impossible to speak of those

two worthy men in terms equal to their desert. Kind,

condescending, unremitting in their attentions, they never

betrayed one moment of ill-humour- from the time we entered

China till they took their fliial leave at Canton. These two
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men were capable of real attachments. They insisted on
accompanying the ambassador on board the Lion, where they

took their last farewell. At parting they burst into tears

and shewed the strongest marks of sensibility and concern,

Tlicir feelings quite overcame them, and they left the Lion

sorrowful and dejected. Larly the following morning thev

sent on board ^ baskets of fruit and vegetable;), as a farewell

token of thdr remembrance. We had the satisfaction to hear,

that immediately on their arrival at Pekin, they were both

promoted. Chou is at present in a high situation at court,

but Vim, the cheerful good-natured Van, has paid the debt of

nature, having fallen honourably in the service of his country.

On the conduct of Lee, our Chinese interpreter, any praise

that I could bestow would be far inadequate to his merit.

Fully sensible of his 'perilous situation, he never at any one

time shrunk from his duty. At Macao he took an affectionate

leave of his English friends, with whonu though placed in one

of the remotest provinces of the empire, he still contrives to

correspond. The ambassador, lord Macartney, has had

several letters from him ; the last of which is of so late a date

as March 180S ; so that his sensibility has not been diminished

either by time or distance.'

It is the custom of China to consider all ambassadors as

guests of the emperor, from the moment they enter any part

of his dominions, until they are entirely out of them.

—

Accordingly, the English embassy was furnished with every

article at the emperor's expence, and the whole amounted, by

a calculation made by Van-ta-gin, to 173,000/., whereas the

whole expence of the embassy to England did not exceed

80,000/.

According to a statement delivered by Chou-ta-gin to the

ambassador, the whole surface of the Chinese dominions, within

the wall, contains 1,297,999 square miles, or 830,719,360

English acres, and the population amounts to 333,000,000!

.—,< What a grand and curious spectacle,' as sir George

Staunton observes, * is here exhibited to the mind of so large

a proportion of the whole of the. human race, connected

together in one great system of polity, submitting quietly and
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through so considerable an extent of country to one sovereign;

and uniform in their laws, their -manners, and their language;

but differing essentially in each of these respects from every

utherportionofmankind; and neither desirous ofcommunicating

with, nor forming any designs against, the rest of mankind/

How strong an instance does China afford of the truth of the

observation, that men are more easily governed by opinion

than by power.

* I have now,' says Mr. Barrow, * gone over most of the

points relative to which I have been able to recollect the

remarks and observati(His, which arose in my mind during

my attendance on this memorable embassy. The comparisons

I have made were given with a view of assisting the reader to

form in his own mind some idea what rank the Chinese may
be considered to hold, when measured by the scale of European

nations ; but this part is very defective.' He then expresses a

hope that when the ambassador's imormation, reflections, and

opinions, were communu ited to the public, we would be

enabled to act upon the iiicas of that nobleman's capacious

and enlightened mind, and to prove to the world that the

late embassy, by shewing the character and dignity of the

British nation in a new and splendid light, to a court and

people in a great measure ignorant of them before, however

misrepresented by the jealousy and envy oi rivals, or impeded

by the counteraction of enemies, has laid an excellent

foundation for great future advantages, and done hcmour to

the wisdom and foresight of the statesman (lord viscount

Melville) who planned the measure, and directed its execution.
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EARLY VOYAGES
TO THK

EAST INDIES.

^FTER the fortunate discoveijy of the Cape of Good Hope,

10 yearc elapsed before the Portuguezc attempted to

penetrate to the East Indies. But, on the 8tli of July, 1497,

Vasco de Gama sailed from Lisbon, on this important

enterprize. His squadron consisted of four ships, armed by

148 experienced soldiers and seamen. On the 20th of

November they doubled the Cape of Good Hope, and ran

along the coast with a fair wind, sounding their trumpets and

shewing other symptoms ofjoy. After coasting along the east

shores of Africa, until the 1st of March, they cast anclior at

the island of Mozambique. Here they were entertained with

great kindness, and procured pilots to take the ships to

Calicut, which, they were informed was 900 leagues distant.

But, when the Moors discovered they were Christians, they

plotted to destroy them; however, in consequence of some

information from one of the pilots respecting their designs,

they narrowly escaped. De Gama, after taking water by

force, battered the town and departed.

At Mombassa De Gama and his companions again narrowly

escaped destruction, but, suspecting treachery, two Moors were

put to the torture, until they confessed the plot. On the

21st of April they determined to quit the shore, which they
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had hitherto coasted, and stand out to sea, trusting to the

conduct of the pilot. On the next day they saw both the

north and south polar stars ; the former of which they had

not seen for a long time : they were also agi-eeably surprized

to meet with no storms at this season of the year, but rather

fair weather. They were 23 days out of sight of land, when

they saw on the 17th of May, a high shore, eight leagues

distant: on sounding they found 45 fathoms; and to avoid

getting into shoal water, they st{x)d to the south-cast until

next day, and hauled in again for the land, but not so close

as to be certain what part of the coast it was ; but by some

showers which fell, the pilot judged it to be the coast of India,

that being their winter season. On the 20th they discovered

some hill over the city of Calicut, which the pilot knew, and

with much joy demanded his reward of De Gama, assuring

them that this was the land he so much desired to see. The
general paid him, and immi^iately went to prayers, saying

the scUva, and returning thanks to God for their happy arrival;

after prayer they feasted and rejoiced, and on the evening

came to anchor two leagues from Calicut. Immediately four

little boats, or ahnadias^ came on board, to inquire what ships

they were, having never seen any such on the coast before.

The people were naked, except their private parts, covered

with pieces of linen cloth ; they were of a brown complexion.

They went on board the general's ship, who treated them well,

although his pilot told him they were only fishermen, (a name

applied on this coast to poor people) and directed his men to

purchase their fish. From them he learned that the town in

sight was not Calicut, that being further off, and oftered to

pilot him thither ; which they did.

Calicut is a city situated on the coast of Malabar, in

Hindostan, beginning at mount Delhi, and ending at cape

Comorin : it is in length 61 leagues, and 15 in breadth : all

the country is low, and often overflowed. It has many islands

belonging to it, and is divided from a great kingdom, called

Narsinga, by a high hill. The Indians have a tradition, that

this land of Malabar was once sea, and reached as &r as the.

Maldive islands, which were tJicn firm land.

'^|^i!i^i:i
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The province of* Malabar wan anciently governed by a kinif,

who reHided at Coiilan. In the rei«^n of tlieir last king, the

Moors of Mecca discovered the Indies, and settled in Malabar

die people being then heathens. They converted the king,

who l)ecanie so zealous a devotee, that he determined to go

and end his days at Mecca. Before he de^mrted, he divided

hii? dominions among his kindred, reserving only a small

portion of 12 leagues, from which he was to embark, and

which was never l>efbre inhalMted. This he gave to a lUnsman,

who had been his page, commanding that the same should ha

inhabited, in memorial of his embarkation, investing him

with his sword and turl)an, and commanding all others to be

obedient to him as tlieir emperor. This was the origin of

CaUcut : at the jilace where he embarked, the city was built,

and out of a principle of devotion, they now sliip all goods

from hence ; by which means the port of Coulan became

neglected. The merchants removing hither, it was so(m one

di the richest marts in India. It had the advantage of a good

rottd, the other parts of the coast being very dangerous.

All the kings of Malabar have one person charged with the

adtitinistration of iustice, who is equally obeyed with the king

himself. The ers are all nm/res^ or gentlemen, aixl carry

arms, which are oows, arrows, spears, daggers made like a

hook, and targets. They go naked, except a painted cloth

from the girdle to the knee ; bare-footed, and have turbans

round their heads: they are all supported by the king and

nobility, who allow them stipends for their maintenance : they

esteem themselves so highly, that they will not permit any

husbandman to touch them, or to come into their houses.

The general having come to anchor without the bar of

Calicut, sent one of his convicts in the boat, to see what sort

of country it was, and if they should be received. When the

man landed, a number of people immediately came round to

hjok at him. They asked the Malabar who carried him on

shope, what he was, who answered, that they took him for a

Moor, and that he came in one of the three ships they then

saw. The peojJe of Calicut observed, he was dressed different

from the Moors. Among the pec^le who flocked round him.
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some spake to him in Arabic, which he could not answer.

This surprizetl them, that he should Ih; a Moor, and not

understand that tongue; however, they carried him to the

house of two Moors, who were natives of Tunis, in Barbary;

one of them, whose name was Buntaybo, could speak the

Spanish language, and knew him to be a Portugueze. As
soon 08 the convict entered the house, the Moor said to him

in Spanish, * I give thee to the d—K who brought thee here?*

He tlien asked him which way he cauie. The man answered

and told him how many ships the general had with him.

Bontaybo was much surprized how they could get by sea

thither, and asked him what brought him so far. The man
answered, * To seek for Christians and spices.'' * Why,*

said Bontaybo, * did not the kings of France and Spain, and

tile doge of Venice, send fleets hither also P" * Because,*

replied the man, * the king of Portugal would not give his

consent.' Bontaybo said, he did very wisely. He then

entertained him well, and gave him some cakes made of wheat

Hour, and some honey. Afle'r he hsd eaten, Bontaybo

advised him to go on board, and said he would go with him

to see the general. As soon as he got there, he addressed

himself to De Gama :
* Good luck, good luck ! many rubies,

many emeralds ! thou art bound to give God thanks, for he

he hath brought thee M'liere there are all kinds of spices,

stores, and riches, in the world.* When the Portugueze

heard him they were much suq)rized to find one, at so great

a distance from their native country, who could speak their

language. The general embraced Bontaybo, made him at

down, and asked him if he was a Cliristian. The Moor told

lum from whence he came, and what he was ; that he. came
to Calicut by way of Cairo ; told him how he came to have a

knowledge of the Portugueze, and that he entertained a good

opinion of them, had been a fiiend to them, and would be

so now. The general returned him thanks, and promised to

Kcompense him liberally for any seiA'ice he did liim or his

company.

The general asked him what kind of man the king of Calicut

was, and whether he thought he would receive him as an
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ambassador from the kinji; of Portugal. liontayl)o answered,

he was a very good iiiaii, of an honourable disposition, and

he had no doubt but he would gladly receive him as an

ambassador, if he came to establish trade, or brought any

kind of merchandize for that pur|X)Ke ; * for,' says he, ' he

reaps great advantage by duties, which forms a principal part

of his revenue."* He further informed l)e Gania, that the

king was at a village called Pancm\ five leagues from Calicut

along the coast, to which place he advised him to send to

declare his arrival. The general approved of his advice,

made him a present, and sent two of his men with him, with

a message to the king of Calicut; requesting Bontaybo to

conduct them thither, which be ditl. "When lie came before

the king, one of them, whose name was Francis Martin, by

an interpreter, declared that he came from the captain, who

had letters for him from the king of Portugal. The king

hearing the message, ordered they shoul'.i each of them be

presented with h piece of cotton cloth and two pieces of silk,

such as he used himself. He then asked what distance the

kingdom was from thence. Martin informed him, and added,

that his king was a Christian, as they all were in the ships. He

then related the dangers and difficulties they had encountered

on the voyage. The king was pleased with t!ie message, and

sent word to the general that he and his company were heartily

welcome to his country, requesting him to bring his ships to

anchor near Paiidareiie, being a better harbour than Calicuc,

from whence the general might come by land to visit him.

He sent a pilot, who conducted the ships to that port, but

the general would not permit them to be carried so tar in a&

the pilot wishcnl, not being willing to rely too implicitly on

these people, who might afterwards do hira mischief.

The captain being come near this harbour, received a

message from the cutzml, an officer of Calicut, signifying that

he was come to Pandarene by the king''s command, to conduct

him to Calicut ; he was therefore at liberty to disembark when

he pleased. As tlie day was far spent, De Gama excused

himself for the present, and consulted with his captains and

officers how to act: he expressed his desire to wait on the
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king, to settle trade nml allinnce. His brother oiijcctod

to his going, from a tear that the Tvloors might procure his

destruction, and proposed that he should send one of thciu.

The others were of the same opinion. To wliich De Gama
spiritedly repfied, that whatever was the consw^uence, he

would go and see if he could settle a friendship and trade

;

for shoi;ld he return without effecting that, no one would

Wieve they had been at Calicut. Besides, be did not, for

many reasons, conceive the danger to be so great as they

suspected; adding, that the consequence he carrietl with hini,

by virtue of his commission as captain-general, would insure

him success. He «;oncluded with duecting, in ciisc any

accident should iK'fal him, to sail home with the news of the

discovery.

His officers, finding bini resolute, gave up their opposition,

and appointed 12 of his men to go with him ; among the rest,

Diogo Dias, his secretary, Fnuicis Martin, the interpreter,

and John de Sala, who was treasurer oi' the houses of the

Indies. The generalV brother was to remain in charge of the

ships, with positive orders not to permit any one on board

(luring his absence: and he left orders for Coello to come

fvery day in the boat as near the shore as he could.

These prelinuuaries being settled, on the 28th of May De
Gama embarketl with his 12 attendants, dressed in their best

:
clothes; the lM)ats furnished with arms, decorated with flags,

and their trumpets sounding all the way to the shore : there

the cutwal waited for him, attended by 200 nayres. The
general was recei\ed very politely, and placed in a litter,

which the king had sent for him : these litters are carried by

four men, with others to relieve them, and by that means

they can travel very fast ; they are open, but are attended by

men who carrv umbrellas to defend them either from the sun

I

or rain.

The general heuig placed in his litter, and the cutwal in

[another, they proceeded to a town called Capocate; the rest

of the company going on foot, hav'ng some of the natives to

carry the apparel they had brought with them. At Capocate

1

they rested, and were furnished with provisions, consisting of

Vol. III. 3 B
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fish, rice, and fruits, very different from European fruits,

but very good.

After tlieir repast, they embarked on a river in two

ahnadias, fastened cl >:ie to each other, which they called

enseng'oda. The cutwal and his train embarked in others.

The sides of the river were covered by the natives, to see the

Portugueze. After passing about a league, they saw many
large ships aground, and the captain and cutwal again

disembarking, took to their litters, ft^iowed by thousands of

people, men, women, and children. The cutwal stopped at

a pagodu, telling the general it was a place of great devotion,

into which they entered : the general believed what he said,

and concluded it to be a Christian church, particularly as he

obKci'ved seven small bells hung over the door, and before the

same a pillar of brass, as high as the mast of a ship ; on the

top of wliich was a cock, likewise of brass. This church was

as large as simie monasteries, built of stone, and covered o.'

vaulted with brick. On entering they were received by certain

men, naked from the girdle upwards ; they wore cloths which

came up under the arm-pits, and were supported by strings

over the shoulder, as the Romish priests used to wear their

stroles when they went to mass. These men were called

Caff'res, and were heathens^ who served in these temples:

they took water with a sponge out of a font, and threw it on

the captain, the cutwal, and the rest of the company, and

then gave them some sanders wood powdered, to throw on

dieir heads, as the lloman catholics do ashes. As they walked

about the church, they saw many images painted on the wall;

some with teeth projecting an inch out of thtHr mouths; othei>

had four arms very ill-favoured, and seemed almost like devils:

the latter made th»i Portugueze somewhat doubtful whether it

was a Christian church or not. Being come before a chapel,

in the middle of the building, they perceived it had a little

tower at the top, of free-stone, in which was a small door of

brass : within this tower was an image which stood rather in

the dark, and the Portugueze, being kept at a distance, could

not distinguish what it was: but, the Malabars calling outj

* Maritty or some other word like it, tlie general suppoied it
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was the image of the Virgin, and fell on his knees, as did (he

rest of his company; but Juan, or John de Sala, being

doubtful, cried, * If this be the devil, I worship God." The
general hearing him, could not refrain from smiling. The
cutwal and his company fell flat on the ground, with their

hands extended: afterwards rising, t!icy said their prayers

standing.

At their entrance into Calicut, De Gama and his attendants

were conducted to another pagoda. The crowd was so great

to view the Portugiieze, that they could not get on, but were

obliged to take refuge in a house. Here they were joined by

the catwal's brother and many nayres; they proceeded from

hence with trumpets and sackbuts sounding to the palace;

the mob, from respect to the cutwal's brother, keeping back.

The palace, although built of earth, was very large, and

ornamented with a multitude of trees, standing in pleasant

gardens.

The general was met at the entrance of the palace by several

noblemen, and conducted through several courts, at the gate

of each of which were 10 porters. At the door of the house

where the king was, the}'- were met by a little old man, who
was chief bramin or high-priest ; he embraced the general,

and conducted them in. Here the pressing began again, the

natives endeavouring to get a sight ol' their king, whom they

iieldom see, and many of the people were hurt.

The place where the king gave audience was very large,

surrounded with scats one above the other, like a theatre ; the

floor was covered with green velvet; the hangings were of

silk of different colours. The king was lying on an estrado

or seat of boards, covered with a cloth of white silk and gold,

and a rich canopy over him. On his head he had a turban,

rich with stones and pearls, and jewels in his ears. He wore

a jacket of fine cotton ; the buttons were pearl, and the holes

gold. About his middle he had a white girdle, made of the

same cotton, which reached down to his knees; his fingers

and toes were full of rings, which were of very fine stones,

set in gold ; and on his arms and legs many bracelets of the

?ianje metal. Close to the estrado stwxl an ewer, which had a
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high foot of wrought gold : in tliis was the betle, which the

king chews with salt and areca, a preserved apple, about the

size of a nut. This is eaten throughout the Indies, to sweeten

the breath, dry the stomach, and quench the thirst : when it

is sufficiently chewed, they throw it out of their mouth, and

take another. That the king may not swallow it, there is a

vessel of gold for him to spit in, which stands on a gold foot.

He has a gold fountain, full of water, to wash his mouth,

when he has finished chewing his betle. This betle is given

to him by an old man, who stands close to the estrado ; all

the others that are present cover their mouths witli their

hands, lest their breath should be oft'ensive to the king. It is

thought great disrespect to spit or sneeze before him.

When the general arrived at the council-chamber, he made

his compliments to the king, after the manner of the country,

which is by bowing three times, and lifting up the hands.

The king immediately made signs to him to draw near, and

commanded him to sit down. Being seated, the rest of his

men entered, and made the like obedience. The king also

commanded them to sit down facing him : lie ordered tlieni

water to wash their hands and refresh themselves ; for though

it was winter they were very hot ; after which he commanded

jSgs and other fruit to lie brought them to eat, which they

willingly accepted. The king was so much pleased at seeing

them eat, that he laughed heartily. He took occasion to talk

with the old man who administered the betle to him. In the

mean time the Portugueze called for water, being thirsty. It

was brought them in a ewer of gold, and they were given to

understand that they must hold tlie cup above their mouths,

for the Malabars look on it as an injury to touch the vessel

with their hps ; they therefore held it in the manner described;

but not being accustomed to that mode of drinking, part of

the liquor ran down some of their throats and made them

cough, others spilt it over them, at which the king seemed

delighted.

After this the captain-general had a private audience with

the king, who promised to send his ambassador to the king of

Portugal in return. De Gama now retired to pass the night.
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accum})anied by the cutwal and others. They were obliged

to go on foot, and there came so much rain, that the streets

were in a flood ; he was therefore under the necessity of

commanding some of his men to carry him on their backs,

not for tlie water only, but because it would be so late before

he could arrive at his lodging. Four hours of the night

having passed since they set out, the general was so angry,

that he asked the king's factor, ' whether he meant to carry

him alxjut the city all night?' Who answered, ' that he

could do no otherwise, for the city was so large and scattered.''

He took him to his own house to rest, and afterwards oifered

him a horse ; but there l)eing no saddle, the general would

not accept the offer, saying, he would rather go on foot to his

lodgings, when those that accconipanied iiim there lefVhim

:

previous to his coming his men had brought thither his

l)aggage. W^hen the general had rested himself, he reflected

with great joy on the good beginning of his business, and

determine<l on the next day to send a present to the king.

He knew that the i'actor and" the cutwal must examine it,

therefore sent them to take a view of what lie meant to send,

which was four scarlet habits, six hats, four branches of coral,

a parcel of brass of seven pieces, a chest of sugar, and two of

honey. When the factor and cutwal had seen these parcels,

they began to laugh, saying, this was nothing of a present for

the king ; that the poorest merchant which comes to this port

gives him much more than that ; and if they must needs send

a present, to send him some gold, for the king would not

accept any thing else. At this answer the general was much
offended, and threatened to inform the king of their conduct.

It seems that the Moors in the city were apprehensive tliat

the Portugueze would injure their trade, and being informed

that De Gama had fired upon the town of Mozambique and

other places, they represented to the king that he was a

pirate, and prevailed on the cutwal to join in a plot to seize

his person and ships. When the general went to court, he

soon perceived that matters had changed, for the king made

him wait three hours, and then would only admit two of his

officers with him. The king received them with a severe
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countenance ; told him he pretended to belong to a great and

rich king, and yet had not brought any present.

The general made the liaine apology he had done before

adding, that in case he lived to carry back (he news of the

discovery, the king his master would send him a noble present.

The samorin then demanded, * whether his master sent him

to discover stones or men ; if the latter,' added he, * why did

he not send me a present ? but,' says he, ' I hear you have

an image called saint Mary in gold.' De Gama answered,

* that the image was not of gold, but of wood gilt, and that

he could not part with it, since it had preserved and brought

him to that country.' The king then asked for his credentials;

one copy of which was in Portugueze, the other in Arabic.

The general asked for a Christian interpreter, but none being

found, he desired Bontaybo might read them, which he did.

The pui'port thereof was, tliat as soon as it was known to tho

king of Portugal that the king of Calicut, one of the mightiest

princes of all the Indies was a Christian, he was desirous to

cultivate a trade and friendship with him for the conveniency

of lading spices in his j)orts, for which in exchange, the

commodities of Portugal woidd be sent, or else gold and

silver, in case his majesty chose tiie same, referring it to the

general, his ambassador, to make a further report.

The samorin, whose interest it was to encourage merchants,

seemed well pleased with the letter, and putting on a

friendly countenance, began to make inquiries concerning the

commodities of Portugal, of which De Gama gave him an

account, acquainting him at the same time that he had

brought samples of them all, to shew his majesty, if he would

permit him to fetch from on board, and to leave some of his

men behind till he returned. The king said, there was no

necessity for his men to stay, desired he would bring his

merchandize on shore, and he should have the liberty to sell

them to the best advantage ; ht then ordered the cutwal to

attend him to his lodging.

The next day, being the last ot May, the cutwal sent the

general a horse, which being without furniture, De Gama

would not use. but rtHjiiestod a litr«'r: \h\> w;js sent him, ain<
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in which lie went to Paiidareno, his men on foot, and many

nayres bore his company. As soon as he was gone, the

Moors applied to the cutwal, with a large offer of money, to

seize De Gania. The cutwal immediately followed, overtook

the general, and inquired, by signs, what he ran away foi ?

De Gama answered, to get out of the heat. They soon after

reached the village of Pandarene, where the general stopped

still his men came up, who did not arrive till the evening,

having missed their way.

When the men did come, the general was refused a boat to

return on board, and his men were strictly guarded all night.

In the morning, De Gama, *o shew his c nfidence, sent two

uien to his brother, desiring him to send j,art of the cargo on

shore, and then, if he was not released, to sail back to

Portugal.

When the goods were landed, De Gama was released, who

immediately returned on board, leaving Diogo Dias and the

secretary of the ship as factors. The goods were shortly after

removed to Calicut, and a friendly intercourse continued

between the citizens and the Portugueze for nearly three

months ; but, when De Gama signified his intentions of

sailing, the king grew angry, demanded a large sum for

customs, forbade any one to go on board the fleet on pain of

death, and put Dias in confinement, for the general had

never ventured on shore after his first detention. De Gama,
however, took no notice of these proceedings until six principal

Malabars, with 15 attendants, came on board, when these

were detained as hostages, until Dias and the secretary were

liberated. But the Malabars were not set free as ought to have

been done, for the general set sail with these unfortunate men.

Being soon after 1 .aimed, they observed 60 vessels full of

soldiers, intended by the king of Calicut to take them. On
seeing them approach, he ordered his ordnance to be fired on

them, which, by repeating, was in all probability a means of

saving him, tor they pursued him an hour and a half. A
sudden squall of wind and rain drove the general with his

Hoet to sea, and gave his enemies an opportunity to run
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away. He now steered along the coast of Mclinda, and met
with great calms. He tlu)ught it necessary, for the benefit ol'

those who might come after him, to write to the king of

Calicut, which he did by means of liontaybo, in the Arabic

language, craving pardon for carrying away the Malabars^

and excused himself by saying, it was for no other purpose

than to witness the discovery he had made : that he was sorry

he had not fixed a factory in Calicut, but was fearful the

Moors would kill him, which deterred him from landing;

notwithstanding, he would always be at his command: that

the king his master would rejoice at his friendship, and would

send a fleet with great store of merchandize for the trade which

should come hence in this city, and which would add greatlv

to the king's profit. This letter was given to one of the

Malabars to carry on shore, and deliver to the king.

After this affair they sailed to an island called Ascmdina.

Coello went on shore, and found this a proper place to careen

his ships, which the general and captains resolved to perform.

The ship Berrio was first laid on the ground. While they

were employed on her, many people came to sell them

provisions, and two brigantines made their appearance, with

flags flying, drums beating, and trumpets sounding; they

had many men at the oar; five others appeared in shore.

The Malabars bid De Gama beware of them, as they were

rovers, and plundered all they could. De Gama might have

taken them, had he permitted them to come close, but as

soon as they were within gun shot, he played his ordnance

upon them from the two ships which were on float, on which

they gave a loud shout, crying * Tmnbarane, Tambarane,''

that is * God, God,' and fled. Coello pursued in his boat so

far, that the general called him back by a signal.

De Gama, while employed here, was visited by a person

who appeared of some consequence ; but, being informed that

he was a pirate, and came as a spy, De Gama put him to

torture in a cruel and disgusting manner, when he confessed

himself a spy ; and, that a multitude of boats were ready to

attack the !^ortugueze. This determined the general to hasten

his departure.
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De Gania had now directed liis course to IMelinda, but the

Heet met witli continual storms and contrary winds during the

first part of the passage; afterwards with cahns, attended

with excessive heat; and when the wind freshened, it was

contrary fov them : all together kept them so long at sea, that

they were short of water, and the commander was obliged to

I

put them to allowance. They had now been four months at

sea, and the scurvy (which is here first mentioned in the

account of this voyage) was so mortal, as to throw the whole

crew almost into despair, who clamoured to be carried back

to India. l)e Gama, however, persisted in continuing his

course, although there were not Kj persons in each ship

capable of duty. On the 2d of February, a fresh gale sprung

|iip, and, on the 8th, they reached Melindn, when they

immetliately reccivetl a present of fresh provisions, and a

[message from the king, expressing his joy at their arrival.

As many of his men were sick, whom he was desirous to get

Lured, he remained here live days, in which time many of

Itheni died. Here he procured leave from the king to set up

la stone mark, in token of friendship: and, having provided

lliimself with provisions, sailed from thence on the 17th of

JFebruary, carrying on board an ambas.sador from the king

lot' Melinda to the Portugueze monarch.

As De Gama found he had not men enough surviving to

[govern the whole squadron, by the advice of his captains,

Ithey determined to bum the Saint Raphael : they made choice

lot' her to be destroyed, as her seams were all open, owing to

llier not having been brought on the groimd and careened.

iThey determined also to do this on tiK; shoals of St. Raphael,

Ivhere they arrived on the Sunday tbllowing. They spent

llive days in taking out her provisions and stores, during which

liime they were supplied with poultry from a village called

|/'fl7'^ato. Having effected this, the general taking his

Ibrother on board his own ship, they pr(x;eeded ; and, on the

KOth of February, he came to the island of Zenzibar, which

lies in 5 degrees south, not far from the continent.

On the 1st of March, De Gama sailed from thence, and

[ame to anchctt' before the island of St. George, in Mozambique.

Vol. III.—(57) 3 C
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but departed without having any communication with the

inhabitants. He took in water and salt provisions at St. Bias *

and, setting sail, on the 20th, doubled the cape of Good
Hope, the people being all healthy and strong. They had a

fair wind 20 days, until they judged themselves to be only

about 100 leagues from St. Jago, one of the cape de Verd

islands ; the wind came contrary, and not being able to get

an observation, by rainy weather, they stood in for the

continent, and sounded in 25 fathom, and soon after in 20,

but did not see land : the pilots judged they had fallen in

with the shoals of Rio Grande. As they stood for St. Jago,

Nicolas Coello took an opportunity to leave the general in the

night, and steered for Portugal. He arrived at Cascais, on

the 10th of July, 1499, and carried the king the joyful news

of the discovery of the passage to India.

De Gama arrived at St. Jago, and as his brother was in a

bad state of health, and as his ship made but little way, being

very leaky, he hired a caravella to carry him to Portugal.

He embarked in the caravella with his brother, whose illness

increased so much at sea that they run for the island of Tercera,

in order to land him, where he died and was buried. De

Gama then put to sea, and arrived at Belem, in September,

having been out two years and two months, bringing back

only 55 men of the 170 that embarked.

De Gama having returned thanks to God for his safe

arrival, was conducted to Lisbon bv several noblemen andi

gentlemen sent by the king to meet him, and attended by a

vast concourse of people. The king received him honourably,

conferred the honour of knighthood upon him, gave him the

royal arms of Portugal, and settled a pension upon him of
j

300 reis per annum, out of the revenues of the village of Sinis.

He also promised him the lordship of the said village, being
j

the place of his birth; and until he could put him in possession

of the same lordship, he was to be allowed 1,000 crowns a

year, which was \n due time made good: he had also a

privilege granted him, that after the trade of India should be I

settled, he should import the value of 200 ducats in spices,
j

free of duty. Coello was made a gentleman of the kings!
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household, and rewarded with good possessions. The king

also added to his own titles that of the lord of the conquest

iind navigation of Ethiopia, Arabia, Persia, and the Indies.

VOYAGES AND EXPLOITS
OF

ALBUQUERQUE

1 V 11

IN THE

EAST INDIES.

T^HE existence of a navigation to India by way of the cape

of Good Hope being now certain, Emanuel, king of

Portugal, determined to avail himself of the discovery, and

as a means to reap a greater benefit from it, both in a

mercantile and religious view, he commanded a fleet of

10 ships and 2 caravels to t)e fitted out, and such things to

be put on board as Vasco de Gama judged proper to be sent

to Calicut.

Pedro Alvarez Cabral, of a noble house, was appointed

captain-general. Alvez Corea was factor to the fleet, and to

remain at Calicut. Two ships and a factor were to remain at

Sofala. The whole fleet carried 1,500 men. In this fleet

embarked frve Franciscan friars, of whom father Henrique

went chief, and who was to rem^un at Calicut, to preach the

faith to the Malabars.

On the 8th of March, 1500, Cabral set sail ; and, afler

leaving the Canaries, a storm drove the fleet on the coast of

Brazili which was then first discovered. In the midst of

terrible storms, Cabral doubled the cape of Good Hope, with

I
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two ships, four iiaviiifj fbundfied at sea. On the 13th of
September, he anchored at ('alicut, where he landed, having

first obtained hostages for his safety. The king received him
kindly, but instructed the hostages to make off ])rivatelv.

while he appeared next day at the head of 12,000 men. But
matters were after this adjusted, and the Portuguese were

permitted to establish a factory ; and, shortly after, they took

a large Moorish ship, which they presented to the kin**-.

This affair exasperated the Moors, who attacked the factorv,

and killed 50 men who defended it. In retaliation, Cabral

burnt 10 large ships, in the harbour of Calicut, and

cannonaded the city during a whole day ; destroying all the

temples, palaces, and other public buildingsi and killing a

great number of people.

Cabral after this sailed to Cochin, where he was kindly

received ; and, in a short time, set sail for Portugal, where

he arrived the last day of July, 1501. During his passage

home, a ship of his squadron discovered Sofala.

During the above year, another Portugueze, named De
Nova, sailed to the East Indies. On the return of Cabral,

the king of Portugal sent 13 ships, under Vasco de Gania,

to make war on the king of Calicut. At Cochin he was

received kindly ; and, while there, accepted an invitation to

visit Calicut. But the king of Calicut nearly succeeded in

taking his ships by surprize. After his escape he returned to

Cochin ; and, having left one of his captains to command in

that place, he sailed to Europe. As factories had now been

established, both at Cochin and at Cananor, the king thought

it sufficient to send small squadrons to India, one of which

was commanded by Alphonso de ALUuauERQUE.

As soon as this cnterprizing man reached Cochin, he

re-established the authority of the king, he having been

dethroned by the king of Calicut. In a succeeding voyage,

Albuquerque was made governor in India. After several

actions, he sailed, in August, 1509, for the coasts of Arabia

and Persia, in pursuance of the orders he had received from

the king. Albuquerque had with him 7 sail, and 460 fighting

men. The first place he touched at in the kingdom of Ormuz,
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was Calayate, a town once very populous and still beautiful

and strong, the buildings after the manner of Spain. He
sent a message to the governor, who offered him refreshment,

and established a peace.

He went on to Curiate, 10 leagues farther, and was ill

received. Storming the town, he met with a vigorous

opposition, but entered it, after killing 80 of the enemy, with

the loss of three Portugueze. After plundering the place, he

burnt it, together with 14 vessels that were in the harbour.

From hence he sailed eight leagues farther, to Mascate, a

place stronger than any of the others, and full of people, who
resorted to it from all parts, hearing of the destruction of

Curiate. The governor, fearing the like disaster, made
peace, and sent great store of provisions, and the Portugueze

went ashore for water; but on a sudden the cannon of the

town began to do great execution on the Portugueze ships,

which drew off hastily, not knowing the cause of this turn,

till some time after they understood that 2,000 men, sent by

the king of Ormuz for the defence of the place, were just

arrived, and their officers refused to stand to the peace.

Albuquerque had rjBceived no small damage from the great

cannon, which was played very smartly ; but landing his men
at break of day, he assaulted the town so courageously and

fortunately, that as the Portugueze entered in at one gate,

the Moors ran out at another. The place was plundered.

The city of Ormuz is situated in a little island called

Gerum, at the mouth of the Persian gulf, about three leagues

in compass, so barren that it produces nothing but salt and

sulphur. The buildings of the city are sumptuous ; it is the

great market for all goods brought thither from the east, west,

and north ; which is the reason, that though it has nothing

cf its own, it abound"^ in all things, and is plentifully supplied

from the province of Mogastam.

When Albuquerque arrived before this city, Ceyfadini, a

youth of 12 years of age, reigned, and over him Coje Atar,

I
a man subtile and courageous, who, hearing what had been

done by Albuquerque, made preparations, laying an embargo

on all ships in the harbour, and hiring troops from the
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neighbouring provinces, Persians, Arabians, and others, no

d)ul when AlbiKjucrquc came, there were in the town .'JO 000
Bghting men ; among them 4,000 Pcrsianft, niost exi)crt

archers; and in the harbour 400 vessels, 60 of considerabk

bulk, with ^,500 men.

Albu(]uerquc was not ignorant of the roception designed

him ; but to shew those people the greatness of his resolution

he entered the port al)out the end of September, and came
to anchor between five of their greatest ships. To excite

terror, he fired his cannon, and the shore was soon covered

tvith above 8,000 men. Receiving no message from the king,

he sent an invitation on Ixiard the largest of those ships, which

came from Cambaya, and seemed to have the admiral, who
presently came on board Albuquerque''s ship, and was received

by him with civility and state. Albuquerque told him he

had orders from Emanuel to take the king of Ormuz into

his protection, and grant him leave to trade in those sea(<,

provided he paid a reasonable tribute; but if he refused,

his orders were to make war. It was doubtless no small

presumption to offer a king the liberty of his own seas, and

impose conditions upon him, with only 460 men against

80,000, and 7 ships to 400; but the success justified these

proceedings, and verified those actions, which to some have

appeared fabulous. The Moor delivered this message to the

king and his governor Coje Atar, and presently >rcturned one

Coje Be^^rame, excusing their not having sent to know what

they demanded in that port, and promised the governor

would come next day to treat. He came not, but the

messages continued, only in order to gain time to fortify the

city, and receive ^further supplies. Albuquerque saw into

the design, and told Beyrame he need only return with the

acceptation df peace as offered, or the declaration of war.

He brought answer, that the city of Ormuz used not to pay

but to receive tribute. Night coming on, it appeared theyi

were preparing to fight, by the noise of warlike instruments,

and shouts that were heard from the walls and ships. The

morning discovered the walls, shore, and >vessels, covered!

with armed tmen ; the windows and tops of the houses filled
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with both sexes and all ages, us spectators of what should

ensue. Albuquerque having held a council, and given

necessary orders, l)egan to play his cannon furiously, and

was answered by the enemy, who, taking the advantage of

the smoke which hindered the sight, attacked the Portugueze

shijM, with 130 boats, well manned, which did nonie damage
with showers of arrows, but received more, many being sunk,

and the rest forced to retire by the Portugueze artillery. Yet

they made a second attack, but were so received, that tlie sea

was coloured with blood.

By this time Albuquerque had sunk two of the great shipn,

nnd taken a third, though with great opposition, forcing the

Moors to leap into the sea. In the mean time the other

captains had mastered other ships, and, perceiving tlicmselvea

victorious, ran along the shore and set fire to above 30 ships,

which, cutting their rabies, were drove flaming upon the

Persian coast, where they burnt others that lay aground.

This struck so great a terror into all the multitude, that they

fled for slielter to the city, and Coje Atar sent to offer all

that Albuquerque had demanded, who stopped further

proceedings, but, perceiving the deceitfulness of the Moor,

threatened a greater effect of his anger in case he persisted in

acting deceitfully

Alb'jquerque lost only 10 men in this action, but most of

the enemy''s vessels, with vast riches, were either sunk, burnt,

or torn to pieces, and 1,700 of them killed.

Coje Atar, considering the damage received, and what

might ensue, called a council, where it was agreed to submit

to what was demanded by Albuquerque. The articles wei'e

drawn, and^ sworn to by both parties ; their substance was,

that the king of Oi'muz did submit himself to Emanuel, king

of Portugal, with a tribute, and ^ould assign the Portugueze

a place to buiid a fort. This fort was immediately begun,

and much advanced in a few days, but Coje Atar felt very

uneasy. He pretended ambassadors were come to receive the

tribute they used to pay the kii^ of Persia, and therefore

desired Albuquerque to give them an answer, since his king

was now subject to the crown of Portugal. He guessed at

hn
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tlic design, and bid Coje Atar scnil st)incbody to him wlu)

niiglit carry tlio answer ; the messengers being come, he put

into their hands bullets and spears, tcMing them that was tlie

cx)in the tribute should be paid in. Coje Atar finding his

plot fail, endeavoured to ct)rrupt the l*ortugueze with money.

He prevailed with ''ve seamen (one of them a founder, who

cast some cannon there) to desert.

Albuquerque began to revenge this alfront, but with little

success, because the captains employed, opposed it. (!()jc

Atar perceiving this, at night lireil a lx)at that was building

on the shore, and one of the Portugue/.e deserters cried from

the wall, * Alphon/o de Albuquerque, defend the l)oat with

your 400 men, and you shall meet 700 archers."' Albuipiertjue

burning with rage, attempted to lire ..ome ships in the arsenal,

but failed. He resolved to besiege the city, and having taken

some that carried in provisions, he cut off their hands, ears,

and noses, and sent them in to the great terror of all. There

was a warm rencounter about some wells that supplied the

besieged, insonuich that they were filled with the carcasses of

men ai;d horses, the captain and guard tisat maintained them

being all slain. The king and Coje Atar came at the close of

this action, and Albuquerque wm in great danger, his retreat

being cut off, but a fortunate cannon ball opened the way,

putting the enemy's horse into confusitm. iVlbuquer(]ue in

these actions found his men ill disjKJsed to obey; aniong ihc

rest, tlirce captains resolving to leave him and sail for India.

This troubled Albuquenpie, yet he resolved not to desist,

though two captains that staid with him opposed him, desirous

to accompany the others; but he used them with such severity,

that they were forced to obey him. From Daharem to

Queixome, a fleet sailed with relief of men and provisions.

Albuquerque having pursued, and missing of it, returned to

Qucixome, and fell upon 500 archers sent to the king of

Ormuz by him of Lara, under the command of iiis two

nephews, and slew them and most of tlieir men, having but

80 with him ; the brothers he sent to Coje Atar as a present.

The town was burned. Finding he had but few men lo''

wherewith to continue his enterprivc, and those harassed, and
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winter comiiii;' on, lu* ivsolvod to cjo to /ocotora, nnci iravo

lo.nc to John di' Novji to sail lor Intlia.

All)iuiiiiMt|iu\ vM'ly uc\\ ^|)rin<»-, sailed to attack Caiavati*,

a considorabli- town at tlic mouth of tiio TorsiaM «»iilt', tho

inliahitants havlno; done sonu* iniiirv to the I*ortuj»ue/(\ No
|s(H)ncriiad he landed than he attacked and t(M)k th(> town;

hut, wliile plunderino^ it, was snrpri/ed l)y 1,000 Mihu's,

I who >vero, however, heat oil". After this exploit, hi' took a

vessel with a oivat (juantity of pearl, and then returned to

IhuJia.

At this time credentials arrived from Port* 'al investinjr

lAlbu{|ucr(iue with the title and powers of viceroy; hut the

afficer who lield this situation, havini;" just rettu'ued from

ilestrovin^ a ileet, (fitted out by the Turks of Kjirypt,)

Irofnsed to resign. The kini;- of Portugal prol)ablv had

foreseen this, as don Fernamlo Coutiriho shortly after arrived

liii India with 15 ships, and innuediati'ly invested Albucpiertpie,

Ivho was then a prisoner, with the full powers of a viceroy.

iHis first act was to hasten the departure of tlie trading ships:

jwhen he sailed in order to attack Calicut, accompanied by

t'outinho. Ibit, in their eagerness to enter the town, tiie tr(K)p8

Itoll into confusion, which the jealousy of llic commanders

Increased ; S4) tliat, afti»r ligliting a whole day, the Portugueze

|»ere compelled to re-embark, with the loss of 80 men,

ICoutinho beino- killed, and the vit •. roy wounded.

Albutpierquo determined Jiext to attack Ormuz, having

lollected 21 vessels, and 1,700 men, for this exj)edition ; but

la pirate, named Timoja, who aceomjmnied him with \9. ahips,

Iporsuaded him to attempt Goa. Having entered the river

hliere the city is situated, he sent his nephew don Antonio

Jo Norhona and Timoja to sound it, A light vessel leading

[the way, saw a brigantine of the Moors, and, giving chace,

[was drawn under a fort, well stored with artillery and

IMH) men, commantled by Vacii (xorgi, a valiant Turk, to

JHCure the entrance of the river. Don Antonio seeing the

bihcr in the chace, pressed after him ; and though the attack

pt' the bulwark seemed difficult, they mode an attempt, and,

Icr a stout resistance, took it : the commander not being able
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to stop the flight of his men, retired to the city. Mean while

Timoja, not to be outdone, took another bulwark on the

continent, defended by some artillery and 30 men.

Next day as Albuquerque entered the river, he was met
by Mirali, and other chief men of the city, who came to

surrender it, upon condition that their lives, liberties, and

estates, should be secured. The reason of this surrender was,

that the Turk Yacu had terrified them 'with the relation of

what they had seen a few Portugueze do, and that ajogve
(these are religious men, and among tliose people esteemed

saints and prophets) not long before had declared that Goa
would soon be subject to strangers. Albuquerque accepted

the offer, and, anchoring before the city, on the 17th of

February, 1510, was received on shore as if he had been

their natural prince. He moimted a horse they brought him,

with lich furniture; at the gate he received the keys, and

went on to the palace built by Sabayo. He found there much

cannon, arms, and tackle, and many horses. Next he gave

such orders as w ere to the satisfaction of all the city : he

dispatched several embassies to divers kings, which produced

no effect, and only shewed the greatness of his mind. But

the neighbcmring towns depending on Goa came instantly to

make their sidmiission, and were kindly received.

The Moors now began to exercise their treachery. Those

whom Albuquerque most relied upon conspired against him,

and after four months revolt submitted, in order to gain timo

until assistance arrived. Accordingly, ho was shortly after

attacked by 8,000 foot and 1,500 horse, when he retired to

Goa, having first cut to pieces oi* hanged about 100 Moors,

who were implicated in the conspiracy.

After a siege of 20 days, which was pressed by 80,000

men, Albuquerque abandoned the city, and sailed to the port

of Pangi, where he intended to winter. The town's people

mistaking the Fortugueze for troops they expected to ""'sist

them, were permitted to enter without opposition, when tiicy

killed 340 men. Albuquerque had intelligence that some

vessels were preparing to burn his ships ; this he resolved to

anticipate by a vigorous attack upon his enemies. Don]
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Antonio was killed in this action. This man used to moderate

the violent passions of his uncle Albuquerque, who immediately

after shewed the effect of his ri^d severity, l)y hanging a

soldier because he found him with one of the slaves lie called

daughters, that he used to give in marriage : and when some

of the office**? asked him what authority he had to put this in

execution, he shut them under deck, and lifted his sword over

them, saying, that was his commission against all that were

disobedient, and then broke them all.

Next year Albuquerque turned his views again towards

Goa, and set out from Canapor with 23 sail, and 15,000

fighting men. He passed by Onor to join Timoja, whom lie

found busied in his wedding, being to maiTv the daughter

of a queon : he desired to be honoured with the presence of

Albuquerque, and obliged him to land, which proved very

dangerous, for a storm arising kept them on shore three days

;

and when he retured to his ships, a boat, with 30 men was

lost. Timoja sent with him three ships and promised to join

him at Goa with 6,000 men.

On the 22d of November, Albuquerque anchored the

second time before the bar, calling to mind the dangers he

had there escaped, and the discontent that was among some

of his officers, he thought fit to sooth the principals with an

obliging harangue, and therein won all their affections. At
break of day, on the feast of St. Catharine, the city was

assaulted, with great slaughter of the enemy that maintained

the shore, but (though it seem strange) not one Portugueze

was killed. The enemy fled to recover one of the gates of the

city, and the Portugueze entered with them. Here the fight

was renewed, till many Portugueze forced their way in, doing

great execution in the streets. They cleared all l)etbre them to

the palace with great danger, and the loss of five men of note

:

after a most furious contest maintained with equal valour on

both sides. Albuquerque now having done what became him,

came up, and fortune appearing wliolly on the Portugueze

tide, the Moors fled, and abandcmed the city, endeavouring

to get over to the continent, but through haste and confusion
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porished in the river. After the victory it was found, that

of 9,000 fighting men wlio defended the town, 6,000 luid

perished, and 50 Portugueze. Medeorao, who connnunded

the three ships sent by Timoja, behaved himself well.

Tinioja, with 3,000 men, came too late ; he was only witness

to the slaughter. The booty of horses, artillery, arms,

provisions, and ships, was excessive, and such as was

necessary for the great designs Albucjuertjue liad conceived.

' The dead were honourably I uried ;' says our author,

' those of the enemy in the bellies of the crocodiles of the

river.' Not one Moor was left alive in the island. The
Gentoos, who were countrymen, were restored to their farms,

and the government of them given to Timoja, and afterwards to

Melrao, a nephew of the king of Onor. While Albuquerque

settled these affairs, he received many ambassadors with

congratulations of his success from several princes of Malabar.

Albuquerque, having provided lor the safety of Goa, set

set sail to punish the rich and populous city ol' Malacca, for

some treachery towards the Portugueze. Several sliips were

taken on the voyage. At last, the Hect anchored in the port

of Malacca, with nmch noise of warlike instruments, and

firing of cannon. Next day came a gallant Moor, with a

deceitful message from the king to Albuquerque, who

assumed great state, having also an imposing person, and a

venerable beard, which had never been cut since he was at

Ormuz, he saying it should never be cut till he sat for that

purpose on the back of Coje Atar; so it grew to such a

length, that he knotted it to his mrdle. lie treated the

Moors courteously, whose message contained, that if he came

for merchandize it was ready. The answer was, that the

merchandize he sought for, were some Portugueze that were

in the city, that having got them, he would let the king know

what more he demanded of him. The Moor at his return

spread the terror of this answer, and it was generally agreed

to buy off that danger by restoring the Portugueze, and

paying a sum of money. P>ince Alodim and his brother-in-law

the king of Pani prevented the executing of this resolution,

and made readyto defend themselves.
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On tlic eve of St. James the apostle, tlie signal was given

for landing, with great shouts and noise of jrnns; immediately

the Portiigueze leaped on rshoie, and iv/ixeil with the enemy.

The hottest dispute was about gaining and maintaining the

bridge, which Albucjuerque had undertaken himself, and was

vigorously defended, till the enemy, being pressed, leaped

into the river, where many were killed and wounded. The
prince and king of Paui bravely withstood another party of

the Portuguese that would make their way to the bridge.

King ?.Iahomet came out on a bulky elephant, with two more

carrying castles on their backs, whence flew a great number

of darts. The Portugueze attacked the beasts, and so

wounded them, that they fled, trampling their own men, and

making way for the Portugueze to join those at the bridge.

Albuquerque then fortified himself there, and because much
harm was done with poisoned arrows from the tops of

the neighbouring houses, he caused them to be burned.

Albuquerque, bestowing great praises on his captains for

their valour, and perceiving they were scorched with the

heat, and faint for Avant of f(M)d, retired Avith them to the

ships about night, where 10 died of poisoned arrows. The
enemy's loss was not known.

Whilst Albuquerque rested in the ships refreshing his men,

the king harassed him, undermining the streets to blow up

die Portugueze, and covering them with poisoned thorns

that might gore them at coming in ; he planted more

artillery in many places, and secured the bridge. Albucpierque

sent Antony de Abreu in a vessel well manned, to gain it

;

from the bridge flew showers of bidlets, and Deniz Fernandez

de Mclo seeing him near killed, endeavoured to carry him off

to the ships to be dressed, but he with wonderful constancy

said, * Though I have neither strength to fight, nor voice

to command, I have still life to keep my post.' Floats of

wildfire were drove along the river to burn the vessel, which

could not be prevented till Albuquerque effected it by gaining

the bridge ; when the vessel had liberty to act. The Portugueze

commander entered the city through show<,Ts of bullets,

arrows, and darti. Understanding the danger of tlie mines
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which were in a hroad street, he took another way and gained

the mosque ; and at last with vast slaughter of the enemy,
took entire possession of the city, having with him in this

action only 800 Portugvieze and 200 Malabars.

All the inhabitants of this city being killed or dispersed,

it was quickly repeopled by strangers. In the mean time,

Albuquerque built a fort and a church, and coined money.

He also sent ambassadors to Siam, to Pegu, and ships to

discover the islands of Malacca and Banda. He likewise

received several embassies, and frustrated some plotr hat

were entered into against the Portugueze, after which he

returned to Cochin, having taken on his passage two ships

very richly laden.

Goa being besieged, by an enterprizing chief, Albuquerque

sailed to its relief, and, inmiediately on landing, attacked the

enemy''s fortress, both by sea and land ; but, thinking it was

not vigorously carried on by sea, he leaped into a boat, and

went so near that a cannon ball killed a man that steered the

vessels, dashing his brains and blood on Albuquerque's beard.

This so inflamed him, that he promised a reward to any one

that should break that caimou ; and immediately one of the

gunners directed a ball into the mouth of it, which broke it

to pieces and killed the cannonier. This made way for the

Portugueze to come up the river, and lay close siege to the

fort, when Zufolari appeared on the continent with 7,000 men,

coming to the relief of it ; but finding nothing could be done,

he retired with some loss sustained by the cannon.

Albuquerque sat down before the place with 4,000 men,

whereof 3,000 were Portugueze. Shortly after the natives

surrendered, upon conditicm that they should leave the fort

with all the canncm and ammunition, but would deliver all

the slaves and renegadoes, which last Albuquerque punished

by cutting off their noses, ears, right hands, and thumbs of

the left, and sending them so maimed to Portugal. One of

these was Ferdinando Lopez, who, to do penance for his sins,

volur .ly staid with a black on the island of St. Helena,

where he was afterwards serviceable to some ships, and began

to cultivate that island.
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Albuquerque next sailed to destroy the town of Aden at

the mouth of the Red Sea, in order to ruin the trade between

Egypt and India. But the place was so well fortified that,

after two attempts, the enterprize was abandoned. He,

however, succeeded in procuring leave from the king of

Ormuz to build a fort near the city. Here also he received

ambassadors both from Abyssinia and Persia, after which he

returned to India for the recovery of his health, which was

much impaired. On the passage he heard that there were

arrived in India 12 ships from Portugal, who brought orders

for him to return home. Lope Soarez, who commanded

them, being appointed his successor; hearing this, he cried

out, * Lope Soarez, governor of India ; it is he, it could be

no other. Don James Mendez and James Pereyra, whom I

sent prisoners for heinous crimes, return, the one governor of

Cochin, the other secretary ? It is time for me to take

sanctuary in the church, for I have incurred the king''s

displeasure for his subjects sake, and the subjects anger for

the king's sake. Old man fly to the church, it concerns your

honour you should die, and you never omitted any thing that

concerned your honour.' Then lifting his eyes and hands to

heaven gave God thanks a governor came so opportunely;

not doubting he should die. He was soon seized with a

profound melancholy, and arrived at Dabul, almost in the

arms of death, and there writ his last lines to the king. Upon
the bar of Goa (which he called his land of promise) he gave

up the ghost, on the 16th of December, 1514, in the 63d

year of his age. He had been master of the horse to king

John the second ; was of a moderate stature, his countenance

pleasing, and venerable by his beard which reached to his

girdle, to which he wore it knotted ; that was white, and

iiis complexion fair ; his picture shews he wore hb breeches,

doublec, cloke, cap, and coif, all black, with gold trimming

;

the waistcoat striped with green velvet, with small spots Uke

studs. It was doubted whether he was the better man or

officer. When angry, his looks were somewhat terrible;

when merry, pleasant and witty. He was twice before

Ormuz, twice before Goa, and twice before Malacca, three
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lainous islands and kingdoms in Asia, over which he gloriously

Iriuniphed.

These daring exploits of the early Portugueze navigators

were certainly such as are usually expected from pirates ; hut,

as the Indians were heathens, the Christians of those times

concluded that they were properly authorized to use them as

they pleased. After Albuquerque's death, the Portugueze

persevered in their discoveries and conquests in India,

performing such acts of conduct and bravery as intimidated

the native princes, and hastened their submission to the

warlike strangers.
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A/TR. ORME has published a most accurate and interesting

history of the Mogul empire, of the Marattas, and

of the progress of the English in Hindustan. We cannot

pretend, agreeably to our plan, to give even a sketch of this

learned work ; but we will endeavour to give an account of

the origin of the English establishment in Hindostan, with a

general idea of the government, and the genius of the people.

The Hindoos, or Gentoos, are such an ancient people that

their origin is lost in the obscurity of time. Their customs,

their laws, and their religion, continued it appears for ages,

until the year 1000, when the Mahometans extended their

conquests into India, and the influence of the Moguls was

established by Timur, in 1398. After many rebellions, and

much bloodshed, the Mogul empire, in 1605, submitted to

the authority of Selim, who reigned f^2 years.

It was in this reign, and in the year 1615, that sir Thomas
Roe was sent as the first EngUsh ambassador to the emperor

of Hindostan. Seven years previous to this, the Hector,
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an Pinglisli shif), arrived ut Surat, commanded by captaiti

Hawkins. At this time tlie Fortugueze marine predominated

on the western seas of India, in so much that they made prize

of all vessels which had not taken their pass ; and the fear of

their resentment on the ships which traded from Surat to the

gulfs of Arabia and Persia, deterred the Mogul's oflRcers from

giving the encouragement they might wish, to the English

strangers. They, however, permitted Hawking to land hit<

lead and iron, with some treasure ; but obliged him to buv

and sell with much delay and disadvantage. In September

the northern armada of the Portugueze, consisting of 40 sail

of grabs and gallivats, came into the road, threatening to burn

the city and all its vessels, if the English ship, and all that

belonged to her, were not sent away. Hawkins hastened her

dispatch, but not equal to the impatience of the Portugueze,

who seized his longboat, with goods to a considerable amount,

and 27 men, whom they kept prisoners ; but did not venture

to attack the ship, which sailed a few days after, on the 5tli

of October, from Bantam.

Several other English vessels ventured into the Indian seas;

but the Portugueze opjwsed them, both by force and intrigue.

However, when the natives perceived that the Portugueze

were unable to beat the English, they opposed the monopolizing

demands of the former.

About the close of the year 1()14, captain Downton arrived

from England with four ships, and anchored at Swally, near

Surat. The viceroy of Goa with 51 vessels, carrying 134

cannon, and manned by 8,600 men, Portugueze and natives,

immediately sailed to attack him. The English had only 80

cannon of much inferior shot.

Captain Downton considered the success of this armament

as the certain destruction of the English commerce in the

Mogul's dominions; reasoning, that if his own ships should

l)e driven irom their stations, in the -roads of Surat and

Swally, the viceroy, by the devastationeleven of the city itself,

would compel the nabob to refuse the English all future

resort and intercourse ; and, computing the loss of his ships

as a detriment much inferior to such a consequence* h«
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resolved to perish with thi'rn, rather than recede; but did

not despair that stratagem might avail to supply the defect ut*

force.

The nabob, terrified by the appearance of the armament,

sent his ahahaiuJer, or custom-master, and several other

principal men, to the viceroy, with a large present of

provisions, and many promises, to obtain peace; which the

viceroy refused, not doubting that he should destroy the

English ships ; after which he intended to exact much severer

terms, or the full price of remission.

Early in the morning of the 20th of January, 1615, at low

water, Downton sent the Hope, of 80() tons, to anchor at the

south entrance of the channel, where the galleons would not

have depth sufficient to come near her until the flood was

high. The three other ships soon after came out to the cove,

but anchored again in the channel. These mancKuvres

produced the intended mistake, that the English ships had

quitted Swally to put to sea and fly the coast. And the

Hope had scarcely anchored, before the whole fleet of the

Portugueze were under full sail, plying to stop the channel.

The two smaller ships, with the pinnace, which were foremost,

all at the same time grappled and boarded the Hope ; in which,

the attack being expected, was well resisted. Downton,

with the three other ships, leaving their anchors, came dov/n,

and fired their shot on the enemy's ships entangled with

the Hope; which thrice beat oft* the Portugueze who had

entered, to find more danger on lx)ard their own; but the

confusion of continual slaughter disabled them from cutting

clear of the Hope, until in despair, they set fire to all the

three, and took to the water; when a number of frigates,

which had hitherto given no assistance, now risked themselves,

and saved many, but many were drowned.

In the mean time the Hope had taken fire in her main and

fore rigging, but nevertheless disengaged herself from the

three ships in fiercer flames, which drove on the sands, and

burnt until overwhelmed by the flood. All this while the

galleons kept on the outside of the spit, across which tliey
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cannonaded tlie EngliNli ships within the channel, which was

answered ; but with Httle detriment on either side.

After this affair, the Portugueze received a reinforcement,

and repeatedly attacked the EngHsh; but the skill and bravery

of captain Downton always predominated. He completed his

cargoes, and sailed in safety.

Sir Thomas Roe's embassy, which followed, gave the

English resj)ectability in the eyes of the natives ; and,

notwithstanding the efforts of the Portugueze, the English

concerns, in Ilindostan, continued to gain ground.

In 1633, the Portugueze and Moguls quarrelled seriously,

whicli ended in the complete expulsion of the former from

Hoogley, on the Ganges. In 1712, a contest for the

empire took place, which ended in the elevation of Feroksere,

great grandson of Aurungzebe. It was in this reign that

the English East India company obtained the famous

* Finnan,' or grant, by which their goods of export and

import were exempted from duties, or customs; and this was

regarded as the company's * Commercial Charter in India,'

while they stood in need of protection from the princes of the

country.

In 1738, Nadir Shah, the usurper of the Persian throne,

entered Delhi, where he is said to have massacred 100,000

inhabitants, and to have collected 62,000,000/. of plunder.

The Mogul empire now fell into pieces. The Deccan was

established into an independent kingdom. Bengal shortly

after followed the example. The Rohillas next claimed their

independent,: while the Marattas, in the emperor's name,

plundered ill their neighbours. Perhaps \n the annals of the

world, it has seldom happened that the bonds of government

were so suddenly dissolved," over a portion of country containing

at least 60,000,000 of inhabitants.

Upon the death of Nizam, in 1748, contests ensued for the

throne of the Deccan, and occasioned the interference of the

French and English, as auxiliaries, in the wars that happened

in consequence of them, and that lasted till the year 1754.

The result enabled the English to establish their security and
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influence over the Carnatic ; and t!ie French, in addition to

the solid advantanje of getting possession of the northern

circars, vahied at half a million sterling, of annual revenue,

gained the splendid btit uncertain privilege of influencing the

councils of the Nizum, by attending his person with their

army, 'l^he Mogul was now become merely nominal, and

the emperors were deprived in a great degree of their

importance.

In 1759 and 1760, Ilindost.an was again visited, for the

sixtli time, l)y Abdalla, and Delhi was again plundered and

almost depopulated. The Marattas, in these times of

confusion and revolution, were gathering strength ; and,

poHsessed of extensive domains and vast armies, they projected

the expulsion of Abdalla. and the restoration of the Hindoo

government throughout the empire. Thus the principal

powers of Hindostan were aiTanged into two parties, the

Hindoos and Mahometans; for the Jates joined the Marattas;

and Sujah Dowlah, with the Rohillas, and other Mahometan

chiefs of less note, joined Abdalla: and a battle ensued on

the plains of Carnawl and Panniput. There was said to be

150,000 Mahometans, and no less than 200,000 Marattas.

Victory declared for Abdalla, after a bloody and destructive

battle; so that the Marattas were compelled to relinquish

their pretentions to universal empire in Hindostan ; and from

that period (1761) their power has been sensibly on the

decline.

Abdalla's influence at Delhi was now unlimited ; and he

determined to place Shah Aulum on the throne of his

ancestors. But he dreaded trusting himself in the hands of

Abdalla, who set up Jewan Buckt, the son of Shah Aulum,

for emperor, exacting an annual tribute; so that in reality

Abdalla was emperor, and if he had been disposed to establish

himself in Hindostan he might probably have begun a new

dynasty of emperors in his own person. The territory of the

young emperor, and of Nidjib Dowlah his guardian, was

merely the northern part of the province of Delhi ; and his

father, Shah Aulum, was without territory, and almost

without friends. However, the expulsion of the nabob of
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Bengal, Cossim Ally, by the Enp;lisli, in 17();3, by drawiiiff

Sujah Dowlah into the quarrel, brought the wandering

cnijKjror again into notice; but lie had more to hope fron» Aw
success of the British arms than those of his patron, Sujah

Dowlah ; and the uninterrupted success that attended them
in 1763, 17()4, and 17()5, by the dispersion of the armies jf

Cossim Ally and of Sujah Dowlah, and i)y the entire conquest

of Oude and Allahabad, left the emperor and Sujah Dowlah

no hopes, I'.at f»*om the moderatiim of the victors.

The private distresses of Shah Auluni, the emperor or

l^rcat Mogi'l, were so pressing during Mr. Hasting's last

journey to Oude, in 1784, that his son, Jewan Buckt, came

to solicit assistance from the English.

Among the new powers that arose on the downfal of tliC"

Mogul empire, we ought to mention the French and English.

As for the Portugueze, their power had passed its meridian

before this period ; besides, their views being commercial,

they wisely chose insular situations, such as Goa, Bombay,

Sulsette, DiO, &c. and never appear to have possessed any

very considerable extent of territory, although they kept on

foot a large army of Europeans. The Dutch system was

nearly the same; and their prosperity, in a great measure,

grew out of the misfortunes of the Portugue/e; who, having

fallen under the dominion ot Spain, became obnoxious as well

to the jealousy of rivalship, as to the revenge of the

Hollanders. The French power was of short duration, but

brilliant while it lasted. It began during the government of

M. Dupleix at Fondicherry, in 1749, and ended in 1761,

by the capture of their principal settlement. The French

appear to have been the first European power that trained the

natives of India to regular discipline, as well as the first who

set the example of acquiring territorial possessions, of any

great extent, in India; in which they have been so successfully

followed by the Eng'sh.

In 1756, Sujah Dowlah, nal)ob of Bengal, being jealous

of the rising |iower of the English, took the fort of Calcutta,

and eausetl the principal part of tlie garrison to perish in a

hmall chamber, called the * Black Hole.'' In the following

year, howev
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voiir, however, an armament from Madras, under admiral

Watson ami coU)nel Clive, not only recovered Calcutta, but

broupjht the nabob to terms. The famous battle of Plassey,

tbught in June, 1757, in which Jaffer, a powerful Omrali,

favoured the English, laid the foundation of the future jx>wer

of the Writish nation in IJengal. And in 1765, when Jaffer,

I he nabob of Bengal, died, lord Clive took possession of the

Bengal provinces, with the approbation of Shah Aulum, the

nominal Mogul.

In 17()7, when llydcr Ally had arrived at the height of

his fortime, the war between him and the English broke out.

Having bought off' the Marattas, with a considerable sum of

money, and the restoration of some places he had taken from

ihem, and detached the Nizam from the English, the war

was [)rosecuted on both sides with vigour. After some sharp

battles on the frontiers of the Carnatic and Mysore, a strong

detachment of the British army seii^ed on Hydor''s [province of

Coimbcttore, a fertile district on the south of Mvsore, and

commanding a ready way to Hyder's capital, Seringapatam.

The war was continued with various success during the years

1767, 1768, and part of 1769; when Hyder, with a strong

detachment of troops, chiefly horse, eluded the British arni}^,

came within seven miles of Madras, and dictated a peatv to

the govern-ment of that place. This peace was disreputal)le

to the British courcils only; since the hands of the conmiandcr

in chief (general Joseph Smith) weiv tied u'^*, at the very

moment, the most favourable for Striking a blow ; and while

Hyder, fearing the general's approach, could purchase his

security no other way than by intimidating government into

the measure of laying their commands on the general not to

advance ; by which means he might jxjssibly have cut Hyder

jmd his detachment to pieces. The Nizam !uid, very early in

the war, been detached from Hyder's alliance ; chiefly by the

strong measure of sending a detachment from Bengal iiito the

into the heart of Golconda : which made him tremble for his

capital, Hydrabad.

The peace left matters much in the siune state as they were

Wfore the war; and \rh;'.tever credit Hyder might have gained
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by its termination, was done away by the total defeat which

he suifbred, in 1771, from the Maratta army, within a few

miles of his capital; into which he escaped with great difficulty,

with a small remnant of his army ; afterwards dclying the

attacks of his numerous enemies, who had r.oitiier the skill

nor the ordinary requisites for a siege. H'^i, revenue^i and his

army were improved by the few years of peace that followed.

When the Marattas, in 1773, crjssed the Ganges, to

invade the Rohilla country, a brigade of the British army

inarched to the western frontier of that country, and drove

the Marattas across the river. For this protection the

Rohilla chiefs had stipulated to pay Sujah Dowiah (the British

army acting as his allies) 40 lacks of rupees (400,000/.) ; but

when the service was performed, the payment of the money

was evaded. This breach of treaty led to the invasion and

conquest of the Rohilla country in the following year, 1774.

A considerable tract of land in the Dooab was also conquered

from the Jates and other adventurers, by which the boundary

of Oude was advanced westward within 25 miles of Agra;

north-westward to the upper part of tiie navigable course of

the Ganges ; and south-westward to the Jumnah river. In

1775, on the death of Sujah Dowiah, and on the accession of

his son Azuph, a new treaty was made with the British

government, by which the quantum of the subsidy for the

use of the brigade was increased ; a id the province of Benares,

which produced a clear revenue of 240,000/. per annum, was

ceded to the company. The war with the Poon'ih Marattas

occasioned the march of a brigade across the continent to the

side of Bombay and Surat, in 1778 and 1779. This is said

to be the most brilhant epoch of the British military history

in India. The brigac'e, wliich consisted of less than 7,000

men, all native troops, commanded by European officers,

inarched from the banks of the Jumnah to the western sea,

in spite of the Marattas, whose empire they traversed almost

the whole w^y.

The French war breaking out at this time, and Hyder Ally

expecting a communion of interests with the French, broke

into the Camatic, in the autumn of 1780, with lOO.OOi
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tiooi)s, horse and foot, the best of their kind that had ever

been discipHned by r native of ^ndia. His success in cutting

to pieces colonel Baiilie's detachment, and the consequent

retreat of the Carnatic army, cKcasioned a despair of the

British interests in tiiat quarter, in the opinion of most people

in Europe. Mr. Hastings and sir Eyre Coote thought

otherwise ; and there was sent from Bengal, to the relief of

the Carnatic, a brigade of about 7,000 men, with ample

supplies of money and provisions. Until these troops and

supplies arrived, the Uritish possessed nothing more in the

Carnatic than the ground occu})ied by their camps and

fortresses. Under sir Eyre Coote, Hyder was successfully

combated during two campaigns ; at the end of which

(October, 1782) he ibund the possession of his object, the

Cirnatio, at so great a distance, that he appeared to be

sincerely ilesirous of peace. Hyder perceived the necessity

of ru "n >g his ambitious projects ; and he would actually

have done so, in all probability, if he had not expected a

more seasonable and effectual co-operation on the part of the

French, with whose assistance he hoped to effect our expulsion

in a campaign or two. But he became more jealous of the

French than of the English ; and if the peace of Paris had

Idft the Carnatic in his hands, instead of Mahomet Ally's,

the French would have found the ill effect of his f jnduct

respecting them; for he certainly never intended that they

should assume any cliaracter in it besides that of merchantiii.

With this disposi*i('U of mind, Hyder died soon after, in

1783, and was *
, i-^- n.^d by his son Tippoo, who made peace

with the Engliih. '(i' ch, 1784, at Mangalore.

In the year 175>^, Tipp(x), after several defeats, was

compelled to surrender a great part of his do.ninions to the

English and their allies : in Michouasion there was added to

the British possessions Baruh, Mahal, and Dindegal ; the

Calicut, Palicand, and Coorga countries. In the year 1799,

Coimbetore, Canara, and other districts w ere added, but

hostilities did vi)' terminate till the reduction of Seringapatam,

the capital ot Vh ore, when Tippoo himself fell.

Vol. III.—(is) 3 F
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Mr. Ornic has thrown his observations upon the government

and people of* Hindostan into a systematic form. We also

have adopted the method; and, in general, the language of

our author.

Every province is governed by a subordination of officers,

who hold from no other power than that of the nal)ob.

Nabob (derived from naid, a word signifying deputy) is a

title, which, at Delhi, none but those who are styled thus, in

a conunission given by the king, dare to assume. In distant

provinces nal)obs have governed, who have been registered as

dead at Delhi. A nabob, although appointed by a subahy

(a prince who is deemed the highest representative of the

Mogul) ought to have his conunis.si()n confirmed by the king,

or one with an autheri'c commission appears to supplant him.

Duan is properly thi "^ of the province in civil matters.

This office is commonly hk Ived on a Gentoo, in provinces

which by their vicinity or importance to the throne, are more

immediately subject to its attention. This officer holds his

commission from the king. But, by the nature of the

government of Hindostan, where all look only to one head,

he is never move than an assistant : he may be a spy ; he

cannot be a rival to the power of the nabol).

Revenues, imposts, and taxes, are levied throughout t}»

country, by the appearance, if not by the force of the soldiers.

—The other officers of the province are therefore more

immediately military.

PJiousdar signifies the commander of a detached body of

tlie arm ;, and in the inilitary government, is a title next to

that of the nabob. As the governors of particular parts of

the province have always some troops under then* command,

.such governors are called phousdais.

A hainldar is the officer placed by the government to

superintend a small village.

Ca^ce is the MahometiUi judge ecclesiastical, who supports

and is supported by nkorun. He is extremely venerated.

In treating upon the administration ofjustice in Hindostan,

farther lights will be thrown upon the subject of thegoverniBent

Ki\^ the provinces.
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All the lands in the kingdom belong to the king: therefore

all the lands in the provinces are subject to the nabob. With
him, or his representatives, farmers agree for tlie cultivation

of such an extent, on reserving to themselves such a projxirtion

of the produce. T\iis proportion is settled according to the

difficulty or ease of raising the grain, and seldom exceeds a

third-

On the coast of Coromandel where excessive heats and

infrequent' rains exact the utmost laliour to bring rice to

perfection ; if these farmers were not mildly dealt with, they

would undertake nothing, and the w1m)1c country would be

famished. Here therefore encouragement is given to them,

and the government will sometimes be at the expence of works

to assist them in the labour of raising and conveying water

through the land.

The province of Bengul is the most fertile of any in the

universe, more so than in Egypt, and with greater certainty.

-n-A stratum of the richest mould upon a bottom of sand, the

equal level of the country, and not a stone to be picked up in

the space of some hundred miles, whilst shells ai*e found every

where.

The mechanic or artificer will work only to the measure of

I
his necessities. He dreads to be distinguished. If he becomes

too noted for having acquired a little more money than others

I

of his craft, that will be taken from him. If conspicuous for

j

the excellence of his skill, he is seized upon by some person

in authority, and obliged to work for him night and day, on

I

much harder terms than his usual labour acquired when at

liberty.

IJence all emulation is destroyed ; and all the luxury of an

Asiatic emjiire has not been able to counteract by its propensity

to magnificence and splendour, the dispiriting effects of that

fear which reigns throughout, and without which a despotic

[)o\ver would reign no more.

Where the human race is struggling through such mighty

I

ills as render its condition scarcely superior to that of the

I
brutes of the field ; shall we not expect to find throughout

Hindostan dreary plains, lands uncultivated, miserable villages

iiili}
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thinly interspersed, desolated towns, and the number oi'

inhabitants as much ^iiminished as their miseries appear

multiplied.

On the contrary, we find a people equalling if not exceeding-

in numbers the most populous states, such as enjoy the best

of governments and the best of laws.

Effects of the climate of Hindostan seem to counteract, in

favour of the human race, the violences to which it is subject

from the nature of the government.

1. The sun forbids the use of fuel, and renders the want of

raiment to be scarcely an inconvenience. 2. The bare earth,

with the slightest hut over it, affords a repose without the

danger of diseases to a people vastly temperate. 3. Productions

peculiar to the soil of India exceedingly contribute to the ease

of various labours : a convenient house mav be built in three

days, with no other materials than what are furnished by the

bamboo and kajan: a boat, with all its appurtenances, may

be made from the single cocoa-nut tree; which at the Same

time supplies oil, and a nourishment in much request; the

case of producing and manufacturing cotton is evinced by the

plenty and price of linen. 4. Health is best preserved in this

climate, by the slightest and simplest diet : perhaps it is from

this consideration that religion has forbid the use of flesh meats

and spirituous liquors amongst the Gentoos.

In Hindostan, the fecundity of the women is extreme ; and

the propensity of the men to propagate their species is equal

to it. I>ery Gentoo 'is by his religion obliged to marry,

and is permitted to have more wives than one. It has been

proved, tliat the number of females exceeds that of the males;

so that a phn'ality of wives produces not the effect in India,

which it is imagined to do in other countries, that of decreasing

the numbeis of a people.

A people boi'u under a sun too sultry to admit the exercise

and fatigues necessary to form a robust nation, will naturally,

from the weakness of their Ixxlies (especially if they have

tew wants), endeavour to obtain their scanty livelihood by

the easiest labours. It is from hence, perhaps, that the

manufactures of cloth are so multiplied in Hindostan.
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Spinning and weaving are the slightest tasks which a man
can be set {o ; and the numbers that do nothing else in this

country are exceeding. It is observable, that the manufacturers

of cloth prevail most, both in number and perfection, in those

provinces where the people are least capable of robust labours.

In the northern parts of the kingdom, where the men have

more bodily strength, they weave hair, or the coarsest of

cloths. On the coast of Coromandel, and in the province

of Bengal, when at some distance from the high road, or a

principal town, it is difficult to find a village in which every

man, woman, and child, is not employed in making a piece

of cloth. The assistance which a wife and family are oipable

of affording to the labours of the loom, may have much
contributed to the preference given by a lazy people to this

manufacture. The thread is laid the whole length of the

piece of cloth : hence the weavers live entirely in villages, as

they could work no where else in this manner.

A weaver amongst the Grentoos is no despicable cast. He
is next to the scribe, and above all the mechanics. He would

lose his cast, were he to undertake a drudgery which did not

immediately relate to his work.

The distinctions of dress in Hindostan consist entirely in

the fineness of the linen of which the habit is made. The
habit has at this dav the same cut which it had a thousand

years ago. Ornaments of gold and silver are m.arks of

foppery, which are indulged only to the children : jewels are

not worn about the person, excepting on particular occasions,

even by the grandees : the richest man in the empire affects

no other advantage in his dress, but that of linen extremely

fine.

Other trades in Hindostan arc not subdivided as they are

in Europe, where six or seven mechanics contribute to the

making of a single instrument. Here one man makes all the

parts himself: by which he becomes exceedingly liable to

oppression ; for when once his single person is secured, all

that is necessary is secured.

Cloth being the staple of the trade of Hindostan, and trade

in general being better encouraged than it usually is in a

'
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despotic state ; such procceedings would too much injure ihw

public revenues, in one of their greatest resources. This

manufacture is therefore less liable to outrages, than any other

trade ; and hence another cause of its improvement.

But it may be asked, how works ()f such extraordinary

nioeness can be produced by a people, who, if what is said of

their mechanics be true, must be deprived of such tools as

seem absolutely necessary to finish such fine manufactures.

The surprise will be heightened when we find, that at

Dacca, in the province of J3cngal, where all the cloths fo»

the use of the king and his seraglio are made, these are of

BUch wonderful fineness as to exceed ten times the price of

any linens permitted to be made for Europeans, or any one

else in the kingdom.

As much as an Indian is born deficient in mechanical

strength* so much is his whole frame endowed with an

exceeding degree of sensibility and pliantness. The hand of

an Indian cook-wench shall be more delicate than diat of an

European beauty : the skin and features of a porter shall be

softer than those of a professed petit niaitre.

The women wind off the raw silk from the pod of the

worm. A single pod of raw silk is divided into !iO different

degrees of Oneness ; and so ex(£uisite is the feeling of these

women, that whilst the thread is running through their

fingers so swiftly that the eye can be of no assistance, they

will break it off exactly as the assortments change, at once

from tlie first to the twentieth, from the nineteenth to tlie

second.

The women likewise spin the thread designed ft>r the cloths,

and then deliver it to the men, who have fingers to model it

AS exquisitely as these have prepared it. For it i« inatter of

fact, that the tools which they use are as simple and plain as

they can he imagined to be. The rigid, clumsy fingers of an

European would scarcely be able tt» make a piece of canvas,

with tlie instruments which are all that an Jndian employs in

making a piece of cambric.

It is farther remarkable, thai, every disliiiiut kind of cloth
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been transmitted, perhaps for centuries, from father to son<^—

a custofti which must have conduced to the perfection of tha

manufacture.

The numerous productions of Hifidostan. and the

difference of wants in different parts of it, aflTord « large

scope for an extensive trade within itself; which is carried

on with no small degree of application, wherever the sword

is aheathe<l.

The European nations, importing bullion And metals,

which the Indiatis want, and exporting the cloths which they

cdW easily ispare, have much contributed to confirm the spirit

of trade.

The king, by being |Mt)prfetor of the lands, sells to hi*

subjects their subsistence, instead of receiving supplies ft^om

tlttJrt. Hence a resoui'ce exceeding that of all the taxed,

imposts, and customs, of other governments; but still a

resource incapable of producing gold or silver without the

assistance of commerce.

The multitude of valuable productions; the cunning atid

industrious temper of the people; the avarice of the rulers

of Hindostan ; have all etjually concurred to establish the

extensive commerce of this country. The government has

found, by repeated experience in the consequences of

oppression, that they best consult the interest of their

revenues in consulting the security of their merchants.

The customs and imposts throughout Hindostan are fixed

and unalteiable. Tlie merchant may at any time make an

exact calculation of the deductions to which his trade is

subject. Customs paid at any of the Mogul's ports, are not

lo bs demanded at any other for the space of 12 months.

The diamond mines, like all other lands, are the property

of the sovereic»n, who receives a vast revenue from the farmers

achiiitted to W(jrk in them. This revenue is certain, be the

success wimt it will ; and ail diamonds above a paiticular and

very moderate weight, beiotig to the king. The penalty of

death, to all concerned in concealing a large stone is executed

with the utmost rigour, and is the canst wliy so few are seeR

in Europe.
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It is not to be expected that navigation should have madi»

great progress amongst so enervated a people as those of

Hindostan. They are unskilful practitioners, and worse

theorists. It is conmion to find a Moor ship wasting three

years on a voyage which might easily be performed in one

:

hence the Europeans ar^ the general carriers to the cast.

The rudeness of the miUtary art in Hindostan can scarce

be imagined, but by these who have seen it. The hifantry

consists in a multitude of people assembled together without

regard to rank or file: some with swords and targets, who
can never stand the shock of a body of hors^ : some bearing

match-locks, which in the best of order can produce but a

very uncertain fire: some armed with lances too long or too

weak to be of any service, even if ranged with the utmost

regularity of discipline. Little reliance is therefore placed in

this force. To keep night-watches, and to plunder defenceless

people, is their greatest service, except it consists in their

being a perquisite to their commanders, who receive a fixed

price for every man, and hire every man at a different and

less price.

As the Moors are the lords of the country, they are of

consequence tliC warriors of it. These derive from their

originals, the Tartars, the aftection which that people arc

famous for bearing towards their horses ; and the love oi'

i|^ an inclenient climate, has fixed this preference.ease,

The strain of all the war rests upon the numbers and

goodness of horse which are found in an army. Every man

brings his own horse, and offers himself to be enlisted. The

horse, and not the man, is carefully examined ; and according

to the size and value of the beast, the master receives his pay.

A good horse will bring 30 or 40 rupees a month. Sometimes

an officer contracts for a whole troop which he has enlisted.

A horse in Hindostan is of four times greater value than in

Europe. If the horse is killed, the man is ruined. Strange

that such a regulation should be established, as makes it the

interest of the soldier to fight as little as possible.

The privileges of free-booty and plunder, together with

sudden and sanguinary executions, in some measure check
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this consequence. Tlie officer who coimnaiuls a troop wliicli

he has raised himself, is rcsponsihle lor tlie behaviour of his

men : he tlierefore brings them of his own faniily, or at least

those he can depend on. These interests and connexions do

but indifferently supply the effects of a real love to their

country, or a real attachment to their prince—principles

which are very rarely I'ound to influence the people of

Hindostan.

A domineering insolence towards all who are in subjection

to them; ungovernable wilfulness, inhumanity, cruelty,

murders and assassinations, deliberated with the same

calmness and subtlety as the rest of their politics ; an

insensibility to remorse for these crimes, which are scarcely

ccmsidered otherwise than as necessary atxidents in the

course of life; sensual excesses which revolt against nature;

unl)ounded thirst of power, and an ex paciousness of wealth

equal to the extravagance of his projiensitios and vices

—

constitute the character of an Indir.n Moor, who is of

consequence sufficient to have any character at all.

That tribute of obedience which a man pays to his foipeiior,

he naturally exacts from his inferior ; and where every man is

obliged to pay, and expects to receive, this obedience, it is

natural that a check should be put to all outward indecorum.

If to this we join the idea of a people in w honi subtilty has

been substituted to impetuous manners, we shall not wonder

to see them become vastly polite. It is destroying the nature

of things, for any more than one or two persons in any

assembly, to be off their guard in the point of ceremonial or

behaviour.

We find, therefore, amongst the Moors, the ceremonies of

outward m/mners carried to a more refined pitch than in any

other part of the world, excepting China. These manners

are becimc a fundamental of their education, as without them

a man would, instead of making his fortune, be liable to lose

his head.

An uncivil thing is never said anjongst equals: the most

t'xtravagant adulation, botfi of gesture and words, is lavished

upon the superior. The grandee is seated in his durbar, or

Vol. III. 3 G
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chair «!' state, wUvvl all who approacii to pay tlicir rcispoiis

ari raiigcil ai'i-caciin^' to tlu-ir rcsjjcrtivc dcgrcrs of statu)ii or

lavoiir. All is attention to Iiis countenance: it' he a»ks n

qiK'stion, it is answered with the turn that will please him :

if he asserts, all applaud the trutii : does he contradict, all

treml'le: a nv.iltitude of domestics appear in waiting, as silent

and innnoveahle as statues. This is the ceremonial of paying

court.

By tJio ex{)erience which they have had of Europeans, tiiev

deny us all pretensions to politeness. Our familiarities aj)})ear

shocking to their notions of iiwc and resjx'ct; our vivacities

quite ridiculous to their notions of solemnity. We will he

pardoned for giving an instance of this.

The gentlemen of one of the European factories in Bengal,

were invited to see the ceremony of a sacred day at the

nabob's palace, where all the great men of the city were to

be assembled. The Euroj)eans were placed near the nabob's

person. The scene was in a large area of the palace ; in the

middle of which, directly opposite to the nabob, a fountain

was j)laying. The Moors who entered, approached no nearer

than just l)efore the fountain; there matle obeisance, and then

retired to their seats. A man of some distinction added a step

or two too much to his retreating Imdw, and fell backwards

into the cistern of the foimtain. We (question whether half

the foreign ambassadors of any court of Europe could have

supj)ressed their mirth on such an occasion ; our ibreign

visjioi's bur.st into repeated peals of laughter, and flung

themselves into all the attitudes which usually accompany the

excess of it. Not a muscle was changed in the countenance

of any other jierson in the assembly. The unlucky man went

out with great composure, to change his raiment ; and all the

attention of the company was diverted from him upon the

boisterous mirth of the strangers, which became real matter

of astonishment to these nice observers of decorum.

The deputies of an European settlement on the coast of

Coromandel, arrived at the camp of Nazirijing, late subah

of the southern provinces, who had at that time occasion for

tlic service of their presidency. In stipulating the ceremonies
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i)f their aiidiciui', tliov insisted llint tliev could not sit

('ross-le<^«ifed iij)()n tlie ground, uitliout bein^ ciainped: it

was answered, that they could not he admitted to sit u|)on

ehairs (according to the European ciistoni) in the presence oi'

a prince of Na/irijinu;\ dignity ; as, according to their customs,

no interior could be placed on a seat raised higlier than that

on whieh his superior was seated. The deputies then desired

that a liolc might be dug in the grounil of the tent, in which

they might put iheir legs without injuring the dignity of that

prince. This was granted, to the no small astonishment of

all present, that these gentlemen should chuse, on such an

occasion, to appear in a situation which anjongst the Moors is

a punishment for misdemeanors eommitted by the lower class

of people. It had just the same effect upon them, as upon

us would Jiavc the recjuest of a stranger, who at such an

introduction should desire, instead of a chair, to be set in a

pair of stocks.

Tile ])oliteness of other nations may have its rise from a

natural case and happiness of tem])er, a j^oint of honour, the

ide' man conveys of himself by the respect lie shows to

otl , but the decorum with which the common ceremonies

and occurrences of life are conducted in liindostan, is derived

from the constant idea of subordination, joined to a constant

habit of the deepest disguise and dissimulation of the heart.

An expression of indignation has cost a considerable officer

his life, three months alter he had betrayed himself to the

apprehensions of his general, who never afterwards thought

himself secure from the resentments of a man whose violence

was capable of transporting him to a public manifestation of

disgust: in the interim, nothing but the utmost complaisance

and respect has subsisted between them. Just as the rash

man has thought his peace was made, he has found his

destruction determined.

The Gentoos are very affectionate parents, and treat their

domestics with great mildness. They are charitable, even to

relieving the necessities of strangers: and the politeness of

their behaviour is refined by the natural effeminacy of their

disposition, to exceed even that of the Moors.

'; *
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The sway of a tL's|)()tii* govcriuncnt hivs tnught them thr

mrcssity ot* patience ; and tlie eoohiess ol' their imapnation

enables I hem to practise it better liiiut any peo])le in *he

worKl. They eoneeive a contemptible opinion ol' a man's

eapneity, wlu) betrays any impetuosity in iiis temper.

Slavery lias sharpened ihe nntm'al finesse of all the spirits

of Asia ; i'nnw the dillieuUy oi' obtaining-, and the greater

diflieuhy of preserving il, the CJenloos are indel'atigal)le in

business, ancl masters of tlie most excellent ihssinnilatiim in

all al!'airs of interest. They are the aeutest buvers and

sellers in the worUI, and preserve tluough all their bargains

a degree of calmness, whicli bafHes all the arts that can be

op|)osed against ii.

The children ari' ciij)able ol' assistivtg them in tb.eir business

at an age wh.en ours scarce begin t(; learn. It is common to

see a boy ol 11 years enter into an assend)ly of considerable

men, make his obeisance, deliver his message, and then retire

with all the pro[>riety and grace of a very well-bred man.

The Itramins, from their lunnbers and autliorlty, enjov

great respect amongst the otlier easts of (Jentoos, These

j>eople are very litigious, and yet justice is in general

administered in a very corrupt nianner. bribes are eonnnunly

given, antl perjury tuquent anil glaring. Oppression prevails

in the government throughout all ranks of the people, from

the highest even to the lowest subject of the em|iire. lUit we

will not dwell on the remarks of Mr. Orme, as the maimers

and customs »)f these peof)le will be illuslratetl in the anecdotes

related bv those travellers whose work* will be next related.
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J) 11. BUC'HANAN was orcU'mi by the manjuis Wcllesley,

jpovernor-gcneral of India, to traverse the iloininioiis of

the rajah of Mysore, and t!ie countries acquired by tlie East

India company in the wars with Tippu) sultjin, for the purpose

of investigating the state of agricuhure, arts, and commerce;

tlie religion, manners, and customs; and other important

subjects in those countries. His observations were tranf5mitt»;d

to tlie (hrectors of tlie East India company, who thought them
of such iniportance as to rtH'ommend the pulilication of them

tij the court, under whose jiatronage the work ap|)eared.

On the ^.'5tl of April, 1800, Dr. Buchanan set out from

AKadras; but his iiupiiries could not commence, with proper

effcH-'t, till after his arrival at Siringapatani, where he expected

to pr(Kur J sufficient authority Irom the rajah's duan. He was

nccompunied by a painter, a native of Bengal.
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Tiic c(>\inti*), through wliicli the (l(x:tor travelled, was, in

gtneral, dreary and barren, except where irrigation could be

employeil. 1'he first place of importance at which he arrived

was Vcllorc. ' Mere I remained,"' says our author, ' in order

to give my {)C()ple rest. The present fort is large and beautiful

;

and having been chosen for the residence of the family of the

late sultan of Mysore, is strongly garrisoned by English forces.

The town, which belongs to the nabob, is pretty large, and

well built after the Hindoo fashion. Above it are three small

forts, which occupy the sunnnits of a hill that overlooks the

town, but one of them only has a supply of water. The
fortifications are said to have been erected by the Canarese

monarchs.
,

' The greater part of the Rramins in the lower Carnatic

follow secular professions. They almost entirely fill the

different offices in the collecti(m of the revenue, and

administration of justice ; and they are exclusively employed

as hhraras^ that is, guides or messengers, and as the keepers

of inns, or choultries. Much of land is rented by tljcm ; but,

like the Jews, they seldom put their hand to actual labour,

and on no account will they hold the plough.

' The Panchwn Bumhnn (imj)urc tnl)esof Hindoos) are bj

far the most hardy and laborious })e()ple of the country, but

the greater part of them are slaves. So .sensible of their value

was Hyder, that in his incursions it was these chiefly whom
he endeavoured to carry away. He settled them in many

tlistricts as farmers, and would not suffer them to be called

by their proper name, which is considered as opprobrious;

but ordered, that they should be called cultivators.

' There are many other divisions among these Bramins,

ai'ising from their various occupations. The proper tluty of

a Braniin is meditation on things divine, and the proper

manner of his procuring a subsistence is by begging (Bkiksha).

This mode of living is considered as very agreeable to the

gods; and all industry is deemed derogatory to the rank of

a man, and more especially to that of a Bramin. The lower

classes of society, however, in this degenerate age, not being

sufficiently charitable, nor quite so willing to part with their
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money, ns ilic uohlc cast of Hruinins could wish, many oi' tliat

sacred order have ])een ohliood to betake themselves to what

they consider as unworthy eni])loyinenls, such as being

governors and jiulges of cities, collector.^ of revenue, and

accomptants; nay some even condescend to <'ultivate the earth

by means of slaves. Hence arises the distinction of Hramiivs.

into Vaidahi m\d Lokika^ or Lovadua; the former of whom
follow the proper duties of the cast, while the Lokika debase

themselves by dedicating their labours to worldly affairs.

" The highest among the IJramins are certain Vaikaka, who

])y more than usual mortification attain ii large proportion of

divine favour. They cut off their hair; dress in a yellow or

red cloth ; eat but cmce a dav ; abstain entirely from women ;

and, relinquishing all the domestic enjoyments of society, live

in pagodas, or matanis, that is to say, convents, where they

dedicate their time entirely to devotion, and the instructicni of

those who aie less pious, and who follow them as disciples.

A Bramin of this kind is called a Sanuyasi^ and nuist be a

man of learning, that is to say, nuist be able to read Sanscrit,

and be actjuainted with the dogmas of his particular sect.

The number of' IJramin Saunyusis is \ery small, and is diieHy

c(mfined to those who are (tiinift, SrcdhM/ii-s', or bishops of

the different sects, and who, in every thing relating to religion

and cast, have a jurisdicti<m over all tlieir inferiors.

* The Gurus travel in great state, with elephantis, ht»rsei»,

palanquins, and an innnense train of tlisciples, the least of

whom considers himself as highly elevated above mankind by

his sanctity. They generally travel at night, in order to

avoid their mussulman or l-^uropean concjuerors, who would

not show them that veneration, or rather adoration, to which

they consider themsttlves entitled ; and they have therefore

been seldom seen by travellers. (Jn the approach of a Guru
to any place, every inhabitant of pure birth must go to meet

him ; the lower classes are not admitted to his presence. The
Guru, on being conducted to the principal tem})le, bestows

upculemy or chkrantknm, which may l>c considered as

analogous to the confirmation granted by our prelates, on

such as hnkVQ not received these ceremonies, and distributee

'!''( '"11
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holy water. He ihen iiK|uires irao matters of contention, or

transgressions against the rulers of casts ; and having settled,

or punished these, hears his disciples and otiier learned men
dispute on theological subjects. This is the grand field for

acquiring reputation jimong the Jlramins, The.se disputations

are said to Ik* verv similar to tho.se, which were common
among the doctors oi" the lloniish church 7 or 8(){) years ago;

and in fact a strong resemblance will be foimd between the

present stale of Hindoo knowledge, and that which then

prevailed in I'-urope.

' Since leaving Madras, I have found the weather very hot

and dry. The thermometer at tioon in my tents, which are

well constructed i'or kee))ing out the heat, has been from 96"

to 98 degi'ces. In a house it would })robablj have been two

or three degrees lower. 'J'lie wind has generally been strong;

but so arid and hot, as not to mitigate the effects of the sun,

or cool the burning atmosphere."'

After crossing the Ghats^ our traveller found the country

but ill cultivated, and the population scanty. The appearance

of the ground did not vary much until his arrival at Bangaloi'ef

on the 10th of May. The d(>elor contmues:

—

' The morning being cool and pleasant, I walked through

the ruins of the fort of IJangalori', w hieh was con.structed by

Hyder after the best fashion of nuissulman inil'^'U-y architecture:

and which was destroyed by his son, after he found how little

it was fitted to resist Jiritish valour. The entrance towards

i\\e petta^ or town, is a ver}' handsome building of cut granite,

and was probably cinisidered by the defenders as the strongest

part of the works. It certainly would have been a very

difHcult matter to have forced a way through all the various

gateways in this entrance; as the tro< ps, alter having f()rce(l

one gate, would have been exposed to a fire from all (juarters

before they could have reached another. Ikit there are no

ditches between the different gates, nor even without the

outer one; and, if the enemy obtained possession of the work^

above the first gateway, they had a ready connnunication with

all the others: as our troops found when thev storu 'h1 the

place, which they did at this j)art ol" the works. In the
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Imildings of tliis entrance is a dungeon, amply provided with

all the horrors that usually attend such places.

VThe garrison contained well constructed magazines, and

many huts for the accommodation of the troops; but no good

building, except the malial, or palace. Although this is

composed of mud, it is not without some degree of

magnificence. On the upper story, it contains four halls,

each comprising two balconies of state for the prince, and

each balcony faces a different cutchery, or court for giving

audience. No persons, but a few trusty guards, were

admitted into the hall with the sultan: but 'at each end of

the court was erected a balcony for the officers of the highest

rank. Tlie inferior officers occupied a hall under the balcony

of the prince, open in front, and supported by columns as

high as the roof of the upjier story. The populace were

admitted into the open court, in which there were fountains

for, cooling the air. At each end of the halls are private

apartments, small, mean, and inconvenient. The public

rooms are neatly painted, and ornamented with false gilding.

The offices arc mean ; and the bath consists of a small room,

in which a ])erson may sit, and have water poured over him.

The same bath seems to have served both the prince and his

women, as it communicates with their apartments by a small

court, which contains the huts that served for kitchens, and

for lodging the female slaves. There were two apartments

for the ladies. One, for the principal wife, contains a

cutchery, where, like the sultan, she gave audience to the

concubines, and to the ladies of the mussulnmn chief. The
other apartment belonged to the concubines. It is a square

court, iiaving at two of the ades a corridor, under which the

women sat at their meals and amusements. Behind the

corridor are their sleeping rooms, which are mean and dark,

being about 12 feet square, and without any air or light, but

what is adn)itted by the door, or in some by a hole about a

toot wide. I^owness of roof is a fault prevailing over the

whole structure. Before the palace is a large square court

fronted by the nvhat Ichana, or station for the band of music,

and surrounded l>y a fine corridor. The palace lately served
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the officers of an Kuro|)eun rcj^inicnt for quarters, while tlie

privates wert' lo<lged in the corridor.

' I visited the gardens made by tlie late mussulroan princcK,

Hyder and Tippcxi. Tliey are extensive, and divided into

square plots sejwrated by walks, the sides of which are

ornamented witii Hne cypress trees. The plots are filled wiUi

fruit-trees and pot-herbs. Tiie nuissuhnan fashion is to have

a separate piece of ground allotted for each kind of plant.

Thus one j)lot is entirely filled with rose trees, another with

pomegranates, and so forth. The walks are not gravelled,

and the cultivation of the whole rather slovenly; but the

people say, that formerly the gardens were well kept. Want
of water is the principal defect of these gardens ; for in this

arid coimtry every thing, during the dry season, must be

artificially watered. The garden of Tippoo is supplied from

three wells, the water of which is raised by the capily^ or

leather-bag, fastened to a cord passing over a pulley, and

wrought by a ])air of bullocks, which descend an inchned

plane. This, the workmen .say, is a much more effectual

machine than the ijatam. Hyder"'s garden is watered from a

reservoir, without the assistance of machinery. The taste of

Hyder accorded more with the liUglish, than that of his son.

His walks are wider, his cy})ress trees are not so much

crowded ; and in the means for watering the plots there is not

so much n.astmry, or bricklayer's work, employed. There is,

indeed, so much of these in the parts of Tippoo's gavUoii

which he probably considered the finest, as almost to cover

the ground, and to leave nothing but holes, as it were, through

which the trees grow,

' Tippoo is said to have attempted to introduce a great

strictness of manners ; absolutely prohibiting the use of all

spirituous liquors, and ordering that no loose women should be

tolerated. He was himself, however, unreasonably addicted

to women; and the Hramins here allege, that he sometimes

forced away the most beautiful of their daughters. After

some detention in the zenana, if he did not like them, he sent

the girls back to their fathers, who, in general, refused to

admit them into their families. But I'ippoo was not to be
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treated in this manner with impuiiit)'. On such occasions, lie

sent i'or tiic fatlier, tuok from iiini till hiK pro})crty, und Hogged

him severely. He then ordered tlie girl to point out iiny

Bromin for a husband, and the unfortunate man was flogged

until he gave his consent. A loss of cast, of coui'.se, ensued

;

but the husband commonly Hed out of Tijiptx/s dominions,

leaving his wife l)ehind, to want or prostitution. On going to

another place, and turning away his unclean wife, he could

get an absolution from his (juru, with |>ermi.ssion to marry

again.

' Alx)ut half way to Seringapatani I arrived at a hilly

country that readies very near U) the Cavcnj. On the south

side of these hills lord Cornwaliis encamped, before the final

engagement which gave him possession of the island. >Iis

marches fn)m Bangalore may every where be traced by the

bones of cattle, thousands of which })evished tlu'ough fatigue

and hunger. The road among these liilis is no where steep,

as it leads over a part of the ridge ihat is not high ; but

towards the west are numerous small mountains. Many parts

of these hills are cultivated ; but much more is incapable of

ever becoming arable. The whole is stony, and the barest

country that I have ever seen. From ascending the ridge,

until reaching the Cavery, one can hardly find a bush

suflBciently larg-e to make a broom.

* At Seringapatani, I had an interview with Purma, the

duan of the Mysore rajah, and, during that prince's minority,

the chief administrator of his government. By means of

colonel Close, I have received assurances of every assistance

in forwarding the objects of my mission ; and a Bramin has

been ap}X)inted to accompany me, widi orders to call upon

every pei'son that I shall desire t<>r information.

* Serinffapatanij as is well known, is situated at the upper

end of an island surrounded by the Ciivery, which is here a

large and rapid river, with a very extensive chamiel, filled

with rocks, and fragments of granite. At this season (the

20th of May) it is in many places fordable with facility ; but

during the rains it rises very high, to the great inconvenience

of the inhabitants. On the south branch of the river a bridge
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has been erected, wliich soi-ves also as an aqueduct, to convey

from the upper part of the river a large canal of water into

the town and island. The rudeness of this bridge will show

the small progress that the arts have made in Mysore. Square

pillars of granite are cut from the rock, of a sufficient height

to rise above the water at tlie highest floods. These are placed

upright in rows, as long iis the intended width of the bridge,

and distant about 10 feet frotn each other. They are secured

at the bottom by being let into tlie solid rock, and their to))s

being cut to a level, a long stone is laid upon each row.

Above these longitu<linal stones others are placed contiguous

to each other, and stretching from row to row, in the direction

of the length Of the bridge. The whole breadth of this may
be 20 feet. One half is occupied by the aqueduct, which is

secured at the bottom ami on l)oth sides by the brick and

plaster. The road is laid with gravel, and secured by a

parapet wall on one side, and by the aqueduct on the other.

But, however rude such a bridge may be, it is of most

t::*iential convenience to the town, and to the inhabitants of

the southern bank of the river, though the construction is

attended with great expense. The inconveuiencies felt from

the want of a bridg-e on the northern branch are so great, that

both Purnea and the resident are very anxious to have one

erected ; but on an cstimtite being formed, it is found, that

even without an aqueduct, a rude bridge of this kind would

cost 16,000 canter''raia pagodas, or 5,372/. 9*. 4c?. It is very

fairly proposed, that the company should defray one half of

this, as lords of the island ; while the rajah should defray the

other half, on account of the advmitagcs to be derived by his

subjects on the north side of the river.

' The island is about three miles in length, and one in

breadth, and has a most dreary, ugly appearance ; for naked

rock and dirty mud walls are its predominant features. The

fort or city of Sri Ranga occupies its upper end, and is an

immense, unfinished, unsightly, and injudicious mass of

building. Tippoo seems to have had too high an opinion of

his own skill to have consulted the French who were about

him ; and adhered to the old Indian stvle of fortification,
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labouring to make the place strong by heaping walls and

cavaliers one above the other. He wa« also very diligent in

cutting ditches through the granite; but, as he had always

on hand more projects than his finances were adequate to

defray, he never finished any work. He retained the long

straight walls and square bastions of the Hindoos; and his

glacis was in many parts so high and s^eep, as to shelter an

assailant from the fire of the ramparts. In the island also, in

order to water a gartlen, he liiul dug a deep canal parallel to

the works of the fort, and not above 800 yards distant from

them. He was so unskilled, as to look upon this as an

additional security to the place ; but had it been deemed

necessary to besiege the town regularly from the island, the

assailant would have found it of the utmost use. Had
Tippoo's troops l)een caliable of defending the place properly,

this mode of attack would havs been necessary; but the

confidence which our officers justly reposed in the superiority

of their men, and the extreme difficulty of bringing up the

Inunense stores necessarv to batter down manv heavv works,

made them prefer an attack across the rrvcr, where the works

were not so strong, and where they vontin*ed on storming u

breach, that nothing, but a very great difference between the

intrepidity of the assailants and defendants, could have enabled

them to carry. The depth of the river was of little importance;

but the assailants, in passing over its rocky channe'i, were

exposed to a heavy fire of artillery, and suffered considerable

loss.

* On ascending the breach, our men found an inner rampart

lined with troops, separated from them by a wide and deep

ditch, and defended at its angle by a high cavalier. By this

they were for a little while discouraged ; as, from the

information of spies, they had expected to have been able to

mount the cavalier from the breach, and to form a lodgment

there, till means could be taken to gain the inner works, and

expel the garrison, which consisted of about 8,000 men,

nearly the same number with that employed on the storming

party.
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* After, however, the first surprise occasioned by this

disappointment, the troops soon recovered their spirits, and

pushed on, along the outer runipart, towards lx)th the right

and left of the breach. Those who went to the left found

great opposition. At every 20 or 30 yards distant, the

rampart was crossed by traverses, and these were defended

by the bultan in jierson. The loss of men here was

considerable ; but the English troo[)s gradually advanced,

and the sultan retired slowly, defending his ground with

obstinacv.

* The enfilading fire fmm the Bombay army, on the north

^de of the river, had lieen so strong, that tlie defendants had

been entirely driven from iie ramparts on the right of the

breach, and had Ixjcn prevented from raising any traverses.

Our people who went in that direction did not meet with the

smallest opposition ; and the flank companies of the 12th

regiment, having found a passage across the inner ditch,

passed through the town to attack the rear of the enemy,

who were still opposing the Europeans on the left. The
sultiin had now been driven back to the eastward of the

palace, and is said to have had his horse shot under him.

He might certainly have gone out at a gate leading to the

north branch of the river, and nothing could have prevented

him from ci*o6sing that, and joining his cavalry, which, under

tlie command of his son, Futty Hyder^ and of Purnea, were

hovering round the Bombay army. Fortunately, he decided

upon going into the inner fort, by a narrow sallyport ; and,

as he was attempting to do so, he was met by the crowd flying

from the flank companies of the 12th regiment; while the

troop, coming up behind, cut olf all means of retreat. Both

parties seem to have fired into the gateway, and some of the

Europeans must have passed through with the Imyonet ; as a

wound, evidently inflicted by that wcaptMi, was discovered in

the arm of the sultan. His object in going into the gateway

is disputed. The Hind<x)s universally think, that, finding

the place taken, he was going to the palace to put all his

family to death, and then to seek for his own destructitm in
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the midst of his enemies. But, although such is considered

by the Hindoos as the pro|)er conduct for a prince in h\»

situation, we have no reason to think that a mussulman would

conduct himself in this manner ; nor was Tippoo ever accused

of want of affection for his family. I think it more probable,

that he was ignorant of the British troops having got into the

inner fort, and was retiring thither in ho{)es of being still able

to repel the attack.

^ No individual claimed the honour of having slain the

sultan, nor did any of either party know that he had fallen in

the gateway. The. assmlants were, indeed, at that time too

much enraged to think of any thing but the destruction of

their enemy. Each division pushed on towards the eastern

end of the town; and, as they advanced, the carnage

increa.sed. The garrison threw themselves from the works,

attempting to escape into the island, and from thence to their

cavalry. The greater part, however, were either killed by

the fall, or broke their limbs in a most shocking manner.

Meer Sadiic, the favourite of the sultan, fell in attempting to

get through the gates. He is supposed to have been killed

by the hands of Ti{)poo''s soldiery, and his corpse lay for

some time exposed to the insults of the populace, none of

whom passed without spitting on it, or loading it with a

slipper ; for to him they attributed most of their sufferings in

the tyrannical reign of the sultan.

* The two divisions of the storming army now met at an

open place surrounding a very fine mosque, into which the

remains of the garrison withdrew, and with their destruction

the fighting nearly ceased. The number of burials amounted

to somewhat al)ove 7,000 ; sevtjral of these were townVpeople

of both sexes, and all ages ; but this was accidental, for our

soldiers killed none intentionally but fighting men. Those

who are disjx>se<l to declaim on the horrors of a town taken

by assault, may always find room to dwell on the women,

infants, and aged persons killed, and on the little protection

given by places, however sacred ; for such terrible things

must always happen, when an enraged soldiery with fire-arms

are pursuing an enemy through a populous place.
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* When our two parties had met, and no lc)ri«jcr saw Ix'forc

their eyes the enemy, by whom tliey, or their countrymen,

had been often most barbarously used, they soon c(K)ied, and

were dis|M>scd, by their otticers, in the manner most proper to

secure their new conquest ; many, however, left their ranks

;

and the followers of the camp, under pretext of taking

refreshment to their masters, poured into the town, and un

entire night was employed in plunder. In this, I l)elieve,

very little murder was committed ; although there can be no

doubt that many people were beaten, and threatened with

death, in order to make them discover their property. The
women on this occasion went into the streets, and stood there

all night in large groups; I suppose, with a view of preventing

any insult, by their exposed situation ; few men being capable

of committing brutality in public. This precaution was

probably little necessary. The soldiers liad mostly been in

the trenches two days ; they had been engaged in a hard day''s

work ; and their hopes and their rage having then ceased,

they were left in a state of langour, by which they were more

inclined to seek repose, or cordial refreshments, than to

indulge in sensual gratification.

' Next day the wounded and bruised of the enemy were

collected fram the works, and neighbourhood, to which some

of them had crept; and the mosque, which had been the

great scene of bloodshed, became now the place of refuge, in

which these poor creatures had every attention paid to them

by the British surgeons.

* The town of Seringapatnm is very poor. The streets are

narrower, and more confused, than in any place that I have

seen since leaving Bengal. The generality of the houses are

very mean, although many of the chiefs were well lodged after

their fashion ; but for European inhabitants their houses arr

hot and inconvenient. Within the fort, Tippoo allowed no

person to possess property in houses. He disposed of the

dwellings as he thought fit, and on the slightest caprice

changed the tenants. A great many of the chiefs fell at

Siddfiiswarat and at the storming of Seringapatam ; and

those who survived, and the family of those who fell (all of
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wiiom have been pensionL'd by the company), have mostly

rutiretl to the dominions of the nabob of Arcot, which they

consider as more secure and pleasant than Mysore ; many of

the families having originally come from the lower Camatic,

and settled here on the establishment of a mussulman

government. Numbers of the houses which had been

deserted, arc now occupied by the officers of the garrison.

* The old palace of the Mysore rajahs of Serin^^apatam is

in a ruinous condition. At the time of the siege, the family

was reduced to its lowest ebb. The old rajah, Cruhna, who
was first confined by Hyder, died without issue ; but left his

wife in charge of a relation, whom he had adopted as his son.

This young man soon died, not without suspicion of unfair

means. Ku; infant son, the present rajah, was under the

charge of the old lady, and of Nundi rajah his mother'*s

father, a respectable old relative, who now superintends his

education. Shortly before the siege, the whole family had

been stripped, by the merciless Meer Saduc, of even the

poorest ornaments; and the child, from bad treatment, was

so sickly, that his death was expected to happen very soon.

This was u thing probably wished for by the suUan, the

family having fallen into such contempt that the shadow of a

rajah would no longer have been necessary. The family of

the rajah, having been closely shut up in the old palace,

knew very little, during the siege, of what was going forward;

and in the confusion of the assault, having been left by their

guards, they took refuge in the temple of Sri Ranga, either

with a view of being protected by the god, or of being defendetl

by the surrounding walls from the attack of plunderers. On
the restoration of the prince to the throne of his ancestors, a

place for his residence was very much wanted ; the necessity

of keeping the island of Seringapatam for a military station,

having rentlored the palaces there very unfit for the purpose.

Tippoo, with his usual policy of destroying every monument

of the former government, had razed Mysore, and removed

the stones of the palace and temples to a neighlwuring height,

where he was building a fort ; which, from its being situated

on a place commanding an extensive view, was called Nazarbar.

Vol. III.~-(59) 8 I
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The fortress could have been of no j)OHsiblo use in det'endin^-

the country, and was probably planned merely with the view

of obscuring the fame of Mysore, the former capital. ^Vt a

great expense, and to the great distress of tiie jwasants workini,^

at it, the sultan had matle considerable progress in the works

of this place, when he began to consider that it afforded no

water. He then dug an immense pit, cutting down through

the solid black rtx;k to a great depth and width, but without

success; and when the siege of his capital was formed, the

whole work was lyinfr la a mass of confusion, with a few

wretched I;uts in it for the accomuuxlation of the workmen.

Into the liest of these, in July last, the young rajah was

conducted, and placLnl on tlie throne. At the same time the

rebuilding of the old palace of Mysore was commenced. It is

now so far advanced, as to be a comfortable dwelling ; and I

found the young prince seated in it, on a hnndsome throne,

which had been presented to him by the company. He has

very much recovered his health, and, though he is only

between six and seven years of age, speaks and behaves with

great propriety and decorum. From Indian etiquette, he

endeavours in public to preserv^e a dignified gravity of

countenance ; but the attentions of colonel Close, the resident,

to whoi.i he is greatly indebted for that officer's, dist/ nguished

efforts in his delivery, make him soiuetimes relax ; and then

his face his very lively and interesting.

' The iwlace of the sultan at Seringapatam is a very large

building, surrounded by a massy and lofty wall ^/f stone and

mud, and outwardly is of a sory mean appearance. Ther<^

were in it, however, some handsome apai'tmerts, which have

been converted into barracks; but the troo|w i^'e very ill

lodged, froM the want of ventilation coiumou to all native

buikVings. The jrivate apartments of Tippoo formed a

square, in one side of which vere the rooms that he himself

used. The other three sides of the s([uare were occupied by

warehouses, in whicli he had deposited a vasi variety of goxls

;

for he acted not only as a prince, but also as a merchant.

* These goods were occasionally distributed among tlie

amUdarHi or governors of provinces, with ort^rs to sell tfieni,
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on tlie sultan's accmint, nt a price far above their real value

;

M-hicli was done by forcing a share of thera ujxm every man
in p'-oporlion to his supiny-^'d wealth. This was one of the

grand sources or oppression, peculation, and defalcation of

revenue. The friends, or wealthy corrupters of the amildars,

were excused from taking a large sliare of the goods; while

the remainder was ftirced ujxin pot>r wretches, whose whole

means, when torn from them, were inadequate to the estimated

value of tiie gocxls; and the outstanding balanct)s on this

\ccount were always large.

' The apartment most commonly uscf? by Tippoo was a

large lofty hall, open in fnmt after the mussulman fashion,

and on the other three sides entirely shut up from ventilation.

In this he was wont to sit, and write much ; for he was a

wonderful projector, and was constantly forming new systems

for the management of his dominions, which, however, he

wanted perseverwoje to caiTy into execution. That he

conceived himsclr u> be acting for the gtxwl of his subjects, I

have no doubt; and lie CTtainly believed himself endowed

with great (pialities for the managenient of civil affairs ; as he

was at the pain^ of writing a iyt^ik on the subject, for the

instruction of all succeeding j)riiices : his talents in this line,

however, were certainly very deficient. lie ]md no attention

to tlie religious) prcjuilices of the greater i)art of his subjects

;

but every where wantonly ilestroyed their temples, and

glorieti in having t()rced many thousands of them to adopt

the mussulman iaitli. He never continued long on the same

plan : so that his government was a constant succession of

new arrangements. Although his aversion to Europeans did

not }>revent him i'rom imitating many of their arts; yet this

'Joes not appear to have proceeded from his being sensible oi'

llieir value, or from a desire to imjirove his country ; it seems

merely to have been done with a \ iew of showing his subjects,

that, if he chose, he was capable of doing whatever Europeans

'ouid |K*rform : for althougli he made broad-cloth, paper

I'crmed on wires like the European kind, watches, and cutlery,

yet the processes ft'»' making tlie whole wore kept secret. A
French artist had prei)arcd au engine, driven by water, for

iHi
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borinjj; cannnii ; hut no little isniHibli' >vas the Nultnii of its

vului\ that, he orilered the wuli'i'-wheel to he removed, and

ciuploye<i hullocks to work the nuuhinery. One of \i\%

tuvoiirite ntaxiiiiiii of iioliev was, to overthrow every thinir

tliat had been done in the rajair.s government; and, in

carrying this into praelice, he freijuently destroyed works of

great public utility, »ueh m rcHervoirs, and eanals for watering

the gnnnid. Although an active prince, he in a great measure

MHiluded hiniseir from his sid^jects (one of the greatest evils

that can hap|)en in an absolute monarchy); and his chief

confident^ Mchm* Saduc, was a monster of avarice and cruelty.

I'he jXHiplo universally accuse TippcK) of bigotry and vain-glory;

but they attribute most of their nuseries to the influence of his

minister. The Dramins, who managed the whole of the

revenue department, were so avaricious, so corrupt, and hud

siiown such ingratitude to Hyder, that Tip(MK) would have

entirely have ilisplaecd them, if he could have done without

their services ; but that was imjHJSsible ; for no other persons

in Uie coiuitry had any knowledge of the business.

Tipp<H) eertaiidy had considerable talents for war; but

his fondness for it, and his engaging with an enemy so nnich

his su)M?rior in the art, brought on his destruction ; while his

early habits of contending with the Maratta plunderers, had

given iiim a ferocity and barbarity, that nmst prevent every

considerate person from pitying his overthrow. The policy in

which he succeeded best, was in attaching to him the lower

nius.sulmans. He })08sessed in the highest degree all the cant,

bigotry, and zeal, so well fitted for the purjxisc, and which

some few men of abilities have succeeded in assuming; but

witlj him, I believe, they were natural. None of his

mussulmans have «nUercd into our service, although ii^any

of them are in great want ; and they all retain a high rcsjicct

for his memory, considering him as a martyr, who died in

the defence of their religion.

* Though Tippoo had thuji secured the affections of many

of his subjects, and though he was perhaps conscious t)f good

intentions, and fondly imagined that his governujcnt was fit

to be a pattern to all others; yet whoever sees his private
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apnrtmrntH, ^vill be scnsiblts that tlu> mind of the floM{)otic

iiioiuutIi wdH torn with apprehension.

* One of till' passages fVoiu iUk' private mjuaio waH into the

xcnainiy or women's apartment. Tliis has remained perfeetly

i.iviolute under the nunai ^uard of etnuiehs, and (ontainii

about ()()() women, beion^injL; to the snhan, an<l to his Utc

father. A ^reat part of these are slaves, or attendants on the

hidies; but tliey are kept in e<|Maily striet eonfinement with

their nn.stresses. The ladies of the sultan are about HO in

iumd)er. iVlany of them are from llindostan Proper, and

ninny are the dauji^hters of Hramins, and HintitH) princes,

taken by f<Mee from tiieir parents. Tliey have been all «hnt

up in the /.enana when very y<Mm;;; jmd have be«rn earefully

brought up to a zealous belief in tiie religion of Mahomet. I

have sidHcient reason to thiitk that ii!))^;: «>!' ii<eni nre (U'sirouH

of leaving their eoutinement ; beint;; wholly ignorant of any

other manner of living, and having no necpuiintanee wliatever

beyond the walls of their prison.

* Aeeortling to the register of houses which I n'('eive<l from

the eutwal, the t()rt, or city, contains 4,l(i.'i houses, and

5,499 families; and the Shuhar (iaujdw contains I'^jSlO

houses, and '3,iiii;) families. At five inhabitants to em*h house,

we may estimate the p:)r>ulation of the city to 1h' JiO,81/5, and

of the suburbs 11,080; in all, ;n,H95 persons. This,

however, is independent of a strong garrison and its mntierous

followers. The principal niercliant in the place says, that in

the reign of Tipp(M> the island contained r5(M),0(K) inhabitantH;

and he pretends to ft)und his estimate on the (quantity of

grain consumed. In this calcidation, I think he exaggerates

grossly ; as I 8i»e no phwc w here such a ninnl>cr of persons

could have hved. I know also, that the man, in other

re8])ects, is not to be trusted. l*erha[»s we may safely admit

the former i)opulation of the island to have amounted to

150,000 persons; who were entirely RUf)ported by the court

and iu*niy, scarcely any mamifactmes having been established.

* Firewood at Seringapatam is a dear article, and the fuel

most commonly used is cow-dung made up into cakes. This,

indeed, is n)uch used in every part of India, fspecially by

ii
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men of rank ; as, from the vrMeration paid to the eow, it is

considered as by far the most pure substance that I'an lie

eniploywi. Every herd of cattle, when at pasture, is atteniJed

by women, and these often of higli cost, wlio with tlieir hands

gather up the dung, and carry it iionie in baskets. Tiiey

then form it into cakes, al)out half an inch thick, and nine

inches in diameter, and stick them on the walls to dry. So

different, indeed, arc Hind(K> notions of cleanliness from ours,

that the walls of their l)cst houses are fre(|uently bedaubed

with these cakes ; and every morning mnnerouH females, from

all parts of the neighbourhood, bring for sale into Seringapatam

boiikets of this fuel.

* Many females who carry large luiskets of cow-dung on

their heads are welUlresscxl, and elegantly formed girls. The
tlress of the Kanmtncn wtmien is indeed very becoming; and

I have never seen finer forms than even tlie lal)ouring women

of that country frc<|uently possess. Their necks and arms

are in particular remarkably well shafuxl. Their nasiiness,

however, is disgusting; very few of the inhabitants alK>ve the

Ghats being five from tlie itcl*. ; and their linen, being almost

always dved, is sehloni washed.'

The Gurus are a kii\d of hereditary high priests. Five of

these cliiefs art Savnijd.i'us., or unmarried j)riests. ' Wiiea one

of these Sannyasis,* says our author, * observes the approach

of death, he af)points some Vidtcdnsa, or man of learning and

piety, to be his successor. If the |K'rson chosen give his

consent, he must forsake his wife, children, and g^xxls, part

of which goes to bis children, and part is given in charity

;

tliat is to say, to the Braniius. The new Sannyasi shave his

head, and throws asi<Ie the tlireod by which the Braroins are

distinguished. The virtues and powers belonging to his high

rank he receives along with upadcsa, which is delivered to hiui

by liis predecessor. Upadt'sa is a mysterious sentence, which

the Hindoos receive from their Gurus, and constantly mutter

when at their devotions. That of the Bramins is entirely

different from what is bestowed o\\ the lower casts; and is

again very inferior to that given to the Sannyasi Gurus, which,

act'ording to them, has most wt>nderful powers. In case oi
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The cxconiniunication may be removed by the Guru ; in

which case lie purifies the repentant sinner by a copious

draught of com's urine. Though the deputies liave no proper

authority to punish dehnquents, yet they frequently make
people vohmtarily submit to their correction. Tliey threaten

any person to send a complaint to his Guru of .some crime

laid to his charge, and an order to proceed to the residence of

tlie Guru to answer the complaint. Most persons, however,

choose to submit to whatever the deputy dictates, rather than

undertake the trouble of a long journey ; at the end of which

they might be more severely punished by the Guru, than

they would have been at home by the deputy.'

The doctor, during his residence at Seringapatam, collected

much useful information on agricultural subjects. J3ut the

adjoining country had been much de)X)pulatcd by the

misgovernraent of Tippoo, and the ravages committed by

the British armies.

Amongst the few manufactures in the Decan, our traveller

mentions that of glass rings. These rings are universally

worn by die women, as an ornament on the wrists ; and their

applying closely to the arm is considered as a mark of delicacy

and beauty ; tor they must of course be passed over the hand.

In doing this, a girl seldom e3ca|)es without drawing blood,

and rubbing part of the skin from her hand : and as every

well-dressed girl has a nund)er of rings on each arm, and as

these are frequently breaking, the poor creature.s suffer much

from their love of admiration : but in the female breast this is

a more powerful motive than the dread of any common pain.

Our traveller passed through a country naturally beautiful;

but dismal on account of having been nearly deserted. * Since

the accession of Tippoo,' he observes, * Rama-giri has been

strangely agitated. The town, which was theu considerable,

he removed from the west side of the river, and placed close

under ihe hill upon which the fort is built. It was then

surrounded by a wall, and some other defences of no great

importance. The army of lord Cornwallis summoned the

fort; and the garrison, intimidated by the taking of many

strong places wliich they had seen fall, surrendered without
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any res'r ' nee, and for some time kept possession. After tlie

peace Tippou dismantled the fort, and now the amildar has

again removed the town to the west side ol" the river, and

placed it lower down than its original situation. During the

incursions of lord Cornwallis the inhabitants were dt'prive<l of

the means of subsistence, and a large proportitm of them

perished of hunger. I give this, and other similar accounts

of the state of the ])opulation, from the information of the

natives, which I believe is just, and rather partial to the

British side, partly from flattery, and partly from their being

sensible that they never before were under the protection of a

people so humane, just, and powei-ful. The place is dreadfully

infested by tigers, especially the tort, which occupies a large

rocky hill, capable of a very tedious defence, even without

any assistance from art. Several Bramins reside near the

summit, for the place is reputed holy; but it is kept in a very

slovenly state. It is plentifully supplied with water from

several large cavities, or chasms, in the rock, which receive the

rain, and by their coolness prevent its sudden evaporation.^

Our author stayed 10 days at Bangalore. The trade of

this place was formerly great, and its manufactures numerous.

Tip|x)o began its misfortunes by prohibiting the trade with

the dominions of Arcot and Hyderabad, because he detested

the powers governing both countries. He then sent lai'ge

quantities of goods, which he ibrced the merchants to take at

a high rate. These oppressions had greatly injured the place;

but it was still populous, and many individuals were rich,

when lord Cornwallis arrived before it, with his army in great

distress for want of provisions. This reduced him to the

necessity of giving assault immediately, and the town was of

course plundered. The rich inhabitants had previously

removed their most valuable effects into the fort; but these

too fell a prey to the invaders, when that citadel also was

taken by storm. After the English left the place, Tippoo

encouraged the inhabitants to come back, and by promises

allured them to collect together the wrecks of their fortunes,

from the different places to which these had been conveyed.

No sooner had he effected this, than, under pretence of their
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having been iViendly to the English, he surrounded the plactr

with troops, and fleeced the inhabitants, till even the women
were obliged to part with their most trifling ornaments. Ho
then kept them shut up within a hedge, which surrounded

the town at the distance of a coss, till the advance of the

army under general Harris made the guard withdraw. The
inhabitants, not knowing whom to trust, immediately dispersed,

and for some months the place continued deserted. The
people, however, are now flocking to it from all quarters ; and

although there are few rich individuals, trade and manufactures

increase apace; and the im))orts and exports are estimated

already to amount to one-fourth of what they were in its most

flourishing state. The manufacturers and petty traders are

still very distrustful and timid ; but the merchants, many of

whom have been at Madras, and arc acquainted with British

policy, seem to have the utmost confidence in the protection

of our government.

The trade of the country ntjt havhig been yet opened a year

since the inhabitants had deserted the place, no proper estimate

can be formed of the quantity of exports and imports ; but it

is on the increase every month, and is now about one-fourth

of the quantity that was exported and imported in the most

flourishing time of Hyder's government. The son of the

person who had then charge of the custom-home, states the

following particulars of the trade at that period. In one year

there were imported 1,500 bullock loads of cotton wool; 50

bullock loads of cotton thread; HijO bullock loads raw silk:

7,000 bullock loads of salt ; foreign goods from Madras 300

bullock loads. At the same time were exported of betle-nut.

4,000 bullock loads, and of pepper 400 bullock loads.

From the quantity of the raw materials some estimate may

be formed of the extent of the manufactures: 1,500 bullock

loads of cotton wool, and 50 of cotton thread, make rather

more than 5,100 cwt. weight, worth about 8,160/. and Hi^

bullock loads of raw silk make 47,4f37^ lb. worth about

27,000/.

The cloths here being entirely for country use, and never

Jbaving been exported to Europe, aire made of different sizes^
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(o adapt ihiMii to the dress of the natives ; and the Hindoos

seldom use tailors, but wrap round their bodies the cloth, as

it conies t'roni the weaver.

The puttueffitrs, or silk-weavers, make cloth of a very rich,

strong fabric. The patterns lor the various kinds oF dresses

are similar to each other ; but are very much varied by the

different colours employed, and the different figures woven in

the cloth ; for they rarely consist of plain work. Each pattern

has an appropriate name, and, for the conunon sale, is wrought

of three different degrees of fineness. If any person chooses to

conymission them, whatever parts of the pattern he likes may be

wrought in gold thread; but as this greatly enhances the value,

such cloths are never wrought, except when commissioned.

The fabric of the cloth for wra))}>ing round the heads and

shoulders of the men is also strong and rich ; but the figures

resemble those on the shawls of Caahcmire. Turbans are

made of a thin fabric of cotton and silk.

The only year in use above the Ghats is the chandra'Vianam,

or lunar year; it is that by which, among the Bramins, all

religious ceremonies are performed. Although, in common
reckoning, the day begins at suti-rise, yet this is by no means

the case in the chandra-manam almanac. Some days last only

a few hours, and others continue for almost double the natural

length; so that no one, without consulting the puTichangaf

or almanac keeper, knows when he is to {}erform the ceremonies

of religion. What increases the difficulty is, that some days

are doubled, and some days altogether omitted, in order to

bring some feasts, celebrated on certain days of the month, to

happen at a proper time of the moon, and also in order to cut

off six superfluous days, which 12 months of 30 days would

give more than a year of 12 lunations. Every 30th month

one intercalary moon is iulded, in order to remove the difference

between the lunar and solar years. As the former is the only

one in use, and is varying continually, none of the farmers,

without consulting the panchanga, know the • season for

performing the operations of agriculture.

These panchangas are poor ignorant Bramins, who get

almanacs from some one skilled in astronomy. This person
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marks the days, which correspond with the times in the solar

year, that usually prrxluce changes in the weather, and 8tat(<^

them to be under the influence of such and such conjunctions

of stars, male, female, and neuter ; and every one knows the

tendency of these conjunctions to produce certain changes in

the weather. The poor punchangas are as much in the dark

as their neighbours, and actually believe that the year consists

of JidO days, six of which are lost, nolxxly can tell how. As
for the skill in astrology by which the learned are supposed

to be able to Ibretel the seasons, ' I have never met,' says

our traveller, * with even a Vaidika Bramin, that doubted

its existence.' It is, however, looked upon as a common
science, as not liu\ ing any thing miraculous in it, nor being

conununicatcd to its professors by divine favour.

Here our author descril)es the various customs of different

cast'i. Amongst these the Coramoft deserve notice. They

are a set of people considered by the Bramins of an impure

or mixed breed. They make baskets, and trad ii grain and

salt to a considerable extent ; but none of them can read or

write. They live, in general, in small camps of moveable

huts, which are sometimes stationary near large towns; but

they are often in a state of daily motion, while the people are

following their mercantile concerns. The men are allowed u

plurality of wives, and purchase them from their parents.

The agreement is made tor a certain number oi' Jiinaim,

which are to be paid by instalments, as they can be procured

by the young woman's industry ; for the women of this cast

arc very diligent in spinning, and carrying on petty trnflic.

When the bargain has been made, the bridegr(x>m provides

four sheep, and some a)untry rum, and gives a feast to the

cast ; concluding the ceremony by wrapping a piece of new

cloth round his bride. Should a man's wife prove unfaithful,

he generally contents himself with giving her a beating, as

she is too valuable to be parted with on slight grounds ; but.

if he chooses, she may be divorced. In this case, he must

assemble the cast to a feast, where he publicly declares his

resolution; and the woman is then at liberty to marry anv

person that she chooses, who is willing to take her.
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ihcy consider m inferior to their (»wn; ])crson8 ot' their omi
tribe, and tho«e whom they consider as of higher rank, can

go into every part of their hou^e, except the kitchen. The
circumstances which seem chieHy to add dignity to u cast arc,

its being restricted from the pleasures of the world, especially

those of the table ; the following no useful employment ; and

the being dedicated to what they call piety and learning.

Almost every man endeavours, as much as possible, to assume

at least the external appearance of these qualifications ; and in

the people of this country a hypocritical cant is a remarkable

feature. Even young men of active professions, when talking

on business, will frequently turn up their eyes to heaven, and

make pious ejaculations, attended with heavy sighs.

The Bfieri are a kind of merchants, who deal in drugs,

grain, cloth, and money, and travel about in caravans. Some
of them are farmers; but they never cultivate the ground with

their own hands; nor do they ever follow any mechanical

profession. They are divided by religion into two sects, that

do not eat together, nor intermarry; and each lias its own

hereditary chief, who acts indc|)endently as to matters of

ceremony ; but in matters of a civil nature, the chief of the

sect that is most numerous in the place assumes the sole

authority. These chiefs are called ijyaiimna^ and possess the

usual jurisdiction ; but are not indulged with any inununitiub

from taxes. When a man wants to marry, he goes to his

hereditary chief, as is indeed usual with all the higher casts,

presents him with betle, and discloses his intention. The

chief sends for the father of the girl, and endeavours to bring

the matter to a favourable conclusion. As for the girl, she is

not at all consulted, and is indeed too young to have formed

any attachments, as she must be married before any signs of

puberty appear; for afterwards she is considered as being

deflowered, and incapable of marriage. Owing to the custom

of polygamy, however, very few of the women in this country

live in a state of celibacy, except young widows of the higher

casts, who never can marry again, and who are very numerous;

for matches between old men and mere children are common.

The comfort of having children, however, is, in general, all
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the pleasure that married women of rank in India enjoy.

Where |x>lyp;ttmy prevails, love is little known ; or if it does

possesiH a man, he Is generally captivated by sonic artful

dancing f^rl, and not by any of his wives; all of whom were

married before they could either excite or feel that passion.

The Palliwnnlu worship Dharma Raja. He is a beneficent

deity, abhorring blood ; and is worshipped by offerings of

fruit, flowers, and the like. They have temples of this god

attended by pujarls of their own cast. Like all the other

inhabitants of this country, they are much addicted to the

worship of the saktis^ or destructive powers ; and endeavour

to avert their wrath by bloody sacrifices. These are performed

by cutting oiF the animaPs head before the door of the temple,

and invoking the deity to partake of the sacrifice. There is

no altar, nor is the blood sprinkled on the image; and the

body serves the votaries for a feast.

Our author, after leaving Bangalore, fell in with a learned

Bramin, who reluctantly gave the following account of his

taith. ' He believes,'* says he, * in a supreme god called

Narayana., or Pnra Brahma, from whence prtweeded SivOf

Vifthnu, and Brahma ; which still, however, are all the same

god. His sect pray to Siva and Vishnu, with many of their

wives, children, and attendants, among whom are the sakth,

or destructive powers. Siva, however, is the principal object

of their worship ; for they consider him as the most powerful

mediator with Narayana, who is rather too much elevated to

attend to their personal reijuests. They abhor bloody sacrifices;

but do not apprehend their followers, of the Sudra cast, fw
using that manner of worship. They say, that it is the

custom of the Sudras ; and that what these low people do is

of little or no consequence. When a gtxxl Bramin dies, his

spirit is united to God ; but a bad one is first punished in a

purgatory, and then by passing through various other lives,

as an animal, or as a person of some of the low casts, till at

last he becomes a Bramin, and has another opportunity by

his good works of gaining heaven.^

The faults that occasion a loss of cast amongst the higher

sects of priests, and for whidi no pardon can be given, are.
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1. Sexual intercouvse within the prohibited degree ot'

consanguinity. II. Sexiiul intprcourse with any prohibited

cast. III. Eating forbidden food, or drinking intoxicating

liquorsi. IV. Stealing. V. Slaying of any animal of the cow

kind, or of the human s])ecies ; but a Bramin is permitted to

kill his enemy in battle. VI. Eating in company with jwrsons

of another cast, or of food dressed by their impure hands.

VII. Eating on board a shi[) foi)d tliat has been dressed there-

VIII. Omitting to perform the ceremonies due to their

deceased parents. For sniaiicr offences, tiic Guru or his

deputies punish hi various ways; by 'commanding pilgrimages,

<jr fasts ; by fines ; by holding burning straw to the IxKJy of

the delinquent, which b somotimes done with such severity

as to occasion death ; by s'v.ving the bead, so as to occasion

a temporary separation iivf i the cast ; and by giving large

draughts of cow's urine, wliich is supposed to have the power

of washing away sin. Ordeals are also in use; and a most

barbarous one is applied to those who, having had sexual

intercourse with a j)erson of another cast, alledge that it was

by mistake. If the criminal be a woman, melted lead is

poured into her private parts ; if it be a man, a red hot iron

is thrust up. Should they be innocent, it is supposed that

they will not be injured. A male Bramin, liowever, txcw if

married, may with impunity have conucvion with a dancing

girl, all of whom in this covuitry are dedicated to the service

of somo temple.

Tliere is a numerous tribe called the Wodilan. They di«

(^nals, wells, and tanks; build dams and reservoirs; niakr

roads; and trade in salt and grain. Scmie of them art

farmers, but they never hire themselves out as batigarn, or

servants employed in agriculture. Some of them build mud

liouses; but this is not a proper occupation l()r ^KTSons of tlieir

cast. The old and inlirm live in huts near villages, and dig

and repair tanks, or wells, or perform other such labour; while

the vigorous vouth of l)oth scxt's travol about in caravans wit!)

oxen and asses, in pitrsuii of trade. In lhes<' cuavans thoy

carry with them all their infant^> and their luUs, which latti",

<pnbist of a Few sticks and nuils. 'I'Ik y loilow armies to
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supply tliein willi grain, and in the time of peace lake to the

lower Cavuatic ^ra'm^ ptgori/, and taniarinds, and brin«r up

salt. In Hyders jrovc nnient they weie vory numerous ; but,

havlufi hcon ro.ve<l by Tip|x>o to work at his forts without

adcH[uate pay, a ^reat number of tl'em retireil to other

eountries. As they are a very useful set of people, they arc

now eneouriiged, and are last returning. There are no

distinctions among them that prevent intermarriages, or eating

in oommon. They eat fowls, slieep, gtjats, swine, rats, and

fish ; but reicct carrion. Thev are allowed to take ail manner

of things that intoxicate, and are in fact much addicted to

spirituous liquors. They marry as many wives as they can

get, and the v.omen seem to be more numerous thai! the men,

as no person ;s without one wife, and the generality havn'

two; seveial go so far as eight. A man is, in general.^ more

restricted from taking many wives by the exjKjnso of the

ceremony, than by any dilficulty in supj>orting the family

;

as the women r.re so industrious, that the nore wives he

can get, the more Jie lives at his ease. A lazy woman is

immediately divorced by her husband ; but, if she avA find

a man willing to take her, she is at liberty to marry ygain.

The girls continue marriageable from seven years of age,

until their (^eath ; and a widow is not prevented from taking

another hushmd. Formerly when the cast was richer, a man
gave a hundred fanams (3/. 7*. Id.) to the parents of the girl

whom he '.vantod to marry ; but this is now reduced to two

fanams (1.?. 4^/.) to the father, a piece of cloth to the mother,

and an hundred cocoa-nuts as emblematical of the original

price. The marriages are made in an assem})ly of the tribe;

and the ceremony consists in ihe bridegroom and bride

walking thrice round a stake, which is erected for the purpt>se.

Next morning they give anoth«?r feast, und present the company

with betle. Tlie astrologer does not attend, nor are there any

prayers read on the occasion. In case of adidtery, the custom

of the cast is to put t)»o woman to death , buv this severity is

not always used. In ease of a man's treating his wife very

harshly, she may retire to her mother's house, and live there;

but, withotit Ins consenting to divorce her, she cannot marry

Vol. Hi. a I.
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again. The custom oi' the cast is to bury the deed ; and,

although the women are very hurslily used by their husbuuds

while drunk, and although widows are not prevented ironi

marrying again, yet it is saidr that perhaps one widow in a

hundred throws herself into a pit filled with fire, and burns

herself near the grave of lier husband. The Bruniins do not

officiate at funerals; but on those occasions money is distributed

among them and other niendicanti^,

The WhoiUoit are also a remarkable class of people. Like

the Braniins, the Whallias of all nations can eat together ; but

two persons of different countries never intermarry. Although

this cast be looked \x\ton as the very lowest of all others, they

are desirous of keeping up the purity of the breed ; and never

inarry but with the daughters of families, with whojjf? descent,

from long vicinity, they arc well accjuainted. Like the Sudra,

they arc divided into several ranks that do not intermarry.

The Whalliaru, or Whallias, are not j>ermitted to build their

huts within the walls of towns or villages; but, if there be

any hedge, they generally inhabit hctv een it and the ditch.

In very large places their huts form streets, and into these a

Bramin will not deign to put his f(M)t ; nor in a place so

impure will a Sudra build his house ; in like manner as n

Bramin is very unwilHng to occupy a Iiousc in a street which

the Sudra inhabit. A Bramin, if he is touched by a Whalha,

must wash his head, and get a new thread ; and a Sudra wlu«

has been similarly defili.d, is obliged to wash his head. A
Bramin of this country will not give any thing out of his hand

to persons of lower birti , of whom he is not afraid; but throws

it down on the ground for them to take up. He will receive

any thing from the hand of a person of a pure !i\;cent; hut

when a AV^hallia delivers any thing to a Bramin, he nnist lay

it on the ground, and retire t > a pro})er di( ^ince, bclbre tlu

Bramin will deign to approach. lOuropeans, from their

eating beef, an looked upon by the nativtjs here as a kind oi

Whuili'irn ; and nothing but the fear of correction prevents

them from being treated with the same insolence.

Anotjier tribe in th;^ south of' India called Morasuy have

their temple at Slt'tbutla, near Caiunon'. The place being

very da
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very dark, and the votaries beintj; admitted no farther than

the door, they are not sure of the tbnn of the image; hut

behove, that it represents a man on horseback. The j^od is

supposed to l)e one oi" the destroying powers, and his wrath is

appeased l>y bloody sacrifices. The throats of goats and sheep

are cut b^-fore tlie dt)or of the temple as sacrifices, and the flesh

is boiled for a feast to tlie votaries. In this the priest, or

pujari^ never partakes. He is a Satannnn^ and worships the

goti bv offerings of flowers and fruit. He, as usual, consecrates

water by pouring it u|X)n the head of the image, an<l afterwards

sells it to the votaries. At this temple a very singular ofl'ering

is made. When a woman is from 15 to J^O years of age, and

has l)orne some children, terrified lest the angry deity should

deprive her of her infants, she giK»s to the tem])le, and, as an

offering to appease his wrath, cuts off one of her lingers of the

right hand.

The Trivoveluru Satammay m order to prociu'e worldly

enjoyment, act as schoolmasters to instruct the youth in the

reading and writing, Ijioth of Sanscrit and of the vulgar

languages; and also in music, both vocal and instrumental.

Some also, who are rich, become farmers. The proper

manner, ht)wever, in which they ought to subsist, is by

begging ; and by this rejection of worldly enjoyment, like the

Bramiv, , *hey expect in a future state to obtain a high reward.

They ini-rmarry, and eat among one another, without any

distinction of family, leariiiug, or profession. Those who

serve in temples, and who are thence called Co?7, on account

of their assumed su|)eriority, take the name of Pratama

Satanana. Tliey say, that their proper office is that oi'pujari

in the temples of Vishnu^ and of the gods of his family. The
puja consists in chaunting some prayers, and jwuring some

water over the head of the image, and thus niaking what they

call holy water; which is distributed among the people to

drink, and to pour on their heads when they pray. As the

image is always well ruhlietl with oil, the water im))rcgnated

with this forms no pleasant beverage; but that renders the

drinking of it more meritorious. They and the Bramins who

are in the service of the temple are the only persons that may

!» »
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touch the image ; they therefore perform all the menial ofKccs

about the shrine, and place the images on their chariots, or

beasts of carriage, when they are going in profession. The
Sudra are only permitted to drag the ropes by which the

carriage is drawn.

Ch'mna Balaharam was formerly a mart of great importance.

The place was frequently laid under contributions by Hyder,

which induced several of the merchants to withdraw. They
were soon after entirely dfspersed by Tip|K)o ; but he added

much to the ornament and strength of the fort. On the arrival

of lord Cornwallis the rajah was reinstated ; and, after the

retreat of the British army, like the other Polyg-ars who had

been restored to their countries, he refused submission to

Tippoo. Ishmael Khan, the father of one of the sultan's

wives, was sent with an army to reduce them. In besieging

one of tlie ibrts he met with considerable loss; and it was only

I'rom its ammunition having been exhausted, that the place

surrendered. It is said, that the garrison, consisting of 700

men, obtained terms of capitulation, which were not observed;

the chief officers Avere hanged, and every s, iklier had either a

hand or a leg cut oiF with the large kniflt- used by the Madignn/,

who in this country are the dressers of leather: the only favour

shown to the garrison was the choice of the limb that was to

be amputated. A similar punishment was at the same time

inflicted or. 700 of the neighbouring farmers, who had

occassional ly stolen into tlie place, and assisted in its defence.

As they had no means of stopping the hemorrhage, except by

applying rags dipped in boiled oil ; and as many were too

poor, and the greater part, on such an occasion, too friendless

to procure assistance, a small proportion of these poor wretches

siu'vived. * Some of them,' says our traveller, * are here now,

and subsist by begging; and the messenger of Puynca, wIjo

attends mo, was present at the execution, as one of Tippo'>'«

soldiers.' This barbarous punishment had, hbwever, tlir

desired eft'ect; and eveiy Polygrtr instantfy^ quitted the

country. The town is now beginning to revive ; and our

author was informed, that both it and the country round

are more populous, and better cultivated, than they were
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under Tippoo's government ; the vicinity of the nizam's

donnnions affording excellent means of obtaining a supply of

inhabitants.

The Pacnnat Jogks is a tribe that is scattered over all

India. The proper business of this cast is the collecting,

preparing, selling, and exhibiting of the plants used in

medicine. They are very poor, and go alK>ut the street,

each crying out the names of certain diseases, for which he

j)reteiuls to have a powerful specific. These virtuous men,

after death, are supposed to become a kind of gods, and

frequently to inspire the living; which makes them speak

incoherently, and enables them to foretel the event of diseases.

Medicine, in this country, has indeed fallen into the hands of

charlatans equally impudent and ignorant. Such of the

Janffaln (the name of this cast in their own language) as

are too lazy and unskilled to practise physic, live entirely by

begging. In whatever country they have settled, they can

all, without distinction, intermarry; which by their neighbours

is looked upon as a great indecency, and as subversive of the

purity of cast. They keep as many wives as they can ; and

never divorce them, adultery being either imknown, or not

noticed. They do not marry their girls till after the age of

puberty. A widow cannot take a second husband; but she

is not expected to bury herself with the body of her husband.

They can lawfully eat sheep, goats, hogs, fowls, and fish

;

and intoxicate themselves with spirituous hquors, opium, and

hemp. They have moveable huts, which they pitch on the

outside of towns, and wander about the country, selling and

collecting their drugs. Asses are their beasts of burthen.

They have no hereditary chiefs, but follow the advice of old

men, who have, however, no power of excommunication.

* The sugar- 'ndy made here,' observes our author, ' is

equal to the Chinese, and the clayed sugar is very white and

fine. 1 he art was introduced by the sultan at Seringapatam,

but was i J•^ t secret. Two Bramins, however, of this place,

obtained 9 knowledge of the art; but they also are determined

to keep it a sec^pt. The price at which they sell it totally

precludes it from extensive sale ; as the Chinese sugar-candy
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is now sold at Seringapatam, cheaper than the fine sugar-candy

of this place is sold on the spot. In Tippoo^s reign the

prohibition of commerce with the lower Carnatic made the

manufacture of importance.**

The couniry in this neighbourhood has suffered much from

frequent wars and bad government. The hill forts are the

only places where merchants can associate with any degree of

safety. Every village is fortified so as to repel the attacks of

robbers, which is generally effected by throwing stones.

These arc hurled by both sexes with equal boldness and

dexterity, and is the means of inspiring confidence in the

wretched farmers and mechanics of this unfortunate country.

* Although almost every year/ says Buchanan, * the scarcity

of rain, and the partial nature of that which comes, occasions

in some part of the country above the Ghats a greater or less

scarcity oi' grain ; yet in the time of peace, famine seldom

comes to such a height, that many die of absolute want.

From those parts of the country that have been most favoured

with rain, the superfluous corn is transported to the parts

where the crop has failed; and although it is high priced,

the poor are able to get as much as prevents them from

immediately dying ; although the scantiness of their aliment,

no doubt, frequently induces disorders that terminate in

death. It is said, that one fourth of the gran^ which, in

times of plenty, the people usually consume, is sufficient to

keep them alive, and enable them to work for their subsistence.

—It is when war is joined to scarcity, and interrupts the

transportation of grain, that famine produces all its horrors.

These were never so severely felt here, as during the invasion

of lord Cornwallis ; when, the country being attacked on all

sides, and penetrated in every direction by hostile armies, or

by defending ones little less destructive, one half at least of

the inhabitants perished of absolute want, and repaid dearly

for the miseries which they had formerly inflicted on the

wretched people of the lower Carnatic. I do not mean, by

this, to reflect on the noble leader of the British jirniy : tJie

people, every where that it came, seem sensible that Iip

avoided, as much as was pratticable, doing them any injmv.'
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In this country, the cow keepers with their fumihes Hve in

small villages near the skirts of the woods, where they cultivate

a little ground, and keep some of their cattle, selling in the

towns the produce of the dauy. Their families are very

numerous, seven or eight young men in each being common.

Two or three of these attend the flocks in the woods, while

the remainder cultivate their fields, and supply the towns

with fire-wood, and with straw for thatch. Some of them

also hire themselves to the farmers as servants. They are

a very dirty people, much worse than even the generality of

the people of Kamata; for they wear no clothing but a

blanket, and generally sleep among the cattle; which, joined

to a warm climate, and rare ablutions, wdth verijiin, itch,

ring-worms, and other cutaneous disorders, render them very

offensive.

The men who act as breeders have no fire-arms, the report

of which would terrify the cattle ; and for driving away the

tiger, they trust to the noise which they and their dogs make.

They are also much distressed by robbers, who kill or carry

away the sheep and goats ; but unless it be a numerous rabble

that call themselves the army of a Polygar, no thieves cau

annoy their black cattle ; for these are*too unruly to be driven

by any persons but their keepers, and the most hardened

villain would not dare to slaughter an animal of this sacred

species.

The cattle are milked by the men, who carry the produce

home to the women ; for they prepare the butter. The milk,

on its arrival, is immediately boiled for at least one hour;

but two or three are reckoned better. The earthen pots, in

which this is done, are in general so nasty, that after this

operation no part of the produce of the dairy is tolerable to an

European ; and whatever they use, their own servants must

prepare. The natives never use raw milk, alleging that it has

no flavour. The boiled milk, that the family has not used, is

allowed to cool in the same vessel ; and a little of the former

days tyre, or curdled milk, is added to promote its coagulation,

and the acid fermentation. Next morning it has become tyre^

or coagulated acid milk. From the top of each potful, five or

ill
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BIX inches of the tyre arc taken, and put into an earthen jur,

where it is churned hy turning round in it a split l)undKx>.

This is done very expertly hy a rope, M'hich, like that of a

turner's lathe, is passetl two or three times round the l)an)lK)o,

and a (|uick motion in eontraiy (hrections is given hy pulling

first one end of the ro|)e, and then the other. After half an

hour''s ehurning, some hot water is added, and the operation

is re}>eatetl for aht»ut luilf an hour more; when the hutter

forms. The natives never u.se hutter; hut prefer, what is

called g^ee, not only as that kecjw hetter, l)ut also as it has

more taste and smell. In order to colliet a quantity snttieient

for making ghee, tlie hutter is often kept two or three day«

;

ami in that time a warm climate remlers it highly rancid.

When a sufficient quantity has been collected, it is melted in

an earthen pot, and boiled until all the water mixed with the

butler has evaporated. It is then taken from the fire; and a

little tyre and salt, or betle-leaf and reddle, are added. It is

kept in pots, has a very strong smell, and best preserved from

spoiling by a little tamarind and salt, which at any rate enters

into the dishes iji' idi the natives that can afford to use g^ee.

It is eaten when even a year old.

At a to-^vn called Gubi., our author found it in great

disorder, on account of a dispute between two sects. * Uoth

parties,"" says he, ' aa-e extremely violent and obstinate; for

in defence of its conduct neither party has any thing like

reason to advance. If justice be done, both sides will complain

of partiality, and murmurs are now current about the necessity

of killing a jack-ass in the street. This may be considered as

a slight matter ; but it is not so, for it would be attended by

the immediate destruction of the place. There is not a Hindoo

in Karnata that would reniain another night in it, unless by

compulsion. P]ven the adversaries of the party who killed the

ass would think themselves Iwund in honour to fly. I'his

singular custom seen)h to be one of the resources, upon which

the natives have fallen to resist arbitrary oppression ; and

may be had recourse to. whenever the government infringes,

or is coniwdered to have infnnged u}ion the customs of any

cast. It lii of no avail against any other kiml of oppression."'
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At a village called Madana Mada, our traveller in tho

night \va.s awaked by a prodigious noise, * whicii/ says he,

' was at some distance from my tents. On inquiry of the

sentry, I was told, that there was no one near except himself;

every other jierson having gone into the village as soon as

the uproar commenced. I lay for some hours in great

uneasiness, supposing that my people had quarrelled with the

natives; but, it l)eing a rainy night, I did not venture out,

and was unwiUing to part with the sentry. Soon after all was

quiet, and the people returned. In the morning my interpreter

told me with a good deal of exultation, that one of the cattle

drivers had been possessed by a pysachiy or evil spirit, and

had been for some time senseless, and foaming at the mouth.

On this occasion the wliole people, mussulnians and pagans,

had assembled ; and, in hopes of frightening away the devil,

had made all the noise that they could : but he had continued

obstinately to keep possession, till the arrival of the Bramin,

who, having thrown some consecrated ashes on the man, and

offered up the prayers proper for the occasion, at length

procured a release. The interpreter, I suspect, made the

most of his story, in order to remove my infidelity ; as the

day before I had refused my assent to believe, that certain

mantrama (or prayers) pronounced by a Bramin could compel

the gods to be present in whatever place he chose. It is almost

unnecessary to observe, that the poor cattle-driver was subject

to the epilepsy, the recurrence of which this night had, I

believe, been occasioned by a violent paroxysm of intoxication,

in which the whole party had been so deeply engaged, that

until morning I could not get a man to tie up the baggage."*

Another town visited by Dr. Buchanan, was, he informs

us, plundered by Purseram Bhow, when he was going to join

lord Cornwallis at Seringapatam : but at that time he obtained

very little, the inhabitants having hidden their most valuable

effects, and withdrawn into the hilly country. When the

Mai'attah army retired to Stray they sent to the inhabitants

assurances of protection, and began by making small daily

distributions of charity to the Bramins. By this means they

inveigled back a considerable number of the inhabitants; and
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no sooner had they got the lcatlin«j men ijito tlieir power, tliaiT

tiicy put tlieni to tile torture, until the wretched men discovered

where their effects were hid, and thus they procured 500,000

rupees. During the reniuintlcr of 'l'ip)M)<Ks reign the place

continued hmguishing, the inhabitants of 300 houses only

having ventured back.

The monkies and squirrels are very destructive, but it is

reckoned criminal to kill either of them. They are under the

immediate j)rotection of the Daseris, who assemble round

any person guilty of thi.s offence, and allow him no rest, until

he iKvstows on the unimal a funeral, that will cost from 100 to

200 fanams, according to the ninnbcr of Desaris that have

assembled. 'J'he proprietors of the gardens used formerly to

hire a particular class ol' men, who took these animals in nets,

and then by stealth conveyed them into the gardens of some

distant village ; but, as the jHiople there had recourse to the

sanie means, all parties have l)ecoine tired of this practice. If

any pers<m freed the poor f>eople by killing these mischievous

vermin, they would think themselves boiuid in decency to

make a clamour ; but inwardly they would be very well

pleased ; ' and the government,'' says Jhichanan, ' might tlo

it, by hiring men whose consciences would not si:ffer by the

action, and who might be re])aid by a small tax on the

proprietors.''

' In this country,' our author observes, ' one half t)f the

cattle died last year of the epidemic distemper. There was

plenty of forage. The })eople have not sufferetl from famine

since the invasion of the country by lord Cornwallis ; but on

that occasion their misery was terrible. On the approach of

the British army, the sultan laid waste tlie whole country

between this and the capital, and forced the inhabitants of the

open country to retire to the bills, where they built huts, and

procured provisions in the best manner that they could ; no

steps having been taken by their prince to obviate the famine

likely to ensue. They were chiefly supported by the grain of

the small villages that are hid among the hills and woods, and

which it was not thought necessary to destroy. A large

proportion, however, perished oC hunger, or of the diseases
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fullowing too scanty a tlift ; and in thr wIidIc Na^'ftnuin^itia

country, of which thin forms a port, one halt' of llie inhabitants

are now wanting, although they have had eight years to

recover. This is the calculation of the officers of govenniient.

To judge from the desolation that I see around nie, I should

conclude the loss to have been greater/

Dr. Buchanan having returneil to Seringapatam , set off

again on a journey through the part of Karnata south from

the Cavery. This fine country is in a most wretelietl state.

* Owing to the devastation of war,' says he, * the people near

Fri^a-pattana are at present so j)oor, that they are cutting

off the unripe ears of corn, and parching them to satisfy the

cravings of apjietite. Hefore the invasiim of the Bombay

army under general Abercroml)y, the jMwrest farmer had two

ploughs; some rich men had 15; and men who had from

8 to 10 were reckoned in moderate circumstances. A man
wiio had two ploughs would keep 40 oxen young and old,

50 cows, two or three male buffaloes, four females, and 100

sheep or goats. A rich nian would have J200 cows, and other

cattle in })roportion. One plough can cultivate 10 coUii^'un of

rice-land, and 5 colagas of ra^y-^^k\ ; altogether a little less

than 4 acres. This is too small an allowance; and the

farmers seem to under-rate the extent of a plough of land, as

nuich as they exaggerate their former affiuence. They
pretend that the officers of government are forcing them to

cultivate more than their stock could do })ro))erly, by which

means their crops are rendered poor. The officers deny the

charge, and say, that since Tipjxw's death this has not been

practised. In Indian governments, however, it is a conunon

usage.'

The woods in this part of the country alxjund with elephants.

The natives, when they meet an elephant in the day time,

hide themselves in the gross, or behind bushes, and the

animal does not search after them ; but were he to see them,

even at a distance, he would run at them, and put them to

death. It is stragglers oniv from the herds, that in the day

time frequent the outer part-^ of the forest. The herds that

iit night destroy the crops, reuse with the dawn of day into
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the recesses of the forest ; and thither the natives do not

venture, as they could not hide tlieniselves from a number.

The forest is free from underwood or creepers; but the

whole ground is covered with long grass, often as high n;. a

man's head. * This makes walking,' says our traveller,

* rather disagreeable and dangerous, as one is always liable to

stumble over rotten trunks, to rouse a tiger, or to tread on a

snake. These latter are said to be f()und of great dimensions,

and have been seen as thick as the l)ody of a niiddle-si/ed

man. The length of this kind is not in projwrtion to the

thickness, and does not exceed seven cubits. Although I

passed a great part of these three days in the forest, I saw

neither elephant, tiger, nor serpent, and escajjed Mithout any

other injury than a fall over a rotten tree.'

The Toreas are a kind of the cast called Besta that in the

southern parts of Mysore are very numerous. They cultivate

the fields, and gardens of betle-leaf, areca, and kitchen herbs;

and act as ferrymen, armed messengers, palan([uin-bearers,

burners of lime, fishermen, and porters. They have no

hereditary chiefs; but government appoints a renter, who

collects four or five old men of the tribe, and by their advice

settles all disputes ; and by fines, laid on with their consent,

punishes all transgressions against the rules of cast. The
renter must always be a Torea, and he agi'ees to pay annually

a certain sum. If the members of tlie cast behave themselves

properly, he must pay this sum out of his own jwcket ; but

this is seldom the case : the Toreas are apt to be irregular

;

and the fines which he levies, after paying the rent, leave in

general a considerable profit, although they cannot be considered

as heavy. They are as follow : for fighting, half a fanam, or

4^. ; for scolding, half a fanam ; for conmiitting adultery with

another man's wife, two fanams and a quarter ; and for having

a wife that chooses to commit adultery, one fanam and a half

If the husband prefer giving up his wife to her seducer, be

avoids the fine, which is then paid by the guilty man : but,

as the women are bought by their hu.ntjands, the men are very

unwilling to part with them, especially if they be good workers.

The men buy as many wives as they can ; for the women are
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verv indusirioiiH, and assist even to support tlieir husbands.

A virgin costs 30 fanams, and a widow from 10 to 15. Botl)

of these sums are given to the women's parents or relations.

A Torea who has connection with a woman of higher rank is

flogged, but not finetl. If a man of higher rank corrupts the

wife of a Torea, and the husband should choose to part with

her, he may pay a shilling to the renter and keep her. The
widows, or adulteresses, that live with a second man, are called

cutigas ; but their children are perfectly legitimate.

The Cavery is a fine large and deep river, flowing with u

gentle stream about a quarter of a mile in width. In the hot

season it is fordable ; but after heavy rains it rises alwve its

present level 10 or 12 feet peii)endicular, and then its channel

is completely filled.

The only ferry-lioatsjon this large river," says our traveller,

* are what are called donies^ or baskets of a circular form,

8 or 10 feet in diameter, and covered with leather. They
transport with tolerable safety men and goods ; but cattle must

swim, which is both a fatiguing and a dangerous enterprise.

Bamlx)o flouts provided with a hawser, so as to i'orm flying

bridges, would make au excellent and cheap conveyance.'

In some parts of Mysore they consider the ox as a living

god, who ^ves them their bjead ; and in every village there

are one or two bulls, to whom weekly or monthly worship is

performed; and when one of these bulls dies, he is burned

with great ceremony. These objects ol' worship are by no

means Sannyasis, but serve to projiagate the species. When
a woman of the sacred cast has not a child, she purchases a

young bull, carries him to the temple, where some ceremonies

are performed; and ever afterwards he is allowed to range

about at pleasure, and becomes one of these village gtxls.

The Bramins, however, absta'n from the absurd worship of

these animals, although they are considered as pos.sessed of a

Bramin's soul.

In Tippoo"'s government the farmers were ordered to pay

for the whole lands, whether they were cultivated or not ; but

a small part only reached the treasury. In order to prevent

the people from complaining, small balances were allowed tQ
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remain in their hands, while in tlie public accoinpts a very

large proportion of the nominal revenue was stated to be

outstanding, owing to bad seasons, the desolations of war, or

other pretences; and, whatever was not allowed to remain

with the farmers was embezzled by the officers of government.

These, however, did not enjoy in (juiet their ill-gotten wealth.

They were in constant terror ; and, in order to prevent

information, were obliged to give very high bribes to Meer

Saduc, and to officers who were sent round to inspect the

state of the country. The illicit gains of even this description

of officers did not enrich them. They were all Bramins, and

spent the whole of their money on dancing-girls, and in what

they called charity, that is, money given to men reputed holy.

Dr. Buchanan next arrived at Coimbetore. ' For some

time before and after,'' says he, ' the ^accession of Hyder, it

was governed by a person named Madana, who enjoyed his

office 40 years, and was a I'mgahunt (one who wears the

linga). He built a house here, which by the natives is called

a palace, and is considered as an immense work. It certainly

is abundantly large ; but it is a clumsy, inconvenient pile of

mud ; and at present serves as a barrack for the officer

commanding a regiment of cavalry, who is very indifferently

lodged. In the government of Madana the place w^.s very

flourishing. It suffered much by the subsequent wars ; and

about eight years ago the fort was destroyed by the late sultan.

Since it fell into the hands of the English, and especially since

it became the quarters of a regiment of cavalry, the town has

recovered considerably; and it now contains 2,000 houses,

which is about 5-8ths of what it contained under Hyder's.

government. It has a tolerable mosque, built by Tipjxx),

who sometimes resided in the palace; but it has no large

temple. Here I was most kindly received by the officers of

the regiment, as indeed I was almost every where during my

journey; for English hospitality is in no part of the world

more eminently distinguished, than among the officers serving

under the government of Madras.'

In the south of Hindostan dancing women and their

musicians * form,"' says our author, • a separate kind of cast

;
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and a certain number of them are attached to every temple of

any consequence. The allowances which the musicians receive

for their public duty is very small ; yet morning and evening

they are bound to attend at the temple to perform before the

image. They must also receive every person travelling on

account of the government, meet him at some distance from

the town, and conduct him to his quarters with music and

dancing. All the handsome girls are instructed to dance and

sing, and are all prostitutes, at least to the Bramms. In

ordinary sets they are quite common; but, under the company's

government, those attached to temples of extraordinary sanctity

are reserved entirely for the use of the native officers, who are

all Bramins, and who would turn out from the set any girl

that profaned herseil' by communication with persons of low

cast, or of no cast at all, such as Christians and mussulmans.

Indeed, almost every one of these girls that is tolerably sightly

is taken by some officer of revenue for his own special use,

and is seldom permitted to go to the temple, except in his

presence. Most of these officers have more than one wife,

and the women of the Bramins are very beautiful ; but the

insipidity of their conduct, from a total want of education or

accomplishment, makes the dancing women be sought after

by all natives with great avidity. The mussulman officers in

particular were exceedingly attached to this kind of company,

and lavished away on these womon a great part of their

Incomes. The women very much regret their loss, as the

mussulmans paid liberally, and the Bramins durst not presume

to hinder any girl, who chose, from amusing an asoph, or any

of his friends. The Bramins are not near so lavish of their

money, especially where it is secured by the company's

government, but trust to their authority for obtaining the

favours of the dancers. When a Mussulman called for a set,

it procured from 20 to 200 fanams (from 12.9. 6d. to 61. 4*. 9</.),

according to the number and liberality of his friends who were

present ; for in this country it is customary for every spectator

to give something. They are now seldom called upon to

perform in private, except at marriages, where a set does not

;
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get more than 10 fanams, or about G*. 3d. The girls belonging

to this cast, who are ugly, or who cannot learn to sing, are

married by the musicians. The nutiia, or person who performs

on two small cymbals, is the chief of the set, and not only

brings u[} the l)oys to be musicians, and instructs all the

good looking girls, born in the set, to sing and dance, but

will purchase handsome girls of any cast whatever that he can

procure. When a dancing-girl biH;omes old, she is turned

out from the temple without any provision, and is very

destitute, unless she has a handsome daughter to succeed her;

but if she has, the daughters are in general extremely attentive

and kind to their aged parents. To r/iy taste, nothing can be

more silly and unanimated than the dancing of the women, nor

more harsh and barbarous than their music. Some [Europeans,

however, from long habit, I suppose, have taken a liking to

it, and have even been captivated by the women. Most of

them that I have had an opportunity of seeing have been very

ordinary in their looks, very inelegant in their dress, and

very dirty in their persons : a large proportion of them have

the itch, and a still larger proportion are more severely

diseased.''

From Coimbetore Dr. Buchanan journeyed towards the

aouth of Malabar. * Before entering this country," says our

author, * it may be necessary to premise, tliat this province is

subject to the authority of three commissioners ; under whom
are employed a number of gentlemen, that act in their

respective circles as magistrates and collectors. These officers,

formerly ^pointed by the government of Bombay, have been

lately placed under the presidency of fort St. George. With

an estabUshment the expense of which has l&r exceeded the

revenue, a complete protection from invaders, and a most

tender regard to avoid the punishment of the innocent, ii

might have been expected, that this province would have

been found in a situation very different from what I am

oompriled to represent it. No doubt, this has arisen from a

knity in punishing crimes, and an aversion to employ harsh

to vepreia tbt turbuJent, originating in a gentleness
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of disposition, however, amiable in private life, in a government

often produces the utmost distress to the peaceabieatid industrious

subject.''

* The environs of Colangodu^ say^ he, ' are very beautiful.

The high mountains on the south pour down cascades of a

prodigious height; and the corn fields are intermixed M'ith

lofty forests, and plantations of fruit-trees. The cultivation,

however, is very poor. Most of the dry-field is neglected,

and the quantity of rice-land is not great. Here the rain,

without any assistance from art, is able o bring one crop of

rice to maturity ; and in a few places the natives have

constructed small reservoirs, which enable them to have a

second crop.''

In this neighbourhood, the land is so much divided, that it

was a common saying, that in Maliujala a man could not

make a step, without going out of one cliiers dominions into

those of another. Hyder, taking advantage of these

dissensions, subdued the northern part ot INIalayala, or what

s now called the province of Malabar ; while the Kerit RavC
r. iah, and Cochi rajah rendered all the petty chiefs of the

southern part obedient to their authority. Both of them are

descended from sisters of chiefs appointed by Cheruman

Pcrmal. The former, whom we tall the rajah of Travancore,

has always retained his independence; but the Cochi rajah

was compelled by Tippoo to pay tribute, as he does now to

the company. The violent liigotry and intolerance of Tippoo

forced the greater part of the rajahs, nairs, and namburis,

cither to fly to Travancore, or to retire into the forests, and

other inaccessible places. On the landing of the British army,

a good many of the nairs and some of the rajahs joined it

;

and after the province was ceded to lord Cornwallis, the rajahs

were in general placed in authority over the countries that had

formerly belonged to their families; but their government

having been found such, that it could not be tolerated or

protected, consistent with the principles of humanity that

influence Englishmen, they have in general been deprived of

all authority, and are allowed l-5th part of their country ""s

revenue to support their dignity, which is more than any

Vol. III. a N
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sovereign of consequence in Europe can spare for that purpose.

Some of them, however, are in actual rebellion; some arc

refractory, and all are undoubtedly discontented ; although

before the arrival of the British army they had been very

wretchedly supported on the allowances which they received

from the rv*jah of Travancore. It is alleged, that they are in

some degree excusable; as promises, for corrupt purposes,

were made to them by persons high in office, although perfectly

unauthorised by government.

On the division of Malayala, Pali-ghat-shery fell to the lot

of Shekhury rajah, of the Kshatri cast ; but as this family

invited Hyder into the country, they are considered by all the

people of Malabar as having lost cast, and none of the rajahs

of KsTiatrya descent will admit them into their company. To
an European the succession in this family appears very

extraordinary ; but it is similar to that which prevails in the

families of all the chiefs of Malayala. The males of the

Shekhury family are called Achuns, and never marry. The

ladies are called Naiteats, and live in the houses of their

brothers, whose families they manage. They have no

husbands ; but are not expected to observe celibacy, and may

grant their favours to any person of the Kshatri cast, who is

not an Achun. All the male children of these ladies are

Achuns, all the females are Naitears, and all are of equal

rank according to seniority.

The Nair of Malayala pretends to be born to the military

life; but they are of various ranks and professions. The

highest rank are the Kirum, or Kirit Nairs. On all public

occasions they act as cooks, which among the Hindoos is a

sure mark of transcendent rank ; for every person can eat the

food prepared by a person of higher birth than himself The

second rank of the Nairs are called Sudra, although the whole

are allowed, and acknowledge themselves to be of pure Sudra

origin. These Sudra Nairs are farmers, officers ofgovernment,

and accomptants. They never marry any girls but those of

their own rank; but their women may cohabit with any of

the low people, without losing cast, or their childtec being

disgraced. When a Nair dies, his relations, as usual, among
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the Hindoos, are for 15 days considered unclean, and no one

approaches them but the Attacourchiny who come on the 5th,

10th, and 15th days, and purify them by pouring over their

heads a mixture of water, milk, and cow's u; "ne. The Nairs

can very generally read and write. They never presume to

read portions of the writings held sacred; but have several

legends in the vulgar language. They burn the dead, and

suppose that good men after death go to heaven, while bad

men will suffer transmigration. Those who have been

charitable, that is to say, have given money to religious

mendicants, will be born men ; while those, who have

neglected this greatest of Hindoo virtues, will be bom as

lower animals.

The Nairs marry before they are 10 years of age, in order

that the girl may not be deflowered by the regular operations

of nature; but the husband never afterwards cohabits with

his wife. Such a circumstance, indeed, would be considered

as very indecent. He allows her oil, clothes, ornament, and

food; but she lives in her mother's house, or, after her

parents' death, with her brothers, and cohabit with any

person that she chooses of an equal or higher rank than her

own. If detected in bestowing her favours on any low man,

she becomes an outcast. It is no kind of reflection on a

woman's character to say, that she has formed the closest

intimacy with many persons; on the contrary, the Nair

women are proud of reckoning among their favoured lovers

many Bramins, rajahs, or other persons of high birth: it

would not appear, however, that this want of restraint has

been injurious to population. When a lover receives admission

into a house, he commonly gives his mistress some ornaments,

and her mother a piece of cloth ; but these presents are never

of such value, as to give rooin for supposing that the women
bestow their favours from mercenary motives. To this

extraordinary manner of conducting the intercourse between

the sexes in Malayala, may perhaps be attributed the total

want, among its inhabitants, of that pernicious disposition so

common among other Hindoos. All the young people vie

with each other, who shall look b^st, and who shall secure

I
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the greatest sliart' of favour from the other sex ; and air

extraordinary thoughtlessness concerning the future means of

subsistence is very prevalent. A Nair man, who is detected

in fornication with a Shanar woman, is put to death, and the

woman is sold to the Moplays. If he have connexion with a

slave girl, both are put to death ; a most shocking injustice \o

the female, who, in case of refusal to her lord, would be

subject to all the violence of an enraged and despised master.

In consequence of this strange manner of propagating the

species, no Nair knows his father ; and every man looks upon

his sisters' children as his heirs. He, indeed, looks ujion

them with the same fondness that fathers in other parts of the

world have for their own children ; and he would be considered

as an unnatural monster, were he to show such signs of grief

at the death of a child, which from long cohabitation and<lovc

with its mother, he might supjiose to be his own, as he did at

the death of a child of his sister. A man's mother manages

his family ; and after her death his eldest sister assumes the

direction. Brothers almost always live under the same roof;

but if one of the family separates from the rest, he is always

accompanied by his favourite sister. Even cousins, to the

most remote degree of kindred, in the female line, generally

live together in gi*eat harmonj ; for in this part of the country

love, jealousy, or disgust, never can disturb the peace of a

Nair family. A man's moveable property, after his death, is

divided equally among the sons and daughters of all his sisters.

His landed estate is managed by the eldest male of the family;

but each individual has a right to a share of the income. In

case of the eldest male being unable, from infirmity or

incapacity, to manage the. affairs of the family, the next in

rank does it in the name of his senior.

The Niadis are an outcast tribe comjnon in Malabar, but

not numerous. They are reckoned so very impure, that even

a slave will not touch them. They speak a very bad dialect,

and have acquired a prodigious strength of voice, by being

constantly necessitated to bawl aloud to those with whom they

wish to speak. They absolutely refuse to perform any kind

of labour; and almost the only means that they employ to
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procure a siibsistontv is by watching the crops, to drive away

wild hogs and l)inls. Hunters also employ them to rouse

game ; and the AcJmmars^ who hunt by profession, give the

Niadis l-4th part of what they kill. They gather a tew

wild roots, but can neither catch Hsh, nor any kind of game.

They sometimes procure a tortoise, and are able, by means

of h(K)ks, to kill a crocodile. Both of these amphibious animals

they reckon delicious f<x)d. All these resources, however,

are very inadequate to their support, and they subsist chiefly

by bogging. They have scarcely any clothing, and every

thing alH)ut them discloses want and misery. They have some

wretched huts built under trees in remote places; but they

generally wander about in companies of 10 or 12 persons,

keeping at a little distance from the roads ; and when they see

any passenger, they set up a howl, like so many hungry dogs.

Those who are moved by compassion lay down what they are

inclined to bestow, and go away. The Niadis then put what

has been left for them in the baskets which they always carry

about. The Niadis worship a female deity called Malculeiva^

and sacrifice fowls to her in March. When a person dies, all

those in the neighbourhood assemble and bury the body.

They have no marriage ceremony ; but one man and one

woman alwavs cohabit together; and among them infidelity,

they say, is utterly unknown.

A wretched tribe of this kind, buffeted and abused by

every one, and subsisting on the labour of the industrious, is

a disgrace to any country ; and both compassion and justice

seem to require, that they should be compelled to gain a

livelihood by honest industry, and be elevated somewhat more

nearly to the rank of men. Perhaps Moravian missionaries

might be employed with great success, and at little expense,

in civilizing and rendering industrious the rude and ignorant

tribes that frequent the woods and hills of the peninsula of

India ? In the execution of such a plan, it would be necessary

to trr.nsjxjrt the Niadis to some country east of Malabar, in

order to remove them from the contempt in which they will

always be held by the higher ranks of that country.
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In travelling through the northern parts of Hindostan, our

author learned that a Nuir would be astonii^hed were you to

ask him who his father was, as a man has as much certainty

that the children born in his house are his own, as an European

husband has ; while these children are rendered dear to him

by their own caresses, and those of their mother, who is always

beloved, for otherwise she would be immediately dismissed

;

yet such is the perversity of custom, that a man would be

considered as unnatural, were he to have as much affection

for his own children, as for those of his sister, which he may
perhaps never have seen. Of all known manners of conducting

the intercourse between the sexes, this seems to be the most

absurd and incon-^^nient. That prevailing in the southern

parts of Malayala avoids all the domestic unhappiness arising

from jealousy, or want of continued affection ; but that here,

while it has none of the benefits of marriage, is attended with

all its evils.

* For some time back/ says Dr. Buchanan, < when I passed

through among the gardens near houses, I have observed the

women squatting down the mud walls, in order to satisfy their

curiosity by viewing a stranger. When they thought that I

observed tiiem, they ran away in a fright. This does not

arise from the rules of cast in Malabar requirine; the Hindoo

women to be confined, for that is by no means the case ; but

in the interior parts of north Malabar, the Nairs, being at

enmity with Europeans, have persuaded the women, that wc

are a kind of hobgoblins who have long tails, in order to

conceal which we wear breeches. The women and children

therefore are much afraid whenever an Eurc;)ean appears,

which indeed seldom happens. In the southern division, and

on the sea coast, we are too well known to occasion any alarm.**

Several authors have affirmed that in warm countries there

are a greater number of females than males ; but our author

says that, by an accurate census, there are in the southern

division of Canara 206,633 males and only 190,039 females.

Dr. Buchanan mentions a Moplay village, formerly the

residence of a rajah, where the Nairs are still more numerous

'>rti^
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than the Moplays, yet during Tipptx^'s authority, while not

protected by government, the Hindoos were forced to skulk

in the woods, and all such that could be caught were

circumcised. It must be observed, that however involuntary

this conversion may be, it is perfectly effectual, and the

convert immediately becomes a good Mussulman, as otherwise

he would have no cast at all ; and although the doctrine of

cast be no part of the faith of Mahomet, it has in India been

fully adopted by the l»)w ranks of Mussulmans. On entering

Canara, an immediate change in the police takes place. No
person is here permitted to swagger about with arms : these

may be kept in the house for protection against thieves ; but

they must not be brought into public, for the encouragement

of assassination.

The fishermen near Mangalore p^"^T- to a goddess represented

in the form of a woman. She never occasions any trouble to

her votaries, if they pray and ofR i- sacrifices; but, if these

are neglected, she inflicts sickness on the impious persons.

—Men who have incurred her displeasure, and who in

consequence fiave become sick, make a vow tr -suspend

themselves by hooks passed through the skin of their backs,

and thus to be swung round before her temple. This

expiation is performed at the jatram^ or great annual feast,

when many bloody sacrifices are offered. Women who

suppose that the goddess has inflicted on them barrenness,

or other great infirmity, vow to walk barefooted on red-hot

coals before the temple. If the goddess hear their prayers,

she prevents the coals from burning their feet. ' My
informants impudently assert,' says our author, ' that the

ceremony is frequently performed. A quantity of red-hot

coals are spread before the temple; and the woman, after

having fasted a whole day, walks three times slowly with bare

feet over the fire.

* The princes of the house of IJceri had given great

encouragement to the Christians, and had induced 80,000 of

them to settle in TtUava. They are all of Kankana descent,

and retained the language, dress, and manners of tfie people
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of that country. The clergy, it is true, adopted the dress of

the order to which they belonged ; but tliey are all natives

descended from Kankana families, and were purposdy

educated in a seminary at Goa, where they were instructed in

tbo Portuguese and Latin languages, and in the doctrines of

the church of Rome. In Tulava they had 27 churches, each

provided with a vicar, and the whole under the control of a

vicar-general, subject to the authority of the archbishop of

Goa. Tippoo threw the priests into dungeons, forcibly

converted to Islamism the laity, and destroyed all the

churches. As the Christian religion does not prevent the

readmisslon into the church of such delinquents, these

involuntary inussulmans have in general reconciled themselves

with these clergy, who now of course arc at Uberty, and

15,000 have already returned to Mangalore and its vicinity

;

10,000 made their escape to Malabar, from whence they are

returning home as quickly as their poverty will admit.'

In the temples of Tulava there prevails a very singular

custom. Any woman of the four pure casts, who is tired of

her husband, or who (being a widow, and consequently

incapable of marriage,) is tired of a life of celibacy, goes to a

temple, and eats some of the rice that is offered to the idol.

She is then taken l)efore the officers of government, who

assemble some people of her cast to inquire into the cause of

her resolution ; and, if she be of the Bramin cast, to give her

an option, of living either in the temple or out of its precincts.

If she chooses the former, she gets a daily allowance of rice,

and annually a piece of cloth. She must sweep the temple,

fan the idol with a Tibet cow's tail (Bos gruiens)^ and confine

her amours to the Bramins. In fact, she generally becomes

a concubine to some officer of revenue, who gives her a trifle

in addition to her public allowance, and who will flog her

severely if she grant favours to any other person. The male

children of these women are called Moylar^ but are fond of

assuming the title of stanika^ and wear the Braminical thread.

As many of them as can procure employment live about the

temples, sweep the areas, sprinkle them with an infusion of

'i\
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cow-dung, carry flambeaus before the gods, and perform

other similar low offices. The others are reduced to betake

themselves to agriculture, or some honest employment.

The Braminy women who do not choose to live in the

temple, and the women of the three lower casts, cohabit with

any man of pv\re descent that they please; but they must

pay annually to the temple l-16th of half a pagoda. Their

children also are called Moylar ; those descended from

Braminy women can marry the daughters of the Moylar

who live in the temples : but neither of them ever intermarry

with persons descended from a woman of inferior cast. It is

remarkable in this cast, where, from the corrupt examples of

their moth rs, the chastity of the women might be considered

as doubtful, that a man''s children are his heirs ; while in most

other casts the custom of Tulava requires a man^s sister''s

children, by way of securing the succession in the family.

The Bramins of Tulava, according to their sacred writings,

affirm that 1,955,883,865 years have elapsed since the creation

of Tulava

!

During Tippoo''s government, thieves were numerous in the

neighbourhood of the Ghats; and many bands of a sipt of

scoundrels, called Sady Jambutty, wpre then in the habit of

coming from the Maratta country to plunder. * The former,'

says our traveller, * have been entirely banished; but the

Sady Jambutty still come in bands of 20 or 30 men, although

not so commonly as in former times. On Mr. Monro's arrival,

a thief of this country, finding that this was not likely to be a

convenient place for his residence, withdrew to the Maratta

territory, and formed an alliance with Lol Sing; a noted

robber. With their united forces these two ruffians have

made three incursions into this country. In their last

expedition, about 12 days ago, both were taken prisoners,

and are now in confinement at Hully-halla. When these

robbers make their attack, or are known to be in the

neighbourhood, the Bramins, and'other peaceable inhabitants^

retire from their houses with their effects, and even during

the rainy season conceal themselves in the forests; for pestilence,

or beasts of prey, are gentle in comparison with Hindoo

Vol. III. 3
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robbers, wlw, in order to discover concealed projKjrty, put to

the torture all those who fall into their haiuls.''

At Nagara our author met with a kind reception from

captain Lloyd. This was a fortified town, and allter it was

taken by Hyder its trade increased greatly ; for he made it

his principal arsenal, and employed many people in making

arms and ammunition. He also continued the mint, and

much money was coined during his reign. He gave great

encouragement to merchants, and endeavoured to introduce

the cultivation of mulberries and silk, but in this he had little

or no success. On the outside of the fort, he built a palace,

and resided in it three years. On the invasion of general

Mathews, the commandant of the Ibrt, by way of showing

an inclination to make an obstinate defence, burnt the palace

;

and the whole town shared the same fate during an engagement

which took place on Tippoo'*s coming up with his army. It

is commonly reported by the British officers, that general

Mathews was surprised; and, indeed, from his infatuated

conduct, that would appear to have been the case; yet the

people here say, that he had given them eight days previous

notice of the probability of a siege, and of consequence they

lost little more than their houses, as they had time to remove

all their valuable effects. The palace was rebuilt by Tippoo,

elated with the victorv of which he made so cruel a use ; but

in the short time that has ^nce intervened, it is now almost a

ruin ; for it is built entirely of mud and timber ; and on these

materials the excessive rains of this climate have so strong an

effect, that without a very complete repair once in three or

four years, no building of this kind will stand for any length

of time. Tippoo also re-established the mint and arsenal, and

recalled the people ; but a great many of them did not return,

being under suspense for the event of the siege of Mangalore.

Near Simoga a battle was fought between one of Tippoo's

generals, and an ally of lord CornwalHs. The mussulmans

were defeated ; and, afler a siege of two days, the Maratta

chief took tlie fort. His march, as usual, was marked by

devastation, famine, and murder. The town at that time

contained 6,000 housis, the whole of which were destroyed

;
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the women were ravished, and the handsomest carried away.

Such of the men as fell into the hands of the Marattas were

killed, and of those who escaped the sword a large proportion

perished of !mnger; every eatable thing having been swept

away by those whom people in Europe are pleased to call the

gentle Hindoos. These ruffians did not even spare the

Ktidali Swami, who is the guru of all the Maratta Ikamins

of the Smarted sect, and wlio is by them considered as an

actual incarnation of the deity. His matam, or college, was

plundered and burnt ; but this cost the Maratta chief dear.

The enraged Swami heldout threats of instant excommunication,

and was only pacified by a present of 400,000 rupees. Tippoo

had the satisfaction of taking one half of this sum, which was

the assessment levied from the Swami on account of the

nuzzur that lord Comwallis exacted.

The Swami is said to have been of great use in the famine,

and to have employed the utmost of his influence in collectii.g

money to support the starving wretches. He daily fed 3,000

Bramins, and other religious mendicants; for, according to

the Hindoo doctrine, it is the ciiaritv which is bestowed on

religious men that chiefly procures favour in the eyes of the

gods.

In the neighbourhood of this place, our traveller came to

a village, where the inhospitable disposition of the ratives

fully manifested itself. * Near this village,' says he, * I

overtook a Seapoy lying in the utmost agony from a rupture.

Having with some difficulty reduced it, the pain in his groin

was succeeded by a violent colic^ which contracted his limbs

;

and, had any exercise been at all proper for a man in his

condition, rendered him totally unable to walk. I therefore

went into the village, in order to procure a cot or bedstead,

of which a litter could be readily made. As I had left all

my attendants with the sick man, except an interpreter, the

villagers held me in contempt. I found the gauda, his

brother, and some head men of the village, all Sivahliactars,

standing in conversation, and wrapped up in their blankets.

Having made known to them my case, the gauda replied,

that they had no cots, and his brother talked very loud, and

I
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il

in an insolent manner. Tliis was checked by the coming up
of a superior officer of revenue, who informed me that there

were cots in every house ; but neither offers of payment, nor

threats of complaint, were of more avail than humanity.'*

This inhospitality partly pr(x;eeded from their hatred to the

Seapoys of the Bombay army.

At Heriuru our aathor''8 coc^k died. * When this man was

taken ill,' says he, * I had given orders to secure his effect<t

for the benefit of his wife and children; but, on inspection

after his death, no money could be found. Whether he had

been plundered as soon as he became insensible, and that a

guilty conscience occasioned fears among his companions, or

whether the sudden manner of his death occasioned suspicions,

I cannot say ; but it was immediately believed that he would

become a pysachi^ and all my people were filled with terror.

The butler imagined, that the pysachi appeared to him at

night with a black silk handkerchief tied round its head, and

gave him instructions to take all the effects of the deceased to

his family; upon this, the butler, being a man of courage,

put his shoes at the right side of the d(X)r, which he considered

to be a sure preventative against such intruders. Next night

a cattle-driver, lying in all the agonies of nocturnal terror,

saw the appearance of a dog enter, and smell round the place

where the man had died ; when, to his utter dismay, the

spectre gradually grew larger and larger, and at length,

having assumed the form of the cook, vanished with a shriek.

The poor man had not the courage to use the slippers, but

lay till morning in a kind of stupor. After this, even the

minds of the Seapoys were appalled ; and when I happened

to be awake, I heaixl the sentries, by way of keeping up their

courage, singing with a tremulous voice."*

Dr. Buchanan, having surveyed the central parts of Mysore,

set out from Seringapatam on his return to Madras. At

Can€an-h.ully was a temple said to have been founded many

iiundred thousand years ago. Previous to the invasion by

lord Cornwallig, the 90untry was well cultivated. The

devoiitation was commenced by Tippoo, who blew up the

works in order to prevent them iwm being useful to the
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British army. After this the Jnicul Polygar ravaged tlie

country, colonel Head havlug invited him back to hi»

dominions. According to the accounts of the amildar, this

gentle Hindoo has rendered ^5ths of the whole aralilc lands

a waste; and, from the small number of inliabitants, tlie

beasts of prey have increased so much, that, during the two

last years of the sultan's government, 80 of tlie inliabitants of

Cancan-hully were carried away by tigers from within the

walls of the fort. These have been since repaired, and the

people can now sleep with safety. To keep ofl' these destructive

animals, every village in the neighbourhood is strongly fenced

with a hedge of thorns. On the approach of the army under

general Harris, Tippoo burned the town, and he did not

allow to escape this favourable opjjortunity of destroying an

idolatrous place of worship. He broke down the maiuiapam,

or portico of the temple, and nothing remains but the gateway,

and the shrine; to destroy which, probably his workmen

durst not venture. Cancan-hully at present contains 200

houses. Before the invasion of lord Cornwallis there were

at least 600.

We have thus endeavoured to select the most amusing and

striking features in the character of the Hindoos. From
which it is evident, tliat the separation of the inhabitants into

distinct casts, constitutes an insuperable bar to civilization.

Intelligence, industry, and property, are not the chief marks

of distinction. ' The pride of cast is indeed,'' says our author,

* that which is most prevalent with the Hindoos ; and there is

scarcely a creature so wretched or ignorant but who on this

account holds in the utmost contempt many persons in easy

circumstances, and respectable situations ; for the rank of the

different casts is by no means well ascertained ; the only en?

point that is clear is, the immeasurable superiority of the

Bramins above the rest of mankind.''

The jealousy that exists amongst the native princes in

Hindostan, the terror inspired by the British arms, and the

protection afforded from foreign invasion, have conspired to

strengthen and extend the authority of the East India

, company over these immense and populous regions. But the
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impossibility of maintaining a pennanent authority over a

people so inveterately prejudiced, by ancient and religious

customs, against their conquerors, by such means as the

company possess, must be apparent to every one. The

propriety of colonizing Hindostan has been urged as the best

means of maintaining the British power : but this scheme, it

is supposed, would interfere with the interests of the company.
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